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Don’t be afraid!

Dare to challenge.....

Dare to accept.....

Dare to dream.....

- Dare to emerge from the traditional matrix -
- be free from spiritual bondage -

“The philosopher should be a man willing to listen to every suggestion, but
determined to judge for himself. He should not be biased by appearances, have
no favorite hypothesis, be of no school, and in doctrine have no master. He
should not be a respecter of persons, but of things. Truth should be his primary
object. If to these qualities be added industry, he may indeed hope to walk with-
in the veil of the temple of Nature.”

- Michael Faraday (1791-1867)
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Romanization of Chinese Words

This book uses the Pinyin romanization system of Chinese to English. Pinyin is

standard in the People’s Republic of China, and in several world organizations,

including the United Nations. Pinyin, which was introduced in China in the 1950’s,

replaces the Wade-Giles and Yale systems. In some cases, the more popular spelling

of a word may be used for clarity.

Some common conversions:

Pinyin Also Spelled As Pronunciation

Qi Chi

Qigong Chi Kung

Qin Na Chin Na

Jin Jing

Gongfu Kung Fu

Taijiquan Tai Chi Chuan

For more information, please refer to The People’s Republic of China: Administra-

tive Atlas, The Reform of the Chinese Written Language, or a contemporary manual of

style.

The author and publisher have taken the liberty of not italicizing words of for-

eign origin in this text. This decision was made to make the text easier to read. Please

see the comprehensive glossary for definitions of Chinese words.



Dedication 
To myfi讯end whom 1 can't forget, M r. Wolfgang Pastore 

Dear Wolfgang: 
Less than three months ago we practiced Chen Style Tai

jiquan together in Boston. We went to Cape Cod with oth

ers and had a great time. 1 remember when the other four 

were swimming; only you, Siu Hung, and 1 sat on the beach 

and talked. We had such a good time, and it reminded me 

that you took me everywhere in Italy for sightseeing. You 

told me that someday, you would take me to see the Tower 

of Pisa. Now, 1 don't think my dream will come true. Even 

if 1 have a chance to see it someday, the feeling will not be 

the same; simply because you will not be there. 

1 was so shocked and lost when Franco called me on the 

Dedication 

18th of July and told me the bad news. Even now, 1 still believe that 1 am dreaming 

and still wait to wake up. You were not just a student, but a good 丘iend. lt has not 

been easy to fìnd people like you in my lifetime. However, you have passed and gone 

on. 1 promised you that 1 would complete the book: Small Circulation in a couple of 

years. Now, 1 am so disappointed that you will not be able to see it. In fact, my moti

vation was to write a good book about Small Circulation and Grand Circulation to 

surprise and please you. Since 1 promised you, 1 have started to compile, research the 

documents, study them, ponder them, and blend them with my thirty years of expe

rience. 1 was just ready to put down what 1 had planned for this book, and was wait

ing to tell you when 1 came to Venice this September. Now, 1 am so sad. 1 wish time 

could return to before the 18th of this month. However, days have passed and my 

sorrow has grown deeper. 
1 looked at some of the pictures we took. 1 remember you took Master Liang and 

me to Florence. 1 remember you walked with me in Venice and explained its histo

r严 1 remember your expression when you saw me rowing the gondola and could not 

wait to take a picture of me. 1 also remember your depression when you could not 

learn the Chen Style T￥ijiquan as fast as the others. 1 promised you that we would 

go over it together when 1 came to Venice this September. Now when 1 practice 

Chen Style Taijiquan, 1 am unable to continue and fìnish. It reminds me of you. 

Only now, 1 start to realize how much your friendship has influenced me. 

Though we were born in the same year, you always treated me as a teacher and 

more than a friend. \1Ç电 were so dose that we could share philosophies and feelings 

without hesitation. 1 don't know how 1 could not miss you whenever 1 visit Venice 

again. It seems that you will still be there waiting for me, waiting to tell me things at 

which we can laugh together. 

IX 



Dedication 

One thing that both of us agreed upon, was that there was another dimension 
coexisting with ours, and that we will enter that dimension when we die. 1 hope you 
will be waiting for me there to tell me we were right. The end of life is not an end 
but the beginning of another life. That is the nature of this universe, isn't it? 

1 will complete the book which 1 promised. Your death has made me understand 
that 1 should value the rest of my life more, and try my best to share what 1 know 
with others. Knowledge is an accumulation of many life times from coundess ages. 
W电 should not let this knowledge die with us. If we let this happen, then we really 
die; otherwise, we can continue to live forever. 

Whenever 1 am discouraged, 1 will remember you. Whenever 1 am sad, 1 will 
recall your smile and laughter. Whenever 1 am calm and spiritual, 1 will try to com
municate with you. 1 hope you will try the same on the other side until we meet 
again. Good bye dear 丘iend.

x 

Most sincerely yours, 

Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming 
July 24, 1995 
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Foreword 
T古omas G. Gutheil M.D. 

"And the Lord God formed man 0/ the dust 0/ the ground and breathed into his 
nostrils the breath 0/ l.泸'; and man became a living so以"

The Bible in the above quote gives to breath the ultimate 

creative force , not only giving life, but creating all human 

life. For the ancient Greeks, "psyche" meant "breath-soul," 
capturing how closely identifìed the breath of life is with life 

itsel f. For the ancient Romans, the term "inspired" literally 

meant "breathed into by a god or muse." 

The essential role of proper breathing is recognized in 

vocal and instrumental music, rhetoric, public speaking, ath

letics, meditation, yoga and all the martial arts. This central 

subject receives clarifìcation in depth by Dr. Yang, Jwing

Ming, one of the most lauded and successful translators and 

- Genesis 2:7 

Foreword 

interpreters of ancient Chinese documents: lost works, ancient writings, mistranslat

ed or never-translated archives and forgotten teachings that are as relevant and true 

today as in the remote past, when they were set down，。丘en in secret. Bringing light 

to such dark corners has been a long-standing goal, even an obsession, of Dr. Yang, 

a master and master teacher of martial arts with schools all over the world. His bib

liography records a number of previous presentations of ancient Chinese classics now 

made available in English to the general reader. The present volume joins this dis

tinguished list. 
The effort to translate these arcane documents from the ancient Chinese faces 

formidable obstacles, each Chinese character-nay, each sound-can have multiple 

meanings and nuances, many totally dependent on context and many of those con

texts lost. Further complicating the task are the 0丘en metaphoric and poetic imagery 

used instead of literal meanings and the fact that some expressions have specifìc 

meanings in Qi (energy) theory and nowhere else. Many of the writings make use of 

paradoxes familiar from Zen teaching: "doing without doing," for example. It is only 

Dr. Yang's intimate familiarity with Qi Gong (Qigong) theory and its extensive writ

ing (many translated by himself) that permits his effort to succeed in bringing these 

old teachings to our present use. 
One further point must be made. Few areas like the present topic so vividly 

demonstrate the separateness and compartmentalization of Western approaches to 

the mind-body synergy and the contrast with Eastern uni可'. We Westerners take our 
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philosophy in school, our spiritual needs in houses of worship, our physical exercise 
in the gymnasium and our mental or meditative needs in holistic classes. In this text, 
the mental, physical and spiritual aspects of a human being are combined, not sepa
rated, integrated, not divided. 

Why "embryonic" breathing? .As this volume describes breathing methods in 
relation to Qi the。可 aimed at longevity and health, image叩 is invoked that is relat
ed to the effortless breathless breathing of the baby in the womb; but the essential 
idea of an embryo captures the vision of potential mental, physical and spiritual 
growth towards ultimate enlightenment. After a review of Qi and Qi Gong theo町，
Dr. Yang translates and then provides detailed and essential commentary on these 
writings to aid the modern reader to appreciate the valuable concepts therein. As 
future readers, you are invited to breathe in this rare opportunity. 

(Dr. Gutheil is Professor of Psychiatry at Harvard Medical School and a student 
at Yang's Martial Arts Association) 
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Preface 
Chinese Qigong can generally be categorized into External Elixir (Wai Dan, 

外丹) and Internal Elixir (Nei Dan，内丹) Qigong. From External Elixir Qigong 

practice, a student learns how to build up the Qi to a higher level in the limbs and 

at the surf主ce of the body. He then allows it to flow inward to the center of the body 

and the internal organs to nourish them. Through this practice, Qi circulation in the 

body can be improved and enhanced, to achieve the goal of maintaining health. 

In Internal Elixir Qigong practice, a practitioner will build up the Qi internally 

through correct breathing and meditation methods. When the Qi has been built up 

to an abundant level, this Qi will then be distributed outward to nourish the entire 

body and enhance its vital functions. 
Experience teaches that, compared to Internal Elixir Qigong, External Elixir 

Qigong practice is simpler, easier and also safer. However, the benefits that can be 

obtained 丘om External Elixir practice are limited to enhancing the health of the 

physical body. If one wishes to reach the goal of longevity and spiritual enlighten

ment, Internal Elixir Qigong practice is 臼sential.

The first step in practicing Internal Elixir Qigong is called "5mall Cyclic Heav

en Meditation" (Xiao Zhou Tian Jing Zuo，小周夭静坐) or "5mall Circulation Med

itation." This is also commonly known as "Microcosmic Meditation" in Indian Yoga 

(Yujia，瑜动回} Although many people have heard of it, not many practice this kind of 

meditation, due to the difficulties and dangers involved. The reasons for this are sim

ple: 1. There are very few experienced and qualified teachers in Qigong socie可 today

who are willing to take the risk ofbeing sued due to the dangers involved in the prac

tice. 2. lt is much harder to find a sincere and committed student in today's life-s可le

who willlisten and last till the end of practice. The relationship between a teacher 

and a student is much shallower nowadays than before. This has downgraded the 

mutual trust between teacher and student. 3. To create a desirable environment for 

a profound level of meditation, such as "5mall Circulation," "Grand Circulation" 

(Da Zhou Tian，大周天)， and "Enlightenment Meditation" (Xian Dao Jing Zuo, 

仙道静坐)， is very dif且cult in today's socie可~ 50 there are very few books or docu

ments written and revealed to the general public. lt is even harder to find any expe

rienced teacher who is able to interpret the entire practice from a scientific point of 

vlew. 
Through practicing 5mall Circulation Meditation, one can circulate the Qi (i.e. 

bioelectricity) smoothly in the Conception (Ren Mai，任服) and Governing Vessels 

(Du Mai，啊!的 the two major Qi vessels which regulate the Qi circulating in the 

Twelve Primary Qi Channels (Shi Er Ji吨，十二短} In addition, a practitioner will 

also learn how to build up the Qi and store it to an abundant level in his Real Lower 

Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田) (bio-battery} This enables the storage of 

a higher level of vital energy (i.e. Qi) in the body, in order to strengthen the immune 
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system and increase the life span. Furthermore, through practicing Small Circulation 
Meditation, a practitioner can fìnd his peaceful mind and the spiritual center. 

Success in Internal Elixir Qigong practice depends on whether a practitioner 
knows how to build up the Qi (i.e. Elixir) to a higher level and then store it inside 
his body. In order to store the Qi to an abundant level, a practitioner must locate the 
Dan Tians (丹田) (i.e. Elixir Fields1 and know how to build up and store the Q i. To 
reach this goal, a practitioner must fìrst know the theory and techniques of Embry
onic Breathing (Tai Xi，胎息} Usually, these theories and techniques were kept top 
secret in ancient Qigong society. It was not until the second half of the last century, 
that documents on Embryonic Breathing were gradually revealed to the general pub
lic. This book covers most of the available documents. These documents have been 
translated and commented on 仕om my personal point of view. 1 sincerely believe, 
for those who wish to study and practice Embryonic Breathing, that this book will 
provide them with an important guideline and crucial key to reach this goal. In 
"Grand Circulation Meditation" and "Spiritual Enlightenment Meditation," 
Embryonic Breathing is a vital practice for those who wish to reach their fìnal goal 
of spiritual cultivation. 

Originally, this book was only one part of the book entitled: "Small Circulation 
Meditation." However, a丘er fìve years of writing, 1 began to realize that it was 
impossible to include Embryonic Breathing with thorough and detailed discussion 
and analysis in that book. Translations of the available ancient documents about 
Embrγonic Breathing, together with a scientifìc commentary took more than 150 
pages. Therefore, 1 decided that Embryonic Breathing merited a book of its own. In 
this wa严 the subject of Embryonic Breathing can be treated independently. 1 believe 
that 1 have tried my best to convey the information with a thorough and scientifìc 
discussion of the subject. 

In order to help those interested Qigong practitioners without general Qigong 
knowledge, the fìrst part of this book will review and summarize important Qigong 
concepts. This is followed by the theoretical discussion of Embryonic Breathing. 

In the second, core part of this book, the available documents are translated with 
commentar予 However， before you read them, you need to understand a few impor
tant points. It is very di伍cult to translate these ancient Chinese writings. Because of 
cultural di能rences ， many expressions would not make sense to the Westerner if 
translated literally. Often, knowledge of the historical context is necessar予 Further
more, since in Chinese every sound has several possible meanings, when anyone tried 
to understand a poem or write it down, he had to choose from among these mean
ings. For this reason, many of the poems have several variations. The same problem 
occurs when the poems are read. Many Chinese characters have several possible 
meanings, so reading involves interpretation of the text even for the Chinese. Also, 
the meaning of many words has changed over the course of time. When you add to 
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this the grammatical differences (generally no tenses, artides, singular or plural, or 

differentiation between parts of speech1 you fìnd that it is almost impossible to 

translate Chinese literally into English completely. In addition to all this, the trans

lator must have had much the same experience and understanding, as well as similar 

intuitive feelings as the original author, in order to convey the same meaning. 

With these diffìculties in mind, 1 have attempted to convey as much of the orig

inal meaning of the Chinese as possible, based on my own Qigong experience and 

understanding. Although it is impossible to fully translate the original meaning, 1 

feel 1 have managed to express the majority of the important points. The translation 

has been made as dose to the original Chinese as possible, induding such things as 

double negatives and, sometimes, idiosyncratic sentence structure. Words that are 

understood but not actually written in the Chinese text have been induded in paren

theses. Also, some Chinese words are followed by the English in parenthes白， e.g. 

Shen (Spirit} To further assist the reader, 1 have induded my personal commentary 

with each document. 
Finally, in the third part of this book, 1 will summarize the methods of practice 

from translated documents and also from my personal practical experience. From 

this part, you will know how to practice correct1y without too much danger. 

After you practice Embryonic Breathing for a period of time, you will soon dis

cover that it seems there is another world (i.e. spiritual world) which other regular 

people cannot reach. This world has not yet been understood by today's science. If 

you are able to step in and practice, you will become a pioneer of the study and prac

tice of spiritual science. Compared to material science which has been well devel

oped, spiritual science is still far behind. This is why we have encountered the biggest 

crises and challenges today. On one hand we have developed the material science 

which is able to destroy the entire world; on the other, we still don't know how to 

control human desires and temperament. 

Compared with the Western spiritual science and understanding, in my personal 

opinion, the East has developed far beyond the West. The reason for this is simply 

because of the involvement of politics in Western religion. Glo町; dignity, power, and 

wealth have become the major concerns in Western religious societies. Although of 

course, there have been examples of the same thing in Eastern religions, this has been 

more of an exception. For this reason, in Europe and the Americas, it was more com

mon for those people who had natural inborn spiritual capabilities to be accused as 

witches and burned to death. In China, the situation was ve叮 di岳rent. Those spiri

tual people would usually hide themselves in the mountains for spiritual cultivation. 

Many of them would write their experiences down and these were passed down to us. 

In China, it was very common that when those spiritually talented people were found, 

they were said to have afì且nity for Buddhahood (Fo Yuan，佛缘) or the Dao (Dao 

Yuan，道缘} These people were usually sent to the monasteries for further training. 
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1 sincerely believe that in order to promote human spiritual science to a higher 
level, the first priority is to translate these existing ancient documents written by 
those experienced spiritual practitioners. However, there are now too many docu
ments available to society. In the last few years, 1 have realized that even having spent 
my last forty years collecting the ancient documents, studying and interpreting 
them, all my effort has only contributed probably less than 0.1 % to the entire study. 
To expedite the spiritual study, we will need a well funded non profit organization 
to translate these documents which can thus allow the Western general public to 
study and practice them. 

Before 1 finish this preface, 1 would like to point out an important fact. It does 
not matter how long a person has studied and practiced Qigong, still his knowledge, 
experience and understanding of Qigong will be limited and shallow, compared with 
the vast and profound nature of Qigong itself. Therefore, there is no single person 
who is able to understand all of the practices and share them with you. If you are 
wise, you should remain humble and search for other sources of knowledge and 
experience. Only if you can keep an open mind, can you accept the nature of truth. 
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CHAPTER 1 

General Concepts 一般概念

1.1 INTRODUCTION 介韶

Throughout human history, we have been wondering at the how and why of our 

existence. What kind of role are we playing in this universe? What is the meaning of 

our lives? What will happen after our death? Countless questions and confusions 

have always been in our mind. Therefore, since ancient times, we have continued to 

search for ourselves and tried to understand our inner original natural being. Exter

nally, we have sought the w可s to survive physically and 则is命 ourselves through 

material enjoyment. In order to understand ourselves and our surrounding environ

ment better, through our fìve sense organs, eyes (seeing1 ears (hearing1 skin (touch

ing1 tongue (tasting1 and nose (smelling1 we constantly collect information from 

around us. As this information has been compiled, analyzed, recorded, and slowly 

understood, we have gradually untied the knots of the questions and increase our 

knowledge. From this learning process, we have made our lives better, and also 

enabled the evolution of our spirit to advance one more tiny step. 

Our human learning process about the truth of ourselves and great nature has 

been very long and painful. In the course of this, we have been subject to the 

bondage of our own emotional mind. In the course of human history, we have 

demonstrated that in order to satis命 our emotional desires, such as greed, power, 

glory, pride, selfìshness, jealousy, dignity, etc. we learned how to kill each other but 

also how to love one another. 
In the past, when we encountered diffìcult problems and unanswered questions, 

we turned to wise and long-lived humans, and hopefully from their wisdom and 

experience, the confusion and wonders of our lives could be answered. Therefore, 
philosophers and holy men were respected and worshiped. This led us to the path of 

religion and from these philosophers and holy men, we hoped to alleviate the inner 

pain and doubt in our lives. We also hoped, through the guidance of these holy men, 

for a better understanding of this universe and ourselves. Through their wisdom, the 

rules of how to live with each other peacefully and harmoniousl严 as well as the rela伊

tionship between humans and nature, were interpreted and codifìed. Through their 
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teachings, we have understood something about nature and humanity. Our spirit has 
been gradually raised up to a higher level. We have learned to be more civilized spir
itually. 

However, if we reflect sincerely on our past, we realize that, very unfortunately, 
we have also been seriously abused by many religions which have misled us to con
tinue killing each other. 1 deeply believe that this was not the original intention of 
the teachings passed down to us 丘om those wise holy men. For thousands of years, 
religions have been used as an excuse for killing and conquering. If you step into any 
European historical museum, you will discover that nearly 80% of the arts created in 
the past are related to religion and war. Our spirit has been channeled and misused 
by religion to fulfìll the wishes of those in power. Glory, dignity, wealth, and power 
have been the symbols of religion. 1 believe that this was a wrong turn. 

Many of the spiritual people in the past could see this sadness of human spiritu
al abusiveness and retired to the mountains which were far from the bondage of the 
human emotional mind. They meditated and pondered, and hopefully were able to 
fìnd and connect their spirit to nature. However, this is not an easy task. After all, 
since birth, we have been taught or brainwashed into wrong thought patterns creat
ed in the past and learned how to place a mask on our face , in order to survive in 
this masked society. It will take a great effort for us to open our minds and remove 
this mask, and face the truth of nature. Naturally, most of this mask is generated from 
our emotional bondage and desires. Through the years, this mask has become thick
er and heavier and without realizing it, we have forgotten our true face hidden 
behind the mask. In this way we have isolated ourselves from the true pure nature to 
which we originally belonged. 

To unifY with the natural spirit, the spiritual people both in the East and the 
West realized that they must fìrst learn to calm down their emotional disturbances, 
fìlter them through the brain, and fìnally bring their spirit to a more purifìed, neu
tral, and peaceful state. From this spiritual puri且cation ， they found that the natural 
spirit can be reached. From continued pondering, they also discovered that many of 
our questions could be answered. Therefore, meditation methods which were able to 
lead us to enter this spiritual and peaceful state were developed and passed down 
through writing and instruction. Through meditation, a stronger intuition and psy
chic feeling (extrasensory perception (ESP)) was developed. Even today, this kind of 
special talent or training cannot yet be explained in terms of the infancy stage of 
today's human science. The reason for this is simply that humans have been paying 
more attention to material science than to spiritual science in the last several cen
turies. Spiritual science remains mysterious and confused, and the human spirit has 
continued to be abused. 

It is amazing that the experience of both Eastern and Western meditators agrees, 
that meditation is the best way to understand the human spirit better, and further 
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uni命 it with the spi出 of nature. Both Eastern and Western meditators believe that 

our spirit resides in our brain and through opening The Third Eye (center of the 

forehead1 we are capable of communicating and unifying with the nature spirit. The 

Third Eye is called "Tian Yan" (天眼) (i.e. Heaven Eye1 or "Upper Dan Tian" (i.e. 

Upper Elixir Field，上丹田) in the tradition of Chinese Qigong spiritual cultivation. 

Naturally, the fìnal goal of this spiritual cultivation is continuing to search for 

the meaning of our lives and hopefully to build a connection with the natural spir

it. In order to reach the natural spirit, natural Qi such as heaven Qi (energy flows 

down to us from the heavens) and earth Qi are studied. You should understand that 

this natural Qi has not only been studied by the Chinese spiritual Qigong practi

tioners but also by other human cultures. For example, this natural energy is called 

"pranà' in India, "pneumà' in Greece, and "Ki" in ]apan. Today, it is commonly 

called "cosmic energy," "orgone energy," or simply "natural energy or force." 

This energy exists eve可where and takes many different forms. This energy man

ifests in a living body as heat, bioelectricity, or light. This energy supports the spirit 

when the physical body is alive and also after death. When this energy remains in 

dead objects without the spirit, though the object does not grow, it can also mani

fest in different energy forms. 
Because the spiritual energy can only be felt but not perceived easily by humans, 

it has remained a mystery since ancient times. Since then, humans have tended to 

develop what they know best. While mystifìed by this spiritual energy, we have con

tinued to develop and have reached a very high level in the material sciences. 

According to Chinese philosophy, the material world (i .e. color world) is Yang 

and is the manifestation of the spiritual world (i .e. colorless world) which is Yin. 

These two worlds coexist and are dosely related to and mutually influenced by 

each other. If we can build a bridge or a connection between these two and har

monize them smoothly, we can promote our understanding of our lives better. Not 

only that, we can achieve better health and longevity each time we come back as a 

physical form. Consequently, this will provide us with a longer time for our spiri

tual cultivation. 
Mter several hundred years of material development, though we have reached a 

high level of understanding about the material world, we are still in the dark about 

our spiritual being. It is now up to us to use what we have developed and under

stood in material and energy science, to study the spiritual world. It is now time for 

us to step into the spiritual world and to understand it. The 21st century is the 伊ir

itual century. 
To achieve this we should 且rst study the traditional the。可 and methods of prac

tice which have been passed down to us both in the East and the West. 市电 must edu

cate the next generation about what we have known about the spiritual world-the 

world without human emotional bondage. Then, we must teach our children how 
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to meditate and 且nd their inborn natural spiritual self. Through meditation, they can 
recognize their original spiritual being, and therefore be able to distinguish the pure 
spiritual world from the contaminated physical world. If we are able to teach them 
how to meditate from childhood, we will have provided them with a firm founda回
tion for their spiritual development and growth. Only then can we expect, after a few 
more generations, to achieve progress in cultivating our spiritual being. 

In order to help those interested Qigong practitioners who have not had a clear 
idea of general Qigong knowledge, the 且rst part of this book will review and sum
marize those important Qigong concepts. This will be followed by the theoretical 
discussion of Embryonic Breathing. Readers of my other Qigong books may find 
many of the contents in the first chapter to be similar to those of other books. The 
reason for this is simply that the basic general concepts of Qigong remain the same. 
To those who have never read my other Qigong books, this part is ve可 important.
Without the first chapter, the fundamental structure of the entire practice would be 
incomplete. To those already familiar with these basic concepts, this chapter will 
serve the purpose of reviewing. From these basic concepts, the theoretical discussion 
of Embryonic Breathing in Chapter 2 will make sense. 

In Part 11, the main core of this book, the available documents will be translated 
and then commented on. Finally, in the Part 111, 1 will summarize the methods of 
practice from translated documents and also from my personal practical experience. 
From this part, you will know how to practice correctly without encountering too 
much danger. 

1.2 GENERAL QIGONG CONCEPTS 一般轧功概念

In this section, we will first review the tradition过 concept of Qi and Qigong. 
Next, we will discuss the scope of Qigong practice, the differences between External 
Elixir (Wai Dan，外丹) and Internal Elixir (Nei Dan，内丹) Qigong practice, and 
differences between Qigong schools in Chinese history. Then, in order to understand 
the practice concepts, the theories of Yin-Yang (除陈) and Kan-Li (坎雄) will be 
explained. Finally, we will summarize the relationship of Qigong practice to health, 
longevity, and spiritual enlightenment. 

1.2.1 Traditional De白nition ofQi 氛之傅就概念
In this sub-section, we will 且rst define the general concept of Qi, followed with 

the narrow concept of Q i. In order to understand the meaning of Qigong practice, 
you must first have a clear idea of how Qi is defined. After you have understood these 
traditional concepts, we will , from a scientific point of view, discuss and define the 
modern concept of Qi in Chapter 2. 

A General Defìnition of Q i. Qi is the energy or natural force that fills the uni
verse. The Chinese have traditionally believed that there are three major powers in 
the universe. These Three Powers (San Cai，三才) are Heaven (Tian，天)， Earth (Di, 
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地1 and Man (Ren，人) Heaven (the sky or universe) has Heaven Qi (Tian Qi，天氛}

the most important of the three, which is made up of the forces that the heavenly 

bodies exert on the earth, such as sunshine, moonlight, the moon's gravi町; and the 

energy from the stars. In ancient times, the Chinese believed that weather, climate, 

and natural disasters were governed by Heaven Q i. Chinese people still refer to the 

weather as Heaven Qi (Tian Qi，夭氯) Every energy fìeld strives to stay in balance, 

so whenever the Heaven Qi loses its balance, it tri臼 to rebalance itself. Then the 

wind must blow, rain must fall , even tornadoes or hurricanes become necessary in 

order for the Heaven Qi to reach a new energy balance. 

Under Heaven Qi, is Earth Q i. It is influenced and controlled by Heaven Q i. 

For example, too much rain will force a river to flood or change its path. Without 

rain, the plants will die. The Chinese believe that Earth Qi is made up of lines and 

patterns of energy, as well as the earth's magnetic fìeld and the heat concealed under

ground. These energies must also balance, otherwise disasters such as earthquakes 

will occur. When the Qi of the earth is balanced and harmonized, plants will grow 

and animals thrive. 
Finally, within the Earth Qi, each individual person, animal, and plant has its 

own Qi fìeld, which always seeks to be balanced. When any individualliving thing 

loses its Qi balance, it will sicken, die, and decompose. All natural things, including 

mankind and our Human Qi, grow within and are influenced by the natural cycles 

of Heaven Qi and Earth Q i. Throughout the history of Qigong, people have been 

most interested in Human Qi and its relationship with Heaven Qi and Earth Q i. 

In the Chinese tradition, Qi can also be defìned as any 可pe of energy which is 

able to demonstrate power and strength. This energy can be electricity, magnetism, 

heat, or light. For example, electric power is called "electric Qi" (Dian Qi，喧氛 1 and 

heat is called 飞eat Qi" (Re Qi，熟氛) When a person is alive, his body's energy is 

called "human Qi" (Ren Qi，人轧〉
Qi is also commonly used to express the energy state of something, especially liv

ing things. As mentioned before, the weather is called 吁-Ieaven Qi" (Tian Qi，夭氛)

because it indicates the energy state of the heavens. When something is alive it has 

"vital Qi" (Huo Qi，活轧 1 and when it is dead it has "dead Qi" (Si Qi，死氛) or 

"ghost Qi" (Gui Qi，鬼氯) When a person is righteous and has the spiritual strength 

to do good, he is said to have "Normal Qi or Righteous Qi" (Zheng Qi，正剧 The

spiritual state or morale of an army is called "energy state" (Qi Shi，氛势〉

You can see that the word "Qi" has a wider and more general defìnition than 

most people think. It does not refer only to the energy circulating in the human 

body. Furthermore, the word "Qi" can represent the energy itself, but it can even be 

used to express the manner or state of the energy. It is important to understand this 

when you practice Qigong, so that your mind is not channeled into a narrow under

standing of Qi, which would limit your future understanding and development. 
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A Narrow Defìnition of Q i. Now that you understand the general defìnition of 
Qi, let us look at how Qi is defìned in Qigong society today. As mentioned before, 
among the Three Powers, the Chinese have been most concerned with the Qi that 
affects our health and longevity. Therefore, after four thousand years of emphasizing 
Human Qi, when people mention Qi they usually mean the Qi circulating in our 
bodies. 

If we look at the Chinese medical and Qigong documents that were written in 
ancient times, the word "Qi" was written "黑." This character is constructed of two 
words, "咒" on the top, which means "nothing;" and " ...、" on the bottom, which 
means "fìre." This means that the word Qi was actually written as "no fìre" in ancient 
times. If we go back through Chinese medical and Qigong history, it is not hard to 
understand this expression. 

In ancient times, the Chinese physicians or Qigong practitioners were actually look
ing乒r the 胁-Ytmg balance 01 the Qi which was circ仇ting in the b吵隅。1 this goal 
was reached, there was "no 卢仔" in the internal organs. This concept is very simple. 
According to Chinese medicine, each of our internal organs needs to receive a spe
cifìc amount of Qi to function properly. If an organ receives an improper amount of 
Qi (usually too much, i.e. too Yang or on fìre), it will start to malfunction, and, in 
time, physical damage will occur. Therefore, the goal of the medical or Qigong prac
titioner was to attain a state of "no fìre," which eventually became the word Q i. 

However, in more recent publications, the Qi of "no 且re" has been replaced by 
the word "礼" which is again constructed of two words，气" which means 飞ir，"
and "米" which means "rice." This shows that later practitioners realized that, after 
each of Us is born, the Qi circulating in our bodies is produced mainly by the inhala
tion of air (oxygen) and the consumption of food (rice} Air is called Kong Qi (空氛)
which means literally "space energy." 

For a long time, people were confused about just what type of energy w;臼 circu
lating in our bodies. Many people believed that it was heat, others considered it to be 
electricity, and many others assumed that it was a mixture of heat, electricity, and light. 

This confusion lasted until the early 1980's, when the concept of Qi gradually 
became dear. If we think carefully about what we know from science today, we can 
see that (except possibly for gravity) there is actually only one type of energy in this 
universe, and that is electromagnetic energy (electromagnetic waves} This means that 
light and heat (in丘ared waves) are also defìned as electromagnetic energy. This makes 
it very dear that the Qi circulating in our bodies is actually "bioelectricity," and that 
our body is a "living electromagnetic fìeld."1 This 且eld is affected by our thoughts, 
feelings , activities, the food we eat, the quality of the air we breathe, our life-style, 
the natural energy that surrounds us, and also the unnatural energy which modern 
science inflicts upon us. 
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1.2.2 Traditional De而nition of Qigong 氛功之傅统概念

Now that you have a clear concept of Qi, let us discuss traditionally, how Qigong 

is defined. Again, we can define it from a general and narrow point ofview. In Chap

ter 2, after you have become familiar with the modern concept of Qi, we will define 

the meaning of Qigong based on the scientific understanding of today. 

A General Defìnition of Qigong. We have explained that Qi is energy, and that 

it is found in the heavens, in the earth, and in eve叮 living thing. In China, the word 

"Gong" (功) is often used instead of "Gongfu" (or Kung Fu，功夫 1 which means 

energy and time. Any stu吵 or training伪ich requires a lot 0/ energy and time 归 learn

or to accomplish is called Gong{u. The term can be applied to any special skill or study 

as long as it req山es time, ene耶 and patience. There胁， the correct definition 0/ 
Q告ong is any training or stu吵 dealing with Qj which takes a long time and a lot 0/ 
φrt. You can see from this definition that Qigo吨 is a science which studies the 

energy in nature. The main difference between this energy science and Western ener

gy science is that Qigong focuses on the inner energy of human beings, while West

ern energy science pays more attention to the energy outside of the human body. 

When you study Qigong, it is worthwhile to also consider the modern, scientific 

point of view, and not restrict yourself to only the traditional beliefs. 

The Chinese have studied Qi for thousands of years. Some of the information 

on the patterns and cycles of nature has been recorded in books, one of which is the 

刀j切~(易短) (Book 0/ Changes; 1122 B.C.} When the yi ]ing was written, the Chi

nese people, as mentioned earlier, believed that natural power included Heaven 

(Tian，天 1 Earth (Di，地 1 and Man (Ren，人} These are called "The Three Powers" 

(San Cai，三才) and are manifested by the three Qi's: Heaven Qi, Earth Qi, and 

Human Q i. These three facets of nature have their definite rules and cycles. The rules 

never change, and the cycles are repeated regularly. The Chinese people used an 

understanding of these natural principles and the "Yi Jing" to calculate the changes 

of natural Q i. This calculation is called "The Eight Trigrams" (Bagua，八卦 }From

the Eight Trigrams the 64 hexagrams are derived. Therefore, the "刀]ing" was prob

ably the first book that taught the Chinese people about Qi and its variations in 

nature and man. The relationship of the Three Natural Powers and their Qi varia

tions were later discussed extensively in the book Theory 0/ Qj's 协riation (Qj Hua 

Lun， 氧化输〉

Understanding Heaven Qi is ve可 diffìcult， and it was especially so in ancient 

times when the science was just developing. But since nature is always repeating 

itself, the experiences accumulated over the years have made it possible to trace the 

natural patterns. Understanding the rules and cycles of"heavenly timing" (Tian Shi, 

天峙) will help you to understand natural changes of the seasons, climate, weather, 

rain, snow, drought, and all other natural occurrenc臼. If you observe carefully, you 

can see many of these routine patterns and cycles caused by the rebalancing of the 
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Qi 且elds. Among the natural cydes are those which repeat every day二 month， or year, 
as well as cydes of twelve years and sixty years. 

Earth Qi is a part of Heaven Q i. If you can understand the rules and the struc
ture of the earth, you can understand how mountains and rivers are formed, how 
plants grow, how rivers move, what part of the country is best for someone, where 
to build a house and which direction it should face so that it is a healthy place to 
live, and many other things related to the earth. In China there are people, called 
"geomancy teachers" (Di Li Shi，地理何) or "wind water teachers" (Feng Shui Shi, 
凤水郎)， who make their living this way. The term "wind water" (Feng Shui，凤水)
is commonly used because the location and character of the wind and water in a 
landscape are the most important factors in evaluating a location. These experts use 
the accumulated body of geomantic knowledge and the "Yi Jing" to help people 
make important decisions such as where and how to build a house, where to bury 
their dead, and how to rearrange or redecorate homes and 0面ces so that they are bet
ter places to live and work in. Many people even believe that setting up a store or 
business according to the guidance of Feng Shui can make it more prosperous. 

Among the three Q i's, Human Qi is probably the one studied most thoroughly. 
The study of Human Qi covers a large number of different subjects. The Chinese 
people believe that Human Qi is affected and controlled by Heaven Qi and Earth 
Qi, and that they in fact determine your destin严 Therefore， if you understand the 
relationship between nature and people, in addition to understanding 飞uman rela
tions" (Ren Shi，人事)， you can predict wars, the destiny of a countr严 a person's 
desires and temperament, and even his future. The people who practice this profes
sion are called "calculate life teachers" (Suan Ming Shi，算命何〉

However, the greatest achievement in the study of Human Qi is in regard to 
health and longevity. Since Qi is the source of life, if you understand how Qi func
tions and know how to regulate it correctly, you should be able to live a long and 
healthy life. Remember that you are part of nature, and you are channeled into the 
cydes of nature. If you go against this natural cyde, you may become sick, so it is in 
your best interest to follow the way of nature. This is the meaning of "Dao" (道 L
which can be translated as "The Natural 1%y." 

Many different aspects of Human Qi have been researched, induding acupunc
ture, acupressure, massage, herbal treatment, meditation, and Qigong exercises. The 
use of acupuncture, acupressure, and herbal treatment to adjust Human Qi flow has 
become the root of Chinese medical science. Meditation and moving Qigong exer
cises are widely used by the Chinese people to improve their health or even to cure 
certain illnesses. In addition, Daoists and Buddhists use meditation and Qigong 
exercises in their pursuit of enlightenment. 

In condusion, the stu吵 0/any 0/ the a.伊ects 0/ Qj including Heaven Qj, Earth Qj, 
and Human Qi should be called Qigong. However, since the term is usually used today 
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only in reference to the cultivation of Human Qi through meditation and exercise, 

we will only use it in this narrower sense to avoid confusion. 

A Narrow Defìnition of Qigong. As mentioned earlier, the narrow definition of 

Qi is "the energy circulating in the human body." Therefore, the narrow 吃fìnition 0/ 
Qigong is "the stu吵 or the practice 0/ circulating the Qj in the hunω1 bo吵~" Because 

our bodies are part of nature, the narrow definition of Qigong should also indude 

the study of how our bodies relate to Heaven Qi and Earth Qi. Today, Chinese 

Qigong consists of several different fields: acupuncture, herbal treatment, martial 

arts Qigong, Qigong massage, Qigong exercises, Qigong healing, and religious 

enlightenment Qigong. Naturally, these fields are mutually related, and in many 

cases cannot be separated. 
In ancient times, Qigong was also commonly called "Tu-Na" (吐纳} Tu-Na 

means to "utter and admit" which implies utteri咆 and admitti咆 the air through the 

nose. The reason for this is simply that Qigong practice is dosely related to the meth

ods of how to inhale and exhale correctly. Zhuang Zi (单子)， during the Chinese 

Warring Stat臼 Period (403-222 B.C.) (载圆) said: "Blowing pu伍ng to breathe, utter

ing the old and admitting the new, the bear's natural (action) and the bird's extend

ing (the neck), are all for longevity. This is also favored by those people living as long 

as Peng, Zu (彭祖) who practice Dao-Yin (i.e. Direct-Lead，尊引)， and nourishing the 

shapes (i.e. cultivating the physical body}"2 Peng, Zu was a legendary Qigong prac

titioner during the period of Emperor Yao (先) (2356-22另 B.C.) who was said to 

have lived for 800 years. From this saying, we can see that Qigong was also com

monly called "Dao-Yin" (i.e. Direct-Lead，尊引) which means to use the mind and 

physical movements ω direct and to lead the Qj's circulation in the correct way. The phys

ical movements commonly imitate the natural instinctive movements of animals 

such as bears and birds. A famous medical Qigong set passed down at this time was 

"The Five Animal Sports" (币TU Qin Xi，五禽践) that imitates the movements of the 

tiger, deer, bear, ape, and bird. 
The Chinese have discovered that the human body has twelve major Qi channels 

(Shi Er Ji吨，十二短) which branch out with countless secondary channels (Luo，格〉

This is similar to the blood circulatory system in the body. The primary channels are 

like arteries and veins while the secondary channels are like capillaries. The twelve 

primary channels are like rivers and the secondary channels are like streams which 

branch out from rivers. From this network, the Qi is distributed throughout the 

entire body, connecting the extremities (fingers and toes) to the internal organs and 

also the skin to the bone marrow. Here you should understand that the "internal 

oψns飞fChinese medicine do not n町essarily corr，φond仰的e physical 0ψns as under

stood in the ，拓矶 but ra伽rω a set 0/ clinical j切ctions similar ω each other, and relat

ed ω the organ system. 
The human body also has Eight Vessels (Ba Mai，八服} The eight vessels, which 
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are oh:en referred to as the extraordinary vessels, function like reservoirs and regulate 
the distribution and circulation of Qi in your body. The famous Chinese Daoist 
medical doctor, Li，剿-Zhen (李峙珍) in his book, The Stu吵 01Strange Meridians 
and Eight Vessels (Qi )切!g Ba Mai Kao， 奇短八服考) said: "It is because the regular 
meridians (i.e. 12 Primary Qi Channels) are like rivers, while the strange meridians 
(i.e. Eight Vessels) are like lakes. (When) the regular meridians' (Qi) is abundant and 
flourishing, then overflow to the strange meridians."J We will discuss the Qi network 
more in the next section of this chapter. 

When the Qi in the eight reservoirs is full and strong, the Qi in the rivers is 
strong and will be regulated e伍ciently. When there is stagnation in any of these 
twelve channels or rivers, the Qi which flows to the body's extremities and to the 
internal organs will be abnormal, and illness may develop. You should understand 
that every channel has its particular Qi flow strength, and every channel is different. 
All of these different levels of Qi strength are affected by your mind, the weather, the 
time of day, the food you have eaten, and even your mood. For example, when the 
weather is dry the Qi in the lungs will tend to be more positive (i.e. Yang，陈) than 
when it is moist. When you are ang可" the Qi flow in your liver channel will be 
abnormal. The Qi strength in the different channels varies throughout the day in a 
regular cycle, and at any particular time one channel is strongest. For example, 
between 11:00 A.M. and 1:00 P.M. the Qi flow in the heart channel is the strongest. 
Furthermore, the Qi level of the same organ can be different from one person to 
another. 

Whenever the Qi flow in the twelve rivers or channels is not normal, the eight 
reservoirs will regulate the Qi flow and bring it back into balance. For example, when 
you experience a sudden shock, the Qi flow in the bladder immediately becomes 
defìcient. Normally, the reservoir will immediately regulate the Qi in this channel so 
that you recover from the shock. However, if the reservoir Qi is also defìcient, or if 
the effect of the shock is too great and there is not enough time to regulate the Qi, 
the bladder will suddenly contract, causing unavoidable urination. 

When a person is sick, his Qi level tends to be either too positive (excessive, 
Yang，蜡) or too negative (defìcient, Yin，除) A Chinese physician would either use 
a prescription of herbs to adjust the Qi, or else he would insert acupuncture needles 
at various spots on the channels to inhibit the flow in some channels and stimulate 
the flow in others, so that balance could be restored. However, there is another alter
native, and that is to use certain physical and mental exercises to adjust the Q i. In 
other words, to use Qigong exercises. 

However, when Qigong is defìned in scholarly socie町; it is somewhat di旺erent.
The Qigong practice is focused on regulating the disturbed emotional mind. When 
the emotional mind is regulated into a peaceful and calm state, the body will be 
relaxed, which will assist the Qi to circulate smoothly in the body, and therefore reg-
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ulate itself into a more harmonious state. From this, mental and physical health can 

be achieved. 
When Qigong is defìned in Daoist and Buddhist socie町; it refers to the method 

or training of leading the Qi from the Lower Dan Tian (i .e. Elixir Field，下丹田 )to

the brain for spiritual enlightenment or Buddhahood. The Lower Dan Tian is the 

place at the abdominal area where one is able to store the Q i. It is considered a Qi 

storage area or bioelectric battery. Naturally, its training the。可 and methods will not 

be easy. In fact , religious Qigong is considered one of the highest levels of Qigong 

training in China. 
Finally, when Qigong is defìned in martial arts society, it refers to the theory and 

methods of using Qi to energize the physical body to its maximum effìciency 岛r

manifestation of power. However, since a great portion of martial arts Qigong was 

缸:rived from relil忌。>us Qigo 吨， Mu.创阳s衍C巾hωn卫kη d白0η Ch切aη咆z哥iη吨:g a;ω仰?ηzdMa即rrol

Q~智gon，喀Ig(ηJρfin)ρ}仇n喀IgandXi S岛Utρn喀:g，易筋短·洗髓挫 1 it is not surprising that the pro

found level of training of martial arts Qigong remains the same as that of religious 

Qigong. 
In order to make the above concepts clearer, we will discuss more about different 

Qigong categories later. If you wish to know more about medical Qigong, ple剖e

refc巳:r to 也巳怕也:8， Qjgo吨for Health & Mai叫alArts anc也 The Root of Chinese Qjgong. 

If you wish to know more about religious Qigong, please refer to the book, Qjgong

The Secret of}切th. However, if you are interested in martial Qigong, the book, The 

Essence of Shaolin White Crane, is highly recommended. Please see the YMAA web 

site (www.ymaa.com) for more information abollt these books. 

1.2.3 5ωpe of Qigong Practice 氛功楝霄之规策，
Often, people ask me the same qu臼tion: Is jogging, weight li丘ing， dancing, or 

even walking a kind of Qigong practice? To answer this question, let us trace back 

Qigong hist。可 to before the Chinese Qin and Han dynastic periods (秦、漠， 255 

B.c.-220 A.D.} Then you can see that the origins of many Qigong practices were 

actually in dancing. Through dancing, the physical body was exercised and the 

healthy condition of the physical body was maintained. Also, through dancing and 

matching movements with music, the mind was regulated into a harmonious state. 

From this harmonious mind, the spirit was raised to a more energized state, or 

calmed down to a peacefullevel. This Qigong dancing later passed to ]apan during 

the Chinese Han Dynasty (206 B.c.-220 A.D.) (漠朝 1 and became a ve町 elegant，

slow, and high class of dancing in the ]apanese royal court. This 1马ijiquan-like danc

ing is still practiced in ]apan today. 
The ways of African or Native American dancing in which the body is bounced 

up and down , also assists in loosening up the joints and improving Qi circulation. 

Naturally, jogging, weight 1的时， or even walking are kinds of Qigong practices. 

τherefor已， w，巳 can s可缸瓦 anyactivi哼 which is able to regulate the Qj circulation in 
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the body is a Qigong practice. Narurally，出is can also indude the food we eat, the 
air we breathe and even emotions and thoughts. 

Let us defìne it more dearly. In Figure 1-1, if the left verticalline represents the 
amount of usage of the physical body (Yang1 and the right verticalline the usage of 
the mind (Yin1 then we can see that the more you practice toward the le丘， the more 
physical effort, and the less mind are needed. This can be applied to aerobic danc
ing, walking, or jogging in which the mind usage is relatively small compared to 
physical action. In this kind of Qigong practice, normally you do not need special 
training, and it is dassifìed as layman Qigong. In the middle point, the mind and the 
physical activity are almost equally important. This kind of Qigong will be the slow 
moving Qigong commonly practiced, in which the mind is used to lead the Qi in 
coordination with the movements. Theoretically speaking, when the body is in its 
state of slow and relaxed movements, the Qi led by the mind can reach the deeper 
places of the body such as ligaments, marrow, and internal organs. Consequendy, the 
self-internal feeling can also be deep and the Qi can be led there signifìcandy. For 
example, Taiji Qigong, White Crane Qigong, Snake Qigong, Dragon Qigong, and 
many others are very typical body-mind Qigong exercises. These are specifìcally prac
ticed in Chinese medical and martial arts societies. 

However, when you reach a profound level of Qigong practice, the mind 
becomes more critical and important. When you reach this high level, you are deal
ing with your mind while you are sitting or standing still and are extremely relaxed. 
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Most of this mental Qigong training was practiced by scholars and religious Qigong 

practitioners. In this practice, you may have a little physical movement in the lower 

abdomen area. However, the main foc阳 ofth打 Qigongpractice is 归 cultivate the peace

卢1 and neutral mind and卢rther pursue the卢nal goal of伊iritual enlightem即以 This

kind of Qigong practice includes Sitting Chan (Ren) (坐禅·忍1 Small Circulation 

Meditation (Xiao Zhou Tian，小周天 1 Grand Circulation Meditation (Da Zhou 

Tian，大周天 1 or Brain Washing Enlightenment Meditation (Xi Sui Gong，洗髓功〉

From this, you can see that different Qigong practic臼 aim for different goals. 

Theoretically speaking, in order to have a good healthy二 long， and happy life, both 

your physical body and your mind must be healthy. The best Qigong for health is 

actually located in the middle of our model, where you learn how to regulate your 

physical body and also your mind. Naturally, you may practice the Yin side through 

still meditation and the Yang side from physical action separately. From this Yin and 

Yang balancing practice, your Qi can be bui1t up to a more abundant level and the 

Qi can also be circulated smoothly in the bod严
From this, we can conclude: 

1. Any activity which is able to improve the Qi circulation in our body is 

called Qigong. 

2. Those Qigong forms which emphasize the physical body more, will 

improve physical strength and Qi circulation of those areas being exer

cised. Normally, the muscles, tendons, ligaments, and bones are condi

tioned. 

3. Through those Qigong forms using both body and mind, one can achieve 

a deeper level of physical strength and Qi circulation. Normally, with the 

coordination of the relaxed physical body and concentrated mind, the Qi 

circulation is able to reach to the internal organs, deep places of the joints, 
and even the marrow. 

4. Through those Qigong forms using mostly the mind, one may reach a deep 

and profound meditative state. However, due to the lack of physical move

ments, physical strength will tend to degenerate, unless the physical body 

is also exercised. 

1.2.4 Definition of External and Internal Elixirs 外丹舆问丹之定羔
Let us now review the traditional classifìcations of Qigong. Generally speaking, 

all Qigong practices can be divided, according to their training theory and methods, 
into two general categories: Wai Dan (External Elixir，外丹) and Nei Dan (Internal 

Elixir，内丹~ Understanding the differences between them will give you an overview 

of most Chinese Qigong practice. 
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Wai Dan (External Elixir) 外丹
"W组i" (外 )means"externd"or"outside，"and "Dan"(丹) means "elixir." Exter

nal here means the skin surface of the body, or the limbs, as opposed to the torso or 
the center of the body, which includes all of the vital organs. Elixir is a hypothetical, 
life-prolonging substance for which Chinese Daoists have been searching for several 
millennia. They originally thought that the elixir was something physical which 
could be prepared from herbs or chemicals purifìed in a furnace. A丘er thousands of 
years of study and experimentation, they found that the elixir is in the bod)ιIn other 
words, if you want to prolong your life, you must fìnd the elixir in your body, and 
then learn to cultivate, protect, and nourish it. Actually, the elixir is the essence of 
the inner energy or Qi circulating in the bod严

There are many ways of producing elixir or Qi in the body. In 鄂、i Dan Qigong 
practice, you may exercise your limbs through dancing or even walking. As you ex町，
cise, the Qi builds up in your arms and legs. When the Qi potential in your limbs 
builds to a high enough level, the Qi will flow through the twelve primary Qi chan
nels, clearing any obstructions and flowing into the center of the body to nourish the 
organs. This is the main reason that a person who works out, or has a physical job, 
is generally healthier than someone who sits around all da:严

Naturally, you may simply massage your body to produce the Q i. Through mas
sage, you may stimulate the cells of your body to a higher energized state and there
fore the Qi concentration will be raised and the circulation enhanced. After massage, 
when you relax, the higher levels of Qi on the skin surface and muscles will flow into 
the center of the body and thereby improve 出e Qi circulatory conditions in your 
internal organs. This is the theoretical foundation of the Tui Na (推拿) (i.e. pushing 
and grabbing) Qigong massage. 

Through acupuncture, you m可 also bring the Qi level near the skin surface to a 
higher level and from this stimulation, the Qi condition of the internal organs can 
be regulated through Qi channels. Therefore, acupuncture (Dian Xue，黠穴) (i.e. 
cavi可 press) can also be classi且edasW组i Dan Qigong practice. Naturally二 the herbal 
treatments are a way ofWai Dan practice as well. 

From this, we can briefly conclude that any possible stimulation or exercise which 
accul仰lates a high level of Qi in the lil1仇 or at the su功ce ofthe bo吵~ and then卢ows
inward toward the center of the bo吵~ can be class泸éd as ，场i Dan (External Elixir) 
(Figure 1-2} 

Nei Dan (Internal Elixir) 内丹
"Nei" (内 )means "internal"and "Dan"(丹) again means "elixir." Thus, Nei Dan 

means to build the elixir internally二 Here， internally means inside the body instead 
of in the limbs. Normally, the Qi is accumulated in the Qi vessels instead of the pri
ma叮 Qi channels. Whereas in W组i Dan the Qi is built up in the limbs or skin sur-
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Figure 1-2. External 日 ixir (Wai Dan) Figure 1-3. Internal 日ixir (Nei Dan) 

face and then moved into the body through primary Qi channels, Nei Dan exercises 

build up Qj in the bo吵 and lead it out 归 the limbs (Figure 1-3} Normally, Nei Dan 

Qigong is accomplished by special breathing techniques during the meditation 

process. The first step of Nei Dan practice is to build up an abundant Qi in the 

Lower Dan Tian (i.e. human bioelectric battery} This abundant Qi can then be dis

tributed to the eight vessels to increase the store of Qi. Only then can the Qi circu

lating in the twelve primary Qi channels be regulated smoothly and efficiently. 

In order to build up the Qi and store it internally, you must first have a deep and 

profound feeling which allows your mind to reach the deep places of your body. You 

should know that j告eling is the μ n喀gωr.ge 句钞f ω i肋ch yourmi切nd and b加0吵 commun优i仰Cωd化

Ther陀ef岛or肥e， to improve the communication ability, your feeling of your physical body 

and Qi body must reach a high level. The training to increase this sensitivity of feel

ing is called "Nei Shi Gongfu" (内祝功夫1 which means the "Gongfu of internal 

vision or observation." In fact, to see or to observe inside your body means to feel it. 

It is called Gongfu (功夫) simply because it will take a great deal of time and prac

tice to reach a high level of accurate feeling. 
Generally speaking, Nei Dan theory is deeper than \'lÇ也i Dan theo町; and is more 
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dif且cult to understand and practice. Traditionally, most of the Nei Dan Qigong prac
tices have been passed down more secretly than those of the W如i Dan. This is espe
cially true for the highest levels of Nei Dan, such as Marrow/Brain Washing, which 
were passed down to only a few trusted disciples. 

Normally, the first step of practicing 1nternal Elixir Qigong has been known by 
Daoists as "Small Cyclic Heaven" (Xiao Zhou Tian，小周天) or "Small Circulation 
Meditation." This is also commonly known as "Microcosmic Meditation" in Yoga 
(Yujia，瑜蜘) or as "Turning the Wheel of Natural Law" (Zhuan Fa Lun，将法翰)
by Buddhist society. 

Small Circulation can be considered as the foundation of the 1nternal Elixir 
Qigong. Through practicing Small Circulation Meditation, a practitioner can circu
late the Qi (bioelectricity) smoothly in the Conception and Governing Vessels (Ren 
and Du Mai，任·督服)， the two major Qi vessels which regulate the Qi circulating 
in the Twelve Primary Qi Channels (Shi Er Ji吨，十二姐}A丘er completing Small 
Circulation, a practitioner willlearn "Grand Cyclic Heaven" (Da Zhou Tian，大周夭)
or "Grand Circulation." This is also commonly called "Macrocosmic Meditation" in 
1ndian Yoga. Through Grand Circulation meditation practice, a practitioner will 
learn how to circulate the Qi throughout his body, and then learn to exchange the 
Qi with partners or surrounding environments. The purpose of Grand Circulation 
meditation is to re-open the "Heaven Eye" (Tian Yan，天眼) (i.e. The Third Eye) so 
as to unifY the natural spirit and human spirit (Tian Ren He Yi，天人合一} This is 
the ultimate goal of spiritual enlightenment in both Daoism and Buddhism. 

1n order to reach the goal of 1nternal Elixir Qigong practice, a practitioner must 
first know how to store the Qi to an abundant level in the Real Lower Dan Tian (Zhen 
Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田) (i.e. human bio-batterγ)， using the the。可 and the techniques 
of Embryonic Breathing (1注i Xi，胎息} These were kept top secret in ancient Qigong 
society. It was not until the second half of the last century that documents expound
ing on Embryonic Breathing were gradually revealed to the general public. 

1.2.5 Schools of Qigong Practice 氛功楝霄之内派
w肌ecωan 址站山sωoclωa

且nal goal of d出he training: A. curing sickness; B. maintaining health; C. enlightenment 
or Buddhahood; D. martial arts. These are only general guidelines, however, since 
almost eve叮 style of Qigong se凹臼 more than one of the above purposes. For exam
ple, although martial Qigong 岛cuses on increasing fighting e能ctiveness ， it c扭 also

improve your health. Daoist Qigong aims for longevity and enlightenment, but to 

reach this goal you need to be in good health and know how to cure sickness. Because 
of this multi-purpose aspect of the categori臼， it will be simpler to discuss their back
grounds ra出er than the goals of their training. Knowing the history and basic princi
ples of each category will help you to understand 出eir Qigong more clearly. 
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Medical Qigong-for Healing. In ancient Chinese socie町， most emperors 

respected the scholars and were a岳cted by their philosoph严 Doctors were not 

regarded highly because they made their diagnosis by touching the patient's body二

which was considered characteristic of the lower classes in socie可; Although the doc

tors developed a profound and successful medical science, they were commonly 

looked down on by society. However, they continued to work hard and study, and 

quiedy passed down the results of their research to succeeding generations. 

Of all the groups studying Qigong in China, the doctors pursued it the longest. 

Since the discovery of Qi circulation in the human body about four thousand years 

ago, Chinese doctors have devoted a major portion of their efforts to studying the 

behavior of Q i. Their efforts resulted in acupuncture, acupressure or cavity press 

massage, and herbal treatment. 
In addition, many Chinese doctors used their medical knowledge to create diι 

ferent sets of Qigong exercises either for maintaining health or for curing specific ill

n臼ses. Chinese medical doctors believed that doing only sitting or still meditation to 

regulate the body, mind, and breathing, as the scholars Qigong or Buddhist Chan 

(禅) (i.e. Zen，忍) meditation did, was not enough to cure sickness. They believed 

that in order to increase the Qi circulation, you must move. Although a calm and 

peaceful mind was important for heal出， exercising the body was more important. 

They learned through their medical practice that people who exercised properly 

became sick less 0丘en， and their bodies degenerated less quickly, than was the case 

with people who just sat around. They also realized that speci且c body movements 

could increase the Qi circulation in speci且c organs. They reasoned from this, that 

these exercises could also be used to treat specific illnesses and to restore the normal 

functioning of the organs. 
Some of these movements are similar to the way in which certain animals move. 

For an animal to survive in the wild, it must instinctively know how to protect its 

body. Part of this instinct is concerned with how to build up its Qi, and how to keep 

its Qi from being lost. W记 humans have lost many of these instincts over the years 

that we have been separating ourselves from nature. 
Many doctors developed Qigong exercises which were modeled a仕er animal move

ments to maintain health and cure sickness. A typical, well-known set of such exercis

es is "Wu Qin Xi" (五禽戴) (Five Animal Sports) created by Dr. Hua Tuo (莘伦) near

ly two thousand years ago. (Others say Wu Qin xi was created by Jun Qing (君倩)

and was publicized by Hua Tuo.) Another famous set based on similar principles is 

called "Ba Duan Jin" (八段锦) (The Eight Pieces of Brocade} It was created by Mar

shal Yue, Fei (岳戒) during Chinese Southern Song Dynasty (南宋) (1 127-1280 A.D.} 

Yue, interestingly enough, was a soldier and scholar rather than a doctor. 

In addition, using their medical knowledge of Qi circulation, Chinese doctors 

researched until they found which movements could help cure particular illnesses 
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and health problems. Not surprisingly, many of these movements were not unlike the 
ones used to maintain health, since many illnesses are caused by unbalanced Q i. 
When an imbalance continues for a long period of time, the organs will be a他cted，
and may be physically damaged. It is just like running a machine without supplying 
the proper electrical current-over time, the machine will be damaged. Chinese doc
tors believe that before physical damage to an organ shows up in a patient's body, 
there is hrst an abnormality in the Qi balance and circulation. Abnormal Qi circ础，
tion 力 the very beginning 01 illness and 0ψn damage. When Qi is too positive (Yang) 
or too negative (Yin) in a specihc organ's Qi channel, your physical organ begins to 
su他r damage. If you do not correct the Qi circulation, that organ will malfunction 
or degenerate. The best way to heal someone is to adjust and balance the Qi even 
be岛re there is any physical problem. Therefore, correcting or increasing the normal 
Qi circulation is the major goal of acupuncture or acupressure treatments. Herbs and 
special diets are also considered important treatments in regulating the Qi in the 
body. 

As long as the illness is limited to the level of Qi stagnation and there is no phys
ical organ damage, the Qigong exercises used for maintaining health can be used to 

readjust the Qi circulation and treat the problem. However, if the sickness is already 
so serious that the physical organs have started to faH, then the situation has become 
critical and a specihc treatment is necessary. The treatment can indude acupuncture, 
herbs, or even an operation, as well as specihc Qigong exercises designed to acceler
ate healing. For example, ulcers and asthma can 0丘en be cured or helped by some 
simple exercises. Recently in both mainland China and Taiwan, certain Qigong exer
cises have been shown to be effective in treating certain kinds of cancer. 

Over thousands of years of observing nature and themselves, some Qigong prac
titioners went even deeper. They realized that the body's Qi circulation changes with 
the seasons, and that it is a good idea to help the body out during these periodic 
adjustments. They noticed also that in each season different organs have character
istic problems. For example, in the beginning of autumn the lungs must adapt to the 
colder air that you are breathing. While this adjustment is going on, the lungs are 
susceptible to disturbance, so your lungs may feel uncomfortable and you may catch 
colds easily. Your digestive system is also affected during seasonal changes. Your 
appetite may increase, or you may have diarrhea. When your temperature drops, 
your kidneys and bladder will start to give you trouble. For example, if the kidneys 
are stressed, you may feel pain in the back. Focusing on these seasonal Qi disorders, 
the meditators created a set of movements which can be used to speed up the body's 
adjustment. 

In addition to Marshal Yue, Fei, many people who were not doctors also created 
sets of medical Qigong. These sets were probably originally created to maintain 
health, and were also later used for curing sickness. 
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Scholar Qigong-for Maintaining Health. In China before the Han Dynasty, 
there were two major schools of scholarship. One of them was created by Confucius 

(孔子) (551-479 B.C.) during the Spring and Autumn Period (722-484 B.C.) (Chun 
Qiu，春秋} Later, his philosophy was popularized and enlarged by Mencius (372-
289 B.C.) (孟子) in the Warring States Period (403-222 B.C.) (Zhan Guo，鞍国} The 

scholars who practice his philosophy are commonly called Confucians or Confu
cianists (Ru Jia，儒家} The key words to their basic philosophy are Loyalty (Zhong, 

忠)， }现al Piety (Xiao，孝)， Humanity (Ren，仁)， Kindness (Ai，爱)， Trust 仅in，信)，
]ustice (Yi，革)， Harmony (He，和)， and Peace (Ping，平} Humanity and human feel
ings are the main subjects of study. Confucius' philosophy has become the center of 

much of Chinese culture. 
The second major school of scholarship was called Daoism (Dao Jia，道家) and 

was created by Lao Zi (老子) (604-531 B.C.} Lao Zi is considered to be the author 
of a book called the Dao DeJ切!g (Classic on the Virtue 0/ the Dao) (道德挫) which 
describes the "virtue of the Dao such as human moralities." Later, in the 鄂、rring

States Period (403-222 B.C. ), his 岛llower Zhuang Zhou (摇周) wrote a book called 
Zhuang Zi (落子) which led to the formation of another strong branch of Daoism. 

Before the Han Dynas町"， Daoism was considered a branch of scholarship. However, 
in the East Han Dynasty (25-168 A.D. ), traditional Daoism w剖 combined with the 
Buddhism imported from India by Zhang, Dao-Ling (报道陵); it gradually began to 

be treated as a religion. Therefore, the Daoism before the Han Dynasty should be 
considered scholarly Daoism rather than religious. 

With regard to their contribution to Qigong, both schools emphasized main

taining health and preventing disease. They believed that many illnesses are caused 
by mental and emotional excesses. When a person's mind is not calm, balanced, and 

peaceful, the organs will not function normally. For example, depression can cause 

stomach ulcers and indigestion. Anger will cause the liver to malfunction. Sadness 
will cause stagnation and tightness in the lungs, and fear can disturb the normal 
functioning of the kidneys and bladder. They realized that if you want to avoid ill

ness, you must learn to balance and relax your thoughts and emotions. This is called 
"regulating the mind" (Tiao Xin，铜心〉

Therefore, the scholars emphasize gaining a peaceful mind through meditation. 

In their still meditation, the main part of the training is getting rid of thoughts so 

that the mind is clear and calm. When you become calm, the flow of thoughts and 
emotions slows down, and you feel mentally and emotionally neutral. This kind of 

meditation can be thought of as practicing emotional selιcontrol. When you are in 
this "no thought" state, you become ve可 relaxed， and can even relax deep down into 
your internal organs. When your body is this rel缸ed， your Qi will naturally flow 

smoothly and strongly. This kind of still meditation was ve可 common in ancient 
Chinese scholar society. 
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In order to reach the goal of a calm and peaceful mind, their training focused on 
regulating the mind, body, and breath. They believed that as long as these three 
things were regulated, the Qi flow would be smooth and sickness would not occur. 
This is why the Qi training of the scholars is called "Xiu Qi" (修氯)， which means 
"cultivating Q i." "Xiu" (修) in Chinese means to regulate, to cultivate, to repair, or 
to maintain in good condition. This is ve巧也能rent from the religious Daoist Qi 
training a丘er the East Han Dynasty which was called "Lian Qi" (妹氛)， and is trans
lated "train Qi." "Lian" (妹) means to drill or to practice to make stronger. They 
believed that it is possible to train your Qi to make it stronger; and to extend your 
life. It is said in scholarly society: "in human life, seventy is rare.川 You should under
stand that few of the common people in ancient times lived past seventy because of 
the lack of good food and modern medical technology. It is also said: "peace with 
Heaven and delight in your destiny" (安夭祟命); and "cultivate the body and await 
destiny" (修身侠命} Compare this with the philosophy of the later Daoists, who 
said: "one hundred and twenty means dying young.叭 They believed and have proven 
that human life can be lengthened and destiny can be resisted and overcome. 

Confucianism and Daoism were the two major scholarly schools in China, but 
there were many other schools which were also more or less involved in Qigong prac
tices. "W电 will not discuss them here because there are only a very limited number of 
Qigong documents from these schools. 

Religious Qigong-for Enlightenment or Buddhahood. Religious Qigo吨，
though not 部 popular as other categories in China, is recognized as having achieved 
the highest accomplishments of all the Qigong categories. It used to be kept secret 
in monastic socie町; and only in the 20th century was it revealed to laymen. 

In China, religious Qigong includes mainly Daoist and Buddhist Qigong. The 
main purpose of their training is striving for enlightenment (Shen Tong，神通)， or 
what the Buddhists refer to as Buddhahood (Cheng Fo，成佛} They are looking for 
a way to lift themselves above normal human suffering, and to escape from the cycle 
of continual reincarnation. They believe that all human suffering is caused by the 
seven passions and six desires (Qi Qing Liu Yu，七情六越} The seven passions are 
happiness (Xi，喜)， anger (Nu，恕)， sorrow (Ai，哀)， joy (Le, ~接)， love (Ai，爱)， hate 
(Hen，恨)， and desire (Yu，惩} The six desires are the six sensory ple剖ures derived 
from the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and mind. If you are still bound to these 
emotions and desires, you will reincarnate after your death. To avoid reincarnation, 
you must train your spirit to reach a very high stage where it is strong enough to be 
independent a丘er your death. 丁his spirit will enter the heavenly kingdom and gain 
eternal peace. This final stage of training is called "uni且cation of heaven and man" 
(Tian Ren He Yi，天人合一} This training is hard to do in the everyday world, so 
practitioners frequently flee society and move into the solitude of the mountains, 
where they can concentrate 过1 of their energies on selιcultivation. 
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Religious Qigong practitioners train to strengthen their internal Qi to nourish 

their Shen (神) (i.e. spirit) until the Shen is able to survive the death of the physi

cal body. Marrow/Brain Washing Qigong (Xi Sui Gong，沈髓功) training is nec臼

sa可 to reach this stage. It enables them to lead Qi to the brain, where the Shen 

resides, and raise the brain cells to a higher energy state. This training used to be 

restricted to only a few priests who had reached an advanced level. Tibetan Buddhists 

were also heavily involved in this training. Over the last two thousand years the 

Tibetan Buddhists, the Chinese Buddhists, and the religious Daoists have followed 

the same principles to become the three m司or religious schools of Qigong training. 

This religious striving toward enlightenment or Buddhahood is recognized as the 

highest and most diffìcult level of Qigong. Many Qigong practitioners reject the rig

ors of this religious striving, and practice Marrow/Brain Washing Qigong solely for 

the purpose of longevity. It was these people who eventually revealed the secrets of 

Marrow/Brain Washing to the outside world. If you are interested in knowing more 

about this training, you m可 refer to: Qigong- The Secret ofYouth, by Dr. Yang. 

Martial Qigong-for Fighting. Chinese martial Qigong was probably not 

developed until Da Mo (连磨) wrote the MusclelTendon Changing and 

MarrowlBrain ，场均ing Qjgong Classic (刀μj仇!g， Xi Sui Jing; 易筋短·洗髓雄) in 

the Shaolin Temple (少林寺) during the Liang Dynasty (梁朝) (502-557 A.D.} 

When Shaolin monks trained Da Mo's Muscle/Tendon Changing Qigong, they 

found they could not only improve their health, but also greatly increase the power 

of their martial techniques. Since then, many martial styles have developed Qigong 

sets to increase their fìghting effectiveness. In addition, many martial styles have 

been created based on Qigong theory. Martial artists have played a major role in 

Chinese Qigong society. 
When Qigong theory was fìrst applied to the martial arts, it was used to increase 

the power and effìciency of the muscles. The theory is very simple-the mind (Y1) is 

used to 切d Qi to the muscles ω ene1ψze t，伽b加em
f a町ve盯ra咯ge person generally u山se臼s his muscles at about 40% of ma缸xim口lum ef且且ciency.予严rι. 1町

one can train his c∞oncent盯ra征ti阳on and us臼e his strong Yi (意) (i.e. the mind generated 

from clear thinking) to lead Qi to the muscles effectively, he can energize the mus

cles to a higher level and, therefore, increase his 且ghting effectiveness. 

As acupuncture theory became better understood, fìghting techniques were able 

to reach even more advanced levels. Martial artists learned to attack specifìc areas, 

such as vital acupuncture cavities, to disturb the enemy's Qi flow, and create imbal

ances which caused injury or even death. In order to do this, the practitioner must 

understand the route and timing of the Qi circulation in the human bod予 He also 

has to train so that he can strike the cavities accurately and to the correct depth. 

These cavi可 strike techniques are called "Dian Xue" (黠穴) (Pointing Cavities) or 

"Dian Mai" (黠踩) (Pointing Vessels} 
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Most of the martial Qigong practices help to improve the practitioner's health. 
However, there are other martial Qigong practices which, although they build up 
some special skill which is useful for fighting, also damage the practitioner's health. 
An example of this is lron Sand Palm (Tie Sha Zhang，战砂掌~ Although this train
ing can build up am缸ing destructive power, it can also harm your hands and affect 
the Qi circulation in the hands and internal organs. 

Since the 6th century, many martial styles have been created that were based on 
Da Mo's Qigong theory and methods. They can be roughly divided into external and 
internal styles. 

The external styles emphasize building Qi in the limbs to coordinate with the 
physical martial techniques. They follow the theory of W如i Dan (External Elixir) 
Qigong, which usually generates Qi in the limbs through special exercises. The con
centrated mind is used during the exercises to energize the Q i. This increases mus
cular strength signi且cantl严 and therefore increases the effectiveness of the martial 
techniques. Qigong can also be used to train the body to resist punches and kicks. 
In this training, Qi is led to energize the skin and the musdes, enabling them to resist 
a blow without injury. This training is commonly called "Iron Shirt" (Tie Bu Shan, 
战布衫) or "Golden Bell Cover" Qin Zhong Zhao，金锺罩~ The martial s可les which 
use W如i Dan Qigong training are normally called external styles (Wai Jia，外家〉
Hard Qigong training is called Hard Gong (Ying Gong，硬功~ Shaolin Gongfu is a 
typical example of a style which uses W垣i Dan martial Qigong. 

Although W组i Dan Qigong can help the martial artist increase his power, there 
is a disadvantage. Because Wai Dan Qigong emphasizes training the external mus
des, it can cause over-development. This can cause a problem called "energy disper
sion" (San Gong，散功) when the practitioner gets older. In order to remedy this, 

when an external martial artist reaches a high level of external Qigong training he 
will start training internal Qigong, which specializes in curing the energy dispersion 
problem. That is why it is said: "External Gongfu is from external to internal." 

Internal Martial Qigong is based on the theory ofNei Dan (Internal Elixir). In 
this method, Qi is generated in the body instead of the limbs, and this Qi is then led 
to the limbs to increase power. In order to lead Qi to the limbs, the techniques must 
be soft and musde usage must be kept to a minimum. The training and theory of 
Nei Dan martial Qigong is much more di伍cult than those of W组i Dan martial 
Qigong. Interested readers should refer to the author's book: Tai Chi Theoη and 

Martial Power, published by YMAA. 
Several internal martial styles were created in the Wudang (武吉山) and Emei 

(峨崛山) Mountains. Popular styles are Taijiquan (太植拳 1 Baguazhang (八卦掌L
Liu He Ba Fa (六合八法1 and Xingyiquan (形意拳~ However, you should under
stand that even the internal martial styles, which are commonly called So丘 Styles
(Ruan Quan，软拳 1 must on some occasions use muscular strength while 且ghting.
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In order to have strong power in the 且ght， the Qi must be led to the muscular body 

and manifested externally. Therefore, once an internal martial artist has achieved a 

degree of competence in internal Qigong, he or she should also learn how to use 

harder, more external techniques. That is why it is said: "The internal styles are from 

internal to external and from so丘 to hard." 
You can see that, although Qigong is widely studied in Chinese martial society, 

the main focus of training was originally on increasing fìghting ability rather than 

health. Good health was considered a by-product of training. It was not until this 

centu叮 that the health aspect of martial Qigong started receiving greater attention. 

This is especially true in the internal martial arts. If you would like to know more 

about Martial Qigong, please refer to the book: The Essence 01 Shaolin White Crane, 
published by YMAA. 

From the above brief summary, you may obtain a general concept of how Chi

nese Qigong. can be categorized, and should not have further doubt about any 

Qigong you are training. 

1.2.6 Theory ofYin-Yang and Kan-Li 晗踌、坎雄之理揄
To practi臼 Qigong accurately, you must not only understand the theory but also 

the correct methods of practice. Knowing the theory correctly places a clear and 

accurate map in your hands leading you to your goal in the shortest time. Without 

this map, you may take many years to fìnd the correct path. 
Two of the most important concepts in Qigong practice are the theory of Yin 

and Yang, and of Kan and Li. These two concepts have been commonly confused in 

Qigong socie町" even in China. If you are able to understand them clearly, you will 

have grasped an important key to the practice of Qigong. 
What are Kan and Li? Kan and Li training has long been of major importance 

to Qigong practitioners. In order to understand why, you must understand these two 

words, and the theory behind them. The terms Kan (坎) and Li (雄) occur fre

quently in Qigong documents. In the Eight Trigrams Kan represents "Wat饵" while 

Li represents "Fire." However, the everyday terms 岛i water and fìre are also 0丘en

used. 
First you should understand that though Kan-Li and Yin-Yang are related, Kan 

and Li are not Yin and Yang. Kan is Water, which is able to cool your body down 

and make it more Yin, while Li is Fire, which warms your body and makes it more 

Yang. Kan and Li are the methods or causes, while Yin and Ytmg are the results. When 

Kan and Li are adjusted or regulated correctly, Yin and Yang will be balanced and 

interact harmoniously. 
Qigong practitioners believe that your body is always too Yang, unless you are 

sick or have not eaten for a long time, in which case your body may be more Yin. 
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When your body is always Yang, it is degenerating and burning out. It is believed 
that this is the cause of aging. If you are able to use Water to cool down your body, 
you can slow down the process of degeneration , and thereby lengthen your life. This 
is the main reason why Qigong practitioners have been studying ways of improving 
the quality of Water in their bodies, and of reducing the quanti可 of Fire. 1 believe 
that as a Qigong practitioner, you should always keep this subject at the top of your 
list for study and research. If you earnestly ponder and experiment, you can grasp 
the trick of adjusting them. 

If you want to learn how to a句ust them, you must understand that Water and 
Fire mean many things in your body. The fìrst concern is your Q i. Qi is classi且ed as 
Fire or Water. When your Qi is not pure, and causes your physical body to heat up 
and your mental/spiritual body to become unstable (Yang ), it is classifìed as Fire Q i. 
The Qi which is pure and is able to cool both your physical and spiritual bodies 
(make them more Yin) is considered \1Ç知er Q i. However, your body can never be 
purely Water. Water can cool down the Fire, but it must never totally quench it, 
because then you would be dead. It is also said that Fire Qi is able to agitate and 
stimulate the emotions , and from these emotions generate a "mind." This mind is 
called Xin (心)， and is considered the Fire mind, Yang mind, or emotional mind. On 
the other hand, the mind that Water Qi generates is calm, steady, and wise. This 
mind is called Yi (意)， and is considered to be the W红er mind or wisdom mind. If 
your Shen is nourished by Fire Qi, although your Shen may be high, it will be scat
tered and confused (a Yang Shen) Naturally, if the Shen is nourished and raised up 
by Water Qi, it will be fìrm and steady (a Yin mind) When your Yi is able to govern 
your emotional Xin e旺ectively， your will (strong emotional intention) can be fìrm. 

You can see from this discussion that your Qi is the main cause of the Yin and 
Yang of your physical body二 your mind, and your Shen. To regulate your body's Yin 
and Yang, you must learn how to regulate your body's Water and Fire Qi, and to do 
this effìciently you must know their sources. 

In order to understand Kan and Li clearly and to adjust them effìciently, you are 
urged to use the modern scienti且c， medical point of view to analyze the concepts. 
This will allow you to marry the past and pr臼ent， and give birth to the future. 

Kan and Li in Breathing, Mind, and Shen 

Here we introduce the general concepts of how Kan and Li relate to your breath
ing, mind, and Shen. Then , we will combine them together and construct a secret 
key which willlead you to the Qigong treasure. 

Breathing's Kan and Li. In Qigong, breathing is considered a 飞trategy" which 
enables you to lead the Qi e的ctively. For example, you can use your breath to lead 
the Qi to YOur skin or marrow. Slow or fast breathing can make the flow of Qi calm 
or vigorous. When you are excited your body is Yang , and you exhale more than you 
inhale. This leads the Qi to the skin so that you sweat, and the excess dissipates in 
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the surrounding air. When you are sad your body is Yin, and you inhale more than 

you exhale to lead the Qi inward to conserve it, and you feel cold. You can see that 

breathing can be the main cause of changing the body's Yin and Yang. Therefore, 
breathing has Kan and Li. 

Generally speaking, in the normal state of your body, inhaling is considered to 

be a Water activi可 (Kan) because you lead the Qi inward to the bone marrow where 

it is stored. This reduces the Qi in the muscles and tendons, which calms down the 

body's Yang. Exhaling is considered a Fire activity (Li) because it brings Qi outward 

to the muscles, tendons, and skin to energize them, making the body more Yang. 

When the body is more Yang than its surroundings, the Qi in the body is automat

ically dissipated outward. 
Normall严 Yin and Yang should be balanced so that your body will function har

moniously. The trick to maintaining this balance is using breathing strategy. Usual

ly your inhalations and exhalations should be equal. However, when you are excited 

your body is too Yang, so you may inhale longer and deeper to calm down your mind 

and lead the Qi inside your body to make it more Yin. 
In Qigong practice, it is very important to grasp the trick of correct breathing. It 

is the exhalation which leads Qi to the fìve centers (head, two Laogong cavities at the 

center of the palms, and two Yongquan cavities near the center of the soles) and the 

skin to exchange Qi with the surroundings. Inhalation leads Qi deep inside your 

body to reach the internal organs and marrow. 1油le 1-1 summarizes how di能rent

breathing strategies affect the body's Yin and Yang in their various manifestations. 

The Mind's Kan and Li. According to Chinese tradition, a human has two 

minds: Xin (心) and Yi (意} Xin is translated literally as "heart" and is considered as 

the mind generated from emotional disturbance. Therefore, Xin can be translated as 

"Emotional Mind." The Chinese word for Yi is constructed of three characters. The 

top one means "establish" (立 1 the middle one means "speaking" (曰1 and the bot

tom one is "heart" (心} That means the emotional mind is under control when you 

speak. Therefore, Yi can be translated as "Wisdom Mind" or "Rational Mind." 

Because the Emotional Mind makes you excited and emotionally disturbed, which 

results in the excitement of your body (Yang1 it is consideredωLi. The Wisdom 

Mind which makes you calm, peaceful, and able to think clearly (Yin) is considered 

to be Kan. 
In Qigong training, the mind is considered the "general" who directs the entire 

battle. It is the general who decides the fìghting strategy (breathing) and controls the 

movement of the soldiers (Qi} Therefore, as a general, you must control your Xin 

(Emotional Mind) and use your Yi (Wisdom Mind) to judge and understand the sit

uation and then fìnally decide on the proper strategy. 
In Qigong, your wisdom mind must 且rst dominate the situation and generate an 

idea. This idea generates and executes the strategy (breathing) and is also the force 
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Kon 
(woler) 

Inhole 
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primory chonnels 
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light 
calm 
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Yin 之

Shen 
(spiril) 

Qi 

Slrol咽Y

M:Ld 

Monifestolions 

Li 
(fire) 

Exhole 

Qi outward from 
primary channels 
(muscle & skin) 

hot 
sink 

heavy 

manifest 
expand 

Results Yong 

Table 1-1. The E仔'ects of Breathing on the Body's Yin and Yang in their Various Manifestations 

that moves the Q i. Generally speaking, when your mind is excited, aggressive, and 
energized, the strategy (breathing) is more offensive (emphasizing exhalation) and 
the Qi circulation is more vigorous and expansive. This aggressive mind is then con
sidered a Fire mind, since it is able to make your body more Yang. However, when 
the strategy is more defensive (i.e. emphasizing inhalation1 the Qi circulation will be 
more calm and condensing. Therefore, a calm or depressed mind is considered a 
Water mind, since it can make your body more Yin. 

You can see that the Kan and Li of the mind are more important than those of 
breathing. After all, it is the mind which makes the strategy. Regulating the mind and 
the breathing are two of the basic techniques for controlling your body's Yin and 
Yang. Regulating the mind and the breathing cannot be separated. When the mind 
is regulated, the breathing can be regulated. When the breathing is regulated, the 
mind is able to enter a deeper level of calmness. 

The Shen's Kan and Li. Now it is time to consider the fìnal and most decisive 
element in winning a battle-the Shen (神) Shen is compared to the morale of the 
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general's 。而cers and soldiers. There are many cases throughout history of armies 

winning battles against great odds because the morale of their soldiers was high. If a 

soldier's morale is high enough, he can defeat ten enemies. 
It is the same in Qigong training. It is the Shen which determines how success

创 your Qigong practice will be. Your Yi (Wisdom Mind), which is the general who 

makes the strategy, must also be concerned with raising up the 且ghting morale 

(Shen) of the soldiers (Qi} When their morale is raised the soldiers can be led more 

effìciently, and consequently the strategy can be executed more effectively. 

You can see that knowing how to use the Yi to raise the Shen is the major key to 

successful Qigong training. In Qigong, Shen is considered the headquarters which 

governs the Q i. As a matter of fact, both Yi and Shen govern the Q i. They are close

ly related and cannot be separated. 
Generally speaking, when the wisdom mind (Yi) is energized, the Shen is also 

raised. You should understand that in Qigong training, you want to raise up your 

Shen but not let it get excited. When the Shen is raised, the strategy can be carried 

out effectively. However, if the Shen is excited, the body will become too Yang, and 

that is not desirable in Qigong practice. When you are practicing Qigong, you want 

to keep your Shen high all the time and use it to govern the strategy and the Q i. This 

will enable you to readjust or regulate your Kan and Li effìciently. 
Shen is the control tower which is able to adjust the Kan and Li, but it does not 

have Kan and Li itself. However, some Qigong practitioners consider the raised Shen 

to be Li (Fire) and the calm Shen to be Kan (Water} 

Now, let us draw a few important conclusions from the above discussion: 

A. Kan (Water) and Li (Fire) are not Yin and Yang. Kan and Li are methods 

which can cause Yin or Yang. 

B. Qi itself is only a form of energy and does not have Kan and Li. When 

Qi is too excessive or too defìcient, it can cause the body to be too Yang 

or too Yin 

C. When you adjust Kan and Li in the body, the mind is the 且rst concern. 

The mind can be Kan or Li. It determines the strategy (breathing) for 

withdrawing the Qi (Kan) or expanding it (Li} 

D. Breathing has Kan and Li. Usually inhaling, which makes the body more 

Yin , is Kan. Exhaling, which makes the body more Yang, is Li. 

E. The Shen does not have Kan and Li. Shen is the key to making the Kan 
and Li adjustment effective and effìcient. 

The Key Secrets of Adjusting Kan and Li 

In the light of these conclusions, let us discuss the keys of Kan and Li adjust

ment. These keys are repeatedly mentioned in the ancient documents. The fìrst key 
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is that Shen and Breathing mutually rely on each other. The second key is that Shen 
and Qi mutually combine and harmonize with each other. 

Shen and Breathing Mutually Dependent (Shen xi Xiang Yi，神息相依). We 
know that breathing is the strategy which directs the Qi in various ways and there
fore controls and adjusts the Kan and Li, which in turn control the body's Yin and 
Yang. W电 also know that the Shen is the control tower which is able to make the 
strategy work in the most effìcient way. Therefore, Shen governs the strategy direct
ly, and controls Kan and Li and the body's Yin and Yang indirectl严 You can see that 
the success of your Kan and Li adjustment depends upon your Shen. 

When the Shen matches your inhaling and exhaling, it can lead the Qi to con
dense and expand directly in the most effìcient wa.严 Your Shen must match with the 
breathing to be raised up or calmed down, and the breathing must rely on the Shen 
to make the strategy work effìciently. In this case, it seems that the Shen and breath
ing are depending on each other and cannot be separated. In Qigong practice, this 
training is called "Shen xi Xiang Yi" (神息相依) which means "Shen and breathing 
depend on each other." When your Shen and breathing are matching each other, it 
is called "Shen Xi" (神息) (i.e. Shen breathing\ because it seems that your Shen is 
actually doing the breathing. 

You can see that "Shen xi Xiang Yi" is a technique or method in which, when 
the Shen and breathing are united together, the Shen is able to control the Qi more 
directl予

Shen and Qi Mutually Combined (Shen Qi Xiang He，神轧相合). When your 
Shen and breathing are able to match with each other as one, then the Qi can be led 
directl严 and thus Shen and Qi become one. In Qigong practice it is called "Shen Qi 
Xiang He" (神氛相合\ which means "Shen and Qi mutually combined or harmo
nized." When this happens, the Shen can govern the Qi directly and more e伍cient
ly. You can see from this that the Shen and Qi combining is the result of the Shen 
and breathing being mutually dependent. 

DaMo (连磨) believed that in order to have a long and peaceful life, Shen and 
Qi must be coordinated and harmonized with each other. He said: "If (one) does not 
know how to keep the mother (Qi) and son (Shen) together, though the Qi (is 
directed) by breathing internally二 (nevertheless) the Shen is labored and craves exter
nal (objects\ resulting in the Shen being always debauched and dirty; the Shen is 
thus not clear. (If) the Shen is not clear, the original harmonious Qi will disperse 
gradually, (Shen and Qi) cannot be kept together.川 From this, you can see that Shen 
is very important. To regulate the Shen is one of the highest levels of Qigong prac
tice. The reason for this is simply that in order to reach a high level of harmony, you 
must 且rst regulate your emotional mind. This is hard to achieve in laymen society. 
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1.3 THE NETWORK OF QI VESSELS AND CHANNELS 乳腺舆短路铜路

As explained earlier, we have two bodies, the physical body and the Qi body (or 

bioelectric body} The physical body can be seen, but Qi can only be felt. The Qi 

body is the vital source of the physical body (i.e. allliving cells) and the foundation 

of our lives. The Qi body is not only related to our cells, but also to our thinking 

and Shen, since it is the energy source which maintains the brain's functioning. 

Therefore, any Qi imbalance or stagnation will be the root and cause of any physi

cal sickness or mental disorder. 
Western medical science has long studied the physical body二 but ignored the Qi 

body for the most part. This has begun to change in the last two decades. The sci

entific understanding of the Qi bod严 and how it a能cts our health and longevity, is 
still in its infancy. Under these circumstances, we may still accept the ancient Chi

nese understanding of our body's Qi network. 

1.3.1 Twelve Primary Qi Channels and the Eight Vessels 十二雄、路舆八服
From the understanding of Chinese medicine, the Qi circulatory system in a 

human body includes eight vessels (Ba Mai，八服 1 twelve primary Qi channels (Shi 

Er Jing，十二短 1 and thousands of secondary channels branching out from the pri

mary channels (Luo，络} On two of the vessels (Conception and Governing Vessels) 

(Ren and Du Mai，督·任腺) and the twelve prima叩 Qi channels , there are more 

than seven hundred acupuncture cavities, through which the Qi level in the chan

nels can be adjusted and regulated. From this Qi adjustment, the Qi circulation in 

the body, especially in the internal organs, can be regulated into a harmonious state, 

and the body's sickness can be cured and health maintained. Here, we will briefly 

review these three circulatory networks. If you are interested in learning more about 

this Qi network, you may refer to Chinese acupuncture books or to the book: The 
Root of Chinese Qigong, published by YMAA. 

1. Eight 协ssels (Ba Mai) 八睬

a. The Eight Vessels include four Yang vessels and four Yin vessels. They 

therefore balance each other. 

b. The Four Yang Vessels are: 

Governing Vessel (Du Mai，督腺) (Figure 1-4) 

Girdle (or Belt) Vessel (Dai Mai，带腺) (Figure 1-当)

Yang Heel Vessel (Yangqiao Mai，畴躇腺) (Figure 1-6) 

Yang Linking Vessel (Yangwei Mai, ~是雄脉) (Figure 1-7) 
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Figure 1-4. The Governing Vessel (Du Mai) Figure 1-5. The Girdle Vessel (Dai Mai) 
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Figure 1-6. The Yang Heel Vessel (Yangqiao Figure 1-7. The Yang Linking Vessel (Yangwei 
Mai) and The Yin Heel Vessel (Yinqiao Mai) Mai) and The Yin Linking Vessel (Yinwei Mai) 
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Co-l 

Figure 1-8. The Conception Vessel (Ren Ma i) Figure 1-9. The Thrusting Vessel (Chong Ma i) 

The Four Yin Vessels are: 

Conception Vessel (Ren Mai，任服) (Figure 1-8) 

Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai，街月底) (Figure 1-9) 

Yin Heel Vessel (Yinqiao Mai，除躇服) (Figure 1-6) 

Yin Linking Vessel (Yinwei Mai，除、维月底) (Figure 1-n 
c. According to Chinese medicine, vessels卢nction as reservoirs, connected to 

the twelve primary Qi channels and regulating the Qi level circulating in these 
channels. When the Qi level in some specific channel is too high, one or 

more of the reservoirs will absorb the excess Qi, and if the Qi is too low, 
the shortfall will be supplied from these vessels. This enables a harmonious 

level to be maintained. 

d. The two Yangvessels (Governing and Girdle Vessels1 and the two Yin ves

sels (Conception and Thrusting Vessels), are individual and located in the 

torso. The other four vessels exist in pairs, and are located in the legs. 

There are no vessels in the arms. 

e. Among the eight vessels, according to Chinese medicine, the Governing 

and Conception Vessels are the most important, since they are the main 

vessels that regulate the twelve primary Qi channels. The Governing Ves-
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sel regulates the Qi in the six primary Yang Qi channels, while the Con
ception Vessel regulates the Qi in the six prima叮 Yin Qi Channels. There 
are acupuncture cavities on these two vessels, and none on the other six 
vessels. However, there are many cavities on these six vessels that belong to 
the twelve primary Qi channels. These cavities are considered to be gates 
that allow the Qi to pass between the vessels and channels. 

f. According to Chinese Qigong practice for health and longevity, the methods 
of learning how to expand the Qi in the vessels are ve可 important. The rea
son for this is that these eight vessels are the reservoirs for the Q i. When the 
Qi in these reservoirs is abundant, the Qi regulating potential of the prima
ry Qi channels will be high and efficient. Among these 句ht vessels, the Gov
erning and Conception Vessels are the most important, since they regulate 
the twelve prima可 Qi channels. The Qi circulates in these two vessels and 
distributes to the twelve primary Qi channels throughout the day. 

g. In religious Qigong meditation practice for enlightenment, the Thrusting 
Vessel (i.e. spinal cord) is verγimportant. The Thrusting Vessel connects the 
brain and the perineum, and the Qi is abundant in this vessel at midnight. 
Traditionally, during the midnight hours, we are sleeping and the physical 
body is extremely relaxed. In this situation, the physical body does not need 
a great amount of Qi to support its activities, and the Qi circulates abun
dantly in the spinal cord to nourish the brain and sexual organs. Hormone 
production 丘om pineal, pituitary and adrenal glands, and the testicles or 
ovaries, is therefore increased at night. When the brain is nourished and its 
function is raised up to a high level, the Shen can be raised and enlighten
ment can be achieved. If you are interested in more on this subject, please 
refer to the book: Qjgong, The Secret ofYouth, published by YMAA. 

h. The Governing Vessel, which is located at the center of the back, is the 
main vessel supplying Qi to the nervous system branching out from the 
spinal cord. The nervous system is constructed of physical cells which 
need to be nourished with Qi (bioelectrici可) to function and stay alive. 
This tells us that Qi is ultimately the root of the nerves' functioning. To 
maintain abundant Qi circulation in this vessel, your physical condition is 
extremely important. If there is any physical injury or damage along the 
course of this vessel, the Qi supply to the ne凹ous system will be stagnant 
and irregular. Moreover, in order to have healthy and abundant Qi circu
lation in this vessel, you must learn how to increase Qi storage in the Real 
Lower Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田~ which is the main Qi 
reservoir or bioelectric battery in our body. 

i. The Yang Girdle Vessel is the only vessel in which the Qi circulates hori
zontally. To Qigong practitioners, this vessel is very important. Since the 
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Qi status in this vessel is Yang, the Qi is expanding outward. It is from this 

vessel that we feel our balance. It is just like an airplane or a tight-rope 

walker: the longer the wings or the balancing pole, the easier it will be to 

fìnd and maintain balance. A Qigong practitioner or a Chinese martial 

artist wiU train this vessel and make the Qi expand outward farther, there

fore increasing the balance and stabili可 of both the physical and mental 

bodies. When you have more balance and stability, you can卢'nd your centeχ 

Whenyo呐d)仰physical a?仰的ltal cel仰r， then you will be rooted Once 

you are rooted, your Shen can be raised to a higher leveL 

1.3.2 The Twelve Primary Qi Channels and Their Branches (Shi Er Jing Luo) 
十二短络

a. The Twelve primary Qi Channels include six Yang channels and six Yin 

channels. They therefore balance each other. 

b. The Six Yang channels are: 
Arm Yang Brightness Large Intestine Channel (Shou Yang Ming Da 

Chang Jing，手踌明大腾挫) (Figure 1-10) 

Leg Yang Brightness Stomach Channel (Zu 
足陈明冒短) (Figure 1-11) 

Yang Ming W电i Jing, 
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Figure 1-11. Leg Yang Brightness 
Stomach Channel 

Figure 1-10. Arm Yang Brightness Large 
Intestine Channel 
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Figure 1-13. Leg Greater 
Yang Bladder Channel 

Figure 1-12. Arm Greater 
Yang Smalllntestine Channel 

Arm Greater Yang Small Intestine Channel (Shou Tai Yang Xiao Chang 
Jing，手太踌小膀短) (Figure 1-12) 
Leg Greater Yang Bladder Channel (Zu Tai Yang Pang Guang Jing, 
足太畴膀胧短) (Figure 1-13) 

Arm Lesser Yang Triple Burner Channel (Shou Shao Yang San Jiao Jing, 
手少畴三焦短) (Figure 1-14) 
Leg Lesser Yang Gall Bladder 
足少踢腊短) (Figure 1-15) 
The Six Yin channels are: 
Arm Greater Yin Lung Channel (Shou Tai Yin Fei Jing，手太除肺挫)
(Figure 1-16) 
Leg Greater Yin Spleen Channel (Zu Tai Yin Pi Jing, 
(Figure 1-17) 
Arm Lesser Yin Heart Channel (Shou Shao Yin Xin Jing，手少除心挫)
(Figure 1-18) 
Leg Lesser Yin Kidney Channel (Zu Shao Yin Shen Jing，足少除膏锺)
(Figure 1-19) 

Jing, 

足太除脾挫)

Yang Dan Shao Channel (Zu 
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Figure 1-18. Arm Lesser Yin Heart Channel Figure 1-19. Leg Lesser Yin Kidney Channel 

Arm Absolute Yin Pericardium Channel (Shou Jue Yin Xin Bao Luo Jing, 
手厥除心包格短) (Figure 1-20) 
Leg Absolute Yin Liver Channel (Zu Jue Yin Gan Jing，足厥晗肝挫)
(Figure 1-21) 

c. From the above, you can see that one end of each channel connects to an 
extremi可" and the other end connects with a different internal organ. 1n 
each channel, there are many acupuncture cavities through which the Qi 
condition in each channel can be regulated. This is the basic theory of 
acupuncture. 

d. There are thousands of secondary channels (Luo，络) branching out from 
each primary; these lead the Qi to the surface of the skin and to the bone 
marrow. It is very similar to the anery and capillary system. 1nstead of 
blood, Qi is being distributed. 

1.4 BUDDHIST AND DAolsT QIGONG CONCEPTS 佛家舆道家之轧功概念

Because it was kept so secret, religious Qigong did not become as popular as the 
other categories in China before the Qing Dynasty (清朝) (1 644-1912 A.D.} 1t was 
not until the 20th century, when the secrets were gradually released to the public, 
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Figure 1-20. Arm Absolute Yin Figure 1-21. Leg Absolute Yin 
Pericardium Channel Liver Channel 

that religious Qigong became popular in China. Religious Qigong is mostly Daoist 

and Buddhist, and its main purpose is to aid in the striving for enlightenment, or 

what the Buddhists refer to as Buddhahood. 
ln order to help you understand both the training the。可 and methods studied 

in Buddhist and Daoist societies, 1 would like to give a brief introduction to Bud

dhist and Daoist Qigong, followed by a comparison of their training. 

Buddhist Qigong. Three main schools of Buddhist Qigong developed in Asia 

during the last two thousand years: lndian, Chinese, and Tibetan. Because Bud

dhism was created in lndia by an lndian prince named Gautama between 558 B.C. 

and 478 B.C. , lndian Buddhist Qigong has the longest history. Buddhism was 

imported into China during the Eastern Han Dynasty (Dong Han，束漠) (58 A.D.1 

and the Chinese Buddhists gradually learned its methods of spiritual cultivation. 

Their practice was influenced by traditional Chinese scholar and medical Qigong, 
which had been developing for about two thousand years. What resulted w;剖 a

unique system of training which was di能rent from its ancestors. 

According to the fragments of documents that are available, it is believed that at 

least in the fìrst few hundred years a丘er Buddhism's importation, only the philoso

phy and doctrines were passed down to the Chinese. The actual methods of cultiva

tion and Qigong training were not known. There are several reasons for this: 
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1. Because of the di伍culty of transportation and communication at that 
time, the transferal of Buddhist documents 丘om India to China was lim
ited. Although a few Indian priests were invited to China to preach, the 
problems remained. 

2. Even if the documents had been transferred, because of the profound the
ory and philosophy of Buddhism, very few people were quali6.ed and 
could really translate the documents accurately from Indian language to 
Chinese. This problem w部 exacerbated by the different cultural back
grounds. Even toda严 di能rent cultural backgrounds are always the main 
problem in translating accurately from one language to another. 

3. The main reason was probably that most of the actual training methods 
need to be taught and guided personally by an experienced master. Only 
a limited amount can be learned from the documents. This problem was 
exacerbated by the tradition of passing information secret1y from master 
to disciples. 

You can see that the transferal process was very slow and painful, especially with 
regard to the actual training methods. For several hundred years it was believed that 
as long as you were able to puri今 your mind and sincerely strive for Buddhahood, 
sooner or later you would succeed. This situation was not improved until Da Mo 
(连磨) wrote the MusclelTendon Changing Classic and the MarrowlBrain 肌shing
Classic (ηρn Jing, Xi Sui ]ing; 易筋短·沈髓短) Then 6.nally there was a 6.rm direc
tion for the training to reach the goal of Buddhahood. 

Before Da Mo, Chinese Buddhist Qigong training was very similar to Chinese 
scholar Qigong. The main di能rence was that while scholar Qigong aimed at main
taining health, Buddhist Qigong aimed at becoming a Buddha. Meditation is a nec
essary process in training a priest to stay emotionally neutral. Buddhism believes that 
all human spiritual suffering is caused by the seven passions and six desires (Qi Qing 
Liu Yu，七情六惩) As mentioned earlier, the seven p剖sions are happiness (Xi，喜L
anger (Nu，恕1 sorrow (Ai，哀 1joy (Le, ~接 1love (Ai，爱 1 hate (Hen，恨 1 and desire 
(Yu，德) The six desires are the six sensory pleasures derived from the eyes, ears, nω民
归ngue， bo吵， and mind. Buddhists also cultivate within themselves a neutral state 
separated 丘om the four emptin臼S臼 of earth, water, fire, and wind (Si Da Jie Kong, 
四大皆空) They believe that this training enables them to keep their spirits inde
pendent so they can escape from the cycle of repeated reincarnation. 

Tibetan Buddhism has always been kept secret and isolated from the outside 
world. Because of this, it is very diffìcult to decide when exact1y Tibetan Buddhism 
was established. Because Tibet is near India, it is reasonable to assume that Tibetan 
Qigong training has had more influence from India than Chinese Qigong has. How
ever, over thousands of years of study and research, the Tibetans established their 
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own unique style of Qigong meditation. The Tibetan priests are called Lamas (La 

Ma，喇嘛)， and many of them also learned martial arts. Because of the different cul

tural background, not only are the Lamas' meditation techniques different from 

those of the Chinese or lndian Buddhists, but their martial techniques are also diι 

ferent. Tibetan Qigong meditation and martial arts were kept secret from the outside 

world, and were therefore called "Mi Zong" (秘宗) which means "secret style." Gen

erally speaking, Tibetan Qigong and martial arts did not spread into Chinese society 

until almost the Qing Dynasty (清朝) (1 644-1912 A.D.} Since then, however, they 

have become more popular. 
Daoist Qigong. Like the Buddhists, the Daoists believe that if they can build up 

their Shen (神) so that it is independent and strong, they can escape from the cycle 

of repeated reincarnation. When a Daoist has reached this stage, he has reached the 

goal of enlightenment. It is said that he has attained eternallife. However, if he can

not build his Shen quite strong enough before he dies, his soul or Shen will not go 

to hell, and he can control his own destiny, either remaining a spirit or being reborn 

as a human. They believe that it is only possible to develop the human spirit while 

in a body, so that the continual cycle of rebirth is necessary to attain enlightenment. 

Daoist monks, in the pωt， found that in order to enhance their Shen, they had 

to cultivate the Qi which was converted from their Essence Oi吨，精} The normal 

Daoist Qigong training process is: 1. To convert the Essence Oing) into Qi (Lian Jing 

HuaQi，妹精化氯); 2. To nourish the Shen with Qi (Lian Qi Hua Shen，妹氧化神);

3. To re且ne the Shen and return into nOthingness (Lian Shen Fan Xu，妹神返虚);

and 4. To crush the nothingness (Fen Sui Xu Kong，粉碎虚空〉

The first step involved firming and strengthening the Jing, then converting this 

Jing into Qi through meditation or other methods. This Qi is then led to the top of 

the head to nourish the brain and raise up the Shen. When a Daoist has reached this 

stage, it is called "the three flowers meet at the top" (San Hua Ju Ding，三在来顶〉

The three flowers mean essence Oing), Qi, and Shen. This stage is necessary to gain 

health and longevity. Finally, the Daoist can start training to reach the goal of 

enlightenment. However, the biggest obstacle to achieving this goal is the emotions, 

which a他ct the thinking and upset the balance of the Shen. This is the re部on why 

Daoists hid themselves away in the mountains, away from other people and their dis

tractions. Usually they also abstained from eating meat, feeling that it muddied 

thinking and increased the emotions, leading the Shen away from selιcultivation. 

An important part of this training to prolong life is Yi Jin Jing (易筋挫) (Mus

cle/Tendon Changing) and xi Sui Jing (洗髓短) (Marrow/Brain Washing) Qigong. 

While the Yi Jin Jing Qigong is able to build up an abundant Qi in the Lower Dan 

Tian and strengthen the physical body, the basic idea ofXi Sui Jing Qigong is to lead 

the Qi to the brain to raise up the Shen and keep the Qi circulating in the marrow 

so that the marrow stays clean and healthy. Your bone marrow manufactures most of 
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your blood ce11s. The blood ce11s bring nourishment to the organs and all the other 
ce11s of the bod严 and also take waste products away. When your blood is healthy and 
functions properly, your whole body is we11-nourished and healthy二 and can resist 
disease effectively. When the marrow is clean and 丘esh， it manufactures a plentiful 
quantity of healthy blood ce11s which will do their job properly. Your whole body will 
stay healthy, and the degeneration of your physical body will be signifìcantly slowed. 

For longevity, although the theory is simple, the training is very diffìcult. You 
must fìrst learn how to build up your Qi at the Lower Dan Tian (human bio-bat
tery) and fì11 up your eight Qi vessels, and then you must know how to lead this Qi 
into the bone marrow to "wash" the marrow. Except for some Daoist monks, there 
are very few people who have lived longer than 150 years. The reason for this is that 
the training process is long and hard. You must have a pure mind and a simple life
style so that you can concentrate entirely on the training. Without a peaceful life, 
your training will not be effective. 

Many Daoist Qigong s可Ies are based on the 出eory of cultivating both the Shen 
and the physical body. It is said: "Talking about human temperament (i.e. Shen) and 
life (i.e. physicallife), (one) must cultivate both of them. (One must) place the lead (Pb, 
i.e. Yin) and mercu可 (Hg， i.e. Yang) together (i.e. they interact harmoniously) This 
message (secret) is hard to comprehend. Cultivating human temperament is to refìne 
selιbeing， while cultivating life is to return the essence (i.e. convert 出e essence into 
Qi) The Xin (i.e. mind) is the house of the Shen while the body is the residence of the 
Q i. Life is the Q i. Those who cultivate human temperament, must blend the body and 
the Xin as a family, Jing (essence), Qi, and Shen must be combined into one unit. Then 
the cultivation of life can be approached."7 This paragraph emphasizes that in order to 
reach enlightenment, you must cultivate both human temperament and physicallife. 
The key to reaching it is to harmonize the Yin and Yang. Yin is the spiritual body relat
ed to human temperament while Yang is the physicallife related to physical condition. 
Only when these Yin and Yang are harmonious and three treasures (essence, Qi, and 
Shen) have reached the top (brain), are you able to achieve the goal of enlightenment. 

In Daoism, there are genera11y three ways of training: Golden Elixir Large Way 
Oin Dan Da Dao，金丹大道)， Dual Cultivation (Shuang Xiu，斐修)， and Herb Pick
ing Outside of the Dao (Dao Wai Cai Yao，道外拣蔡) Generally, there are two mean
ings to Dual Cultivation; one is to cultivate the Qi with a partner, while the other 
implies both the cultivation of the human temperament and physical bod予

Golden Elixir Large Way teaches the ways of Qigong training within yourself. 
This approach believes that you can fìnd the elixir of longevity or even enlighten
ment within your own body. 

In the second approach, Dual Cultivation, a partner is used to balance one's Qi 
more quickly. Most people's Qi is not entirely balanced. Some people are abit too 
positive, others too negative, and individual channels are also positive or negative. If 
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you know how to exchange Qi with your partner, you can help each other out and 

speed your training. Your partner can be either the same sex or the opposite. 

The third way, Herb Picking Outside of the Dao, uses herbs to speed and con

trol the cultivation. Herbs can be plants such as ginseng, or animal products such as 

musk from the musk-deer. To many Daoists, herbs also mean the Qi which can be 

obtained from sexual practices. 
According to the training methods used, Daoist Qigong can again be divided 

into two m斗or schools: Peaceful Cultivation Division (Qing Xiu Pai，清修派) and 

Plant and Gra丘 Division (Zai Jie Pai，栽接派} This division was especially clear a丘er

the Song and Yuan dynasties (960-1367 A.D.，宋、元} The meditation, training the

ory and methods of the Peaceful Cultivation Division are close to those of the Bud

dhists. They believe that the only way to reach enlightenment is Golden Elixir Large 

Way, according to which you build up the elixir within your body. Using a partner 

for the cultivation is immoral and will cause emotional problems which may signiι 

icantlya旺ect the cultivation. 
However, the Plant and Graft Division claims that their approach of using Dual 

Cultivation and Herb Picking Outside of the Dao in addition to Golden Elixir Large 

Way makes the cultivation faster and more practical. For this reason, Daoist Qigong 

training is also commonly called "Dan Ding Dao Gong" (丹鼎道功) which means 

"the Dao Training in the Elixir Crucible." The Daoists originally believed that they 

would be able to fìnd and puri马T the elixir 丘om herbs. Later, they realized that the 

only real elixir was in your body. 

1.5 FOUR REFINEMENTS 四化

Before you start to read this section, you should fìrst clearly understand the con

cepts of Jing (精) (essence) , Qi (乳) (inner energy or bioelectricity1 and Shen (神〉

Understanding Jing (精) (Essence 1 Qi (氛) (internal energy1 and Shen (神) spir

it) is one of the most important requirements for effective Qigong training. They are 

the root of your life and therefore also the root of Qigong practice. Ji吨， Qi, and 

Shen are called "San Bao" (三霄 1 which means "The Three Treasures," "San Yuan" 

(三元 1 which means "The Three Origins," or "San Ben" (三本 1 which means "The 

Three Foundations." In Qigong training, a practitioner learns how to "fìrm his Jing" 

(Gu Jing; 固精 1 (Gu means to fìrm , solidi牛 retain ， and conserve) and how to con

vert it into Q i. This is called "Lian Jing Hua Qi" (橡精化筑1 which means "to refìne 

the Jing and convert it into Q i." Then he learns how to lead the Qi to the head to 

convert it into Shen (also called nourishing Shen} This is called "Lian Qi Hua Shen" 

(妹氧化神 1 which means 气o refìne the Qi and convert it into (nourish) the Shen." 

Finally, the practitioner learns to use his energized Shen to govern the emotional part 

of his personality. This is called "Lian Shen Liao Xing" (妹神了性 1 or "to refìne the 

Shen to end human (emotional) nature." 
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These conversion processes are what enable you to gain health and longevity. As 
a Qigong practitioner, you must pay a great deal of attention to these three elements 
during the course of your training. If you keep these three elements strong and 
healthy, you willlive a long and healthy life. If you neglect or abuse them, you will 
frequently be sick and will age fast. Each one of these three elements or tre臼ures h剖
its own root. You must know the roots so that you can strengthen and protect your 
three treasures. 

Jing (Essence) 精. The Chinese word Jing means a number of things depending 
on where, when, and how it is used. Jing can be used 剖 a verb, an adjective, or a 
noun. When it is used as a verb, it means "to refìne." For example, to refìne or puri
马T a liquid to a high quality is called "Jing Lian" (精燥) When it is used as an adjec
tive, it is used to describe or signify something which is "refìned," "polished" and 
"pure without mixture." For example, when a piece of art work is well done, people 
say "Jing Xi" (精细1 which means "delicate and painstaking" (literally, "pure and 
fìne"1 or "Ji吨Liang" (精良 1 which means "excellent quality" (literally "pure and 
good") When Jing is used to apply to personal wisdom or personality, it means 
"keen" and "sharp." For example, when someone is smart or wise, they are called 
"Jing Ming" (精明 1 which means "keen and clever." When Jing is applied to a 
thought, it means "profound" or "astute," and indicates that the idea or plan was well 
and carefully considered. When used as a noun for an object, Jing means "the 
essence" or "the essentials." When it is used for the energy side of a being, it means 
"spirit" or "ghost." Since Chinese tradition believes that the male sperm or semen is 
the re且ned and the most essential product of a man, Jing also means sperm or semen. 

When Jing is used as "essence," it exists in everything. Jing may be considered 
the primal substance or original source from which a thing is made, and which 
exhibits the true nature of that thing. When Jing refers to animals or humans, it 
means the very original and essential source of life and growth. This Jing is the ori
gin of the Shen which makes an animal different from a tree. In humans, Jing is 
passed down from the parents. Sperm is called "Jing Zi" (精子1 which means "the 
sons of essence." When this essence is mixed with the mother's Jing (egg1 a new life 
is generated which, in certain fundamental respects, IS an intertwinement of the 
Jings of both parents. The child is formed, the Qi circulates, and the Shen grows. 
The Jing which has been carried over from the parents is called "Yuan Jing" (元精k
which means "Original Essence." 

Once you are born, Original Jing is the fountainhead and root of your life. It is 
what enables you to grow stronger and bigger. Mter birth you start to absorb the Jing 
of岛od and air, converting these Jings into the Qi which supplies your body's needs. 
You should understand that when Jing is mentioned in Qigong society, it usually 
refers to Yuan Jing (元精) (Original Jing) Qigong practitioners believe that Original 
Jing is the most important part of you, because it is the root of your body's Qi and 
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Shen. The quantity and quality of Original Jing is different from person to person, 

and it is affected signifìcantly by your parents' health and living habits while they 

were creating you. Generally speaking, it does not matter how much Original Jing 

you have carried over from your parents. If you know how to conserve it, you will 

have more than enough for your lifetime. According to Chinese medicine, you prob

ably cannot increase the amount of Jing you have. However, it is believed that 

Qigong training can improve its quality. 
In Qigong training, knowing how to conserve and fìrm your Original Jing is of 

prim红y importance. To conse凹e means to refrain from abusing your Original Jing 

through overuse. For example, if you overindulge in sexual activi可; you will lose 

Original Jing faster than other people and your body will degenerate faster. To fìrm 

your Jing means to keep and protect it. For example, you should know how to keep 

your kidneys strong. Kidneys are thought of as the residence of Original Jing. When 

your kidneys are strong, the Original Jing will be kept fìrm and will not be lost with

out reason. The fìrming of your Original Jing is called "Gu Jing" (固精 1 which is 

translated "to make solid, to fìrm the essence." Only after you know how to retain 

(meaning to conserve and fìrm) your Original Jing can you start seeking ways to 

improve its quality. Therefore, conserving and fìrming your Jing is the fìrst step in 

training. You need to know the root of your Jing, where the Original Jing resides, 

and how Original Jing is converted into Q i. 

The root of your Original Jing before your birth is in your parents. A丘er birth, 
this Original Jing stays in its residence, the kidneys, which are now also its root. 

When you keep this root strong, you will have plen可 ofOriginal Jing to supply your 

body. 
Qi (Inner Energy) 氛. Since we have already discussed Qi at the beginning of 

this chapter in general terms, we will now discuss Qi in the human body and in 

Qigong training. "W电 must note that as of yet, there is no clear explanation of the 

relationship between all of the circulatory systems and the Qi circulatory system. 

The Western world knows of the blood system, nervous system, and lymphatic sys

tem. Now, there is the Qi circulation system from China. How are, for example, the 

Qi and the ne凹ous system related? If the nervous system does not match the Qi sys

tem, where does the sensing energy in the nervous system come from? How is the 

lymphatic system related to the Qi system? All of these questions are still waiting for 

study by modern scienti且c methods and technology. Here, we can only 0旺er you 

some theoretical assumptions based on the research conducted up to now. 

Chinese medical socie可 believes that the Qi and blood are closely related. Where 

Qi goes, blood follows. That is why the term "Qi-Xue" (氛血) (Qi Blood) is com

monly used in Chinese medical texts. It is believed that Qi provides the energy for 

the blood cells to keep them alive. As a matter of fact, it is believed that blood is able 

to store Qi, and that it helps to transport air Qi to every cell of the body. 
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If you look carefull严 you can see that the elements of your physical body such as 
the organs, nerves, blood, and even eve可 tiny cell are alllike separate machines, each 
with their own unique function. Just like electric motors, if there is no current in 
them, they are dead. If you compare the routes of the blood circulatory system, the 
nervous system, and the lymphatic system with the course of the Qi channels, you 
will see that there is a great deal of correspondence. This is simply because Qi is the 
energy needed to keep them all alive and functioning. 

Now, let us look at your body as an entire system. Your body is composed of two 
major parts. The fìrst is your physical body, and the second is the energy supply which 
your body needs to function. Your body is like a factory. Inside your body are many 
organs, which correspond to the machines required to process the raw materials into 
the fìnished product. Some of the raw materials brought into a factory are used to cre
ate the energy with which other raw materials will be converted into fìnished goods. 
The raw materials for your body are food and air, and the 自nished product is life. 

The Qi in your body is analogous to the electric current which the factory power 
plant obtains from coal or oil. The factory has many wires connecting the power 
plant to the machines, and other wires connecting telephones, intercoms, and com
puters. There are also many conveyer belts, elevators, wagons, and trucks to move 
material from one place to another. It is no different in your body, where there are 
systems of intestines, blood vessels, complex networks of nerves and Qi channels to 
facilitate the supply of blood, sensory information and energy to the entire body. 
However, unlike the digestive, circulatory二 and central ne凹ous systems - all of 
whose supportive vessels can be observed as material structures in the body - Qi 
channels cannot be observed as physical objects. The circulatory二 nervous， and Qi 
systems all possess similar confìgurations within the bod严 and are distributed rather 
equally throughout the body. 

In a factory, different machines require different levels of electrical current. It is 
the same for your organs, which require different levels of Q i. If a machine is sup
plied with an improper level of power, it will not function normally and may even 
be damaged. In the same wa严 when the Qi level supplied to your organs is either too 
positive or too negative, they will be damaged and will degenerate more rapidl严

In order for a factory to function smoothly and productively, it will not only 
need high quality machines, but also a reliable power suppl严 The same goes for your 
body. The quality of your organs is largely dependent upon what you inherited from 
your parents. To maintain your organs in a healthy state and to insure that they func
tion well for a long time, you must have an appropriate Qi suppl严 If you don't have 
it, you will become sick. 

Qi is affected by the quality of air you inhale, the kind of food you eat, your life
style, and even your emotional make-up and personality. The food and air are like 
the fuel or power supply, and their quality affects you. Your life-style is like the way 
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you run the machine, and your personality is like the management of the factory. 

The above discussion darifìes the role that Qi plays in your body. However, it 

should be noted that the above metaphor is an oversimplifìcation, and that the 

behavior and function of Qi is much more complex and diffìcult to handle than the 

power supply in a factory. You are neither a factory nor a robot, you are a human 

being with feelings and emotions. These feelings also have a major influence on your 

Qi circulation. For example, when you pinch yourself, the Qi in that area will be dis

turbed. This Qi disturbance will be sensed through the nervous system and inter

preted by your brain as pain. No machine can do this. Moreover, a丘er you have felt 

the pain, unlike a machine, you will react either as a result of instinct or conscious 

thought. Human feelings and thought affect Qi circulation in the body, whereas a 

machine cannot influence its power suppl严 In order to understand your Qi, you 

must use your feelings , rather than just the intellect, to sense its flow and make judg

ments about it. 
Now a few words as to the source of human Q i. As mentioned, Chinese doctors 

and Qigong practitioners believe that the body contains two general types of Q i. The 

fìrst type is called Pre-Birth Qi or Original Qi (Yuan Qi，元氛} Original Qi is also 

called "Xian Tian Qi" (先天轧) which, translated literally, means "Pre-Heaven Q i." 

Heaven here means the sk严 so Pre-Heaven means before the baby sees the sky. In 

other words, before birth. Original Qi comes from converted Original Jing (Yuan 

Jing，元精) which you received before your birth. This is why Original Qi is also 

called Pre-Birth Q i. Once the Qi is converted, it will stay at its residence, the Lower 

Dan Tian. 
The second 可pe is called Post-Birth Qi or "Hou Tian Qi" (後天幻 whichmeans

"Post-Heaven Q i." This Qi is drawn from the Jing (i.e. essence) of the food and air 

we take in. As mentioned, the residence of the Post-Birth Qi is the Middle Dan Tian. 

This Qi then circulates and mixes with the Pre-Birth or Dan Tian Qi (Original Qi) 

(Yuan Qi，元氯} Together, they circulate down, passing into the Governing Vessel 

(Du Mai，督脉1 from where they are distributed to the entire body. 

Pre-Birth Qi is commonly called "Water Qi" (Shui Qi，水氯) because it is able 

to cool down the Post-Birth Qi, which is called "Fire Qi" (Huo Qi，火氯} Fire Qi 

usually brings the body to a positive (Yang) state, which stimulates the emotions and 

scatters and confuses the mind. When the Water Qi cools your body down, the mind 

will become dear, neutral and centered. It is believed in Qigong society that Fire Qi 

supports the emotional part of the bo牛 while Water Qi supports the wisdom part. 

Mter the Fire Qi and Water Qi mix, this Qi will not only circulate to the Gov

erning Vessel, but will also supply the "Thrusting Vessel" (Chong Mai，街服) which 

willlead the Qi direct1y up through the spinal cord to nourish the brain and ener

gize the Shen and soul. As will be discussed later, energizing the brain and raising the 

Shen are very important in Qigong practice. 
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Qi can be divided into two major categories, according to its function. The first 
is called "Ying Qi" (管筑) (Managing Qi), because it manages or controls the func
tioning of the body. This indudes the functioning of the brain and the organs, and 
even body movement. Ying Qi is again divided into two major types. The 且rst type 
circulates in the channels and is responsible 岛r the functioning of the organs. The 
circulation of Qi to the organs and the extremities continues automatically as long 
as you have enough Qi in your reservoirs and you maintain your body in good con
dition. The second 可pe of Ying Qi is linked to your Yi (mind, intention~ When 
your Yi decides to do something, for example to li丘 a box, this type ofYing Qi will 
automatically flow to the musdes needed to do the job. This type of Qi is directed 
by your thoughts, and is therefore dosely related to your feelings and emotions. 

The second m吗or categ。可 of Qi is "Wei Qi" (街氛) (Guardian Qi~ \1Ç记i Qi 
forms a shield on the surface of the body to protect you 丘om negative outside influ
ences. W电i Qi is also involved in the growth of hair, the repair of skin injuries, and 
many other functions on the surface of the skin. Wei Qi comes from the Qi chan
nels , and is led through millions of tiny channels to the surface of the skin. This Qi 
can even extend beyond the body. When your body is positive (Yang), this Qi is 
strong, and your pores will be open. When your body is negative (Yin), this Qi is 
weak, and your pores will dose up to preserve Q i. 

In the summertime, your body is Yang and your Qi is strong, so your Qi shield 
will be bigger and extend beyond your physical body, and the pores will be wide 
open. In the wintertime, your body is relatively Yin (negative), and you must con
serve your Qi in order to stay warm and keep pathogens out. The Qi shield is small
er and doesn't extend out much beyond your skin. 

市电i Qi functions automatically in response to changes in the environment, but 
it is also in且uenced significantly by your feelings and emotions. For example, when 
you feel happy or angr严 the Qi shield will be more open than when you are sad. 

In order to keep your body healthy and functioning properly, you must keep the 
Ying Qi functioning smoothly and, at the same time, keep the \1Ç电i Qi strong to pro
tect you from negative outside influences such as the cold. Chinese doctors and 
Qigong practitioners believe that the key to doing this is through Shen. Shen is con
sidered to be the headquarters which directs and controls the Q i. Therefore, when 
you practice Qigong you must understand what your Shen is and know how to raise 
it. When people are ill and facing death, very 0丘en the ones with a strong Shen, 
which is indicative of a strong will to live, will survive. The people who are apathet
ic or depressed will generally not last long. A strong will to live raises the Shen, which 
energizes the body's Qi and keeps you alive and health严

In order to raise your Shen, you must first nourish your brain with Q i. This Qi 
energizes the brain so that you can concentrate more effectivel予 Your mind will then 
be steady, your will strong, and your Shen raised. 
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As a Qigong practitioner, in addition to paying attention to the food and air you 

take in, it is important for you to learn how to generate Water Qi and how to use it 

more effectively. Water Qi can cool down the Fire Qi and, therefore, slow down the 

degeneration of the bod严 Water Qi also helps to calm your mind and keep it cen

tered. This allows you to judge things objectively. During Qigong practice, you can 

sense your Qi and direct it effectivel严
In order to generate Water Qi and use it e伍cientl严 you must know how and 

where it is generated. Since Water Qi comes from the conversion of Original Jing, 
they both have the kidneys for their root. Once Water Qi is generated, it resides in 

the Lower Dan Tian below your navel. In order to conserve your Water Qi, you must 

keep your kidneys fìrm and strong. 
Shen (Spirit) 神. It is ve可 diffìcult to fìnd an English word to exactly express 

Shen. As in so many other cases, the context determines the translation. Shen can be 

translated as spirit, god, immortal, soul, mind, divine, and supernatural. 
When you are alive, Shen is the spirit which is directed by your mind. When 

your mind is not steady it is said "Xin Shen Bu Ning" (心神不宰1 which means "the 

(emotional) mind and spirit are not at peace." The average person can use his emo

tional mind to energize and stimulate his Shen to a higher state, but at the same time 

he must restrain his emotional mind with his wisdom mind (Yi} If his Yi can control 

the Xin, the mind as a whole will be concentrated and the Yi can govern the Shen. 

When someone's Shen is excited, however, it is not being controlled by his Yi, so we 

sa严 "Shen Zhi Bu Qing" (神志不清1 which means "the spirit and the will (generat

ed from Yi) are not clear." In Qigong it is ve可 important for you to train your wis

dom Yi to control your emotional Xin effectively. In order to reach this goal, Bud

dhists and Daoists train themselves to be 仕ee of emotions. Only in this way are they 

able to build a strong Shen which is completely under their control. 
When you are healthy you a配 able to use your Yi to protect your Shen and keep 

it at its residence: the Upper Dan Tian. Even when your Shen is energized, it is still 

controlled. However, when you are ve可 sick or near death, your Yi becomes weak 

and your Shen willleave its residence and wander around. When you are dead, your 

Shen separates completely 丘om the physical bod严It is then called a "Hun" (魂)

(soul} 0丘en the term "Shen Hun" (神魂) is used, since the Hun originated with the 

Shen. Sometimes "Shen Hun" is also u山se叫d tωo refer tωo the四e sp抖lfl让t of a dying per臼son

since h怡IS S叩驯P抖irit is between "S仙hen" and 
Chinese believe that when your Shen reaches a higher and stronger state, you are 

able to sense and feel more sharply, and your mind is more clever and inspired. The 

world of living human beings is usually considered a Yang world (Yang Jian，畴罔 k

and the spirit world a丘er death is considered a Yin world (Yin Jian，除罔} When 

your Shen has reached its higher, more sensitive state, you can transcend your mind's 

normal capacity. Ideas beyond your usual grasp can be understood and controlled, 
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and you may develop the ability to sense or even communicate with the Yin world. 
This supernatural Shen is called 
clever, nimble, and able to quickly empathize with people and things. It is believed 
that when you die this supernatural Shen will not die with your body right away. It 
is this supernatural Shen (Ling Shen，重神) which still holds your energy together 臼
a 飞host" or "Gui" (鬼} Therefore, a ghost is also called "Ling Gui" (重鬼) meaning 
"spiritual ghost" or "Ling Hun" (重魂) meaning "spiritual soul." 

From this you can see that Ling is the supernatural part of the spirit. It is believed 
that if this supernatural spiritual soul is strong enough, it will live for a long time 
a丘er the physical body is dead and have plenty of opportunity to reincarnate. Chi
nese people believe that if a person has reached the stage of enlightenment or Bud
dhahood when he is alive, a丘er he dies this supernatural spirit willleave the cycle of 
reincarnation and live forever. These spirits are called "Shen Ming" (神明~ which 
means "spiritually enlightened beings," or simply "Shen" (神~ which here implies 
that this spirit has become divine. Normally, if you die and your supernatural spiri
tual soul is not strong, your spirit has only a short time to search for a new residence 
in which to be reborn before its energy disperses. In this case, the spirit is called 
"Gui" (鬼~ which means "ghost." 

Buddhists and Daoists believe 出at when you are alive you may use your Jing and 
Qi to nourish the Shen (Yang Shen，装神) and make your Ling strong. When this "Ling 
Shen" (重神) is bui1t up to a high level, your will is able to lead it to separate 丘om 出e

physical body even while you are alive. When you have reached this stage, your physi
cal body is able to live for many hundreds of years. People who can do this 红e called 
"Xian" (仙~ which means "immortal," "god," or "fairy." Since "Xian" originated with 
the Shen, the "Xian" is sometimes called "Shen Xian" (神仙~ which means "immortal 
spirit." The "Xian" is a living person whose Shen has r，臼ched the stage of enlightenment 
or Buddhahood. After his death, his spirit will be called "Shen Ming" (神明〉

The foundation of Buddhist and Daoist Qigong training is to fìrm your Shen, 
nourish it, and grow it until it is mature enough to separate 丘om your physical bod严
In order to do this, the Qigong practitioner must know where the Shen resides, and 
how to keep, protect, nourish, and train it. It is also essential for you to know the 
root or origin of your Shen. 

Your Shen resides in the Upper Dan Tian (i.e. brain} When you concentrate on 
The Third Eye, the Shen can be fìrmed. Firm here means to keep and to protect. 
When someone's mind is scattered and confused, his Shen wanders. This is called 
"Shen Bu Shou She" (神不守舍~ which means "the spirit is not kept at its residence." 

According to Qigong theo町" though your Xin (Emotional Mind，心) is able to 
raise up your spirit, this mind can also make your Shen confused, so that it leaves its 
residence. You must constantly engage your Yi (Wisdom Mind) to restrain and con
trol your Shen at its residence. 
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In Qigong, when your Qi can reach and nourish your Shen effìciently, your Shen 

will be energized to a higher level and, in turn, conduct the Qi in its circulation. 

Shen is the force whïch keeps you alive, and it is also the control tower for the Q i. 
When your Shen is strong, your Qi is strong and you can lead it effìciently. When 

your Shen is weak, your Qi is weak and the body will degenerate rapidly. Likewise, 
Qi supports the Shen, energizing it and keeping it sharp, clear, and strong. If the Qi 

in your body is weak, your Shen will also be weak. 
Once you know the residence of your Shen, you must understand the root of 

your Shen, and learn how to nourish it and make it grow. We have already discussed 

Original Essence (Yuan Jing，元精)， which is the essential life inherited from your 

parents. After your birth, this Original Essence is your most important energy 

source. Your Original Qi (Yuan Qi，元氛) is created from this Origin址 Essence， and 

it mixes with the Qi generated from the food you eat and the air you breathe to sup

ply the energy for your growth and activi可'. Naturally, this mixed Qi is nourishing 

your Shen as well. While the Fire Qi will energize your Shen, Water Qi will strength

en the wisdom mind to control the energized Shen. The Shen whïch is kept in its 

residence by the Yi, whïch is nourished by the Original Qi, is called Original Shen 

(Yuan Shen，元神) Therefore, the root of your Original Shen is traced back to your 

Original Essence. When your Shen is energized but restrained by your Yi it is called 

"Jing Shen" (精神)， literally "Essence Shen," whïch is commonly translated "Spirit of 

Vit过ity."

Original Shen is thought of as the center of your being. It is able to make you 

calm, clear your mind, and fìrm your will. When you concentrate your mind on 

doing something, it is called ‘'Ju Jing Hui Shen" (聚精舍神)， whïch means "gathering 

your Jing to meet your Shen." This implies that when you concentrate, you must use 

your Original Essence to meet and li丘 up your Original Shen, so that your mind will 

be calm, steady, and concentrated. Since this Shen is nourished by your Original Qi, 

whïch is considered \1Ç如ter Qi, Original Shen is considered Water Shen. 

For those who have reached a higher level of Qigong practïce, cultivating the 

Shen becomes the most important subject. For Buddhists and Daoists the fìnal goal 

of cultivating the Shen is to form or generate a Holy Embryo (Xian Tai，仙胎) from 

their Shen, and nourish it until the spiritual baby is born and can be independent. 

For the average Qigong practitioner however, the fìnal goal of cultivating Shen is to 

raise up the Shen through Qi nourishment while maintaining control with the Yi. 
This raised-up Shen can direct and govern the Qi effìciently to achieve health and 

longevity. 
In conclusion, we would like to point out that your Shen and brain cannot be 

separated. Shen is the spiritual part of your being and is generated and controlled by 

your mind. The mind generates the will, whïch keeps the Shen fìrm. The Chinese 

commonly use Shen (spirit) and Zhi (will) together as "Shen Zhi" (神志) because 
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they are so related. In addition, you should understand that when your Shen is raised 
and firm , this raised spirit will 且rm your will. They are mutually related, and assist 
each other. From this you can see that the material foundation of the spirit is your 
brain. When it is said "nourish your Shen," it means "nourish your brain." As we dis
cussed previously, the original nourishing source is your Jing. This Jing is then con
verted into Qi, which is led to the brain to nourish and energize it. In Qigong prac
tice, this process is ca11ed "Fan Jing Bu Nao" (遗精捕脂 1 which means "to return the 
Jing to nourish the brain." 

Now you have grasped a clearer idea of Ji吨， Qi, and Shen, you can understand 
how these three treωures interact in Buddhist and Daoist Qigong practice. Next, we 
will explain the Daoist and Buddhist training procedures of how to use these trea
sures to reach the final Dao of spiritual enlightenment. 

A丘er more than fourteen hundred years of meditation training and accumula
tion of experience both Chinese Buddhist and Daoist societies agree that in order to 
reach the final goal of enlightenment or Buddhahood, you must fo11ow four neces
sary steps of training: 

A. Refine the Essence and Convert it into Qi (Lian Jin Hua Qi) 妹精化氛

一One Hundred Days of Building the Foundation (Bai Ri Zhu Ji, 
百日第基)

B. Puri马T Qi and Convert it into Shen (Lian Qi Hua Shen) 楝氧化神

-Ten Months of Pregnancy (Shi Yue Huai Tai，十月慷胎)

C. Refine Shen and Return it to Nothingness (Lian Shen Huan Xu) 
妹神返虚

-Three Years of Nursing (San Nian Bu Ru，三年哺乳)

D. Crush the Nothingness (Fen Sui Xu Kong) 粉碎虚空

-Nine Years of Facing the \1Ç组11 Oiu Nian Mian Bi，九年面壁)

You can see that the Dao of reaching enlightenment or becoming a Buddha 
requires years of training. It covers four stages of conversion training, first of which 
is the formation of a "spiritual baby embryo" (one hundred days of building the 
foundation) which is commonly called "Sheng 1注i" (Holy Embryo，重胎) or "Ling 
Tai" (Spiritual Embryo，重胎} This is fo11owed by ten months of nourishing and 
growing, three years of nursing, and finally nine years of educating this baby Shen 
until it matures and becomes independent. In Daoist and Buddhist Qigong training, 
it is believed that in order to reach the final goal of enlightenment and Buddhahood, 
you must 且rst build up an independent spiritual energy body. After your physical 
body is dead, this spiritual body will continue to live eterna11y and will not re-enter 
the path of reincarnation. 
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A丘er the xi Sui Jing training secret was revealed to laymen, a change took place 
in the training. Because the fìnal goal of enlightenment or Buddhahood was not the 

main reason laymen practiced, and because the fìnal step of training w剖 hard to 
understand and to reach, many xi Sui Jing practitioners who were looking only for 
longevity considered that there were only the fìrst three steps of training, and ignored 

the fìnal step. For this reason, there are very few documents which can lead you to 
this fìnal step. We will now discuss these four training stages in the next four sec

t lOns. 
Refìne the Essence and Convert it into Qi 妹精化筑. This fìrst step is also called: 

"One Hundred Days of Building the Foundation" (Bai Ri Zhu Ji，百日第基) Daoists 

always visualize the achievement of enlightenment 且rst in terms of forming a "Spiri

tual Embryo" (Ling 1注重胎) or "Holy Embryo" (Sheng Tai，重胎 1 and then its feed
ing, nursing, and education until it can be independent. For many xi Sui Jing laymen 
practitioners who are looking only for longevity, this spiritual baby is considered a 
"baby elixir" which willlead them to longevity. It is believed that the healthy and har

monious interaction of Yin and Yang Qi is necessa可 to 岛rm this spiritual baby. Yin 
is considered the mother while Yang is considered the father. In order to make this 

happen, Yin and Yang Qi must be abundant, and both the mother (Yin) and father 
(Yang) must be strong enough to balance each other. In order to obtain abundant Yin 
Qi and Yang Qi in your bo牛 you must learn the methods of building up these two 

Qis. In order to make Yin and Yang interact harmoniously, you must also learn how 
to a句ust Kan (water) and Li (fìre) Therefore, in this stage, you are leading both Yang 
and Yin Qi to Huang Ting (黄庭) (i.e. Yellow Yard1 and causing them to interact har

moniously. This process is called "Kan and Li" (坎雄) (Figure 1-22) 
What is the Holy Embryo or Spiritual Embryo then? According to a Daoist doc

ument: "Baby Embryo means the golden elixir. To produce the golden elixir is to 

carry the baby embryo.内 Elixir implies the Qi which is able to extend your life. Since 

elixir is precious like gold, it is commonly called "golden" elixir. Therefore, to estab
lish a baby Embryo means to build up and to store the Qi at the Huang Ting cavi

可~ It is also stated by the Daoist, Xue Dao Guang (薛道光 1 that: "What is the baby? 
It is the elixir. The elixir is unique and is the real sole Q i. It is the mother's Qi of the 
heaven and the earth. Mother swallows the air and belongs to the fìve internal 

(organs1 thus to yield the baby's Q i. It is just like a c缸 keeping a mouse which can

not escape. The Qi of mother and son mutually love each other in the womb and 
fìnally combine and generate a baby. Therefore, it is said: ‘The sole Grand Ultimate 

contains the real Q i. The way of containing the real sole Qi is just like human car
ries embryo, when ten months have completed, then there is a birth. "'9 This saying 
implies that in order to generate life, you need the heaven Qi (Yang Qi) and the 
earth Qi (Yin Qi) When these two Qi combine and interact, life can be produced. 

A human is just like the heaven and the earth which need the interaction of the Yang 
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Qi and Yin Qi so the baby Embryo can 
be generated. That means in order to pro
duce the golden elixir, you must learn 
how to absorb the Qi from food and air 
(Yang Qi or Fire Qi) and also the Qi from 
the Original Essence (Yuan Jing，元精)
(Yin Qi or Water Qi} When this hap-
pens, the Qi can be stored to a high level 
and thus the foundation of longevity 
established. 

From the scientifìc point of view, .. 
what you arc doing isuoring electric 「1:119
charge (i.e. Qi) in the HuangTing, which ....., 

has been recognized as the second human 
brain and is able to store charge. 川 This

second brain is connected with the brain 

in our head by the spinal cord (i.e.Water Qi(kan) 
Thrusting Vessel} The spinal cord . .---iY~) 
belongs to the human central nervous sys-
tem, and is a highly electrically conduc
tive tissue. Because of this, the top brain 
and the lower brain, though appearing to 

Figure 1-22. Kan and Li Interaction 

be two physically, act as one in function. The top brain is able to generate thinking 
(EMF Electromotive force), while the lower brain acts as a battery and supplies the 
charge to the entire body. Whenever EMF is generated, the charge (Qi) is led to acti
vate the physical body and therefore the mind and Qi are manifested into physical 
actlOn. 

1n order to have a strong and abundant Qi circulation and suppl严 you must have 
a concentrated and powerful mind from the top brain (high EMF) and a good bat
tery which is able to supply the Qi to an abundant level in the lower brain. When 
these two brains are healthy and functioning harmoniously, you may use your mind 
to rebuild your immune system and extend your life signi且cantl严

1n addition, once you have an abundant Qi storage in Huang Ting, you can lead 
this Qi to the brain to nourish and activate more brain cells for functioning which 
can result in the raising of your Shen to a high level. That is what is meant by the 
"Holy Embryo" being formed and cultivated in the Huang Ting and then led to the 
brain where it matures. This is the second stage of training enlightenment, which 
will be discussed in the next section. 

How is the Huang Ting able to store Qi and bear the Spiritual Embryo? Let us 
且rst analyze the Huang Ting. This cavity is also called "Yu Huan Xue" Qade Ring 
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Cavity，玉瑕穴} This name was 且rst used in the book, Illustration 0/ the Brass Man 

Acupuncωre and Moxibustion (Tong Ren Yu Xue Zhen Jiu Tu， 铜人俞穴针灸圈 1 by Dr. 

Wang, .Wei-Yi (王唯一} The Daoist book The Extra Comprehension 0/ 1场ng Lu 
(1场ng Lu Shi Yu， 王镣言钱徐) said: "In the Illustration of the Brass Acupuncture and 

Moxibustion it was recorded (that) within the body's cavities of viscera and bowels, 

there is a Jade Ring (Yu Huan，玉瑕 1 (but) 1 do not know what the Jade Ring iS."12 

Later, the Daoist Zhang, Zi-Yang (强紫隋) explained the place in which the immor

tals form the elixir: "The heart is on the top, the kidneys are underneath, spleen is 

on the le丘， and the liver is on the right. The life door is in the front, the closed door 

is in the rear, they are connected like a ring, it is white like cotton with an inch diam

eter. It encloses the Essence and the refìnement of the entire body. This is the Jade 

Ring."口Life door (Sheng Men，生问) means "navel" which is the door to connect to 

the life of the fetus. The closed door (Mi Hu，密户) implies "Mingmen (Gv-4)" 

(命同) which is located between the L2 and L3 vertebrae. 

From the point of view of Chinese medical science, the Huang Ting is connect

ed with the Conception and Thrusting Vessels through Yi时iao (Co-7，除交〉

Through the Thrusting Vessel it is again connected with the top brain and with the 

Governing Vessel at the Huiyin (Co-l ，舍陪} Since the gut is considered as the sec

ond brain which has a similar structure to the brain in the head, this area is able to 

store a great amount of charge (Qi} !O, ll Furthermore, the Huang Ting (黄庭) (Yellow 

Yard) is located between the diaphragm (Middle Dan Tian1 which is where the Yang 

(Fire) Qi is stored, and the Lower Dan Tian, where the Yin (Water) Qi is stored. In 

addition, we know from the Yi Jin Jing training that the fasciae in the Huang Ting 

area are able to store an abundance of Q i. This increases the amount of Qi available 

to the "Holy Embryo." 
The question remaining is, though the gut is considered as the second brain and 

has a similar structure to the brain in the head, how can this lower brain create a spir

itual embryo? Though scientists today believe that the second brain has the capabili

ty of memory, they are not sure whether this brain is able to think. If this brain is 

unable to think, then no EMF can be generated. This implies that the Shen cannot 

be grown here and this place is only used to facilitate interaction between the Yang 

and Yin Qis, building them to a high level. Naturally, we do not know yet whether 

through this interaction ofYin and Yang a seed of "Holy Emb町0" can be generated. 

In Yi Jin Jing training you generate Qi by converting the Original Essence in the 

internal Kidneys. However, this process does not provide enough Qi for the xi Sui 

Jing training. To remedy this lack, more Essence must be drawn from the external 

Kidneys (testicles or ovaries) through stimulation, and converted into Q i. 

From the standpoint of modern medicine, part of the health benefìt of xi Sui 

Qigong comes from its use of selιstimulation to increase the production of hor

mones. Hormones are secretions of the endocrine glands, which include the testicles 
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and ovaries. They are complex chemical compounds which are transported by the 
blood or lymph, and they have powerful and speci且c effects on the functions of the 
bod严

Hormones can stimulate activity, thinking, growth; they are direct1y related to 
the strength of your life force. They determine the length of a person's life, and 
whether he is healthy or sickly. They stimulate your emotions and li丘 your mood, or 
they depress you physically and emotionally. Traced back far enough, hormones are 
the very original source which stimulates man's thinking and ideas, and even gener
ates the enthusiasm for energetic activity. If you know how to generate these hor
mones and use them properly, you can energize yourself to a degree quite impossi
ble for the ordinary person. 

Many important hormones can now be produced synthetically. However, you 
must understand that taking synthetic hormones is like taking vitamins: it is an 
unnatural and discontinuous process. However, if you generate a hormone within 
your own body, it is natural and continuous. In addition, when you produce the 
hormones yourself, your body is able to tune into and adjust to the gradual increase 
in production. However, if the hormones come from outside of your body, your 
body is subject to an abrupt change. This can produce side effects. Many hormones 
can be obtained from certain foods. However, these hormones will not be able to 
provide enough Qi to 且11 up the vessels. The Daoists s可: "To nourish the body by 
using medicine is not as good as by eating food; eating food is not as good as being 
nourished by Q i. "14 

You can see that xi Sui Qigong is a way of stimulating the production of hor
mones in the bod严 These hormones are then used to increase the quanti可 ofQi，

which in turn is used to nourish the brain and raise the Shen of Vitality. 
You can only develop a healthy spiritual baby when you have sufficient Q i. To 

form the embryo, you will need at least one hundred days of proper diet, accurate 
Kan and Li adjustment, correct stimulation of the sexual organ to increase the 
Essence (semen1 and abstinence from sex in order to build up a strong Qi body 
combining Yin and Yang. In xi Sui Jing Qigong, the process of refining Essence 
(semen) and converting it into Qi over the first one hundred days is considered the 
laying of the foundation. The process is ca11ed "hundred days to build the founda
tion" (Bai Ri Zhu Ji，百日集基). The Spiritual Embryo will be healthy only if it has 
this foundation. 

The testicle Essence (semen) is one of the main sources ofhuman energy. When 
a person's semen is fu11 , his vital energy is high and his lifeforce is strong. When a 
man loses the balance between the production and the loss of his semen, his emo
tions will also lose their balance. This will cause his mental body to be depressed, 
resulting in the speedy degeneration of his physical body. When a person has nor
mal semen or hormone production, he will have enough Essence to stimulate his 
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growth, thinki吨， and daily activities. According to the xi Sui Ji吨， part of this 
Essence is converted into Qi and then transported to the brain. This Qi will stimu
late the brain to do the thinking and energize the body for activity. When a man's 
semen production is insu伍cient， his brain will not obtain enough Qi nourishment 
and the Shen will be weakened in its governing of the Qi circulation in the body. 
This will result in sickness. 

Therefore, the first step in xi Sui Jing training for men is to increase the semen 
production and learn to convert this semen into Qi faster and more effectively than 

the body norma11y does. With the average mature man, the supply of semen will fi11 
up naturally without any stimulation. It usua11y takes two to three weeks to replen
ish the supply of semen once it is empty. Whenever the semen and sperm are fu11, a 
hormone stimulates the brain and generates sexual desires. This hormone can some
times energize a man and make him depressed, or impatient and inclined to lose his 

temper. 
You should understand that the time needed for the semen to replenish itself 

varies from individual to individual. For example, if someone has sex frequently二 his

semen will be replenished faster. However, if a man refrains from sexual activity for 
a period of time, his testicles will start to function more slowly. If a man has sex too 
o丘en， his semen level will be low most of the time, and this will affect the conver
sion of hormones into the Qi which is transported to the brain. In addition to this, 
the four Qi vessels in the legs receive most of their Qi from the conversion of semen. 
If you have too much sex you will find that your legs become weak because the Qi 
in these vessels is de且cient. It is therefore advisable to control your sexual activity. 

When a boy is growing, his body produces semen during his sleep from mid
night until morning. This is because Qi circulation starts in the head (Baihui, Gv-
20，百舍) and circulates down the front of the body二 fo11owing the Conception Ves
sel, and reaches the Huiyin (Co-l ，舍除) cavi可 in the perineum at midnight. (The 
Huiyin and Baihui, which are connected by the Thrusting Vessel, are both major 
points of Qi flow at midnight) When this Qi circulation reaches the Huiyin, it will 
stimulate the genitals and interact with the Original Qi from the Dan Tian and gen
erate semen Qi Qing Qi，精氯〉

Young boys or healthy male adults usually have erections when they wake in the 
morning. This starts quite soon a丘er birth. Of course, young boys cannot generate 
any sperm, and they do not have any sexual urge. Chinese medical society believes 
that once a boy is formed, his testicles continuously generate semen. This interacts 
with the Original Qi (Yuan Qi，元氯) which resides at the Dan Tian and generates 
Semen Qi Qing Qi，精氛)， which is transported to the brain (including the pituita叩
gland) to stimulate the boy's growth. When a boy's Yuan Qi is healthy and stro吨，
the interaction of semen and Yuan Qi will also be effective and the boy will grow 
normally and be healthy. Once the boy reaches his teens, his testicles will also start 
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to generate sperm. Normally, more is produced than is needed for growth, so his Qi 
is full and abundant, and he is therefore healthy and strong. 

It is interesting to note that, starting at midnight when you are sleeping and your 
entire body is relaxed, the Semen Qi from the testides (or ovaries) will naturally start 
to nourish the brain and rebalance its energy. It is this rebalancing which generates 
dreams. 

In xi Sui Jing training, there are two general methods for stimulating semen pro
duction. One is Wai Dan, and uses physical stimulation, and the other is Nei Dan, 
and uses mental stimulation. The more the groin is stimulated, the more semen will 
be produced and the longer this organ will function normally.二 You must also learn 
how to convert this semen into Qi more effìciently than is normally done automat回

ically by your body. If you do not effectively convert the excess semen into Qi, lead 
it to the brain, and spread it out among the twelve channels, the abundant semen 
will cause your sexual desire to increase and your emotions to lose their balance. 

Theoretically, the method of Essence-Qi conversion is very simple. You lead the 
Qi from the four vessels in the legs upward to the Huang Ting cavi可 and from there 
to the brain. This caus臼 the Qi in the four leg vessels to become deficient, and more 
Essence must be converted to replenish the supply. In this case, you are "digesting" 
or "consuming" the extra Essence which is generated. The process of leading the Qi 
upward is called "Lian Qi Sheng H时， (妹氯弄摹 1 which means "train the Qi to sub
limate." Because the Qi is an energy form, when it is led upward, it is like the water 
molecules sublimated upward from ice. When the Qi is led upward and used to 

nourish the brain, it is called "Huan Jing Bu Nao" (遗精捕膳 1 which means "return 
the Essence to nourish the brain." 

In the beginning you might not be able to convert the semen into Qi e伍cient

l严 However， the more you practice the better it will become. Generally speaking, 
there are two major s可les of semen conversion: Buddhist and Daoist. Buddhists 
emphasize mainly the Nei Dan conversion process, which is generally much slower 
than that of the Daoists, who in addition to the Nei Dan also train Wai Dan con
version. Buddhist priests are not allowed to get married. However, they still have sex
ual desires, which occur naturally because of the body's production ofhormones and 
semen. In order to eliminate their desire, they found the way of converting the 
semen into Qi and using this Qi to energize the brain and reach Buddhahood. In 
Nei Dan conversion training, the Yi and the breathing are the keys to leading the Qi 
upward. With the coordination of the posture and some controlling movements at 
the Huiyin and anus, the Qi can be led upward to the Huang Ting and brain. 

In addition to the Nei Dan practice, Daoists also discovered several Wai Dan 
conversion methods. The theory remains the same, for leading the Qi in the vessels 
of the legs upward to the Huang Ting and brain. Generally speaking，市妇i Dan 
methods are faster. As mentioned previousl严 the Daoists use primarily Wai Dan 
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methods of testicle stimulation to increase the semen production and 币Tai Dan 

Essence-Qi conversion. The exercise for stimulating semen production is called 

"Gao Wan Yun Dong" (幸丸连勤) (Testicle Exercises) or "Chi Lao Huan Ji Yun 

Dong" (连老返械遵勤) (Slowing the Aging and Return the Functioning Exercises} 

Remember, only when you have enough semen will you be able to convert it into 

Qimore e能ctively than the average person can. The more semen you have, the more 

Qi you can convert. 
Purify Qi and Convert it into Shen 妹氯化神-Ten Months of P吨na

Yue Hua刽iTa挝i，十月慷胎} Mter 100 days of t由he fìrst stage of bu山ilding the f岛ounda且tion陀1, , 
the Spiritual Embryo is formed in d由he Huang Ting. This is the seed from which the 

baby grows. Now, in this second stage, you will need ten months of pregnancy (28 

days for each Chinese month} During these ten months you must continue to pro

vide purifìed Qi for the baby, just 臼 a mother supplies nutrition and oxygen to the 

embryo. During these ten months you must train to convert the semen into Qi more 

effìciently while the Spiritual Embryo is growing continuously. If the conversion 

process is insuffìcie时， the embryo will wither and die before its birth, or else will be 

born unhealthy, and may not continue to grow well. During this stage, you are grow

ing the Embryo into a complete baby that has its own life. 
Theoretically, in the previous stage you learned how to lead the Yin and Yang Qi 

to the Huang Ting and make them interact harmoniously. The Spiritual Embryo was 

formed from this interaction. In this second stage, you are continuing to build up 

your Qi in the Huang Ting. Normally二 it will take you ten months of Qi building to 

reach a high level of storage. Only then, in the third stage of the training, will you 

have enough Qi to activate the extra brain cells and increase the functioning of the 

brain. When you have done this, you can raise up your Shen to a higher level. 
While you are carrying the Spiritual Embryo, you must also do one important 

thing. As the Embryo is growing, the Shen in this Embryo is also being formed. 

Therefore, in this second stage of training, in addition to the Qi nourishment, you 

also need to lead your Shen to this embryo. It is like a mother whose Shen and con

centration must be in the Embryo while it is growing in order to obtain a spiritual

ly healthy bab严 In this stage, the mother's habits and what she thinks will be passed 

on to the baby. 
This means that in this stage, with the mother's help, the Spiritual Embryo will 

also grow its own Shen. That is why this stage is called "Purifyi吨 the Qi and con

verting it into Shen." Remember, only when the Embryo has its own Shen can it be 

born as a healthy, whole being. The Daoist Li, Qing-An (李清苍) said: "Shen and 

Qi combine to originate the super spiritual quality. Xin (心) and breath are mutual

ly dependent to generate the Holy Embryo."I' That means that in order to grow a 

Holy Embryo you must fìrst learn to combine your Shen and Qi in the Huang Ting. 

Only then will the Holy Embryo have a supernatural, spiritual quality. Xin is your 
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emotional mind, and the breathing is the strategy of the training. Only when you 
concentrate all of your emotion and coordinate it with your breathing in this Holy 
Embryo will it be able to grow and mature. 

Many Qigong practitioners believe that once the Embryo is formed, it should be 
moved upward to the Upper Dan Tian to grow. As a matter of fact, it does not mat
ter where your Embryo grows. First you must have plenty of Qi, then you must learn 
how to use this Qi to nourish the embryo, and fìnally, you must help the Embryo to 

build up its own Shen. As long as you are able to store an abundance of Qi to acti
vate and energize your brain cells and raise up your Shen, where the Embryo grows 
is not important. It is said in a Daoist document, Real Commentaries 01 the Goú企n
Elixir (金丹真傅)， that: "When the elixir is accomplished in ten months, the Holy 
Embryo is completed. (At this time,) the real person will appear."16 Mter you have 
meditated 岛r ten months and the Qi is abundantly stored in the Huang Ting, you 
then lead the Qi upward to nourish your brain. When this happens, the mask on 
your face drops off. You are facing your true self. The real you with truth. This is the 
stage of self-recognition. 

Refìne Shen and Return it to Nothingness 妹神返虚-Three Years of Nursing 
(San Nian Bu Ru，三年哺乳). Mter you have carried the Spiritual Embryo for ten 
months, it is mature enough for birth. This means that the Qi you are storing in the 
Huang Ting is strong enough, and your Shen has helped this Embryo to build up its 
own Shen. In this third stage of training you lead this Embryo upward to the Upper 
Dan Tian to be born. According to the experience of many people, the Upper Dan 
Tian (brain) is the place, through the Yintang (M-HN-3，印堂) cavity (The Third 
Eye), where you can sense and communicate with natural energy and the spirit 
world. This place is called "Shen Gu" (神谷) (Spiritual Valley) in Qigong, because 
the physical structure of this place looks like the entrance to a deep valley formed by 
the two lobes of the brain. Also, when you sense or communicate with the natural 
energy, it seems to be happening in a deep valley which is able to reach the center of 
your thinking and also far beyond what you can see. 

According to science today, we understand less than 12% of the functions of the 
brain. This means that the brain contains many mysteries which today's science still 
cannot explain. 1 believe that the valley formed by the two brain lobes is the key to 
the length ofbrain waves. Energy resonates in this valley, and is transmitted outward 
like waves 仕om the antenna of a radio station. 1 believe that the Upper Dan Tian or 
third eye is the gate which allows our thoughts to be passed to others, and also allows 
us to communicate with nature. 

If a person can activate a larger percentage of his brain cells through Qigong, 
he will probably increase the sensitivi可 ofhis brain to a wider range of wavelengths. 
He may be able to perceive more things more clearly, and he may have a greatly 
heightened sensitivity to natural energy. He may even be able to sense other peo-
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ple's brain waves , and know what they are thinking without oral communication. 
At this level, when your Qi is abundant and your concentration very high, it is also 
possible to use your mind and Qi to cure people. This is the stage of selιawareness 
and awakening. 

If my hypothesis is right, then the greatest obstade to advancing your training, 
once you are able to lead the Qi to activate the brain cells, is learning how to open 
the gate ofThe Third Eye. Physically, beneath the skin is the skull, and underneath 
it is the frontal sinus. Both the skull and the skin can block much of the energy 
which is emitted from or received by the brain. This is why this gate is considered 
closed. We now know that bones are semi-conductors. This means that, through 
meditation (i.e. concentration), we are able to build up a significant potential differ
ence (EMF) between the brain and outside of the head. Once this potential differ
ence has reached the "threshold" level, the bone will become a conductor. When this 
happens, the energy in your brain can communicate with the outer world without 
blockage. In higher stag臼 of spiritual Qigong this gate is called "Xuan Guan" (玄阔 L

which means "tricky gate." When the Qi is condensed in this gate to open it up 
through concentration, the proc臼s is called "Kai Qiao" (罔蠢)， or "opening the 

tricky gate." According to the Chinese Qigong society, once this gate has opened, it 
remams open. 

Another gate is located at the top of your head. lt is called "Baihui" (Gv-20) 
(百舍) in acupuncture or "Ni Wan Gong" (泥丸宫) in Qigong. This gate is also 
called "Gu Shen" (谷神)， which means "Valley Spirit." This is another place where 
your brain can communicate with natural energy. However, Chinese Qigong does 
not consider it the spiritual center, but regards it as a gate which is able to exchange 
Qi with nature. This gate is commonly used to absorb heaven Qi (丘om the sun and 
stars) and earth Qi (Earth's magnetic field) to nourish the body. 

If you are able to understand this discussion, then you will not be confused by 
the third stage of enlightenment Qigong training. In the third stage, you lead the 
abundant Qi to the brain to activate more of the unused brain cells and increase the 

brain's working efficiency. In addition, you are using the abundant Qi through con
centration, focusing, and meditation to open the gate. This means that the spiritual 
baby is born in the Upper Dan Tian. 

After you have opened this gate and have given birth to the spiritual baby, you 
must nurse it. Nursing means to watch, to take care of, and to nourish continu
ously. This process in enlightenment or brain washing Qigong practice is called 
"Yang Shen" (善神)， or "to nurse the Shen." You can see that in this stage you are 
continuously nursing the baby as it grows stronger and stronger. In other words, 
you are increasing the Qi there so that you can sense nature more easily. When you 
have reached this stage, since you are training your Shen to sense nature, it will 
gradually become used to staying with the natural energy and it will slowly forget 
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the physical body. Since the natural spirit cannot be seen, it is nothingness. Noth
ingness also refers to the absence of emotional feelings and desires. This is why this 
stage of training is called "Refìning Shen and Returning it to Nothingness." Since 
your spiritual body originated from physical and emotional nothingness, in this 
training, you are returning to nothingness. The Buddhists call this "Si DaJie Kong" 
(四大皆空)， or "Four Large are Empty." This means that the four elements (earth, 
且re， wateιand air) are absent from the mind so that you are completely indifferent 
to worldly temptations. 

When your spiritual baby is born, you will need to nurse it for at least three 
years. Just like a real baby二 it needs to be protected and nurtured until it can be selι 
suffìcient. The spiritual baby needs to stay near the mother's body to stay alive, so if 
it travels, it cannot go too far. It is just like a two or three year old baby gradually 
familiarizing itself with its new environment. Normally, when you have reached this 
stage, you have approached the fìrst step of enlightenment or Buddhahood. 

Crushing the Nothingness 粉碎虚空-Nine Years of Facing the Wall Qiu Nian 
Mian Bi，九年面壁). At this stage you begin to see the spiritual world as the more 
real one. Crushing nothingness means destroying the illusion which connects the 
physical world with the spiritual plane. According to Buddhism, your spirit cannot 
separate 仕om your physical body completely because it is still connected to the 
human world by emotional feelings and desires. Only if you are able to free yourself 
仕om all of these bonds ofhuman emotions and desires will your Shen be able to sep
arate from the physical body and be independent. 

The fìnal target of a monk is to reach enlightenment or become a Buddha. In 
order to become a Buddha, he must continue to develop his Shen until it can be 
independent, and exist even after the physical body dies. When a monk has reached 
this level his Qi can energize his brain so strongly that it interacts with the energy 
(electrical charges) in the air, and generates a glow around his head. In fact, this glow 
or halo may even occur in earlier training stages. This glow around the head is fre
quently shown in pictures of the Buddha, especially when he is shown meditating in 
the dark. This is identical to the glow, or halo, shown in pictures ofWestern saints. 

In order to reach this level, the spiritual baby must grow stronger and be neutral. 
It is called "nine years of facing the wall." When you face the wall, you will over
come the temptation of external things, and you can calm down more easil严 Dur
ing these nine years of meditation your spiritual baby learns how to live in the nat
ural energy and continue to grow even when the physical body is dead. 

This stage is called "Lian Shen" (妹神)， or "train the Shen." At this time your 
Shen receives its education from the natural energy. Of course, this normally takes 
more than twelve years. In fact, the Buddhists believe that it usually takes many life
times. You strengthen your Baby Shen in eve可 lifetime， and if you continue to train, 
one day you can reach the level of enlightenment. However, there are also many 
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Buddhists and Daoists who believe that the entire training depends on the individ
ual's understanding. They believe that if a person could re址ly understand the train
ing process, he would be able to reach enlightenment in virtually no time at all. 1 am 
inclined to agree with these people. 1 have found that in virtually every area of 
endeavor, if a person knows the principles and studies them, he will find ways to 

reach the goal in a far shorter time than those who do not think and ponder about 
what they are doing. 

To conclude this section, 1 would like to point out that what this book can teach 
you is how to do the first two stages of enlightenment or brain washing Qigong 
training, which can give you a long and healthy life. There are many documents 
about the 且rst two stages of training, but very little is known about the last two 
stages of enlightenment training. However, 1 believe that if your desire is sincere and 
you keep your mind on your goal, you will understand what you need to do in order 
to reach the next level. Remember: no one can Ul功rstandyou be仰r than yourself. 

1.6 FIVE REGULATINGS 五拥

No matter what kind of Qigong you practice, either Internal Elixir (Nei Dan, 
内丹) or External Elixir (\1Ç组i Dan，外丹 1 there are normally five regulating process
es involved in reaching the final goal of practice. These regulating processes are: reg
ulating the body (Tiao Shen，铜身1 regulating the breathing (Tiao Xi，拥息 1 regu
lating the emotional mind (Tiao Xin，拥心 1 regulating the Qi (Tiao Qi，胡乱)， and 
regulating the spirit (Tiao Shen，拥神} These 且ve regulatings are commonly called 
"币'u Tiao"( 五拥〉

Before discussing them you should first understand the word Tiao (铜) which 1 
translate as "regulating." Tiao (铜) is constructed of two words, Yan (言) which 
means "speaking" or "negotiating" and Zhou (周) which means "to be complete," "to 

be perfect," or "to be round." Therefore, the meaning ofTiao means to adjust or to 
tune up until it is complete and harmonious with others. It is just like tuning a piano 
so it can be harmonized with others. Tiao means to coordinate, to cooperate, and to 

harmonize with others by continuing adjustment. That means all of the 且ve items, 
body, breathing, mind, Qi, and Shen, need to be regulated with each other until the 
final harmonious stage is reached. 

The key to 吨ulating is through selιfeeling. You should know that jω;ng is the 
langtωrge 01 the mind and the bo吵. Without feeling, we will not know if there is any
thing wrong with the body. The deeper and the more sensitively you are able to feel, 
the more profoundly you are able to regulate. Conversely, the deeper you are able to 
regulate, the more profoundly you can feel. Naturally, it will take a lot of effort and 
time to practice until your feeling can be profound and your regulating can reach the 
finest stage. This kind of inner feeling training is called Gongfu of selιinternal-
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observation (Nei Shi Gongfu，内视功夫) (i.e. internal feeling or awareness} The 
higher your Gongfu is, the deeper and more refìned you are able to harmonize with 
others. 

At the beginning of regulating, your mind is absorbed in regulating, to make the 
regulating happen. Therefore, it is not natural and smooth. The fìnal stage of regu
lating is "regulating without regulating." In Chinese Qigong society, it is said: "The 
real regulating is without regulating."17 It is just like when you are learning how to 
drive a car, your mind is on the road, the steering wheel, the accelerator, the clutch, 

etc. This is the stage of regulating. However, a丘er you have driven for a long time, 
your mind does not have to be regulating. In this stage, your are driving without dri
ving. Everything will happen naturally and smoothly. It is the same for all fìve regu
latings in Qigong. You must keep practicing until regulating is unnecessar严When

this happens, your feeling can be profound. 
Next, we will review these fìve regulatings briefly. \1Ç电 will also point out the impor

tance of mutual coordination and harmonization. For more detail about these fìve reg 
ulatings, you may refer to the book, The Root 01 Chinese Qigong, published by YMAA. 

1.6.1 Regulating the Body (Tiao Shen，铜身}
If the posture in meditation practice is incorrect, the body will be tense and this 

will affect the smooth Qi circulation and also disturb the mind. "(When) shape (i.e. 
body posture) is not correct, then the Qi will not be smooth. (Conversely, when) the 
Qi is not smooth, the Yi (i.e. Wisdom Mind) will not be at peace. (When) the Yi is 
not at peace, then the Qi is disordered."18 
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From this, you can see that the purposes of regulating the body are: 

1. To fìnd the most natural, rel缸ed， and comfortable posture or position 
for meditation. This will allow the Qi to flow 仕eel严 with the breathing 
natural and smooth, and with the mind relaxed and focused, so the Shen 
can be raised up to a higher level. 

2 To provide the best conditions for selιinternal-feeling. When your phys
ical body is regulated correctly, your feeling can reach to a deep and pro
found level. Your judgment will be more accurate. The effìciency of your 
mind-body communication will increase to a high level. It is through this 
profound feeling that your mind is able to lead the Qi to circulate effec
tively in the body. 

3. To coordinate and harmonize the physicalαnter and mental center. By 
using the Yi (意) (Wisdom Mind) and correct feeling, you can bring your 
physical center and mental center to a high level of coordination and har
mony. 
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1.6.2 Regulating the Breathing (百aoXi，拥息}
When you have relaxed your body to the stage of regulating without regulating, 

then you should pay attention to the breathing. Breathing is considered as the strat
egy in Qigong practice. When the breathing methods are correct, the mind can lead 
the Qi e伍ciendy and effectively. Therefore, Qigong breathing methods have been 
studied and practiced since ancient times. In many cases, the methods were kept top 
secret in each style. For example, "Embryonic Breathing" (Tai Xi，胎息) is the cru
cial key to storing Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田〉
However, the actual training techniques have only been passed down orally. Since 
breathing is the main subject of this book, 1 will explain in more detail the general 
concepts of regulating the breathing, including its purpose, theory, and some tech
niques in this section. 

Purposes of Regulating the Breathing 

1. To take the oxygen in sufficiently and smoothly, and also .t~ expel the 
carbon dioxid~ ~fficiently. Appr~ximately one ~rillion (10 12) c~lls die 
every day in a healthy person. 19 In order to slow down the aging process, 

the same number of new healthy cells must be produced each day. We also 
knowthat 0玛Tgen is one of the necessary elements in the production of the 
new cells. Without ample supply of oxygen, the new cells constructed will 
be deformed or unhealthy. In addition, dead cells in the body must be 
excreted to prevent problems in the bod予 The whole job of supplying suι 
ficient 0玛rgen and bringing out the dead cells (i.e. carbon) falls to our res
piratory system. Therefore, if you are able to inhale and exhale deeply, you 
will have reached this goal which allows the smooth replacement of the 
cells. 

2 To serve 出e strategic purpose in Qigong practice of regulating the body's 
Yin and Yang. It is well know that breathing is Kan (water，坎) and Li 
(fire，雄)， and able to adjust the body's Yin and Yang. Inhalation can make 
the body more Yin, while exhalation can make the body more Yang. There
fore, the methods of how to breathe correcdy have become one of the 
m斗or subjects of study in Chinese Qigong socie可·

3. To coordinate and harmonize with the body, the mind, the Qi, and the 
Shen. Since breathing is one of the 且ve important regulatings in which a 
Qigong practitioner must reach a profound level of practice, it plays an 
important role in coordination and harmonization. For example, concen
trating during a deep profound inhalation can make you more calm and 
the Shen can be more condensed. If you focus during exhalation, the 
body's energy can be raising, the mind will be more aroused and Shen can 
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be raised. In addition, with correct breathing, the Qi can be led by the 
mind to the desired place more e面ciently.

Breathing and Qigong 

First let us analyze how Qi circulation relates to your breathing. As mentioned 
earlier, there are eight Qi vessels (Mai，服) which function like reservoirs, and twelve 
primary Qi channels oi吨，短) which function like rivers in your body. In addition, 
there are millions of tiny secondary channels called "Luo" (络) branching out from 
the twelve channels to the surface of the skin to generate a shield of Guardian Qi 
(Wei Qi，街轧~ This Qi is responsible for hair growth and for defending against neg
ative outside influences. These tiny channels also enter into the bone marrow (Sui 
Qi，髓氯) (i.e. Marrow Qi) to keep it healthy so the blood cells can be produced 
properly. 

Generally speaking, the Qi's circulation happens naturally and automatically in 
people who do not have Qigong training. However, an experienced Qigong practi
tioner can use his mind, with the coordination of breathing, to generate an EMF 
(Electromotive Force) to control the Qi circulation more efficiently. Normally, when 
the average person exhales, he expands the Qi and leads it from the prima可 chan

nels to the skin, and the body becomes more Yang (Li~ When he inhales, he draws 
in the Qi and leads it from the primary channels to the bone marrow, and the body 
becomes more Yin (Kan) (Figure 1-23~ When inhalation and exhalation are bal
anced, the Yin and Yang will be balanced. 

As you get older, the length of your breath becomes shorter and shorter, and less 
Qi is led to the skin and the bone marrow. The Qi starts to stagnate in the skin and 
the bone marrow, and the skin starts to wrinkle, the hair turns gray or falls out. In 
addition, fewer blood cells are produced, and these are not as healthy as those pro
duced when you were young. Since the blood cells carry nutrition and oxygen to the 
entire body, problems start to occur. In other words, you get sick more 0丘en， and 
start to age faster. 

You can see that the first key or secret to maintaining your youth is learning how 
to regulate your breathing. This enables you to control Kan and Li, and conse
quendy the Yin and Yang of your body. Next 1 would like to summarize how these 
Kan and Li affect the body's Yin and Yang. 
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Primory Qi Chonnel 

Exhole (Li) 

Inhole (Kon) 

Figure 1-23. The Expansion and Condensing 
of Qi during Breathing 

GENERAL RULES OF BREATHING'S KAN-LI AND YIN-YANG 

Method Consequence 

Inhalation Yin 

Exhalation Yang 

Inhale then Hold the Breathing Yin 

Exhale then Hold the Breathing Yang 

5oft， 5Iow， ζalm， and Long Breathing Yin 

Heavy, Fast, and 5hort Breathing Yang 

Normal Abdominal Breathing (Buddhist Breathing) Yin 

Reverse Abdominal Breathing (Daoist Breathing) Yang 

Yin and Yang are relative, not absolute. A丘er defìning a reference standard or 

level, they can then be compared with each other. Yin: Cold, Calm, Physical Body 

Relaxed and Qi Body Energized. Yang: Hot, Excited, Physical Body Tensed and 

Energized. 
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Breathing Methods 
1. Normal Breathing (Pin Chang Hu Xi，平常呼吸
"Normal Breathing" is also called "Chest Breathing" (Xiong Bu Hu Xi, 

胸部呼吸) in which the breathing behavior is normally controlled by emotion. First 
you should learn how to regulate your normal chest breathing, inhaling and exhal
ing smoothly with the lungs relaxed. The mind must concentrate on the practice 
until it is neutral, calm, and peaceful. Then you will find that the breathing can be 
long and deep and the body can remain relaxed. When you have done this, the heart 
beat will slow down. You may practice in any comfortable position. 

You should practice until the "real regulating" has been reached. "Real regulat
ing" means "regulating without regulating" (条拥而自拥} When this happens, you 
will be practicing your breathing all the time since you have built up a natural habit 
for your breathing. You should understand that the most powerful and the best result 
of Qigong practice is to bring the practice as a habit into your life-style. 

2. Normal Abdominal Breathing (Zheng Fu Hu Xi，正腹呼吸)
"Normal Abdominal Breathing" is also commonly known as "Buddhist Breath

ing" (Fo Jia Hu Xi，佛家呼吸} Mter you have completed the above training, you 
then learn how to control your abdominal muscles and coordinate them with the 
breathing. When you inhale, it expands, and when you exhale, it withdraws. You 
should practice until the entire process becomes smooth and the entire body remains 
relaxed. Naturally:二 your mind must 且rst concentrate on your abdomen at the begin
ning in order to control the abdominal muscles. Mter practicing for some time, you 
will 且nd the entire breathing process becoming natural and smooth. This means that 
you are now ready to build up Qi at the Lower Dan Tian (Xia Dan Tian，下丹田)
(i.e. Qihai, Co-6，氛海〉

Once you have reached this level, you should then coordinate your breathing 
with the movements of your Huiyin (Co斗，舍除) (Perineum) and anus. When you 
inhale, relax the Huiyin and anus, and when you exhale hold them up (Figure 1-24} 
Remember, you are gendy holding up the Huiyin and anus, not tightening them. 
When you hold them up, they can still remain relaxed. If you tighten them up, you 
will impede the Qi circulation. When you tense them, you also cause tension in the 
abdomen and stomach, which can generate other problems. At the beginning, nat
urally you will need to use your mind to control the muscles of the abdomen. How
ever, with practice, you will realize that your mind does not have to be there to make 
it happen. That means you are regulating it without regulating. When you have 
reached this stage, you will feel a wonderful comfortable feeling in the area of the 
Huiyin and anus. You will also feel that the Qi is led more strongly to the skin then 
when you did Chest Breathing. It will feel as though your entire body is breathing 
with you. 
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Fire Path 
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Figure 1-24. Normal Abdominal Breathing 

Normal Abdominal Breathing 
Neutral (inhalation and exhalation equallength) 

Yin -Inhalation (Abdomen Expands, Huiyin Pushed Out Gently) 

Yang -Exhalation (Abdomen Withdraws, Huiyin Held Up Gently) 

Body Yin (inhalation longer than exhalation) 
一…Inhalation (Abdomen Expands, Huiyin Pushed Out Gently) 

-Exhalation (Abdomen Withdraws, Huiyin Relaxed) 
Body Yang (exhalation longer than inhalation) 

一Inhalation (Abdomen Expands, Huiyin Pushed Out Gently) 

-Exhalation (Abdomen Withdraws, Huiyin Held Up Strongly) 

3. Reverse Abdominal Breathing (Fan Fu Hu Xi, Ni Fu Hu Xi, 

反腹呼吸·边腹呼吸)

"Reverse Abdominal Breathing" is also commonly called "Daoist Breathing" 

(Dao Jia Hu Xi，道家呼吸 }A丘er you have mastered Buddhist Breathing, you should 

then start this breathing. It is called Reverse Abdominal Breathing because the move

ment of the abdomen is the reverse of Buddhist Breathing, in other words, the 
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abdomen withdraws when 
you inhale and expands 
when you exhale (Figure 1-
25~ Relatively speaking, 
Buddhist breathing is more 
relaxed compared with 
Daoist breathing which is 
more aggressive. k a result, 
Daoist breathing can make 
the body more Yang (tensed Fire Path 
and excited1 while Buddhist 
breathing makes the body 
more Yin (calm and 
relaxed~ 

Many people today 
falsely believe that the 
reverse breathing technique 
is against the Dao, or 
nature's path. This is not 
true. If you observe your 
breathing carefull严 you will 
realize that we use reverse 
breathing in two types of sit
uat1ons. 

First, when we have an emotional disturbance, we 0丘en use reverse breathing. For 
example, when you are happy and laugh with the sound "Ha, Ha, Ha_" (哈) you are 
using reverse breathing. While you are making this sound, your stomach or abdominal 
area is expanding. When this happens, your exhalation is longer than your inhalation, 
your Guardian Qi expands, and you become hot and swea可; This is the natural way 
of releasing 出eαcess energy in your body caused from excitement or happiness. 

Also, when you are sad and you cry, making a sound of "Hen" (哼) while inhal
ing, your abdominal area is withdrawn. When this happens, your inhalation is 
longer than your exhalation, your Guardian Qi shrinks, and you feel cold and chilly. 
This is the natural way of preventing energy loss 仕om inside your body. When you 
are sad, your Shen and your body's energy are low. 
The second occasion in which we use reverse breathing is when we intend to ener
gize our physical body, for example when pushing a car or li丘ing some heavy weight. 
In order to exert strenuous effort, you fìrst must inhale deeply, and then exhale while 
pushing the object. If you pay attention, you will again see that you are using reverse 
breathing. 
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Primary Qiζhannel (J ing) 

Skin 

Secondary Qi 
Channels (Luo) 

Minority of Qi 

Majority of Qi 

Figure 1-26. In Normal Abdominal Breathing, a Majority of the Qi Circulates 
in the Primary Qi Channels 

From the above discussion, we can generally conclude that when we are dis

turbed emotionally, or when we have a focused intention in our mind, for example 

to energize our physical body, we use reverse breathing naturally. 

A丘er you have practiced for a while, you may discover that you can now lead the Qi 

to the skin more ef且ciently when you exhale than with the Buddhist method. Not 

only that, you may also discover that you are able to lead the Qi to the bone mar

row. To help you understand this more clearly二 let us take a comparison of the Nor

mal Abdominal Breathing with the Reverse Abdominal Breathing and see how the 

Qi can be led in these two different breathing strategies. 
In Normal Abdominal Breathing, the majority of Qi circulates in the primary Qi 

channels Qing，经) which connect the internal organs to the extremities. Some Qi 

also spreads out through the secondary Qi channels (Luo，格) and reaches the skin 

and bone marrow (Figure 1-26} Since the majority of Qi is not led away from the 

primary Qi channels, the physical body is not energized and therefore the body 

remains relaxed. Therefore, Normal Abdominal Breathing is able to bring a begin

ning practitioner to a state of deep relaxation. Normal Abdominal Breathing (Kan) 

is able to make the body Yin, while Reverse Abdominal Breathing (Li) will cause the 

body to be Yang. 
However, in Reverse Abdominal Breathing, the majority of Qi has been led side-
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Bone 

Marrow Qi 

Primary Qi Channel (Jing) 

Hot 
(Li)• 

Skin 

Secondary Qi 
ζhannels (Luo) 

Guardian Qi 

Majority of Qi 

Minority of Qi 

Figure 1 -27. In Reverse Abdominal Breathing, a Majority of the Qi is Led 
to the Skin Surface and Bone Marrow 

ways through the secondary Qi channels to the skin and also to the bone marrow, 
with the minority of Qi circulating in the primary Qi channels (Figure 1-27) As 
mentioned earlier, normally these Qi circulating behaviors are influenced by the 
emotional mind or intentional mind. Generally, patterns of Qi circulation related to 
the mind can be distinguished according to the breathing and emotional behavior. 
When you are excited and generate a sound of "Ha," exhalation is longer than 
inhalation. The Qi is led outward strongly to the skin surface from the primary Qi 
channels, the muscles are energized and you sweat. The Guardian Qi 仰电i Qi，街筑)

is strengthened and this will result in your body's becoming more Yang. 
However, if you are scared or sad while making the Hen sound, your inhalation will 
be longer than your exhalation. The Qi is led inward to the marrow from the pri
mary Qi channels and the Guardian Qi is weakened. You will feel cold. Naturally, 
this will result in the body's being more Yin. 

From this brief discussion, you can see that skin breathing (or body breathing) (Ti 
Xi, Fu Xi，髓息·庸息) can be done much more e能ctively and e伍ciently through 
Reverse Abdominal Breathing. Naturally, the marrow breathing (Sui Xi，髓息) can be 
reached more aggressively through Reverse Abdominal Breathing as well. Next, let us 
summarize some important concepts of Reverse Abdominal Breathing. 
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Reverse Abdominal Breathing 
(Emotionally Disturbed or the Mind has Intention of Yin or Yang) 

Neutral (inhalation and exhalation equallength) 

Yin 一Inhalation (Abdomen Withdraws, Huiyin Held Up Gently) 

Yang -Exhalation (Abdomen Expands, Huiyin Pushed Out Gently) 

Body Yin (inhalation longer than exhalation) 

一Inhalation Longer (Abdomen Withdraws, Huiyin Held Up Firmly) 

-Exhalation (Abdomen Expands, Huiyin Relaxed) 

Body Yang (exhalation longer than inhalation) 

一Inhalation (Abdomen Withdraws, Huiyin Held Up Gently) 

-Exhalation (Abdomen Expands, Huiyin Pushed Out Firmly) 

4. Embryonic Breathing (Tai Xi，胎息)

Embryonic Breathing has always been a huge subject in Qigong practice. This is 

because it is the breathing method that allows you to store the Qi in the Real Lower 

Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田~ In other words, through Embryonic 

Breathing, you are able to charge your bio-battery to a high level. Then your vital 

energy will be raised, the immune system strengthened, and the physical body can 

be re-conditioned. However, the most important aspect of Embryonic Breathing is 

that once your Qi is brought up to a higher storage level, you are able to raise the Qi 

up through the spinal cord (Chong Mai，街服) to nourish the brain and raise up the 

Shen. This is the crucial key to spiritual enlightenment. Not only that, Embryonic 

Breathing is also a crucial key to skin breathing and marrow breathing that is close

ly related to our immune system and longevity. W恒 will discuss this topic in detail in 

Chapter 6. 

5. Skin-Marrow Breathing (Fu Sui Xi，庸髓息)

"Skin Breathing" (Fu Xi，唐息) is sometimes called "Body Breathing" (Ti Xi, 

髓息) Actually, body breathing involves breathing with the entire body二 not just the 

skin. That means when you e址叫e you lead the Qi to the muscles and the skin, and 

when you inhale you lead the Qi to the marrow and the internal organs. Once you 

have reached a profound level, you should feel that your entire body is transparent 

to Q i. That means you feel your physical body disappear. 

In fact, Skin-Marrow Breathing is closely related to Embryonic Breathing. When 

the Qi is led to the Real Lower Dan Tian, you are also leading the Qi to the bone 

marrow and when the Qi is led to enhance and expand the Qi in the Girdle Vessel, 

you are also leading the Qi to the skin. Since Skin-Marrow Breathing is related to 

Embryonic Breathing, we will discuss it together with Embryonic Breathing in 

Chapter 6. 
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Baihui (Gv-20) 

Figure 1-28. The Baihui (Gv-20) Cavity 

Figure 1-29. The Laogong (P-8) Cavity 

6. Five Gates Breathing (WU Xin Hu Xi，五心呼吸)

Figure 1-30. The Yongquan 
(K-1) Cavity 

The 且ve gates or fìve centers are the head (including the Upper Dan Tian or The 
Third Eye and Baihui, Gv-20，百舍) (Figure 1-28), the two Laogong (P-8，劳宫)
cavities on the palms (Figure 1-29), and the two Yongquan (K斗，渴泉) cavities on 
the soles of the feet (Figure 1-30} Beginners use the Baihui gate on the crown, from 
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Figure 1-31. Yongquan Breathing with Normal Abdominal Breathing 

where it is easier for them to communicate with the natural Q i. Later, the Upper 

Dan Tian (third eye) will be used instead. When you practice, you fÌrst learn 

Yongquan breathing and then add two Laogong to become Four Gates Breathing. 

Once you have induded the Baihui in your breathing, it is dassi且ed as one type of 

Spiritual Breathing. 
Therefore, after you have learned how to build up the Qi at the Lower Dan Tian, 

you will learn how to coordinate your breathing and lead the Qi to 出e Yongquan 

cavities on the bottom of the feet. In this practice, you may choose any desired posi

tion. If you wish to practice Yongquan breathing (涌泉呼吸) in a more relaxed way二

you may simply lie down and use Normal Abdominal Breathing. When you inhale, 

you use your mind to lead the Qi from the Yongquan to the Lower Dan Tian and 

when you exhale, you lead the Qi from the Lower Dan Tian to the Yongquan cavi

ties (Figure 1-31} Naturally, when you inhale, the abdomen is expanded while the 

Huiyin (Co-l ，舍险) cavi可 is gently pushing out and when you exhale, the abdomen 

is withdrawn while the Huiyin cavi可 is gently held up. Even though the mind is 

involved in this practice, relaxation remains the major concern. The mind is not 

aggressively involved in leading the Q i. 
However, if you wish to lead the Qi to the the Yongquan strongl严 then the inten

tion is strong, and naturally Reverse Abdominal Breathing is more effective. Daoist 

Qigong practitioners and Chinese martial artists favor this practice. The best posture 

for this is standing. First inhale, and use your mind to lead the Qi from 由e
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Figure 1-32. Yongquan Breathing with Figure 1-33. Four Gates Qi Breathing 
Reverse Abdominal Breathing 

Yongquan cavities to the Lower Dan Tian, and when you e址lale， your mind leads the 
Qi to the Yongquan cavities while slightly squatting down and imaging your are 
pushing your feet down into the ground (Figure 1-32} Naturally, in this practice, 
when you inhale, the abdomen is drawn inward while the Huiyin cavity is held up, 
and when you exhale, the abdomen expands while the Huiyin cavi可 is pushed out. 

Yongquan cavity breathing is also called "Sole Breathing" (Zhong Xi，踵息) as 
described by the well-known Daoist scholar, Zhuang Zi (屉子 1 during the Chinese 
Warring States Period (鞍圈， 403-222 B.C.} He said: "The ancient truthful persons 
(i.ιpersons who have attained the Dao 1 _ their breathing was deep and profound. 
The real persons use the soles to breathe while the laymen use the throat to 
breathe."20 From this, you can see that Yongquan breathing has been practiced for 
more than two thousand years. From medical Qigong, it is well known that 
Yongquan breathing is one of the most e能ctive breathing methods to regulate 
abnormal Qi levels in the three Yin organs: Liver, Kidneys, and Spleen. 

A丘er you have practiced the Yongquan cavities breathing for a long time, and 
have reached the real regulating, then you should add the Laogong breathing at the 
center of your palms. These two gates are used to regulate the heart and lungs. Again, 
you can use either Normal Abdominal Breathing or Reverse Abdominal Breathing. 
When you inhale, you lead the Qi from the four gates to the Lower Dan Ti钮， and 
when you e址lale， you lead the Qi 岳om the Lower Dan Tian back to the four gates 
(Figure 1-33} 
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By now, you may have realized that 
four gates breathing is actually a common 
breathing method for Grand Qi Circula
tion (Da Zhou Tian，大周天} Once you 
are able to reach a profound level of four 
gates breathing, then you learn the fi丘h

gate. This is also commonly known as 
"Spiritual Breathing" (Shen Xi，神息) and 
will be discussed next. 

7. Spiritual Breathing (Shen Xi，神息)
There are two definitions of Spiritual 

Breathing. One is the harmonization and 
unification of the Shen and the Breathing 
in Embryonic Breathing so the Spiritual 
Embryo can be conceived. The other is 
the so-called "Fi丘h Gate Breathing," 
which is used to raise up the Spirit of 
Vitality so that Four Gates Breathing can 
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\ 

Figure 1-34. Five Gates Qi Breathing 

reach its maximum e伍ciency. The first kind is commonly used for Marrow/Brain 

Washing, which aims for spiritual enlightenment. The second is generally used to 

increase the manifestation of the physical body for Musde/Tendon Changing prac

tice, and is commonly used in martial arts society. Since we are going to discuss the 

Spiritual Breathing in Part II and III of this book, we will not explain too much here. 

Instead, we will briefly discuss the "Fi丘h Gate Breathing" in this sub-section. 
"Fi丘h Gate Breathing" (Di Wu Xin Hu Xi，第五心呼吸) is also called 唱aihui

Breathing" (百舍呼吸~ or "Upper Dan Tian Breathing" (Shang Dan Tian Hu Xi, 

上丹田呼吸} This means breathing through The Third Eye. This is the crucial key to 

raising up the Spirit of Vitality. 
Once you have reached a profound level of Four Gates Breathing, you will then 

learn how to lead the Qi upward through the spinal cord (Thrusting Vessel, Chong 

Mai，街服) to nourish the brain and energize it to a high level of energy. When this 

happens, the Shen can be raised and the ener岛r potential reaches a high level (Fig

ure 1-34} When this happens, physical power can be manifested to its maximum 

e伍ciency. If you are interested in this ancient practice, you should refer to the book, 

Qigong- The Secret ofYo助， published by YMAA. 
When you have reached the level of spiritual breathing, it implies that you have 

already regulated your body二 breathing， mind, and Qi, and are now in the process of 

regulating the Shen. This means your Qigong practice and the search for spiritual 

enlightenment has reached the final stage in approaching maturity. It is said in the 
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book, The Complete Book 01 Prinφal Contel饰 01 Human L拆 and Temperament 
(性命圭旨金害): "What is spiritual breathing? It means the maturity of cultivation."21 
That means the cultivation of the interaction ofKan (water) and Li (fire) has reached 
the stage of "regulating without regulating." In this case, all the cultivations have 
become natural. 

There are some other breathing methods trained in Daoist Qigong such as Tur
de Breathing (Gui Xi，晶息) and Hibernation Breathing (Dong Mian Xi，冬眠息L
but we will not discuss them here. 

1.6.3 Regulating the Mind (Tiao Xin，拥心}
Regulating the mind means to regulate and control the Emotional Mind (Xin, 

心). This practice has always been the most difficult subject to understand and train 
in Nei Dan Qigong (内丹轧功) practice. Here you are dealing with your own mind. 
Everyone has his own thinking and emotional disturbance. Thus, it is also the most 
difficult subject to explain. 

The methods of regulating the mind have been widely studied, discussed, and 
practiced in all Chinese Qigong societies, which include scholar, medical, religious, 
and martial arts groups. In this section, we will study the conclusions of these four 
schools. \x;乍 will de且ne the mind, and the purposes of regulating the mind. Then, we 
will discuss the thinking process from the Buddhist point of view. Finally, we will 
analyze the methods of regulating the mind. 

Two Minds-Xin and Yi 心·意. To regulate the mind is actually to regulate the 
"heart" (Tiao Xin，拥心). The Chinese believe that the "heart" is closely related to 
our emotional thinking and reaction . 

.A5 explained before, in Chinese society, it is commonly recognized that we have 
two minds. The one mind that is related to our emotional feeling is called "Xin" (心)
(heart). This mind is Yang and makes you confused, scattered, depressed, and excit
ed. The other mind, which is related to our rational and logical thinking is called 
"Yi" (意) (intention). This mind is Yin and makes you calm, concentrated, and able 
to feel and ponder deeply. The Chinese word "Yi" (意) is constructed of three words: 
"立"on the top means"to establishf" 曰" in the middle means "to speak," and "心"
at the bottom means the "heart." From this you can see that the meaning ofYi is 气o
establish communication (an opinion) with the emotional mind under control." 
This means logical thinking and judgment. 

Purposes of Regulating the Mind 拥心之目的. There are many di丘.erent pur
pos臼 or goals for regulating the mind. These purpos臼 can be varied from one school 
to another. For example, the Qigong practitioners in scholar and medical Qigong 
societies are aiming for a calm, peaceful, and harmonious mind so the emotional 
mind will not disturb the body's Qi circulation. .A5 discussed earlier, it is believed 
that our thinking can seriously influence the normal healthy Qi circulation of the 
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body. For instance, if you are happy and excited, the Qi status in your heart will be 

too Yang and can trigger a heart attack. If you are angr严 the Qi 1evel in your 1iver 

will be abnorma1 and affect the liver's healthy functioning. In the same way the Qi 

circu1ation in kidneys is related to fear, while that of the 1ungs is related to sadness. 

Therefore, if you are ab1e to regu1ate your emotional mind to a harmonious and 

peacefu1 state, you will be healthy. 
However, for Daoist and Buddhist religious groups, in addition to regu1ating the 

emotiona1 mind to a calm and peacefu1 state, they are a1so aiming for Buddhahood 

and enlightenment. Therefore, once they have controlled the emotional mind and 

developed their wisdom mind to a profound stage, they will ponder and search for 

the meaning of life and of nature. 
Finally, the martial arts Qigong practitioners aim to raise up the Spirit ofVitali

ty and build up a high1y concentrated mind to develop a sense of enemy. This is crit

ica1 in battle. While your mind is calm and clear, your Shen must be raised up to a 

state of high a1ertness. 
However, it does not matter what goals each schoo1 is aiming at, the basic train

ing ru1es and princip1es remain the same. In order to reach their goals, they must fo1-

low the same training path. To conclude, the purpos臼 of regu1ating the mind are: 

1. To harmonize the body and the mind. 
In order to have a ca1m meditative mind, you must first regu1ate the condition of 

your physical body. When your body is tense and energized, your mind will be excit

ed and breathing will be faster. Therefore, the body and the mind must coordinate 

and harmonize with each other. This is cal1ed "The balance of the body and the Xin" 
(Shen Xin Ping 日e吨，身心平衡} The Complete Book 0/ Principal Contents 0/ Human 
L泸 and Temperament ( 性命圭旨全害) said: "(When) the body is not moving, d出henn l 

the Xin will be p严ea缸ceful. (When) the Xin is no创tmov叫ing (ωdistur由bingρ1 then the Shen 1 

can abide by its臼self.'了，吨 Ther阳ef岛or陀e， the first step in regu1ating the mind is to calm the 

bod予 Once the body is ca1m, the mind can then be calm. When the emotional mind 

is calm, then the wisdom mind can function e伍ciently. On1y once the mind is calm 

and peaceful, can the Spirit of Vitality be raised. 
2 To harmonize the breathing and the mind. 
As mentioned earlier, to regu1ate the emotional mind is to 1earn how to use the 

wisdom mind to contro1 the function of the emotional mind. In Chinese Qigong 

socie可; the emotiona1 mind (Xin) is compared to an ape, while the wisdom mind 

(Yi) is compared to a horse. It is common1y said "Xin (is) an ape, Yi (is) a horse" (Xin 

Yuan Yi Ma，心猿意局} An ape is not powerfu1, but unsteady and disturbing, and 

generates confusion and excitement. However, a horse, though powerfu1, can yet be 

ca1m, steady and controllab1e. 
In Chinese Qigong socie町" through thousands of years of studying the method of 

regu1ating the mind, it is understood that in order to 1ead an ape into a cage and 
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restrain it, you need a banana. This banana is in control of the breathing. As long as 
you are able to concentrate your mind on your breathing, sooner or later your emo
tional mind will be restrained and calm down. That means when your breathing is 
long, slender, soft, and calm, your mind will be calm. Naturally:二 in order to make 
your breathing long, slender, so丘， and calm, you must also keep your mind calm. 
Both the mind and breathing mutually affect each other. They must work together 
harmoniously in order to reach a high mental state of meditation. Therefore , it is said 
that "The Xin and the breathing mutually rely on each other" (Xin xi Xiang Yi , 
心息相依〉

The Complω Book 01 Principal Co毗ents 01 Human Life and Temperam附
(性命圭旨金害) said: "To conform with the real person's (i. e. person who has reached 
the real truth or Dao) deep profound breathing, then the Xin and the breathing can 
be relying on each other mutually. (When) the breathing is regulated, the Xin can 
then be calm."21 This short paragraph dearly states that in order to have a calm emo
tional mind, you must first regulate your breathing. The way of regulating the 
breathing is to conform with the real person's breathing methods. The real people 
(i. e. Zhen Ren，真人) are those who have already reached the real truth of the Dao. 

It wωalso explained in the book, The Questions From A Buddhist Guest About 
Listening ω the Heart (辑，心藉客间)， "The Xin has been relying on the affairs and 
objects for a long time; once separated 仕om its residence, it cannot be independent. 
Therefore, (we must) use the Gongfu of regulating the breathing to restrain this Xin. 
The Xin and the breathing can then mutually rely on each other. The word of regu
lating is also not to use the Yi. It is only a thought of one inhalation and one exha
lation. Once the Xin has separated from its residence, then it is (free) without oth
ers and without self. In this case, there is no breathing which can be regulated. Only 
(keep the breathing) soft and continuous as if it is existing and not existing (i.e. reg
ulating without regulating} After a long time, it will be become proficient natural
ly."24 This paragraph explains that our emotional mind is attracted to human affairs 
and the objects around us, and is influenced by them. When this happens, the emo
tional mind will be confused and unsteady, and consequently cannot be indepen
dent. The way to restrain this emotional mind is to regulate the breathing until the 
emotional mind and the breathing are mutually dependent on each other. When you 
regulate the breathing, you should not have an intention (Yi} Should you have this 
intention, your mind would cause tension in the breathing. Simply pay attention to 

the breathing. A丘er you have practiced for a period of time, you can breathe so丘ly，
naturally, smoothly, and continuously. When you have reached this stage, the Xin 
will be staying at its residence without disturbance. 

3. Use the mind to build up, to store, and to lead the Q i's circulation. 
In religious and martial arts Qigong groups, one of the main goals of practicing 
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Qigong is using the mind to build Up the Qi, to store it, and also to lead its circula

tion. In order to build Up and store Qi in the Real Lower Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan 

Tian，真下丹田~ you must practice Embryonic Breathing (Tai Xi，胎息} The crucial 

key to this breathing is keeping your mind in this Qi residence and center. Once 

your mind is away 仕om this center, your Qi will be led away from it and consumed. 

Therefore, the Qi will never build Up and store in the body to a higher level. That is 
why it is said: "Keep the Yi at the Dan Tian" (Yi Shou Dan Tian，意守丹田} This is 

the practice of storing the Q i. 
Once you have stored Qi to an abundant level, you learn how to use your mind to 
lead 出e Q i. lt is said: "Use the Yi to lead the Qi" (Yi Yi Yin Qi，以意引氯} Nor

mall严 in Nei Dan practice, first you learn to lead the Qi to circulate in the Concep

tion (Ren Mai，任服) and Governing Vessels (Du Mai，督服) to complete Small Cir
culation (Xiao Zhou Tian，小周夭 }A丘er this , you learn to lead the Qi to the extrem

ities, skin, bone marrow, and also the brain for Grand Circulation (Da Zhou Tian, 

大周天} Since these are the main subjects of this book and the next book we will not 

discuss them further here. 
4. To raise up the Spirit ofVitality for enlightenment. 
To Buddhists and Daoists, the final goal of Qigong practice is to reach enlight

enment or Buddhahood. Once you have learned how to store the Qi at the Real 

Lower Dan Tian, you then lead it upward following the Thrusting Vessel (spinal 

cord) (Chong Mai，街服) to the brain to nourish the Shen. The goal is to re-open 

The Third Eye. It is believed that since we learned to lie and cheat in order to pro

tect our secrets behind a mask, through thousands of years, we closed our third eye 

so that other people are unable to see the truth. Therefore, we have lost the power of 

telepathy and communication with natural Qi and Shen. In order to re-open this 

Third Eye, we must first be truthful to the point where there is nothing to hide. 

Then, we learn how to accumulate the Qi in the front of the brain. From the past 

experience, The Third Eye can be re-opened. 
In practice, in order to raise up the Shen to an enlightened level, you must first reg

ulate your Xin until it has reached an extremely c在1m state. When you are in this 

state, your mind is clear and not wandering. It is said in the book, Dao Scr.伊tures

(道藏~ that: "The Xin is the master of the entire body, the commander of a hundred 

spirits. (When it is) calm, then the wisdom is generated, (when it is) acting, then 

confusion is originated. Its complacency (goal of steadiness) and confusion are with

in the movement and the calmness." 

1.6.4 Regulating the Qi (百aoQi，拥氯}
Various Qigong schools have di岳rent purposes for regulating the Qi. To the med

ical Qigong group, regulating the Qi means: 1. Improving the Qi circulation, thereby 

maintaining heal出; 2. Removing the existing Qi stagnation in the body (he过ing); 3. 

Bringing the Qi circulation in the internal organs to a harmonious and balanced state. 
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To the scholar Qigong group, regulating Qi means: 1. Calming down the excite
ment due to the manifestation of Qi; and 2. Bringing the Qi in the internal organs 
to a harmonious and balanced state. 

To the martial Qigong group, regulating the Qi means: 1. Improving the flow of 
Qi to the desired area for higher efficiency and stronger physical manifestation; 2. 
Enhancing the level of Qi circulation so the manifestation of Qi can reach a higher 
level (i .e. power); and 3. Increasing the Qi storage in the Lower Dan Tian and also 
the Qi vessels. 

However, to the religious Qigong group, regulating the Qi includes many goals: 
1. Producing extra Qi at the False Lower Dan Tian Qia Xia Dan Tian，假下丹田); 2. 
Storing the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田); 3. Lead
ing the Qi to circulate in the Conception and Governing Vessels (i.e. Small Circula
tion); 4. Increasing the Qi level in the Qi vessels; 5. Enhancing the strength of 
Guardian Qi (市电i Qi，街氛) and expanding it to a thicker level (i.e. strengthen the 
immune system); 6. Washing the bone marrow and maintaining the healthy function 
ofbone marrow (i.e. longevity); 7. Achieving the Grand Circulation (Da Zhou Tian, 
大周夭) of the T welve Primary Qi Channels Qing，短) to condition the sensitivity 
of the entire body; 8. Exchanging Qi with partners and the natural environment (i.e. 
Grand Circulation with nature); 9. Leading the Qi upward through the Thrusting 
Vessel (Chong Mai，街服) to nourish the brain for spiritual enlightenment; and 
finally, 10. Reunifying the human spirit and Qi with the natural spi出 and Qi (i.e. 
Unification of Heaven and Human). 

From this, you can see that the coverage of regulati吨 the Qi in religio山 society，

especially Daoist, has a much wider variety depending on the level of cultivation. 
This is also the main reason that religious Qigong has been recognized as the high
est level in Qigong socie可~ Embryonic Breathing is one of the practices in this soci
ety that teaches you how to produce the Qi at the False Lower Dan Tian and also 
how to store it at the Real Lower Dan Tian. Only if a practitioner is able to com
prehend the profound theory and grasp the keys of practice, can he then proceed to 
other Qi regulating practices. That is the reason why Embryonic Breathing is con
sidered to be the root or essence of Internal Elixir (Nei Dan，内丹) practice. 

Naturally, both theoretically and practically, in order to reach a highly e出cient
level of Qi regulation, you must already have regulated the body, breathing and mind 
to a profound level. As mentioned earlier, regulating the body, regulating the breath
ing, and regulating the mind, these three cannot be separated. They are mutually 
related and interact with each other. Only when these three are harmoniously coor
dinated can the Qi be led by the clear and calm mind. 

Since regulating the Qi is the main goal of Qigong practice, each purpose of reg
ulating the Qi mentioned above is a huge subject for discussion. For example, it 
would take a few books just to cover regulation of Qi in any of the schools such as 
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medical Qigong, scholar Qigong, and also martial Qigong societies. The coverage of 
regulating the Qi in the religious group is even much larger and deeper than any of 
the other three groups. Therefore, you should keep your mind open and continue to 
search for the training theory and methods. This is the way of searching for the Dao. 
Chinese call these people "Xun Dao Zhe" (寻道者)， meaning "Dao Searcher." 

In this book, we will cover only those practices related to Embryonic Breathing. 
Through these practices, you will have bui1t up a fìrm foundation for all the other 
practlc臼.

1.6.5 Regulating the Spirit (Tiao Shen，拥神}
In general, there are four major tasks in regulating your spirit (Shen，神): 1. 

Learning how to raise your Shen; 2. How to keep it at its residence and strengthen 
it; 3. How to coordinate it with your breathing; and fìnall严 4. How to use your Shen 
to direct and manifest your Qi e能ctively. All of these are called "Lian Shen" (妹神)
by Daoist Qigong practitioners. Lian (妹) means to refìne, to train, or to discipline. 
In religious Qigong, there is another u1timate goal in regulating the Shen, and that 
is to train it to be independent enough to leave the physical body (i.e. spiritual 
immortality} 

1. Raising up 出e Shen (Yang Shen，善神)
Yang (装) means to nourish, to raise, or to nurse. Yang Shen has been the main 

task for scholars and Buddhists in their training to regulate the Shen. Shen needs to 
be nourished by Q i. Normally, the Fire Qi which comes from food and air is able to 
raise up the Shen easily二 however， this Fire Qi also increases emotional disturbance 
and therefore leads the Shen away from its residence. Using your Yi, which is nour
ished by the "W组ter Qi, to raise up your Shen is harder. However, if you are able to 
do it, this Shen can be stronger and more concentrated than when you use the Fire 
Q i. In Qigong practice, you are learning how to adjust your Xin and Yi to raise up 
your Shen. If you are able to use your Xin and Yi properly, your Shen will be raised 
but not excited, and it can remain at its residence. 

Learning how to raise up the Shen the right way is almost like raising a child. 
You need a great amount of patience and perseverance. One way to raise a child is 
to help him restrain his attraction to the seven emotions and six desires. Another way 
is to let him maintain contact with his human nature, yet educate him and help him 
to develop his wisdom so that he can make clear judgments. It is a long process, and 
demands a lot of understanding and patience. In Qigong, raising the Shen is not a 
question of increasing your emotional excitement. This would scatter the Yi, and 
your Shen would become confused and lose its center. Yang Shen training builds a 
strong center for your Shen, and helps the Shen take control over a larger part of 
your life. 
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2 Keeping Shen in its Residence and Training it (Shou Shen Yu Lian Shen, 
守神舆妹神)

A丘er raising your Shen, you must learn how to keep it at its residence and train 
it. As with a child of a certain age, you must be able to keep his mind in the family 
instead of straying outside and running wild. Then you can educate him. In Qigong 
training, to keep and train the Shen indudes four major steps: 
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A. To Protect the Shen (Shou Shen，守神)
"Shou" (守) means "to keep and to protect." The very beginning of the 
training involves learning how to keep your Shen at its residence. While it 
is relatively easy to raise your Shen, it is much harder to keep it in its resi
dence. In Shou Shen training, in order to keep the Shen in its residence you 
must use your regulated mind to direct, to nurse, to watch, and to keep the 
Shen there. You must be patient and control your temper (regulate your 
mind} You can see, therefo丘， that the 且rst step in regulating your Shen is 
to regulate your Xin (Emotional Mind) and Yi (Wisdom Mind} If you lose 
your patience and temper, you will only make the child want to leave home 
again. Only when you have regulated your Xin and Yi will you be able to 
guard and keep your Shen effectively. 

B. To Firm the Shen (Gu Shen，固神)
飞u" (固) means "to solidify and to firm." Mter you can keep yl归ou山rS拈hen
its residence, you then learn how to firm and solidi今 it. Gu Shen means to 
train your Shen to stay at its residence willingly. A丘er you are able to con
trol your child in the house, you must make him want 丘om his heart to 
st年 Only then will his mind be steady and calm. Naturally, in order to 
reach this stage, you will need a lot of love and patience to educate him 
until he understands how important it is for him to stay home and grow 
up normally and healthily. Qigong training operates on the same principle. 
In order to do this, your mind must be able to regulate all emotional 
thoughts. Only then will your Shen be able to stay in its residence in peace. 

C. To Stabilize 由e Shen (Ding Shen，定神)
"Ding" (定) means "to stabilize and to calm." When you have brought 
your child into the stage of peace, he will not be as excited and attracted to 
outside emotional distractions. In regulating your Shen you must learn to 
calm down the Shen so that it is energized but not excited. Then the mind 
will be peaceful and stead予

D. To Focus the Shen (Ning Shen，凝神)
"Ning" (凝) means "to concentrate, to condense, to refine, to focus , and to 
strengthen." You can see 丘om the above three processes that keeping，且rm-
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ing, and stabilizing are the foundations of the cultivation of your Shen. It 
is like a child who is able to st叮 at home willingly with a calm and steady 
mind. Only then will you be able to teach and train him. In Qigong, once 
you have passed these three initial steps, you willlearn to condense and to 
focus your Shen in a tiny spot. The "condensing the Shen" stage is where 
you can train the Shen to a higher spiritual state. When the Shen is focused 
in a tiny point, it is like a sunbeam which is focused through a lens. The 
smaller the point, the stronger its beam. 

3. Combining Shen with the Breathing 
A丘er the Shen has been trained to a high degree, you can put it to work. The 

fìrst assignment for your Shen is coordination with your breathing. Remember, in 
Qigong training your breathing carries out your strategy. When this strategy is 
directed by your Shen, it can obtain max:imum results. This is called "Shen xi Xiang 
Yi" (神息相依 1 which means "the Shen and the breathing are mutually dependent." 
In Qigong training, this is called "Shen Xi" (神息) which means "Shen breathing." 
At this stage, your Shen and breathing have united into one. When you have accom
plished this, your Qi will be led most effìciently. Naturally, this is not an easy task. 
In order to reach this stage, you must have regulated your body, breathing, and mind. 

4. Combining Shen wi由 q
The last stage of regulating Shen involves learning to use the Shen to direct the 

circulation and distribution of Qi in the most effìcient way. In Qigong society, this 
stage is called "Shen Qi Xiang He" (神氛相合 1 which means "the Shen and Qi com
bine together." In a battle, if the Shen of the soldiers is kept high, their 且ghting abil
ity and effìciency will be increased, and the strategy will be carried out more thor

oughl严

In Chapter 3, you will see that there are many ancient documents discussing the 
"regulation of the Shen." The reason for this is that in order to reach the 且nal goal 
of Embryonic Breathing, other than "regulating the breathing" and "regulating the 
mind," it is "regulation of the breathing" which plays the important role of reaching 
a successful Embryonic Breathing practice. 

1.7 MUSCLE/TENDON CHANGING AND MARRow/BRAIN WASHING QIGONG 
易筋短舆洗髓短氯功

Embryonic Breathing is the root and essence of the Internal Elixir Qigong (Nei 
Dan Qigong，内丹筑功) practice. From this root, the physical body (Yang) and the 
energy body (Yin) can be cultivated and developed. The physical body includes the 
tissue such as skin, muscle, tendon, ligament, bone, marrow, etc. The Qi body sup-
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plies the energy to the physical body to maintain life. This includes nourishing the 
brain to generate thought (mental action~ 
0仕en however, Chinese people view the Yin body as the mental body instead of 

the energy body. In this case, Qi is considered to be neutral, supplying the energy to 
the physical body and also to the brain for mental activity. Since the thought is con
nected and associated with spiritual cultivation, commonly the spiritual body is con
sidered as the Yin body in Chinese religious societies. The physical body is called 
"Ming" (命) which means "life" while the spiritual body is called "Xing" (性) which 
means "human temperament." Human temperament (or human nature) implies the 
natural spirit which we were born with. 

Muscle/Tendon Changing Qigong and Marrow/Brain Washing Qigong is a reli
gious Qigong training which was passed down byan Indian monk, Da Mo, in a Chi
n臼e Buddhist monastery, the Shaolin Temple (少林寺~ Da Mo's classic emphasizes 
that in order to achieve spiritual enlightenment, we must have a strong and long 
physical life which will allow us to have more time for spiritual cultivation. There
fore , Muscle/Tendon Changing Qigong teaches a practitioner how to condition his 
physical body. Not only that, in order to reach the fìnal goal of spiritual enlighten
me町， you must also have abundant Qi to nourish the brain to promote the brain's 
function to a higher level. When this happens, then spiritual enlightenment can be 
reached. In one of the prefaces to Da Mo's classic, there is a section about this: 
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The Xi Sui }ing says a man s bo吵。's) touched 炒 love and desire, and flrmed 
with shape, contaminated 马y sediment and dirtiness. Ifyou wish to cultivate the 
real meaning 0/ Buddhism， β'hen) movÍ1悠 and stopping at will, (then) the .five 
viscera and six bou础" flur limbs and hundreds 0/ bones must be comj阶tely
washed clean individually. (When they are) p仰 and (you) are able ω see the 
calmness and peace, then (you) can be cultivated and enter the domain 0/ Bud
dhahood (亨you) do not cultivate this (way), (obtaining the Dao) will not have 
flundation and 盯住"Ín. Read till here, then know that the believers thought that 
"acquiring the marrow" was not a comparison. 

洗髓锺者，言自人之生'戚於爱德'一落有形'悉皆 j宰裁;
欲修佛言帝'勤障真如'五碱六腑'四肢百骸'必先一一
洗源浮盏，她兑清虚，方可造修，入佛智地，不由此短
造修'集基熬有走庭;言竟至此，然後知向者所需得髓者，
非譬喻也。

The yi卢n ]ing says that outside 0/ the bone and marro帆 under the skin and 
meat (i.e. muscles), (there is) nothing but the tendons and vessels which connect 
the 。例re body and trm叩ort the blood and Qj. All 0/ these are post-birth bo吵，
(and) must be promoted β.e. trained); borrow them ω cultivate the real ρ'ao}. 
If you do not assist and promote them, (you wiω see weakening and withering 
immediat，吵吁'you) see (this training) as ordinary (training), how could you 
reach the .final goal? (If you) give ψ and do not train them, then there is no 
strength flr cultivatio矶 and nothing ωn be achieved 
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易筋者'捐髓骨之外，皮肉之内，莫非筋聊络周身，通
行血氛，凡属後天'皆其提萃，借假修真，非所赞勤'
立克颓靡'视作泛常，蜀臻植至?舍是不竭，造修不力，
择有是庭;璜至此，然後知所言自皮肉骨者，拌譬喻'亦
非浸言吾也。

From these two paragraphs, you can see that Muscle/Tendon Changing is for 
physicallife while Marrow/Brain Washing is for spirituallife. This concept was very 
important to the religious Qigong meditators. The main ultimate goal of both Bud
dhist and Daoist study is to reach Buddhahood or enlightenment. According to their 
theory, it would normally take hundreds oflifetimes to cultivate your Shen and grad
ually reach the fìnal destination. Therefore, if you have a long life in each life time, 
then you will have a longer period for cultivation. This is most critical especially as 
the best period for spiritual cultivation is after the age of forty. This is because nor
mally before you are thirty, you are stilllooking for the meaning of your life and your 
mind is stilllearning how to fìt in and survive in the new environment. During this 
period, the Shen of your new life is not yet mature enough to establish contact with 
the Pre-Birth Shen. If you die before you are thirty, you will only have a short peri
od of time to cultivate your Shen to a higher level. However, if you are able to live 
long, then you will have a long time to promote your Shen to a higher level. That 
means the longer life you have, the better your Shen is able to develop. Naturally, 
you have also become wiser. 

From the section quoted, it seems the concept of longevity has been well under
stood by the Daoists but not by many of the Buddhists. Daoists believed that both 
physical body and spiritual body are equally important and should be cultivated 
together. lt is called "dual cultivation of spiritual virtue (human temperament) and 
physicallife" (Xing Ming Shuang Xiu，性命赞修) in Daoist socie可~ This is not the 
case in Buddhist society. In fact, many Buddhists believed that our physical body is 
only used temporarily for the Shen to reside there. For them, spiritual cultivation is 
more important than physical cultivation, and spending time building up physical 
strength is a waste of time. 

Kan and Li in Yi Jin Jing and xi Sui Jing. When you t可 any s可le of Qigong, 
you must balance Yin and Yang by controlling Kan (坎) (water) and Li (雄) (fìre} 
For example, when you practice Taijiquan, you learn the slow meditative physical 
movements that are Li, which may cause your body to become too Yang. You must 
also learn still meditation, which is Kan and neutralizes the excessive Yang. Again, in 
the moving Taijiquan forms , there is also Kan and Li adjustment. While the moving 
is Li which causes Yang, the calm mind is K凹， and it may neutralize the Yang. In 
still meditation, while the stillness of the physical body is Kan and causes Yin, the Qi 
must be actively led by the mind to circulate in the bod严 This is Li and results in 
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Yang, which balances the Yin. This means that in all of the Qigong practices, if there 
is Yin, there must be Yang to balance it, and vice versa. 

It is the same with the Yi Jin Jing and xi Sui Jing training. They are based on 
this Yin and Yang concept. The 刀]in ]ing is Li because it generates Qi and man拆'sts

it as physical s仰ngth (muscle/tendon changing), thus generating Ytmg. The刀 Sui]ing is 
Kan, because it utilizes and stores the Qj in the marrow/brain and generates Yin. The Yi 
Jin Jing deals with the musdesltendons and skin, which are visible externally, while 
the xi Sui Jing deals with the marrow and brain, which must be felt internally. While 
the Yi Jin Jing training emph剖iz臼 the physical body, the xi Sui Jing training focus
es on the spiritual body. There岛re， Yin and Yang are balanced and coexist harmo
niously. 

In the Yi Jin Jing, the physical stimulation and exercises are considered Li, and 
cause the body to become Yang, while the still meditation of the Small Circulation 
is Kan, which counterbalances the Li and makes the body more Yin. Again, in the 
physical stimulation Li training, external strength is Li while internal mental strength 
is Kan. In still meditation, the physical body is still and is Kan, while the Qi moving 
inside and led by the mind is Li. 

The same theory prevails in xi Sui Jing training. The physical stimulation to 
increase the Original Essence production is Li, while the techniques of internal cul
tivation which are used to lead the Qi to the marrow and brain are Kan. 

You can see from this discussion that the basic key to successful Qigong training 
is Yin and Yang balance, and the trick to reaching this goal is Kan and Li adjustment. 
Once you understand this fundamental theory:二 you will not have too much di伍cul

可 understanding the foundation of Qigong practice. 
If you are interested in knowing more about Musde/Tendon Changing and Mar

row/Brain Washing Qigong, please refer to the book: Qjgong- The Secret ol}切的，
published by YMAA. 

1.8 SMALL CIRCULATION, GRAND CIRCULATION, AND ENLlGHTENMENT 
MEDITATION 小周夭、大周天、舆仙道悟真静坐

In order to understand the relationship between Embryonic Breathing and vari
ous spiritual meditations in the next section, 1 would like to review three of the most 
important Daoist meditation practices: Small Cydic Heaven Meditation (Xiao Zhou 
Tian，小周天) (Small Circulation or Microcosmic Meditation1 Grand Cydic Heav
en Meditation (Da Zhou Tian，大周天) (Grand Circulation or Macrocosmic Medi
tation1 and Divine Enlightenment Meditation (Xian Dao Wu Zhen Jing Zuo, 
仙道悟真静坐〉

Let us fìrst discuss the three common Qi paths in spiritual Qigong meditation 
practice (Figure 1-35} From this discussion, it will be easier for you to grasp the deι 
initions of Small Circulation, Grand Circulation, and also Enlightenment Medita-
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Figure 1-35. The Fire, Water and Wind Paths of Qi Circulation 

tion. Naturally二 each of these three paths has its own training theory, purposes, and 
methods. 

1.8.1 Three Meditation Paths 

Fire Path (Small Circulation Meditation) (Xiao Zhou 百an， 小周天j

This Fire Path is also commonly known as Small Cyclic Heaven or Small Circu
lation Meditation. In Fire path circulation once you build up an abundance of Qi in 
your Real Lower Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田) through Abdominal 

Breathing, then you use your mind to lead the Qi down to the Huiyin (Co-l) (舍除)
following the natural Qi circulation of the Conception Vessel (Ren Mai，任服) and 
then upward along your back by following the natural Qi circulation of the Gov
erning Vessel (Du Mai，督脉) Finally lead the Qi down to complete the cycle. 

The purposes of this meditation are to bring the Qi in these two Qi reservoirs up 
to a higher level, and also to improve the flow of the Qi circulation. When the Qi is 
able to circulate in these two vessels smoothly and strongly, then the T welve Primary 
Qi Channels Qi吨，挫) can be regulated e伍cientl严 This can therefore strengthen 
your physical body and enhance your Guardian Qi 仰ei Qi，街氯} However, it also 
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energizes your physical body and makes your body more Yang. This is because the Fire 
Path is the natural Qi circulation path. When you use your mind to lead the Qi to 
circulate in this natural path, you are enhancing the Qi circulation. From this, you 
can see that the Fire Path meditation is Li (雄) (且re) which generates the vital force 
and fìre in the body. We will discuss this subject in the n口t book: Small Circulation 
Meditation. 

Water Path (Enlightenment Meditation) 仰。o Dao Wu Zhen Jing Zuo, 
仙道悟真静坐j

To those meditation practitioners whose goal is enlightenment or Buddhahood, this 
Water Path is recognized as a main core of the meditation practice. Though this path 
is also considered as one of the Grand Circulation practices, it is far deeper than 
many other Grand Circulation practices. To help you grasp it better, 1 will summa
rize those common Grand Circulation practices later in this section. 
The~证ter Path is the hardest but most e旺ective method of Kan (坎) (water) to neu
tralize the body's Yang. This is the method ofMarrow/Brain Washing Qigong (xi Sui 
Jing，洗髓短~ It focuses the training on the "Central Energy Line." This line is 
known as Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai，街版) (spinal cord~ In Water Path training, 

the Qi is led by the mind from the Real Lower Dan Tian directly upward through 
the Thrusting Vessel to nourish the brain. When the brain is nourished to a higher 
level, the Shen can be raised to a higher level for enlightenment. From this, you can 
see that the Water Path makes you calm physically and mentally, leads the Qi inward 
to the center of the body (marrowh and also to the brain for nourishment. Since the 
bone marrow is the factory of the white and red blood cells, when the Qi is abun
dant in the marrow, the production of blood cells will be normal and health予 Red

blood cells are the carriers of oxygen and nutrients required for cellular metabolism. 
When cellular replacement is smoothly carried out, the degeneration process of your 
physical body will slow down. Therefore, marrow washing Qigong is the key to 
longevity. In addition, when the white blood cells are abundant and healthy, the 
immune system will be strong. The Water path Qigong meditation is for enlighten
ment or Buddhahood. ~电 will discuss this subject in the future book: Grand Circu
lation and Enlightenment Meditations. 

Wind Path (Kan-Li Meditation) (Kan-Li Jing Zuα 坎雄静坐 j

This Wind Path is considered to be a reversed Small Circulation. In the Wind 
path, the Water Qi accumulated in the Real Lower Dan Tian is led by the mind to 
circulate in the path which exactly reverses the path of the Fire Path Qi circulation. 
There are many reasons for this Wind Path Qi circulation. First, through reversing 
the natural Qi circulation, it is able to cool down your over excited mental and phys
ical body. This is because when you practice the Wind Path Qi circulation, you are 
slowing down the natural Qi circulation. Second, through it you can lead the Water 
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Qi from the Real Lower Dan Tian upward to cool down the Fire Qi accumulated in 
the Middle Dan Tian (Zhong Dan Tian，中丹田) (diaphragm} In this wa严 themen
tal and physical body can also be cooled down. This process is commonly called 
"Kan-Li." However, to Enlightenment Meditation practitioners, the Wind Path is 
crucial for them to conceive a Spiritual Embryo (Ling Tai，重胎) at the Huang Ting 
(黄庭) cavity located between the Middle Dan Tian and Real Lower Dan Tian. In 
this practice, as mentioned earlier, the Water Qi is led upward to meet the Fire Qi 
which is also led downward from the Middle Dan Tian and meet each other at the 
HuangTing. This process is also called "Kan-Li" (坎雄) which causes the interaction 
of the Yin and Yang. From this Yin-Yang interaction, with the focussed attention of 
the Shen, a new Spiritual Embryo can be produced. 

1.8.2 What is Grand Circulation? 何捐大周天?
The original meaning of Grand Circulation implies the natural Qi circulation 

between the heavens and the earth. Later, this concept was adapted for meditation 
and became the Grand Circulation meditation. This is because the head is consid
ered as "heaven" while the abdominal area is consideredω"earth." Huiyin (Co-l) 
(舍陪) (Perineum) is considered as "sea bottom" (Hai Di，海底} Like Small Circula
tion, as long as you are alive, Grand Qi Circulation always exists. The purpose of 
Grand Circulation meditation is to enhance the Qi circulation for di他rent reasons. 
Next, we will discuss the different general concepts of Grand Circulation. A detailed 
theory and methods of practice will be discussed in the book: Grand Circulation and 
Enlightenment λ1editation. 

Self Grand Circulation Meditation 自我大周天静坐

The main purpos臼 of Self Grand Circulation meditation is learning how to use 
the mind to transport the Qi to any place of the body. Naturally, fìrst you must build 
up a sensitive feeling for the entire body from the surface to deep inside. If you are 
not able to feel the body, how would you able to lead the Qi there? Therefore, the 
deeper the state your meditative mind is able to reach, the more profound the 
achievements you can aspire to. 

Once you are able to feel the body precisely and dearly, you can lead the Qi to 
the tiniest place inside the body for selιhealing. If your Qi is strong, you m町 also

use your Qi to heal or nourish other people. This kind ofhealing is commonly called 
"Qi Massage" (Qi An Mo，氯按摩) or "External Qi Healing" (Wai Qi Liao Fa, 

外氛，潦法} To Chinese martial artists, the purpose of Grand Circulation meditation 
is learning how to lead the Qi to energize the body to a maximum and e伍cient stage. 
Consequently, the Shen can be raised to a higher state of alertness and the power 
manifested can reach its maximum. 

Next, we will briefly explain some of the common Self Grand Circulation med
ltatlon practlces. 
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A. Self Primary Qi Channel Circulation Meditation十二姐大周天静坐
The main purpose of this Grand Circulation is to enhance the Qi circu
lation in the 12 primary Qi channels. When the Qi circulation in these 
channels increases, the 12 internal organs will become stronger and 
healthier. Not only that, the Qi distributed to the arms and legs will also 
be stronger, that means the physical body will be stronger. 

B. Joints Grand Circulation Meditation阔部大周天静坐
The purpose of the ]oints Grand Circulation Meditation is learning how 
to use the mind with the coordination of the breathing to lead the Qi to 
circulate between the joints. This includes the circulation in the primary 
channels and also in the bone marrow. If you are able to do so, you can 
transport the Qi from one section of your body to another section 臼 you

wish. Naturally, you will also be able to lead the Qi to the bone marrow 
for nourishment (marrow washing) 

C. Four Gates Breathing Circulation 四心呼吸大周天静坐
As explained earlier, Four Gates Breathing is one of the Grand Circula
tions in Qigong practice. The purpose of Four Gates Breathing Circula
tion is learning how to use the mind with the coordination of the breath
ing to lead the Qi from the Real Lower Dan Tian to the four gates, two 
"Laogong" (P-8) (静宫) (Labor's Palace) and two "Yongquan" (K-1) 
(涌泉) (Gushing Spring) This breathing technique can be effectively 
practiced through still meditation. 
From Chinese medicine, it is understood that these four cavities are the 
main gates which regulate the Qi level of the heart and the kidneys. 
When Qi can be led to these four gates strongly and smoothly, not only 
will the body be healthy, but the power generated from the limbs will also 
be stronger. For this reason, Four Gates Meditation practice has become 
one of the crucial practices in Chinese martial arts , especially in internal 
arts. Four Gates Breathing practices have been discussed in the books: 
The Essence ofTaiji Qjgo吨、 Qjgo吨'-The Secret ofYo伪、 m也 The Essence of 
Shaolin White Crane, published by YMi气A.

D. Skin/Marrow Breathing Circulation 唐髓息大周天静坐
The purpose of Skin/Marrow Breathing Circulation is to expand the 
abundant Qi to the surface of the skin, to enhance and expand your 
"Guardian Qi" (Wei Qi，街氧)， and also to condense and store your extra 
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Qi into the bone marrow to strengthen the storage of the "Marrow Qi" 

(Sui Qi，髓氯} When the Guardian Qi is strong, your immune system 
will function effìcientl严 and you will not get sick easily. When the Mar
row Qi is strong, the function of the bone marrow in blood cell produc

tion will be normal and health严 and you can slow down the aging 
process. If you are interested in this subject, please refer to the book: 
Qigong-乃e Secret o[拍uth， published by YMAA. 

Grand Circulation Meditation with a Partner 斐修大周天静坐

If you are able to store the Qi abundantly in your Real Lower Dan Tian and are 

also capable of using your mind to lead the Qi to circulate strongly in your bod严

then you may use your Qi to nourish or to heal other people. Not only that, through 
this practice, two healthy persons are able to nourish each other and raise up the 

Shen of training signi且cantly. In Daoist Qigong practice, this Qi exchange practice 

is called "Dual Cultivation" (Shuang Xiu，赞修} To many Daoists, dual cultivation 

practice is one of the most effective ways to speed up the process of spiritual enlight

enment. To Qigong healers, dual cultivation is the best way of cultivating the Qi 

mutually, and the most effìcient way of training Qi exchange with another person. 

In fact, dual cultivation is the foundation of Qi healing. 
There are many ways of dual cultivation Qi exchange practice. It begins with 

basic palm Qi exchange to a deep and profound central Qi exchange. We will dis

cuss this subject in more detail in the book: Grand Circulation and Enlightenment 
Meditation. 

Grand Circulation Meditation with Great Nature 天人合一大周天静坐

A. Grand Circulation Meditation with the Earth地人大周天静坐

The main purpose of this practice is to extend your Qi beyond your body 

and exchange Qi with the surrounding natural objects such as the earth, 

trees, animals, or even the air. It is believed that all natural objects around 
us, especially living things, also have Q i. If you know how, you are able 

to use them to regulate and harmonize the Qi circulation in your body. 
Not only that, it is also possible for you to absorb Qi from around you 
and bring your Qi level to a higher level. In China, trees are the most 

common objects used for the purpose of regulating Q i. 
The di他rence of this Qi exchange from the Qi exchange with a human 

partner is that these objects do not have the mind or the mind is weak and 
therefo肥， they are not able to use their mind to lead their Qi to handle 

the Qi exchange with you. 
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B. Grand Circulation Meditation with the Heavens天人大周天静坐
Grand Circulation Meditation with the Heavens is also called the "Fi丘h
Gate" meditation. The purpose of the Grand Circulation with Heaven is 
to try to reach the fìnal spiritual uni且cation between the human and the 
universe. This is called "Tian Ren He Yi" (天人合一) (unifìcation of the 
heaven and the human} In order to reach this stage, you must fìrst learn 
how to lead the Qi upward along the Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai，街服)
to the brain to nourish and energize it to a higher energy state. In order 
to do so, you must learn the Water Path mentioned earlier. When this 
happens, the Shen will grow and The Third Eye can be re-opened. This 
stage is called "enlightenment" (Wu Zhen，悟真} Once you have opened 
The Third Eye, there is no obstacle to communication between your 
brain and the surrounding energy. Suddenly, you are able to comprehend 
many things which cannot be understood by others. You are able to com
municate with other humans or animals without speaking. Your telepath
ic capability will return. Through this meditation, you will comprehend 
the meaning of life and of nature. 

1.9 DEFINITION OF EMBRYONIC BREATHING 胎息之定美

Before you study and practice Embryonic Breathing, you must fìrst know what 
it is. How is it defìned, and how is it related to spiritual cultivation in Qigong soci
ety? Only then can you have a better understanding of what goal you are aiming for. 
Without knowing this, the entire practice will be in vain and meaningless. 

According to the available ancient documents, there are two Embryonic Breath
ings defìned. One is to search flr the 伊iritual center and Qi center and then unite Shen 

and Qi together at the Lower Dan 刀àn. These two centers are the two polarities of a 
human energy body. A丘er you have located them, then you will bring the Shen (神)
(Spirit) down to meet and unite with the Qi at the Qi center (Real Lower Dan Tian) 
(Figure 1-36} Thus you have returned to the Wuji state of life (the origin of life} 
Since this place (Real Lower Dan Tian or Center of Gravity) is the place where the 
fetus is conceived, you are searching for the beginning formation of your fetus life. 
Once you have returned to this Wuji state, you have returned your being to nature. 

The earliest document in which the concept of this Embryonic Breathing was 
propounded is Lao Zi's Dao De Jing (Classic on the Virtue 01 the Dao) ( 老子·道德挫〉

In Chapter 16 of Dao De Jing, it says: ''Approaching the nihility (nothingness or 
emptiness) to its extremity and maintaining the calmness with sinceri可. Millions of 
objects (lives) are in actions which allow me to observe their cyclic repetitions. 
Though there are so many objects, each individual must repeatedly return to its root 
(origin} When it returns to the root, it means ‘calmness.' When it is calmed, then it 
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means ‘repetition of a life.' When 
the life repeats, it means ‘constant 
natural routine. ))'26 From this docu- Shen Center 
ment, we can see that the purpose 
of this kind of Embryonic Breath-
ing is to trace back the root of our 
lives and to observe and under-
stand the cyclic repetition of 
nature. That means to "return our 
spiritual being to the Wuji state 
(条植) (No Extremity or neutral 
state) of human life, and thus be 
able to reach the origin of our 
human spiritual nature." 

Qi Cent 
Therefore, the first step.in (Wujicenter) 

reaching this Embryonic Breathing 
is to regulate the Shen through the 
cultivation of the mind to its empty 
(neutral) state. When this happens, 
the Shen will be able to 且nd its 
center and stay at its residence. 
Without reaching this neutral spir-

Figure 1-36. Uni币cation of Shen and Qi 
at the Wuji Center 

itual state, we will remain locked in the human emotional matrix. Consequently, our 

mind will not be dear and calm enough to see through the origin or root of the spir

itual nature. In addition, without this calm and peaceful mind, we will not be able 

to lead the Qi to its residence (Real Lοwer Dan Tian) and preserve it there. From 

this, you can see that the very beginning of Embryonic Breathing is searching for the 

伊iritualorigin located in the center 0/ the brain (Upper Dan Tian) and also the Qi ori

gin located at the center 0/ physical gravity (Real Lower Dan 刀àn).

To regulate the Shen, it is said in Chapter 6 of Dao De ]ing, that: "The Valley 

Spirit (Gu Shen，谷神) does not die, then it is called ‘Xuan Pin' (玄驰} The door 

(key) of reaching this ‘Xuan Pin' is the root of heaven and earth (nature} It is ve可
so丘 and continuous as if it is existing. When it is used, it will not be exhausted."27 

Shen is called "Valley Spirit" (Gu Shen，谷神) because it resides at the "Spiritual Val

ley" (Shen Gu，神谷) (The space between the two hemispheres of the brain} "Xuan 

Pin" (玄仇) means "the marvellous and mysterious Dao, the mother of creation of 

millions of objects." That means the goal of regulating the Shen is to keep it at the 

Spiritual Valle严 the Shen residence. 
Once you have fÌrmed and condensed your Shen to a high level, then you lead 

this Shen down to meet and unite with the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian, the very 
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origin of your life, so you c在n return your being to its origin. In order to reach this 
fìnal goal, other than fìrming the Shen at the "Spiritual Valley," you must also know 
how to fìnd the root of the Qi (bio-battery) so you are able to conserve it. In addi
tion, in order to attain longevity and reach the goal of spiritual enlightenment, you 
must also learn to increase the quanti可 ofQi stored at the Qi residence (Real Lower 
Dan Tian or Second Brain} 

This means breathing so丘ly， slenderly, and deeply like a newborn baby. That is 
why it is said in Chapter 10 of Dao De Jing that: "When bearing and managing the 
PO (魄) (Vital Spirit) and embracing (maintaining) it to a state of singularity (sin
gleness) (Bao Yi，抱-1 can it be not separating (丘om its residence)? When concen
trating the Qi to reach its so丘n臼s， can it be as (so丘 as) a baby? When deansing the 
thought to reach its purity, can i让t be no flaw?"吨，
Daω0ηnZi户-Wu Recording ( 重剑子等引子午言花己注1 said: "Wha刽t is Embryonic Breath
ing? It is a method of Embra缸cing Singularity (但Bao Yi，抱一) (币TUji center) and keep
ing it in the neutral state."29 

We can summarize that Embryonic Breathing means to regulate the mind and 

Shen 归 their calm and concentrated state and also ω preserve and regulate the Qi at the 

Lower Dan Tian 切 an abundant level, then unite the Shen and Qi so as ω reωrn the 

being 归 its origin. Embryonic Breathing has always been a huge subject in Chinese 
Qigong practice, because it is the breathing method which allows you to store the Qi 
in the Real Lower Dan Tian. In other words, through Embryonic Breathing, you are 
able to charge your bio-battery to a high level. Then your vital energy will be raised, 
the immune system will be strengthened, and the physical body can be recondi
tioned. However, to Buddhists and Daoists, the most important part and fìnal goal 
of Embryonic Breathing is to achieve enlightenment or Buddhahood. 

According to Buddhist and Daoist documen队的r 街向ition ofEmb均Fηryo

打 tω"0 C，ωonceωeive巧ea 争iri咐tuωal Emb，吵)'0 (S仙hen Tai, 神月胎台 ) at t，劝heHuωan咆g 刀n咆!g (黄庭 )ωviσ伊. 
1阴F励为加切en 劝仿力 牛iωrz咐'ÍtωωIEωm仙b，叨 i力sm仰at仰u仰r仰叫r

bi衍!协rt，劝h (re-open The Third Eye} In order to reach this goal, you must 且rst build up a 
high level ofWater Qi (Shui Qi，水氛) (Original Qi) storage at the Real Lower Dan 
Tian. You will then lead this Qi upward, and Fire Qi (Huo Qi，火氯) (Post -Heaven 
Qi) 仕om the Middle Dan Tian downward, so they meet at the Huang Ting (黄庭)
cavity. This process is called "intercourse of dragon and tiger" (Long Hu Jiao Gou, 
麓虎交蜻) which means "the interaction ofYin and Yang" , commonly called "Kan
Li" (坎雄} This will result in the conception of life. Then, you will lead the Shen 
downward to meet this life until a new Shen can develoP on this conceived embryo. 
This process is called "Mutual Dependence of Mother and Son" (Mu Zi Xiang Yi, 
母子相依γ‘Mother"means "Qf and "Son"means"Shen-"Once this happens, a 
Spiritual Embryo can be conceived (Figure 1-37} 
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When this Spiritual Embryo 
has become matured, it will be led 
upward through Chong Mai 
(衡服) (spinal cord) to nourish 
the brain. When the energy level 
has reached a high level, the 
"Heaven Eye"(天眼) (Third Eye) 
can be re-opened. 

Fire Qi (Li) 

1.10 EMBRYONIC BREATHING AND (Yang) 

CULTIVATION OF DAO 
Kan-Li 

胎息舆修道 i 

In this section, 1 would like to \ 
put what I have understood about Water Qi(kanL 

(Yin) 
the relationship between Embry-
onic Breathing and spiritual culti-
vation into two charts. Almost all 
of the concepts are compiled and 
concluded from the ancient doc-

ζhapter 1: General Concepts 

Unification of Shen 
and Breathing 

Huang Ting 

uments which are translated and 
commented upon in Chapter 3. 
Therefore, if you do not under-

Figure 1-37. Conceiving the Spiritual Embryo 

stand these two charts a丘er you have read and pondered them, do not be disap
pointed. These two charts are placed here to summarize the entire concept of spiri

tual cultivation relations and procedures. Mter you have read through the entire 
book, you should return back to these two charts. When the time comes, you will 

see that everything has come to make logical sense. In fact , 1 highly recommend you 
to refer back to these two charts while you are reading through the entire book. 
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Embryonic BreathingA 

(Yang Wuji Breathing) 

(Store Qi at Qi Center) 

Mud PiII PalaceD 

///Emotionaliy臼1m)
Enlightenment Med. 

/侧\(Brain Washing) 
Real Lower Dan Tian' 

(Qi Yang Center) 

(Physically Calm) 
Marrow/Brain WashingB 

(Yin) 

(Longevity & Enlightenment) 

\L9iw Center Area of Marrow' 

_____(Yin) 

(Marrow Washing) ____ 
Ending Area of Marrow 

(Yang) 
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~ Governing Vessel 

Muscle/Tendon ChangingC 

(Yang) 

(Physical Strength & Activities) 

-----飞
Primary & Second町~6川Qi Inward 

(Yang) 、

(Grand Circulation) 飞、 6 Yang & Qi Outward 

Table 1-2. Yang Physical Cultivation Chart 

AThrough Embryonic Breathing, the Qi is stored at the Real Lower Dan TIan to an abundant level. 

Since this Qi storage is used to manifest physicallife and Shen, it is considered Yang. That is 

why it is called "Yang Wuji Center:'The way to reach this goal is to bring the concentrated Shen 

downward to the Real Lower Dan TIan so the mind can stay there. This is called the "harmo-
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nization of the Shen and the Qi" (Shen Qi Xiang He，神氯相合).When this happens, the mind 

is 日1m， the Shen is condensed, and the Qi is stored. When the Qi is stored to an abundant 

level, it can be used to wash the marrow/brain (Yin) and also to condition the physical body 

(Yang). 

BThrough marrow/brain washing, spiritual enlightenment can be achieved (Yin), as well as 

longevity (Yang). When the Qi is led upward through the spinal cord (Chong Mai，街服) to the 

brain, the brain Qi status can reach a higher level. Consequently, the sensitivity to spiritual 

vibration (i.e. spiritual resonant energy) will be enhanced. In addition, when the Qi is led 

inward to the bone marrow (i.e. blood cell factory), longevity can be attained. 

'Through muscle/tendon changing, physical health and strength can be improved. This includes 

the practice of Small Circulation (Xiao Zhou Tian，小周天) through circulation of Conception 

and Governing Vessels (Ren, Du Mai; 任·督服) (Yin). The Qi can be led to the Twelve Prima

ry Qiζhannels (Shi Er Jing，十二短) to nourish the internal organs and also to countless Sec

ondary Qi Channels (Luo，格) (Yang) (Grand Circulation) for nourishing skin (Yang) (Qi out-

ward) and marrow (Yin) (Qi inward). Remember, when the Qi is led outward from the primary 

Qi channels to the skin, the Guardian Qi (Wei Qi，街氛) (immune system) will be enhanced. 

When the Qi is led inward from the primary Qi channels to the bone marrow (Sui Qi，髓氛)，

production of blood cells is enhanced. 

D"fhe Mud Pill Palace (Ni Wan Gong，泥丸宫川ocated at the center of the Spiritual Valley (Shen Gu, 

神谷) (i.e. site of pineal and pituitary glands) is the spiritual Yin center and the residence of 

the Shen. When the Shen is kept here, it can be focused and the mind can be calm and con-

centrated. When the Shen is led away from this center, then Qi will be manifested and Shen 

turns into Yang. Please refer to Chapter 2 for more discussion. 

EThe Real Lower Dan Tian is the Qi Yang center where the Qi is produced and stored. It is under

stood that through the absorption of the food essence and the exercises of the abdominal 

area, Qi can be produced in the body. When the Qi is kept at this center, it is not led out and 

manifested. Therefore, the physical body can be relaxed. 

Fln a piece of long bone, the center of the bone marrow area is considered as Yin while the ending 

of the bone marrow area is considered Yang. Normally, due to the manifestation of Qi at the 

ends of the bone (joint areas), the Qi is depleted faster and marrow degenerates here 而 rst.

However, from the point of view of physical manifestation, the center of the bones and mus

cles are Yang while the ligaments and tendons at the joints area are considered as Yin. The 

electric conductivities of tendons and ligaments are higher than that of the midsection of 

muscles. In addition, the central area of bone (Yang) is stronger than that of the ending area 

(Yin) (Figure 1-38). This can be seen in that the structure of the central area of a long bone is 

more compact and stronger than that of the ending area. 
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Kan Spirit" 
(Yin) \ SpirituallmmortalityK 

/ (Yin) 
(Yang) ____ (Yin) ......_ (Kan) /' (Spiritual Divine) 

(Son) 飞、、，/

理、 Spiritual EmbryoJ 
Embryonic BreathingG (Yin Wuji Breathing) 
(Yang Wuji Breathing) ~ (Huang Ting Cavity) 

\<WM)W (Yin) 、、-... Qi / """- ReincarnationK 

(Yang)/ "" (Yang) 
Fire Qi (Li) ~ (Mother) (New Physical Life) 
(Yang) 

Table 1-3. Yin Spiritual Cultivation Chart 

GWhen you have achieved Embryonic Breathing (Yang Wuji Breathing), your mind is calm, Shen is 

focused, physical body relaxed, and the Qi stays at its residence (Real Lower Dan Tìan). From 

this, you have returned to the beginning of life. 

"In order to conceive your Spiritual Embryo, you must first cultivate and harmonize your Yang 

Shen and Yin Shen. Too much ofYin Shen (Kan，坎)， though your Shen is condensed, your 

physical manifestation of life will be weak and mentally you will be depressed. However, too 

much ofYang Shen (Li，雄)， though your physicallife is strong due to strong Qi manifestation, 

your mind will be scattered, excited, and emotionally disturbed. The key to raising up the Shen 

with good control is to maintain Shen strong while focused. That means both Yin and Yang 

Shen must harmonize and balance with each other. 

'In addition, in order to conceive a Spiritual Embryo, you must also have an abundant Qi storage. 

To conceive a new spirituallife, you need to let the Water Qi (Shui Qi, 7](.氯) from the Real 

Lower Dan Tìan interact with the Fire Qi (Huo Qi，火氯) from the Middle Dan Tìan. Water Qi is 

also called "Original Qi" (Yuan Qi，元轧)， or "Pre-Heaven Qi" (Xian Tìan Qi，先天氯). Fire Qi is 

also called "Post-Heaven Qi" (Hou Tìan Qi，後夭氯).When you move the Fire Qi downward 

and Water Qi upward and unite them at the Huang Tìng cavity (黄庭) (inner area behind 

navel), it is called "Kan and Li气坎雄) or "Small Tripod and Furnace" (Xiao Ding Lu，小鼎墟).
Huang Tìng is a tripod while the Real Lower Dan Tìan is a furnace (Figure 1-39). 

JThe 白 nal stage of conceiving a Spiritual Embryo at the Huang Tìng cavity is to unite the Shen in 

the head with the Qi at the Huang Tìng. In order to do so, you must move your Shen down-

ward from your Upper Dan Tìan. This process is again called Kan (坎) (water) and Li (雄) (fire). 

Kan means the Shen (son) at your Upper Dan Tìan while the Li is the Qi (mother) at the Huang 

Tìng. This process is also called "Large Tripod and Furnace" (Da Ding Lu，大鼎墟) (Figure 1-40). 

KOnce the Spiritual Embryo is conceived, you will need nine months of pregnancy. This Spiritual 

Embryo is then led upward to be born through the Heaven Eye (Tìan Yan，天眼) (TheThird 
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Ligaments 
(not shown) 

(Yin) 

Muscle 
(Yang) 

Chapter 1: General Concepts 

Figure 1-38. The Yin and Yang Status of a Sectíon of Limb 

Lower Real Dan lian 
Furnace 

Figure 1-39. Small Tripod and Furnace 

Shen Center 
Tripod 

/ 
Hu叫币ng {
(Furnace) 

/ J 

/' 
/ 

Figure 1-40. Large Tripod and Furnace 

Eye). Once the spiritual baby is born, then you will need three years of nursing and fmally nine 

years of facing the wall (spiritual independence training). Once the Shen has gained its inde-
pendence, you will have an eternal spirituallife. This spirituallife can either remaín in a spiritu

al form or re-enter into a physicallife through reincarnation. 
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1.11 ABOUT THIS BOOK 阔於这本害

Qigong science and knowledge is just like a huge garden which contains every
thing in this nature both on the material side and the spiritual side. Since we have 
never had a detailed map of this garden, we have been wondering about ourselves 
and nature. In the past, each Qigong master, through a lifetime of pondering and 
experience, has discovered some of the passages which could lead us to a new under
standing of this spiritual garden. Therefore, many mysterious hidden places which 
manifest the truth and the beauty of nature were gradually discovered. They there
fore passed down their understanding and experience either through teaching stu
dents or through writing. Though each one of these writings may provide us with 
only a litt1e information abollt how to reach a tiny area of the garden, it had taken a 
Qigong master's lifetime to obtain this in岛rmation. That means each piece of infor
mation written down is a road sign which could lead us to the possible way to fìnd 
our goal-the true face of this garden. When much of this knowledge is combined, 

we can obtain a map of this Qigong garden. Through pondering the structure of 
nature, and also 仕om the information obtained from the map, we are able to con
dude a possible theory which might take us to the places of the Qigong garden where 
nobody has ever gone before. It will probably take humans many thousands of years 
of effort to obtain a detailed map of this nature. 

However, what we have accomplished so far is only limited information about 
the material nature and very litt1e is known about the spiritual nature. For this r饵，
son we are still wondering and confused about the meaning of our life and of nature. 
Naturally, we are still very far away from full understanding of nature. 

In order to improve ourselves both materially and spiritually, we need an open 
mind which can allow us to set ourselves free from the traditional brainwashing and 
bondage (matrix~ Therefo凯 we should be una斤-aid to卢ce the challenge, and willing 

归 accept 劝e truth and the mistakes we have alrea吵 committed. Only then, will we be 
able to create our dream of the future correct1y. 

Once we have created this correct attitude, then we can think with an open mind. 
Even though nobody is able to prove it, we should dare to make an assumption and 
formalize a possible theory and explanation. Naturally, most of this is generated from 
the imaginary mind. From this assumed theory, we will then t可 to prove it. If the 
result has been proven wrong, then we go back to modi命 the the。可 and try again. 
This is no di能rent from Einstein or any other great physicists who assume their the
。可且rst and later their followers t可 to prove it. The attitude of study and research is 
dare to dream, dare to acc，伊t the challenge, and dare to acc<φt thej告ct or truth. 

When you read 出is book, if you have a di岳rent cultural and knowledge background, 
youm山t keep reminding yourself to keep your mind open. If you are interested in culti
vating your mind and Sh钮， this book is a necessary book出at can provide you with a fìrm 
and solid foundation for the ultimate goal of spiritual enlightenment cultivation. 
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When you read this book, you will see that many explanations originate from 
my personal understanding and are based on my scienti且c background. 1 cannot 
guarantee what 1 have assumed about the theory in the explanation is completely 
correct. However, through these theories and assumptions, 1 am able to 0旺er you a 
possible logical and scientific explanation for the experience of the past. It is quite 
possible that once humans have understood this subject better, someone may step 
in to modify or even completely change my theory. That is the natural course and 
attitude of scientific study. After the assumed theory has been tested repeatedly二 we

can confirm what is correct and what is wrong. When the theory is proven correct, 
the map will become clear. From the correct guidance of the map, we can create and 
advance further. 

Next, you should understand that all of the theo叮 and methods of practice 
introduced in this book originated only from the study of Chinese sources. If you 
are wise, you should also keep your mind open and study the same subject from 
other different cultures. Only then will you have a different angle of viewing the 
same topic which could therefore lead you to a clear and wise judgment. This is espe
cially true for spiritual cultivation. 市电 are still at the beginning stage of understand
ing this subject. Any source or past experience could offer you a piece of more infor
mation and direct you to a better path of reaching the goal. Therefore, this book is 
not an authority on this subject. This book can only offer you one angle of viewing 
this subject. 

You should always remember that even though we cannot prove the existence of 
the spirit in this universe with today's infant science, it does not mean it does not 
exist. We should keep our minds open and continue our pondering and research. 
Only then will we be able to untie the knot and open the gate of spiritual science 
which has been experienced by humans in all different cultures in the past. 

Once you have understood the theory and the practice of this book, you should 
then learn how to adopt it into your thinking and living. Only then will you be able 
to reunite the feeling originated from both material and spirit. 

In the second chapter of this Part 1, 1 will offer you a possible scienti且c theoret
ical foundation of Embryonic Breathing. When you read this chapter, you should 
always remember that the theoretical foundation in this practice is just like a map 
which could lead you to the final goal. Therefore, you should study this map and 
understand it clearly first. If you rush into the practice without comprehending the 
theory of the practice first, you may enter the wrong path and become confused. 
Next, in Part II, precious related ancient documents will be translated and com
mented on. Since this Part II is the main core of this book, you should always return 
to it, read and ponder every sentence written. Remember that these road signs are 
the keys to lead you to the correct path of pondering and practice. Finally二 the actu
al training method of Embryonic Breathing will be introduced in Part III. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Theoretical Foundations of 
Embryonic Breathing 
胎息之理输基石楚

2.1 INTRODUCTION 介、绍

Before discussing the theory of Qigong, let us fìrst analyze the Chinese concept 
ofthe Dao (道~ Dao has been commonly translated as the "Natural Way." How then 
do we defìne the "Natural "W组y?"

First, it is stated in 刀j切!g ( 易锺) (Book ofChange) (1122-1115 B.C.) that: "One 
Yin and one Yang is called Dao."l From this statement, we can see that the funda
mental concept of Dao is the coexistence of Yin and Yang 剖pects of nature. Later, 
this concept was re-defìned by Lao Zi (老子) (604-531 B.C.~ In his book Dao De Jing 
(C此时C on the Virtue of the Dao) ( 道德短1 Chapter 42, he stated: "Dao begets one, 
one produces two, two generates three, and from three derive millions of objects."2 
From this, you can see that Dao is the natural occurrence 仰us，υor force which cre
ates the fìrst single object from emptiness and later this object (i.e. Wuji State ofNo 
Discrimination1 divides into two aspects, and continues to derive into millions of 
objects and lives. 

In addition, Lao Zi in Chapter 25 of Dao De Jing (道德挫) states: "There is an 
undiscriminating thing formalized (in the space1 (born) before the heaven and the 
earth (Yang and Yin~ Extremely quiet and extremely few, existing alone and without 
change, repeat with cycle without end, it is able to be the mother of heaven and 
earth. 1 do not know its name and forceful wording 剖 Dao.叭 This explains that Dao 
existed even before the heaven and the earth were discriminated. The Dao exists qui
etly and alone, and does not change its original virtue. When the Dao made the Wuji 
(祭植) (No Extremity or No Discrimination) derive into Yin and Yang, the pattern 
of opposing forces or aspects (polarities) came into existence and the natural cycles 
formalized. This derivation from Wuji into Yin and Yang is the origin of millions of 
things and therefore, is the mother of lives. 
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He held the Dao responsible for all creation of life. Therefore, he said Dao is: 
"the most mysterious of the mysterious, and is the door (origin) of all marvelous
ness."(Chapter 1)4 Also: "When the Dao is born, natural virtues are raised, objects 
are formalized, and the natural state will be completed."(Chapter 51) 5 This implies 
that millions of variations of nature are derived from the Dao. Once this natural pat
tern is completed, then the natural cycles are established and repeated. Therefore, in 
order for humans to fìt in this nature, Lao Zi believes: "Human copies the earth, the 
earth patterns the heaven, the heaven models after the Dao, the Dao follows the nat
ural.气Chapter 25)6 This passage explains that it does not matter how big such as 
heaven, or how small such as human or any insect, all follow the same energy pat
tern and the same Dao. Dao follows nature. 

From these statements, we can conclude that Dao is the major force in nature, 
which creates from nothing a single object, and from this single object, it divides 
into Yin and Yang. When Yin and Yang interact with each other harmoniously, mil
lions of lives are created and derived. lt is said in Huai Nan Zi ( 淮南子): "Dao begins 
from one, one does not beget, there岛re dividing into Yin and Yang. When Yin and 
Yang harmonize with each other, the millions of objects are born."ï 

In addition, Lao Zi points it out the variation from Wuji to Yin and Yang can be 
both ways. That means Wuji can derive into Yin and Yang Two Polarities (or Poles) 
and the Yin and Yang Two Polarities can be united and become Wuj i. That implies 
the influence of the Dao is not only one way. He said in Chapter 1 of Dao DeJ切g

(道德挫): "Nothing, is the beginning of the Pre-Heaven (Wuji state); having, is the 
mother of millions of objects (Yin and Yang} Always keep nothingness, so to observe 
the marvelousness (of nature} Always having, so observe the returning (recycling or 
ending) of millions of objects."8 This means the Dao is from nothing to something, 
and also from something to nothing, always changing from one to the other. Dao is 
the natural force which makes all of these occurrences. That is why the Dao was later 
re-de且ned as: "the oppositional consistent rules which divide the object of matter 
from one into 阳o and 卧unifY the objects from two to one.叫

If we trace back the oldest Chinese philosophy which relates to the development 
of nature, especially human，刀万ng ( 易短) (Book ofChanges; 1122-1115 B.C.) can 
be said to be the fìrst book that offers a detailed and clear discussion. It was from this 
book that the Dao (natural way) of the nature was followed by Chinese people. 
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From Yí Jíng, it is said: 

刀 Great Biography said: "Ancient person, Bao-刀， u刷 a king 0/ the heaven and 
the earth. Look up to observe ω伊rent) phases (variations) 01 heaven, and look 
down ω inspect the rules (patterns) 0/ the earth. Behold the behavior 0/ birds and 
animals (living styles) and its relationship with the earth. Close， ωe own bo吵
ρo experiment) and j以 adopt the phenomenon o/the object's (variations). Then, 
begin ω create Bagua (trigram) which is used to transport (una公rstand) the 
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virtue 0/ the (natura l) spirit and the dívine, and also ωcμssifY the behaviors 0/ 
the millions %bjecρ" 

易大傅曰:、古者包桑氏之王天下也。在p别规象於天'
俯则规法於地。规岛默之文'舆地之宜。近取言者身，逮
取言者物。於是始作八卦'以通神明之德'以颊禹物之
情。，

Bao-Xi (包截) (2852-2737 B.C.) was the ruler of China. The heaven and the 
earth means the kingdom. According to 刀]ing， after Bao-Xi carefully observed the 
natural cyclic patterns and the behaviors of naturallives (both plants and animals1 
he created the Eight Trigrams (Bagua，八卦) which can be used to interpret and to 
trace the patterns of nature. Since then, the theory of trigrams has significantly influ
enced Chinese culture. 

From these statements, we can see that 刀 Jing was written based on the under
standing of nature by observing its routine cycles. From this, the Yin and Yang the
ory was developed. 

Therefore, it is also said in 刀卢ng:

Ther.φre， η (Change) has Ta扩i (Grand Ultimate), and thus begets 丑00 Polarities 
(}în and Ytlng). Two Polarities produce Four Phases. Four Phases give rise to Bagua 
但'ght Tr悖'tzrns). Bagua is able ω4与fìne good or bad luck (jortune)， 。于'Om) good or 
bad luck, the great career {creations 0/ variation 0/ na切时 is created 

是故易有太植'是生雨傲，雨傲生四象'四象生八卦'
八卦定吉凶'吉凶生大紫。

From this statement, you can understand that it is because there is a Taiji (太祖)
(Grand Ultimate1 that there is change. Without 1均i， there is no change. Through 
Taiji, the Two Polarities are created from Wuji ($.牵挂) (No Extremity) and with the 
influence ofTaiji, the Two Polarities again derive into Four Phases (Si Xiang，四象〉
Again, Four Phases produce the Eight Trigrams (Bagua，八卦} From Eight Trigrams, 
the natural cyclical patterns can be calculated. From this, good or bad fortune can 
be calculated (predicted} Therefore, in order to be prosperous in your business, you 
must follow the natural patterns of good luck and avoid those of bad luck. From 
here, you can see that all of the derivations originate from Taij i. Therefore, Ta斗 i is 
the Dao or the natural force which makes division and unification happen. 

In a Daoist classic, Records 0/ Recent Pondering ( 近思鲸 1 it is said: 

Wuji begets Ta扩i， (when) Ta扩i moves (initiates an actio时， the Ytlng is born; (when) 
movement reaches its 凹的mi切 again calm; (when) calm, generates the 刀n. 口励en)
calmness reaches its ex扩'emz纱1， again moving. One moves and one calm, mutually as 
the root 仰但in 0/ generation). 刀n and Ytlng are discriminated and the Two Polari
ties are completed. 
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集植生太棒'太植勤而生畴，勤植徨静;静而生险'静
植徨勤。一勤一静'互梅其根'分险分畴，雨傲至焉。

It is through the action of this repeated Yin and Yang cycle that the millions of 
lives are begotten. The originating force of this Yin and Yang division is called Taij i. 
An ancient Daoist classic, Glossary Talking ofZhu Zi ( 朱子捂颠 1 said: "What is called 
T￥iji， is what is the root of the millions things in heaven and earth."IO 

Later, Taiji was again interpreted and clarifìed by Wang, Zong-Yue (王宗岳) (c. 
1750 A.D.} In Ta扩iquan Classic, he said: 

What is Ta扩i? It is generated j阴阳矿i and is a pivotal卢nction 01 movement 
and stillness. It is the mother 01 Yin and 拍咯 When it mov叫n action}, it 
divides. At rest it reunites. 

太植者，再在植而生'勤静之械，除畴之母也。勤之则分'
静之别合。

From this statement, you can see that 1马iji is neither Wuji nor Yin and Yang, but 
the natural force or Dao which makes the divisions and unifìcations happen (Figure 
2-1} It is the cause and origin of alllife￥ creation and death. It is the way of the nat
ural 叮de.

From the above, we can see that the origin of Chinese culture was based on the 
philosophy of Taiji and Yin-Yang theory. This has therefore become the traditional 
empirical foundation for the development of Chinese culture. Naturally, this also 
includes Qigong. 

Wuji State 

Yin Yang 

Figure 2-1. The Meaning ofTaiji 
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When the Yin and Yang theory is applied to Qigong, the fìrst important goal of 
Qigong practice is the harmony and balance of Yin and Yang (Yin Yang Xie Tiao, 
除隋拮拥} In order to reach this harmonious stage of balance, you must know the 
method of adjusting Yin and Yang, namely the methods and theory of Kan (坎)
(Water) and Li (雄) (Fire} Therefore, you should comprehend the meaning of the 
Yin and Yang, and Kan and Li thoroughly, which has been discussed in Chapter 1. 

When these Yin-Yang and Kan-Li theories are applied to human health, the 
physical body is considered as Yang while the mental and spiritual bodies are con
sidered as Yin. In order to have a healthy and long life, you must not only be con
cerned with your physical health but also with your spiritual condition. Mental and 
spiritual condition are the foundation of life. Though they cannot be seen, they are 
the origins and the causes of the physical manifestation. When this foundation is 
fìrm and strong, the manifestation of life can be strong. Therefore, the methods of 
reaching health and longevity is the cultivation of both mental body and physical 
body. It is called "dual cultivation of the human nature and life" (Xing Ming Shuang 
Xiu，性命变修} Here, human nature (temperament) means the internal nature, or 
the original human sense and spirit (mental mind) which has been carried with us 
since we were born. Life here means the physicallife which is limited. 

When you know how to adjust yourself into a harmonious state of both internal 
and external, it is called "balance of the body and mind" (Shen Xin Ping Heng, 
身心平衡} Once you have gained this balance, then you will be able to live long, 
which allows you to have a longer time for your spiritual cultivation. Spiritual culti
vation is considered the way of reaching enlightenment or Buddhahood, the fìnal 
goal or meaning of human life. 

Today, it is very fortunate for us that we have developed our material science to 
a level in the last centuries which allows us to explain and veri今 many inexplicable 
happenings in the p囚t. Nevertheless, many mysteries and unknowns remain, and we 
are still waiting for further understanding from the scientifìc point of view. ~电 are

in the most exciting and challenging era in which the ancient mysterious experience 
can fìnally be resolved by today's science. 

The theory is just like a map of a city which is able to direct you to the correct 
path and reach the fìnal gOal. Practice is the action of transportation which allows 
you to reach the target. From this, you can see that a correct theory is a crucial key 
to reaching the goal. If the theory is wrong, all of the actions can be in vain. 

Fortunately, the documents passed down which were written by thousands of 
Qigong experts from their lifetime experiences, have provided us with many road 
signs. Each of these signs has offered a tiny piece of information about the whole 
map. When all of these pieces of information are gathered and compiled, many use
less ones will be put aside while others have become the crucial keys drawing the 
map. 
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1 am just like someone putting together a puzzle. In front of me, there are thou
sands of puzzle pieces that have been revealed to us about Qigong practice. Some of 
them are useful and very valuable, while many others may mislead you to the wrong 
path. From my collections, 1 try to make judgments and choose those which are use
ful and related to the subjects. From many years of compiling, understanding, and 
studying, 1 will fìnally be able to make the hidden map of Qigong appeaιThough it 
is not as detailed as 1 would like it to be, nevertheless, 1 have obtained a clear direc
tion for reaching my goal, without being afraid of confusion or of getting lost. 

Mter so many years of study and research, 1 deeply realize that a clear and 
detailed map is necessary for those people who are interested in the study of the Dao 
of Qigong. However, it is not easy to accomplish this great giant job by myself in a 
single life time. There are a few reasons: 

1. Since there are thousands of abundant ancient documents which need to 
be translated, interpreted, and explained, we will fìrst need a group of 
qualifìed Chinese scholars who are not only familiar with the Qigong 
practice, but are also masters of ancient Chinese writing. If a person does 
not have these two requirements, he or she will not be able to understand 
some special terminology used in ancient Qigong society. 

2. In addition, we will also need a group of experienced Qigong practition
ers who are able to translate these ancient documents into other languages 
with the correct meaning. Naturally, this is not an easy task since a Chi
nese word can convey many different meanings depending on where, how, 
and when it is used. 

3. 鄂、 will need a group of modern open-minded scientists and medical 
experts who are able to 0旺er their opinions of these ancient practices. This 
group will not only challe吨e and 町 to veri今 the ancient expe出nce， but 
also offer the possible scienti且c explanation of the remaining mysteri口.

In order to reach this goal, we will need a foundation with strong 且nancial sup
port. In this foundation，过1 of the experts both of mastering the past and present 
should sit together and discuss every subject of Qigong practice. From these confer
ences, the information will be compiled, studied, researched, experimented, and 
fìn过ly presented to the public. Naturally, it is not an easy task. Without govern
mental support or the interest of scholar socie町; it will be a hard and almost impos
sible path for anyone to accomplish this huge project alone. 

In this chapter, 1 will try to explain many mysteries in Qigong practice based on 
my personallimited scienti且c background. Naturally二 all of these possible explana
tions still need to be ve凶ed. However, before scientists ar陀ea油ble tωov而eri今 tl由h阳lerr创I盹I

remain the most proba站ble explanations. 
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In the second section of this chapter, a possible scientific explanation and defin
ition of Qi and Qigong will be given. In addition, the relationship between respira
tion, Qigong, and health will be discussed. To help a beginner understand the doc
uments of Embryonic Breathing, the definition of the three Dan Tians will be 
offered. Then, 1 will offer a theoretical and scientific understanding of Embryonic 
Breathing in Section 2-3. Finally, 1 will summarize the meaning and purposes of 
meditation in Section 2-4. 

2.2 HUMAN QIGONG SCIENCE 人颠氛功科攀

In this section, 1 would like to interpret Chinese Qigong from a scientific point 
of view. However, since modern science has just begun to accept the Eastern Qigong 
concepts, there is still a long way for Western science to go before reaching a pro
found understanding of this subject. All of the explanations in this section are based 
on my personal understanding of science, and also from the available information 
already published. In order to have a reasonable and satisfactory explanation, many 
theoretical assumptions are given. Naturally, when you read this section, you should 
use your logical and scientific mind to make a wise judgement and a neutral mind to 
understand the subject. You should also always place a doubt in your mind about all 
of these assumptions and explanations. Only in the future when we have verified all 
of the theories discussed in this section, can we then trust it fully. 

In this section，且rst 1 would like to explain the concept of Qi and Qigong from 
the modern scientific point of view. A丘er this, a hypothetical human electric net
work will be given to compare to the ancient Chinese medical concept. Then, we will 
define the human bio-battery both from the traditional Chinese concept and also in 
view of Western scientific discoveries. 

A Modern Definition of Qi 轧之现代定巍. It is important that you know about 
the progress that has been made by modern science in the study of Q i. This will keep 
you from getting stuck in the ancient concepts and level of understanding. 

In ancient China, people had very little knowledge of electricity. They only knew 
from acupuncture that when a needle was inserted into acupuncture cavities, some 
kind of energy other than heat was produced that often caused a shock or a tingling 
sensation. It was not until the last few decades, when the Chinese people were more 
acquainted with electromagnetic science, that they began to recognize that this ener
gy circulating in the body二 which they called Qi, might be the same thing as what 
today's science calls "bioelectricity." 

It is understood now that the human body is constructed of many different elec
trically conductive materials, and that it forms a living electromagnetic field and cir
cuit. Electromagnetic energy is continuously being generated in the human body 
through the biochemical reaction in food and air assimilation, and circulated by the 
electromotive forces (EMF) generated within the body. 
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In addition, you are constantly being affected by external electromagnetic fìelds 
such as that of the earth, or the electrical fìelds generated by clouds. When you prac
tice Chinese medicine or Qigong, you need to be aware of these outside factors and 
take them into account. 

Countless experiments have been conducted in China, ]apan, and other coun
tries to study how external magnetic or electrical fìelds can affect and adjust the 
body's Qi fìeld. Many acupuncturists use magnets and electricity in their treatments. 
They attach a magnet to the skin over a cavi可 and leave it there for a period of time. 
The magnetic fìeld gradually affects the Qi circulation in that channel. Alternative
l严 they insert needles into cavities and then run an electric current through the nee
dle to reach the Qi channels directly. Although many researchers have claimed a 
degree of succ臼s in their experiments, none has been able to publish any detailed 
and convincing proof of the results, or give a good explanation of the theory behind 
the experiment. fu with many other attempts to explain the How and Why of 

acupuncture, conclusive proof is elusive, and many unanswered questions remain. 
Of course, this the。可 is quite new, and it will probably take a lot more study and 
research before it is verifìed and completely understood. At present, there are many 
conservative acupuncturists who are skeptical. 

To untie this knot, we must look at what modern Western science has discovered 
about bioelectromagnetic energy. Many reports on bioelectricity have been pub
lished, and frequently the results are closely related to what is experienced in Chi
nese Qigong training and medical science. For example, during the electrophysio
logical research of the 1960s, several investigators discovered that bones are piezo
electric; that is, when they are stressed, mechanical energy is converted to electrical 
energy in the form of electric current. ll This might explain one of the practices of 
Marrow Washing Qigong in which the stress on the bones and muscles is increased 
in certain ways to increase the Qi circulation. 

Dr. Robert O. Becker has done important work in this fìeld. His book The Bo吵
Electricl2 reports on much of the research concerning the body's electric fìeld. It is 
presently believed that food and air are the fuels which generate the electricity in the 
body through biochemical reaction. This electricity, which is circulated throughout 
the entire body by means of electrically conductive tissue, is one of the main energy 
sources which keep the cells of the physical body alive. 

Whenever you have an injury or are sick, your body's electrical circulation is 
affected. If this circulation of electricity stops, you die. But bioelectric energy not 
only maintains life, it is also responsible for repairing physical damage. Many 
researchers have sought ways of using external electrical or magnetic fìelds to speed 
up the body's recovery from physical injury. Richard Leviton reports: "Researchers at 
Loma Linda University's School of Medicine in California have found , following 
studies in sixteen countries with over 1,000 patients, that low-frequency, low-inten-
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Figure 2-2. Electric Conductivity Maps of the Skin Surface over Acupuncture Points 

si可 magnetic energy has been successful in treating chronic pain related to tissue 
ischemia, and has also worked in clearing up slow-healing ulcers, and in 90 percent 
of patients tested, raised blood flow signi且cantly."ll

Mr. Leviton also reports that every cell of the body functions like an electric bat
tery and is able to store electric charge. He reports that: "Other biomagnetic inves
tigators take an even closer look to fìnd out what is happening, right down to the 
level of the blood, the organs, and the individual cell, which they regard a剖s ‘a small 
electric ba红tt优er叩y'."町，
t优e叮 which is assembled 仕ommillions of sm丑lall ba刽tt配erie臼s. All of these batteries togeth
er form the human electromagnetic fìeld. 

Furthermore, much of the research on the body's electrical fìeld relates to 
acupuncture. For example, Dr. Becker reports that the conductivity of the skin is 
much higher at acupuncture cavities, and that it is now possible to locate them pre
cisely by measuring the skin's conductivity (Figure 2-'2} 12 Many of these reports prove 
that the acupuncture which has been done in China for thousands of years is rea
sonable and scientifìc. 

Some researchers use the theory of the body's electricity to explain many of the 
ancient 气niracles" which have been attributed to the practice of Qigong. A report by 
Albert L. Huebner states: "These demonstrations of body electricity in human 
beings may also offer a new explanation of an ancient healing practice. If weak ext町，
nal fìelds can produce powerful physiological effects, it may be that fìelds 丘om
human tissues in one person are capable of producing dinical improvements in 
another. In short, the method of healing known as the laying on of hands could be 
an especially subtle form of electrical stimulation."11 
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Another frequently reported phenomenon is that when a Qigong practitioner 
has reached a high level of development, a halo would appear behind and/or around 

his head during meditation. Halos are commonly seen in paintings of Jesus Christ, 
the Buddha, and various Oriental immortals. Frequently the light is pictured 臼 sur

rounding the whole body. This phenomenon m勾T again be explained by the body 

electric the。可~ When a person has cultivated their Qi (electricity) to a high level, the 
Qi may be led to accumulate in the head. This Qi may then interact with the 0巧'
gen molecules in the air, and ionize them, causing them to glow. 

Although the link between the the。可 of The Bo吵 Electric and the Chinese the

。可 of Qi is becoming more accepted and better proven, there are still many ques
tions to be answered. For example, how actually does the mind generate an EMF 
(electromotive force) to circulate the electricity in the body? Is bioelectricity circu
lating in the animal body a DC or an AC current? How is the human electromag
netic fìeld affected by the multitude of other electric fìelds that surround us, such 部

radio wiring or electrical appliances? How can we readjust our electromagnetic fìelds 
and survive in outer space or on other planets where the magnetic fìeld is complete
ly different from Earth's? You can see that the future of Qigong and bioelectric sci

ence is a challenging and exciting one. It is about time that we started to use mod
ern technology to understand the inner energy world which has for the most part 

been ignored by Western socie可·
A Modern Defìnition of Qigong 氯功之现代定巍. If you now accept that the 

inner energy (Qi) circulating in our bodies is bioelectrici町; then we can formulate a 
defìnition of Qigong, based on electrical principles. 

Let us assume that the circuit shown in Figure 2-3 is similar to the circuit in our 

bodies. Unfortunately, although we now have a certain degree of understanding of 
this circuit from acupuncture, we still do not know in detail exactly what the body's 
circuit looks like. We know that there are Twelve Primary Qi Channels (Qi rivers) 

(Shi Er Ji吨，十二锺) and Eight Vessels (Qi rese凹oirs) (Ba Mai，八腺) in our body. 
There are also thousands of small Qi channels (Luo，格) which allow the Qi to reach 
the skin and the bone marrow. In this circuit, the twelve internal organs are con

nected and mutually related through these channels. Finally, there is a Dan Tian 
(丹田) (Elixir Field) (bio-battery) which produces and stores the Q i. 
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If you look at the electrical circuit in the illustration, you will see that: 

1. The Qi channels are like the wires which car可 electric current. 

2. The internal organs are like the electrical components such as resistors and 
solenoids. 

3. The Qi vessels are like capacitors, which regulate the current in the circuit. 

4. The Dan Tian is like a battery, which stores the charge and provides the 
EMF in the circuit. 



Battery 
(EMF) 

\ 

Resistor 
(organ) 

Wire 
(Qi channel) 
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Solenoid 
(organ) 

Capacitor 
(Qi reservoir) 

Figure 2-3. The Human Bioelectric Ci rcuit is Similar to an Electric Ci rcuit 

How do you keep this electrical circuit functioning most e伍ciently? Your 且rst

concern is the resistance of the wire which carries the current. In a machine, you 
want to use a wire which has a high level of conductivity and low resistance; other
wise heat may be generated and the wire may melt. Therefore, the wire should be of 
a materiallike copper or perhaps even gold. In your body, you want to keep the cur
rent flowing smoothly. This means that your fìrst task is to remove anything which 
interferes with the flow and causes stagnation. Fat has low conductivity, so you 
should use diet and exercise to remove excess fat from your bod予 You should also 
learn how to relax your physical bo牛 because this opens all of the Qi channels. This 
is why relaxation is the fìrst goal in Taijiquan and many Qigong exercises. 

Your next concern in maintaining a healthy electrical circuit is the compo
nents-your internal organs. If you do not have the correct level of current in your 
organs, they will either burn out from too much current (Yang) or malfunction 
because of a defìcient level of current (Yi时 In order to avoid these problems in a 
machine, you use a capacitor to regulate the current. Whenever there is too much 
current, the capacitor absorbs and stores the excess, and whenever the current is 
we址， the capacitor supplies current to raise the level. The eight Qi vessels are your 
body's capacitors. Qigong is concerned with learning how to increase the level of Qi 
in these vessels so that they will be able to supply current when needed, and keep the 
internal organs functioning smoothly. This is especially important as you get older 
when your Qi level is generally lower. 

In addition, in order to have a healthy circuit, you must be concerned with the 
components themselves. If any of them are not strong and of good quality, the entire 
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circuit may malfunction. This means that the fìnal concern in Qigong practice is how 
to maintain or even rebuild the health of your internal organs. Before we go any fur
ther, we should point out that there is an important di他rence between the circuit 
shown in the diagram and the Qi circuit in our bodies. This di他rence is that the 
human body is alive, and with the proper Qi nourishment, all of the cells can be 
regrown and the state of health improved. For example, if you are able to jog about 
three miles today, and if you keep jogging regularly and gradually increase the dis
tance, eventually you will easily be able to jog fìve miles. This is because your body 
rebuilds and readjusts itself to fìt the circumstances. 

This means that, if we are able to increase the Qi flow through our internal 
organs, they can become stronger and healthier. Naturally, the increase in Qi must 
be slow and gradual so that the organs can adjust to it. In order to increase the Qi 
flow in your body, you need to work with the EMF (electromotive force) in your 
body. If you do not know what EMF is, imagine two containers 副led with water and 
connected bya tube. Ifboth containers have the same water level, then the water will 
not flow. However, if one side is higher than the other, the water will flow from that 
container to the other. In electricity, this potential di能rence is called electric poten
tial difference or electromotive force. Naturally, the higher the EMF is, the stronger 
the current will flow. 

You can see from this discussion that the key to effective Qigong practice is, in 
addition to removing resistance from the Qi channels, learning how to increase the 
EMF in your body. Now let us see what the sources of EMF in the body are, so that 
we may use them to increase the flow of bioelectricity. Generally speaking, there are 
slxm勾or sources: 
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1. Natural Energy. Since your body is constructed of electrically conductive 
material, its electromagnetic fìeld is always affected by the sun, the moon, 

clouds, the earth's magnetic fìeld, and by the other energies around you. 
The major influences are the radiation of the sun and moon, the moon's 
gravity, and the earth's magnetic 且eld. These affect your Qi circulation sig
nifìcantly, and are responsible for the pattern of your Qi circulation since 
you were formed. 联 are now also being greatly a他cted by the energy pol
lution generated by modern technology, such as electromagnetic waves 
generated by radio, TV, microwave ovens, computers, and many other 
devices. 

2 Food and Air. In order to maintain life, we take in food and air essence 
through our mouths and noses. These essences are then converted into Qi 
through biochemical reaction in the chest and digestive system (called the 
Triple Burner in Chinese medicine) When Qi is converted from the 
essence, an EMF is generated that circulates the Qi throughout the bo牛
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Consequendy, a major part of Qigong is devoted to getting the proper 
kinds of food and fresh air. 

3. Thinking. The human mind is the most important and e伍cient source of 
bioelectric EMF. Any time you move to do something you must first gen
erate an idea (Yi，意} This idea generates the EMF and leads the Qi 
through the nervous system to energize the appropriate muscles to car可
out the desired motion. The more you can concentrate, the stronger the 
EMF you can generate, and the stronger the flow ofQi you can lead. Nat
urally, the stronger the flow of Qi you lead to the muscles, the more they 
will be energized. Because of this, the mind is considered the most impor
tant factor in Qigong training. 

4. Exercise. Exercise converts the food essence (阳) stored in your body into 
Qi, and therefore builds up the EMF. Many Qigong styles have been cre
ated which utilize movement for this purpose. 

5. Converting Pre-Birth Essence into Q i. The hormones produced by our 
endocrine glands are referred to as "Pre-Birth Essence" or "Original 
Essence" (Yuan Jing，元精) in Chinese medicine. They can be used to reg
ulate the biochemical reaction which converts the food or fat into Q i. 
Hormones acts as catalysts in our body's biochemical reaction process 
(metabolism} Thus, hormones are able to stimulate the functioning of our 
physical body, thereby increasing our vitality. Balancing hormone produc
tion when you are young and increasing its production when you are old 
are important subjects in Chinese Qigong. 

6. Artificial Stimulation. The enhancement or the adjustment of the Qi cir
culation can also be done artificially. In fact, this is the basic theory of Chi
nese medicine such as acupuncture and Qigong massage. From external 
artificial Qi stimulation, the Qi can be brought to a state of balance, thus 
preventing or curing the sickness. 

From the foregoing, you can see that within the human body, there is a network 
of electrical circuitry. In order to maintain the circulation ofbioelectricity, there must 
be a battery (or power supply) wherein to store and supply charge. Where then, is 
the battery in our body? 

Chinese Qigong practitioners believe that there is a place that is able to store Qi 
(bioelectricity} This place is called the Dan Tian (丹田) (Elixir Field} According to 
such practitioners, there are three Dan Tians in the human body. One is located at 
the abdominal area, one or two inches below the navel, called the "Lower Dan Tian" 
(Xia Dan Tian，下丹田} The second is in the area of the lower sternum which is con
nected to the diaphragm, and is called the "Middle Dan Tian" (Zhong Dan Tian, 
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Figure 2-4. Anatomic Structure of the Abdominal Area 

中丹田} The third is the center of the brain, which connects to the lower center of 
the 岛rehead (or The Third Eye~ and is called the "Upper Dan Tian" (Shang Dan 
Tian，上丹田} In fact，。丘en the entire brain is considered to be the Upper Dan Tian. 

The Lower Dan Tian is considered to be the residence of the Water Qi, or the 
Qi which is generated from the "Original Essence" (Yuan Ji吨，元精} Therefore, Qi 
stored here is called "Original Qi" (Yuan Qi，元氛} According to Chinese medicine, 

in this same area there is a cavi可 called "Qihai" (Co-6) (氛海~ which means "Qi 
ocean." This is consistent with the condusions drawn by Qigong practitioners, who 
also call this area the 
t由hi沁s a盯re臼a is able to produce Qi 0町r elixir like a 且fìeld， and that here the Qi is abundant 
like an ocean. 

In Qigong practice, it is commonly known that in order to build up the Qi to a 
higher level in the Lower Dan Tian, you must move your abdominal area (Lower 
Dan Tian) up and down through abdominal breathing. This kind of up and down 
abdominal breathing exercise is called "Qi Huo" (起火) and means "start the fìre." 
It is also called "back to childhood breathing" (Fan Tong Hu Xi，返童呼吸} Nor
mally, a丘er you have exercised the Lower Dan Tian for about ten minutes, you will 
have a feeling of warmth in the lower abdomen, which verifìes the accumulation of 
Qi or energy. Therefore, Daoists called the abdominal area the "Dan Lu" (丹墟)
which means the "elixir furnace." 

Theoretically and scienti且cally二 what is happening when the abdominal area is 
moved up and down? If you look at the structure of the abdominal area, you will see 
that there are about six layers of musde and fasciae sandwiching each other in this 
area (Figure 2-4} In fact, what you actually see is the sandwich of muscles and fat 
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Figure 2-5. The Upper Dan lian-The Human Brain 

accurnulated in the fasciae layers. When you rnove your abdornen up and down, you 
are actually using your rnind to rnove the rnuscles, not the fat. Whenever there is a 
rnuscular contraction and relaxation, the fat slowly turns into bioelectricity. When 
this bioelectricity encounters resistance frorn the fasciae layers, it turns into heat. 
Frorn this, you can see how sirnple the theory rnight be for the generation of Qi. 
Another thing you should know is that, according to our understanding today, fat 
and fasciae are poor electrical conductors, while the muscles are relatively good elec
trical conductors. 1川口 When these good and poor electrical materials are sandwiched 
together, they act like a battery. This is why, through up and down abdominal move
rnents, the energy can be stored ternporarily and warmth generated. 

However, understanding Dan Tians is not a sirnple task. In fact, they are rnore 
cornplicated than rnost people thought. Next, we will discuss the "Three Dan Tians" 
(San Tian，三回) rnore clearly. 

Upper Dan Tian (Shang Dan Tian，上丹田). Generally, the entire brain is con
sidered to be the Upper Dan Tian (Shang Dan Tian，上丹田)W恒 already know that 
the brain and the spinal cord are considered to be the central nervous system, in 
which the electrical conductivity is highest in our body. If we examine the brain's 
structure, we can see that it is segregated by the arachnoid rnater (mater is a kind of 
rnernbrane in the body; "arachnoid rnater" is a delicate rnernbrane of the spinal cord 
and brain, lying between the "pia rnater" and "dura mater") into separate portions 
(Figure 2-到It is reasonable to assurne 出at these rnaterials are tissue of low electrical 
conductivity. If the good conductors have been sandwiched by poor conductive 
rnaterial, then this system is able to stüre sorne electrici可'. However, we should also 
know that the brain does not produce Qi but consurnes a great amount of it. From 
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Western science, we already know that 
each brain cell consumes at least twelve 
times more 0勾gen than other cells. Since 
in the biochemical reaction, 0玛rgen is pro
portional to the production of energy (Qi) 
in the body, it is reasonable to assume that 
each brain cell also consumes at least 
twelve times more Qi than regular cells. 

Middle Dan Tian (Zhong Dan Tian, 
中丹田) Next, let us examine the structure 
of the Middle Dan Tian area. This is locat
ed at the lower section of the sternum, 
which is connected to the diaphragm (Fig
ure 2-6) 市电 know that the diaphragm is a 
membranous muscular partition separat
ing the abdominal and the thoracic cavi
ties. It functions in respiration and is a 
good electrically conductive material. On 

the top and the bottom of the diaphragm Figure2-6.The Middle Dan Tian is Connect-
there are the fasciae, which isolate the - ed to the Diaphragm 
internal organs 仕om the diaphragm. We 
see once again a good electrical conductor isolated by a poor electrical conductor. 
That means that it is capable of storing electricity or Q i. Since this place is between 
the lungs and the stomach, and they absorb the Post-Birth Essence (air and food) 
and convert it into energy, the Qi accumulated in the Middle Dan Tian is classified 
as Fire Qi (Huo Qi，火氧) In other words, the Qi converted from the contaminat
ed air and food can affect Qi status and make it Yang. Naturally, this Fire Qi can also 
agitate your emotional mind. Some documents believe that the heart is the Middle 
Dan Tian. However, it makes more sense that the diaphragm is the Middle Dan Tian 
since it is able to store Q i. 1 personally believe that the "heart" is related to our emo
tion. Our emotion is associated with the air and food we absorb. Thus, the heart is 
related to the Qi status in the Middle Dan Tian but not to the Middle Dan Tian 
itself. 

False Lower Dan Tian and Real Dan Tian (Jia Xia, Zhen Dan Tian; 下假·真丹田).
Through near片 two thousand years of experience, Daoists have said that the front 
abdominal area is not the Real Dan Tian, but is in fact a "False Dan Tian" (Jia Dan 
Tian，假丹田) Their argument is that, although this Lower Dan Tian is able to gener
ate Qi and build it up to a higher level, it does not store it for a long time. This is 
because it is located on the path of the Conception Vessel (Ren Mai，任服~ so that 
whenever Qi is built up to a higher energy state, it will circulate in the Conception and 
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Governing Vessels (Ren and Du Mai，任·督服) This Lower Dan Tian therefore can
not be a battery 剖 we understand the term. A real battery should be able to store the 
Qi to an abundant level. Where then, is the "Real Lower Dan Tian" (Zhen Xia D扭
Tian，真下丹田)? We will discuss the Real Lower Dan Tian later. Now, let us fìrst clar
吟出e function of the False Lower Dan Tian Qia Xia Dan Tian，假下丹田〉

False Lower Dan Tian Qia Xia Dan Tian，假下丹田) As mentioned earlier, 
through abdominal movement coordinated with breathing, the fat accumulated at 
the abdominal area can be converted into Q i. This kind of abdominal exercise is 
called "back to childhood breathing" (Fan Tong Hu Xi，返童呼吸) Consequently, 

the amount of Qi can be increased in the body. From this, we see something at vari
ance from the ancient teachings. It is said that through abdominal breathing, the 
Original Essence (Yuan Ji吨，元精) can be converted into Original Qi (Yuan Qi, 
元乱) Today, we know that Original Essence is hormones. If we look closely, we can 
see that the Qi is actually converted from the fat stored in the abdominal area. Fat is 
the extra food 臼sence stored in our bodies for an emergency. Fat is a material which 
has been fìltered by the liver and has a very high content of calories. Therefore, it can 
be converted into Qi e伍ciently.

We can trace this back to a very long time ago, before humans knew how to raise 
cattle and grow food. At that time, we were no di他rent from other animals. When 
we had food we ate a lot and when we did not have food, we starved. However, like 
animals, we did not die in a short time from starvation. This is because the body has 
di他rent places to store the extra food essence (fat) in the body. When we lack food, 
this extra food essence will be converted naturally into energy and supply our needs. 
The abdominal area is the main area for the storage of fat. There are six layers of mus
cles and six layers of fasciae mutually sandwiched between each other. Wherever 
there are fasciae, there is a stagnation of Qi and blood circulation, and consequent
ly fat can be deposited. Through abdominal exercises, this fat can be converted into 
Qi e伍ciently.

From this we can see that it is not Original Essence (hormones) which is con
verted into Q i. However, due to the hormones' function , the Qi can be converted 
from food essence or fat stored in the body more e伍ciently. This is simply because 
the hormones act as catalysts in the body's biochemical reaction. One of the possi
ble causes of increasing hormone production through the abdominal up and down 
exercises, is the stimulation of islets of Longerhans in the pancreas. 

Real Lower Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田) Daoists teach that the 
RealLοwer Dan Tian is at the center of the abdominal area, at the physical center of 
gravity located in the large and small intestines (Figure 2-7) Now, let us analyze this 
from two different points of view. 

First, let us take a look at how life begins. It starts with a sperm 丘om the father 
entering an egg 丘om the mother，出us forming the original human cell (Figure 2-8)14 
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This cell next divides into two cells, then 
four cells, etc. When this group of cells 
adher，臼 to the internal wall of the uterus, 
the umbilical cord starts to develop. 
Nutrition and energy for further cell 
multiplication is absorbed through the 
umbilical cord 仕om the mother's body. 
The baby keeps growing until it develops 
a more mature body. During this nour
ishing and growing process, the baby's 
abdomen is moving up and down, acting 
like a pump drawing in nutrition and 
energy into his or her body. Late巳 imme

diatelya丘er birth, air and nutrition are 
taken in 仕om 出e nose and mouth 
through the mouth's sucking action and 
the lungs' breathing. A5 the child grows, 
it slowly forgets the natural movements 
of the abdomen. This is why the 
abdomen's up and down movement is 
called "bad王 to childhood breathing." 

Think carefully: if your first human 
cell were still alive, where would it be? 
Naturally, this cell has already died a long 
time ago. It is underst~o.9-出at approxi
mately-one trillion (1 012) cells di~ in a 
human body each day.15 However, if we 
assume 出at this first cell is still alive, 
then it should be located at our physical 
center，出at is, our center of gravity. If we 
think carefully, we can see that it is 丘om
this center that the cells could multiply 
evenly outward until the body was fully 
constructed. In order to maintain this 
even multiplication physically, the ener
gy or Qi must be centered at this point 
and radiate outward. When we are in an 
embrγonic state, this is the center of 
gravi可 and also the Qi cent也A5 we 
growa丘er birth, this center remains. 
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Figure 2-9. Anatomic Structure of the Real Figure 2-10. The Large and Smalllntestines 
Lower Dan Tian一The Second Brain are About Six Times Your Height 

The above argument adheres solely to the traditional point of view of the phys
ic址 development of our body. Next, let us analyze this center from another point of 
vlew. 

If we look at the physical center of gravity, we can see that the entire area is occu
pied by the Large and Small Intestines (Figure 2-列市电 know that there are three 
kinds of muscles existing in our body, and we can examine them in ascending order 
of our ability to control them. The fìrst kind includes the heart muscle, in whïch the 
electrical conductivity among muscular groups is the highest. The heart beats all the 
time, regardless of our attention, and through practice and discipline, we are only 
able to regulate its beating, not start and stop it. If we supply electricity to even a 
small piece of this muscle, it will pump like the heart. The second category of mus
cles are those which contract automatically, but over which we can exert signifìcant 
control if we make the effort. The diaphragm whïch controls breathing, our eyelids, 
and certain sexual responses are examples of this muscle type, and their electrical 
conductivity is lower than the fìrst type. The third kind of muscles are those muscles 
which are directly controlled by our conscious mind. The electric conductivity of 
these muscles is the lowest of the three groups. 

If you look at the structure of the Large and Small Intestines, the 且rst thing you 
notice is that the totallength of your Large and Small Intestines is approximately six 
times your body's height (Figure 2-10) With such long electrically conductive tissues 
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Figure 2-11 . Low Electrically Conductive Material Such as Mesentery, Outer Casing, and Water 
in and Around the Intestines Makes the Entire Area Act Like a Battery 

(Used with permission: James E. Anderson, M.D., Grant's Atlas of Anatom)几 7th 时. OWilliams and Wi lkins) 

sandwiched between all of the mesenteries, water, and linings (which it is reasonable 
to believe are poor electrical conductive tissues), the intestines act like a huge battery 
in our body (Figure 2-1 1} 16 From this, you can see that it makes sense both logical
ly and scienti且cally that the center of gravity, rather than the false Dan Tian, is the 
real battery in our body. 

Furthermore, according to a 1996 artide in The 1恰w 抬地刀mes， a human being 
can be thought of as having two brains. 17

•
1B One brain is in the head, and the other is 

in the gut (i.e. the digestive system} Though these two brains are separated physi
cally二 through the connection of the spinal cord (high electrically conductive tissue) 
(Thrusting Vessel，街腺)， they actually function as one (Figure 2-12} 

This artide explains that the upper brain is able to think and has memory. (It is 
able to store data, utilizing electrochemical charges. The lower brain has memory, 
but does not have the capability of thought. This discoverγoffers confìrmation of 
the Chinese belief that the Real Lower Dan Tian (Large and Small Intestines) is able 
to store Qi, while the Upper Dan Tian governs thinking and directs the Q i. Theo
retically speaking, if the upper brain is able to think, then it should be able to gen
erate an EMF while the lower brain should have a large capaci可 for storing charge. 
In other words, the lower brain is the human battery in which the life force resides. 
Once the brain has generated an idea (EMF), the charge will immediately be direct
ed from the lower brain, through the spinal cord and ne凹ous system, to the desired 
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area in order to activate the physical body 
for function. 18 

According to Ohm's Law in Physics, 

v= 1 R 

where V is potential difference or EMF, 1 
is current, and R is resistance. 19 

From this formula, we can see that if 
R is a constant, then the higher the poten
tial or EMF, the stronger will be the cur
rent that is generated. If we assume that 
the resistance of our body remains con
stant, then the more we are able to con
centrate (higher EMF1 the stronger the 
Qi flow will be. This parallels the Chinese 
Qigong concept that the more you concen
trate, the higher your ene叨， leveL From 
Chinese Qigong, higher levels of concen
tration can be trained through still medi
tation. In addition, if we assume the EMF 

Upper Brain (Head) 
(Upper Dan Tian) 

Spinal Cord 
(Chong Mai) 

Lower Brain (Gut) 
(Lower Real Dan Tian) 

Figure 2-12. Two Polarities (Brains) of a 
Human Body 

to be constant, that means the mind's concentration remains the same. Then, the 
lower the R (resistance1 the higher the current flow will be. According to the pωt 
Qigong experience, the more you are relaxed, the more Qi (current) can flow. 

At this point you should also know that Qi can also be produced directly from 
food or herbs and then stored at the Real Lower Dan Tian. That means different 
food can produce different quantity and quality of Q i. This is the re臼on that those 
herbs which c皿 produce more Qi in the body were searched for and studied in Chi
nese herbalism in the past. For example, ginseng has been recognized as one of the 
many herbs able to produce more Qi when taken orally. 

Cell Replacement. From the above discussion, you may have gained a better idea 
of how we can link ancient experience together with modern scientifìc understand
ing. In order to make the scientifìc concept of Qigong even clearer, let us look at 
Qigong from another scientifìc point of view, this time chemical. 

If we examine how we breathe, we can see 由at we inhale to take in 。可gen， and 
we exhale to expel carbon dioxide (Figure 2-13) Every minute we expel a great deal 
of carbon from our body through exhalation. Carbon is a material in a physical form 
which can be seen. The question is, where is the carbon coming from in our body? 
Through breathing, how much carbon is actually processed out? 
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Figure 2-13. We Inhale to Absorb Oxygen and Exhale to Expel Carbon Dioxide 

The fìrst source of carbon is from the food (glucose) we eat. When this food is 
converted into energy through chemical reaction during our daily activities, carbon 
dioxide is produced. zo 

glucose+602 __".. 6C02 + 6H20 

~Go' = -686 Kcal 

The second source of this carbon comes from the dead cells in our body. We 
already know that the majority (96%) of our body is constructed from the elements 
carbon, hydrogen, 0玛rgen， and nitrogen, while other elements such as calcium (Ca1 
potassium (P1 chloride (Cl1 sulfur (S1 potassium (K1 sodium (Na1 magne山m(Mρ
iodine (11 and iron (Fe) comprise much less of our body weight. This means that the 
cells in our body contain a great amount of carbon. 

In a44ition, consider that every cell in our body has a life span. As many as a tril
lion (1 012) cells die in our body e~ery 24 hours. 15 For example: we know that the life 
span of a skin cell is 28 days. Naturally, living cells such as those of the bone, mar
row, liver, etc. have their own individual life span. W恒 rely on our respiration to 
bring the carbon (dead cells) out, and to supply living cells with new oxygen through 
inhalation, and new carbon sources, water, and other minerals from eating. All this 
aids in the formation of new cells and the continuation of life. 

From the 也regoing， we can conclude that the cell replacement process (metab
olism) is ongoing at all times during our lifetime. Health depends on how smooth
ly and how quickly this replacement process is carried out. If there are more new 
healthy cells to replace the old cells, you live and grow. If the cells replaced are as 
healthy as the original cells, you remain young. However, if there are fewer cells pro
duced, or if the new cells are not as healthy as the original cells, then you age. Now, 
let us anal严e Qigong from the point of view of cell replacement. 

In order to produce a good, healthy cell, fìrst you must consider the materials 
needed. From the structure of a cell, we know that we will need hydrogen, 0玛rgen ，
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carbon, nitrogen, and other minerals which we can absorb either 仕om air or food. 
Therefore, air quality, water purity, and the choice of foods become critical factors 
for your health and longevity. Naturally, this has also been a major component of 
Qigong study. 

However, we know that air and water quali可 today has been contaminated by 
pollution. This is especially bad in the big city and in industrial areas. The quality of 
the food we eat depends on its source and processing methods. Naturally, it is not 
easy to fìnd the same pristine environments as in ancient times. However, we must 
learn how to fìt into our new environment and choose our way of life wisely. 

Since carbon comprises such a major part of our body, how to absorb good qual
ity carbon is an important issue in modern health. You may obtain carbon from ani
mal products or from plants. Generally speaking, the carbon taken from plants is 
more pure and clean than that taken from animals. 

According to past experience and analysis, red meat is generally more contami
nated than white meat, and is able to disturb and stimulate your emotional mind and 
confuse your thinking. Another source from which animal products can be obtained 
is fìsh. Again, some kinds of fìsh are good, while others may be bad. For example, 
shrimp, though low in calories, has a high cholesterol content, which may increase 
the risk of high blood pr臼sure.

Due to the impurities contained in most animal products, since ancient times 
Qigong practitioners learned how to absorb protein from plants, especially from peas 
or beans. Soybean is one of the best of these sources; it is both inexpensive and easy 
to grow. However, if you are not a vegetarian originally, then it can be difficult for 
your body to produce the enzymes to digest an all-vegetable diet immediatel严
Humans evolved as omnivores, and the craving for meat can be strong. Even today, 
we all still have canine teeth, which were used to tear off raw meat in ancient times. 
Therefore, the natural enzymes existing in our body are more tailored to digesting 
meat. In an experiment, if we place a piece of meat and some corn in human diges
tive enzymes, we will see that the meat will be dissolved in a matter of minutes, while 
the corn will take many hours. This means it is generally easier for a human to absorb 
meat rather than plants as a protein source. 

However, the above discussion does not mean we absolutely cannot absorb plant 
protein efficientl予 The key is that if it is present to begin with, the enzyme produc
tion can be increased ωthin your bo吵， but it will take time. For example, if you can
not drink milk due to insu伍cient lactose in your stomach, you may start by drink
ing a little bit of milk every day, and slowly increase it as days pass by. You will real
ize that you are able to absorb milk six months later. This means that if you wish to 

become a vegetarian, you must reduce the intake of meat products slowly and allow 
your body to adjust to it; otherwise you may experience protein de且ciency.

Other than a protein source, you must also consider minerals. Although they do 
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not comprise a large proportion of our bod严 their importance in some ways is more 

signi且cant than carbon. We know that calcium is an important element for bones, 
and iron is crucial for blood cells. Therefore, when we eat we must consume a vari

ety of foods instead of just a few. How to absorb nutrition from food has been an 

important part of Chinese Qigong study. 
In order to produce healthy cells, other than the concerns of the material side, 

you must also consider energy. You should understand that when a person ages 

quickly, often it is not because he or she is malnourished, but instead is due to the 

weakening of their Qi storage and circulation. Without an abundant supply of Qi 

(bioelectricity), Qi circulation will not be regulated efficiently, and therefore your 

life force will weaken and the physical body will degenerate. In order to have abun

dant Qi storage, you must practice Qigong in order to build up the Qi in your eight 

vessels, and also to lead the Qi circulating in your body. This kind of Qigong train

ing includes \lÇ组i Dan (外丹) (External Elixir) and Nei Dan (内丹) (Internal Elixir) 

pract1ce. 
Other than the concern for materials needed, and the Qi required for cell pro

duction and replacement, the next thing you should ask yourself is how this replace

ment process is carried out. The entire replacement process depends on the blood 

cells. From Western medicine, we know that a blood cell is the carrier of water，。可

gen, and nutrients to everywhere in the body through the blood circulatory network. 

From arteries and capillaries, the components for new cells are brought to eve可 tiny

place in the body. The old cells then absorb everything required from the blood 

stream and divide to produce new cells. The dead cells are brought back through 

veins to the lungs. Through respiration, the dead cell materials are expelled as carbon 

dioxide. 
However, there is something missing from the last proc臼s. This is the Qi or bio

electricity that is required for the biochemical process of cell division. It has been 

proven that every blood cell is actually like a dipole or a small batter严 which is able 

to store bioelectricity and also to release it. 11 This means that each blood cell is actu

ally a carrier of Q i. This is also understood in Chinese medicine. In Chinese medi

cine, the blood and the Qi are always together. Where there is blood, there is Qi, and 

where there is Qi, the blood will also be there. Therefore, the term "Qi-Xue" (Qi

blood) (筑血) is 0丘en used in Chinese medicine. 

If we look at our blood circulatory system, we can see that the arteries are locat

ed deep underneath the muscles, while the veins are situated near the skin's surface. 

The color of the blood is red in the arteries because of the presence of oxygen, and 

its color is darker red in the veins both because of the absence of this oxygen and the 

pr臼ence of carbon. This implies that cell replacement actually happens from inside 

of the body, moving outward. This can also offer us a hint that, if we tense more, the 

blood circulation will be more stagnant, and cell replacement will be slower. We can 
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also conclude that most cell replacement 
occurs in the night when we are at our most 
relax:ed state during sleep. This can further 
lead one to conclude the importance of sleep. 

If we accept that blood cells are the carri
ers of everything whïch is required for cell 
replacement, then we must also consider the 
healthy condition of our blood cells. If you 
have good health and a suffìcient quantity of 
blood cells, then the nutrients and Qi can be 
carried to every part of the body effìciently. 
You will be healthy. However, if you do not 
have suffìcient blood cells, or the quality of 
the cells is poor, then the entire cell replace
ment process will be stagnant. Naturally, you 
will degenerate swiftly. 

According to modern medïcal science, 
blood cells also have a life span. When the old 
ones die, new ones must be produced from the 
bone marrow. Bone marrow is the major blood 
factory. From medïcal reports, we know that 
normally, after a person reaches thirty, the 
marrow near the ends of the bone cavity turns 
yellow. This indicates that fat has accumulat- Figure 2-14. Structure of a Long 
ed there. It also means that red blood cells are Bone. Red Bone Marrow and Yellow 

no longer being produced in the yellowed area Bone Marrow 

(Figure 2-14} 21 Chinese Qigong practitioners believe that the degeneration of the 
bone marrow is due to insu面cient Qi suppl予 Therefore， Bone Marrow Washing 
Qigong (Xi Sui Gong，沈髓功) was developed. From experience, we know that, 
through bone marrow washing Qigong practïce, health can be improved and life can 
be extended signifìcantly. If you are interested in this subject, please read Qjgong-l万r
Secret 0/抬价， published by YMAA. 

The next most important thing in human life is hormone production within 
your body. We already know from today's medïcal science that hormones act as a cat
alyst in the body. When the hormone levels are high, we are more energized and cell 
replacement can happen faster and more smoothly. When hormone production 
diminishes, then the cell replacement will be slow and we will age quïckly. It was 
only in the last two decades that scientists discovered that by increasing the hormone 
levels in the body, we may be able to extend our life signifìcantly.22 

Maintenance of hormone production in a healthy manner has also been a major 
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concern in Chinese Qigong practice. According to Chinese medicine, glands that 

produce hormones were recognized since ancient times. Hormone写 were not under

stood. However, through thousands of years of practice and experience, the ancients 

understood that the essence oflife is stored in the kidneys (Internal Kidneys} Today, 

we know that this essence is actually the hormones produced from the adrenal glands 

on the top of the kidneys. The Chinese also believed that through stimulation of the 

testicles and ovaries, the life force could be increased. Testides and ovaries are con

sideredω"External Kidneys" 何组i Shen，外肾) in Chinese Qigong and medical soci

eties. In addition, from still meditation practice, they learned how to lead the Qi to 

the brain and raise up the "Spirit of Vitality." It has also been found that through 

practice, bioelectricity can be led to the pituita可 gland to stimulate growth hormone 

production. All of these practices are believed to be effective paths to longevity. 
From medical science, we know that our hormone levels are signifìcantly reduced 

when the last pieces of our bones are completed between ages 29 to 30. Theoreti

cally, when our body has completed constructing itself, it somehow triggers the 

reduction of our hormone levels. From this, you can see that maintaining the hor

mone levels in our body may be a key to longevity. 
Finally, in order to prevent ourselves from becoming sick, we must also consider 

our immune system. According to Chinese medicine and Qigong, when Qi storage 

is abundant, you get sick less. If we take a careful look, we can realize that eve可

white blood cell is just like a fìghting soldier. If we do not have enough Qi to sup

ply it, its fìghting capability will be low. It is just like a soldier who needs food to 

maintain his strength. When the Qi is strong, the immune system is strong. There

fore, the skin breathing technique was developed, which teaches a practitioner to 

lead the Qi to the surface of the skin, in order to strengthen the 飞uardian Qi" 仰ei

Qi，街氛) or an energetic component of the immune system near the skin surface. 

From the foregoing, hopefully 1 have offered you a challenge for profound 

thought and further research. Although most of these conclusions are drawn from 

my personal research, further study and verifìcation is still needed. 1 deeply believe 

that if we can all open our minds and share our opinions together, we will be able to 

make our lives more healthy and meaningful. 
Breathing, Qigong, and Health 呼吸、氛功、舆健康. According to Chinese 

Qigong society, Qi can be distinguished as "Upper Level Qi" (Shang Ceng Qi, 
上屠氛) or "External Qi" 仰、i Qi，外氯1 and "Lower Level Qi" (Xia Ceng Qi, 

下屠氯) or "Inner Qi" (Nei Qi，内氛} These two levels of Qi are separated by the 

diaphragm. While the upper level manages the exchange of the external Qi, the lower 

level governs the production and storage of the inner Qi (Figure 2-15} The nose is the 

entrance and exit of the Upper Level Qi, the diaphragm is the pump, and the lungs 
manage and proc臼s this Q i. The abdomen and Huiyin (Co-l) (舍除) are the pump 

and piston to produce and store the inner Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian (gut) 
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You may already have fìgured out that 
the air is actually the "External Q i." The 
air is called "Kong Qi" (空乳) which 
means "the Qi in space." Qi here implies 
the energy existing in space. The bioelec
tricity which is stored at the Lower Dan 
Tian and circulating in the body is called 
"Inner Qi" (Nei Qi，内氯 }12

From the scientifìc point of view, 
these two Qis cannot be separated though 
they are not directly related. You should 
understand that the entire body's inner 
Qi is produced from the biochemical 
reaction process. zo The body's energy is 
metabolized from food. Remember the 
formula: 

glucose+602 ....... 6C02 + 6H20 

~Go' = -686 Kcal 

The energy produced is then convert-

Upper Level Qi 
(External Qi) 

Diaphragm 

Lower Level Qi 
(I nner Qi) 

Figure 2-15. Upper Level Qi and Lower Level Qi 

ed into different forms of energy such as bioelectricity (Qù heat, or light in the body. 
For this process, the quantity of oxygen is one of the most crucial elements necessary 
to complete the transformation of glucose into energy. That is why whenever you 
need to manifest stronger force for exertion, such as li丘ing a heavy weight or push
ing a car, you must fìrst inhale deeply to take in more oxygen. Only then can the 
inner energy be manifested to a signifìcant level. 

In Daoist socie可; the space above the diaphragm (lungs) is considered as the 
chamber where the external Qi is exchanged. The nose is the entrance and the exit 
while the diaphragm is the piston or the pump of this chamber. The space below the 
diaphragm down to the groin area is considered to be the chamber (Real Lower Dan 
Tian) of the inner Q i. Here, inner Qi can be built up and stored to an abundant 
level, through correct pumping movement of the abdominal area and the Huiyin 
(Co- l) (舍除) cavity (Perineum} 

You can see the importance of breathing and how it can be so crucial in Qigong 
practice. If your breathing is shallow, the exchange of the oxygen and carbon diox
ide will not be completed. Naturally二 cell replacement will not be fully accomplished. 
This is one of the major causes of sickness and aging. 
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2.3 THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF EMBRYONIC BREATHING 胎息之理输基喋

From section 1-3, we have already grasped the idea of the Qi circulatory network 
in a human body. Here, 1 would like to summarize and review the concept of the 
Eight Vessels (Ba Mai，八腺} In order to comprehend the role which the Eight Ves
sels play in Qigong practice, you must have a dear concept of the function of these 
Eight Vessels. This is especially true if you practice Nei Dan (内丹) (Internal Elixir) 
Qigong. 
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Reviewing the Eight 驰ssels

1. The eight Vessels indude four Yin Vessels and four Yang Vessels, which 
balance each other. These Eight Vessels not only comprise the major 
framework of the body's Qi network, they function as Qi reservoirs that 
regulate the Qi status in the Twelve Primary Qi Channels (Shi Er Ji吨，
十二短〉

2. Though these Eight Vessels are considered to be Qi reservoirs able to sto出
Qi, generally speaking, like Yang and Yin primary channels, the Yang ves
sels are able to manifest the Qi while the Yin vessels pr臼erve it. 

3. The Conception Vessel is dassified as a Yin vessel to balance the Govern
ing Vessel which is considered as a Yang vessel. The conception Vessel (Ren 
Mai，任服) in the front is responsible for regulating the Qi status in the 
six Yin primary channels (Qi rivers) while the Governing Vessel (Du Mai, 
督腺) governs the Qi status of the six Yang primary channels. Since the 
twelve primary Qi channels distribute the Qi to the entire bo粤 these two 
vessels play the controlling role in the Qi distribution throughout the 
physical body. 

4. The physical structure of the vessels is very likely constructed of various 
layers of tendons sandwiched between fasciae. Tendons are known to be 
better conductors than the musdes. while fasciae are considered as insula
tors (poor conductors} This structure comprises a sort of battery that is 
able to store the Qi to an abundant level. Naturally, the Qi flows better in 
the tendons than in the musdes. For example, if you take a look at the 
structure of the Governing Vessel, you will see that various layers of ten
dons attached at the center line of the spine are sandwiched by fasciae (Fig
ure 2-16} 

5. The Girdle Vessel (Dai Mai，带服) is dassi且ed 剖 an extreme Yang vessel 
which counterbalances the Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai，街月底) (Spinal 
Cord) which is considered an extreme Yin vessel. The Girdle Vessel's Qi 
expands horizontall严 which provides you with physical and mental bal
ance, while the Thrusting Vessel keeps your physical body and mental 
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body centered {Figure 2-1 n These 
two vessels are the two most impor
tant and crucial vessels which con
stitute the main frame of the Qi 
network. When the Qi expands in 
the Girdle Vessel, the Guardian Qi 
(Wei Qi，衔轧) (Aura Energy) will 
be strongly manifested, and the 
function of the immune system will 
be abundant. When the Qi stored 
in the Thrusting Vessel is abundant, 
the central energy line will be 
strong. Consequently, the Shen can 
be raised up to a high level, the 
glands located along the central 
energy line such as pineal, pituitary, 
adrenals, and testicles (or ovaries) 
will also be nourished and produce 
hormones. In addition. 出

~~-:1=_--~:~~= _J Figure 2-16. Anatomic Structure ofthe q can also be abundantly Stored, Governin9Vesse| 
so healthy blood cells can be pro-
duced. We will discuss this i川nore detail in a future publication，年iriω

alEnl结htenment Meditation. 

6. Naturall严 once you have woken up in the morning, you start to use your 
physical body. Your exhalation is longer than your inhalation since your 
mind is out of the body. The Qi is led outward for manifestation. The 
Conception and Governing Vessels are responsible for regulating the Qi 
circulating in the T welve Primary Qi Channels in your physical body, and 
therefore, the Qi is strongly and aggressively circulated in the Conception 
and Governing Vessels {i.e. the Small Cyclic Circulation} However, when 
night comes, you fall asleep. Your entire body is relaxed and your inhala
tion is longer than your exhalation. Consequently二 the Qi is led inward to 
the central energy line, and the Guardian Qi shrinks. When this happens, 
hormones are produced by the pineal, pituita叮"， adrenal, and testicular (or 
ovarian) glands. The brain obtains Qi nourishment. This may be the rea
son for dreaming, as the brain cells readjust their energy storage status. 
This is no different from the Qi cYcle of a fish. During daytime, Qi cir
culates strongly along the upper and lower contours of the fish. Thus, the 
fins and tail are moving aggressivel予 However， when night time comes, 
this Qi circulation weakens and the Qi will be focused at the center line. 
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Figure 2-17. Thrusting Vessel and Governing Vessel 

Electromagnetic waves are emitted from The Third Eyes of fìsh , which 
enables them to swim around without colliding with other fìsh or obsta
cles. (Figure 2-18).13 
Similarly, during daytime, a tree's energy will emerge upward and out
ward from the root (i.e. the tree's biobattery), so the energy can be 

exchanged with that of the sun. However, at night, the tree's Qi will 

return to its center and down to the root again (Figure 2-19). You should 

remember, all living things are part of the Dao. Thus, the Dao remains 
the same through nature. If you are able to comprehend one clearly, you 
are able to interpret others easily. 

7. The other four vessels exist in pairs. They are the Yin Heel Vessel (Yinqiao 

Mai，除晚服)， Yin Linking Vessel (Yinwei Mai，除维脉)， Yang Heel Vessel 
(Yangqiao Mai，畴跪服)， Yang Linking Vessel (Yangwei Mai，陈给腺). The 
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two Yin vessels connect at the Huiyin 
(Co-l) (舍晗) c盯ity (i. e. 出e per
ineum) and meet the other two Yin 
vessels, the Conception and Thrusting 
Vessels. That is why the perineum is 
named "Huiyin" and means "meet 
Yin." From this, we can see that the 
Huiyin is the gate which connects 
with all four Yin vessels in the body. 
When this gate opens, the Qi is mani
fested and when this gate is closed, the 
Qi is preserved. For example, when 
you are happy and excited, your exha
lation is longer than your inhalation, 
the body turns Yang and this may lead 
to excess Yang in the internal organs 
(especially the heart} When this hap
pens, naturally, you will make a sound Figure 2-18. How Fish See Things in the Dark 

Night Time 

Figure 2-19. The Tree's Energy Moves Upward and Outward in the Daytime, 
and Moves Downward and Inward at Nighttime 
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Natural Yin-Yang 
Cycle 

Middle 

Figure 2-20. The Body's Yin and Yang, and the Two Polarity Centers 

of "Hà' while pushing the perineum out (i.e. opening the gate) without 

thinking. On the contrary, when you are sad or scared, your inhalation is 

longer than your exhalation and you feel chilly. In order to prese凹e the Qi 

in the body, you will hold up (i.e. close the gate) the perineum automati

cally. In fact, using the perineum to control the Qi's status in the body is a 

crucial hidden key in ancient Qigong practice. 

Illustration of the Body's Yin and Yang Polarities. In this subsection, 1 would 

like to compare the natural 1注iji Yin-Yang symbol with the body's Yin and Yang 

energy structure. From this comparison, you can easily see through many things 

which may inspire your Qigong pondering and practice. Remember, this is only my 

personal conclusion. You should keep your mind open and see if you are able to dis

cover more links between the human natural body and the human Yin-Yang cycle. 

Since a human body is a part of nature, Qi manifestation in this body should be able 

to be interpreted by the natural Yin-Yang symbol (Figure 2-20). 
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1. The Qi circulation along the Conception and Governing Vessels (Ren and 
DuMai，任·督服) is reversed from the natural Yin-Yang cycle so the Yin 
and Yang in the body can be balanced from natural Yin and Yang. \1Ç电 will

discuss this more in the future book: Small Circulation Meditation. 

2. Shen is generally considered as Yang. That is why the term "Yang Shen" 
(畴神) (Yang Spirit) is commonly used in Chinese Qigong documents. 
Shen is the general who controls the manifestation of the Q i. When Shen 
is high, the Qi can be controlled and manifested efficiently and e佐ctive
i严 That means once you are able to raise up your Shen to a higher level, 
your vital force will be enhanced. Normally, the raising up of the Shen 
takes place through the Baihui (Gv-20) (百舍) which is located at the top 
of the Yin-Yang symbol, the place of extreme Yang. "Baihui" means "hun
dred meetings" and implies the meeting place of all the entire body's Q i. 
That means it is the pivotal controlling point of the entire body's energy. 
Baihui is considered as the most Yang place of the entire human bod)几

3. Huiyin (Co-l) (舍除) is considered as the most Yin place in a human 
body. Huiyin is also commonly called "Haidi" (海底) and means "sea bot
tom." This is because Qi is analogous to water, with the Large and Small 
Intestines as the ocean or Qi residence which is able to store the water (Qi} 
When the Qi stays at its residence, the physical body will be calm and 
peaceful. However, when the Qi is led away from its residence for mani
festation , then the mind and body will be excited, and the Shen will be 
divergent. In this way the Qi is consumed. The way of maintaining calm
ness of the mind (and Shen) and the physical body is to lead the Qi down
ward. For example, when you are excited, your breathing is shallow and 
fast, and your body is tensed. In this case, if you are able to calm down 
your mind, inhale deeply and use your mind to lead the Qi downward to 
the abdominal area, and then exhale while relaxing your mind and physi
cal body. When this happens, the body's mental and physical tension will 
disappear graduall予 This is one of the crucial keys to lowering high blood 
pressure in Qigong practice. On the contra町~ if you lead the Qi upward 
to the brain, you will be excited and more tensed. Naturally, the blood 
pressure can also be raised up. 

4. The body's two polarities, Yin and Yang are connected by the Thrusting 
V七ssel (Chong Mai，衡服) (Spinal Cord} The top "Spirit Yin Center," 
located at the Mud Pill Palace (Ni Wan Gong，泥丸宫) (the site of the 
pineal and pituitary glands) in the Yang Spirit (Yang Shen，踌神) (the 
brain or Upper Dan Tian1 controls and restrains the Yang Shen's manifes
tation. This Spirit Yin Center is just like a steering wheel that is able to 

govern the status of the Shen's actions. If the Shen can stay at this center, 
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then it can be focused and centered. If the Shen is away from this center, 
then it is scattered. When this happens, even if the Shen is high, it is not 

focused. In order to bring the Shen to this Yin center, fìrst your mind must 

be calmed. To keep your mind calm, you must avoid any emotional dis

turbance and desires. This is one of the main focus points in Qigong 

Embryonic Breathing. 
The lower site of the two polarities is at the Real Lower Dan Tian located 

at the center of the Large and Small Intestines (Second Brain} This area 

acts 部 a biobattery which is able to store the Qi (bioelectricity} It is in this 

area that the food essence is absorbed and converted into energy (Qi} In 

order to keep the Qi at its residence, you must also learn how to keep your 

mind at the Qi Yang Origin (Real Lower Dan Tian or Center of Gravity} 

Here the Qi can be preserved and stored to an abundant level (Yang} 

5. The Real Lower Dan Tian, the bio-batte町， produces and stores the Qi, 

and is thus able to increase the quantity of the Qi and supply it to the body 

and brain for their function. However, the Upper Dan Tian center (Spirit 

Yin Center) controls the quality of the Qi's manifestation (Figure 2-20} 

From the Girdle Vessel (Extreme Yang Vessel) and Thrusting Vessel 
(Extreme Yin Vessel), it forms a "spiritual cultivation triangle" (Figure 2-

21} The more abundant the storage of Qi (strong Guardian Qi), the high

er the Shen can be raised. The base of the triangle represents physicallife, 
while the height of the center line represents spirituallife. 

Interaction ofYin and Yang (Intercourse ofDragon and Tiger) 麓虎支蜡 .Once

you are able to keep your Shen and Qi at their residences (centers), then you have 

reached the fìrst goal of "Embracing Singularity" (Bao Yi，抱一} Remember, these 

two centers are the two polarities of the same thing, life. They synchronize and cor

respond with each other. Physically二 they are in two places, but in function they must 
be treated as one. They cannot separate from each other. One is for physicallife and 

the other is for spirituallife. 
It was mentioned in Chapter 1 that according to the available documents, there 

are two defìnitions of Embrγonic Breathing. The fìrst one is to unite the Shen and 

the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian, that is, to return our being to the very begin

ning of life. Remember, it is from this Real Lower Dan Tian that a human life is ini

tiated and developed. Therefore, to many Daoists, the fìrst go址 of Embryonic 

Breathing is to fìnd this center so the Shen and Qi (son and mother) can be united 

there (Figure 2-22} Since the goal of this breathing practice is to return our beings 

to their Wuji center (center of gravity), 1 call this Embryonic Breathing "Wuji 

Breathing" (币Tuji Xi，条植息〉
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Figure 2-21. Spiritual Triangle 

The second defìnition of Embryonic Breathing is to conceive a "Spiritual 
Embryo" (Shen Tai，神胎) at the Huang Ting (黄庭) cavi可 located between the 
Middle and Real Lower Dan Tians. In order to reach this goal, you must learn how 
to use your concentrated wisdom mind (Yi, ;f;) to lead the Fire Qi (Huo Qi，火氯)
(Post-Birth Qi) down from the Middle Dan Tian and Water Qi (Shui Qi，水筑)
(Pre-Birth Qi) upward from the Real Lower Dan Tian and allow them to meet at the 
Huang Ting cavity (Figure 2-23} This proc臼s is called "the intercourse of dragon 
and tiger" (Long Hu Jiao Gou，麓虎支蜡) which means "the interaction ofYin and 
Yang," and is also called Kan-Li (坎雄) (water-fìre} Then, you will lead the Shen 
down from the Upper Dan Tian to unite with this Qi so the Spiritual Embryo can 
be conceived. 
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Figure 2-22. Uni白cation of Shen and Qi 
at the Wuji Center 

Figure 2-23. Conceiving the Spiritual Embryo 
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Summaries 

飞 .In 也巳 D也m 也locument、 The Complete Book 0/ Principal Contents 0/ Human 

Life aí叫 Temperame时; About Large and Small Tripod and Furnace, 

(性命圭旨全害) (大小鼎墟就) it says: "Huang Ting (黄庭) is the tripod, Qi 

Xue (氯穴) (Qi cavity) is the furnace. Huang Ting is just on the top of the 

Qi Xue , mutually connected with numerous Luo (络) (secondary Qi chan
nels), and is the meeting place of hundreds of Qi vessels (and channels) in 

a human body. The Original Qi (Yuan Qi，元轧) is dense between these 

two cavities (between Huang Ting and Qi Xue) and is called ‘ Small Tri

pod Furnace' (Xiao Ding Lu，小鼎墟} If ‘the position of Qian (乾) (the 

brain or head) is the tripod and the position of the Kun (坤) (the 

abdomen) is the furnace ,' then it means that the Ni Wan (泥丸) (Upper 

Dan Tian or brain) is the tripod and the Lower Dan Tian is the furnace. 

This is called ‘ Big Tripod Furnace' (Da Ding Lu，大鼎墟 r24 This docu

ment has offered you an idea of major sites explained in the large Yin-Yang 

and Small Yin-Yang symbols and how they relate to a human body (Fig

ures 2-24 and 2-25} Please read Chapter 3 for detailed explanation of the 

tripod (Ding，鼎) and furnace (Lu , ;瞌〉
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Shen Center 
Tripod 

Figure 2-25. Large Tripod and Furnace 

2.In the "Small Tripod Furnace" (Xiao Ding Lu，小鼎墟)， first you are 
searching for the Wuji state of Kan (坎) (W红er Qi) and Li (雄) (Fire Qi} 
That means bringing the fire Qi and water Qi to the Huang Ting (Qi cav
ity) and allowing them to meet and interact there. This is the process of 
Yin-Yang interaction or Dragon-Tiger intercourse. In order to conceive a 
Spiritual Embryo at Huang Ting, the Shen must be brought down to 
Huang Ting and unified with the Q i. This is called "the unification of the 
Shen and the Qi" (Shen Qi Xiang He，神氯相合} When this happens, the 
"Spiritual Embryo" (Shen Tai，神胎) can be conceived. Later, when the 
Spiritual Embrγo is matured, then it can be led upward for cultivation of 
spiritual enlightenment (re-open The Third Eye} 

3. In the "Big Tripod Furnace" (Da Ding Lu，大鼎墟)， you are looking for 
the Wuji (祭植) state (No Extremity or no discrimination) of your origi
nal being. That is, to return your life to the very beginning. Therefore, 
after you have located the two polarities of the body, then you will bring 
your Shen downward to the Real Lower Dan Tian to unite with the Q i. 
This is the process of returning the life to its origin. 
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2.4 MEANINGS AND PURPOSES OF MEDITATION 静坐之意桑舆目的

If we look carefully, we can see that meditation practice has existed in almost 

every culture in the world, especially in religious societies. There are many ways of 

meditation. Depending on their purposes, the training methods are also different. In 

this section, 1 would like to explain the possible meaning and the purposes of medi

tation. Then, 1 will summarize those meditation practices from Chinese Qigong 

soclety. 
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General Meanings and Purposes of Meditation 

1. Search for a peaceful mind. The first and the most common purpose of 

meditation is probably searching for a relaxed, peaceful, calm, and har

monious mind. Generally, our mind is emotionally agitated by the sur

rounding environments. When this happens, the mind becomes scattered, 
confused and excited, and it consequently leads us to a state of emotional 

disturbance. Through meditation with deep profound breathing, we are 

able to calm down and make our mind clear. 
Measurements with an EEG (electroencephalogram) machine show four 

groups of different brain waves (oscillating electrical currents1 that 

through research have been associated with di他rent activities. Normally, 
brain waves are classified according to frequency bands in cycles per sec

ond (Hz~ These four categories are (Figure 2-26):26 
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Figure 2-26. Typical Brain Wave Patterns From a State of Excitement 
to One of Deep Coma 
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1. Beta activity (above 13 Hz): Occurs in bursts in the anterior part of 
the brain and is associated with mental activity. 

2. Alpha activity (8-13 Hz): Relaxation, is abolished by attention 

3. Theta activity (4 to less than 8 Hz): Drowsy and asleep 

4. Delta activity (below 4 Hz): Deep sleep and coma 

From these dassifications, we can see that when we are awake or involved 
in heavy thinking (Beta1 the activity is busy and the signals are weak (i.e. 
the amplitude is low} "w电 can see that roughly on average, there are 13 or 
more thoughts per second passing through our brain. Once we are relaxed 
(Alpha1 although the signals are still weak, the number of oscillations is 
significantly reduced. Furthermore, the amplitude is increased. This means 
that when you are relaxed, your mind is more dear, calm and peaceful. 
This implies that concentration is increased. When you are in a drowsy or 
sleeping state, the number of oscillations is also reduced, but the thoughts 
are more irregular (Theta} Once you are in a deep, sound sleep (Delta1 the 
number of oscillations is reduced to only a few and the oscillation ampli
tude is also signi且cantly increased. From science, we know that the power 
of oscillation is as follows: 27 

P = Frequencr x Amplitude2 

This implies that, when you are in a deep, sleeping state, although your con
scious mind is not heavily involved in thought (frequency reduced1 the 
brain cells are obtaining a strong supply of nutrition, oxygen and Qi nour
ishment. In this calm state, there is less distortion or disturbance in the 
brain. Under these extremely calm and relaxed conditions, if you are never
theless able to maintain consciousness, you can build up a better sensitivi可
for energy correspondence with the outside world. This is one of the desired 
states in meditation practice; there are also other states that correspond to 
di他rent meditation goals. 
In meditation, you are trying to reach the stage at which the brain wavl臼 are

between Theta and Delta. This means 出at it seems you are sleeping, yet 
your conscious mind is still governing the being. According to Chinese med
itation, this is the state of semi-sleeping or a self-hypnotic state. In this state, 
the brain's sensitivity or energy correspondence with other brain waves or 
natural vibrations reaches a peak. It is in this stage that a meditator seeks for 
the connection between his spiritual being and the spirit of nature. 
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2 Improving health and for healing. When the mind is relaxed and calm, 
the physical body will also be relaxed and calm. From past experience, we 

know that the more profound meditative state the mind is able to reach, 
the deeper the body is able to relax. When both the mental and physical 

body are relaxed, the Qi will be able to circulate in the body smoothly and 

naturally. In this case, irregular Qi circulation due to illness or any other 

reason can be regulated to a harmonious healthy state. According to Chi

nese medical science, this is the primary method of maintaining health and 

healing. In addition, during the deep meditative and relaxed state, the 

mind-body communication will be efì且cient and effectively carried out. 

When this happens, you will be able to use your mind to lead the Qi and 

regulate it to a healthy state. With the mind's concentration, the Qi circu

lation will be stronger and consequently the healing process will be faster. 

In addition, during deep meditation, the breathing will be deep, so丘， and 

slender. When this happens, you are able to absorb oxygen and expel car

bon dioxide more effìciently. From Western science, we already know that 

each brain cell consumes at least twelve times more 0玛rgen than other 

cells. This implies oxygen supply is a crucial key to maintaining healthy 

functioning of the brain. Not only that, through deep exhalation of car

bon dioxide, the waste in the deep places of the body can be brought out. 

This is the important key for the process of cellular replacement in our 

body to be successful. 

3. Find the αnter of self二being. Normally, when you calm down, your mind 

will become dear and its thinking can be logical. Naturally, you must also 

stop yourself from indulging in fanaticizing. Whenever your imagination 

begins to take you far away from reality, you must continue to lead the 

thought back to reality. Otherwise, you may enter into deep fantasy. In 

this case, you have entered the path of the devil. This is called "entering 

the devil" (Ru Mo，入魔) in Chinese meditation. The best way to stop it 

is to pay attention to the breathing and keep the mind straight, honest, 
and truthful. 
In Buddhist and Daoist religion, normally there are four steps in the 

process of cultivating meditation involved in reaching the fìnal goal of 
spiritual freedom. The fìrst step is "selιrecognition" (Zi Shi，自言哉} In this 

fìrst step, the mask on your face starts to drop 0旺: which allows you to see 

YOur spiritual being more dearl予 Mistakes， untruth and lying you have 

committed and hidden in your subconscious mind will gradually appear 

in your conscious mind. In Chinese Qigong society, it is believed that 

your subconscious mind is always truthful and associated with the spiri-
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tual being. Once your mask drops off, you must face your real self. You 
must face the past and analyze it. Not only that, in order to gain perma
nent emotional balance, you must search for ways to free the feeling of 
guilt hidden deep inside you. This process will make you humble, able to 
understand yourself better, and fìnally help you fìnd the center of your 
being. 
The next step is "selιawareness" (Zi Jue，自凳} In this step, if you pay 
attention, you will be aware of your spiritual being and the problems exist
ing within yourself. Not only that, you will start to recognize the existence 
of other spiritual beings. You will be slowly and gradually paying attention 
to your thinking and behavior, and that of others as well. From this aware
ness, you will be able to realize your existence, and problems, and under
stand the role you should play in this society. Through this "selιaware
ness" meditation process, you will establish a calm and peaceful mind that 
allows you to harmonize with others and nature. 

4. Search for and understand the meaning of our lives. From awareness, you 
gradually enter the third stage of cultivation. This stage is "selιawaken
ing" (Zi Xing, Zi Wu，自醒·自悟} From selιawareness， you have paid 
attention, collected information, and understood yourself and your envi
ronment. Now you gradually start to wake up and see things di他rendy.

Many people, after awakening, have seen how ugly human spiritual beings 
are, and decided to keep away 丘om laymen society and become hermits 
or monks. Many others, after awakening, change their thinking about the 
meaning of life. Others a陀 able to build up their confìdence and make 
their lives more meaningful. 

5. Search for spiritual freedom. Many people, once having awakened, have 
realized how we have been abused by political and spiritualleaders, both 
spiritually and physicall严 They start to search for ways to achieve freedom 
from bondage. This stage of "freedom from spiritual bondage" Oie Tuo, 
解脱) is one of searching for 仕eedom from political and spiritual bondage. 
It is a search for "spiritual independence." When you have reached this 
stage, your spiritual being can be independent and does not have to rely 
on someone else. Naturally, in this case, you will not easily be abused. 

6. To comprehend the meaning of this universe. Even many non-religious 
people in China, through meditation, are t可ing to comprehend the mean
ing, the root, or the origin of nature. In other words, they are searching 也r
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the truth of the Dao. To reach this goal, the 且rst step is to search for the 

root of our lives (生命之本} Since our lives are a part of nature，丘om

understanding the root of our lives, we are able to comprehend the mean

ing of nature. The search for this root is called "Embracing the Origin" or 
"Embracing Singularity" (Bao Yuan, Bao Yi，抱元·抱一} Embracing here 

means to keep, to maintain, to enfold, and to cherish. Therefore, the 且rst

step of searching for this origin is to fìnd the origin of our lives. 

To fìnd the origin of our spiritual and physicallives, Chinese Qigong prac回

titioners pay attention to the three origins of our lives that include: Origi

nal Essence (Yuan Jing，元精~ Original Qi (Yuan Qi，元氯~ and Original 

Spirit (Yuan Shen，元神} It is believed, from understanding and cultivat

ing these three origins, that we are able to fìnd, the truth of our lives. 

Among them, it is believed the Original Spirit is the origin of the others 

since it existed even before physicallife. Therefore, searching for the spiri

tual root has become the most important cultivation in all Chinese soci

eties. The Daoist family says: "Cultivate the Xin (Emotional Mind) to cul

tivate the human temperament. Keep the center and Embrace the Singu

larity (Bao Yi，抱一) (very origin}吨 The scholar family says: "Exist the Xin 

(pay attention to the Xin) to cultivate the human temperament. Maintain 

the center through (i.e. comprehend completely) the one (origin}"29 The 

Buddhist family says: "To brighten (understand clearly) the Xin to meet the 
human temperament. Millions of methods return to one."JO The medical 

family says: "Void Xin (humble mind) to stabilize the human tempera

ment, embrace the origin and keep singularity (origin}"Jl It is explained in 

a classic, Classic 0/ Great Peace (太平挫〉 about the "one-"It is said:"Pon

der to keep singlen臼s， why? What is singleness? The beginning of the 

counting number; what is the one, the Dao of begetting; what is one, the 

beginning of the raising Qi; what is one, the principle of the heaven and 
the earth (universe}"12 From this, you can see the one means the very origin 

of everγthing or even energy. According to Book 0/ Change (刀 ]ing， 易挫 L

this one means the state ofWuji (条植) (No Extremity} What is meant by 

the scholar's family that says "to through the one?" It is explained in a 

Daoist book, The Complete Book 0/ Princ伊1 Contents 0/ Human L沪剧ld

Temperament ( 性命圭旨全害): "What the scholar means by 'to through the 

one' is to use the original body to through (understand) (human nature}"ll 

It is also said in the Daoist family that: "Dao, (use) the one to through 
(understand thoroughly) "J4 

In China, meditation has existed in almost every level of society. In Chinese med

ical and scholar societies, meditation is commonly called "Jing Zuo" (静坐) which 
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means "sit quietly." In these societies, meditation is used to search for ways to bring 
the mind to a peaceful, neutral, harmonious, and calm state. It is believed that many 
illnesses and human mental pain are generated from the mind's emotional distur
bance. Therefore, if we are able to neutralize the imbalance of the emotional mind, 
we will be able to remove the causes of sickness and human emotional pain. There
fore , this kind of meditation has also commonly been considered as laymen medita
tion. Naturally, it remains at the level of regulating the mind. The level of regulating 
the spirit is not actively pursued. 

However, meditation in Chinese martial society, focuses not only on regulating 
the emotional mind, but also on pursuing the meaning of life, and the way to raise 
up the Shen. When the Shen is raised, the Qi can be effectively led to the physical 
body 岛r power manifestation (Yang manifestation) When the meaning of life is pon
dered and comprehended during meditation, a peaceful and calm mind can be 
achieved (Yin calmness) From this Yin and Yang balance, a martial artist will be able 
to reach a deep martial skill and also profound understanding of harmony and peace. 
Here, 1 would like to point out an important fact: since most of the well known Chi
nese martial s可les such as Shaolin (少林) Taiji (太植) Wudang (武官) Emei (峨崛〉
Tianshan (夭山) Qingcheng (青城) Kunlun (良J的 Kongdong (哇响) etιwere all 
developed in religious monasteries. All of these meditation methods and purposes in 
these styles are heavily influenced by religious meditation. In many ways, they can
not even be separated. 

Finally, religious meditation is called "Zuo Chan" (坐禅) in Buddhism which 
means"sit for ChaIL"and "Da Zu。"(打坐) in Daoism that means "engaging sit
ting." Chan (禅) means to relate or to associate with Buddhism, which includes to 
cultivate, to refìne and to pursue Buddhahood. In the Buddhist classic, A Han Jing 
(阿含锺) it says: "Sitting for Chan and ponder for the origin, do not be neglectful 
and lazy.町 That means through Chan meditation, you are searching for the origin of 
spirituallife. 

The fìnal goal of religious meditation is pursuing enlightenment (Daoism) or the 
Buddhahood (Buddhism) Religious meditation has been recognized as the highest 
level of meditation in Chinese society. The monks are not only searching for the 
peaceful and harmonious mind by neutralizing their Emotional Mind, but also aim
ing for the unifìcation of the human and the nature spirit (Tian Ren He Yi, 
天人合一) In order to reach this goal, the Qi storage in the Real Lower Dan Tian 
(human bio-battery) must be abundant. When this happens, the abundant Qi can 
then be used to serve two purposes: strengthen the physical body and nourish the 
brain to an enlightened state. When the physical body is strong, physicallife will be 
long and allow you to have a longer time for spiritual cultivation. When the brain is 
nourished to a higher level, The Third Eye will be re-opened. Then our spirit and 
the natural spirit will be reunited and the meaning of life will be understood. 
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From the above, you can see that different societies aim for di旺erent purposes. 

When you train meditation，且rst ask yourself: Why or what are the purposes of my 

meditation training? For a peaceful mind? For martial arts? Or for enlightenment? 

Then, second, you must ask, how do 1 reach the goal? Do 1 know the way? How do 

1 fìnd the correct way? How much commitment do 1 have? Do 1 have enough 

patience, perseverance, and a strong will to pursue my go过?
If you are interested in spiritual cultivation through Internal Elixir (Nei Dan, 

内丹) Qigong practice, the fìrst step is learning Embryonic Breathing (Tai Xi，胎息〉

From correct Embryonic Breathing, you will be able to 且nd your spiritual center and 

Qi center. Later, you will unifY the spi出 and the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian and 

reach the state of "Embracing Singulari旷 (Bao Yi，抱一} This is the state of "Wuji" 

(祭植 1 the state of returning the life to its origin. Not only that, from Embryonic 

Breathing, the Qi can be built up and stored at the Lower Dan Tian to an abundant 

level. This is the crucial key to Muscle/Tendon Changing and Marrow/Brain Wash

ing Qigong practice. 
To reach the goal of Muscle/Tendon Changing, you must learn "Small Cyclic 

Heaven" (Xiao Zhou Tian，小周天) (Small Circulation) meditation. The purpose of 

the Small Circulation is for the mind to lead the Qi to circulate smoothly and abun

dantly in the two major Qi vessels: Conception and Governing Vessels (Ren Mai, Du 

Mai，任服·督服} Then the Qi circulating in the twelve prima叮 Qi channels will 

also be smooth and abundant, and your physical body will become conditioned and 

health予
To reach the goal of spiritual enlightenment, you must learn Brain Washing 

Grand Circulation. This is to lead the Qi 仕om the Real Lower Dan Tian through 

the Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai，街服) to the brain to activate more brain cells and 

energize them to a higher vital state. When this happens, The Third Eye can be re

opened. This is the state of "enlightenment." 
This book, Qjgong Meditation-Embryonic Breathing, is only the fìrst step of 

reaching this goal. lts practice is crucial in longevity and also spiritual enlighten

ment. Therefore, you must read this book carefully, ponder it, and then practice it. 

Once you have established a habit for your meditation, soon you will realize that you 

are dancing in a spiritual garden which is hard to describe to other people. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Translations and 
Commentaries of Ancient 
Documents 古代文献之翻荠舆抨析

3.1 INTRODUCTION 介怨

More than 150 documents related to Embrγonic Breathing practice, written 
during nearly four thousand years of Chinese Qigong history, are now available. 
Many of these documents focus on theo町; while others emphasize the general con
cept of the practice. Naturally, the contents of many of these documents are redun
dant or repetitious. 1 have read them，且ltered them, studied and experimented with 
them, and searched for possible explanations written in each document. With all of 
these efforts, 1 still believe that there are many more related documents that 1 have 
not yet discovered. However, through the available documents, 1 am able to con
clude and formalize a clear idea of what Embryonic Breathing is, the the。可 behind

it, and also its practice methods. 
From these ancient documents, we are able to see the veri且cation and achieve

ment of this spiritual practice. This provides us with encouragement, confìdence, 
and inspiration to pursue our fìnal goal of spiritual enlightenment. In order to ben
efìt from these documents, we should have a correct attitude when we study them. 
市电 should be open-minded with deep appreciation, remain humble, and establish 
our confìdence. Yet we should not hesitate to challenge the statements in the docu
ments, to test them, and to veri马T them. We should t可 to judge the entire practice 
from a logical and scienti且c point of view. Study these documents repeatedly and 
ponder them carefully. This willlead us to the path of profound internal feeling. 

Such a profound internal sensitivity will enable us to fìnd our true natural identity 
and 出e real meaning of our livl臼. It will also lead 山 to appreciate 由e greatn臼s ofthe nat
ural universe. W乍 can free ourselves from the matrix of spiritual bondage 由at has been 
也rmalized in the course of human history. Only if we are able to liberate ourselves 丘om
this human spiritual matrix, can we expect to have a neutral mind to further develop our 
spiritual science. 市电 must recognize 出at all religions created in the past 红'e spiritual 
matrices which act against 出e true science which continues to pursue the truth of nature. 
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The main sources of documents were from Daoist and Buddhist society, with a 

few from scholar and medical society. Documents generated from martial arts soci

ety are very scarce. Even though there are some, their discussion and practice remains 
on the surf主ce level. 

The majority of the documents translated and commented in this book are 仕om

the following sources:口

1. Dao De Jing and Qigong ( 道德短舆氯功 1 by Ding, Xin-Bai (丁辛百) and 

Pan, Ming-Huan (潘明瑕〉安徽科牵技街出版社， Anhui, China 1996. 

2. Chinese Qigong Dictionary (中国氛功醉典 1 by Lu, Guang-Rong (吕光荣〉
人民街生出版社， Beijing, China, 1988. 

3. The Great Completion 0/ Chinese Qjgong (中国氛功大成1 by Fang, Chun
Yang (方春畴〉吉林料牵技街出版社， Jilin, China, 1989. 

4. The Stu吵 0/Practical Chinese Medical Q告ong (责用中罄氯功叭 by Ma, 

Ji-Ren (局清人〉上海科牵技街出版社， Shanghai, China, 1992. 

5. The αmplete Book 0/ 1、Tourishing the L~作 in Chinese Daoist Qjgong 
(中圈道教氛功善生大会 1 by Li, Yuan-Guo (李逮圃〉四川西辛害出版社，

Chengdu, Sichuan, China, 1991. 

6. The Great Completíon 0/ Chinese L泸 Nourishíng (中圈善生大成1 by Fang, 

Chun-Yang (方春晴 L 吉林料等是技街出版社， Jilin, China, 1992. 

7. Important Collection 0/ Concealed Daoist Qigong, ( 道藏氯功要集1 by 

Hong, Pi-Mo (洪圣摸〉上海害店， Shanghai, China, 1991. 

Before you read the next section, you should understand that it is very di伍cult

to translate ancient Chinese writings. Because of the cultural differences, many 

expressions would not make sense to the Westerner if translated literally. Often, 
knowledge of the historical context is necessary. Furthermore, since in Chinese every 

sound has several possible meanings, when anyone tries to understand a poem or 

write it down, he has to choose from among these meanings. For this reason, many 

of the poems or articles have several variations. The same problem occurs when the 

poems or articles are read. Many Chinese characters also have several possible mean

ings, so reading involves interpretation of the text even for the Chinese. Also, the 

meaning of many words has changed over the course of time. When you add to this 

the grammatical di岳阳nces (generally no tenses, articles, singular or plural, or diι 

ferentiation between parts of speech) you fìnd that it is almost impossible to trans

late Chinese literally into English. In addition to all this, the translator must have 

much the same experience and understanding, as well as similar intuitive feelings as 

the original author, in order to convey the correct meaning. 
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With these difficulties in mind, 1 have attempted to convey as much of the orig
inal meaning of the Chinese 剖 possible based on my own Qigong experience and 
understanding. Although it is impossible to fully translate the original meaning, 1 
feel 1 have managed to express the majority of the important points. The translation 
has been made as close to the original Chinese as possible, including such things as 
double negatives, and at times, idiosyncratic sentence structure. Words that are 
understood, but not actually written in the Chinese text have been included in 
parentheses. Also, some Chinese words are followed by the English in parentheses, 
for example Shen (Spirit} 

1n order to assist your understanding, 1 have included commentaries from my 
personal understanding of the documents. It is again not easy to offer you a perfect 
commentary with 100% accurac严 There are many special Qigong terminologies 
which were used in the past. These terminologies can have different meanings 
depending on when they were used, how they were used, where they were used, and 
who were the ones using them. For example, the crown of the head is called "Bai
hui" (Gv-20) (百舍) (Hundred Meetings) by medical society, "Tian Ling Gai" 
(夭重盖) (Cover ofNatural Spiritual Divine) or "Ni Wan Gong" (泥丸宫) (Mud Pill 
Palace) by Daoists. 1n order to translate these terms correctly, 1 have consulted many 
Qigong dictionaries and documents and searched for the best answer. 0丘en， it does 
not make sense when you read the translation, however, after you read and under
stand the commentaries, the documents can be understood. 

To make it easier for you, 1 have tried to classify these documents according to 
their main focus. Through this effort, 1 hope you can establish a structural sense from 
the beginning. 1n section 3-2, 1 have included those documents which talk about the 
general concept of Embrγonic Breathing. Next, 1 have gathered those which talk 
about the Dan Tian in section 3-3. Then, 1 have classi且ed those related to the con
cept of regulating the breathing, the mind, and the spirit in section 3-4, 3-5 , and 3-
6 respectively. As to the trainingmethods, 1 have included them in section 3-7. Final
l严 the last section includes a few documents that do not belong to any of the above 
categones. 

3.2 GENERAL CONCEPTS 一般概念

1. Dao De Jing 
(Chapter 10Y 

《道德短·十章》

When bearing and managing the PO (Vital争irit) and embracing (maintaining) 
it to a singularity (simp占city)， can it be not sψarating? ，励en concentrating the 
Qj ω reach its soft刀切， ωn it be as (so.卢 as) a ba伊隅。1 cleansing the thought 
to reach its purity, can it be no 卢aw? W为en loving the people and ruling the 
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country， ωn it be no ruling? The opening and closing 01 the Heaven Gat，巳 can it 
be (calm and tender) as a female? To comprehend (nature) and reach the four 
directions (everywhere步， can it be known without knowing? When bearing and 
raisin多向fone can) bear without keeping it 切 self， raising without being meri
torious， 切ding without con扩'olling， then th打打 the w，哼 01 "pro_而und natural 
virtue. " 

载管魄抱一'能是雄乎?事氛致柔，能女口婴兔乎?旅除
玄萃，能真在疵乎?爱民治圃'能棋局乎?天内阁圃'能
海雌乎?明白四遣'能占在知乎?生之畜之'生而不有'
竭而不恃，*而不宰'是靖玄德。

The book Lao Zi ( 老子 1 also commonly known as Dao DeJ切~(道德短 1 was 

written by Lao Zi (604-531 Bι) during the Chinese Zhou Dynasty (周朝) (1 122-

255 B.C.} Lao Zi was also named Li Er (李耳) or Lao Dan (老瑞1 and nicknamed 

Bo Yang (伯踌} From Lao Zi's philosophy, scholar Daoism was originated. Later in 

Chinese Eastern Han Dynasty (Dong Han) (束漠) (25-220 A.D.1 Zhang, Dao-Ling 

(报道陵) combined the Daoist and Buddhist philosophies together and created a 

religious Dao, called "Dao Jiao" (道教〉
In Dao De Jing, there are many sayings related to Qigong practice, especially 

Embryonic Breathing and spiritual cultivation. Unfortunately, almost all of the 

interpretations of Dao De ]ing were done by Chinese scholars, instead of Qigong 

professionals. 50 there are very few Chinese books or English translations available 

that link the relationship of the Dao De Jing with Qigong practice. This chapter is 

one of few which talk about the cultivation of spiritual life and Qi, as well as the 

puri自cation of human nature and personality. 
In the hrst sentence, you must hrst understand the meaning of PO (魄} PO is the 

vital spirit which is supported by vital energy (Qi) when a person is alive. When a 

person is dead, the PO has become Hun (魂) (50ul1 which means the spirit a丘er

death. When we were born, the spirit incarnated into our physical body. This spirit, 

with Qi nourishment, has become Po, enabling us to manage our lives vigorousl予

However, in the process, we must keep our spirit in its spiritual center, and not con

fused and influenced by the surrounding environment. This spiritual training of 

keeping the spirit in its original simplicity is called "Bao Yi" (抱一) and means 

"Embracing 5ingularity" or "Embracing 5implicity." Therefore, the hrst sentence 

implies that when we are handling our spirit, can we keep it simple (pure) and main

tain it at its residence without distraction? 
Not only that, Qi is the inner energy that supports our physicallife and contin

ues to nourish our spirit. Can the Qi circulation be as so丘 as a baby? 5ince the air 

(Kong Qi，空氯) (External Qi) is related to the inner Qi, it is also commonly 

believed that the Qi mentioned in this chapter means the breathing. We know that 

the body's inner energy is generated from its metabolism, which converts the glucose 
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into bio-energy. During this process, an abundant 0玛rgen supply is necessar严 The

greater the oxygen supply, the more energy can be produced. That is why when we 
li丘 weights or push a car, we must fìrst inhale deeply in order to generate more poweι 

The third important point mentioned in this chapter is about the mind. Can we 
keep our mind simple and pure, so there is no disturbance or confusion about life? 
In Qigong, a common comparison is that the mind is the king of a country, people 
are Qi, and the country is the body. Therefore, the following sentence means when 
you use the mind to love and lead the Qi, and use it to nourish the physical bod严
you can reach the stage of "regulating withollt regulating." 

Tian Men (天问) (Heaven Gate) means "The Third Eye" that allows you to com
municate with nature. The Third Eye is also called "Yin Tang" (印堂) in Chinese 
medicine and Qigong socie可~ In order to re-open The Third Eye, you must be soft 
and tender. Most important of all, you should never forget this place is the residence 
of the spirit (Shen，神~ the origin of life. Once you have re-opened The Third Eye, 

then you are considered enlightened since you will comprehend everything around 
you and are able to communicate with nature. At this time, you will know every
thing without any intention of knowing it. Not only that, once you have reached the 
Dao of enlightenment, you will educate others and help them to grow their spirits. 
You should not control their spirit or abuse them. You should teach them how to be 
independent spirituall严 so they will no longer be abused either physically or spiritu
ally. When this happens, everything has become nature. This is the way of "Dao" (道)
or "XLlan De"(玄德) (profound natural virtue} 

The Complete Book 0/ Princ，伊al Contents 0/ Human L沪 and Temperament 
(性命圭旨全害) said: "If (you are able to) concentrate the training of Qi to reach its 
softness, the spirit will stay (in its residence) for a long time. To and fro , the real 
breathing will become natural and smooth. Softly and continuously to lead the Qi 
to its origin. (In this case~ the spiritual spring will always emerge automatically with
out pumping.川 This saying implies that in order to keep the spirit at its residence 
for a long time (longevity~ you must fìrst learn how to breathe softly, so you can 
build up the Qi storage to a higher level, and then circulate it in the entire body 
smoothly and continuousl严 Through this practice, the Original Qi (Yuan Qi，元氯)
can be maintained at its residence. When this Original Qi is used to nourish the 
Original Spirit (Yuan Shen，元神~ your spirit can be raised up to a high level of 
longevity and spiritual enlightenment. In Qigong breathing practice，、ttering must 
be slender and receiving must be soft."9 You must practice regulating the breathing 
until no regulating is necessary. In order to reach this stage, at the beginning, you 
must learn how to "condense (your) spirit in regulating breathing which can be 
reached only through peaceful Xin and harmonious Q i."!O The Comple化 Book 0/ 
Principal Conte1饰 0/ Human L泸 and Temperament ( 性命圭旨全害) said: "When 
regulating the breathing, it must be regulated until the regulating has ceased. When 
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you train the spirit, you must train it until no spirit is necessary."ll This implies that 

at the end, all of the training and cultivation have become natural and no more train

ing is necessary. When this happens, you are training always and everywhere. 

Scienti且cally， it is known that we have two brains that constitute two inner ener

gy poles (or polarities) of the body (Yin and Yang1 which are connected via the spinal 

cord. 12
, IJ Qi, known as bioelectricity, is constantly circulating in our body in order to 

maintain our lives. The upper pole regulates our spiritual life while the lower pole 

manages our physicallife. These two polarities synchronize, coordinate, and harmo

nize with each other. 

2. Dao De Jing 
(Chapter 16)1 

《道德、经·十六章〉

乓pproach (Follow) the nothingness (emptiness) to its extremiσ and maintain 
ú.tlmness with sinceriσ( Millions of 0伊c扣。zves) are in actions which allow us 
ω observe their cyclic repetitions. Though there are so ma吵。马jects， each indi
vidual must r，写peatedly return 切 切 root 白rigin). ì肌罗叼%切en it re附仰t阳ur仰n衍5 ω t伽b加E 仰仰例0叫几 i扛t 
mean衍5 切J仰mne，ω'ss. 'W罗罗'hen i勿t 打 Cω'a[;仰me，叫d，t.劝hen i扛tmea彻 'repetiti仰on ofa l拆忱.'W罗罗励J恪'henn 1 

t加b加r 盼只呻甲eat.队5儿， i勿tmeans 告h伽0仰n阳stant n仰2at阳u仰Iral rouω仰tine. '扩(onυ knows this constant 
natural routine, then (加 mind) 打 clear (eηlightened). 扩印nυ does not know 
this constant natural routine, then various Ul泸rtunate dangers could occur. 扩
(one) knoω this constant natural routinι then (life) is permitted. When 场打
permitted, then it is impartial If it 打 impartial， then it can be completed. When 
it is completed, then it is heaven (nature). "\罗万en it is heaven, it is the Dao. If it 
打 the Dao, then it can be long and the death of伪e bo吵 will not be near. 

致虚植'守静;骂， '高物并作，吾以藏其夜。夫物芸芸，
各後踌其根。蜻根曰静'静曰徨命。徨命曰常'知常曰
明。不知常'妄作凶。知常容'容乃公，公乃金'全乃
夭。天乃道，道乃久'攻身不殆。

Alllives originated 丘om nothingness, therefore, in order to see the repetition of 

lives, we must fìrst reach this nothingness. This nothingness is called the state ofWuji 

(条植) (No Extremity1 where there is no discrimination ofYin (陪) and Yang (陈〉

It is a neutral state of ever严hing. Therefore, nothingness here means the emptiness 

of the emotional mind and material world. In order to reach this state, the fìrst step 

is to maintain extreme calmness of both mental and physical bodies. Then you will 

be able to see the actions of alllives and understand their repetitions. Even though 

there are millions of various living objects, each individual, at the end, must return 

to its origin (root} It is from this origin that the initiation of life begins again. When 

one has returned to this origin, it is calm, quiet, and peaceful. When new life is ini

tiated again, the natural constant routine (Chang，常) will be repeated. If you know 
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this constant natural routine, then there is no doubt abollt life and you will have 
become enlightened and understood the meaning of life. If you do not know this 
routine, then you rub against nature, and consequendy various disasters may occur. 
If you are able to follow the natural routine and way of natural rules, then your life 
will be long and healthy. This is what the "Dao" means. 

Embryonic Breathing is to keep the mind at the Wuji (集植) state. In order to 
trace back our origin, we must fìrst know how to keep our mind at the center. This 
center means the center of the Qi (氛) (Real Lower Dan Tian，真下丹田 1 and also 
the center of the spiritual being (Upper Dan Tian，上丹田} As mentioned earlier, one 
of these two Polarities is Yin and the other Yang. The Real Lower Dan Tian provides 
the quantity of Qi, so the physical body can perform its life with vigorous energy and 
physical strength. The Upper Dan Tian (spiritual center) governs the usage of the Qi 
and improves the quality of the Qi manifestation. These Two Polarities are connect
ed through the spinal cord (Chong Mai，衡腺} Physically, there are Two Polarities, 

but in function , they are one, and cannot be separated. When your mind is able to 
remain in these Two Polarities (Embracing Singularity) (Bao Yi，抱- 1 then you are 
able to conserve and govern your Qi e能ctively and e伍ciend严 This is the key to 

longevity and maintaining health. 

3. The Song of Great Dao 
(Eight Notes of Life Abidance; The Marvellous Theory of 

Abidance for Pure Cultivationy (Gaα Lian; Ming Dynasty) 

〈大道歌〉
〈遵生八笼·清修妙言命复〉

(明·高漉撰)

T古加e Gri附'eat Daω0 ρ'aDaω0) i.扛's not jβctJr (μd切仰w，吻L
0 句伊ec.打ts a 仰 emp 侈 b ω t劝he human temperament is not emp 切 If 劝e human tem
perament cannot be emp吵 and stay together ωth the Qi harmoniously, (how 
can) Qj reωrn ω its 0哗inalocean (i.e. Real Lower Dan Tian) and (expect) 
unlimited longevity. If (you) wish to keep the 伊irit in the bo吵~ (then) do not 
leave (even) an object in Lingtai (i. e. spiritual内功rm). (Jj) a吻。印ect β.e.
thought) st.哼's in the heart (i.e. mind), the spirit will not be clear. (This) will 
waste the real essence and damage the tendons and bones (i. e. physical bo吵~. The 
spirit directs the Qi and from Qj the shape remains (i.e. heali劝~. (In th打 case，
you) will 占ve for a long time without needing herbs. The techniques are easy; 
however, the secrets are hard to meet (i.e. obtain). (The correct ways) have always 
been changed (into wr01军 ones) and separated升'Om the e.与pert path. Thnφre， 
even though a thousand people or ten thousand people have learned (about this), 
after all, there is not even one who has accomplished β. e. few have s町'ceeded).
(Whenever) the spirit hω exited (from the physical bo彬， immediately bring it 
back. When the 伊irit has returned to the p均ysical b吵 the Qj will also return 
automatically. As such, practice every morning and evenin，多 the 年iritual
Embryo will be conceived and born naturally. 
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大道不逮在身中'再物皆空性不空。性若不空和氛住'
氛踌元海毒且在窍。欲得身中神不出，莫向重台留一物。
物在心中神不清'耗散真精损筋骨。神御氯兮氯留形'
不须禁物自丧生。街别易知言夫妻住遇'媳然易了不事行。
所以千人禹人牵'辜竞、终且在一锢存。神若出兮便收来'
神返身中氛自回。如此朝朝盖暮暮，自然赤子庄重胎。

In this song, it stat臼 that the Great Dao (Da Dao，大道) of longevity and 

enlightenment is in our bodies. As long as we cultivate it, we will be able to reach 

this Dao. The mind should not stay on the objects around us. All of these objects, 

after all, are empty. What the Daoists and Buddhists train is to keep away 丘om the 

influence or temptation of the objects generated from earth, fìre, water, and air. Since 

your spiritual body originated from physical and emotional nothingness, in this 

training, you are returning to nothingness. The Buddhists call this "Si Da Jie Kong" 

(四大皆空~ or "Four Large are Empty." You should cultivate your human nature 哩生

temperament and raise up your spirit to a higher stage. Once you have reached a 飞
high spirituallevel and are able to harmonize with the Qi, then it can be kept at the 

Real Lower Dan Tian. Then, through the conservation of Qi and the high govern-

ing power of your spirit, you willlive for a long time. Lingtai (重圭) means the spir-

itual platform, the residence of the spirit (Shen Shi，神室) which is located at the 

center of the brain. This residence is also commonly called "Ni W白 Gong" (泥丸宫)

that means "Mud Pill Palace." 
In order to keep Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian，且rst you must have a simple 

and pure mind which is free from the temptation of the objects around you and also 

from emotional bondage. When this happens, your spirit will be able to stay in its 

spiritual center. Once your mind is away 丘om this center, it will naturally lead the 

Qi away from its residence and waste it. Therefore, when the spirit is fìrmly kept 

inside of the bod严 the Qi will also st部When the Qi is abundant and able to stay 

in the body, the physical body (shape) will be strong and health予 This is the key to 

longevity. The crucial key to producing the Spiritual Embryo is to keep the spirit 

inside the body all the time. 
From this song, you can see that in order to produce the Spiritual Embryo (Shen 

I剖，神胎~ you must cultivate your spirit. In order to raise your spirit to a higher 

level, you must fìrst have abundant Qi stored in the Real Lower Dan Tian. When 

this Qi is led upward to nourish the brain, the spirit can be raised. However, during 

this period of training, if your mind has been tempted and influenced by external 

attractions both physically and mentally二 you will not be able to store the Qi to a 

higher level to generate a Spiritual Embryo. In conclusion, this is the stage of cUlti

vating your human nature or temperament so you can be free from physical and 

emotional bondage (human desires} 
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4. Jade Pendant Inscription of Transporting Q,'2 ,5 

〈行氛玉佩铭〉

l罗加1 transporting Qi, (ifJ deep, then accumuμte. 扩(Qj is) accum吵ted， then 
can be extended. When it is extended. it can be sunken downward. If sunken 
downward, then 附d吵~If府d吵" then firm. If firm, then able ω germinate. 
Having germinated, then grOW. When gro帆 then re仰'at. W为en retreat, then 
(return tO) the heaven. The foundation Of the heaven is at the top β.e. brain or 
t在per Dan Tian} and the foundation Of the earth is at the bottom (i.e. Real 
Lower Dan Tian). 扩following (these rules), then live; 扩adverse， then die. 

行氛，深别蓄，蓄别伸'伸则下'下别定，定别固，固
别萌，萌别袭'丧别退'退别夭。天几春在上'地几春
在下， )1圄别生'送别死。

When you circulate the Qi in the body, if the breathing is deep, then the body 
is relaxed and the mind is calm. When this happens, the Qi circulation can be deep 
and the Qi storage can reach an abundant level. Only if you have an abundant stor
age of Qi, can this Qi be strong enough to extend and be distributed everywhere in 
the body. It is said: "Transport Qi as though through a pearl with a 'nine-curved 
hole,' not even the tiniest place won't be reached."14 When this happens, the body's 
metabolism will be smooth and natural, and you will be health严 Not only that, if 
you have abundant Qi, it can be led downward and stored in the Real Lower Dan 
Tian. Then life can be stabilized and 且rm.

Leading the Qi and storing it in the Real Lower Dan Tian is the process of 
Embryonic Breathing (Tai Xi，胎息} It is the process of returning the mental and 

'~，件归国llifu to its origin 仰Tuji state} Once the Wuji state can be reached, then new 
life can be germinated and grown strong again. A丘er you have fulfilled the purpose 
of 由e Qi manifestation, then retreat again and return to its origin, the Real Lower 
Dan Tian. This process is the way of the heavenly cycle (Dao，道} That means if you 
know how to conse凹e and store the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian, you will be able 
to manifest it effìciently for your life. Once you have completed the manifestation, 

you must know how to return the Qi and conse凹e it again at the Real Lower Dan 
Tian. How to manifest the usage of the Qi to its highest e面ciency depends on how 
m叫1 you are able to puri今 your spi出 and raise it up to a higher level. Then this spir
it will be able to govern the Qi circulation smoothly. The head is considered 臼 the

heaven (Ti钮，夭) while the abdomen area is considered as the earth (Di，地) in Chi
nese Qigong. The Upper Dan Tian is located at the heaven and is the residence of the 
spirit while the Lower Dan Tian is situated at the abdominal 盯ea which is the resi
dence of Q i. If you know how to store the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Ti扭 and keep 
your spirit focused and high at the Upper Dan Tian, you will achieve longevity. 
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5. Stele w;th One Hundred Words 
(Lu， 陆时2

《百字碑〉
(吕岩作)

When cultivating Qj, do not just constam句 talk about how ω keep (i.e. protect) 
it. When descenàiiη~g the mind (i. e. calm down the mind), it should be doing with
则doing. 可句。叫 howtbzojns(i.e.causes)ofvnowmnt(i.e.YanO md拙11-
ness (i. e. yi;叫， then there is n削 ing (i.e. 忱。 "ωon) fi时句ou 切)ωk anyone else. 
To face the real γ'f?ali，协句。叫 must deal with dai.与 aHàirs. However， ωhen (you) 
deal 山:th these daily a.ffi江恼，句ou} should not be infatuated by them. 可句ou aiγ6 
7附 infatuated, t.仿hen 句伽0饥w叫T吵)temp严en阳-amem州t
t加-he templ衍衍a肌悦m附t 弘 steady， the Qi ω让rl nati锐:rally γ伽rn (i.e. be preserved). 可the
Qj can-be re阳wned， the elixir (i.e. Baby Embryo) can be conceive，ι coηsequentt予
Kan and Li can coordi:ηate with ea，εh other within the kettle (i.e. un命r control). 

装氛忘言守'降心均不竭。勤静知宗祖飞是事更寻锥?
真常须患物，患物要不边。不迷性自住'性住氛自田。
轧回丹自结，壶中配坎静。除l着生反徨'普化一辈雷。
白霎朝顶上'甘露洒须甜。自钦丧生酒'逍遥雄得知?
坐段、且在弦曲，明通造化棋。都来十二句'端的上天梯。

Cultivating Qi is not just learning how to maintain it. The most important of all 

is learning how to regulate your Xin (Emotional Mind). This mind must be regulat

ed until no more regulating is necessary, and it becomes natural. When this happens, 
your mind will be dear and your judgments will be neutral and accurate. Then, 
whether you are active or still, you know where the origins are. If you know clearly 

what is happening, why do you need toωk anyone else? In order to live in this world 

ofhuman society, you must deal with many necessary affairs. However, when you are 

handling them, you should not be attracted or lured by money, glory, dignity, pride, 
jealous严 power， or other human desires and emotions. If your mind is separated 

from these temptations, then it can be calm and steady. Then Qi will naturally return 

to its origin (Real Lower Dan Tian) This will result in the formation of the elixir 

(Spiritual Embryo) Then you are able to control your life easily through the adjust
ment ofKan (坎) (Water) and Li (雕) (Fire) Through the Kan and Li, the Yin and 

Yang status of your spiritual and physical bodies can be regulated as you wish. Kan 
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and Li are the methods which change the body's Yin and Yang. Through the culti
vation of the Yin and Yang of your spiritual and physical body, when the time is ripe, 
you can suddenly re-open your third eye for enlightenment like a dap of thunder. 
When this happens, you have no doubt about your life. Your life will be just like the 
pure white douds floating in the sky, also like the sweet dew upon Xu Mi (须嘱}Xu
Mi is the Daoist term for the human spiritual being in the fullness of human virtue. 
In this case, you will be able to live long and enjoy life to the full. Not only that, you 
will be able to communicate with nature like listening to songs without sound and 
also understanding the pivotal functions of nature. 

6. Classic of Embryonic Breathing川

《胎息挫〉

The embryo is conceived from the concealed Qj. Qj is developed through the (n号
仇ted) breath of劝eembψ'0. When Qj is present, the body may 占ve; 吵en 铲i俨
it β'hen} abm伪ns the bo吵 and the shape β.e. embryo} di与perses， death will foι 
low. Knowing (how ω cultivate) the spirit and Qj makes long life possible. Firm
ly protect the insubstantial emptiness (i.e. 年iritual Embryo at the Real Lower 
Dan Tian) so as 归 cultivate 伊irit and Qi. ，罗为en spirit moves, the Qi moves; 
where 伊irit stops, the Qj stops. 扩you wish ω have a long L沪，伊irit and Qi must 
harmoniously coordinate (with each oth时. When the X切 (heart-mind) is not 

;需冗ZZ;27ffz2227;22骂骂骂ZZfzzizzzy
(ofsuccess) 

胎捉伏氛中站，氛徒有胎中息。氯入身来海之生'神去
雄形海之死。知神氛可以丧生'固守虚鼎以美神氛。神
行别筑行'神住别氛住。若欲丧生'神氛相住。心不勤
念'五在来燕去'不出不入'自然常住。勤而行之'是真
道路。

Nobody knows when or by whom this dassic was written. However, it has been 
passed down for generations and considered as one of the most important docu
ments about Embryonic Breathing. 

Basically it says that the Holy Embryo (Sheng Tai，重胎) (Shen Tai，神胎) is con
ceived from Qi concealed at the Real Lower Dan Tian. In order to reveal this con
cealed Qi, you must practice Embryonic Breathing. Once you have stored this Qi to 
an abundant level, your life force will be strong, bringing you good health and 
longevity. However, in order to manifest this Qi into physical life force , you must 
have a strong spirit to focus the circulation and manifestation of Q i. Once you have 
lost this living spirit, you willlose your health and die. Therefore, he who knows how 
to cultivate his spirit and develop his Qi willlive a long and healthy life. This first 
part of the dassic explains how to regulate the relationship between physicallife, Qi, 
and spirit. 
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In order to reach this goal，且rst you must keep your mind fìrmed and staying at 

the Real Lower Dan Tian. The Real Lower Dan Tian is called "Xu Wu" (虚祭) and 

means "nothingness." When your mind remains at the Real Lower Dan Tian, it is 
the state of Wuji (条桂) (No Extremity) and the state of "no discrimination," in 

other words the state of nothingness. Only when your mind is in this state, can you 

really be in the neutral state of your mental being. To reach this, you must clear out 

emotional thoughts and desires. This is the state described in Dao De Jing, 
''Approach the nothingness (emptiness) to its extremi可; and maintain calmness with 

sincerity." You should know that "the mind leads the Q i." When your mind is active 

and thinking, you are leading the Qi away from its residence, the Real Lower Dan 

Tian, and consuming it. In order to store your Qi to an abundant level, you must 

know how to conserve it, protect it, and also build it. These are three important 
things always emphasized in Internal Elixir Qigong (Nei Dan Qigong，内丹氯功)

pract1ce. 
In order to build up the Qi to an abundant level, you must not only keep your 

mind at the Real Lower Dan Tian, you must also know the techniques of Embryon

ic Breathing. In order to manifest your Qi effìciently for your life activities, you must 

have a strong and highly controlled spirit. Then Qi consumption will be limited and 

performance e而ciency will be high. Therefore, the key to longevi可 is to keep the 

spirit and Qi in mutual coordination and harmonization. To keep the spirit to a pure 

and high level, fìrst you must have a calm Xin (Emotional Mind} Xin is compared 

to a monkey, while the Yi (Wisdom Mind) is compared to a horse (Xin Yuan Yi Ma, 

心猿意局} In order to keep the monkey steady, you must restrain it in its cage, the 

Wuji state. This is the crucial key to success. 

7. Embracing Simplicity; Explain Stagnation2 

〈抱朴子·释:带〉

Those who have obtained (the capability) 0/ Embryonic Breathing are able to 
brea动e without using the nose and mouth， 应是e (the breathing oß a乒tus in the 
wom fJ 

得胎息者，能不以鼻口嘘息'如人在胞胎之中。

This document describes that one who has really reached the Dao of Embrγon

ic Breathing is able to stop the breathing for a while just like a fetus in the womb 
who does not use the nose or mouth to breathe. In order to extend your breathing 

to a longer time, your physical body must reach a higher level of relaxation and your 
mind must also achieve a profoundly calm meditative state. When this happens, your 

heartbeat will slow down and the 0玛rgen consumption in your body will decrease to 

its minimum. In this case, your breathing will be long, quiet, slender, soft, calm, 

smooth, continuous as if you were not breathing at all. 
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Technically, in Embryonic Breathing, in order to lead the Qi to the center (Real 
Lower Dan Tian) and store it there effìciently, you must 且rst inhale deeply, and then 
hold your breath until the Qi reaches this center. This is the Kan (坎)何如er) of the 
Qigong practice. The longer you are able to hold it without sacrifìcing the relaxation 
of your physical body, the faster the Qi can be led to the Real Lower Dan Tian. If 
you tense while doing so, the consumption of 0玛rgen will increase and thus the 
breathing will become urgent and short again. This kind of holding of the breath is 
the crucial key to leading the Qi to the center. By the same token, in order to lead 
the Qi outward and manifest it into physical power, we often hold the breath until 
the exhalation has reached its maximum. For example, when you push a car or li丘 a

heavy weight, often you inhale deeply fìrst to take in oxygen suffìcientl严 In this case, 
the biochemical reaction process can reach its highest e面ciency二 and Qi can be pro
duced more abundantly for the physical body's action. Then, you will exhale and lead 
the Qi to the physical body for action. At the end of your exhalation, you 0丘en hold 
your breath to allow the Qi to reach its maximum performance level. This is the Li 
(雄) (Fire) of the Qigong practice. 

8. Ling Jian Zi's Dao Yin Zi-Wu Recording2 

《重剑子事引子午言己注〉

l励at is Embryonic Breathing? It is a method 0/ Embracing (i.e. maintaining) 
Singularity (i. e. simp占ci纱1， Wuji center) and 肚eping it in the neutral state. An 
仰的。 in the womb takes air th仰Igh the umbilical cord. 4卢er ten months 向f
pnψlan例， ω becomes a newborn. Then (the baby) will take the air from the 
head (Shen Lω.A trut.够1person (i.e. person who has reached the Dao) breathes 
deψly but not from the nosι EmbηIOnic Breathing is what Lao Zi said about 
wωrni咆 ω the baby state 向fbrea劝ing). This is Embryonic Breathing. 

胎息者，抱一守中之法也。婴免在腹中，取氛于腊管'
十月脱胎，即取氯于神虚。真人鼻条出入'其息深深。
老子所捐徨蜻于婴兔者，胎息之渭也。

"Dao Yin" (尊引) is one of the ancient terms in Qigong which means 气o guide and 
tolead-""ZieWu"(子午) means "midnight and noon" and implies the timing of the 
cultivation. Ling Jian Zi (重剑子) is the name of a Daoist who wrote this classic. 
According to the Chinese calendar, each month has only 28 days since it follows the 
lunar cyde. Therefore, ten months is 280 days and approximately the same as the West
ern concept of nine months p陀gnancy. "Shen Lu" (神虚) means "the spiritual resi
dence," namely the head. Finally,‘'Zhen Ren" (真人) means "the truthful person" and 
refers to those Daoists who have re-opened The Third Eye and reached the Dao. The 
reason for this is simply that in order to re-open The Third Eye, a person must be truth
ful. As long as a person is not truthful and continues lying, then The Third Eye can
not be re-opened since he will be a丘aid others will see through his original intention. 
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This simple document clearly points out that the key to Embryonic Breathing is 

to keep the mind at its spiritual center, and also to preserve the Qi and allow it to 

stay in the Qi residence (Real Lower Dan Tian} As mentioned earlier, there are two 

energy polarities in our body, one in our head and the other in our abdomen. The 

upper pole is the residence of the spirit (Shen) and the lower pole is the residence of 

the Qi. Western science has recognized the upper pole as the upper brain, while the 
lower pole (abdomen) is the second brain. lZ

,1l These two brains are connected 

through the spinal cord, which is highly electric conductive fìber. Since there is near

ly no resistance to the Qi circulation in the spinal cord, it implies that physically 

there are two brains which function as one. Even though there are two polarities, 
actually, they function as one. It is the Yin and Yang side of the same thing. The spir

it in the upper brain controls the quality of the Qi manifestation while the lower 

brain builds up and stores the quanti可 of the Q i. Therefore, when the document 
mentions the one (simplicity) or neutral state, it means to keep the mind and Qiat---

these two centers respectively. When this happens, the mind will be centered and the 

Qi can be preserved. This is the crucial key to Embryonic Breathing. 

9. The Classic of Tai Shang's Embryonic Breathing for Life Nourishment2 

《太上善生胎息氛短〉

Concerning the method 01 breathing, (you) must have a Xin (i , e. Emotional 
Mind) like an em的。 in the mother} womb. A乒er 仰 mon伪{与fprlψlancy) it 
matures, tel吵ns and bones are harmonious and吵.日etheMingX切 (i.e. 刀n
mind) to cease thoughts, (then) the harmonious Qj will arrive automatica炒.

凡服氛法'存心如婴免在母胎'十月成就，筋骨和柔'
以冥心息念'和氛自至。

"1￥i Shang" (太上) means "Grand Uppermost" and is an abbreviation of "1￥i 

Shang Lao Jun" (太上老君) which means "Grand Uppermost Old Gentleman." To 

Chinese, to be called "old" is a sign of respect instead of an insult as in the Western 

world. Traditionally in China, the older you are, the more respected you are by peo

ple around you. "1汪i Shang Lao Jun" is a respected name of Lao Zi (老子) given by 

Daoists. 
Again, Xin (心) is the Emotional Mind developed after birth. Ming (冥) means 

the Yin world. According to Chinese tradition and belief, there are two worlds (or 

spaces) coexisting in this universe. One is the "Yang world" (Yang Jian，睹罔~ the 

material world in which we live. The other is the "Yin world" (Yin Jian，除罔~ the 

spiritual world where we go a丘er death. Yang is the manifestation and is active, while 

Yin is calm and conceals energy. Ming Xin therefore means the mind of the Yin 

world. When your mind is in this world，过1 material attractions will disappear since 
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substance has no meaning in the spiritual world. If you are able to keep your mind 
in this state, your physical activities and thinking will cease. This willlead you to the 
source of life 仰liji state} 

At this time, you are pure and withour emotional disturbance, and the harmo
nious Qi will be generated in the Real Lower Dan Tian. This harmonious Qi is the 
origin of the spiritual baby embryo (Shen Tai，神胎〉

10. The Complete Book of Principal Contents of 
Human Life and Temperament 

(Zhang, Jing-He 's Secret of Embryonic Breσ的ingY

《性命圭旨全害〉
(报景和胎息挟)

Real Xuan and real Pin, inhale and exhale 钞 itse扩auωmatiωlly. It is just like 
the pond fish swimming in the 川'ing time, like toψidity 0/ hundreds 0/ in町队
the Qi contained inside is j价l and harmonious, and the spi仰al wind blows 
constan吵" neither dirty nor clean, not j争'om the mouth nor from the nosι going 
nowhere and coming from nowhere, no exit and no entrance. (E仰ything has) 
returned ω its root and origin. This is the real Embryonic Breathing. 

真玄真轨'自呼自吸'似春沼点'如百品垫'满氛融融，
重凤霄宵。不渴不清'非口非鼻，羔去集来，熬出是入。
返本返原'是真胎息。

To understand this document, first you must know what is Xuan (玄) and Pin 
(仇) in Daoist terminology. In the ancient document, The Interpretation 0/ Embry
onic Breathing Classic ( 胎息短注)， it says: "Three inches under the navel is Qihai 
(轧海)， also called Lower Dan Tian (Xia Dan Tian，下丹田)， or Xuan Pin (玄批〉
What is Xuan? It means water; what is Pin, it means mother_ Those who cultivate 
the Dao, always conceal their Qi under the navel, keep their spirit (Shen，神) inside 
the bod)ιFrom the mutual harmonization of the spirit and Qi, the "Marvellous 
Embryo" (Xuan Tai，玄胎) will be formed. Once this miracle is formed , it will grow 
and survive. This is the Internal Elixir (Nei Dan，内丹 }"15 This document points out 
that the Lower Dan Tian or Real Lower Dan Tian is the place of conception of the 
Spiritual Embryo. The way of doing so is to keep the Qi there and maintain the spir
it and mind at their centers. When this happens, the spirit and Qi will harmonize 
with each other and the Spiritual Embryo will be formed. 

Another document, Co町ealed Secret 0/ Fong's Family (喝氏锦囊) says: "There is 
a crux in the body which is named "Xuan Pin" (玄轨} This place is how life can be 
alive. In fact, this place is the residence of spirit. It is the place where the Three Ori
gins (San Yuan，三元) Qi吨， Qi, and Shen，精·乳·神) (Essence, Qi, and Spirit) 
gather. The cavities where the essence Qing，精)， spirit (Shen，神)， soul (Hun，魂 L
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and vigor (Po，魄) meet. It is the root where the Golden Elixir Qin Dan，金丹) (Qi) 

returns and the place where the immortals conceive their Holy Embryo."'6 Also, Dao 
De }ing ( 道德挫) (Chapter 6) said: "(If) the Valley Spirit does not die, it is called 
‘Xuan Pin.' The gate of the Xuan Pin is the root of heaven and earth. It exists so丘ly

and continuously. When you use it, it will not be exhausted."'7 This document clear

ly points out that "Xuan Pin" is the place where the spirit resides (Shen Fu，神府〉
This place is at the middle of the brain and commonly called "Spiritual Valley" (Shen 
Gu，神谷) or "Mud Pill Palace" (Ni Wan Gong，泥丸宫) It is called valley because 

physïcally the brain is constructed of two hemispheres, and between them, a valley 
is formed whïch is able to generate resonance to correspond with energy from out
side the body (Figure 子。 The spirit whïch resides in this valley is called "Valley 

Spirit" (Gu Shen，谷神) The center of this valley is actually where the pineal and 
pituitary glands are located (Figure 3-2) In spiritual cultivation, Daoists believe that 

through cultivation of essence ai吨，精 1 Qi (筑 1 and spirit (Shen，神 1 and gather

ing them at the spiritual center, the Spiritual Embryo can be grown, which will result 
in the birth of the spiritual baby (re-open The Third Eye) (Kai Tian Yan，阔天眼〉

When this happens, enlightenment can be achieved. 
Scientifìcally, when you condense your spirit at this center, your mind is leading 

Frontallobe 

Longitudinal tissure 

Precentral gyru5 

Central sulcus 

Postcentral gyru5 

Parietal lobe 

。《口pitallobe

Figure 3-1. The Brain Encompasses Two Hemispheres 
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Figure 3-2. The Pituitary and Pineal Glands (Mud Pill Palace) in the Spiritual Valley 

the stored Qi from the Real Lower Dan Tian (bio-battery) upward through the 
spinal cord (Thrusting Vessel) (Chong Mai，街服) to this center, and stimulating 
hormone production. Hormones act as catalysts in the body's biochemical metabol
ic process. When the hormone content is high, the vital force is strong and longevi
可 can be reached. 

From this, we can see that, in fact, in Embryonic Breathing we are aiming for 
spiritual breathing at the Upper Dan Tian (Shang Dan Tian，上丹田) and also Qi 
breathing at the Real Lower Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田} As men
tioned earlier, these Two Polarities are the Yin and Yang aspects of the same thing. 
Therefore, while it seems there are two places, nevertheless they function as one. 
Spiritual Wind (Ling Feng，重凤) implies the flow of spiritual energy that pass臼
through your body. 

11. The Thesis of Retaining the Shen and Firming the QI"2 

《存神固氮输〉

In addition, according to the theory 0/ bearing and variation, those (who carry) 
only }á咆 will not bear (the ~政pring) and those (who carry) only 刀n will not 
grow. Those Perfect Men (Zhi Ren) (i.e. those who have reached the Dao) talk 
about nou价ing the H吵 Embryo， and sea吵ing for the exit 叫向f仇th)
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切ow that Kan or Li, lead or merc叼I cannot be left alone. 扩it is not from the 
intercourse 0/ the dragon and t;智er (i.e. 刀n and Ytmg) and from establishi喀 the
key axis at the marvellous ex.的miσ (i. e. Lower Rear Dan 刀'an)， who 打 aGle ω
stabilize the 盯住inal harmonization 向f spirit and ω and breathe as an 
embryo? 

且生化之理'揭腾不生'孤除不丧。至人言勇善重胎，求
出路'坎雄铅呆不相孤。苟拌麓虎交蜻，立脯轴于玄植，
推能住元和而息胎呼?

"Kan" (坎) means "water" and "Li" (雄)means "且re." Lead (Qian，铅) andmer
cu可 (Gong，呆) are terms commonly used in Daoist society. Lead and mercury were 
used in Daoist alchemy to a句ust the Yin and Yang of the elixir. Dragon (Long，麓)
and Tiger (Hu，虎) are commonly used to represent the Yin and Yang. Kan and Li 
are the methods which could result in the change of the Yin and Yang. 

This article emphasizes that in order 
to have a congelation of a Spiritual 
Embryo, you must first know how to cre
ate the harmonious interaction ofYin and 
Yang. Yin or Yang alone will not generate 
life. In order to have a harmonious inter
action of Yin and Yang, you must know 
the crucial keys of Kan and Li. For exam
ple, exhale is Li while inhale is Kan; the 
mind is Yang when it is excited and Yin 
when it is calm. Also when the Qi stays in 
its residence, it is Yin and when led away 
from its residence, it is Yang. Not only 
that, it is believed that the fi~e Qi (Yang Navel 
Qi) generated from the Post-Birth essence 
(air and food) resides at the Middle Dan 
Tian (Zhong Dan Tian，中丹田) (area 
near lower section of sternum) while the 
water Qi (Yin Qi) produced from the Figure 3-3.lnteraction ofthe Yin (Water) and 
Original Essence (Yuan Jing, 元精) Yang (Fire) Qi in the Huang 币ng Cavity 

resides at the Real Lower Dan Tian. 
When you lead the 且re Qi downward and water Qi upward to interact with each 
other at Huang Ting (黄庭1 it is called "Kan-Li" (坎雄) (Figure 3-到
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12. Refined Thesis of Embryonic Breathing1
,7 

《胎息精微输〉

Lao Zi said: "Those who know the Dao (na阳ralw酬， Heaven will not kill, and 
those who have contained the De (natural virtue), Heaven will not harm. Dao 
and De embrace each other mu阳d协"扩{you} do not wish to be weak and o/d, 
the most important key is 归 absorb the internal grand harmonious Or，弦inal Qj 
(Yuan Qi). Train yourself to (圣eep the mind) clear and p仰" to keep the bo吵
re仇x:ed and natural, do not hold onto thoughts 01 the ego, maintain the internal 
oψns in their peac.φ1 and附d吵 healthy state, comprehend the grand harmo
ny 向fna切时p吵und息" ponder the theory 吃f longevity deep ly, conceal the Qj 
向t the Real Lower Dan Tian} without moving it away, the 刀 (i. e. Wisdom 
Mind or logic 劝inking) is like a stream 卢owing (i.e. without disturbance). (!f 
you are ab{e) to train -this ωthout ceasing (i.e. continuous敌人 then {you} have 
really gained the Dao. 

老君曰: "#;曰道者，天不毅。含德者，天不害。道德相
抱。'身不衰老。内食太和元氛海首。清浮自垛'委身
放髓，志是念虑，安定服腑'洞植太和'丧生久祝， 5，普
氛不勤，意如流水'行之不休，得道真矣。

It is ve可 di面cult to explain the real meaning of "Dao." In Dao De ]ing (道德短 L
Chapter 1, it is said: "Dao, if it can be talked about, then it is not the real Dao. "18 In 
Dao De ]ing ( 道德锺)， Chapter 25 , again, it said: "There is something formed (in 
nature), which existed before heaven and earth (i.e. nature); quiet and rare, indepen
dent and unchanging, it continues cycling and does not rest; it can be the mother of 
the heaven and the earth. 1 don't know its name and named it 'Dao.' It can be called 
‘Dà( 大) (Grand}"19 From this, you can see that once we start to talk about the great 
nature, we are using our limited knowledge, influenced by emotion, to make an 
interpretation of the Dao. This has already led the real meaning of the Dao away 
from the truth. This is because humans are not truthful. We lie and play tricks on 
each other, so we all have a serious mask on our faces. Not only that, we have creat
ed an emotional matrix through our limited thinking and beliefs, and become 
trapped in this emotional bondage. Therefore, the closest way to describe the Dao is 
"TK Natural way- ，， "De"(德) is the manifestation of the Dao or the activities of 
nature. 

Whoever follows nature willlive a long and healthy life. Dao and De must match 
and be harmonious with each other. To keep the body from getting withered, weak 
and old, you must practice a few things. These are: 1. Cultivate the internal Origi
nal Qi (Yuan Qi，元乳)， and conserve it; 2. Keep the mind clear and pure (calm and 
peaceful} Do not have an ego which makes you worry and disturbs your emotional 
mind. Keep the wisdom mind active. When this happens, the spirit can be main
tained to a high level; 3. Maintain the body's strength (Yang) and keep the physical 
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and mental bodies relaxed and comfortable (Yin} Then the circulation of the entire 

internal Qi will be harmonious, consequendy, the internal organs will be healthy and 

harmonious. This is stage of "Tai He" (太和) and means "Grand Harmonization." 

Naturally, the key to reaching this harmonious stage is constant practice. 

Go into a quiet room eveη day and protect (i.e. preserve) the Xuan Yuan Qj. 
(Xuan Yuan means to st.町 at the two Xuan gates, keeping the mind in the Real 
Loωer Dan Tian which is connected with them). If there is xíω:n (i.e. Qi) in the 
X圳机 (i. e. insubstantial center, namely Real Loωer Dan Tian), then 1 have my 
i非. If there is an alive (Qi) in liJe, then 1 have a shape (i. e. phy.如al bo句~. When 
there is a sÆ吗'Pe in the shape (i.e. healthy physical body), then 1 have the (Or~岳
nal) Essence. When there is a (refined Origina句 Essence in the Esse.ηce， then 1 
have an (abun缸nt) 电. When there is an (abundant Qj) in (my) 电 (circula
tio时， then 1 have a (s衍ong) sp忧 When there is a (i悦。与 ω:ltivated) sp讯:t in 
myspi.白; then 1 will become natural (i. e. uni非'cation 0/ human spi:γit 圳.th the 
ηatural spirit). De (i.e. natural virtue) uses the~shape (i.e. physical bo句)ω a car
riageanåDω (i. e. natural ωay) uses the Qi as the horse. Hun (i.e. soul) uses the 
Essence as its root and PO (i.e. vigorous spir.让~ uses the eyes as the doors. When the 
shape is fotigu叫: then the De is dispersed When Qj is derailed, then the Dao 
revolts. When the Essence is over consumed, then the Hun is damaged When the 
eyes are touched (i.e. ai忧γ'acted)， the PO is weakened 

每日入静室'守玄元氛。〔玄元捐存玄问。〕玄中有玄
是我命，命中有命是我形，形中有形是我精'精中有精
走我氛，氛中有氛走我神，神中有神'是我自然。德以
形海阜'道以氛布局'魂以精海根'魄以目海户。形劳
别德散，氛越别道叛。精销魂才晨'目勤魄微。

Literally, "Xuan" (玄) means marvellous or incredible and when this word is used 

in Daoist documents, it means mysterious. "Xuan Yuan" (玄元) means the mysteri

ous origin and implies Dan Tians (丹田} Normally, it means the Upper Dan Tian 

and/or Real Lower Dan Tian (or Lower Dan Tian} Since the Lower Dan Tian gen

erates and stores the 鄂、ter Qi (Shui Qi，水轧 1 sometimes, Xuan implies water. 

Therefore, in this document, "Xuan Yuan" means the "Real Lower Dan Tian." If you 

are able to keep your mind at the Real Lower Dan Tian, then there is a marvellous 

Qi at the Dan Tian, which is the root of my life. If you are able to manifest this mar

vellous Qi into life form, then you will have a strong and healthy physicallife and 

your shape will be complete. When you have a complete and healthy physical body, 
then the physical essence (hormones) can be produced and preserved e伍ciendy.

Once you have this abundant essence, then you can convert it into Qi and make the 

Qi circulation and storage abundant. When my Qi is abundant, you can lead it 

upward to nourish your spirit so as to raise up your vitality. Finally, if you can keep 

this spirit high, and staying in its residence, then you will be able to connect your 

spirit with the spirit of nature. This is the stage of the "Unification of Heaven and 

Human." (Tian Ren He Yi，天人合一〉
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De (德) is the natural manifestation of the Dao (道) in the shape of a human. 
When this De is in action, it is like a carriage in movement. Dao is the natural way. 

• Qi is the cruci址 energy for the Dao to be manifested. Therefore, it is like a horse 
(Ma，局} Horse means the forerunner or the entire derivation of the Dao. The Dao 
(道) is "the way" where the horse runs. 

When your 臼sence is pure and abundant, the soul can be powerful, therefore, 
the essence is the root of the soul (Hun，魂} The strength of PO (魄) (vigorous spir
it) can be seen from the expression of the eyes and therefore, the eyes are the doors 
of the soul. The eyes manifest the deep and profound subconscious mind and think
ing, which is connected to the soul. 

In order to maintain a healthy life, you should not allow your physical body to 
be fatigued. Fatigue can be caused from too much working, lack of rest, or too many 
worries. When this happens, the manifestation of the Dao will be incomplete, and 
the De dispersed. In addition, you should not manifest your Qi to an excessive level. 
Too much Qi manifestation will exhaust the Qi stored in your body, and make the 
physical body too Yang. In this case, you are away from the Dao. Naturally, you will 
have a short life. Furthermore, you must learn how to protect or conserve your Orig
inal Essence. For male practitioners, the fìrst step is to regulate your sexual activities. 
Too much sex will exhaust your essence. Then your physical body and spiritual body 
will be weakened. 

Thenφre， (you) should keep the shape (i.e. physical bo吵~ calm and 吨位ωrd
(your) Qi. Protect (youυ essence and treasure (youυ spirit. Dao and De should 
r hEFt conknsrdd71d chMdO.r.mdintdined in tbr rtgbtpdtb clbstOj dnd tbr 
HunandR。如uld be呐uarded向如 This is what is meant 钞: containi咆
the Dao without speech,. gaining the real Qi, muscles and skin are moist and 
glossy, obtainù飞g the root 0/ the Dao, hands and j告'et swea几 the essence (Qi) 打
abundanι (not hungry and thi叫 as a) turtle or dragon s Em的onic Breathing, 
5拼 and slender existing for a long time. When us七 it is not exhausted. Drink 
in the marvellous spring, ascend the 伊irit to the ultimate puri纱1， returning the 
years back to the i物nt， and the Dao is 均t natural. The ultimate Dao is not 
for but close ω your own bo吵.扩(you) stu吵 and practice diligen吵 and ca斤，
乒吻 life ωn exist foreve r. 

是以静形爱氛，全精赛神。道德凝密'魂魄固守。所言冒
含道不言'得氛之真'肌，庸润j罪'得道之根'手足流汗'
精〔氛〕之充溢， (不;饥不渴， J 阜青白台息'绵锦丧存，
用之不竭。钦于玄泉'登于太清，运年反婴'道之自然。
至道不遗，近在己身'用心精微，命乃永存。

This paragraph concludes that in order to have a healthy life, you must protect 
and safeguard four things in your body. These are your physical body (Xi吨，形~ Qi 
(氛~ essence Oing，精~ and spirit (Shen，神} In order to protect them, you must 
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follow the rules of nature (Dao，道) and the ways of its manifestation (De，德) In 
this case, your spirit, soul, and vigorous energy can be fìrmed and protected. Once 
you have comprehended these theories, you simply have to practice it constantl)ιJust 
talking about it will not lead you to the goal of practice. Those who comprehend the 
Dao and also know how to p肌tice it diligently will veri今 its truth. The ve凶cations

of this practice are: a healthy physical body, strong Qi circulation, without becom
ing fatigued easily; and breathing smoothly, softly, and slenderly. In this case, you 
have learned how to follow the Dao and the De. 

Th 'Ose wh 'O cultivate the Da'O t 'Oday, abs'Orb the Qi either fr'Om the Five Elements 
β局局V， Eight Directi'Ons (Ba Fang) (eth例， F'Our Timings (Si Shi) (F'Our Sea
s'Ons_人 Sun a-nd M 'O'On (Ri 剧， 'Or stars, and mistakenly think (the Qi) can be 
taken升om tbr cmtun md nose-Tbougb dff qftbmmrtbodt4m rrcordμ in 
ancient c，μss缸~ h 'Owever, it is rare t'O see 'One wh 'O has acc'Omp占shed (the g 'Oal '0/ 

''Ose wh 'O rely 'On fo 'Od 
mn'Ot 'OfJtaìn ìts secret 
,) have 'Obtained the 
d this secret and prac-
!ess. (Th 'Ose wh 'O wish 
rb the internal Qi 钞
then regulate the Qj 
is like the water tJass-
r transp 'Ortable. (Lead 
rzan) and c'Ondense it 

there until (ihe Qj) 打卢II at the abd'Omen as 扩there were an embry'O inside.) 

今之修道者，或服五牙、八方、四日夺、日月、呈辰等氛'
盖接但思自顶鼻而入'雄古短所载'海之少克成遂，亦
非食毅者所能行致踊。是以修氛者，皆不得其挟'虚精
勤矣 o 既得其町，徨悟其挟'要在精勤杂退懈耳。〔凡
胎息服氛，徙夜半後服内氛七咽'每一咽既'拥氛六、
七息，即更咽之。每咽如水流通坎聋'是氛通也。直下
氛海中凝结，腹中充满，如含胎之版。〕

"Wu Yà' (五牙) means the "alive Qi of the Five Elements" (币TU xi吨，五行):

metal, wood, water, fìre, and earth. 20 These fìve Qis correspond with the fìve Qis in 
fìve internal organs: lungs, liver, kidneys, heart, and spleen. Ba Fang (八方) means 
eight directions and implies the space or air around us. Si Shi (四峙) means nature's 
four seasons. 

This paragraph explains that there are many Daoist practitioners who have 
learned to absorb Qi from the Five Elements, the ether, the four seasons, or the sun, 
moon, and stars through Baihui (百舍) (crown) and nose (breathing) However, it is 
rare to see that the result of longevity practice is signifìcant. The results are the same 
for those who attempt to accomplish longevity by diet and taking herbs. If ybu can-
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not comprehend the secret, and practice diligently, then you are wasting your time 
and effort. 

This paragraph follows with a practice method in parentheses. It says, in order 
to reach the goal of maintaining health and extending life, you must learn two things: 
one is Embryonic Breathing and the other is the correct way of generating saliva and 
swallowing it. According to medical Qigong, swallowing the saliva (Yan，咽) is con
sidered as one of the crucial keys of maintaining health. It is believed that the saliva 
is able to balance the body's Yang and bring the 且re Qi down. Then we can be calm 
and peaceful both mentally and physically. A well-known Chinese medical Qigong, 
The Eight Pieces of Brocade (Ba Duan Jin，八段锦 1 teaches how to use the method 
of circling the tongue in the mouth to produce saliva and then swallowing it. When 
you swallow it, make a sound "En" (嗯) and at the same time use the mind to lead 
the Qi downward to the Lower Dan Tian (or Real Lower Dan Tian} In this article, 
it says that you should do this a丘er midnight and repeat seven times. Between each 
swallowing, you should maintain your Embryonic Breathing for at least six or seven 
respirations. If you are interested in the medical Qigong, The Eight Piec臼 of Bro
cade, please refer to the book: Eight Simple Qjgong Exercises flr Health, published by 
YMAA. 

Embryo is formed from the (co町ealed) Qi and the Qi is initiated from the 
en仙')'0; consequen吵1， the embryo is completed due to (the supply oß Qi. Once 
the embryo has been formed and completed, millions of illnesses will automati
cally be 11伊elled and the spirit will therφre 的ide (at its reside町υ. Keφ the 
three β. e. Essence, Qj, and Shen) united as one and maintain them at the cen
ter (i.e. 吨per Dan 刀'an)， the co句fJse worms (Shi Chong, causes ofdeath) will be 
folling and this will gradually lead (you) to immorta应粉 Today's learners, either 
归rningfrom ancient methods or instructed 炒 those 吵。 do not 切ow the Dao, 
all close the mouth and seal the nose (i.e. hold the breath) and emphasize hold
ing the breath long. They do not know that th力 will cause the ohstruction and 
stagnation (of加 Qj) in the five internal organs, thus harming the r，结hteous Qi 
(Zhe1飞g Qj). This is not the w.哼 ofnatural breathing. This will make the shape 
(i.e. phy.此'al body) and spirit become fot，伊ed constantly, thel1价re useless. (When 
absorbing the Qi (i.e. training or cultivating the Qj), the joints must be tra阳'
portable (i.e. loose and moveable), stomach ocean (i.e. stomach area) must be 
opened β.e. loose), then reαiving the or，结inalair essence (i. e. inhaling) and firm
ing the Qi (at the Qi center). W茄en the receiving has been completed, then return 
the joints into the closed condition 吵ile gradually allowing the external Qj (i.e. 
air) to exit through the nose. In this casι the internal and external will not be 
呻arated automatically. n乃'he Qαi 仰仰ZCI仰rωaled i切n t.加b加eemη1伪b均y吵')'0 wωIÍll b加e l1仰r仰tai切ned. H品bωw
eve町巧 0仰ouωi) S，劝ho仰uld bend (yo仰uω矶Fυ:少j 并卢.ngers and count t.劝he number of breathings in 
(your) mind, from ten to one hundred, from one to tu明 ω three hundred. Th力
is called "Little Smoothness"仍ào Tong). This will result in the sharpness of the 
ears (i.e. listening) and eyes (i.e. seeing), hundred illnesses can be healed.) 
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凡胎徒氛中、结，氛徒胎中生'胎因氛中成。结成即禹病
自遣'神重居之。三一守中，尸品亡壁'即渐通仙重矣。
今之牵者，或傅古方，或受非道，皆阔口收、缩鼻'责其
氛丧'而不知五腻奎阔'畜才真正氛'殊非自然之息，此
繁劳形神'集所益也。〔凡服氛之峙，即须阔部通，商
海阔'纳元氛固'纳辜'即阔苟遗阁'徐徐鼻出纳外氛，
自然内外不静，胎中氛亦不出。但滑屈指数息'促十至
百数'彼一百至二百、三百'比海小通'即耳目聪明'
百病皆愈。〕

"Shi Chong" (尸品) means "corpse worms" and implies "three emotional worms" 

which are able to agitate your emotions and lead you to the path of death. These 

three worms are: 1. Desires at the Upper Dan Tian; 2. Seven emotional attachments 

at the Middle Dan Tian; and 3. Desires for alcohol and sex. & long as you have these 

three worms, your Righteous Qi (Zheng Qi，正氛) will be affected and harmed. This 

willlead you to sickness and fìnall严 death. "Xiao Tong" (小通) means "little smooth

ness" and means the smooth circulation of the Q i. 
In order to achieve longevity, you must fìrst form a "Holy Embryo" (Sheng Tai, 

重胎) in your Real Lower Dan Tian through correct Embrγonic Breathing. Once 

this Holy Embryo is formed, then you can be healthy and live long. 

However, in order to reach enlightenment, you must also learn how to lead Qi 

upward to the Upper Dan Tian (Spiritual Residence) so the Three Origins (San 

Yuan，三元\ essence, Qi, and spirit can be united there. 
The correct way of Embryonic Breathing is to fìrst keep your mind at the Real 

Lower Dan Tian, and also to know the correct way of breathing. If you simply hold 

the breath without knowing the methods, you can only cause more problems inter

nally. Then, in the parentheses of the original text, the method for correct breathing 

is explained. First, you inhale deeply and lead the Qi to the Real Lower Dan Tian 

while relaxing all the joints of your entire body and stomach area. Then, immedi

ately restrain the Qi at the joints while allowing the air to be released slowly and 

gradually. In this case, the Qi generated can be maintained internally. You should 

begin your practice with ten respirations fìrst and then gradually increase the num

ber without any uncomfortable and tightened feeling. If you are able to do it for a 

few hundred times, then you have accomplished the small achievement. 
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for smooth circuμtion. There 打 an original internal harmony which stays the 
whole 均ry without dipersion. The 卢esh and skin are moist and shining, the 
hands and feet sweat (healthily). This is the secret 0/ the Dao for longevity. {AJ♀er 
midnight, swallow seven times and then immediately hold the Qj. Keep this 
internal Qi (internally) and do not release i民 while using the nose and mouth ω 
inhale and exhale external Qj (i.e. air) gradually and slowly without any mix
阳re with the internal Qi. Bφre dawn swallow, seven times and ~卢er dawn 
again swallow seven times. To tal there are twenty-one swallows, then stop. Those 
whose bo吵 is laψ" then it should not be limite.钞勋 number. Whene附 there
is an empty stomach, immediately swallow internal Qj. When the internal Qi is 
卢ll， there 打 no hungeχ) At the beginning, it will have a little difficuliσ(A卢er
practicing for a long time, it becomes marvellous. The hairs are black, the teeth 
are strong, the eyes are shaψ and shining, tendons and bones are all solid (i.e. 
卢.rmed)， brave with en伪")'onic spirit, the J♀ce is lωtrouιω品ing你此 themind
withoutde.肋es， t.乡'espirit not gree，吵 (i.e. longingforglory), profound father β e. 
an understandingfather) with a newborn ba妙" and there is no boundary which 
cannot be reached Keep the Hun (i.e. soul) and PO β.e. vita均Ù firmly at their 
origi凯 the three (i. e. Essence, Qi, and Shen) will a仰matically and 仰。 be
un历'ed into one. Forever conserve Dao， 是rψ the spirit peaιφμnd calm, the 
spirit will na阳M炒 and auωmaticaL如 be connected ω the superna阳ral divinι 
7古is is called "抬ng Bao" (i.e. a lasting treasure) in Dao and is the accomplish
ment 0/ Embryonic Breathing 伪rough cultivating) Or.智inal Qj. This is a仇 the
final marvelousness 0/ Zhen Ren s (i. e. trut.物1 persons who have reached the 
Dao) Embryonic Breathing. 

道曰:、若抑塞鼻口'提霄胎息'殊条此理。口鼻氛既
不通'则畜损肺脯'有何益哉! "饵内氛者'用力雄微，
而速克功成。全在安神静虑'不烦不援。即氛道疏畴'
阔苟同通'内含元和'终日不散。肌庸润潭'手足流汗'
丧生之道'言夫在此矣。〔徒夜半后服七咽'即罔氛'但
内蒙L不出，鼻口常徐徐出纳外氛，问氛都不相雄'至五
史又服七咽'平旦又服七咽'都在二十一咽止。若罐橙
者，即不限此数，肚空即咽内氛。〕内氯涌'条锁渴。
初霄即小弹'久久甚妙。爱黑齿坚'眼喧英明，筋骨全
责，耻勇胎神，面貌光;罪'行步悬鞋'心自摇欲'神不
贪荣'玄父赤子，固降且在倾。魂魄守元，三一自真'永
菁其道，静安其神'神自通重'道曰永育'胎息元氛克
成。自海真人胎息之妙舅于此也。

This last paragraph emphasizes that when you practice Embryonic Breathing, 
you should not hold your breath, which causes internal stagnation of the Qi circu
lation. The key to Embryonic Breathing is keeping the breathing deep and long 
while the body is relax:ed and the mind is calm. Scientifìcally, in order to keep the 
breathing long, you must keep the oxygen consumption to its minimum. For this, 
you must have a calm meditative mind, centered at the Real Lower Dan Tian (Qi res
idence1 combined with an extremely relax:ed physical body. 

In the document, the practice method is inserted in parentheses. It says, right 
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after midnight, you need to swallow saliva seven tim臼. Naturally, as explained earli

er, you must also repeat Embryonic Breathing six or seven times, inhaling deeply into 

relaxed joints (relaxed physical body1 and with a calm mind. Then, slowly and grad

ually release the air without feeling uncomfortable. You should repeat the same prac

tice at 3:00-5:00 A.M. and also at dawn, making a total of twenty-one swallowings. 

However, you should not be limited to this number. The more you practice, the more 

benefìt you will receive. "Yong Bao" (永育) means the treasure that you are able to 

keep forever. "Zhen Ren" (真人) means "truthful person," referring to those who 

have achieved the Dao. 

13. A Brief Classic about Embryonic Breathing 

(Wang, Wen-Lu5 Embryonic Breathing MethodY 

《胎息短疏咯〉
(王文禄胎息法)

In the Tai Xu (i.e. Great Emptiness or Universe), the 伊irit is harmonious and 
pro与perous. There is a Qi (i.e. energy) thrOt吃gh which the 伊irit is able 切 exist.
Consequen吵1， (the spiriυ is conceived and the embryo is flrmed Once the 
embryo 力flrmed， it begins ω breathe. The beginning 0/ an embryo is just like a 
卢ower and the navel is li是e the flotstalk, where the stem (i.e. the umbilical cord) 
connects ω the embryo. When the mother exhale.ι (the embryo) also exhales and 
when themother inhales, (the embryo) also inhales. Th力 respiration 打 called'χγ

(i.e. breathing). When it (i.e. breathing) has reached i打 extreme calmness, the 
pure Ya，穹 will grow daily. When the embryo is matured, the shape is completed 
and (the baby) is born. 1古is is the .first or.也inal shape (i.e. physical bo吵，; to show 
the world. (This is) the breathing training which (you) should flcus on so as ω 
reach its so斤。t as a ba炒

太虚吉L主1. '一氛孔神'伏始结胎'胎结乃息。胎初入花'
腊如蒂，蒂带连胞'母呼亦呼'母吸亦吸'呼吸海息'
静植钝陈日丧，调月形金挺生，此原始以示人'欲事氛
致柔如婴免也。

"Tai Xu" (太虚) means "Grand Emptiness" and implies the great nature of the 

universe. It is believed that there are many forms of Qi (energies) fìlling up this uni

verse. Through these energies, the spirit is able to exist and grow. From the existence 

of the spirit and the Qi, the embryos of various life forms can be conceived and 

formed. Once the embryo is formed 部 an independent life, it can breathe by itself. 

This embryonic respiration is called "Xi" (息} At the beginning of this respiration, 

the embryo is connected with the mother through the umbilical cord and breathes 

in unison with her. During this growing stage, the body is in an extremely calm and 

relaxed state. The breathing is so丘 and slender, and the mind is in a neutral and 

extremely peaceful state, without emotional disturbances. From this extremely calm 

(Yin) state, the Yang physical body begins to grow. When the manifestation ofYin 
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has been matured, the baby is completed and then born. This tells us clearly that in 
order to return to the beginning of our life, we must return our breathing to our baby 
stage. When this happens, we can expect to have a long peacefullife. 

14./mportant Fundamental Secrets of Embryonic Breathing1 

《胎息根旨要挟〉

All 0/劝e writings written by those who cultivated Embry01优 Breathing in 
ancient times did not reach the marvellous 均 door (0/伽仰ini咆). According 
ω the explanation in words, all ofthem either have lost or gained (only) in some 
伊ecial areas. 50仰 may 叨:γ劝ere is no breathing, then there is an em的'0.
When the breathing is restrained without panting, t，劝hen i扛t 力 b衍reat，伽b归rn唔咯!g." All 0/ f 
t劝hem h归ave t，伪b加r仰'Í扩!恰川r川0仰wn i切nd动tt仿'vidi
t劝hesu奇句伊j卢ect， t.劝huωsh归avemi.勿昨led t，劝hoω'se 吵。 learn μteχ It makes (you) doubt whether 
these writings are still bene.ficial and ωφl. However, those who cultivated the 
l~作 have alrea吵 (wasted the time and) reached the end 0/ their lives. It is really 
sad! That β e. the secret) which 1 have obtained is ac阳ally ve吵 simple and ea.σ
Those who wish ω learn in the卢阳re should 是eep it precio阳。'. To receive the Qj 
(i.e. cultivate the Qj) 勿 the marvellous app占cation 0/ the Embryonic Breathing. 
This must be done through analyzÍ1飞g the internal and external Qj, and also the 
Qj 0/ the internal organs and bowels. This 力 all related (to the Qj) generated in 
the bo吵" ther，φre， they must be understood 

古修胎息者，寻其所著，皆未适于玄问，拣其文字所隙'
悉皆互有得失。或云: ‘杂氛是胎'朗氛不喘是息。
各轨一问，未有所趣'边接后牵'疑或益滋，而修生之
人'性命已殆，足可悲哉!余今所得'黄海简易，膊来
牵人，保而深惜。夫云服氛，即胎息之妙用也。切在分
析内、外氛，及在贼腑之氛，统一身之所生'不可得而
知也。

This fìrst paragraph mentions the importance of obtaining the true and correct 
way of cultivating the Qi through Embryonic Breathing. Even though there are 
many documents in existence today, most of them cover only one or two of the pos
sible aspects of the training. Therefore, they are not complete. In order to obtain 
the real secret of the training, you must have an open mind which allows you to see 
the different aspects of the same thing. You should not be stubborn in keeping only 
one belief. Only after you have collected and studied all of the existing documents, 
through logical pondering and practice, will you understand the correct way of 
pract1ce. 

For example, most documents do not discuss the relationship between Embry
onic Breathing and the internal organs. In fact, the external Qi (Wai Qi，外氛)
(Guardian Qi, Wei Qi，街氛) and internal Qi (Nei Qi，内氛) (Managing Qi, Ying 
Qi，管氛) are all manifestations of the Qi from the Real Lower Dan Tian. In order 
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to have a strong Guardian Qi for your immune system and Managing Qi for the 

healthy functioning of the organs, you must fìrst have an abundant Qi stored in the 

Real Lower Dan Tian. The key to reaching this goal is through correct Embryonic 

Breathing and also knowing the way of making the Qi manifest more e面ciendy， both 

internally and externally. 
The External Qi (W组i Qi，外轧) here does not mean 飞ir" as explained earlier but 

the "Guardian Qi" on the skin and its surface. The Internal Qi (Nei Qi，内轧) also 

does not mean the Qi (bioelectricity) circulating in the body specifìcally. It means the 

Managing Qi of the internal organs. 

This Qi must be produced d知ily. The coarse Qi man~作附'd at the surface for 
guarding (i. e. protection, Guardian Qj) is the Qi generated j争'om (the breathing 
oj) panti咆 with sounds. 扩the Qi is originally coarse, then the l~斤 is short. If劝r
Qj is slender, then the lij击力 long. Those Qjs concealed in the internal organs and 
bowels are the Qis ofβmction (i.e. Managing Qi). These two Qjs do not or，伊
nate jrom cultivation and receiving. 1古eEmb:ηonic Breathing aims for the two 
刀nand局ng Qis jrom the heaven and the earth. It 力 the Qj that is 阳ed to con
geal the essence (jing) at the beginning (i.e. Original Qi). When this Qj is 例，
gealed, the shape 向. physical b吟) is 乒rmed. Once the shape 打 established，
then 劝is essence Qj卢刚 congeals and produces two eyes. These two eyes are the 
essence Qj of the fathe r. It is called the 毛'ssence oj严re Yan乡 " thus millions 0句ects
can be seen and inspected. In addition, jrom receivingmother 's 刀n Qi, Xuan Pin 
向. heaven and earth of劝e bod;功力 constructed and this 打 the mouth and the 
nose. The吃而re， it is known that the shape is the origin of Qj's receiving while the 
Qi 打 the rootof劝eshapι In this case, ihese two Qjs are the root and stalk of劝r
shapι Once these root and sta品加ve been estab占:shed， then (the embryo) is able 
ω 'reathe s忻#妙following the mother 's 伽r:a劝ing). After ten moons (i.e. ten 
months), the bo吵 of劝e ba句I is completed. This is how those cultivators use it as 
amodel.lt 力 said that (this) is for re阳rning ω the rooι This is why the Embry
onic Breathing is so important. 

此素L须日日生之。凡粗氛在荣街之中，点与喘鸣之氛。氛
本粗者命促'氛本知者命丧。本氛在服在腑之间'梅连勤
之氛。此雨者益非修服之氛。其胎息者'是天地险踌二
氛，初结精之氛，氛结而海形'形既成立'别精氛先凝
海斐噎子。斐噎子者'即父之精氛，就海钝畴之精，故
能奉祝祝禹物。又受母之晗氛'而成玄仇者'即口鼻也。
是知形均受氯之本'氛布成形之根'别此二氛海形之根
蒂也。根蒂既成'别能随母呼吸锦绵'十月胎髓成而生'
故修奏者效之。夫云徨其根本，此胎息之要也。

We know that the body's metabolism is completed through biochemical reaction 

in the body. During this reaction process, oxygen is one of the most essential ingre

dients for the new cells' construction and also for the production of energy. The 

quanti可 of 。可gen is important and direcdy influences the production of Q i. For 
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example, when you push a car or li丘 up a heavy object, before you tighten your mus
cles, you will inhale deeply first and then manifest the power. If the inhalation is shal
low, the power manifested will be weak. 

This translation distinguishes the Managing Qi (Ying Qi，管氛) from the 
Guardian Qi (Wei Qi，衔轧~ Managing Qi is used to maintain the organ functions 
and also to regulate the production of Qi through biochemical reaction. Here, it is 
pointed out that these two Qis a陀 obtained by breathing through the nose. It is diι 
ferent from the Qi produced through Embryonic Breathing. The Qi produced from 
nose breathing is for maintaining life and not for forming new life. New life is 
formed through Embryonic Breathing, which allows you to convert the Original 
Essence (Yuan Ji吨，元精) into Q i. This Qi can then be used to conceive the Spiri
tual Embryo. In order to reach this goal, breathing through the nose must be slow, 
so丘， quiet, and slender. When this happens, the Qi produced from the respiration 
will only be used to maintain physical activi可 instead of making it excited. In this 
case, through the calm meditative mind and abdominal exercises, we will be able to 

convert the Original Essence into Original Qi (Yuan Qi，元乳) and then lead it 
inward to store it at the Real Lower Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田~ In 
this case, physical activi可 ceases ， and through the mind's concentration in the Wuji 
state (祭植)， we will be able to store the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian. This is the 
key to Embryonic Breathing. 

Ancient people all said. "Qjhai is the root and or智in 0/ the Qj. " This saying is 
not true. This is because they did not know how ρhe Qj) ceases β.e. returns to its 
or，结in)， and伽y伽 it is useless if repeated (i. e. re仿itiate the Qj circulation). 
Ancient immortals all passed down the teaching orally and did not write it down 
rnw仰JOn画动此台点• This 扛 b加ec.ω'ause t.劝bσ only w•'an 
had t.伪hesame a，与伊piratio仰n. ，罗茹'at is called the "root" is opposite to the navel on the 
number 19 0/ the vertebrae. This 打 the space between two spine muscles and 
under the bladder (external kidneys) which is called "Ming Di" (i.e. L泸 Stalk)，
also called "M切-gmen " (i. e. Life Door)， 飞Ming Gen " (i. e. L拆 Root)， or 贺ng
Shi" {i. e. Semen Resid切cυ. It is the place where the male conceals the sperm, and 
j专male preserv臼 vaginal secretion. Th打打 the root 0/ producing the Qi for 
仰!gevi沙~ This is the root which (we should) recover today and cultivate (i.e. 
increase分 its production. This is just like mother and son in shape β.e. apparent), 
why do {wυ keep it. Qi is considered as mother while the spirit 力 considered as 
son, and this Qj is the origin 0/ the essenα. Qj does not have shape, is not a s吵，
stance, it follows the essence up and down. First it establishes the shapι and due 
ω the existence 0/ the shape, the Qj is able ω reside. (The spirit) relies on the 
mother (i.e. Qi) and does not abandon the mother, thus lives with mother. Thus 
the spirit and the Qi can reside in the shape fim吵 the吃而re longevity can be 
expected The吃而re， all 0/ those who cultivate their lives always keep the spirit 
and the Qj un拼'ed β.e. in harmony with each ot.加以 the son and the mother 
mutually st.哼 with each other. In 劝力 case， there is no breathingfrom the mouth 
and the nose na阳rally. Zhuang Zhou (i.e. Zhuang Zi) said' "Those仰t物lper
sons (i.e. those who have obtained the Dao) breathe with soles. " Th力 means the 
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breathi;吨公切的 deep. Lao Zi in his classic said: ''Keep the root de.吨， andfirm 
the stalk, means to repeat L吁ε. " This means the most fon缸!meπ~tal crucial key Í5 

maiiη!taini;吨 the Qj in Min.伊zen (i.e. L非 Door). Ti加ifo凯 in the fi刷~re， those 
gentlemen should not let out (the semen) ω句.

古皆云: ‘氛海者'海氛之根本。'此就非也。海不知
其所止'是以才复之五在益。古仙皆口口相授'非著于文字
之中'盖欲胎其同志。所需根本者，正封腊第十九椎，
雨脊相央脊中空庭，膀胧下近脊走也'名曰命蒂'亦曰
命问'亦曰命根，亦曰精室'男子以藏精'女子以月水'
比别丧生氛之根本也。今之所侵其根本，修其所生'斯
别形中母子，何不守之。夫氛海母而神蒋子，氛别精液
也。氛集形赁，随精液以上下'但先立形'则因形而住
氛，海其母而不舍母'别依母而住'神氛住形中，故能
住世丧生久祝。故修生之人，常令神舆氛合'子母相守'
自然玄轨燕出入息也。落周云:真人息以踵 o 言其息深
深也。老子短云:深根固蒂，是海徨命。此乃命阿元氛
根本之旨也。膊来君子'勿得轻泄耳。

The author of this article believed that Qihai (Co-6) (乳海) is not really the main 

concern in protecting the Q i. It is true that Qihai is the place where the Original Qi 

is produced from the conversion of the Original Essence. However, the most impor

tant of all is to keep it without losing it. Therefore, he specifìed that the most impor

tant place you should protect and cultivate is the place under the bladder (external 

kidneys, which means testicles or ovaries) where the semen is produced. He called 

this place "Ming Di" (命蒂) (Life Stalk1 "Mingmen" (命同) (Life Door1 "Ming 

Gen" (命根) (Life Root1 or "Jing Shi" (精室) (Semen Residence). The reason for this 

is if this place is not fìrmed, then even if you have built up an abundance of Qi at 

the Real Lower Dan Tian, eventually you willlose it. For example, sexual activities 

for a male practitioner will make him lose this semen, the root of life. Therefore, the 

cultivation is useless. Here, 1 would like to point out that there is a place between L2 

and L3 of the vertebrae also called "Mingmen" (Gv-4) (命问) by Chinese medicine. 

Therefore, you should not be confused by this. 
In this document, the author also pointed out that in order to establish a Spiri

tual Embryo, you must know how to unify your spirit and Q i. Spirit and Qi are just 

like son and mother which cannot be separated. This training is called "Shen Qi 

Xiang He" (神氛相合) and means the unifìcation of the spirit and Q i. 
In summary, in order to conceive a Spiritual Embryo through Embryonic 

Breathi吨， you must know how to produce Qi at the Qihai (Qi furnace11ead it 

inward to store it at the Re过 Lower Dan Tian, pro臼ct it from loss, and uni今 the

spirit and Q i. 
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15. Marvellous Applications of Inner 开uth3 ，7

《问真妙用挟》

Fran功kDi.衍'scu阳SS10ωon oft.加b加eCοor;附'rect 1曰古e01吵)'吃ofBeclω'com仰in咆~Hc品ea仰
mented 句妙I ，肌罗m肌2匀t， Shou-}án乡 MinF DyndsqJ FrdFZK Diru55ion qf Em的onic
Breathing, #9: Ch01飞gXu Zi said: ';孔4ncient Emb1吵)'onic Breat.劝hi切ngdocumη附宜zent said: 
‘古'Embrvo 打 Cωoncαei仰ved升斤
i切ngofembη0.' These呵ings are the important methods of becoming deities and 
immortals in the past and foture. Again, 1 would like to comment on it in detail 
and discω it fran均

〈天仙正理直输·明伍守踌撰注·胎息直言命第九》 :?中
虚子曰:、古胎息云: ‘胎彼伏氛中结，氛徒有胎中
息。'斯言海边去未来言者神仙天仙之要法也。予愿再祥
罪而直言命之。，

Wu, Shou-Yang (伍守陈) (1552-1640 A.D.) was a Daoist Qigong practitioner 

and scholar during the Chinese Ming Dynasty (明朝} Chong Xu Zi (沛虚子 h orWu，

Chong Zi (伍沛子) are the Daoist names of Wu, Shou-Yang. In the fìrst paragraph, 
he explains the purpose of this document. 

When a human has just been conceiv叫 the two Qjs (i. e. 刀n Qi and }áng Qi) 
are combined as onι This is only the Qj of the emptiness (i.e. no shapθ. There 
is neither embryo nor breathing. From mother s breathing, the embryo grows into 
a fetus. The fetus groω due ω the inner breathing β.e. λ~i). When the j告阳shas
Jormed its struc阳re， 必 is marvellous that it ωn be breathing 妙。llowing (its) 
mother s breathing. The吃而re， it will not feel吨ffocating and stujjj in its breath
Í1气g whole day. At th力 time， it does not breathe through the mouth and n仰
There is only a connection with the mother through the umbilical cord. Conse
quen吵1， he can be 向livlυ even though there is no -breathing. Th打打 the sceneη 
of伪e real En仙)'onic Breathing. Once the ba高yhas 哗arated (from the moth
er), this (inner breathing) is broken. There is no more u-mbilical cord connection 
between the mother and the ba炒 The吃而re， there is no choice but relying on self, 
breathù军 through mouth and nωe. Though th力 serves the same purpose (in 
absorbing the aiυ as when he was still a j告仰， the difference 打 that the knack of 
(receiving) is 硝ffèrent. If (w，υ wish ω reverse the situation and reωrn ourselves 
ω youth， -how can we not change our current breathing into the breathing as we 
were ω aj专tus?
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夫人身初峙，只二氛合一'海虚空中之氯而己。燕胎也'
亦燕息也。因母呼吸而丧海胎，因胎而丧海息，及至胎
金，妙在随母呼吸而海呼吸'所以终日呼吸而不逼肉。
此橡不由口鼻呼吸'只腊相通，故能似棋氛息一般，此
正真胎息景也。雄胎而息即断'燕母腊舆子腊相通'不
得不向自身口鼻起呼吸'即舆胎中呼吸同，而暂真其寂
耳。逆修返道之理，安得不以我今呼吸之息'而返道海
月台中息耶?

It is believed that an embryo is formed due to the interaction of the father's and 
mother's Q i. The father's Qi is considered to be Yang while the mother's is consid

ered Yin. Since these two Qis are only inner energy, they are empty without any 
physical shape. At this time, there is no embryo formed yet, and naturally there is no 
Embryonic Breathing. When these two Qis congeal and form into an embryo, then 

the embryo will do its own breathing. Even though the embryo absorbs oxygen and 

nutrients through the umbilical cord from the mother, the mother does not have the 

capability to push the 0玛rgen and nutrition into the embryo. The mother is simply 
a supplier. The embryo has to absorb the 。可gen and nutrition through the up and 
down movements of his abdomen. These up and down movements pump and suck 

in the supplies from the mother's bod予 Therefore， the fìrst step in learning Embry
onic Breathing is Abdominal Breathing. The Abdominal Breathing is also called 
"Back to Childhood Breathing" (Fan Tong Hu Xi，返童呼吸} Theoretically, through 

these up and down abdominal movements, you will be able to convert the food 

essence, or 缸， stored at the abdominal area into Qi through biochemical reactions. 

In addition, to reach the goal of Embryonic Breathing, you must also know how 
to minimize the consumption of oxygen which is taken in from the nose or mouth. 
In order to do so, your physical body must be extremely relaxed and your mind 

extremely calm and neutral. When this happens, you will be able to keep your mind 
at the Real Lower Dan Tian and thus lead Qi there for storage. These are the crucial 
keys to Embryonic Breathing. 
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Whenev衍句ou) return (your) breathi吨 (to the Embηonic BreathiiηP by usi;吨
the nose and mouth, (you) are re阳栩如~ (yourselj) to the place where the Embry
onic Br，ωhi，ηIg or~岳阳l与 ωω. It is ω if (you) have return叫 to the time 0/ 
Embηonic Breathing. Practice gradually until γeaching the stage that Embryon
ic Bnωhing is ';ω 可there and ω 吁ηot there. " Whω does the ';ω ifthere and ω 
可忱。t there" mean? It means (，ω ifJ the bnωhing hω reached the end 0/ the 
breathing. It is just like before b计必 returning to the stage 0/ no bγωhing and 
no em问。，。γ Wuji st.仰. This is the path which has neither t.可ë nor death. It 
can be done so is not because 叫'den与 there is nothing (jòr you) to n句 on or to 
coordi;ηate with so (you) 即e able to return the breathing to its ceη!ter flr Embη
oηic Breathi;ηIg. This is what is called 飞iη~le }în ωill not be completed. " This is 
also one 0/ the reasons. It must be done ω，hen the p，仲Heaven Qi (i. e. Orz岳阳i
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Qi) has just started to generate, there is also a unique feeling， β.e. existence) 01 
the Or.也inal 牛trtι In addition 归 the coordination 01劝e breathing, these three 
treasures are gathered. The great herb (i.e. Qj) can be r吃fìned and completed (i.e. 
gathered). Th.打 great herb can then be led in the correct timing ω the Huang 
Tin多劝epμce ivhere the embryo is flrmed. 

凡返遗呼吸峙，以口鼻呼吸之氛'而使踌于胎息之所'
如虎胎息之峙'渐渐燥至胎息亦真急。真集者，减息室
之羔也。方走未生峙'而返遗于未有息、未有胎己
(以)前之境界，不落生死之途者矣。所以得如此者，
亦非藩然燕所遇依配合，便以呼吸踌中而可胎息者。所
言自孤除不成者，此亦其一也。必要有先天氛械赞勤之峙'
又有元重揭凳，及呼吸相依'三赛舍合'己先燥成大禁
者，而掉踌黄庭结胎之所'于此之峙。

When you start the practice Embrγonic Breathing, you are using the nose and 
mouth for your respiration while keeping your spirit at the Upper Dan Tian (Yin 
polarity center) and mind at the Real Lower Dan Tian for the Qi's storage {Yang 
polarity center} Once you have reached an extremely calm and relaxed state, the 
mind or the spirit will not be led away from its center and the Q i's consumption will 
reach its minimum level. When this happens, the breathing will slow down and 
reach the stage where it seems as if it is there and as if it is not there. Then, you can 
uni马T and harmonize the spirit and the Qi (Shen Qi Xia吨 He，神氛相合1 and 
return to the Wuji state of life before the embryo was formed. This is the stage of 
nothingness and insubstantiality, therefore, there is no meaning to life or death. 

In order to reach this stage, you cannot just rely on the breathing and return the 
Qi to its residence. Without the unifìcation of the spirit, this single pole will not 
accomplish anything. In order to reach this goal, you must have three things: to cul
tivate the Original Qi, (Yuan Qi，元氛) or otherwise called Pre-Heaven Qi, and store 
it at the Real Lower Dan Tian; to have a high level of cultivation of your Original 
Spirit (Yuan Shen，元神); and fìnall严 correct1y harmonize your breathing. Only then 
will the condensed Qi, or great herb, be formed. When this Qi is led to Huang Ting 
(黄庭 1 then the Spiritual Embryo can be formed. Huang Ting is the space behind 
the navel. Yellow 拍rd Classic ( 黄庭挫) said: "Yellow, is the earth color and the earth 
(in Five Elements) represents the center. Yard is the emp可 space in front of the 
house. It is named Huang Ting and means the empty space in the center." It also 
said: "The emp可 space behind the navel is Huang Ting."21 In fact, Huang Ting is 
the inner space between abdomen and diaphragm. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, there are four stag臼 of cultivation for spiritual 
enlightenment in Daoist socie可:

A. Refìning the Original Essence and Converting it into Qi {Lian Jing Hua 
Qi，妹精化轧 )-One Hundred days of Building the Foundation (Bai Ri 
Zhu Ji，百日第基)
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B. Purifying Qi and Converting it into Spirit (Lian Qi Hua Shen，妹阳匕神)一
Ten Months of Pregnancy (Shi Yue Huai Tai，十月慷胎)

C. Refìning Spirit and Returning it to Nothingness (Lian Shen Fan Xu, 
妹神返虚 )-Three Years ofNursing (San Nian Bu Ru，三年哺乳)

D. Crushing the Nothingness (Fen Sui Xu Kong，粉碎虚空)-Nine Years of 
Facing the W证11 Oiu Nian Mian Bi，九年面壁)

From this, you can see that this paragraph is talking about the fìrst stage of 
cultivation. 

There，拼er， use the Embryoníc Breathíng ω nourísh， (í.e. conceíve) the spírítual 
embryo. The spírít and Qj (i.e. son ana mother), when united at the (Huang 
Tíng) center, with the assistance β.e. coordination) 0/ En仙yonic Breathing, 
then it 打 the beginning 0/ conceiving the embryo. Thís ís just what was stated in 
the document, E仰ring the Herbal Mirro r, that "the forming 0/伽俘iri阳al)
embryo at the beginning depends on (the cultivation) 0/勋。riginal (physical) 
life (í.e. respiration). TFough ít seems there is a卢ne slender breathing existing, as 
if at the navel and as if not at the navel but ín the emptiness, (i. e. Huang 刀nzJ."
It's just like the (Buddhist) document, Cμssic 0/ Releasíng Human PUψtory 
said' "The ve吵 or，伊nal beginning, (it is) as if there is a suspen吵'dprecioωpearl 
apart from the ground for 50 feet; as if it has 呗peared电ht in front 0/ the Bud
dha, as 扩there is a precious pagoda e仰rged from the ground, as 扩it exists in 
the empσ insubstantiali秽 "All 0/ these are (the ver拼'catíon) 1扩the result. All 0/ 
these are accomplished 高y applying and 仰n伊orti咆 the Real Breathing (i.e. 
Embryonic Breathing) in. the-cultivatíon and giadually forming the en仙yo until 
it is matured Though it seems suddenly there is no breathingfrom the mouth and 
nωι there is some re，伊iration. It 力 just like when the embryo (is in the womb). 
It seems there is the re丁rpiration at the beginning and eventually it ends with noth
ingness. This ís what the real Embry01优 Breathing is. It is from 劝打 realEm句，
oníc Breathing that the Ytmg 牛irít (Yang Shen) can be established 

而后以胎息眷胎神'得神氛乘胎息之氛，在中一定'即
是结胎之始，正《入禁镜，}所言冒初结胎看本命而得者。
雄似有微微呼吸，若在腊翰而若不在腊翰在虚空。正《度
人短〉所需元始慈一粒贾珠，去地五丈'如世尊之前'
地涝之贾塔，在虚空中等言吾，皆是也。皆用连旋真息'
以渐至成胎，顿然S邑离住口鼻'不存呼吸'减部有作'恰
然庭胎相似'而胎中之息'始雄似有而终施是'即是真
胎息'所以成畴神者。

Once you are able to unify and harmonize your Shen and Qi at the Huang Ting, 
then you will gradua11y form the Spiritual Embryo. The forming and growth of this 
embryo must rely on Embryonic Breathing at the Huang Ting area. When the 
embryo begins to form , it is very sma11 like a precious pearl suspended in emp可
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space. Right in front of it is the future of Buddl由ood. This must be done continu
ously through Real Breathing, (Zhen Xi，真息) (Embryonic Breathing) until the 
embryo has matured. This is the second s鸣e of spiritual cultivation, i.e. Puri今ing
Qi and Converting it into Spirit (Lian Qi Hua Shen，楝氯化神) (Ten Months of 
Pregnancy) (Shi Yue Huai Tai，十月慷胎〉

"Zhang" (丈) is a Chinese unit of length which is a little bit longer than 10 feet 
(3 meters~ "Shi Zun" (世尊) is a respectful name for Buddha (佛) (Sakyamuni~ A 
huma的 central energy body is constructed of Two Polarities connected by the 
Thrusting Vessel, (Chong Mai，街JlJt~) (spinal cord~ The Yin pole at the Upper Dan 
Tian where the spirit resides, controls the quality of the Qi manifestation, while the 
Real Lower Dan Tian, or second brain, is considered as the Yang pole which stores 
the Q i. When the Yin spirit unites with the Qi at the Huang Ting, a new Yang spir
it (Yang Shen, I喝神) will emerge and thus form a new life. 

Practice this for a long time without breaking, ve吵 5拼andde呢!问 noteven a 町，
ond (that you are) not in the scene 0/ no breathing as in the embryo. Train until 
ithω reached the verification 0/ the great firmness 0/ the 拍ng争irit (Ytmg She时，
(whe时 there is absolutely no movement or stillness, no initiation or termination 
w伽mind). This is the roundness 0/伽仰的o. Then, (you) will still aim ω 
return ω the beginning 0/ the en伪)'05 formation in (youθ mother 5 womb， 吵en
the sole Qj (i.e. the interaction 0/ Yang and Yin Qj) has not formed you (i.e. 
embryo) )脱 This is the time 吵en there 打 no discrimi1ωion 0/ essence, Qj, and 
spirit yet. It is just what the (Buddhist document_人 Classic 0/ Releasing Human 
Purgato吵 called: 亏he卢'nal stage 0/ disembo吵ing and observing 劝e four direc
tions to accomplish (immortality). " This is the final disembodyi1悠 or reωrnzl啄
the 伊irit through Embryonic Breathing. This is (also) the final st气ge 0/ ten 
months 向fcarrying the 年iritual Embryo) so as to verifj the immortali纱.

如是而久久摆阔断，锦绵密密'革在畴王在刻而不走在胎中
集息之景'直言正踢神大定，越条勤静起减'即走胎圄'
乃返莲到母胎初站，一氛未成我'而未分精、氛舆神之
峙，正〈入禁镜〉所言自佟脱胎看四正而得者。胎息遗神'
固曰辜矣'辜其十月中阔之事'神仙之言正也。

A丘er you have practiced for a long time, the embryo matur臼 and becomes a spir
itual baby. This is the completeness of the second stage of cultivation, Ten Months 
of Pregnancy (Shi Yue Huai Tai，十月慷胎〉

Then in the next stage, you lead the baby spirit upward to the Upper Dan Tian 
for the birth of the spiritual bab予 To enable the birth of the spiritual baby, you must 
have reached the Wuji state, which is even before the existence of the essence, Qi, 
and spirit. This willlead you to the third stage of spiritual cultivation, Re且ning Spir
it and Returning it to Nothingness (Lian Shen Fan Xu，妹神返虚 )-Three Years of 
Nursing (San Nian Bu Ru，三年哺乳~ The birth of the Spiritual Embryo means The 
Third Eye's opening so the new spirit is able to exit and enter from this eye or gate. 
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When this stage has been reached, it means you are able to disembody and become 
a human immortal (Tuo Tai Huang Gu，脱胎换骨} This spirit has its own life and 
is able to travel anywhere in heaven and earth (i.e. nature} Nature, or the universe, 
(i.e. heaven and earth) is called "Si Zheng" (四正) which means four directions, east, 
west, south, and north. 

Furthermore, there is卢rther (training) which is ω refine the spi础 and return it 
to the e吵吵 insubstantia均 at the [在per Dan Tian so as to ver纱 the cultiva
tion 01 divine immorta占ty (Tian 刀an). The吃而re， (you) m阳t move the (embry
oniυ spirit upward ω the 吟per Dan Tian and exit throt绍h the Heaven Gate 
(Tian Men), (i.e. 1古irdl如e) through the man拆'station 01 the 局ng争irit βáng
Shen). (This spirit) is able ω exit has均 and enter sudde吵 Why can it be done 
so? When ít (í. e. the embryo) u阳till under the ten month 伊ψancy)， the spir
it may have exited (the Heaven Gatt少• However, th打打 the exit which should not 
be. This川ecause the exit 向fthe spiri吃) was caused due ω the six roots 01 desires 
亿iu Gen) which were attracted 钞 the deviL Once it has exited, the 伊irit will 
be seized and enters the devil territory. (When this happens), the respiration will 
be again carríed out through the mouth and nose. (When th力 happens， you) 
should immediately bring (jour mind) in, and flllow the (embryonic J breathing 
again and re阳rn the embryo ω its residence. When the 年iri阳al Embryo is 
matured, then it should exit. Whenever there is a thought 01 exiting, the Ytmg 
年irit will exit from Heaven Gate. 的ωver， 扩 it ís parted (jrom the mother 
bo吵~ too long, ít can be lost. In this ca.毗 immediately re阳rn ω the 任1pper Dan 
Tian) and again enter the insubstantial steadiness, (i.e. emptiness).- Th力 h
because when the spirit 力 born (i. e. exits the Heaven Gate少， it is just 占ke a new
born human bab另 which needs three years 01 nursing. 

猫有向上田燥神道虚，而言正天仙者，在所必啻知。故遏
神于上丹田而出天问，以畴神之颜先者，倏出而倏入'
何也?堂前之十月之内'而或有出者，是不宜出之出也'
由六根之海魔而妄出。妄出员IJ神走而著魔境'而息亦走
著于口鼻'必急入别依于息而踌胎。此日夺之出，是啻出
而出也。故起一出念'而出畴神于天内'若出之久，恐
神迷失而错念'故即入丹田，而依于虚怒之定。所以神
既出胎，喻同人生之幼小'须三年哺乳者，以定局哺乳
也。

There are two defìnitions of immortality. One is called "Ren Xian" (人仙) which 
means "Human Immortality." If you have reached the stage of human immortality, 

your physicallife will continue for a long time. That means you have completed the 
second stage of establishing a Spiritual Embryo at the Huang Ting. However, in 
order to have spiritual immortality and avoid reincarnation of human life, you must 
establish an independent spirituallife. That means the spiritual baby is able to exit 
through the Heaven Gate (Tian Men，天问) or Heaven Eye (Tian Yan，天眼) (Third 
Eye} Heaven Gate means the forehead area where the Heaven Eye (Third Eye) is 
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located.O丘en， either one of them can be used to repr臼ent The Third Eye on the 
centrallower part of the forehead. If you are able to grow an independent spiritual 
life, then your spirit willlast forever, and you achieve eternal spirituallife. This is the 
third stage of cultivation, Re且ning Spirit and Returning it to Nothingness (Lian 
Shen Fan Xu，妹神返虚 )-Three Years of Nursing (San Nian Bu Ru，三年哺乳〉
This is the beginning stage of reaching "Heaven Immortality" (Tian Xian，天仙)
which means the eternity of spirit. Six Roots (Liu Gen，六根) means the eyes, ears, 
nose, tongue, body, and Yi (mind), the six roots which can generate emotions and 
desires. 

It is also said that sur，吵 it will need nine years and th叫lears 旷cultivation) is 
talking about at the beginning of the (沪iri阳al) exitin.多。ou) 劝ould occasion
ally enter (the bo吵j乒r 俘iritual) 附'adiness. n抽打 ω complete the stage of 
re阳rning insubstantiality for heaven immortaliσ (i.e. spiritual eternity). When 
(you) have (reached and) t叫fied the stage ofαtreme insubstantiality and noth
ingness, then (you) have ver，拼ed， (i.e. accomplished), the stage of Heavenly 
Immorta均 In 劝力 C帆 the 附'adiness is more for entrance and less for exiting. 
It is also appropriate that (the 伊iriυ should be able ω be active when exited and 
reach h动 levelof附'adiness 吵en entered. Thenφre， 1 say: "The beginning of 
the exiting j子'om the 附adiness 力 ac阳ally the beginning of劝e entering 附'adi
ness. " Though the heaven immorta均 has been ver拼'ed， however, there 打 no lim
itation of timing. Thnφre， Buddha also said: "阴en (y叫 have reached the 
end of irlSubstantial and empty world (i. e. 肌tji world), my cultivation will not 
be ended拼'er all. " It is for this reason, (the spiri阳al 所)u叫仰例如 ended
a{ter the Heaven and the Earth, (i.e. nature), so 1 can avoid ill fortune (i.e. rein
carnation). This achie仰nent will a'Jain not be restricted 钞 the timing. σn t.伪
ca屹 you) have reached the marvellous world of immorta均 or Buddhahood 
This 打 the ultimate goal of the heavenly immortal Buddhahood 1万ose who cul
tivate (this) h吵 truthfol training should know all of these trainings and ve叫。
this result. 

又言九载三年一定者'言出定之初'峙而入定，以完成
建虚之天仙也。言正到至虚至五晨'即言正天仙矣。然是定也'
入定峙多而出定日寺少'又宜出之勤而入之逮也。我故曰:
电出定之初'即海入定之始也。'雄天仙已缸'亦朵不
定之峙也。故世尊亦曰:电虚空界盏'我此修行'终展
有室。'正如此也。至于将天地之后'超遇劫遥'亦朵
不定之峙也。此猫仙佛以上且在仙棋佛之妙境'而天仙佛
之至者也。后来重真，共知之'共言正之。

A丘er three years of nursing, the spiritual baby has become stronger and more 
independent. The spiritual baby will become very active due to the new discovery of 
the new world (i.e. enlightenment} Even though this has happened, you must occa
sionally return your spirit to its center and keep it fìrm and steady. This center 
remains as the residence and the root of spiritual growth. Once you have reached this 
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stage, your spirit will be able to reach spiritual eternity and escape from the natural 
destiny of reincarnation or rebirth. 

However, the last stage of spiritual cultivation will not be ended here. In order 
to complete the final cultivation of heavenly immortal Buddhahood (Tian Xian Fo, 

天仙佛 1 you must complete the 且nal nine years of cultivation by facing the wall. This 
is the stage of Crushing the Nothingness (Fen Sui Xu Kong，粉碎虚空 )-Nine Years 
of Facing the Wall Qiu Nian Mian Bi，九年面壁} To crush the thought of the no 
thought, so your spirit is able to survive forever. 

In order to do so, you must again return your spirit to its center and stabilize it. 
the Chinese word, "Ding" (定) is a very deep Gongfu (功夫) which means the 
steadiness, the 且rmness of the body, the mind, and the spirit. When this happens, 

the Qi will be conserved and preserved. This remains the crucial key to the spiritu
al baby's growth. That is why it is said: "The beginning of the exiting from the steadi
ness is actually the beginning of the entering steadiness." After nine years of the final 
stage of spiritual cultivation, crushing the nothingness, the spirit has matured and 
become completely independent. In this case, the layman human body can be given 
up and will not be needed any longer. This is the stage of "heavenly immortal Bud
dhahood." If you wish to know more about this spiritual cultivation, please refer to 
the book: Qigong-The Secret 01岛吵， published by YMAA. 
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16. Songs of Embracing Singularity in Embryonic Breathing7 

《胎息抱一歌〉

The or结in 01 a human s 所打 nothing else but the Original Qi (Yuan Qi). !f 
(you) know where the Original Qi restdes, then (you) are not ωo far from the 
Great Dao ρa Dao). Lao Zi said: "Millions olobje，矶 (i.e. lives) are all 
Embracing Singt出riσ (Bao η) and live. There 打 no 0卢'ct which does not con
ceal the 刀n and embrace the 监咯 (i.e. contain both 刀n and Yang)."扩(you)
do not know how ω embrace singulari吵1， then it will be hard to become intimate 
with the Dao. This is because the Dao ori￥ina阳升'om the sing功吗 What is 
the singularity? It is the Qi mother. (刀vo) Qjs are united (i.e. Y1n and Yang Qi), 
and formed into the embryo. Once th打 embryo 打 co町'eived， breathing Gegins. 

wo Xuans (i. e. 均 ingredients) all have their own puψoses. Therφre， the c缸，
sic says: "When it is in the mother s womb, there is an embryo without breath
ing. (This embryo) borrows the mothers breathing ω grow its bo吵~ After the 
spiri打 are separated, then there 勿 an Embryonic Breathing. " Those who are 
learning 伽 Dao must know the theories 01伽 embryo and the breathing and 
ponder their delicate marvelousnω. If one ls able 印刷ch this or，华nal rooι then 
he ωn become an extraordinary (man) and ver，纱 the holiness (矿劝e training). 
When a normal person holt去 (his) breath, the (￥iritual) embryo 力 not firmed. 
(Howeveθ when a ho /y man retains h打印iri阳al) embryo, (he) does not firm 
(i.e. ho/d) h打 breath. When the breath 打 he/d， the chest 打卢11 and the Qi 
becomes chaos. 
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夫人受生之本'莫非元氛。若知元氛所居'方不遗於大
道。老君云: ‘禹物皆抱一而生'未有一物不真 l拿而抱
睹者也。'若不知於抱一，舆道弊视，故道生於一也。
一者，氛母。氛结成胎'胎结成息，二玄各有其旨。故
短云: ‘在母腹之峙'有胎而黛息，假母呼吸成丧其身。
分重之後，胎息具焉。'牵道之士，切须知胎息二理，
蔚其微妙。若连本原'超凡橙墅。常人朗息'不固其胎'
重人存胎，不固其息。罔者，胸满氛乱也。

Original Qi (Yuan Qi，元，乳) is the inner energy converted 丘om the Original 
Essence (Yuan Jing，元精} Therefore, if you are able to know where the Original 
Essence is stored and how to convert it into Original Qi and keep it firmed in its res
idence, then you are not too far from reaching the Great Dao (Da Dao，大道} Lao 
Jun, (老君) meaning Lao Zi (老子~ is the name given by his Daoist followers. Lao 
Zi said: "When carrying and managing the vital force (Po) by Embracing Singulari
ty (Bao Yi，抱- ~ can it be not separated?" (Chapter 10)22 PO (魄) is the vital force 
which is generated from the inner Qi and the Shen. When a person has a strong vital 
energy to accomplish something, it is called "Po Li" (魄力~ and means "the strength 
of vigor." Yi (一) means both the spiritual center and Qi center which are connect
ed by the spinal cord (Chong Mai，街服} The spiritual center is the Yin cente巳 or
Mud Pill Palace, located at the center of the brain, or Upper Dan Tian, where the 
spirit resides. The Qi center is the Yang center where the Qi resides; it is located at 
the center of physical gravity (the second brain, or Real Lower Dan Tian} 

The spirit controls the quali可 of Qi manifestation, while the Qi at the Real 
Lower Dan Tian supplies the quantity of inner Qi that supports our physical life. 
These two, one Yin and one Yang, have formalized the Singularity (Yi，一) or the 
Two Polarities. Though they are two physically, in function, there is actually only 
one singleness. When the Qi is led upward to nourish the spirit (Shen，神~ the spir
it can be raised to a strong state and is called "Po" (魄} When the Shen is energized 
and raised up, so it is able to carry and manage our lives, then it has become Yang. 
That is why Shen is also called "Yang Shen" (隋神} The cultivation ofShen is accom
plished by cultivating the human temperament first. The cultivation of physicallife 
is achieved by conserving and not wasting Qi, and also knowing how to build the 
Qi to a higher abundant level. This dual practice is called "Dual Cultivation ofTem
perament and Physical Life" (Xing Ming Shuang Xiu，性命斐修} While they seem 
to be two things, actually they are one. This is because they are the two polarities of 
one life, closely related to each other and acting as one unit. 

In order to reach the Dao, you must know this singularity, protect it and culti
vate it. From this singularity, the Dao of life originates. This origin is also the moth
er of Qi where the Qi is converted 丘om Original Essence. Once you are able to keep 
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this Qi at its residence without wasting it, with the unifìcation and harmonization 
of the Shen, the Spiritual Embryo can be conceived. Once the embryo is conceived, 
a new spirit will reside in this embryo and become independent. Therefore, the 
mother and the embryo have their own spiritual center and each can breathe by 
itself. In order to conceive this Spiritual Embryo, you must know Embryonic Breath

ing. This cannot be done simply by holding the breath. The breathing should be as 
if it is there and as if it is not there: slender, so丘， quiet, calm, and peaceful. Howev

er, in order to keep your spirit and Qi in their residences, you must know how to 

embrace the singularity. That means the singleness of the thought which does not 
have any emotional disturbance and desires. 

Ytm Luo Zi said' 飞ωallow and then hold (the breath), then it becomes chaos by 
itself" M r. Yin said' "Ifyou use S.协hen
i拙t俗S bl忻γ'eaiω!thν." Huang Ting Classic said' "Play music three times to dance the 
Embryonic Immortal. Since ancient time, those holy meη have praci民ced how to 
þrm the Em问。饥ic Breathing ai叫 therej扣re achieve the Dao. Shen (spirit) and 
Qj have therifore conceived the emb巾， ωhich results in the steadiizess 0/ the 
bγ'eathing. It is ralγ'ely he.即d that through holding the breathii吨j one has become 
the real (i. e. has rea出edtheDω~. "Hotymen叩d: "Embraci吨 Singulariiη (Bao
Yi) and keepi.吨。he spirit) 讪 its ce时'er， the embηow让'1 natura与 originate.
Protect the three and return three into singleness, three are spi:巾; Qj, and 
essence. " These s.哗哗 b刷刷们'evealed the deep importa:时 points 0/ the 
Embryonic Breathing. Therefore, (I) write a song 0/ Embracing Singulariiη (Bao 
Yi) which contains twenty phrases to summarize these secrets. 

煌、摹子云: ‘咽徨朗'徒自乱。'尹先生云: ‘但使神
常御氛'鼻不失息。'黄庭经云: ‘琴心三叠舞胎仙'
自古重人则罔固胎息而成道。神氛胎站，其息乃定。罕
闺阁息而成真也。'重人云: ‘抱一守中子自沛'守三
蜻一神氛精是也。'斯言责露胎息之深旨'故作抱一歌
二十首以挟其要。

This section of the document cites four origins which talk about Embryonic 

Breathing. From these four citations, we can conclude a few key points. First, you 
should not hold your breath if you don't understand how and wh严 This can only 
cause you mental disturbance and physical sickness. Second, the unifìcation of the 

Shen and the Qi through correct breathing is the key to Embryonic Breathing. This 
is also the way to conceive a Spiritual Embryo. Third, in order to conceive a Spiri
tual Embryo, you must learn how to protect your Three Treasures (San Bao，三曹 k

Jing (essence1 Qi, and Shen (spirit) and keep them at the center (singularity} 
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When Embracing Singulari驭。ou) must know the 0咆in 01 the "True Singu
larity" {Zhen }骂人 The spiri阳alen你htenment， 句fter all, is ac伪ved due to {cul
tivation 0/ thυ Dan Tian. (Through) exit and entrance {o/ the Qj and She时，
the deep rooted X切 (Emotional Mind) ωn be opened (i. e. enl也htened). Shen 
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and Qj can then correspond and harmonize with each other, which results in the 
development 0/ the embryonic immortal. 

抱一须知真一源'神明、终自有丹田。出入往来心地段，
氛神相患化胎仙。

When you practice Embracing Singularity, you must know what is the singleness 
and how to embrace it. If you don't have this knowledge, it will be like driving a car 
in a new city without a map. The theory is just like a map which can direct you to 

the precise place where you want to go. Therefore, you must always keep the ques
tions of why, what, and how in your mind. 

If you wish to reach the fìnal goal of enlightenment, you must know where the 
Dan Tians are, their purposes, and the techniques. A丘er all, without knowing these, 
you will not be able to keep your Shen and Qi at their residences. Consequendy二 you

are w部ting your time and effort for your cultivation. In order to locate these Dan 
Tians (especially Upper and Real Lower Dan Tians) and keep your mind there, you 
must fìrst see through your emotional mind and learn to release it. Once you are able 
to open the gate of the Emotional Mind (Xin，心)， your mind will not be attracted 
and bothered. This will result in the calmness and peace of your mind. Then the 
Shen and the Qi will naturally stay at their residences. Through the uni且cation and 
harmonization of the Shen and Qi, the immortal Spiritual Embryo can be con
ceived. 

When just learning the teaching 0/ Embracing Singularity, it is hard to know the 
truth 向fthe practlce). Afier di告。1吵practicing daily for a long time, (you) will 
be enlightened automatica炒~ Even though there is no mu阳al corre，巧pondence in 
劝e pro.而und a句邸~ the clam will contain 伽卢II moon and congeal the pearl 
wit.乡 halo (i.e. shining Holy Embry时

抱一初傅未端真'功勤日久自通神。杳冥之间燕相庵，
蚌含秋月荤结珍。

Even if you have known thoroughly the the。可 of Embracing Singularity, you 
will still need time, and patient and diligent practice to see the result. Only if you 
have understood the theory and have established a 且rm confìdence in it, even though 
you cannot reach the profound level of practice yet, actually a shining Spiritual 
Embryo has already been conceived. Yao Min (杳冥) means "Profound Abyss" which 
represents the Yin spiritual world (Yin Jian，除罔} The Yang material world is called 
YangJian (睹罔} The clam is able to conceive its energy inside and therefore congeal 
the pearl. Full moon (Qiu Yue，秋月) is round and shining which implies the shin
ing result of岛rming the Spiritual Embryo. 

There is a marvellous door to cultivate the truth, (or true Dao)， 高y Embracing 
Singularity. (Through this) MIχ 刀刀切 direc吵 reached Kunlun (i. e. peak 0/ 
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cultívatíon). (The practíce oj) marvellous breathíng is not 吃庐'cted (whether you) 
recognize the Xuan Pin (or not). A single Qj must long reside at the center all the 
ttme. 

抱一修真有真 r， ，希夷直遣到克奋。妙息不干玄轨言己'
峙中一氛镇丧存。

Chen, Xi-Yi (陈希夷)wωa well-known Daoist Qigong master who lived from 

the end of the Tang to the beginning of the Song Dynasties (c. 900-1000 A.D.) 

(唐末宋初} Kunlun, meaning Kunlun Mountain (且暑山 1 is one of the highest 

mountains in the west of China. Here, Kunlun means the head (or the brain) and 

implies spiritual enlightenment. Pin (他) represents a female animal and implies the 

foundation of creation, the mother of millions of objects which has the same mean

ing as Dao (道} Xuan (玄) means profound, abstruse, mysterious, and marvellous. 

Therefore, Xuan Pin (玄批) means the marvellous and mysterious Dao, the mother 

of creation of millions of objects. The Dao is not easy to understand and it is impos

sible to explain it dearly and thoroughly. Therefore, it does not matter how much 

you can comprehend the Dao, to practice Embryonic Breathing, the most important 

thing is to keep your Qi at its residence (i.e. Embracing Singularity} Then you will 

conserve your inner energy and this will result in the conception of the Spiritual 

Embryo. 

l罗如en Embracing Singularity, (you) must know how ω be magnanimous within 
yourself automatically~ (岛u) must not allow the breathing ω be impeded at the 
throat: !f (you) are able ω comprehend the real meaníng 01 the con化nts， five 
internal (organs) and three palaces (i.e. Three Dan Tians) will gain peace auωM 
matically. 

抱一须知自在宽，勿令轧垄在喉罔。若能晚连真栓桑，
五内三宫自得安。

In order to embrace singularity, you mus盯t 且firs饪t regulat臼e y'归ou旧r emotional mind 

(X泊in凡，

environment. The key to reaching this goal is training yourself to be magnanimous 

so nothing is able to bother you. Only if your mind is regulated, can your breathing 

be smooth and natural. Though the theory is very simple, it is not easy to really com

prehend the profound meaning and make it happen. You must continue your regu

lating until no regulating is necessar严When this happens, your five internal Yin 

organs will be harmonious and peaceful. The five internal organs indude: the heart, 
liver, spleen, kidneys, and the lungs. According to Chinese medicine, our emotions 

are dosely related to these five internal Yin organs, and can influence the Qi circu

lation in them. Only when the mind is regulated to a peaceful and calm state, can 

the Qi circulating in these five internal organs also be harmonious. In addition, once 
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you are able to regulate your emotional mind, you will be able to keep your Shen at 
the Upper Dan Tian (Shang Dan Tian，上丹田)， calm down the fìre Qi at the Mid
dle Dan Tian (Zhong Dan Tian，中丹田)， and store abundant water Qi at the Lower 
Dan Tian (Xia Dan Tian，下丹田) or Real Lower Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian, 
真下丹田〉

Embracing Singul.理ri沙 to re阳rn (to our) origins will 向llow us to) reach the pri
mary nature 01 human 伊. (Thenφre，) w妙。io we) give up the internal (culti
vation) and focus on the external 仰ining? As long as (we are) able ω卢rm the 
stalk and如ψ the root deψ， then there is a place (i.e. opportunity) flr longevi沙·

抱一遗元连本生'何劳素内外遗行。但能固蒂深根了'
只於此庭是丧生。

In order to fìnd the origin of our lives, we must cultivate our Shen and Qi inter
nall予 External physical training, though it enables us to maintain a healthy physical 
life, will not lead you to immortality. In order to have immortality, you must fìrst 
trace back and return to the beginning of life. Only then, can you fìrm your root and 
stalk, and re-establish a foundation for your longevity and enlightenment. The root 
here means the spiritual root at the Upper Dan Tian and the Qi root at the Real 
Lower Dan Tian. Stalk refers to the Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai，街服) (spinal 
cord) which connects the Two Polarities, or Dan Tians. The Upper Dan Tian, The 
Thrusting Vessel, and the Real Lower Dan Tian constitute the central energy system 
of a human body. When this central energy system is strong, the immune system will 
function strongly, and therefore longevity can be achieved. 

It is primarily extraordinary (i.e. unusual) in cultivating (our) true or智ins
through Embracing Singulari权 (You) must not allow the Shen and Qi {to bυ 
呻arated from each other. Keφ them together at all times whenever sitting or 
walkinK. ，罗记en (the Qj and Shen are) transported to the Heaven Gate (i.e. Third 
l非e)， 即所 will be ex肌昨d automatically. 

抱一真元本真常'勿令神氛雨分弦。坐行之虞丧相守'
连到天问生自丧。

To achieve the goal of enlightenment is not an easy task. The fìrst step is learning 
how to keep the Shen and Qi at their centers fìrmly (i.e. Embracing Singularity} 
Next, you must unifY them, and harmonize them with each other at all times. The 
key to reaching this goal is to stop outside emotional attractions and disturbances to 

your mind. Then your mind will be calm and peaceful and thus pay attention to the 
inner feeling. This is the crucial key to the unifìcation of the Shen and Q i. 

Once you have established abundant Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian and then 
led it upward through the Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai，街腺) (Spinal cord) to 
nourish the brain, The Third Eye can be re-opened. The Third Eye is called "Tian 
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Yan" (天眼) and means "Heaven Eye." The reason for this is simply that when this 

"Heaven Eye" is re-opened, you will be enlightened, your spirit will unite with the 

natural spirit and suddenly you will be able to feel and sense many natural occur

rences which other people cannot feel and sense. When you have re-opened the 

"Heaven Eye," you should also have regained the capability of telepathy which we 

once had a long time ago. 

When Embracing Singularity, (you) must incorporate it (i. e. the practice) into the 
Fi悦 Elements (WU Yun). How can 让 be in vain if the Qi and the shape mt阳
ally correspond with each other? Since there is nothing in the empty door (i.e. 
Four Emptinesse.斗， why do you still go there (i. e. long flr i吵? This will make 
句our) floati;吨 life (i.e. the life without the root) wasted and 句our) prac抗ce in 
vaZi往.

抱一令踌五连中，氛形相庭、直成空。空 r， $.在物何须去，
虚素浮生枉用功。

"Wu Yun" (五连) means "the transportation of Five Elements" (Wuxing，五行〉

They are Metal Oin，金) (Lungs, Fall); Wood (Mu，木) (Liver, Spring); 币Tater (Shui, 

水) (Kidneys, Winter); Fire (Huo，火) (Heart, Summer); and Earth (Tu，土)

(Spleen, Four Seasons} That means the Qi exchanges among five internal organs and 

also the four seasons. When you practice "Embracing Singularity," you must coordi

nate and harmonize with the five internal organs and four seasons. Only then are the 

Qi body and physical body able to harmonize and balance with each other. The first 

key to cultivation in "Embracing Singularity" is to keep the physical body strong and 

healthy. In order to reach this goal, you must have built up abundant Qi so the phys

icallife can be manifested efficiendy. 
"Emp可 Door" (Kong Men，主问) means the door leading you to the "Four 

Emptinesses" (Si Da Jie Kong，四大皆空} This means the illusion or matrix generat

ed from the four great materials: earth, water，且re， and wind. Since they do not have 

meaning to the spiritual world, they are emp可'. If you continue searching for these 

material desires and do not know how to cultivate your spiritual world, then you are 

wasting your life. Since a human life is short and comes and goes, it is like a floating 

duckweed witholit a root (Fu Sheng，浮生〉
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To practice EmbracingSingula吟咏 (you must recognize that our lives) are just 
like theperson (i.e. reflection) 切 the mirro r. Among the colors， 让 manifests the 
bo句。1co沁rs. (To avoid this false illusio饨， you)must出恍如m transcendi.ηIgSan 
Jie (i. e. Three ci;γcles). 可句ou coη!tinue to) h即e the delusion about the 丛:ust
world(i.e. emotional world or laymen socie盼， then how can (you) keep (your
selj) 巾an from the dust? 

抱一由如镜袒人'包中唯现色中身。徙兹渐得超三界，
妄昼昼更主能息。
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When you practice "Embracing Singularity," you must first recognize that a 
human life is like the reflection in the mirror. All emotions and desires are only illu
sion. To spiritual cultivation, they mean nothing. If you are attracted by the color 
(i.e. material world) in the mirror, then your mind will generate the color (i.e. desires) 
and continue to disturb your peaceful mind. You must practice to regulate your mind 
gradually until you are able to jump out of "San Jie" (三界) (Laymen Matrix} "San" 
(三) means "three" and Jie (界) means: "world, boundaries, circles, and societies." 
According to Buddhist socie可" "San Jie" means: 1. The world of desires (for sex and 
food); 2. The world of colors (material world); 3. The world of no color (generated 
from extreme calmness through meditation} The first step in regulating your mind 
is to get rid of the world of desires and colors. This willlead you to the world of "no 
color" which can be achieved from the calmness of the mind. Once you have reached 
this "no color" world, you can then focus on your spiritual cultivation of "Embrac
ing Singularity." The 且nal goal is to get out of these three circles and reach enlight
enment. It is said in Buddhist society: "Jump out of three circles, then (you) will not 
be in the boundary of the 'Five Elements' (i.e. Laym丑1e In1，￥s r，陀einca巩:arna缸甜tion cy'严de}"

"Chen" (昼) means "dust" which implies the dirty mind generated from the 
seven emotions and six desires. The laymen socie可 is called "Chen Shi" (盛世) and 
means "dust world." This is the world that fills up with emotional minds such as: 

ange巳 hate， love, jealousy, joy, sorrow and sadness, and also with the desire for power, 
wealth, glory, dignity, and many other things. 

When Embracing Singuμri侈品eep the Lingtai (i. e. 非iri阳al Station) opened 
eveη nigh民 em的o is formalized at the embryonic 仰'Sidence) (i.e. Real Lower 
Dan Tian) in every breathing. 扩the Shen and Qj can be congealed and become 
the precious 的'asure， even (though) the Original 年irit (Yuan Ling) is going ω 
be dispersed (i.e. death), they will return 切。our bo吵) even阳ally.

抱一重圭月夜阔'息息之中胎在胎。神氛若凝踌作霄'
元重欲散却遗来。

"Lingtai" (重量) means "Spiritual Platform or Station." Please do not confuse 
this term with Lingtai used in Chinese medicine. Though these nam臼 are exact1y the 
same, they have di岳rent meanings in different contexts. The Lingtai in Qigong 
means the "spiritual residence" located in the brain, while the Lingtai (Gv-10) in 
Chinese medicine is an acupuncture cavity located on the back between the spinous 
processes of the 6th and 7th thoracic vertebrae (Figure 3-4} In Qigong, Lingtai is 
also called Ling Guan (重嗣) (Spiritual Gate) (Daoist term) or Ling Shan (重山)
(Spiritual Mountain) (Buddhist term} 

On the basis of our scientific understanding and traditional Qigong practice, it 
is understood that when we are awake and physically active, the major Qi flow in the 
body st勾rs in the Conception and Governing Vessels (Ren and Du Mai，任·督服〉
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We know from Chinese medicine that 
the Conception Vessel regulates the 
Qi circulation in the six Yin channels. 
The Governing V白sel regulates and 
governs Qi in the six Yang channels. 
Since these twelve Qi channels distrib
ute the Qi to the entire physical body, 
the Qi normally circulates strongly in 
these two vessels during the daytime \、) i \::: I / Lingtai (Gv斗 0)

while we 盯e physically active. 
However, when we sleep, the 

m司or Qi flow will condense inward 
and circulate in the Thrusting Vessel 
(Chong Mai，街版) (Spinal Cord~ 

When this happens, the brain obtains 
Qi nourishment, and the pineal, pitu
itary, adrenals , and testicles (or 
ovaries) located along the spinal cord 
are also nourished and produce hor- Figure 3-4. Acupuncture Lingtai (Gv斗 0) and 
mones. Therefore, when you train Qigong Lingtai (Brain) 

your spirit, the best time to practice is midnight where the Qi is circulating in the 

Thrusting Vessel which connects the Two Polarities (i.e. two brains~ When you train 

at this time, the spi出 can be nourished e伍ciently and raised up to a high level. 
When you practic冠， you are not only practicing the purifìcation of your Shen but 

also building up the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian through Embryonic Breathing. 

You should remember that these Two Polarities (Upper Dan Tian and Real Lower 

Dan Tian) formalize the "singularity" of the central spiritual and physical energy. 

Only if you cultivate your spirit and Qi simultaneously, can you reach the goal of uni

fìcation and harmonization of the Shen and Q i. If you are able to condense (fìrm) 

your Shen at its residence, then you have obtained a precious result. Then, whenever 

your Original Spirit (Yuan Ling or Yuan Shen，元重·元神) has been attracted by 由e

outside world, you will be able to lead it back easily and continue your cultivation. 
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The tech叫ue 0/ Embracing Singuμdσ must be stated co附ctly and clea吵
伪u} must not co咖e the pan彻~g and relate it (to the Embryonic Breathing). 
The real embryo can be conceived (from interaction 0/ the Fire Qj) at the Li 
paμce (i.e. heart orλ1iddle Dan Tian) which is led downward to the Lower Dan 
Tian (to blend in with the 1场ter Qi). 

抱一之街边正元，勿膊喘息摄相干。真胎不通雄宫上'
直须令住下丹田。
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When you practice Embryonic Breathing, your breathing must not be heavy 
(panting). lt should be so丘， natural, smooth, slender, quiet, deep, e部严 and relaxed. 
According to the Daoist understanding, in order to conceive the Spiritual Embryo, 
you must lead the Fire Qi (Huo Qi，火氯) stored at the Middle Dan Tian (Zhong 
Dan Ti钮，中丹田) to interact with the \1Ç如ter Qi (Shui Qi，水轧) stored at the Real 
Lower Dan Tian. In order to do so, you should lead the Fire Qi downward and \1Ç组ter
Qi upward so they can meet at the Huang Ting (黄庭) where the Spiritual Embryo 
can be conceived. Huang Ting is a Daoist term which means the center place behind 
the navel area. The method of leading the Fire Qi downward and Water Qi upward 
is commonly called "Kan-Li" (坎雄) which means "water-fire" in Qigong practice. 

Embracing Singt出rity to keep the Original β'hen and Qj) harmonious is pre
ciousand卢'ourishing. (You) shou/d not let the Shen and Qj apart ftom each other 
and become weird (i.e. out ofpμω. (歹you only) 仰'at the Tu-Na (i.e. b加rea础t劝h
i切ng) aωs a true e.ω'ssenα ofpractic吗rι~ (then i扛t i.ω's) h归ardt，切'opμCα'e (yo仰u叫υb加0吵 at t劝he vif.ι -
Lμ宜r.ge叫oflo仰n喀!gevi矿i

抱一元和贾易昌，莫叫神氛雨乖弦。报膊吐纳海真蒂'
要住致身於不死绑。

"Tu" (吐) means "to utter" and implies "to exhale" and "Nà' (纳 )means"to

receive" and implies "to inhale." Tu Na (吐的) has also commonly been used as a 
Qigong practice. This is simply because the major key practice of Qigong is the cor
rect way of respiration. 

If you wish to have longevity, regulating breathing alone will not lead you to the 
goal. In order to become an immortal, you must uni命 your Original Shen (Yuan 
Shen，元神) and Original Qi (Yuan Qi，元氯〉

W汤en Embracing Singuμrity， there is not even a second ofpause (in practice). 扩
the achievement can 6e accomplished ftom the six words (i.e. six heaRng sounds), 
the jive internal (刀n) organs will be clean (i.e. healthy). If (you are) able ω 
maintain (the healthy condition) of(yo叫 shaped bo吵 (i.e. p伽ical body) and 
live long, there are always chances for (your 刀n and 1áng) interaction and for 
the birth 向fembryo).

抱一峙中不暂停'六字功成五服在清。若留形身常住世'
来来生庭更交生。

To achieve enlightenment and longevity is not an easy task. It will take a long 
time of study and practice. Therefore, you should not be discouraged and practice 
discontinuously. Other than diligent practice, you also need to attend to your phys
ical health. Only if you have good physical health can you live long, which will pro
vide you with a longer time for your cultivation. In order to have a good physical 
health, first you must keep your five Yin organs dean and health)ιThese are: Heart, 
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Lungs, Liver, Kidneys , and Spleen. One of the key practices to keep these five organs 

dean , without Qi stagnation, is through making six sounds. These six sounds are: He 

(呵) (Hearù Hu (呼) (Spleen1 Si (咽) (Lungs 1 xi (嘻) (Triple Burner1 Xu (嘘)

(Liver1 and Chui (吹) (Kidneys} If you wish to know more about these six sounds, 

pleωe refer to the book: Qigong for Health and Martial Arts, published by YMAA. 

To Embrace Singularity, (you) must always preserve the Shen (i.e. Spirit), Qj, 
and Ji;哩 (i.e. Essence). From preservi.ηIg these three (treasures) a;叫 returni;ηz
them into one (i.e. sin~lene.吟， the accomplishment will be achieved automati
cally. What this body 's /unction (i.e. health and longevity) relies on is nφûnrt the 
Canoderma lucidum grown in the field (i. ι Elixir Field, Dan Tian) of g()lden 
room, and refining it until the crystal (i.e. Spiri，阳alEm问。~ is formalized. 

抱一惟存神氛精，守三踌一自功成。此身所码:墨何住'
金室乏田基束至晶。

"Ling Zhi" (重笔) is Canoderma lucidum, a special herbal fungus. In Chinese 

medicine, it is believed that Ling Zhi has the power to extend your life. In this sec

tion, it implies the "elixir" (Dan，丹) which can be grown at the Dan Tian (丹田)

(Elixir Field} Therefore, if you are able to preserve the essence, protect your Qi, and 

refine your Shen and uni命 them into a singlene队 the Spiritual Embryo can be gen

erated. Jing (晶) is a natural crystal which usually takes a long time to formulate. 

Embracing SinguL宜rzσ cannot be accomplished just 占ving in seclusion 高y staying 
in the pe，叫声lmountain (i.e. mind located in Kunlun Mountain). 扩(you) don 't 
have the Dao (i. e. the correct way) in (youυ livin乡 (the cultivation) is still in 
vain. Lμive lon咆!g leisl倪lyi切n t，伪hi.扛5门w柳/
ceive t，劝he 牛i扩irit阳uωlal Emb，η吵)'0 扛 t劝he u吻 ofreachin，咆!gimmη1Or，仰tali占'it;σ1.

抱一拌干守静山，居雇条道亦徒然。 J支费 8芭粒阔居世，
结得神胎始走仙。

/ 

This section points out a few things to which you must pay attention, to reach 

the goal of longevity and enlightenment. The first is if you do not have a correct life

style in your daily life, even if you meditate to regulate your mind, it is still useless. 

The mountain (Shan，山) implies "Kunlun Shan" (且杏山) which is one of the high

est mountains located in the west of China. In Daoist terminology, Kunlun Moun

tain means the head, the highest place of the body. 
The second thing it points out is keeping your life easy without too much ten

sion. In this way, both your mental and physical bodies will be relaxed. The third 

point is keeping away from eating meat. According to Chinese medical and Qigong 

society, it is recognized that eating too much red meat, due to the contents of many 

bad ingredients, can cause the mind's emotional disturbance and the Q i's stagnation 

in the body. This will result in emotional sickness and physical illness. 
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Embrace Singulari沙 so (you can) drink the sweet dew 钞 yourself 1古e wind, 
thunder, c!OUf"击; and rains (i.e. emotíonal disturbances) are all over in the battle 
fteld (i.e. laymen society). After cleani1警 and calming down the Wu Yun (i. e. 
Five Internal Origins), (you) can get rid 0/ laymen temperamen打 and reach the 
immortal village. 

抱一自餐甘露棠，凤雷雪雨遍疆场。五徨肃然明静後'
费提凡贸泛仙卿。

The wind (Feng，凤 1 thunder (Lei，雷 1 clouds (Yun，垂 1 and rain (Yu，两) here 
imply the emotional disturbances in laymen society. Through these disturbances, 

your emotions and temperament are hard to control and cultivate. The fìrst step in 
stopping these emotional disturbances is to clean the Qi circulating in the fìve inter
nal organs. "Wu Yun" (五越)means "自ve concealments" whïch implies "且ve internal 
organs: heart, lungs, liver, kidneys, and spleen." There is another interpretation of 
Wu Yun. Wu Yun includes: 1. Color concealment (She Yun，色越); 2. Perception 
concealment (Shou Yun，受蕴); 3. Thinking concealment (Xiang Yun，想、毡); 4. 
Acting concealment (Xing Yun，行蕴); 5. Discriminating concealment (Shi Yun, 

端撞} All of these concealments are able to generate desires and emotional unbal
ance. Therefore, you must fìrst clean away these concealments, then your tempera
ment can be simplifìed and purifìed. 

抱一真元巷道真'不劳霎水苟仙君。返往元来燕闰得'
鼓腮佟久才真其身。

The true Dao of cultivation is to keep, protect and preserve the Original Shen 
(Yuan Shen, ;1éA中) and Original Qi (Yuan Qi，元氯) at their residences. If you know 
how to grasp this secret, you do not need to fìnd a teacher. Whenever you have an 
emotional disturbance or a desire, the Shen will depart 丘om its residence, and the 
Qi will be led away from its residence, consumed and wasted. Therefore, the most 
important thing in your spiritual cultivation is avoiding any emotional disturbance 
to prevent yourself from generating desires. 

Tb EmbrdcrSingz4LMZFOoujmudafwqy5mdintain tbrgrrdtbdrmony inOour 
bo彬. If there is a dispute in the bird nest 向. emotional d忡仰 internally)，
then the evil spirit wi!. ιbe aroused. Then the Qi PO (i.e. Seven Vital Forces) and 
San Shi (i.e. Three Corpses) will bring (you) harm. 扩 (you) ke卢p (your) mind 
under the Kunlun Mountain, then the-shining moons are numerous. 
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抱一常令含太和'离束手敢起妖就。七魄三尸宰有害'
克奋山下明月多。

"Qi Po" (七魄) means "Seven Vital Forces" which are related to seven emotions. 

The seven emotions (Qi Qi吨，七情) are: happiness (Xi，喜 1 anger (Nu，恕 1 sorrow 

(Ai，哀 1 joy (Le，算~ 110ve (Ai，爱 1 hate (Hen，恨 1 and lust (Yu，越} San Shi (三尸 k
or "Three Corpses," are the three desires which could lead you to your death. They 

are the temptations of money, taste (i.e. food1 and sex. 2 

In order to achieve longevity, you must fìrst have harmony between the Qi and 

physical bodies. When this happens, all the internal organs will harmonize with each 

other and be healthy. To reach this harmony, you must fìrst regulate your emotional 

mind and desires. If you continue to have these disputes internally, then you will 

bring much harm. If you are able to keep your mind at the spiritual center in the 

head (i.e. Kunlun Mountain, 在挂在山 1 then you will be able to enlighten yourself 

spirituall严 Under the Kunlun Mountain is the center of the valley where the spiri

tual Yin center is located (i.e. Mud Pill Palace} 

Embracing Singuμriσ will allow (youυ bo吵 ω stay in the village 0/ no death 
(i.e. longevity). Goldt?n lotus卢'owers are bloomÍ1气g (jor you) to sit on with nice 
and cool 侨eling). There is no dregs and dirt in (youυ solid abdomen ι e. 卢ι
ness 0/ clean water Qj) and hum仇le X切 (i.e. mind). The jade pond (i.e. place 
under the tongue) is卢II 0/ eight delicious juices. 

抱一身居不死掷'金莲花静坐清凉。责腹虚心且在j宰辙'
玉池满注八嗖粱。

According to Buddhism, the laymen society which is 臼led with emotions and 

desires is considered as "emotional mud" or "dust" (Chen Tu，昼土} Everyone in this 

emotional mud has a subconscious mind of "truth" (Zhen，真} As long as you have 

this truthful subconscious mind in your deep heart, you already have a lotus seed 

within. If you meditate and search for spiritual cultivation, sooner or later the mask 

on your face will drop off, and you will step onto the fìrst stage of spiritual cultiva

tion, or "self二recognition" (Zi Shi，自端} In this case, the lotus seed starts to sprout. 

From this self二recognition， through continuous meditation, you will step into the 

stages of "self-awareness" (Zi Jue，自竞 1 "self二awakening" (Zi Wu，自悟 1 and 且nally

"freedom from spiritual bondage" (Zi Tuo，自脱} When this happens, the lotus will 

continue to grow out of the mud and bloom a pure, clean lotus flower. The dirtier 

the mud, the bigger the flower that will bloom. This pure and clean lotus flower orig

inates from pure thinking without any emotional disturbance and desires, as well as 

a solid and abundant Qi storage at the Real Lower Dan Tian in the abdominal area. 

In this case, you will become a Buddha sitting on the lotus flower with a pure mind 

and immortal spirit. When you have reached this stage, due to the freedom from 
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emotional bondage or the matrix, the body can be calm, relaxed, and cool. Conse
quently, the saliva generated in the "Jade Pond" (Yu Chi，玉池) will be abundant 
which can be used to moisten the body's dryness. "Yu Chi" implies the place under
neath the tongue which is able to generate an abundance of saliva during meditation. 

There is a secret 均 in true inteψretation 吃fEmbracing Singulari切的w can 
those h告h elegant and educated gentlemen know and talk about iι Return the 
Shen and maintain its warmth at the embryonic origin. After (you) have obtained 
the marvellous key, then (you) will know the traini1气g- is deep and esoteric. 

抱一真栓有秘阔'高才儒士皇族宣。返神徨熟胎元主'
妙旨方知深又玄。

Many elegant and educated people talk about Embracing Singularity. However, 
they should know that the cultivation of Embracing Singularity cannot be accom
plished just through talking. In order to reach the goal, you must know the secret 
key of maintaining your Shen (Yin) in its residence and Qi (Yang) at the Real Lower 
Dan Tian. Later, when the Shen and Qi are uni且ed and harmonized with each other, 
the Spiritual Embryo (Shen 1礼神胎) will be conceived. If anyone does not know 
this key, then it does not matter how much he talks about it, the cultivation is still 
mvam. 

To ask for longevi吵 through Embracing Singularity is not 码庐cult. The Qi and 
the shape (i. e. p高ysical body) must corre.伊ond (i.e. harmonize) with each other 
刷刷lly and ρhe Shen and Qi} enter Three Dan Tians. However, hω confused 
it ωn be ifjust talk about the matter through speakíng. (To 仰rn the truth cor
rect.初， (you) must have a personal oral ínstructíon j子'om a well-known (e.净ert
enced) teacher. 

抱一求生不是弊'氛形相庭、入三田。言中顾事何疑惑'
就沐明自币口授傅。

This last paragraph concludes that in order to achieve longevity, you must har
monize your Qi and physical body. The Qi body is considered as the Yin body and 
the physical body is considered as the Yang body in Qigong practice. Though the Yin 
body cannot be seen, it is the root of life. The Yang body can be seen and is the man
ifestation of the Yin body. Therefore, these two bodies, seeming to be two, are actu
ally one. They are the Two Polarities of the same thing -life. 

Not only that, you must also know how to conserve the Qi instead of wasting it. 
In order to preserve your Qi efficiently, you must know how to keep the Qi at the 
Dan Tian. Only when it is necessary to be used for physical or mental manifestation, 
then the Qi is led out for it. The more e伍ciently you are able to use the Qi, the 
longer and the better your life will be. The crucial key to reaching this goal is learn
ing how to build up the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian to an abundant level through 
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Embryonic Breathing and also how to keep the Shen in its residence (i.e. Upper Dan 

Tian) through meditation. When this happens, you will have an abundant quantity 

of Qi, and also a high quality of Qi manifestation. 
Though talking and understanding is easy, there are many secret keys which must 

be taught by an experienced teacher. Knowing these secrets will shorten your train

ing and make it more e面cient and effective. 

17. Secret Recording of Nourishing Life2 

《善生秘鲸〉

扩(one) is able ω keep the "True Sin，伊lariσ" (Zhen ηD (i.e. 肌tji state), t，伪henn 1 

t伪he breat，劝ωb归in咆'g Wωill not b加e t，ωoandj升争'o.It 打 J以i劝是如r 劝加ej乒告切t阳阳u阳s z切n t，伽b加em仰ot，劝her 's zωvomη悦1
is c.ω'al品'led "great s必teadine.倪'ss矶'5. JJ 

能守真一别息不往来'如在母胞胎之中'需之大定也。

Literally, "Zhen Yi" (真一) means "real one," "real singularity," or "real single

ness." "One" or "singularity" implies the main energy polarity of a human con

structed by the spiritual center and the Qi center. k mentioned earlier, these two 

centers constitute the two energy poles of our body, and are connected via the spinal 

cord (Thrusting Vessel} One handles our spirituallife (Upper Dan Tian) and the 

other supplies our physicallife (Lower Dan Tian} It seems there are Two Polarities, 
however, since they are connected through the highly electrically conductive spinal 

cord, they function as one. That means they correspond with each other simultane

ously and closely relate to each other. The Lower Dan Tian belongs to Yang which 

supplies the quantity of the Qi and thus nourishes the physicallife while the Upper 

Dan Tian belongs to Yin which controls the quality of the Qi manifestation. Yin and 

Yang are the two faces of the same thing. Like a magnet which has T wo Polarities that 

cannot be separated from one another. It is said: "What is Zhen Yi? It means the 

body's Yin (spirit) and Yang (physical body) are unified as one."24 The Daoist docu

ment, Thesis 0/ Retaining the Shen and Firming the Qj ( 存神固氯输) said: "If a 

human is able to place his original truth (pure mind) at the Heaven Valley (天谷)

(Spiritual Valley), then it is the Dao of keeping the ‘Zhen Yi.'町 The head is consid

ered as heaven while the perineum is considered as the "sea bottom" (Hai Di，海底〉

Therefore, heaven valley means the valley in the head, namely the Spiritual Valley 

(Shen Gu，神谷} When the Shen is able to stay at its residence, the Qi can then be 

kept at its center as well. 
From this, you can see that to keep the mind at these poles means to maintain 

the singleness or singulari可~ When the mind stays at these Two Polarities, the mind 

will not be attracted by the outside world and the Qi can also stay at its residence 

without leaving and being consumed. It is said: "What is Embryonic Breathing? It 
is the Dao of abiding at the ‘ real one.' That is, Shen and the breathing are mutually 
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relying on each other. When the Shen condenses (concentrates1 the Qi will be sta
bilized (stay at its residence}"2ó Therefore, it is written in the Daoist document, 
Observing 防'ssels (Jl浓重): "If one is able to abide at the 'Zhen Yi,' then the breathing 
(Qi) will not be to and fro." It also said: "If one is able to abide at the 'Zhen Yi,' then 
the real Qi will condense by itself and the Yang Shen (蹄神) can be gathered."27 
Though the spirit controls the manifestation of Qi, the spirit is the manifestation of 
the Qi, therefore, the Shen is classi且ed as Yang. 

18. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 
(Methods ofTransporting QiY 

《靖真重胎神用挟》
(御氛之法)

(If to) the t，ψ 切 the Ni ，场n (i.e. Mud Pill Paμce) and to the bottom to the 
Ming;ηen (i. e. Real Lower Dan Tia时， two sceneries are flllowing each other 
m仰ta妙1， then it can save the remaining days and increase longevi切扩there is 
no con仰1 from the Shen when exhali咯 then 伪is breathing is not complete. 扩
there is no governing from the Shen when inhaling, again, the breathing is not 
complete either. 扩(you) are able ω coordinate and harmonize the Shen and Qi 
mu阳ally in every breathin，多 then the embryo can be conceived from concealed 
Qi and the Qj can be produced through Embryonic Breathing. (In this case), the 
embryonic Qj can be congealed interna!.如 and will never die. When it has 阳
ceeded, the male will be able ω gather the Jing β.e. Essenc.υ and the female is 
able to bear the ba钞~ Though ρhe emotion) is touched 向y desire, it ωnnot com
pete against Shen. This is the w哼 01 returning the essence and nourishing it ω 
the Shen. This is the breathing cultivating secret 01 the uppermost pure jade real 
φerson) (i.e. those who have obtained the uppermost real Dao). If(you) are able 
ω practice it a如吻。'ou) will obtain its kna础向fcultivation) and gradua炒
C01份rm with the uppermωt real Dao. 

上至泥丸'下至命问'雨景相随，可救残老矣。若呼不
得神宰，一息不全'吸不得神宰'亦一息不金。若能息
息之中，使神氛相合，别胎徒伏氛中结，氛徒有胎中息'
胎氛内结，永不死矣。功成之后'男子聚精'女子结婴'
雄勤于欲，不能舆神手，是需真返精海神也。此者乃是
上清玉真修息之挟'日能行之'自得其味'渐合太上真
道。

"Ni Wan" (泥丸) is a Daoist term, which literally means "mud pill" and implies 
"the brain" or "Upper Dan Tian." The Spiritual Valley (Shen Gu，神谷) between the 
two hemispheres of the brain is called Ni \xi知 Gong (泥丸宫) and means "Mud Pill 
Palace." Palace means the place where the Shen resides. Then, what is the physical 
implication of"mud pill?" 1 believe it refers to the pineal and pituitary glands. When 
these two glands are nourished with abundant Qi (bioelectricity1 the hormone pro-
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duction can be abundant, and naturally, the body's metabolism through biochemical 

reaction will function smoothl严 Naturally二 your vital force is strong and the Shen can 

be high. Mingmen (命同) (Life Door) here means the Real Lower Dan Tian instead 

of the Mingmen cavi可 in acupuncture. The Real Lower Dan Tian stores the Qi, the 

energy for life. 
This artide points out that the Shen at the Upper Dan Tian and also the Qi at 

the Real Lower Dan Tian are mutually coordinated and harmonized with each other. 

These are the two energy poles which establish the central energy system of our lives. 

In order to make the Shen and Qi harmonize with each other, you must know how 

to use Embryonic Breathing to uni今 them， and then the Spiritual Embryo can be 

conceived. In order to reach this goal, you must 且rst keep your Shen and Qi at their 

residences. To reach this state, keep your mind at the spiritual center and also the Qi 

center. Once you can do so, the central energy will be firmed and strong. 

Next, you willlead the Shen downward to uni命 the Qi at the Real Lower Dan 

Tian. In this case, two polarities will be unified and become one. This is the Wuji 

state, the initiation of life. 
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19. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 
(Secrets of Removing Hundreds of Internal 
Vision 8arrie凹的 Embryonic 8reathing) 川

〈言者真重胎神用挟〉
(百峰内祝胎息挟)

What is Embryonic Breathing about? World people (i.e. laymen) do not know. 
However, many ancient virtuous persons (i. e. those who Uiηderstand the Dao) 
have all v衍手ed its result. 可句ou) do not obtain this method from gaini吨 the
oral se衍础，句。叫 ωill not be able to start 句our)practice. (Furthermo陀 if) w协，
则persona[ instruction and句。叫 go ahead to ao it， 句。杭 州。均 thefirst class 
01 fool. Even if (yo叫 havestabiH却d the Xin-monkey (i.e. Emotional Mind) and 
础.zed the Yi-horse (i.e. Wisdom Mi;州， it often ωtes the Gongfu (i. e. en咆
time) and c，肌not achie四 it great.与， If(yo锐 are one oß those who real~与 wish to 
cultivate and 衍-ain (Embηonic Breath切!g) and wish to catch the Xin-monkey 
and res阳i忧伤e Yi-hor.钮; then 句。叫 7阳st first regulate 与our) Qi and calm 
句our) breathi吨巾ri;如句our) Xii饵， ce.ωe the wo付i邸，肌dforget the emo悦。ns;
consequently, there is a response (i.e. result). 可句ou) are not doing so, then the 
time will pass without res说't and be w.ωted 可 there is no instruction from a 
teacher, it is hard to kηoω it. 

且胎息者'世人不知，言者责皆徒橙果。若不得此法也'
把不定不得口挟'不得下手'不得税傅，把手教著尚做，
不通一等愚人。便待定心猿'擒意局'往往空黄其功夫'
不成大事。若真修燥之人，欲捉心猿，收意禹。先须拥
氛定息'然后澄心息虑、忘情'乃可底也。若不如是'员IJ
空遇了咛光日月。不因何指，此事辩知矣。
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According to Chinese tradition, there are two minds in our body, the emotional 
mind which is called "Xin" (心) (heart) and the wise, logical mind which is called 
"Yi" (意} Xin is compared to an ape (Yuan，猿 1 which, though small, makes a lot of 
noise and generates great disturbance. Yi is compared to a horse (Ma，局 1 which, 

though large and powerful, can nevertheless easily be restrained. 
This document points out two things. First, the theory is clear, but the training 

methods must be obtained from an experienced master. In Chinese tradition, in 
order to prevent the writing secrets being revealed to outside people, normally there 
are some hidden oral secrets which allow to you connect the practice with the theo
ry. These oral secrets are generally passed down through personal instruction 
between a master and a trustworthy student. Second, if you wish to reach the goal of 
enlightenment through Embryonic Breathing, you cannot achieve this goal by just 
regulating your Xin and Yi. You must fìrst learn how to regulate your Qi through sta
bilizing your breathing. Only then can your mind be clear and separated from emo
tional disturbance. 

20. The Complete Book of Principal Contents of 
Human Life and Temperament 

(Taishi Family's Secrets of Embryonic BreathingY 

〈性命圭旨全害〉
(太始氏胎息挟)

What is the Dao? It is only a Grand Emptiness (Tai Xu) (i.e. space少• The heaven, 
the earth, the su凯 and the moon are all generated from 劝is Grand Emptiness. 
Ther，φre， the heaven and the earth are the real embryo 01 this Grand Emptiness 
and the sun and the moon are the real breathing 01 this Grand Emptiness. If one 
is able ω con乒rm with th打 Grand Emptiness (i.e. 仰伊'cation 01 human and 
na阳re)， then the heaven and the earth consti阳te my embryo, and the sun and the 
moon are my breathing. ，罗为at is contained in this Grand Emptiness is a击omy
contents. σn this case) how can (1) be parted from the contents 01 the heaven, the 
earth, the sun and the moon, and become co々卢sed like other people? 

夫道，太虚而已矣 0 天地日月皆徙太虚中来。故天地者，
太虚之真胎也。日月者'太虚之真息也。人能舆太虚同
嘘，则天地即我之胎'日月即我之息。太虚之包攘'即
我之包握。直非超出天地日月之外，而海混虚氏其人默。

The Dao (道) cannot be seen, and it is even impossible to describe it accurately 
with our limited understanding. If we force ourselves to explain it, the closest is Tai 
Xu (太虚 1 meaning "Grand Emptiness." It is from this Grand Emptiness that the 
material world was initiated. Therefore, the heaven and the earth are actually the 
embryo of the Tai Xu or the Dao. The natural ceaseless cycling which causes the 
energy change of the universe is the breathing of the universe. Similarly, a human 
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body can be considered as heaven and earth. If we are able to uni今 our physical body 

and spiritual body with the heaven and the earth (nature1 then the embryo of heav

en and earth is also my embryo and the breathing of the heaven and the earth is also 

my breathing. It does not matter how and what, we are part of this nature. If we are 

able to unite ourselves with nature, then we are able to harmonize our spirit with it. 

To do this，且rst we must 且nd the origin of our lives and trace back its root. This 

root is our Qi center and spiritual center. These Two Polarities formalize a central 

Yin and Yang root which thus supplies our life both spiritually and physically. If we 

are able to return our spirit and Qi to these Two Polarities, we will be able to re-unite 

ourselves with nature. The spiritual center is located at the head and is considered to 

be the heaven, while the Qi center is situated at the lower abdominal area and is con

sidered to be the earth. 

27. The Complete Book of Principal Contents of Human 
Life and Temperament 

仰ng Kong Zi's Secrets of Embryonic BreathingY 

《性命圭旨金害〉
(性空子胎息挟)

this happens), the insubstantial emp彻ess 0/ the (natura l) inst仇tantíal empti
ness wîO blend with my insubsω仰lemp彻ess and ínsubstantially empty my 
ínsubstantial emptiness: 

我之本髓，本自圆明。圆明者，是我身中天地之真胎也。
我之本髓，本自主寂。空寂者'是我身中日月之息也。
唯吾身之天地有真胎矣'而后天地之胎舆我之胎'相海
混合，而胎我之胎。唯吾身之日月有真息矣'而后日月
之息舆我之息'相海混合，而息我之息。海吾身之本髓
即虚空矣。而后虚空之虚空舆我之虚空，相海混合，而
虚空我之虚空。

Round and bright means a mind spiritually perfect and clean without a slight 

dirty thought (emotional disturbance} Then the re址 Spiritual Embryo can be derived 

in my body. My physical body was originated from emptiness and it is part of the 
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great nature. This great natu配 repeats its cycle through Qi exchange (breathing~ Sun 
and moon are the cycle of the day and month. In our body, we have the Qi cycle 
through breathing. In order to have a deep and profound Qi exchange and circula
tion， a丘er 1 have entered into a deep meditative state, all material around me gradu
ally disappears and my body becomes transparent and empty. When 1 have reached 
this stage, the natural Qi exchange and my body's Qi exchange will be unifìed as one. 

Through Qi exchange, millions of lives are derived between the heaven and the 
earth. Through correct Embryonic Breathing, due to the smooth Qi exchange and 
circulation, a Spiritual Embryo will be generated in my body. A human body is con
sidered as a small heaven and earth while nature is considered as great heaven and 
earth. When my spirit and the natural spirit have been unifì叶， then everything is 
empty since eveη吃hing is originated from nothingness. 

22. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 

{ιu阳u Zhen Ren's Secrl陌ets of Embryonic 8rl陌eat的hl的ngω~2，

《言萄者真重胎神用言抉夫〉
(柳真人胎息挟)

Most people in this world do not know that the bo吵 we are using daily is (or，智
inated斤'om) the creation and variation 01 the substances. Aμs! This 勿侨rmaι
ized 钞~ the Qi from heaven. ，罗如en the Original Essence does not weaken, then 
matter is formalized and becomes 0伊'cts. Above, it relies on the heaven s clean 
Qi and the1φre gathers, becoming the shape, and below, it connects with the 
earthS dirσ Qi and condenses into a bo吵i {In this bo吵~ is contained a "sole 
truth" (}í Zhen). The world people do not recognize this and consequently 1以
out ω outside (01劝e bo彻. rThis simple 仰th) means (the protection oj) Jing 
(i.e. essence), Qi, and Shen (i.e. spirit). 扩 (you) do not 切ow how to keep and 
protect these three (things), then (you) are old and near death. Those holy men 
(i.e. persons who have reached the Dao) ω11 not leave (i.e. stop training) these 
three methods (矿protecting]ing， Qi, and Shen) even a minute in their walking, 
liv略战仰乡 or lying 向. daily activities). Æ乒er long time (可fpractice), the 
牛iritual Embryo will be conceived and (they) become immortal. It is praised as: 
';4s a human living in this world does not know (his) root, all the time search
ingfor the gree，吵 mind and give 织P (his) or，智inal real (being) (i.e. natural tem
perament) 扩(he does) not know 加w 印只rμte the real breathing and Qi so as 
to nourish (古is) or，也inal ìáng, till today (i. e. consequent夺人 the heaven will be 
angry and昨'kness will still tackle (his) bo吵"

夫人往往在世罔'不知自身日用'物所造化也。宫、!乃
上天之氛也。元精不衰，物、结成器，上依天之清氛，聚
而成形，下接地之渴氛'凝而成髓'内包一真。世人不
哉'故泄于外'乃精、氯、神也。若不守此三者，老死
近矣。主人常不离在此三法，行住坐队，久结成胎神仙矣。
颂曰: ‘海人在世不知根'一向贪心素本真。不管元畴
真息氛'至今天怒病罐身。'
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Allliving objects are the products of the heaven and the earth Qi (natural Qi} In 

all of them, there is an essence concealed within. Through absorbing the natural Qi, 

they are able to grow and formalize the shape (physical body} This is also true for a 
human.A丘er the embrγo is conceived, through absorbing the natural Qi, it grows into 

a baby. A丘er being born, through conservation and training of this essence, and con

tinuously absorbing the natural Qi, and cultivation of our spirit, we are able to extend 

our lives and reach the go址。fspiritual enlightenment. Therefore, these Three Treasures 

(San Bao，三贾) or Three Origins (San Yuan，三元~ Jing (精) (essence~ Qi (氛~ and 

Shen (神) (spirit) are the true values of our lives. It seems they are three items, in fact, 
it is only one. They are all related to each other and cannot be separated. 

Generally, a human's mind is greedy and the thoughts have been contaminated 

by emotional desires such as glory, dignity, power, jealousy二 etc. When our emotion
al mind continues to disturb us, we will continue to lose our Original Essence, a他ct

our smooth Qi circulation, and naturally will dirty our original pure spiritual human 

being. In this case, it does not matter how much you are able to regulate your breath

ing and Qi, you will eventually become sick and lose your life. 
The key to Embryonic Breathing is learning how to protect Original Essence, 

maintain smooth Qi circulation, and also how to raise up the spiritual vitality. In 

order to keep your mind steady and calm at the Upper and Real Lower Dan Tia邸，

the most important is learning how to regulate your emotional mind. In summary, 

this paragraph offers you a crucial key to Embryonic Breathing. It is regulating your 

emotional mind and continuing to search for the truth in protecting your Original 

Essence, Qi, and Shen. 
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23. The Righteous Rules of Heavenly Immortality 

(The 5traight Discussion of Embryonic BreathingY 

《天仙正理·胎息直言命》

l附罗励为切enωnah仇加伽伽u仰仰Inω2 beín咆!g í.扛'sj白ω4川 begiψi力切nníng俨t呐m仰2al加i均仰'ze， ít ís only a C01伪ínation of 
two Qjs (í. e. ηnand 拍ng Qjs) and it is as emp吵 as the air. Th吵re， there is 
no embryo and also no breathing. It is because ofmother 's respiration, the embryo 
is formalized ，罗为en the embryo is formalized, it begins the Embryonic Breath
ing. It is marvellous that the embryo 's re，伊iration follows the mother s re，伊iration
and ther，吃仰" breathing all day withoúfeeling stagnation (旷伽 oxygen). Th打
打 achieved not from the (embryo 's) mouth or nose r.叩iration. Since there is only 
a connection through navel and thus as 扩there is no-breathing at all. This is the 
scene of伪e real Embry01优 Breathing.

夫人身初峙，只二氧合一海虚空中之氯而矣，急胎也'
亦燕息也。因母呼吸而丧海胎'因胎而丧海息，及至胎
全妙在随母呼吸而海呼吸'所以终日呼吸而不逼肉'此
、缘不由口鼻呼吸'只腊相通，故能似集氛息一般，此真
正胎息景也。



ζhapter 3: Translations and Commentaries of Ancient Documents 

It is believed that a new life is originated from the combination ofYin and Yang 
Qis. Yin Qi implies the Qi coming from the mother, while Yang Qi implies the Qi 
coming from the father. Since Qi is an energy which does not have material form, it 
is empty. If there is no materialized form, there is no life yet and thus no breathing. 
Later, as the embryo is conceived and grows, it breathes following the mother and 
obtains 。可gen and nutrition from her. This is how Embryonic Breathing occurs. 

In this article, it is implied that the Qi originated from the Original Essence 
(Yuan Ji吨，元，精) is Yin Qi (i.e. water Qi) while the Qi originated from the Post
Heaven Essence is Yang Qi (Post-Heaven Qi，後天氛) (i.e. 且re Qi} When these two 
Qis are unifìed at the Huang Ting (黄庭)， the spiritual baby embryo can be conceived 
and formalized. In order for this embryo to grow, you must continue the Yin Qi 
nourishment. This Yin Qi is considered as the mother's Qi which is able to nourish 
the Spiritual Embryo and allow it to grow. However, in order to generate abundant 
Yin Qi (Original Qi), you must learn how to protect and conserve your Original 
Essence (Yuan Jing，元精} To reach this goal, you must keep your mind at the cen
ter without being attracted by the outside world. Through the correct slender and 
so丘 breathing， the baby embryo can be grown in the Huang Ting cavity. 

24. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 
(Hai Chan Zhen Ren's Secrets of Embryonic BreathingY,l 

《幸者真重胎神用扶》
(海塘真人胎息挟)

What is the Or.华nal Qj 什切 Qj)? It is the mo伽rof劝e heaven and the earth, 
the root of the Great Dao ρ'a Dao}, and the (original natural) quali归f刀nand
ìáng. In 0伊c队 it is named "the Qi ofpurity and benφ~ " In human, it is named 

夫元氯者，天地之母'大道之根'除畴之贺。在物名淳
利之氛，在人名元氛者也'乃性命也。凡一室一夜，-
1Jt三千五百息，常常口鼻泄了真氛。重人久燥胎息者'
常纳于丹田，故微微出入'定自身安而得丧生。丧生者
乃心舆神氛相合，舆道同真也。

Original Qi (Yuan Qi，元乳) is the root of alllives in this Great Nature (Da 
Dao，大道} When it is manifested, it determines the Yin and Yang qualities of all 
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objects. Naturally, we humans also have this Original Qi which is converted from 

Original Essence (Yuan Jing，元精) in our bodies. If you are able to protect and pre

serve the Original Essence, the Original Qi converted from it will be abundant and 

pure. This implies that you will have a long and healthy life. 
The key to Embryonic Breathing is through soft and slender breathing. Nor

mally, we have 13,500 respirations each day. Since there are 86,400 seconds each da严

that means it takes about 6.4 seconds for each respiration. This document explains 

that our Original Qi continuously leaks to the outside world through respiration. In 

order to protect and preserve our Original Qi, we must slow down our breathing and 

extend our respiration. Original Qi is also called "Zhen Qi" (真氯) which means 

"Real Q i." When the breathing is slow, the Xin can be calm and the physical body 

will be relaxed and peaceful. Then the mind can be unified and harmonized with 

Shen and Qi. This is the key to conceiving a Spiritual Embryo. 
In summary, the keys to reaching longevity through Embryonic Breathing are: 

1. Slow, soft, and slender breathing; 2. Keep the mind in its extreme calm state (i.e. 

Wuji state at the Real Lower Dan Tian); 3. Harmonize your mind with Shen and Q i. 

25. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AI1 Veracious Holy Embryo 
(Lang Ran Zi's Secrets of Embryonic Breathing)υ 

《言者真重胎神用扶》
(朗然子胎息挟)

隅。ever wishes ω cultivate his human nat阴阳. temperament), (shouω burn 
incense and enter into an (isolated) room, sit quietli with prlφund Xin (i. e. 
Emotional Mind), bite the teeth and gather the Shen. Calm the η horse and 
tame the Xin monkey and place them iogether at (the Real) Dan Tian. 1、Tourish
them with warm (Qj). Do not allow the internal vision ouι It is just like a com
mander marches 伪 soldiers. The Shen 打 the commander and the Qi is the armJ 
Where the Qj arrives, the Shen also arrives. Two things mu阳ally chase each 
other, not allow to 哗arate. (Thus,) ten thousand sicknesses will not be related, 
and thousands disasters all exterminated. !f thωewho wish ω5阳吵 theDao have 
alrea吵 gained this method， ρhey) should practice di你en吵

凡修性之人'焚香入室'静坐冥心'叩齿集神。定意局'
伏心猿，都收在一庭，放在丹田'令温番之'内祝勿出。
如元的行罩'神是主'氛是军，氛到庭神到'二物相逐'
不得相雄'高病不干'千炎皆溅。牵道之人，若得此法，
勤而行之。

This document emphasizes that the important key to practicing Embryonic 

Breathing is to place your Yi and Xin at the Real Lower Dan Tian and gradually 

build up the Qi there, to nourish the mind with Q i. The key to reaching this goal is 

to keep the vision inward (internal vision} That means paying attention to internal 
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feeling and cutting off all feeling and vision connecting with the outside world. This 
kind of internal feeling practice is called "Nei Shi Gongfu" (内视功夫) and means 
"The Gongfu of internal vision." It is called "Gongfu" (功夫) because it will take a 
lot of time, effort, and practice to reach a profound level of this inner feeling. 

The place you meditate must be quiet and not have any disturbance. When you 
sit, keep your mind in the Yin side. This is called "Ming Xin" (冥心} Ming (冥) rep
resents the Yin Space (Yin Jian，除闰) (spiritual world\ which is opposite to the Yang 
Space (Yang Jian，畴罔) of the material world. Xin (心) is the emotional mind that 
links you together with the emotional and material world. If you are able to keep 
your mind at the Real Lower Dan Tian, you will be able to cut off your mental con
nection with the outside world, conserve your Qi and store it there. If you can do 
so, you will be healthy and the Shen will be high. This is the key to health and 
longevity. If your mind is away from this center, it willlead your Qi away, and nat
urally, consume the Q i. 

26. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 
(Li Shan Lao Mu's Secrets of Embryonic Breathing-Continuumy,1,7 

〈言者真主胎神用挟〉
(绩辘山老母胎息挟)

Clas昨 said: "The heaven and the earth are the thievω of the million 。再jects， mil
占on 0 与伊r何C衍ts a 仰 t劝he t，伪hi化ev，阳r臼's ofhuman吼5ι~ and hum 
0々布伊j严ec优t打鼠J." Tì曰ne，倪'se t，劝hr，附r:e uω佟ys ar，仰'emηnu仰tωuωal妙乡 adver，附sewωit，伪h each ot，劝he叫巧 wh归ich r.附r:suli加t缸Ji切n 
t劝he fo缸5幻's oft，劝he r，斤r:al Qj, e.ω'Ssenc叫ι and Shen, consequen吵 the Embryonic Breathing 
cannot be formalized Ther.φre， those who cultivate human na阳re (i.e. tem
perame时)'do not love million 0马jec队 and thus their human temperament will 
not be stolen naturally. Ther，φre， it is said' '''Ben Fen ' (i. e. Keepi咆 Honest). " 
l励at those Daoists do is, 1 don 't want what is yours, you don 't want what is 
mine, andljωt simply 耻伊 what 1 have alrea吵 (acquired) hones吵 (ShouFen).
Then, what is Shou 品n (i.e. 是r伊 what 1 alrea吵 have)? It is without exit and 
without entrance, always keep myse扩β. e. my human nature being) at its root and 
or但in， not moving and not still, not going and not comi咯 as if it is there and 
as ifit is not there. (I am just like) a dead living human, then immora应。I is nea冗

短云: ‘天地，葛物之益;葛物，人之盗;人再物之
盗。'故三道相反，走失了真氛精神也'不成胎息。故
修性之人'不爱高物，自不盗你本性也。故云: ‘本
分。'道人我不要你底'你不要我底'只守分。守分者
何也?乃是不出不入'常守本源'不勤不静'不来不去，
似有似朵'是笛死的活人'仙道近矣。

When millions of objects die, they lose their essence and Qi to the heaven and 
earth, therefore, the heaven and the earth are the thieves of millions of objects. 
Humans consume the essence and the Qi of millions of objects (i.e. air, food, sub-
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stance) and therefore, humans are the thieves of millions of objects. When humans 
die, the essence and Qi return to nature and are consumed by the millions of objects 
(i.e. animals and plants) and therefore, millions of objects are also thieves ofhumans. 
These are the natural cycles. 

1n order to practice Embryonic Breathing and achieve longevity, we must fìrst 
restrain emotional desires, conserve the essence, and keep the mind at the Real Lower 
Dan Tian. 1n this case, your mind will not be attracted by the outside world, and 
consequently, your essence and Qi can be kept in their residences. "Ben Fen" (本分)
means:keep "what you desewe"or "缸l且11 what you should fulfìll." "Shou Fan" 
(守分) means "to keep what you should keep" and do not go beyond it. Therefore, 

it implies to protect, to keep, and to preserve your Original Essence and be precious 
in keeping your Qi at its residence, the Real Lower Dan Tian. When you treat your
self like a dead person, your emotions will not be touched and attracted by the out
side environment. 1n this case, you have regulated your mind and are able to keep it 
at the Real Lower Dan Tian. 

1n conclusion，也e keys of longevity are: 1. Keep the mind at the Real Lower Dan 
Tian and not being attracted by outside events; 2. Protect and preserve your Origi
nal Essence and Q i. 

2叉 TheSecrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 
(Xiao 阳o Zi's Secrets of Embryonic BreathingY 

《言者真重胎神用挟〉
(逍遥子胎息挟)

To cultívate means 切 establísh a strong wíll and to nourísh. 1飞Tourish means to 
take care， ω tam巳 and to reach the truth sincerely. Those who wish ω cultivate 
the breathíngmust first cultivate their essence; if they wish ω cultivate the essence, 
theymust卢'rst cultivate theír Shen; 扩they wish to cultivate their Shen凯， t，劝b均ησ1mη仰1
j卢lrst c仰ult;归'tiva码刷'ate t.劝heir temperament.町5巧~. ~扩ft，劝hey wωvi.矿ish t.ωocωuli归'tíva硝刷'at.化e t，劝heir t，化'emperament.队5ι , 
t劝b均σ muωst j卢5知加η附t c:ωultivat，衍'e t，伪b加eir叩'ph_炒rysícallives. What the temperament and l~作
mean, itmeans the Shen and Qi, the soul (Hun) and viJ{orous enerJ{y (Po)， 刀n
and Ytmg, Kan and Li. Aj♀er practicingfor a long time, the Holy Embryo β'heng 
Tai) can- be formed. This is the real Einbryonic Breathing. 

夫修者，志也，装也。装也'颐也'伏也'真也。凡欲
巷息，先须眷精;凡欲眷精，先须眷神;凡欲装神'先
须眷性;凡欲善性'先须装命。性命者'乃是神氛也'
魂魄也'除畴也'雄坎也。久而行之'结成重胎'乃真
胎息也。

1n order to cultivate an严hing， you need a strong will to accomplish it. Without 
this, you will fail. Therefore, the fìrst step of practicing Embryonic Breathing is 
establishing your confìdence and a strong commitment to yourself. Next, you must 
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understand that the cultivating process is long and time-consuming. The formaliza
tion of a Spiritual Embryo is through continuous Qi nourishment through correct 
breathing. Once this Spiritual Embryo is conceived, it is truthful, pure, simple, and 
restrained as a bab严 Therefore the goal of nourishment is the truth, the puri町; and 
the simplicity of this Spiritual Embryo. 

To cultivate Embryonic Breathing correct1y, fìrst you must learn how to fìrm your 
essence, conserve it without wasting it. In order to do this，且rst fìrm your spiritual 
center. For this, fìrst regulate your temperament, retrain your desires, and control 
your emotions. This is the inner side (Yin side) of a human being. However, you must 
also have a strong physical body (Yang side) to support your life. Without it, you will 
be sick, and your mind will be scattered, emotional, and confused. Therefore, the 
temperament (YJn) and the physic过 health (Yanρare the two most important things 
for your training. The way to reach this go过 is through cultivation of Shen and Qi. 
When the Shen and Qi are cultivated, the soul (Hun，魂) (Yin) and vigorous energy 
(Po，魄) (Yang) can be strong. This is the way ofYin and Yang balance. 

To summarize, this article emphasizes the importance of dual cultivation ofboth 
mental and physical bodies. It also points out that the entire success of Embryonic 
Breathing practice depends on how much you are able to cultivate your internal 
mentality fìrst. 

28. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 
(Yan Meng Zi's Secrets of Embryonic Brea的ingY

《言者真重胎神用钱〉
(煌李子胎息挟)

Those who are movi;吨 are ori岳阳lly movi;吨" and those who are still are ori岳
nally still. Theγe was no such moving or stillness in ancient time originally. How
ever, the origi;忧。if the movement and stillness is initiated through the unsteady 
thi由i哩。ifalllives. Ancieγztwise附n taught us how to stabilize (i. e. calm dow时
the breathing. (When this happens,) the Shen will follow (the Qj) and Qj 公 sta
bilized Consequent~步I the Qi st.句s (at its residence) and the Shen is stable. 可the
Qj is agitated, the Xin (i.e. Emotional Mi;叫D will be excited When the Xin is 
excited, then the Shen will be fatigued (easily). Those who wish to cultivate the 
Dao, ii吁ift，仿h呻'ey d白o no侃tpra 础cαeE宵悦zb均ηoni比c B.如γtωat.由:hi;切η吨g， t，仿hen
γm阳lω0ωU悦εγm附l比e旧仰&趴st，训i让11nη:ness岱s. In this case, how can they enter the door of"Wuwei" (i.e. 
doing nothi;悦。. Th衍efore， they are lost. 
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The movement (or excitement) and stillness (or calmness) here means the mind's 

behavior. Movements are considered as Yang while stillness is considered as Yin. At 

the beginning of human history, humans were the same as all other animals, all 

behaved naturally and followed the Dao of nature. There was no desire or any emo

tional bondage. Therefore, there was no distinctness of movements or stillness of the 

mind. Everything was done in a natural wa严
However, later humans started to create seven emotions and six desires, then the 

mind became active. Since then we have learned how to lie, to play tricks, to love, to 

hate, to be jealous, to be ang町; etc. Consequendy, we have been trapped in human emo

tio叫 bondage. The seven emotions or compassions (Qi Qi吨，七情) are: happiness (Xi, 
喜) anger (Nu，怒) sorrow (Ai，哀) joy (Le，巢) love (Ai，爱) hate (Hen，恨) and lust 

(Yu，惩} The six desires (Liu Yu，六惩) are the temptations generated 丘om the six roots 

which are 出e eyes, ears, nose, ton伊e， body, and mind. Once we have generated these 

emotions and desires, the mind actively leads the Qi away 丘om its residence and con

sumes it. In order to pr，臼erve the Qi and allow it to stay at its residence (i.e. the Real 

Lower Dan Tian) you must know how to keep your mind away from those human emo

tions and desires so you are able to calm down your mind. Only when your mind has 

been calmed, can your Shen be condensed, focused, and cultivated. 
In order to reach this goal, the fìrst step is to stabilize your breathing and make it 

peaceful and calm. Then the physical body will be relaxed, and the oxygen and Qi con

sumption will be reduced to its minimum. The mind will also be centered and calm. 

Only then can 出e Shen be focused and raised up to a high level. Once you are able to 

do so, you will have returned to the beginning stage of life and behave like a baby. This 

is the stage of no movement (action) of stillness of the mind. It is the stage ofWuwei 

(祭海) (doing nothing) and Wuji (燕植) (no discrimination ofYin and Yang} 
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29. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 

(Zhang, Guo-Lao's Secrets of Embryonic Breathingp 

〈言者真重胎神用挟〉
(玉云最呆老胎息挟)

What is the embryo? It is (the fetus grown) in the palace (i.e. womb) (the plàce少
where the l泸 zs or，智inated. Through breathing, the Qi is received at the Yuan 
Hai (i. e. Original Ocean) which is located one cun and three j切 under the 
mother 's navel and named "Dan Tian" (i. e. Elixir Fie.ω. After amφting the 
real essence (i.e. sperm), the shape (i.e. embryo) 打 formalized and begins ω 
receive the Qi 01 the heaven and the earth. After one month, it is (the siz，υ asa 
(tiny) pearl, two months as a dewdrop, three months as a peach or plum, this 
results 斤。m the pure and simple harmonious Qi. The embryo 打 in mother 's 

womb; when mother exhales, he exhales, and when mother irihales, he inhales. 
W为en ten months period is up, the Qi is abundant, the six emotions are gener
ated and (themind is) toward outside, does not re阳rn his vision (i.ιj告eling) and 
pay attention ω his or;智in， without protecting the inner breathing (i.e. Qi), con-
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sequent，如 there 力 L拆 and death. 1万enφre those holy men said' '7 should not 
indu告e my San Shi (i.e. three or;俘ns 01 temptations), the (activí沙 oß six emo
tiom ceases and (the mind is) alw哼'S kept at the Dan Tian through breathÍ1笨，
keep there without sl~拚吵 retreatÍ1气g (i.e. slackness). Those who cu!tivate the 
Dao, must .first cultivate the entrance (í.e. u吻j 矿企r伊íng the Xín (i.e. Emo
tional Mind) calm. "Also said' "To end (í.e. terminate)theXin so as ω cultivate 
the Dao, then effort can be saved and (immortalíty) ωn be reached ωily; flr 
those who do not end the Xin fìrst and cultivate the Dao, then in vain and use
less. First, (you) must end the or.结in 01 the Xín, then (your mind) can be stea.吵
钞 itself. Consequen吵\ the dragon and tiger (i.e. 刀n and Yang) can be tamed 
and controlled, the success 01 ímmora应ty can be reached " 

夫胎者，受生之宫也。息氛纳于元海，在母腊下一寸三
分，名曰丹田。受真精成形'纳天地之氛，一月如珠'
二月如露'三月如挑李'此名淳和之氛朴也。子在母胞
胎之中，母呼别呼'母吸别吸'至于十月氛足，而生六
情辑于外'主于返祝元初'不守内息'故有生死。故重
人云: ‘我不银三尸'六情常息于丹田'守而且良退。凡
修道之人，先修心静之 F卜'又云: ‘了心修道'别省
力而易成;不了心修道'修道者返费功而燕益。先了心
源，然後自定'自然麓虎伏戳'仙道必成矣。'

"Yuan Hai" (元海) means "Original Ocean." This is the Lower Dan Tian (Xia 
Dan Tian，下丹田) (Lower Elixir Field) or Qihai (C。而) (氛海) (Qi Ocean) which is 
able to produce the Original Qi (Yuan Qi，元氛) unlimitedly like an ocean. One cun 
(寸) of Chinese length equals one-third of a decimeter and one fen (分) equals one
third of a centimeter. San Shi (三尸) means "three corpses" and are the three desires 
which could lead you to your death. They are the temptations of money, taste (food) 
and sex. Liu Qing (六情) is a special Buddhist term that means "six compassions" 
derived or generated from the eyes, ears, nose, tong肘， body, and mind. 

This paragraph explains that in order to formalize a Spiritual Embryo, you must 
learn how to lead the Qi to the Real Lower Dan Tian. In order to do so, you must 
first know how to regulate your emotional mind (Xin，心) If your mind is tempted 
and excited, the Qi will be led away 仕om its residence. In this case, the Spiritual 
Embryo cannot be conceived. Therefore, the first step in cultivation is to end the 
activities of the emotional mind (Xin，心〉

The location 01 (伽 Loweυ Dan Tian is one ωn and three fen under the navel 
and is the palace site (i.e. main location) whích contro击 three hundred and sixty 
均positions (旷伽 body). Ti乃"he e.二'Ss阳f归5
and t，伽b加e 5.励'hen pr，仰'ot，化ecυt t，伽b加e Ori哗￥i切nal Qj (仍卫4仰an QjψP拟V. There is a 争iritual Turt!e 
(Shen Gui) inside who utters and receives the Original Qj， 是rφ's the breathings 
to and fro. There are thirteen thousand and .five hundred respíratiom each day 
andn钞ι The Or.榕的al Qi 加 been leakedj手'om the mouth and the nos，巳 ωn
sequen吵 the evil Qj has entered and invaded ρhe bo彬" thus sicknesses are iní-
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tiated (Loweυ Dan Tian is the or;俘n 0/伽 Qj's production. Named as "Dan 
Tian" (i.e. Elixir Field), second named as ']ing Lu" (i.e. Essence Path), third 

Qjhai" (i.e. Qj Ocean), fourth named as "5hou G01i 

足fth named as "Da Yuan" (i.e. Great Or~哗￥挝in时!)， sixt.劝b 
Pμiriωal Re.臼'sia珩告切n町C歧υ'e}， sevent，劝h named a仰5 "吁}匀an Can均J 
'iJ[ht，劝h namηzed a仰f
iι.e. Ear付th_印以)， and tent.劝h nameda硝f 3Em Fn 1 GEn n 0.;.Jr. Oy 
: mean the residence 0/ the grand harmonious Origl 
切 preserve the Essence and Qj at the (Low时 Darz
'e Dao o/longevity. Those who wish ω cultivate the 
'tJ are ωlking， stopping, si仿'tn多 or lying down， 劝l
contain the Real Breathing (i.e. Embryonic Breath 
the Original Qi can be preserved firmly. After prac 

time, immorta应。I can be reached 1声打 is the Embryonic Breathing ofthe Truth-
卢1 Persons (i.e. those who have reached the truth 0/ the Dao). 

夫丹田者'在麟下一寸三分'是元氛之宫位'管三百六
十坐'精光神守莲元氛'内有神氨一坐'吐纳元氯'往
来呼吸，一室一夜'一禹三千五百息，皆元氯于口鼻中
泄出'故引入邪氛'所侵而生病也。丹田者'生氛之源。
一名丹田'二名精路'三名氛海'四名守宫'五名大源'
六名神室'七名元藏，八名拣赛'九名戊己'十名本根。
皆是太和元氛，居止之虞。若存精氛于丹田'别得丧生
久祝之道。凡修行之人'行住坐队，常含纳真息于丹田'
则得元筑成霄，久燥而成仙矣。斯乃真人之胎息也。

"Shen Gui" (神毡) means "Spiritual Turtle." Turtles can live for a long time. It is 
believed the reason for this is that they know how to keep their physical body calm, 
still, and their Shen centered. Therefore，。丘en Spiritual Turtle implies the immortal

ity of the Spiritual Embryo which resides at the Real Lower Dan Tian. The key to 

forming this Spiritual Turtle is through profound Embryonic Breathing. When the 

Original Qi is able to stay at its residence, the Spiritual Embryo can be conceived. 

A丘er so many thousands of years of Qigong study in countless schools, there are 

many names for the Qi￥ residence (i.e. Qi Origin or Dan Tian} This article points 

out only ten of many. 

3.3 ABOUT THE DAN TIAN 丹田
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1. Dialogue of Golden Elixir 

《金丹间答〉

Brai;η is Upper (Elixi;γ) Field (5ha;ηIgDan τ'ian)， the Xin (i.e. heart) is the Mid
dle (Elixir) Field (Zho吨 Dan Tia;吟，肌丛 Qjhai is Lower (Elixir) Field 仅'ia
Dan Tian}. 可 (one) is able 切切~rn. around the situation through catching the 
pivotal function 0/ the dipper 's handle, then the circulation between the top (i. e. 
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E拉per Dan Tian} and the bottom (i.e. Lower Dan 刀'an) will be just 份e the cir
culation 01劝e heavenly river. 

腊梅上田，心海中田'氛海海下田。若得斗柄之械斡旋'
则上下循壤如天河之流辑也。

In Chinese Qigong socie可" the exact positions of the three Dan Tians are 0丘en
confusing and controversial. Due to more than two thousand years of independent 
study by different groups such as medical, scholar, Buddhist, Daoist, and martial arts, 

different names or locations are also somewhat di旺erent. Therefore, you should not 
be confused and simply believe just 仕om one of the ancient documents. In fact, as 
long as you calm down and use the scientifìc, logical mind to analyze them, you will 
have no doubt about where the three Dan Tians are. 

As explained in Chapter 2, "Dan" (丹) means "Elixir" and "Tian" (田) means 
"Field." Therefore, Dan Tian means the place in the body where the elixir can be 
grown or stored. Elixir implies the Qi which is able to offer you health and longevi
ty. Generally speaking, there are three recognized Dan Tians: Upper Dan Tian 
(Shang Dan Tian，上丹田)， Middle Dan Tian (Zhong Dan Tian，中丹田)， and Lower 
Dan Tian (Xia Dan Tian，下丹田} The Lower Dan Tian can again be subdivided 
into False Lower Dan Tian Oia Xia Dan Tian，假下丹田) and Real Lower Dan Tian 
(Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田〉

The authors of most of the documents believe that the Upper Dan Tian is locat
ed at the central point between the two eyebrows and about three inches directly 
inward. In the document, Embracing Simp占city ( 抱朴子)， it is said: "The space 
between the two eyebrows, one inch inward is Mingtang (明堂)， two inches inward 
is Dong Fang (洞房)， and three inches inward is Shang Dan Tian (上丹田) (Upper 
Dan Tian}"28 This is the center of the brain at the bottom of the Spiritual Valley 

(Shen Gu，神谷} It is where the pineal and pituitary glands are located. These two 
glands are called "Ni W组n" (泥丸) (Mud Pills) and this central area of the brain is 
called "Ni Wan Gong" (泥丸宫) which means "Mud Pill Palace" in Daoist society. 

From this center, the unlimited Qi can be produced. In fact, as known today, due to 
the hormone production in the pineal and pituitary glands, the body's biochemical 
reaction and metabolism can be smoothly carried out, and the Qi in the body can 
be abundant, with the Spirit ofVitality Oing Shen，精神) raised up to a higher level. 

Some others believe the entire brain is the Upper Dan Tian. Eastern Medical 

Adl收es 0/ Maintaining Health (束薯保蕃) said: "Brain is Upper Dan Tian_ is the res
idence of the concealed Shen.叩 The valley-like space between the two lobes of the 
brain is called "Shen Gu" (神谷) (Spiritual Valle扑 or "Tian Gu" (天谷) (Heaven 
Valley) where the "Gu Shen" (谷神) (Valley Spirit) resides. This valley acts as an ener
gy chamber that allows your thinking to vibrate and resonate with the surrounding 
energy and communicate with other natural spirits. The front end of the valley is the 
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"Heaven Eye" (Tian Yan，夭眼) or "Heaven Gate" (Tian Men，天问) and is what the 

Western world calls "The Third Eye." It is believed that we humans had this third 

eye, just as other animals do, and it was opened for us to communicate with other 

spirits through telepathy a long time ago. Later, when we learned how to lie, cheat, 

and play tricks on each other, in order to hide our secrets behind the mask, we closed 

it down and stopped the brain communicating directly through telepathy. 
According to Buddhist and Daoist societies, when this third eye is re-opened, we 

will be enlightened and suddenly comprehend the meaning of life and nature. Natu

rally, we will resume our capability of telepathy and read other peoples mind's. When 

this happens, you must retire to the mountains and keep away from the masked 

human society. In order to reach this spiritual enlightenment, you must learn how to 

build up abundant Qi in the Real Lower Dan Tian and lead it upward through the 

Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai，街服) (spinal cord) to nourish the brain. When the 

brain has been energized to a higher level, The Third Eye will be re-opened. 
The Upper Dan Tian has also been called "Shang Dao" (上岛~ "Shang Tu Fu" 

(上土釜~ or "Shang Tian Guan" (上天嗣~ among other names. To avoid complexi

ty, we will not explain all of these alternative names here. 
Generally, the Middle Dan Tian (Zhong Dan Tian，中丹田) is believed to be 

located on the Shanzhong (擅中) area which is the center between the nipples. In the 

Daoist document, Embracing Símp应cíty， Inner Chapter, Dí Zhen Roll (Bao PU Zi Nei 
Pian, Di Zhen Juan，抱朴子内篇·地真卷~ it is said: "Under the heart is Jiang Gong 

(锋宫) (Crimson Palace~ Jin Que (金阔) (Golden Palace~ and Middle Dan Tian."lO 

Therefo肥， Middle Dan Tian is also called Jiang Gong or Jin Jue. This has also been 

mentioned in the document, Eastern Medical Advice flr Maintaíning Health 

(束罄保馨): "The heart is Jiang Gong, Middle Dan Tian,_is the residence of storing 

Q i. "ll In Chinese Qigong, it is known that the Middle Dan Tian is the residence of 

the "Fire Qi" (Huo Qi，火氯) while the Lower Dan Tian is the residence of the 

鸣、ter Qi" (Shui Qi，水乳~ The Fire Qi is produced from the air and food essence 
taken into our bodies a丘er the birth and therefore called "Post-Heaven Qi" (Hou 

Tian Qi，後夭氯~ The Water Qi is converted from the Original Essence (hormones) 

仕om the kidneys (adrenals and testicles) and therefore called "Pre-Heaven Qi" (Xian 
Tian Qi，先天氯〉

In actuality, behind the Middle Dan Tian area is the diaphragm. Through the 

diaphragm's up and down movements, we are able to take in oxygen and get rid of 

carbon dioxide. Due to these heavy exercise occurring in every second of our lives, 

the diaphragm is thought to be made of highly electrically conductive tissue. On the 

top and the bottom of the diaphragm are the fasciae , which are poor electric con

ductors. l2 When a good conductor is sandwiched between two poor conductors, the 

charges can be stored as a battery. 1 believe that this is how this area is able to accu

mulate the Qi (bioelectricity~ 
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The Middle Dan Tian has also been called "Huang Tang" (黄堂γTu Fu" (土府〉
and "HuangTing" (黄庭)， etc. Again, we will offer no further interpretation for these 
names. 

There are many names for the Lower Dan Tian such as 飞ihai" (氛海) (Qi Ocean), 
"Guan Yuan" (阔元) (Key Origin), "Mingmen" (命问) (Life Door! "Shen Lu" (神墟)
(Spiritual Furnace), "Tian Gen" (天根) (Heaven's Root), "Ling Gu" (重谷) (Divine Val
ley), etc. lt is named so because the Lower Dan Tian is the root and the origin of our 
physical and spirituallives. You should remember that it (Yang pole) is one of the Two 
Polarities which constitute our body's central energy system. The other pole, the Yin 
pole, is the Upper Dan Tian. These Two Polarities are connected by the Thrusting Ves
sel (Chong Mai，街服) (Spinal Cord), a ve叮 highly electrically conductive material. 
Therefore, though physically there are T wo Polarities, in function , they are actually 
one, because they correspond and synchronize with each other. 

According to Daoist Qigong practice, there are actually two Lower Dan Tians, 
one is called "False Lower Dan Tian" Oia Xia Dan Tian，假下丹田) and the other is 
called "Real Lower Dan Tian" (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田} The location of the 
False Dan Tian is located about three inches below the navel. In the document, East
ern Medical Advices 0/ Maintaining Health (束警保馨)， it is said that: "The place three 
inches under the navel is Lower Dan Tian_ it is the residence of storing the 
essence. "J3 This place is also commonly called Qihai (氛海) (Qi Ocean) by Chinese 
medical society. This place is also 0丘en called "Elixir Furnace" (Dan Lu，丹壤) since 
it is able to produce elixir (Qi} This False Dan Tian is located on the Conception 
Vessel (Ren Mai，任服) which is connected with the Governing Vessel (Du Mai, 
督脉) at the Huiyin (舍除)， thus connecting the path of Small Cyclic Heaven Cir
culation (Xiao Zhou Tian，小周夭) (Figure 3-到 Through this circulation, the Qi can 
be distributed to the twelve primary Qi channels to support the physical body's life 
and activities. Therefore, whenever the Qi is built up to a higher level at the False 
Dan Tian, the Qi will be distributed immediately, and cannot be stored to an abun
dant level. The Daoists called it the False Dan Tian , because if it were a Real Lower 
Dan Tian, it should be able to store the Qi to an abundant level. 

Then, where is the Real Lower Dan Tian? In the document, Seventh Bamboo 
s停s 0/ the Bamboo Bookcase ( 云复七戴)， it is said: "What is Dan Tian? lt is the root 
of a human(‘s life), the hidden place of the essence and Shen, the origin of fìve Qis 
(i .e. fìve internal Yin organs), and the residence of the embryo. Males use it to con
ceal the essence and females use it to preserve the liquid. lt is the place for produc
tion of the baby and the door of unifìcation and harmonization ofYin and Yang. It 
is located three inches underneath the navel (in the body) attached to the spine, and 
the root of two (internal) kidneys."14 From this document, we can see the place of 
the Real Lower Dan Tian is recognized as the place underneath the navel and in front 
of the kidneys. 
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Dan Tian, is the root 01悦 This 力 the reason why those Daoists who ponder 
(i.e. meditat，υ for their spiritual (cultivation) and Buddhists who meditate for 
(their Buddhahood), alfgather the real Qj (i.e. Or.智inal Qj) under the navel. 
There is a 牛iritual Turtle (Shen Gui) in the Dan Tian who inhales and exhales 
this Real Qi (Zhen Qj). This r，叩iration 打 not the breathing through the mouth 
and nose. The mouth and the nωe are only the doors for r，叩iration. Dan Tian 
is the 盯住in 01 the Qj and is the pμce for those holy men to begin their cultiva
tion. 1加 is the place where they keep and store the "Real Singularity" (Zhen Yi), 
ther.φre， it 打 called "Em的onic Breathing. " 

丹田，性命之本。道士思神，比丘坐禅'皆聚真氛于腊
下'良由此也。丹田内有神毡，呼吸真氛'拌口鼻之呼
吸也。口鼻只是呼吸之内户'丹田海氛之本源'主人下
手之庭，收藏真一所居，故曰胎息。
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Meditation is called "Da ZUO" (打坐) or "ZUO Chan" (坐禅) It does not matter 
whether those who meditate are Daoists or Buddhists, when they meditate they alllearn 
how to keep the mind inside the body and the body relaxed. In this way, they are able 
to store the Qi to a higher level at the Lower Dan Tian, which is located under the navel. 

"Zhen Yi" (真一) means "Real One" or "True Singularity." This real one means 
the central Qi system that is constituted by the Two Polarities: the Yang pole at the 
Real Lower Dan Tian, that provides the quanti可 of the Qi and the Yin pole at the 
Upper Dan Tian, which controls the quality of the Qi's manifestation (li创 Physi

cally二 there are Two Polarities, however, in function , there is only one since these Two 
Polarities are the Yin and Yang of the same thing (Real One) If you are able to keep 
your mind in this "Real One" or "True Singularity," you will be able to raise up your 
Spirit of Vitality Qing Shen，精神) and also establish an abundant storage of Q i. 

As explained in Section 2-2, the air (Kong Qi，空氯) we inhale through the nose 
is called "Shang Ceng Qi" (上屠筑) which means "Upper Level Qi" or "Wai Qi" 
(外氯) which means 咀xternal Q i." The bioelectricity stored at the Real Lower Dan 
Tian is called "Xia Ceng Qi" (下屠氛) which means "Lower Level Qi" or "Nei Qi" 
(内氛) (Inner Q i.) Please review Section 2-2 for more detail. 

3. Classic of DifflωIties; 66th Difflculty 

〈鼻短·六十六葬〉

The site be阳leen (the placυ under the navel, and between the kidneys, where the 
Qi 打 initiated， is the l~斤 ofa human and the origin ofQj in the Twelve Prima
ry Qi Channels. 0伊ïng) }拍匀切n咯乡 XU1伽F
und珩」br t劝he naveι1， and between t，劝he 是idnσ's is ￥ Dan 刀'an. Dan 刀'an is the root and 
founa匀tion of a human. 

腊下膏罔勤氛者，人之性命也'十二雄之根本也。杨玄
操注: ‘腊下青闰勤氛者'丹田也。丹田者，人之根本
也。

From this document, it is believed that the Dan Tian is below the navel, and 
that means the abdominal area. However, it is also between the kidneys. Here, you 
should know that the Chinese define kidneys as internal kidneys (Nei Shen，内青)
and also external kidneys (鄂、i Shen，外青) Internal kidneys are the same kidneys 
as defined by Western medicine. However, the external kidneys means testicles or 
ovaries. All of these places are capable of producing "Original Essence" (Yuan Ji吨，
元精) (hormones) 

This document talks about the Real Lower Dan Tian, which is considered to be 
the "second brain" located in the intestines. This place is able to store Qi or bioelec
tricity to an abundant level, and can be considered to be the bio-battery in the 
human body. This place is the root of human physical and spirituallife. 
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4. Musclenendon Changing Classic; Appendix 

〈易筋短·附鲸》

Huang 刀'ng: The place which the Í1仰wrtals use ωform the elixir. H.ωng Ting 
Classic saiJ: "Unàerneath the heart, above (i.e. in front oß the kidneys, -spleen 
on the left, and the liver on the r~协 The 所 door (Sheng Men) is in the fron民
the closed door (Mi Hu) is in the rea巧 they are connected like a ring, it is white 
应是'e cotton with an inch diameter. It encloses the Essence and the 1饼'nement 01 
the entire bo吵(...This Pμα 力。ppωite the navel and is the root 01 a human 场"

黄庭:神仙结丹虞。曰:电心下膏上'脾左肝右'生内
在前，密户居后'其追如瑕，其白如棉'方圆徨寸'包
裹一身之精粹。…其虞舆腊相封。人之命版根蒂
也。，

"Huang Ting" (黄庭) (Yellow Yard) is also called "Yu Huan Xue" (玉瑕穴) Oade 
Ring Cavity). The name Jade Ring is first used in the book, Illustration 0/ the Brass 
ManAcupunc阳re and Moxibustion ( 铜人俞穴纣灸圃~ by Dr. Wang，市电i-Yi (王唯一〉

The Daoist book ，场ng Lu Shi Yu ( 王镣端馀) said: "In the Illustration 0/ the Brass 
Man Acupunc阳re and Moxibustion it was recorded (that) within the body's cavities 
of viscera and bowels, there is a Jade Ring (Yu Huan，玉瑕~ (but) 1 do not know 
what the Jade Ring is." Later, the Daoist Zhang, Zi-Yang (最紫 l喝) explained the 
place which the immortals use to form the elixir: "The Heart is on the top, the kid
neys are underneath, spleen is on the 
le丘， and the liver is on the right. The 
life door (Sheng Men，生问) is in the 
front, the concealed door (Mi Hu, 
密户) is in the rear-they are con
nected like a ring, it is white like cot
ton with an inch diameter. It endos
es the essence and the refinement of 
the entire body. This is the Jade 
Ring-"39 

"Sheng Men" (生问) means "Life 
Door" , namely the navel which 
allows a fetus to absorb the supplies 
for its life. "Mi Hu" (密户) means 
"Concealed Door" which implies the 
Mingmen (Gv-4) (命同) cavity locat
ed between L2 and L3 vertebrae (Fig
ure 3-6). It is said in C如此 o/Huang

Ting's External Scene (黄庭外景短):
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''Above Mingmen, there are two esoteric marvellous apertures, le丘 is Xuan (玄) and 
right is Pin (批) (two internal kidneys} There is an empty place between named 
'Huang Ting. "'16 From this, we can see that Huang Ting actually is the second brain 
where the guts are. This place is also called "Real Lower Dan Tian" (Zhen Xia Dan 
Tian，真下丹田) or the bio-battery of a human bod予 This place is able to store the 
Qi or bioelectricity to an abundant level. 

正 The Complete Book of Principal Contents of Human Life and Temperament 
(About Large and Small 开ipod and Furnace) 

《性命圭旨全害》
(大小鼎;瞌就)

Hua;吨 Ti.吨 is the tripod, Qi Xue {I电 ωiη~ is the forna优 Huai吨 nηIg is just 
on the top 01 the Qj Xue, mutually conne臼d 切'th numeroω Luo (l. e. seconâaη 
Qi channels), and is the meeti;吨place 01 hundiγ'eds 01 Qi vessels (and channels) 
in a human bo句， Original Qi (Yuan Qj) is dense between these two cavities (i.e. 
between Huang Ting and Qj Xue) and is called 飞;mall T，句。dFurnace. " If "the 
posi.抗on 呼 Qian is the 的ipod and the position 01 the Kun is forna盹 " then 让
means the Ni Wán (i.e. Upper Dan Ti.an or brain) is the tripod and the Loωer 
(Real) Dan Ti.an is the fornace. This is called "Big n啡。dFurna优"

、黄庭海鼎，氛穴海墟。黄庭正在氛穴上'楼格相连'
乃人身百腺交舍之虞。 P 元氯吉L 主L二穴之罔，言商之飞j、

鼎墟。' 飞乾位海鼎'坤位海;墟。'即泥丸宫海鼎'下
丹田海;墟'葫之‘大鼎墟。'

Chinese Daoists liked to think of the training of longevity cultivation as the 
method of puri命ing elixir in the tripod above the furnace. Elixir implies the Qi cir
culating in the body. When it is cultivated and manifested correctl严 you can obtain 
health, longevity, and even spiritual enlightenment. 

Through thousands of years, Daoists continued their search for the tripod and 
furnace, to be able to accumulate the herb inside the tripod and then puri今 it

through cultivation. They identifìed the two most important places and called them 
"Small Tripod Furnace" (Xiao Ding Lu，小鼎墟) and "Big Tripod Furnace" (Da 
Ding Lu，大鼎墟〉

In "Small Tripod Furnace," the Real Lower Dan Tian is considered as the fur
nace since it provides the energy for cooking, while the Huang Ting (黄庭) is the tri
pod, believed to be the place for producing the Spiritual Embryo. Since the "Real 
Lower Dan Tian" is able to store the Qi to an abundant level and distribute it to the 
entire body, it is the center which connects with all Qi channels and vessels. 

In "Big Tripod Furnace," the head or Upper Dan Tian which is located at the 
Qian (乾) position of the human Trigram (Bagua，八卦) is the tripod while the 
Lower Dan Tian area (including the Real Lower Dan Tian) located at the Kun (坤)
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position of the human Trigram is the furnace. The Lower Dan Tian provides the 
quantity of the Qi while the Upper Dan Tian, through meditative cultivation (refìn
ing the elixir1 enables the Qi manifestation to reach a higher level of effìciency. Con
sequently, the quality of physical and spiritual life can be improved. Please refer to 
Section 1-10 for a description of tripod and furnace. 

6. Testimonial Thesis of Golden Immortality 

〈金仙言正输〉

Whenever there is a Shen and Qi, then there is a卢rnace and tr伊od 扩there is 
no Shen and Qj, then there is no卢rnace or t哗04"

采禁连周天者，啻徙氯穴坤墟而起火'升乾首以海鼎'
降坤腹以海墟。即古人所揭乾坤海鼎器者是也。克神氛
之起伏，而鼎筑在是矣。注:电乾在上海鼎'坤在下海
墟。有神氛即有墟鼎，展神氛即朵墟鼎。 P

In Daoist Qigong society, Qi is commonly thought of as herb (Yao，藕) (elixir} 
Traditionally, Daoists were searching 岛r the way of longevity through the purifìca
tion and refìnement of herbs and called it Dan (丹) (elixir} Later, they realized that 
the elixir w臼 actually concealed in the body and was the Qi circulating in the bod严

From the previous document, it is understood that the Lower Dan Tian (includ
ing the Real Lower Dan Tian) is the large furnace that produces the Qi (fìre) while 
the Upper Dan Tian is the tripod where the Shen resides and receives the Qi so it 
can be raised up to a higher spiritual state. 

In order to reach this goal, you must understand that the Lower Dan Tian pro
vides the quantity of the Qi while the Upper Dan Tian, through Shen, controls the 
quality of the Qi manifestation (physical and spiritual li创 Therefore， in order to 
reach a high level of achievement of immortality cultivation, Shen and Qi must be 
unifìed and harmonized with each other. This training is called "the unifìcation and 
harmonization of Shen and Qi" (Shen Qi Xiang He，神轧相合) in Qigong practice. 

Theoretically, in order to reach the goal of longevity and enlightenment, you 
must have a strong healthy physicallife and a high level of spirit. The way to achieve 
healthy physical life is through Small Cyclic Heaven (Xiao Zhou Tian，小周天)
(Muscle/Tendon Changing Qigong) meditation practice. The method of reaching 
spiritual enlightenment is 丘om spiritual Grand Cyclic Heaven meditation (Da Zhou 
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Tian，大周天) (Marrow/Brain Washing Qigong} If you are interested in these two 
subjec队 please refer to the book: Qjgong-The Secret 01岛uth， published by YMAA. 

3.4 REGULATING THE BREATHING 拥息

1. Dao De Jing 
(Chapter 5}I 

〈道德短·五章〉

Heaven and Earth {i.e. Natunυ does not have benevolence, therφre， all millions 
ofo与ects (i.e. lives) are treated just like Chu Gou. Those holy men do not have 
benevolence, thenφre， the popuμωre treated as Chu Gou. Be阳en the Heav
en and the Earth， 力 it just like the Tuo Yue? Empty but ωnnot be bent (i.e. 
resources cannot be exhausted), the more it moves, the more it produces. !f {we} 
talk ωo much about iι then it ω11 be 0卢en limited {i.e. parted from the Dao}. 
Thenφre， it is be前r 扩f汪叫 keep {ourselves} at the center (i.e. neu仰1 thinking). 

天地不仁'以禹物蒋纬狗;l:人不仁'以百姓海药狗。
天地之阔，其猫囊篝乎?虚而不屈，勤而愈出。多言敷
窍'不如守中。

Nature does not have emotions such as love, hate, glory, happiness or sadness. 
Even though millions of objects living in this nature are full of emotions and limit
ed life, to nature, they are just like the sacrifìcial 。他ring， Chu Gou (揭狗} Chu Gou 
were sacrifìcial dogs that were made from straw and used for ceremonies of worship 
in ancient China. The holy men cultivated their emotional minds to the neutral 
state, therefore, they were not touched by any emotional disturbances from laymen 
society. All events are only part of the natural occurrences. 

The space between the heaven and the earth is just like Tuo Yue (囊蔷} Tuo Yue 
is the bellows that was used to assist the air circulation in ancient times. This implies 
that through the natural Qi circulation, millions of lives are living within and rely
ing on it to survive. Though it is empty, the blow of the air can never be e址lausted.

The more you act, the more the fl.ow of the air will be generated. 
All of these principles are the natural rules and the Dao of nature. The more we 

talk about it, the farther it is separated from nature. Therefore, you should think 
about it and comprehend it with your natural instinct. In this case, you will be able 
to feel it and understand it from your heart. 

From the Qigong point of view, the head is considered as heaven (Q阳，乾) while 
the abdominal area is considered as ear出 (Kun，坤} The spaαbetween is where the 
lungs are located which is just 由e space of the natural heaven and earth. In this space, 
也e Qi (Kong Qi，空筑) (air) circulates and keeps millions of cells alive. The mind (or the 
Shen) is the motive force which makes 出e internal Qi (bioelectricity) move or stop. The 
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more the mind acts, the more 由e Qi circulation is excited and out of control. Therefore, 
in order to calm down the body and keep the Qi at its residence, you must keep your 

mind centered at the neutral state. When this happens, there is no emotional disturbance 

no matter what happens around you. Your mind is not moved away 丘om this cente卫

2. The Question from A Buddhist Guest about Listening to the Heart 

〈辑、心藉客间〉

Expanding the bellows means 切 reguL理te the real breathing. When exhaling, then 
the air exits and when inhaling, the air enters. ，罗百en exitin多 then it is !ike the 
earth Qj's ascending, and when entering it is like the heaven Qj's descending. 
This is the same as the h仰en and the ear.此 Therφ斤，力的劝叩ace bett附n
the heaven and the earth just like the wind bellows? 

鼓囊备，曰拥真息。呼别氯出，吸别氯入'出则如地氛
上升'入员IJ如天氛下降'舆天地同。故天地罔'其猫秦
备乎?

As mentioned, "Tuo Yue" (囊蔷) means "the bellows" that was used to assist the 

air circulation in ancient times. Breathing is considered as a strategy in Qigong prac

tice, which is able to make the Qi circulate smoothly in the body. The lungs are con

sidered as the air bellows while the Lower Dan Tian is considered the Qi bellows. 

When the air is taken in by the lungs, the Qi is sunken to the Lower Dan Tian like 

the Qi descending in nature. When the air is expelled by the lungs, the Qi in the 

Lower Dan Tian is rising up and being distributed to the body like the Qi ascend

ing in nature. The human body is a small microcosm of heaven and earth. The tricky 

key to taking in the air and expelling it is the nose, while the piston of the Qi bel

lows in the Lower Dan Tian is at the Huiyin (Co-l ，舍除) (Perineum). Once you 

know how to regulate your breathing to a natural way (regulating without regulat

ing), it is called "Real Breathing" (Zhen Xi，真息).
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3. An Essay about Regulating the Breathing 
(The Complete Book of Zhu-Zi, Song Dynasty) 

《拥息箴〉
(朱子全害·末·朱嘉撰)

The tip 0/ the nose has white, 1 observe it (i. e. pay attention ω it) all the time 
and all the pμces. Allow it s币; gen此 and pliant. When calmness has reached 
its ex，的mi切 it hisses like a spring卢'sh in 劝e pond When action has reached its 
extremi 吵" i扛t i.扛s han仰mηzoni.彷zed L占zk如e hundr，仰'ed insect:打"5' ω ψ idi 吵吵~ Open and close har俨d 

m仰0仰u均5吵ly and i仰t打J ma仰elou仰sn仰ω5 扛 unL
achi彷evedj升争均'om not pr.附rω'sidin咆咯![;. Th加e cloωud功f ly伊i切ng i切n t，劝he s.句钞I and t，劝he hea 
nat;阳ure，υ) c.σycl，占'ing a.ωs it is. Who dares to question it? Keeping in one place harmo
niously. (Then, able to live) one thoustmd and two hundred years. 
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鼻端有白'我其视之'随畴随庭'容舆椅椅。静植而嘘'
如春沼点，勤植而翁'如百品垫。虱氯阔圃'其妙黛菇'
推其尸之?不宰之功。霎队天行'非予敢氓，守一庭和'
千二百藏。

The white at the tip of the nose means the air. 1 should always pay attention to 
how 1 breathe, to be able to regulate it until it is soft, gentle, and pliant. When 1 am 
extremely calm (inhale to a profound level1 then 1 exhale like a fìsh in the spring 
time. When 1 am extremely active (exhale to an e伍cient level1 then 1 retain it calm
ly and harmoniously like insects' torpidity or dormanc予 If1 am able to breathe this 
way harmoniously, what else can 1 improve? All of the succ臼s depends on regulating 
without regulating. Once 1 have reached this state, it is like the clouds in the sky, and 
nature repeating its cycles. Who else dares to say 1 arn wrong? When 1 am in this 
state, 1 am able to keep my mind at the "Real Lower Dan Tian' (Zhen Xia Dan Tian, 

真下丹田) harmoniously. In this case, there is nothing strange in being able to live 
one thousand and two hundred years. 

This clearly implies that in order to obtain longevity, you must learn two impor
tant things. First, regulate your breathing until no regulating is necessa可'. Second, 
keep your mind at the "Real Lower Dan Tian" so the Qi can be kept at its residence. 
This means "Embryonic Breathing" (Tai Xi，胎息〉

4. Regulating the Breathing2 

(Original Truth of Using No Herbs, Qing Dynas~川

《拥息〉
(勿禁元栓·清·汪昂辑)

da:"，ι the ears do not hear, the eyes do not see, the four limbs are not movi咯 and
the heart (i.e. Emotional Mind) does not have thinking or wo叼1. It is just like a 
seed fire. The Pre-Heaven s Or，智inal Shen and Or，智inal Qi gather to nourish 
each other mutually. The real yi is sq_卢 as cotton, open and close na阳rally. (The 
self-being) exists in the same bo吵 (i.e. spaα or dimension) as insubstantial 
emptiness. Thenφrι it 打 able ω live as long as insubstantial emptiness. Those 
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zuorMprqphO.r.Lgymrnj drr botbrrrd zuitb hiOmmqrmrnι the spirit is 
bound-ana tired. It d.吃pends on the single night sle，φω be able ω be used dur
Í1气g the day. A point 01 spiri阳allight (i.e. self-subconscious 伊iri阳al being) all 
covered 钞 the Post-Heaven s dirty Qi. This 认 the Yangfalls into the Yin. 

拥息一法'黄微三教'大之可以入道，小用可以装生。
故迦文垂教'以祝鼻端'自敷出入息'梅止现初问。蓓
子《南莘短〉曰: ‘主人之息以踵。'大易随卦曰: ‘君
子以向晦入晏息。'王麓溪曰: ‘古之重人，有息集睡'
故曰向晦入晏息。'晏息之法，官向晦峙'耳朵阔，目
朵晃'四幢羔勤，心集思虑，如箍火相似'先天元神元
氛，停育相抱，真意棉棉，阔固自然，舆虚空同髓'故
能舆虚空同毒也。世人终日苦捷'精神困悠'夜罔靠此
一睡，始纳一日之用。一黠重光，主海后天渴氛所淹，
是窍畴陷于险也。

The techniques of regulating the breathing in Qigong practice have been popu
larly studied and practiced in three major philosophic schools, namely Buddhism, 
Daoism, and Confucianism. Breathing is considered to be the strategy of Qigong 
practice. If you practice correctly, you may gain good health and longevity. In Bud
dhist and Daoist societies, through correct breathing practice, the Qi can be stored 
and led upward to the brain to nourish the Shen for enlightenment. Entering the 
Dao (Ru Dao，入道) means to enter the path of searching for the truth. The Daoists 
who have comprehended the truth of nature are called "Truthful Persons" (Zhen 
Ren，真人〉

Regulating the breathing in Buddhist society is considered a crucial key to regu
lating the mind. In order to stop the mind from continuous attraction and wander
ing in meditation, first place your attention at your breathing (use the eyes to look 
at the nose tip) (Yan Guan Bi，眼模鼻) and then count the breathing. From this you 
make the breathing deeper and calmer. Slowly, the thoughts connecting with the sur
roundings, the past, present and future will be stopped. In Buddhist meditation, this 
method is called "stopping the vision" (Zhi Guan，止现) Remember, when it is said: 
"to use the eyes to look at the nose tip," it does not mean physically you are using 
the eyes to look at the nose. It simply means to bring in your attention from outside 
attraction, to concentrate on your breathing (i.e. nose) 

The Daoist scholar Zhuang Zi (落子) said: ''A sage breathes through the soles." 
This means the Two Gates' breathing through the Yongquan (K斗，涝泉) cavity. 
Later, it was developed into Four Gates breathing (two Yongquan and two Laogong 
at the pa1msh and finally reached the practice of"Five Gates" breathing (币Tu Xin Hu 
Xi，五心呼吸) Not only that， ηj切!f; said: "When getting dark, gentlemen enter the 
Yan xi (晏息) (Meditation or profound breathing)" This reveals that one of the best 
times for regulating the breathing is during or a丘er sunset. At this time, nature and 
the body are turning from Yang to Yin state. If you practice regulating the breathing 
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at this time, you can easily calm down your physical and mental body and reach a 
profound level of meditation. This is also mentioned by Daoist \xi组ng， Long-Xi 
(王麓溪) He implies that ancient sages (who have reached the Daoh through prac
ticing regulating the breathing did not have to sleep or needed just a little sleep, 
because they were able to obtain a deep level of rest from meditation. 

The way of "Yan Xi" (晏息) is during or a丘er sunset, stop the ears from attrac
tions by the noises around you. Close your eyes to stop the vision which can there
fore allow you to enhance your feeling instead of looking. Keep the body extremely 
calm and relaxed. The mind should not wor可 or think. It is just like a tiny 且re (lit
tle Yang within Yin) in the darkness. When this happens, the subconscious mind 
(Yin mind) will be awakened while the conscious mind (Yang mind) will be calm. In 
this case, the Original Spirit (Yuan Shen，元神) will be raised and harmonized with 
the Original Qi (Yuan Qi，元氯) When you are in this deep profound meditative 
level, your Shen will unify with the natural Shen. This is different from normal peo
ple who must rely on the night￥ sleep to overcome their tiredness. Even during sleep
ing, their minds are still confused by the dreams generated from human emotion and 
desires. In this case, the healthy mind and body will degenerate quickly, that is, the 
Yang falls into the Yin. 

5. The Method of Regulating the Breathing2 

(Original Truth of Using No Herbs, Qing Dynas~川

《拥息法〉
(勿蔡元栓·清·汪昂辑)

The method 0/ reg仇ting the breathing is: do not be restricted 炒 the timin多 sit
向nywhere and anytime) you wish. 1ì乃'he b加0吵 is b切aLμ牢'ln町cedand uψprz.哗注泸b凯t， a仰and alloω w U 

i扛tω be ωmj乒vrtab伪le and n仰d阳raL Do not lean a仰and curz 
乒户r仰wωwar，旷rωd}. Take o./f the clothes and ease the belt ω make sure (协e bo 吵Ù is r，ψ ' 
μted prope吵( Circle the ωn伊e in the mouth several times. Gently and slowly 
release the dirσ air (j手'om the lungs) and then gen吵 and slowly take in (the air) 
from the nωe. Repeat three ωfive times or one ω two times. When there is sali
va generated, swallow it. After biting the teeth a few ti附's， the ωngue touches 
the pakte 0/ the mouth. 1百eL伊 and the teeth are closed, two eyes are closed like 
the new moon. Then gradua炒 begin regukting the breathing. Do not pant and 
do not be coarse. Either count the exhaμtion or inhaktion, from one 印刷，升'om
ten ω hundred. Restrain (your) mind in counting and do not be disordered. 扩
the mind and the breathing have harmonized with each other mu阳ally and the 
random thoughts are generated no more, then stop counting and allow it be nat
ural. The longer (you are) able ω 此 the more marvellous it will be. 扩wish ω
raise 叩 the bo吻。ou} must slowly and com_持rtably extend your arms and legs. 
(You) should not raise tψ suddeη勒扩。ou} are able ω practice this intelligen吵，
the various sceneries appearing in the calmness are pecu均χ This is able to direct 
(you ω the path oß enL结htening (your) mind and comprehending the Dao. It is 
not just flr preserving health and extending L泸.
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拥息之法'不拘咛候，随便而坐'平直其身，微任其髓，
不倚不曲，解衣後带'祷令铜遇。口中舌榄戴遍'微微
呵出渴氛，鼻中微微纳之，或三、五遍，或一、二遍'
有津咽下;叩齿款通'舌抵上峙，唇齿相著，雨目垂帘'
令脆脆然;渐去拥息'不喘不粗'或敦息出'或数息入'
徙一至十'徒十至百'撬心在数，勿令散乱'如心息相
依，雄念不生'别止勿数，任其自然，坐久愈妙。若欲
起身'须徐徐舒放手足'勿得遮起。能勤行之'静中光
景'穰稚奇特，直可明心悟道'不但替身金生而己也。

From the same source as the last one, this is another paragraph describing the 

method of regulating the breathing. From here, you can see that there are many 
methods of regulating the breathing, though the principles and the the。可 remain

the same. These principles and theory are: keeping the body relaxed (regulating the 

body), keeping your mind calm and profound (regulating the mind), and breathing 
soft!严 deepl扣 and naturally (regulating the breathing} In order to regulate your 
breathing to a pro岛und level, you must also regulate your body and mind. They 

must harmonize and coordinate with each other. The key to regulating the breath

ing is not to hold it, but to regulate it until it can be natural, smooth, and slender. 
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6. Four Demeanors of Regulating the Breathing1 

(Originallnterpretation of Using No Herbs, Qing Dynas~川

〈拥息四相〉

(勿蔡元栓·清·汪昂辑)

ors in regul.理ting the breathing. 1古ose wht 
μssified ρ the wind breathing. 扩劝e wÍ1 

zre) dipersed. Those when they breathe, t) 
the nose, it is c.加sified as panting breathi 

ð and the mind are} st唔刀ant. Those wht 
rlO stagnation but to and fro has the shap, 
γ'the mind} keeps in the Qi, then fat.伊白
we sound and stagnation, (the air) ex1ts a 
u 扩not existing. The Shen and伽 breath
onized with} each other. This 打 thedemea
When t加 breathing is truly reguμted， 品
加印 andfro (na阳rally). This will allow I 

the variations 01 the heaven and t加 earth (i.e. nature). Every breath returns ω 
its or.智in. This 打 the stalk (root) 01 the L协
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拥息有四相:呼吸有整者凤也'守凤员11散;雄善良主在而鼻
中涩滞者喘也'守喘别结;不星在不滞而往来有形者氛也'
守氛别劳;不聋不滞'出入绵棉，若存若亡'神氛相依'
走息相也。息拥别心定'真轧往来，自能李天地之造化，
息息踌根'命之蒂也。

This paragraph explains how, from the demeanors of a meditator, we can tell 
how correct and how deep is his breathing. Those who breathe heavily will make 
noise. When this happens, the Qi is dispersed and not gathered. Those who breathe 
without smoothness and uniformity, the Qi circulation will be stagnant. Those who 
pay too much attention to their breathing will be fatigued. Only those whose breath
ing is so丘， slender, uniform, deep, natural and smooth, the Shen will be peacefully 
harmonized with the Qi circulation. When this happens, the Original Spirit (sub
conscious mind) will be awakened, which allows you to trace back the origin of our 
lives. Di (蒂) means "stalk" of a fruit or flower. Here it means the key passage con
necting to the life. 

7. Li Zhen Ren's Sixteen Marvellous Longevity Secret Words 
(Eight Notes of Li而~Abidanc，巳 Ming Dynasty) 

《李真人丧生一十六字妙挟〉
(遵生八复·明·高涨撰)

Once i功aling， immediately lift up (the perineum) to reωrn the Qj ω the navel 
(i. e. Lower Dan Tia时， 0仰伊ing， i仰nediat，吵 swallow (the saliva 切 allow)
the water and fire to meet each other. 

一吸便提'氛氛踌腊;一提便咽'水火相克。

Kan (坎) (water) means the water Qi produced from the Original Essence (Yuan 
Ji吨，元精\ while Li (雄) (且re) means the fire Qi generated from the Post-Birth 
Essence (food and air} When these two sources meet each other, the Shen can be 
raised up to a higher level. 

These sixteen words in Chinese reveal the secret of how to make the 且re Qi and 
water Qi meet and interact with each other. This secret is at the Huiyin (Co-l ，舍除)
αvity (perineum} When you inhale, gently li丘 up your perineum and lead the Qi 
to the Lower Dan Tian. Immediately right a丘er the inhalation, swallow your saliva 
and lead the Qi down to the Lower Dan Tian. From this sentence, we can see that 
Reverse Abdominal Breathing should be used for this practice. 
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8. Recording of Marvellous Relations of Temperamenι 
Heaven, Wind, and Moon2 

(Teaching the Dao Between Teacher and Students) 

《性天凤月通玄言己》
(何徒傅道)

There is a movement within the calmness and the fire is burning. Th打 is the best 
time to train Da Fan (i.e. Great Re阳rning). When (you) pick up this correct 
timing, it is called 功erb" (i.e. elixi以 In (the r.拼nement oß the herb, there is a 
卢阻 Ifasked what is "martial卢re?" Then, it is the great action 01 the strong wind. 
If asked what is the "sch。如卢're?" Then, it is the sl?，斤， continuous, and-slender 
Embryonic Breathing. 

静中一勤火正燃'此峙正好燥大返。采日夺言育之蔡，禁中
有火焉。若间武火'大哥主莫凤;若问文火'胎息棉棉。

There are four steps in spiritual cultivation in Daoist society: A. Refìning the 

Essence (Semen) and Converting it into Qi (Lian Jing Hua Qi，绿精化轧); B. Puri

fying Qi and Converting it into Shen (Lian Qi Hua Shen，妹氧化神); C. Refìning 

Shen and Returning it to Nothingness (Lian Shen Fan Xu，妹神返虚); D. Crushing 

the Nothingness (Fen Sui Xu Kong，粉碎虚空} This training process is called "Da 

Fan" (大返) (Great Returning~ meaning to "return the human temperament to the 

natural state." This term also means the re-unifìcation of the human spirit with the 

spirit of nature (Tian Ren He Yi，天人合一〉
When your physical body has reached its extremely calm state, you will bring 

your Shen downward to the Real Lower Dan Tian to unify with the Q i. When this 

happens, through Embryonic Breathing, the Qi (fire) can be established. Once this 

fìre is built to an abundant stage, the Qi is led upward to Huang Ting (黄庭) (tri

pod) to conceive the Spiritual Embryo. There are two ways of building up the fire to 

an abundant level. One is called "Martial Fire" (Wu Huo，武火) and the other is 

called "Scholar Fire" (Wen Huo，文均 In Martial Fire practice, you use heavy and 

faster breathing with the coordination of the abdominal up and down movements. 

This kind ofbreathing is called "Xun Feng" (翼凤) andmeans "Great Wind." When 

this happens, the fire can be built up to an abundant state in a short time. This kind 

ofbreathing is commonly used in external martial arts. Here, you should understand 

that since in the martial fire practice, your physical body is more tensed and the 

breathing more shallow, the fire built up will be consumed immediately into physi

cal manifestation. Therefore, through martial fìre practice, it is harder to keep the fìre 

built up internally for "Internal Elixir" (Nei Dan，内丹) Qigong practice. 
To build up the fire (Qi) to an abundant level and use it for the cultivation of 

internal elixir, you must use scholar 且re. In scholar 且re practice, your breathing is 

deep, slender, soft, and long. It is said in Anthology 0/ Daoist Village (道卿集): "What 
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is scholar fire? It is as if it stays, as if it exists. There is no decease (perish) and there 
is no assistance." It is the state of "extremely slender when uttering (exhaling) and 
extremely so丘 when receiving (inh过ing}"17

9. The Complete Book of Principal Contents of 
Human Life and Temperament 2 

(Xu, Qi-Yan's Secrets of Embryonic Breathing) 

《性命圭旨全害》
(1t楼岩胎息法)

Those who cultivate the Dao should alu仰's obserl削t扩interna妙~ sendau仰 San
Shi β.e. Three Corpses), and get rid 01 Liu Zei (i.e. Six Thieves), receive the Qi 
in Dan Tian, stabilize the Xin (i.e. Emotional Mind) in Awakened Ocean σue 
Hai). When the Xin is sω吵~ then the Shen is peac，φ1. When the Shen is peace
卢l， the Qi stays (at its residenc，υ. ，胁。2 Qi stays, then the embryo will grow. The 
growth 01 the embryo is due ω the residence (i.e. the existence) 01 the breathing. 
扩there is no breathin多 there is no embryo and if there is no embryo, there is also 
no breathing. When the breathing stays (i.e. exists), the embryo will grow and 
(this is) the holy mother and 伊iritual ba句1. Therφre， it 打 said that when the 
Embryonic Breathing is stea吵~ the metal and the wood will interact and when 
theX切 and 刀 are peac，φl， the dragon and the t.伊r will meet together. 

凡修道者，常行内鼠'遣去三尸'提除六贱，纳氛于丹
田，定心于凳海。心定别神宰"神事别氛住'氛住别胎
丧矣。胎之丧者，由于息之住也。燕息不胎'鼎胎不息。
住息丧胎'主母神孩。故曰胎息定而金木交'心意宰而
麓虎舍也。

"Nei Guan" (内现) means "Imernal Observation." Ancient documents often speak 
of "Gongfu of internal vision" (内视功夫} It is called Gongfu simply because it will 
take you a long time and great effort of practice to reach a profound level of imernal 
observation (imernal feeling} Only if you look internally, will you be able to under
stand yourselfboth physically and mentally. Therefore, if you wish to reach a profound 
level in your Qigong practice, you must first learn to feel imernall予 Remember， feeling 
is a language that allows communication between your mind and body. The more sen
sitive and clear your feeling is, the more you will be able to cultivate your being. 

"San Shi" (三尸) (Three Corpses) 红e also commonly called "San Chong" (三晶)
(Three Worms} These are: the worm of desire which likes treasures and precious 
things; the worm which likes the tastes, easily loses its temper, despises those who are 
good and kind; and the worm that likes sex and makes one confused. If you know how 
to avoid these three worms, then you are able to stabilize your mind and keep it calm. 
"Liu Zei" (六贼 )me扭s: eyes, ears, n∞os吼e巳， tωon咱思伊1盹e巳， bod句y严; and emotional mind ()仅∞Gn凡，
which could disturb y'归ou旧r fe肚-氏eli且m吨1唁g and increase y'归ou町r six desires (伍Li阳uYu认1，六惩〉
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If you wish to cultivate your Embryonic Breathing, you must fìrst learn how to 

calm down your mind and keep it clean and pure. When this happens, you will be 

able to reach the awakening stage of your cultivation. When you awaken, you will 

see through millions of human emotional affairs and occurrences. Since these affairs 

and events are so abundant and confused, there is no limit to your awakening. That 

is why this state of awakening is called ‘'Jue Hai" (党海) which means ''Awaken 
Ocean." 

Once your mind is regulated, your Shen will be able to stay at its residence 

(Upper Dan Tian). The trick of regulating your mind is through the correct way of 

breathing. When this happens, the metal Gin，金) and wood (Mu，木) will harmo

nize with each other smoothly. Metal implies the lungs or the breathing, while the 

wood implies the liver which relates to the Shen. Through correct breathing, the 

Shen can be condensed and brought to a high level of concentration. With the calm 

mind, dragon and tiger (i.e. Yin and Yang) will meet and interact with each other. 

When this happens, the holy Spiritual Embryo (Sheng Tai，重胎) can be conceived 

at the Huang Ting (黄庭〉
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10. Miscellaneous Secrets of Embryonic Breathing3 

(Mκ YanL的g's Collections 的 New and Old Qigong C1assics) 

(Tang Dynasty) 

《胎息雄挟〉
(延陵先生集新蓄服氛短·唐·延陵先生集)

One 01 the classics said' ']ust leading the 向州 Qi in and out (i.e. breathing) 
slowly, consequen吵~ the Original Qi (Yuan Qi) will not exit as well. In this caSe, 
the internal Qi and external Qi (i.e. air Qi) will not be mi.可'ed together, th打打
what is named as 'Embryonic Breathing. ", However, those beginners who just 
start this Gong β.e. Gongfi认 though th-e internal Qi has alrea吵 been steadi吵
卢'rmed， the nωe should still allow the (aiυ Qi in and out slende吵 Do not let 
(the air) reach ω the throat (only) and reωrn (to the nos以 This will make the 
Qi adverse and卢II and 伪bωII result in the Qi's rising upward The仰ore， it 
(i.e. the breathing) should not be suppressed and restrained (this u吻). Ifit hap
pens, then allow 份e air) out slende吵~ smoo劝如 and comfortably. 斗fter the 
breathing has been regulated, then again seal (i.e. control the brea劝ing). (You) 
must allow it (i.e. air) to exit and enter through the nωe slende吵 and slow如
(You) must not let it reach the throat and suppress it with great 吃ffort. 门合u) just 
need to practice for a 吵ile， then (you) will suddenly feel comfortable and nat
ural. 11i th打 M屹 the internal and external are harmonious. 扩 (you) have 
reached th打 stage， then even (you) have completed the Thousand Breathings, 
。ou) will not be tired 
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一短云:但徐徐引氛出纳，别元氯亦不出也'自然内外
之氛不籍'此名胎息。然初用功之人，阴固内氛花'亦
鼻中微微通氛往来，使令不至咽喉而返'氛即逆满上沛，
不可抑塞。如此，别徐徐放令通畴'候氯祠，即徨朗之。
切在徐徐鼻中出入'勿令至喉'植力抑忍'海之须央'
忽然自得拥畴'内外泰矣。到此'即千息亦不倦矣。

"Yuan Qi" (元氯) means "Original Q i" which is produced 丘om "Original 
Essence" (Yuan Ji吨，元精) In Chinese medical and Qigong societies, it is believed that 
由e "Original Essence" is the essence of your physicallife and spirituallife which you 
inherited from your parents. If you are able to conserve this essence and also know how 
to convert it into Qi efficiently, then your life span can be extended significantly. 

As explained in section 2-2, Chinese Qigong and medical societies distinguish 
between two Qis. One is called "Wai Qi" (外氯) andmeans 咀xternal Qi." This Qi 
is the Qi (energy) of the air. The air is called "Kong Qi" (空乳) and means "Qi of 
Space." When this air enters the body, it can be converted into "Nei Qi" (内氯) that 
means "Internal Qi" (bioelectricity) circulating in the body. The chamber that takes 
in and repels the external Qi in the body is the lungs, the diaphragm is the pump (or 
piston) and the nose and the mouth are the door for the air to enter and exit. This 
Qi is also commonly called "Shang Ceng Qi" (上屠氛) and means "Upper Layer 
Q i." Please refer to Section 2-2 for details. 

When the "External Qi" is absorbed into the blood system, through the bio
chemical reaction process白， the food (glucose) can be converted into "internal ener
gy" or "Internal Q i." We should understand that the more oxygen we have, the more 
ef且ciently this biochemical reaction can be accomplished. That is why whenever we 
need to manifest more power (for example, pushing a car or li丘ing a heavy weighù 
wemust 且rst inhale deeply so we can take in more 0玛rgen. The more oxygen is pro
vided, the more power can be manifested. Once the "Internal Qi" is produced, then 
it can be stored in the Real Lower Dan Tian. Therefore, the Real Lower Dan Tian is 
the storage or bio-battery of the 咀lternal energy or Q i." The abdominal area and 
the Huiyin (Co-l) (舍除) cavity are the pump (or piston) of the Q i's in and out. This 
Qi is also commonly called "Xia Ceng Qi" (下屠氛) and means "Lower Layer Q i." 

From the above, you can see that the "External Qi" and "Internal Qi" are not the 
same but are closely related to each other. When the external Qi is absorbed appro
priately, the production and usage of the internal Qi can be significantly more effi
cient. In order to increase the efficiency of converting the external into internal Qi, 
at the end of the inhalation, you normally hold the breath for a few moments. For 
example, when you push a car or li丘 a heavy weight, you first inhale deeply and then 
exhale while manifesting your power. When you reach the end of the manifestation, 
you normally hold your breathing in order to increase the power to its maximum. In 
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the same way, if you wish to store the Qi in the body, once you inhale all the w坏

you hold your breath for a while. However, you should not hold it too long and 

choke yourself or even feel uncomfortable. If you experience any unease and dis

comfort, your body will be tensed up, increasing the consumption of oxygen and Q i. 

Naturally, in this case, you are not storing the Qi but consuming it. This is not 

desired in Embryonic Breathing. 
In order to lead the Qi to the Real Lower Dan Tian and keep it there, you must 

be in an extremely relaxed and mentally calm state. The fìrst task is to neutralize your 

Emotional Mind. When this happens, your Shen will not be wandering around, and 

can be condensed at its residence. With this highly focused Shen (quality of life) at 

the Upper Dan Tian and the abundant storage of Qi (quantity of life) at the Real 

Lower Dan Tian, you are able to reach the goal of longevity and enlightenment. 
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In addition, (c仇5ω said: "The marvelousness of Embryonic Breathing is that 
there is no thinking and no worries. The bodies (i. e. spiritual and p炒'sical bod
ies) are in harmony with na阳re. The Xin (i.e. Emotional Mind) is like the dead 
ash and the shape (i. e. p句Isical body) is like dried wood. In this cas乙 (the Qi cir
cuμting in) hundreds oj仰ridians and vessels will be卢。ωng without obstructio凯
伽joints will be opened wide. However， 扩劝ere are hundred initiations of wor
ries and concerns, initiated and exte仰inated constan吵1， then 扩 (you) wish ω 

reach the卢nal Dao, (you are) wasting (your) time andφrt. This will not lead 
(you) to success at the end. " This Dao is immensely delicate and extremely mar
vellous, it can be succes，功lly achieved only 妙 those who have sφarated from lay
men soci.φ 仍叫 have not parted from j乒a切切m附uan仇2
b加e 1切n vai切n. Ano吵t劝he旷r cla，μdω仰仰5ρm川仰si町ic让c said: ~且4伊斤er ω叩Jω'etin咆!g t.加b加e pn即ticαr 吃ofswaL品必ωωin咆r;Qi，
t伪hen seal 白ι.e. control youυ Qi and ke吃p (youυ mind there (Dan 刀切!).η is li走bE 

卢卢owω仰i切n咆r;w.ω'at，肌er. \附罗罗励胁d铅知b加en t，加b加rφφj升户辛均'ont 1ωva仰'ave i.咿5叹ψg俨0即 t加b加r ω7创nglωva仰l拟'ave h.仰dω'sarr，仰W肘'ive，叫d."汀"吁"，附罗励协知加切en
eve旷r (youω!) h加avej卢5n仰ished (yo仰u叫υ Gon咆!g i切nEmb，ηηryo严lonic Breat，劝hin唔!g， all the joints are 
咿ened wide, (the Qi circulating in) hair is smooth and comfortable. When this 
happens, then inhale (the aiυ slende吵from the nose and image it exits through 
hundreds of pores, gone without reωrning (i.e. skin breathing). The air arrives 
continuous and simply lead it inward without let.ting it out. But remember, it 
must be slow and gradual. Though it is said that to lead the air in and not ou民
what (you) are leading will not be obstructed at the throat. (Simply) let it be dis
persed slou咖 In this case, the internal Qi will not be di.可persed and lost. 

又:飞胎息之妙'切在集思各虑'幢合自然'心如死灰'
形如枯木'即百版畴'阔部通矣。若是虑、百端'起减相
罐，欲求至道'徒费戴勤。终是成功。所此道至微至妙'
出昼之士，方可海之'未雄名利之罔，徒劳介意。一短
云: 、咽氛满花，使阔轧存想，意如流水'前波己去，
后浪绩起。电凡胎息用功后'阔部阔通'毛爱疏畴'即
依此'但鼻中微微引氛'想、徒四肢百毛孔出'往而不返
也'后氛铺到，但引之而不吐也。切在于徐徐。雄云引
而不吐'所引亦不入于喉中'微微而散。如此'内氛亦
不流散矣。
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As explained in the last paragraph, in order to reach the goal of Embryonic 
Breathing, you must fìrst regulate your mind to the neutral state. It is believed in 
Chinese medicine that your emotions closely influence the Qi circulation in your 
body. In order to conserve the Qi and prevent it from leaving its residence and being 
wasted, the 且rst task is to avoid emotional disturbance, so that the Qi can circulate 
smoothly in all channels. Not only that, when your mind is in a neutral and free 
state, your breathing will be smooth, natural, calm, deep and slender. This will allow 
the 0玛rgen and carbon dioxide to be exchanged more effìciently, and also allow the 
internal Qi to be converted to stay in the Real Lower Dan Tian. However, if your 
breathing is shallow, then the body's metabolism will not be efficient, and naturally 
the Qi converted will not be abundant. In addition, if your mind is disturbed, the 
consumption of the Qi will be increased and this will result in its exhaustion. 

Pay attention to your inhalation and allow the air to be taken in slowly and pro
foundly. Then simply allow the air to exit slowly by itself. When this happens, the 
internal Qi can be built up and kept internally. 

3.5 REGULATING THE MIND 拥心

1. The Complete Book of Princ，伊al Contents of Human Life 
and Temperament; Development of Heaven and Human's 

Unification, Picking up the Herb and Returning it to the Pot 

《性命圭旨金害·天人合薇，采蔡踌壶〉

Nothing 切 the hea;γt (i.e. mi.叫o is Xu (i.e. emptiness), no initiation 0/ the 
thought is ]ing (i.e. calmness). ApproachingXu to i;民臼衍'emi，η andmai;ηtaining
]ii吨 to its如al sinceriiη， Yin and }áng will interact 创:th each other naturally. 
When Yln and }áng are interacti.η'g， then the yt;ω19 essence is p1i。如ced

心中提物局虚，念豆真不起码静，致虚而至于植'守静而
至于篇。除陈自然交婿，晗睹一交而踢精崖矣。

This document explains two main concepts of the Wuji state which were origi
nally written of by Lao Z i. Dao De ]ing (道德挫 1 Chapter 16, states: ''Approaching 
the nihility (i.e. nothingness or emptiness) to its extremity and maintaining the 
calmness with sincerity."38 This is the state of returning your spiritual being to the 
beginning of life which is originally complete emptiness and calmness. "Xu" (虚)
means "emptiness" (nihility) and "Jing" (静) means "calmness." Therefore, Xu here 
means to empty the mind so there is nothing there to be bothered by. Jing means to 
keep the mind calm so new thoughts will not be initiated. 

When you have reached this Wuji state, your mind is in its neutralized state. This 
allows the interaction ofYin and Yang. When the Yin and Yang interact, the new life 
will be initiated. The Yin here means the Shen while the Yang is the Q i. When these 
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two interact with each other, the Yang Essence (Yang Ji吨，场精) of the life will be 

generated. This is the state of "crushing the nothingness" (Fen Sui Xu Kong, 
粉碎虚空) in Daoist cultivation. 

2. The Righteous Rules of Heavenly Immortality; Straight 
Discussion of Pre-Heaven and Post-Heaven Two Qis 

《天仙正理·先天后天二氛直输〉

Those who apply this Qj, hω do they know 让 (i. e. the pra侃叫 is the truth 0/ 
pre-he，ωen (i.e. 衍ue pre-he，ωen practice)? When calmness (]ing) and emptiness 
{xu} have reached to thei.γ extremities， there is no single slight tho吨ht involved 
in the consciousness. This is the γ'eal state 0/ truthj扣:1pre-hωen (pra而叫‘

夫用此氛者，由何以知先天之真也。啻静虚至植畴。亦

未涉一念凳知，此正真先天之真境界也。

Pre-Heaven truth (Xian Tian Zhi Zhen，先天之真) means the truthful state 

before the birth. In this stage, the mind is simple and pure, extremely calm and sin

cere. However, how do you know that you have reached this state of extreme calm

ness and nihility in your practice? The way to know this is if there is not even a tiny 

thought existing or initiating in your conscious mind. Then your subconscious mind 

(Pre-Heaven truthful mind) will be awakened and active. 

lt is believed in Chinese Qigong socie可 that the conscious mind is dassifìed as 

Yang and is generated from the brain since your birth. However, the subconscious 

mind is dassifìed as Yin and is born with you. The conscious mind and memory are 

generated from education (or brainwashing) by the environment, and are not truth

ful. 0丘en， there are thick masks on our faces to cover the untruthful fact of this con

scious mind. However, the subconscious mind is truthful, and is connected with 

your spiritual memory which can be sensed and felt only when your physical body 

is calm and activities of your conscious mind have ceased. 
In order to return to the stage of Pre-Birth, you must fìrst cease your activities 

both physically and mentally. Then the subconscious mind will be acting, and direct 

you to the true path of spiritual cultivation. 
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3. The Complete Book of Principal Contents of Human 
Life and Temperament; Hen Anthology 

〈性命圭旨全害·亨集》

When the physical bo句 does not move, the Xi:η (i. e. Emotional Mind) will be 
peaceful automatically. When the Xin does not move, the Shen will abide auto
maticaÜ与.
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身不勤而心自安'心不勤而神自守。

The first step in keeping your Shen at its residence (the Upper Dan Tian) is to 

keep your physical body calm and relaxed. Whenever the body is acting or tensed, the 
Qi is excited and manifested into external forms. This will also cause the mind to be 
disturbed and moved away from its center. Once the emotional mind can be calm and 
centered, then your mental body can also be centered, steady, and peaceful. Then you 
have provided favorable conditions for the Shen to stay at its residence. 

4. Concealed Treasure of Dao; Thesis of Sitting Forgetfulness 

〈道藏·坐忘输〉

The Xin (i. e. mi;叫D is the master of the en.即e bo句I the commander of hu;ηdred 
spirits. When it is calm, wisdom ls generated and when it is movi，η巨" then con
fusion is initiate，丛 Bewildered or not is decided within the movi吨 (i. e. excite
ment) or the calmness (of the mi;ηd). 

夫心者一身之主'百神之衅'静别生恙，勤别生昏'欣
迷勤静之中。

Xin (心) is the Emotional Mind while Yi (意) is the logic and Wisdom Mind. 
Xin is classi且ed as Yang (畴) since it excites and energizes the mental and physical 
bodies. Yi is classified as Yin (除) since it allows you to keep the Emotional Mind 
under control and direct your thinking and behavior to the correct path. Therefore, 
Xin is the initiation of the thought which decides the entire body's action. It is like 
the commander who controls the entire army. The Yi is like a minister who offers 
advice and directs the commander's decision to the correct path. When the com
mander is calm, he will be willing to accept the advice and consider it, thus, acting 
wisely. However, if a commander is excited and aggressive, then his mind will be con
fused and bewildered. Therefore, the first step in meditation is using the Yi to calm 
down the Xin. When the Xin is calmed down, then the action or cultivation can be 
correct and effective. 

5. Thousands of Golden Important Prescriptions for Emergency; Scroll #27, 
Temperament Cultivation2 

《借急千金要方·卷二十七·春性〉

Too much 吃f longing, then the Shen will be precarioω. Too much of obsession, 
then the will can be di.伊ersed. Too much of desires, the a伊iration will be bewil
dered. Too much of laborin，多 then the shape β.e. physical body) will be wea勺A
Too much of talking, then the Qi is exhausted. Too much of laughing, then the 
internalorgan (i.e. heart) can be damaged. Too much of wor吵1， then the Xin (i.e. 
Emotional Mind) 打户功L Too much ofi呗 then the 刀 (i.e. Wisdom Mind) 
will overreact. Too 1仰ch of delight, then make mistakes and co拼tsed. Too much 
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of anger, then (the Qi circuμtion in) hundreds ofmeridians are not stea吵'. Too 
much of indulgence, then (the mind is) stron，纱 'àscinated and 伊ore (others) 
Too much of wickedness, then emaciated without j.η'. If these twelve ωo much 
向. things) cannot be removed, then Gtωrdian and Managing (Qis) will lose 
their contro l, the blood and Qi will circulate disorderly. This 打 the basic cause of 
losing the L拆.

多思别神殆，多念别志散，多欲员11 志昏，多事别形弈，
多言吾员11 氛乏'多笑别服在侮，多愁别心慎'多柴别意溢，
多喜别忘错昏乱，多怒别百月底不定'多好员Ir事迫不理，
多总别憔悴燕澈。此十二多不除'员11 荣街失度，血氛妄
行'丧生之本也。

From Chinese medical and also scholar Qigong, it is known that the Qi circula

tion in the internal organs is closely related to the emotions. For example, too much 

excitement and happiness can make the heart too Yang and thus trigger heart attack. 
Too much sadness can make the lungs too Yin, and too much anger can disrupt the 

smooth circulation of liver Q i. (Table 于1) Therefore you must fìrst understand the 

relationship between your Emotional Mind and the Qi status in the body. This doc

ument lists twelve emotional disturbances for your reference. 

Guardian Qi (W乍i Qi，街氛) is the Qi spread on the surface of the entire body's 

skin. When this Qi is strong and abundant, the immune system will be e的ctive and 

powerful, so you will not get sick easily. Managing Qi (Ying Qi，管轧) is the Qi 

required for the internal organs' normal functioning. Whenever this smooth circu

lation is disrupted, then illness of the internal organs will be initiated. Therefore, the 

fìrst step in regulating your Qi is regulating your Emotional Mind (泊n，

WOOD 木 FIRE 火 EARTH 土 METAL 金 WATER 主

Direction East 50uth Center West North 

Season 5pring 5um付ler Long 5u町、阿ler Autumn Winter 

Climactic Condition Wind 5un、盯ler Heat Dampness Dryness Cold 

Process Birth Growth Transformation Harvest 5torage 

Color Green Red Yellow White Black 

Taste 50ur Bitter 5weet Pungent 5alty 

Smell Goatish Burning Fragrant Rank Ro忧en

Yin Organ Liver Heart 5pleen Lungs Kidneys 

Yang Organ Gall Bladder 5malllntestine 5tomach Large Intestine Bladder 

Opening Eyes Tongue Mouth Nose Ears 

Tissue 5inews B lood Vessels Flesh 5kin/Hair Bones 

Emotion Anger Happiness Pensiveness 5adness Fear 

Human Sound 5hout Laughter 50ng Weeping Groan 

Table 3-1. Table of Correspondences Associated with the Five Phases 
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6. The Complete Book of Principal Contents of Human Life and Tempera
ment; Concealed in Qi Cavity, AII Marvelousness Returns to its Roots2 

《性命圭旨全害·垫藏氯穴，思妙踌根〉

{!fyou anυ 呻able 01 reaching the deep and prlφund breathi咆 like a Trut.物f
Person (Zhen Ren) β.e. Daoist who has reached the Dao), then the Xin and 
breathù气g- will be interd.吃pendent， which will thus result in a regulated breathù飞g
and a calmed X仇

合真人深深之息，别心息相依'息拥心静。

"Zhen Ren" (真人) means "truthful person." Daoists 0丘en call themselves "Zhen 
Ren" since they are aiming for "the truth of the Dao." One of the major trainings to 
reach the goal of enlightenment is through regulating the breathing. When the 
breathing has reached a profound level of Embryonic Breathing, it is called "Zhen 
Xi" (真息) and means "Real Breathing" or "True Breathing." In this stage, your emo
tional mind is extremely calm and harmonized with the breathing. This is simply 
because when the mind is emotionally disturbed, the breathing will be fast, and 
when the mind is peaceful and stays at the Real Lower Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan 
Tian，真下丹田)， the breathing will be calm, slender, and peaceful. Not only that, 
when the breathing is faster and excited, the emotional mind will also be disturbed. 
Therefore, the emotional mind (Xin，心) and breathing (Xi，息) must be interde
pendent and harmonized with each other (Xin xi Xiang Yi，心息相依〉

7. The Question from A Buddhist Guest about Listening to the Heart2 

《果、心藉客间〉

(Our) Xin (i.e. Emotional Mind) has been attached ωth (laymen) 句(Jairs for a 
long time, once it 力 attached to the 向rymen) environment, it cannot be inde
pendent (easily). There_衍" (we) must use the Gong向 olregz出ting the breathing 
{Tiao 刀j 切的仰in this Xin and allow the Xtn and breathing to mutually 
d吃pend on each other. 1古e word 01 regulating (刀'ao) does notmean using the 刀
(i.e. Wisdom Mind). It is only 阳ing one exhalation and one inhalation (i.e. res
piration) to keφ the thought there. Once the Xin is able to呻arate from the (lay
men) environment, then there is no bo吵~ and neither it nor 1 exist. Then there 
打 no breathing needing ω be reguμted It 打 so s，忻 as 扩it is existing {and as 扩
it is no以 After a long time (可fpractice), it will beωne proficient na阳rally.

心依著事物已久'一旦雄境'不能自立。所以用铜息功
夫，拴东此心'便心息相依。拥字亦不是用意'只是一
呼一吸东念耳。至心静境'则集人提我'更集息可祠，
只棉棉若存，久之'自然也熟。
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"Xin" (心) means "Emotional Mind" (Yang mind1 which is commonly analo

gized as "monkey" while "Yi" (意) means "Wisdom Mind" (Yin mind1 which is 

often analogized as "horse" (Xin Yuan Yi Ma，心猿意局} Though the monkey is 

small and weak, it is able to generate a great disturbance, whereas, although the horse 

is large and powerful, it can be calm and easily restrained. In order to regulate the 

monkey mind, you will need a banana to lead the monkey mind into the cage and 

lock it there. This banana in Qigong practice is the breathing. When you regulate 

the emotional monkey mind, you cannot just use your Yi to restrain it. The more you 

intend to restrain it, the worse it will be. It is just like when you cannot fall asleep, 
the more you intend to sleep, the more awake you will be. The way to reach the goal 

of regulating the emotional monkey mind is simply to pay attention to the breath

ing. The more you are able to regulate your breathing to a profound, slender, calm, 
and soft stage, the easier the emotional mind can be controlled. Once your emo

tional mind has been restrained, then regulation of the breathing is no longer impor

tant since it has become natural. This is the stage of "Embryonic Breathing." 

8. Collection of Neutral Harmony 

《中和集〉

understand the the叼 of Confocianism p吵undly. To cease the. breathing so 
(you) can reach themarvellous Dao ofcondensing the Shen. These three ceases are 
mu阳ally required j争'om each other without a可 ωnquest.

持现三教堂人害，息之一字最简直。若于息上做功夫，
海佛海仙不努力。息、缘连本禅之械'息心明理儒之植'
息氛凝神道之玄'三息相须熬不克。

"San Jiao" (三教) means "Three Teachings" or "Three Schools." These three 

schools are Buddhism, Confucianism, and Daoism. All of these three schools talk 

about the methods of "ceasing" (Xi，息} Literally "Xi" means "to stop" or "to cease" 

any action or initiation of something. Here, it means the stage of "regulating with
out regulating" (Bu Tiao Er Tiao，不拥而拥} This implies that when regulating is no 

longer necessary, all of the regulating processes will naturally cease. 
The key practice of Buddhists is to cease the "affìnity" (Yuan，缘) related to lay

men a伯irs. When this affìnity ceases, then the Emotional Mind will be calm and 

peaceful. Then the Shen, which is related to the subconscious mind, will be awak

ened, and Buddhahood can be achieved. This kind of cultivation in Buddhism is 
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called "Chan" (禅~ The Buddhist document, The Transliteration 01 Wisdom Garden 

(慧苑音巍) said: "Chan, it means to calm down the Xin to ponder."19lt is the method 
of stabilizing the Xin's activity (i.e. meditation~ 

The cultivation of "ceasing" in the Confucian school is to cease the Xin's activi
可 so the scholar philosophies can be comprehended. These philosophies indude the 
relationship between humans, as well as between nature and humans. When these 
philosophies are understood, the mind can be peaceful and calm. 

However, to the Daoists, the "ceasing" means to cease the regulating process of 
the breathing. In order to reach this goal, you must learn the method of "Embryon
ic Breathing" with the condensed mind. This is the necessary path to reach the goal 
of enlightenment. 

9. Four Books; Great Study 

《四害·大牵〉

Cm伪cius said. "On忻nowing (hω to) ce.帆 can you then have 府.adiness.
l励en there is steadiness, then (your mind) can be calm. ，罗为en (your mind is) 
calm, then (you) can be peac矿'ùl. ，罗加2 (you are) at peace, then (you) are able 
to ponder. When (you) ponder, then (you) will gain. " 

孔子曰: "*口止而后有定，定而后能静'静而后能安'
安而后能虑，虑、而後能得。'

To the Confucian scholar, the fìnal goal of meditation is to gain understanding 
of the meaning oflife and the rules of nature. In order to comprehend this deep phi
losophy二 you must go through a few necessary procedures. The 且rst step is to stop or 
to cease (Zhi，止) the initiation of a thought. Only then will your mind be steady 
and under control, both calm and peaceful. Once you have reached this state of 
peace, then your mind is dear for you to ponder. Through deep pondering, you will 
comprehend the reason for all events around us. 

10. Anthology of Daoist Village1 

《道掷集〉

"Once (you) can be calm, then pay attention ω the Lower Dan 刀àn. Where 
(yo叫 eyes (i. e. focus) are, that is where (youυ刀n (i. e. Emotional Mind) should 
follow. When Xin and eyes have reached the pμce and ceased, then the Xín and 
the breathi咆 should accord ω each other and gradually enter the Great Steadi
ness ρ'a Ding). " Also, "The Shen can be stabi丘zed through coordínation with 
the breathing. 1万e breathing can be peacφ1 through coordination wíth the 
Shen. Both accord with each other, then the Great Steadiness can be reached " 
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"ñs静日夺藏照下田'目之所在'心亦随之'心目得其所
止，而后心舆息依'渐入大定。'又飞神依息而定'息
依神而安'互相依附'始踌大定。加

Eyes mean to focus and pay attention, and means the Yi (意} It is 0丘en said in 

ancient documents that: "The eyes observe (Guan) the nose (i.e. breathing), and the 

nose observes the Xln (i.e. Emotional Mind}40 Guan (现)here means"to obsewe," 

or "to pay attention." Therefore, the fìrst part of this sentence means to retrain your 

eyes or pay attention to your breathing. The second part implies that through the 

breathing, the Emotional Mind can be watched and regulated. 
In Chinese Qigong socie町"， it is often said: "Xln-ape and Yi-horse" (心猿意局〉

According to Chinese tradition, there are two minds that can be classifìed as Yang 

and Yin; the emotional mind called "Xln" (心) is Yang while the wisdom mind called 

"Yi" (意) is Yin. Xln literally means "heart" , because the heart is related to our emo

tional disturbance. For example, if your mind has too much emotional disturbance 

that prevents you from falling asleep, then if you are able to pay attention to the 

breathing and keep your mind at the Lower Dan Tian, you will be able to regulate 

the emotional monkey and fall asleep. 
When your emotional mind is under control, then can you stabilize your Shen 

and keep it at its residence. In this case, the Shen and the breathing will be mutual

ly harmonized and accord with each other. This is called "Great Steadiness" (Da 

Ding，大定) in Qigong meditation practice. In Buddhist society "Da Ding" means: 

"When the Xln (i.e. Emotional Mind) for Buddhism is clear and bright, it is called 

‘Da Ding.叫1 This implies the calm and peaceful state of mind, where the body is 

extremely relaxed. The Shen and the physical body harmonize and coordinated with 

each other, leading to steadiness and calmness of both mental and physical bodies. 
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7 7. Theory of Evaluating Wisdom 

《智度输〉

Just.纱 (i.e. Regulate) the Xin (i.e. Emotional Mind) to where it劝ou/d be. Cease 
the w叫 (i.e. mind of affinity) and C01伽se (i.e. stabilize) the Xin. When the 
Xin is s仰吵 atonepμce without moving (i. e. being disturbed), thus, it is called 
"steadiness. "Justify (the Xin) so it can accφt the solution through observation 
(i.e. selfinvestigatio时， thus it is called 知eptance"微ou). To 咿μte the vio
lence (i. e. aggressive actions) of the X仇， and to straighten the curve (i.e. intrica
σ~ 1扩theX切， and stabilize i幻 d与persion (i.e. distraction), thus it is called ，.争气g
ulatin多.. straightening, and stabilizing. " To just.吵 the actions of Xin and allow 
it to accord to the rule as it劝ould be, thus it is called 'Justify 伽X切 ω 劝ep吵'
er pμce. " Cease the mind 's a庐nity and wor吵 so as ω conde1旧 andfocω the
thoughtofX仇， thus it is called "cease the wo叫 and condense the X仇"
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正心行庭'息虐、 J疑心'心定于一庭而不勤，故曰定;正
受所视之法，故曰受;胡心之暴'直心之曲，定心之散'
故曰拥直定;正心之行勤，使合于法之依庭，故曰正心
行庭;息止缘虑，凝结心念'故曰息虑、凝心。

In Buddhist society, "Ding" (定) (steadiness of the emotional mind and the 
physical body) is always emphasized in meditation. The process of entering this 
steadiness is called "Ru Ding" (入定) (Entering the Steadiness). In order to do so, 
you must 且rst cut off any emotional disturbance and keep your mind at the Upper 
and the Real Lower Dan 丁ian. The Upper Dan Tian (brain) is the residence of the 
Shen and Real Lower Dan Tian (second brain) is the residence of the Q i. When the 
Qi can be kept at its residence, the physical body can be calmed without stimulation 
or excitement. When the Shen can be condensed at its residence, the mind will be 
calmed and dear. 

In order to reach the above goals, you must learn how to face your Emotional 
Mind, analyze it, understand it, and then learn how to remove the mask from your 
face. Only when these a面nities ofXin can be removed, can your mind then be steady 
and kept at one place. This is the method of reaching "Steadiness" (Ding，定〉

12. Great Conveyance in Hundred Methods of Comprehension; 
Discussing Sincere Advice2 

《大乘百法明 r， .输忠疏〉

When伽叫Ig the environment (i.e. situa，杭州，吁one is able to concentrate (his 
mi.η丛D without dispersio饥 (i.e. distraction)， 让 is the 'Xi.ηg" (i. e. natural tem
perament), (thus) the wisdom can be built upon. Therefore，可(one on与~ observes 
the gain or loss, (he) will not enter the Siti扰乱!tion (i.e. the root). (Itmust be) from 
归b出η 01 the Xin and not allow it to be from disp衍'Sion. 可(0饥。如沁ωs this, 
there (he) will make decisioη from wisdom. 

于所规境令人事注不散海性'智依冯素。言青藏得失'俱
非境中，由定令心不散'依斯便有决择智生。

"Da Sheng" (大乘) in the title of this document means "Great Conveyance." 
"Sheng" (乘) means the Buddhist teaching, a conveyance to bring the truth to men 
and help them. Comprehending the meaning of life and the truth of nature is called 
"Wu" (悟) (enlightenment). 

To comprehend the human temperament (Xing，性) is not easy. You must first 
inspect, analyze and understand all of the events or affairs occurring around you 
carefully and accuratel严 Once you have established this capabili町; you will be able 
to concentrate and ponder. From this, wisdom can be generated, and you will be able 
to comprehend the human temperament. 
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If you only pay attention to the consequence of what has happened without 

knowing how to trace its cause or origin, then you will never understand the origin 

of the problem. In this case, you will not be able to comprehend the meaning of life 

and reach spiritual enlightenment. The first crucial key to reaching this concentra

tion of the mind and wisdom is to have a stabilized Xin. When the Xin is calm and 

stable, you will be wise and your judgment will be accurate. This is the way to reach 

the Dao of wisdom. 

73. Theory of Evaluating Wisdom2 

《智度输〉

lpbdtdomitmeanettdiJtzingtbrX切尸
，

It means there is only one Xin without 
disordeχ When disordered, then the X切 cannot see through the foct and truth. 
It is just 占ke the wave on the water which makes {you} unable ω see the j告α (in

the rej岳ction). It 付ust like lighting a μmp in the wind, cannot be 你hted.

定心者，定名一心不乱。乱'心中不能得克事霄，女口水
波荡'不得克面;如凤中;哇，不能得黠。

In order to reach spiritual enlightenment, you must first comprehend the mean

ing of life. The first task here is to stabilize your Xin (心) (Emotional Mind} Only 
when the emotional mind can be kept calm and steady, then can your wisdom mind 
(Yi，意) be clear in its judgment. Otherwise, if the emotional mind is in disorder and 
out of control, you will not be able to see yourself clearly. It is like being unable to 

see the reflection of your face clearl严 when the emotional mind has generated ripples 

on the surface of the water. This emotional mind is also like the wind which keeps 
you from lighting your lantern of enlightenment. 

74. The Inner Mental Method of Reaching the Heavenly 
Immortality Through Golden Elixir2 

《天仙金丹心法〉

Establish a determination, straighten out the morals, repent the errors, sh~斤
toward goodness, build ψ 劝efoundation， 仰in se.在 install the卢rnace， pick ψ 
the herb, start t，劝he卢卢re，巳， c，αrωdωse 劝ej卢íre， conc，α'eive t.劝heemb均Fη机3
muμ印t化'egl俨"{)odd珩eed彷f， train the Gong, foce the ωII and伊iritual ascending. 

立志'端品'悔遇'遥善，集基，燥己，安墟'栋禁
起火，熄火，结胎，眷婴'横行'行功'面壁'戒升。

According to Daoist socie守" these are the sixteen steps of training to reach the 
final goal of spiritual enlightenment. First establish a strong will aiming for your 

goal. Next, re-evaluate your morality by removing the mask on your face and facing 
your true self. According to Buddhism, in order to reach this goal, you must learn 
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SelιInternal Vision (Zi Guan，自藏) that allows you to see yourself clearly, the step 
of Self-Recognition (Zi Shi, 自端} To enter the Self二Internal-Vision (Ru Guan, 
入藏) is to analyze and understand yourself. You must fìrst understand your Xin so 
you can see your human temperament (Ming Xin Jian Xing，明心克性) (Liao Wu, 

了悟~ and only then can you face the truth. 
Having recognized and understood the real you, then you learn how to change 

your morality towards goodness and truth. Only then can you establish a fìrm foun
dation for your spiritual cultivation. If your subconscious mind remains at the stage of 
laymen morals, with an untruthful mask on your face, then you will not be able to face 
出e tru出. You must learn to remove the mask on your face，且rst by facing the Self 
Inner-Comprehension (Zi WU，自悟) or SelιAwareness (Zi Jue, ~凳} Only then, can 
you fìnd the way to awaken your Shen, the stage of SelιAwakening (Zi Xing，自醒〉

Once you are able to wake up your Shen (related to the subconscious mind~ then 
you will fìnd the way to set your Shen free from spiritual bondage. 丁his is the stage 
of SelιSpiritual-Freedom (Zi Tuo，自脱} To reach this enlightened stage, you must 
convert the Original Essence into Qi (Lian Jing Hua Qi，燥精4匕轧~ convert (nour
ish) the Qi to the Shen (Lian Qi Hua Shen，燥氧化神~ and then refìne your Shen 
and lead it into emptiness (Lian Shen Huan Xu，燥神返虚} Finally, you must crush 
the emptiness (Fen Sui Xu Kong，粉碎虚空) so as to establish an independent Shen 
that is able to survive even if the physical body is dead. To the Buddhist society, this 
is the stage of Buddhahood. When you have reached this stage, your spirit will gain 
eternallife and will not be reincarnated into a human form again. 

Train the self (Lian Ji，燥己~ install the furnace (An Lu，安墟~ pick Up the herb 
(Cai Yao，拣藕~ start the fìre (Qi Huo，起火~ and cease the fìre (Xi Huo，熄火);
these are the trainings of converting the essence into Q i. Conceive the embryo Qie 
Tai，姑胎~ nurse the baby (Yang Ying，善婴~ and accumulate good deeds Qi Xing, 

横行); these are the trainings of converting the Qi into Shen. In order to establish an 
independent Shen, you must train the Gong (Xing Gong，行功} Face the wall (Mian 
Bi，面壁) is for crushing the emptiness, and fìnally spiritual ascending (Fei Sheng, 

戒升) means the separation of the spiritual body and the physical body. 

15. Anthology of Daoist Village 

《道绑集〉

Those talks (in Dω De .fi切~ such as: "when there is a Xin (i.e. intentio时，让 is
used to observe the w.句s (i.e. ωnstant changes) 01 nature; when there is no Xin 
(i.e. no i.η!tentio时，让 is used to observe the marvelousness 01 nature, " 即'e actual
与 the 吨plications 01 the Dao. In addition, (the sentence) 01 "when having (the 
Xi;时，让 is to obser悦 the ways (01 na问时 "is agaiiη the application 01 (the sen
tence): 、hen without hω切19 (the Xin)， 让 is to obser旧 the mar时!ousness (01 
nature). " Furthermore, (the se时mce oß 、ithout having (the Xi叫， it is to 
observe the marvelousness (4们ati时"比 agai;η the main core (t呼the sentenα~: 
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"when havíng (the Xín), ít ís ω observe the ways 向fnature). γYou) must under
stand that ρr5EMrncrqP"u加1 havíng (the Xín), ít ís ω observe the ways 向f
natur~尸means there ís an actíon and ís the tíme Of returníng the Qj ω nourísh 
the Shen. 啃'íthout havíng (伽刀n) so as 切 observe the marvelousness 向f
nature) " ís doíng nothíng. There ís no bo吵 around and no self, no mountaín, 
rívers, gr.剧~ or wood. It 打 the tímí刀!g of no conscíousness and no j告elíng. 1加
means the ex的me calm and peaceful conscío阳 state of'句pproachíng the níhílí
片y (í.e. nothíngness or emptíness) to íts extremí与y and maíntaíníng the calmness 
wíth síncerí切 " Follow thts extreme calmnes.ι then a 拍ng (state) can be generat
ed and ther吃fore the marvellous líz剧 ωn be conceíved. 

有心规囊'燕心挠妙等言吾。乃道之功用也。有欲以藏寂'
又海操心藏妙之用。操心以藏妙'又码有心规寂之髓。
要知有欲藏襄有局也'神返氛自回之日夺也。燕欲规妙棋
局也，熟人集我'集山川草木，混混，然不知不凳之咛代
也。拮飞致虚棍'守静;寓。 m 之意裁活勤的事静，静而

后一琦生'萌号去奇妙生械。

The fìrst sentence originated from Lao, Z i's Dao De ]ing (道德短)， Chapter 1. lt 
is said: ''Always keep nothingness, so as to observe the marvelousness (of nature) 

Always having, so observe the returning (recyding or ending) of million objects."42 

The word Qiao (襄) is actually the word Jiao (徽) which means returning to its root. 

Therefore, "Qiao" (衷) implies "the changes or variations of the nature." When you 

have a heart (You Xin，有心) (intention) to observe the changes of nature, then your 

mind is paying attention to it and pondering on it. However, when your mind is not 

paying attention to (Wu Xin, $.在心) (no intention) the changes of nature, you are 

experiencing the marvellous manifestation and interplay of natural power and forces. 

All of these are the applications of the Dao. This is simply because the Dao itself can

not be interpreted and talked about. Once you talk about it, you are using the lim

ited human knowledge to judge the great nature. 1n this case, the Dao will not be 

accurate. All we try to observe and understand is not the Dao itself, but its applica

t1ons. 
However, when you have an intention to observe the natural changes and varia

tions, it is due to the experience you have gained from nature in which you do not 

pay attention. Thus, the intention of observing the applications (consequences) of 

experiencing, originated without intention. Naturally, the experience without inten

tion is the cause and the root of observation with intention. 
To approach the goal ofEmbryonic Breathing, youmust begin with an intention 

which allows you to observe the changes and variations of your Qi and Shen. How

eve巳 the fìnal goal of Embryonic Breathing is the doing of no doing, the intention 

having disappeared. You are able to approach the Dao and experience nature. When 

this happens, you are able to trace back to the root of life. 
The 且rst step is to observe the Xin (心) (Emotional Mind) and understand its 
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behavior. From this you learn to understand yourself. This is the process of regulat
ing and your intention is there. However, a丘er you have regulated your mind into a 
neutral state, you regulate it withour regulating. Then, your intention is not there 
any more, and you have approached the Dao of nature and will fìnd the original 
human nature. That is why all of the Buddhist or Daoist societies have focused on 
the regulating of the Xin (心} lt is said in the document, Important Script 01 Simi
lar Contents (同指要钞1 that: "The religious doors (i.e. styles1 in generations, all con
sidered ‘observing the Xin' (Guan Xin，癫，心) is the most important (in cultiva
tion}"43 

Only after you are able to ce部e the activity ofXin, can you then calm down and 
keep peace within. Then your mind is clear and Shen will stay at its residence, and 
you will be able to see through the cycling of nature (creations and variations} Lao, 

Zi (老子 ) (Dao De Jing, Chapter 16) said: ''Approaching the nihility (nothingness or 
emptiness) to its extremity and maintaining the calmness with sincerity. Millions of 
objects (lives) are in actions which allow me to observe their cydic repetitions. 
Though there are so many objects, each individual must repeatedly return to its root 
(origin} When it returns to the root, it means ‘calmness.' When it is calmed, then it 
means ‘ repetition of a life. "'44 

16. The Complete Book of Principal Contents of Human Life and Tempera
ment; Nourishing the Origin, Precious Key of Saving and Protecting the Life 

《性命圭旨全害·涵裴本源·救道命育〉

It is marvelloω that the (key) method olObserving the Xin (Guan Xin) 打 on the 
sole key gat，ι LingGuan β.e. 年iri阳al Gate}. When a human begins to conceive 
而is} 伊 th仰![;h feeling (i. e. 仰ivi咆) the Qj, endowed with a tiny 0，伊nal
Yang (Yuan Yang) from heaven and the earth (i. e. na阳re) and derived into this 
key gate so as to conceal the Ori.注inal Shen. It is completely empσ within， but 
m仰m吵 insubstantial and utmost bri沪t. It is 劝e master olour 应的. Truthfuι 
ly, when (we) have it, (we are) alive and without it, (we are) dead. Alive, dead, 
卢'ourishing， and withering, all句end on t.伪(平iri阳al Gate}. Scholars called it 
Lingtai ι e. 争iri阳al p，也功n饵~， Daoists called it Ling Guan (i.e. 年iritual
Gate), and Buâdhists called Ling Shan (i.e. 年iri阳al Mountain). 

事昆心之法'妙在重阔一寂。人自受生戚氛之初'禀天地
一黠元畴'化生此寂'以藏元神。其中空空洞洞'至虚
至明'乃吾人生生主宰。真所言自有之别生'燕之别死，。
生死盛衰'皆由这锢。儒曰重叠'道曰重阔'释曰重山。

To observe the Xin (Guan Xin，椒，心 1 you must remove the mask from your face 
and encounter the real you, and understand your thinking and actions. 1n order to 
do so, you must 且rst build a strong Yi (意) (Wisdom Mind) that allows you to ana
lyze your Xin and then restrain it. The key to reaching this goal is to keep your Yi at 
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the Ling Guan (重阔) (Upper Dan Tia叫 "Ling Guan" (重阔) (Spiritual Gate) 

implies "Spiritual Valley" (Shen Gu， 神谷) between the two lobes of the brain, the 

residence of the sp抖iri让t. This P抖la缸ce is called 
scholars, "Ling Shan" (重山) (Spiritual Mountain) by Buddhists. Although this 

place is empty, the power manifested there can be mighty and marvellous. 

17. Zhi You Zi; Collection of Important Papers2 

〈至游子·集要篇〉

Do not be afraíd 0/ the ínitiatíon 0/ a tho吨ht but be afraid 0/ the delayi哩。ifits
perception (i.e. awareness). 

不畏念起'惟畏凳退。

The thoughts generated related to the past, the prese时， and the future can be 

emotionally disturbing, preventing you from keeping your mind in a calm state. 

Therefore, the 且rst step in regulating the mind is to stop the thoughts which are lin

gering in your mind. You must also stop the initiation of a new thought. 

However, it is not easy to stop the initiation of a new thought. You must have an 

awareness so you are able to stop this new thought from getting deeper and wider. 

This awareness is the fìrst step in eliminating its initiation. 

18. The Complete Book of Principal Contents of Human Life and 
币mperament; The Rules of Training the Shape by Jade Liquid 

〈性命圭旨全害·玉液燥形法则〉

扩 (you) wish ω cease the initiation and termination 0/刀n (i.e. Emotional 
Mind), (you) must begin from the thought 0/ no thought. 

欲除生减心'必自杂念始。

To stop the initiation of a new thought or the disturbances of old thoughts lin

gering in your mind, the best way is learning how to keep the mind empty and think 

nothing. However, in reali町; it is not possible since when you think of nothing, you 

are thinking of something. Therefore, the common way of regulating the mind is 

paying attention to the breathing. Slowly and gradually allow the breathing to 

become softer and more slender until it is as though it were there and yet as though 

it were not there. When this happens, you are in the state of deep meditation of no 

thought. 
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19. Anthology of Daoist Village2 

《道掷集〉

Today, 1 would like ω teach you the method of ceasi咆 the thought. For example, 
whenmyX切 is looking at the water, my thought will be on the water; when my 
X切力 looking at the moon, my thought will be on the moon; assumÍ1智 ifmyeyes
β.e. attention) are foωed in looking at the Qj ca吻。Xue， Dan Tia时'， my
Xin will be on the Qi cavity. 

余今傅汝止念之法。譬如我心看水，此念即在水上;我
心看月'此念即在月上;夜想、此眼光事看氛穴'我心即
在氛穴矣。

This article talks about the key trick of stopping the thought is paying attention 
to the Qi Xue (轧穴 γQi Xue" means "Upper Dan Tian" or "Real Lower Dan Tian." 

Naturally, the way of doing so is through the breathing. Once you pay attention to 
the breathing and keep your mind at the Dan Tian, the thought will disappear grad
ually. 

20. Zhuang Zi, Laymen World 2 

《落子·人罔世〉

With a sole will, do not listen with ears but listen with Xin (i.e. sincere miηd); 
do not listen with Xin but listen with Qj. Listeninf( ceases at the ears and Xin is 
stopped in accordance (Fu}. What is Qj? It is insubstantial and attached to (i.e. 
侃出吨 in) all ob}ωS. 。均 (jolloωiη!g) the Dω can you gather this insub岱an
tial (Qi). What is this insubstantial? It is (obtained from) the purification ofXin 
仅'in Zhai). 

若一志'急果、之以耳而慕、之以心;提果、之以心而慕、之以
氛。捷、止于耳'心止于符。氛也者'虚而待物者也。唯
道集虚，虚者心藉也。

In order to regulate your emotional mind (Xin，心)， you must stop your listen
ing contact with the outside world and pay attention to your emotional mind. Once 
you can bring your thoughts from outside to inside of your body, then you should 
pay attention to your Qi through breathing. "Fu" (符)means"to accordf"to 
match," "to harmonize," "to coordinate," or 气o cooperate." This means the way of 
stopping the activities of Xin is through the coordination of breathing. 

In order to gather the Qi at the Dan Tian, you must fìrst have a calm and non
disturbed Xin. "Xin Zhai" (心藉) means "purifìed Xin" and implies a simply calm 
and sincere mind. Only then, the Qi can be preserved at its residence. This is the way 
ofDao (道〉
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21. The Complete Book of Principal Contents of Human 

Life and Temperament; Hen Anthology2 

〈性命圭旨全害·亨集》

扩there 力 an initiation 0/ a thought, then everywhere is 卢re. The quiet pμα 
吵ere the millions 0/ ajJìnities 向f the thoughts are ceased), then the 伊ring can 
blossom. 

一念勤畴皆是火，其缘寂庭即生春。

This sentence emphasizes two important things in regulating the mind. First is 

to stop the initiation of a thought. When the thought is initiated, then the mind is 

excited and becomes Yang (fìre~ Second is to cut off all of the thoughts which are 

lingering in your mind. 

22. Wei Mo Classic2 

《、锥摩短》

"To res仰in the Xin (i.e. Emotional Mind)升'om its emotional a庐ntσ is called 
st，ψ. To see deep and reach j♀rclea吵 is called observation. " It is a/so úid' "Every 
thought returns ω one (i.e. the origin) is called stop, and everything can be dis
criminated clearly 打 called observation. " 

、 1良心于缘辅之止'分别深造辅之瓶。' 电念念踌-Â乌
止，了了分明海视。'

These two sentences explain the meaning of "Zhi Guan" (止现1 which literally 

means "to stop the observation" and implies that the observation of the Xin's activi

ties is stopped. 1n order to do so, you must have regulated your emotional mind to 

a stage where the regulating is no longer necessary. 
The fìrst phrase explains that, in order to reach this goal, you must fìrst stop the 

emotional affìnity with the outside world. This is the meaning of "stop" (Zhi，止〉

Once you have reached the stage where your mind is so clear and profound that it 

allows you to analyze the situation through observation and thus you are able to stop 

the old thought and the new thought's initiation, then it is called "observation" 

(Guan，现) (see through thoroughly~ 
The second phrase explains that when you bring all of the disturbing thoughts into 

a place and pay attention to it, this is called "stop" (Zhi，止) Naturally, this place is the 

Dan Tian (Embracing Singularity~ That implies that if you are able to p可 attention to 
the Dan Tian (either Upper Dan Tian for Shen or Real Lower Dan Tian for Qi) and 

coordinate with your deep breathing, all of the disturbing thoughts will be replaced 

wi由 one thought, thus, the disturbing thoughts can be stopped. To see through thor

oughly so your mind is clear and calm is called "observation" (Guan，现〉
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23. Anthology of Daoist Village 

〈道卿集〉

"The realmeaning ofBuddhahood which has been handed down (to uυ is: obser
vation is st，ψped." "\罗万at is observation? It means ωp加my vision warmly on 
the ultimate goodness. " "What is stop? It means to pμce and stop (i. ι focus) my 
real intention at the ultimate goodness. " 

Y弗之真傅，在于截止。 P 飞著昆者何?膊我目光'温I~~
于至善地之羔也。 P 、止者何?片等我真意止于至善地之
羔也。 9

According to Buddhist society, there are three observations (San Guan，三规): 1. 
Observing Emptiness. It is to observe the emptiness of all naturallaws and events. 2. 
Observing Falseness. It is to observe the falseness of all natural laws. 3. Observing 
Between. It is to observe non-emptin臼s and non-falseness of the natural laws. This 
means to keep the neutral viewpoint. It also means double observation.45 "Zhi Guan" 
(止现) (Stop Observation) is the way of reaching "Guan Zhi" (截止) (Observation is 
Stopped} In order to reach this, you must 且rst have observed and analyzed all of the 
events and natural occurrenc臼. Once you have seen through all of the events in your 
mind, then nothing will bother you. Then you have reached the stage of"Guan Zhi." 

This document explains the best way of reaching "Guan Zhi" is simply paying 
attention to cultivating your self-mind until the stage of ultimate goodness. When 
you pay attention to all of the goodness, then nothing bothers you. You are kind, 
righteous, and gentle. Then you have no inner conflict in your emotional mind. That 
means you are free 仕om the affìnity of emotions and desires. 

24. Thesis of Buddha Ground 

《佛地揄〉

All laws (i. e. 削饥!tral rules) and all difJerent 吨'jJearances (i. e. manifest.础。ns of 
nature) are able to bloom 肌d be awakened by themselv也可(we are) also able 
to bloom and awak栩如m all emotional bondages, just like being ωakened 
from 巾'ep and like the b沁omii吨。iflotusflow矶 Therefore， 让 is called ‘B叫'dha:

于一切法'一切穆相，能自罔凳'亦同竞一切有情'如
睡事凳醒，如连花阔'故名佛。

This is talking abollt the de且nition or the feeling of Buddhism. It is just like a 
lotus flower just emerges from the emotional mud and blooms. It is like having just 
woken up and suddenly realized that every occurrence or emotional bondage is unre
al, as if it were happening in a dream. 

Buddha means to achieve awaren臼s and wisdom. For example, to awaken 
through understanding, to awaken through observation, to awaken through knowing 
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about the reasons (causes) for alllaws and natural rules, and being able to discrimi

nate them clearly. It is like just being awakened from sleep, and is called awakening 

through realization. Comprehend the vexations through observation so they are not 
harmful. It is like observing and sensing thieves in laymen society. Therefore, it is 

called the awakening through observation.46 Thieves mean the emotions and desires 

which are able to steal away the purity of your heart and spirit. 
According to Buddhist society, we are born and grow in the human emotional 

mud or dust (Chen Tu，昼土) (human matrix} We have created dign坷" gl。可; pride, 

happiness, sadness, jealousy, and all kinds of desires. We learn how to lie and place 

a mask on our face. However, we all experience signifìcant spiritual pain living in this 

human matrix. We have been blinded by the mud and our hearing has been blocked 

by it. Nothing is clear in our minds. The conscious mind is active while the subcon

scious mind which is connected to the Shen is in its sleeping state. When this hap

pens, we are dreaming in the human matrix and are not awakening. 
Nevertheless, each of us h剖 a lotus seed. Through meditation, this lotus seed will 

bud and start to grow from deep in the mud. Gradually, our subconscious minds will 

grow through meditation. Mter meditating a long time, this lotus flower will push 

you out of the human mud matrix and you will see everything clearly. To waken your 

Shen, you must learn to bring all thoughts to your Shen center and to keep the Shen 

there. This spiritual center (Upper Dan Tian) is called "Spiritual Mountain" (Ling 

Shan，重山} In this mountain, there is a Spiritual Valley (Shen Gu，神谷) where the 

Valley Spirit (Gu Shen，谷神) resides. 
There is a song in Buddhist society which says: "Do not search far for Buddha 

since he is in the Spiritual Mountain. Where is the Spiritual Mountain? It is actual

ly in your mind. Everyone should have a pagoda at Spiritual Mountain so (he) is able 

to cultivate (his) being under the pagoda at this Spiritual Mountain.时 Pagoda (Ta, 
塔) implies good deeds you have done, and the comprehension of nature which you 

have accumulated in your spiritual cultivation. 
In the document, The Complete Book 01 Princ.仰1 Contents 01 Human L拆 and

Temperament ( 性命圭旨全害 1 it is said: "When learning the Dao, (you) must fìrst 

learn to comprehend your own Xin (Emotional Mind} The deep hidden place of 

your own Xin is the hardest place to fìnd. Once you have found it and no more other 

places can be found, then you will have comprehended that the layman's Xin can be 

just like that of a Buddha.叫 This entire paragraph implies that the Xin of awaken

ing is in a place deeply hidden within yourself. Once you have found it, then this 

Xin is nothing special and is just like a layman's Xin. This means eve可 layman's Xin, 
once awakened, can be just like a Buddha's. 
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25. Dao Scriptures; Fifteenth Religious Thesis of Chong Yang 2 

〈道藏·重踌立教十五输〉

The world with desires, the world with colors, and the world with no color are 
the three wor，品.W罗万励P汤b加en t，伪heXi切n (伍1茧~moωtio仰nalMi切nd) ha.硝sj乒§y喀ψ'"got附古化en {i侈been i.仰:sol仰atedd 
j升乎讪'om) t，劝he wωorr.时te.臼'S and t，劝he t，劝伽b加oughts t，劝hat a仰 han喀Iging around, t，劝hen (you，ω1) hav 
P衔ωsed t，劝he terri材i仰t切ory 0/ desiring world. When the X切 has forgotten the surround
ingenvironment (laymen world), then (you) have passed the colorworld {mate
rial wor，ω.W为en (the Xin) 打 not attached to anything (iüωion) butemp彻ess，
then (you) have passed the world 0/ no coloχ 

欲界、包界、且在色界，此乃三界也。心忘虑、念'即超欲

界;心忘言者境'即超色界;不著空晃'即超熬色界。

This paragraph explains the three worlds (San Jie，三界) defìned in Buddhist 
socie可~ These three worlds are: the world of emotional bondage and desires; the 

world of laymen activities and material existence (color world1 and the world of 
imagination and fantasy. When your Xin can be separated from these three worlds, 
then you have reached the stage of regulating your mind. 

26. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII 
Veracious Ho收Embryo

(Yu Zhen Ren's Secrets of Embryonic Brea的ingy， 1 ，4

《言者真重胎神用挟》
(于真人胎息法)

Those who wish ω cultivate their temperaments must first stabilize their Xin and 
Qj. \励en Xin and Qj are stabilized, the Shen can be condensed (i.e. 乒cused).
When Shen is condensed, then the X切 is peacefol. 附enX切 is peac，φl， then 
the Qi ωn ascend upward (to nourish the brain). When Qi has ascended 
upward, then the surrounding environment will be empty. W为en the surround
ing environment is empty, then it (i.e, the entire being) 力 pure and quiet β.e. 
calm), . When it is pure and quiet, then there are no 0与ects (i.e.. emptiness) 
around. 扩there is no 0伊ct {in the mi材" then (the cultivation) 0/所 ωn be 
completea, When the life is completed, the Dao can be derived. Once ihe Dao 力
derived, then all aJ伊earances (i, e. illusion generated from desires and emotions) 
can be cut off. If the appearances can be cut off, then the consciousness can be 
bright (i.e. clear). \罗协en the consciousness is clear, then the Shen can be commu
nicative (i.e. enlightened). The classic said.' "\罗为en the Xin 打 communicative，
then millions 0/ methods are a/so communicative. When the Xin is calm, then 
milliom %ccurrenc臼 are all eliminated. This is the door 印 achieving real sta
bi，均 0/Ru Lai {i.e. Buddha)." (The归功re)， those 吵o cultivate t，加 Dao must 
first cultivate the methods 0/ stabi，应:zing theX仇 Once the methods 0/ stabilizing 
the Xin can be obtained, then it is not 码庐cult to re.阳rn the elixir, the gold切
liquid 伊n}走) (saliva) will not be j以 and immortality can be achieved. 
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凡所修行'先定心氛，心氯定别神凝'神凝别心安'心
安别氛异，氯弄别境空'境空别清静，清静别提物，集
物别命金'命全别道生'道生别铠相， ~:芭相别凳明'竞
明别神通。短云: ‘心通高法皆通'心静禹法皆减'此
一月如来真定者也。'凡修道者，先修心定之法'既得
定法，遗丹不遗，金液#逢，仙道得矣。(亦克于性命
圭旨全害;王方平胎息挟)

This document talks about the sequential consequences of cultivation. From sta

bilization ofXin and Qi to the Shen's condensing. From the Shen's condensing results 

the peace ofXin. From peaceful Xin, the Qi can ascend upward to nourish the brain. 

When this happens, the surrounding environment will disappear and this will set you 

free 丘om emotional bondage and the desires of the material world. If there is no 

object in the mind, then the cultivation of human temperament can be completed. 

This will result in the unifìcation ofhuman Shen and the Dao. Finally, it willlead you 

to spiritual enlightenment. "Jin Ye" (金液) means "golden liquid" which implies the 

generation of precious saliva during Enlightenment Grand Cyclic Heaven meditation. 

This implies the Qi has been successfully led upward to nourish the brain. 
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2叉 The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AI/ Veracious Holy Embryo 
(Yi阳'uanX刀ïan Zhen Ren's Secrets of Embrψyonic Br，陌eat.仇hl的ngω，y.

〈幸站者真重胎神用言抉矢〉
(元意真人胎息挟)

Th仰 who wish to stt吵 Em的onic Breathing th仰~h wtωei (i. e. doing noth
ing) can only be reached through (cultivation oj) a pure and calm X仇 It is also 
named 飞Zhen Ru" (i.e. Real Buddhahood). {In this state,} there are no ob;ects 
(i.e. emptiness) at all or.告inally.lt 打just like the Grand Nihi均 (TaiXu): no ω 
orj切" no 叩 or down, n() moving or still, very quiet and simple. It shares the same 
bo吵ω the real emptiness (i.e. coexistence) and has the same or~注in as Great Dao 
ρ'a Dao}, and is able ω meet伽 or.俘nal卢ce 向f收).扩(you) wish to cultivate 
the Great Dao, (you) must cultivate Wuwei. The mind is clear and imubstantial, 
quiet but not qui矶 calm but not calm, t，劝heXi切n is clean and is，ω50!，μ'1tedj乒t均'om t.劝he
sur即urr，仰r刷0ωun功di仇'刃n咆宫 enz仰virom仰n附7
t劝hen (仰》知ouωi)J.加h叼'ave柜e ent，化'er，仰'edt，的he r.仰'ealDaωoofWuwe剧脱ei队i. TJη!Jose w.功b加ocωul归tivat，衍"e t，劝hismethod.
the 白吃fìnement oj) elixir can be achieved. σn this case,} the Qj ωn be stabilized 
naturally and the Embryonic Breathing can be achieved. 

夫牵县在海胎息者'只走本清静心也。亦名真如'本条物
也。有若太虚相似'条去棋来'集上摇下'非勤非静'
寂寂廖寥，舆真空同髓，舆大道同源'舆本面目相逢者
也。若修大道，常修燕竭，其心清虚，寂而熬寂，静而

急静，心澄境甜，心境变忘，别入真在海真道也。牵道之
人，若修如是法问'只11 其丹自成'自然氛定而得胎息矣。



Chapter 3: Translations and ζommentaries of Ancient Documents 

"Wuwei" (祭海) means "doing nothing," and implies "regulating without regu
lating." Therefore, every thing has become natural. It happens without any intention 
or desires. In order to reach the goal of Embryonic Breathing where no regulating is 
necessar严 you must have a clear and calm mind. 
dhahood." Once you have reached the stage of regulating without regulating your 
mind, you will then regulate your breathing until it has reached the stage of as if it 
is there and as if it is not there. When this happens, your spirit and the natural spir
it will be united. This is the way of "Great Dao" (Da Dao，大道} Dao is great, so it 
is often called "Great Dao." 

28. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 

(Kan Cang Zi 's Secrets of Embryonic Breathingy.l.4 

《幸者真重胎神用挟》
(充金子胎息挟)

隅。2 (you) cultivate (your Sh时 ω enter the Dao, (you should) cease (youυ Xin 
(i.e. Emotional Mind) and not let it be disordered; the 年irit 0/ Vitality (万ng
Shen) should not be scattered (or di.与persed); cease the Shen and do not let it be 
u但lant (i.e. active); cease snoring (i.e. heavy breathing) and do not let (the air) 
out (too 户。'; ce.仰 the words and not talk; cease the bloodυlrCt出tion (from 
being too exciting少 and not allow it be stagnan打 cease the 与pittle and do not spit 
itfaη cease tears and do not let it be discarded; αase anger and do not let events 
bother (you); cease the Shen and do not let it worry; cease resentment and do not 
如φ it (in your mind); cease the ego and do not dispute (with others); and cease 
劝eml.拚rtune and do not keep it in (youυ mind. If a person ωn do so constan吵
吵enever he is walking, residing, sitting, or lying (i.e. daily L仰， his 刀n (i.e. 
Emotional Mind) will be happy by i阳扩 and the accomplishment can be 
achieved naturally. If (you) do not cultivate these rules 向fregulating), the φm 
will be in vain andend up with no result. If (you) do the above rules, the elixir 
will be completed. (In addition，) 扩(you) are able to forget both movement and 
stillness (i.e. forget the activiσ 0/ the mind and bo吵J， then the Dao ωn au仰，
matically be gained without askingfor it. 

凡修燥入道'息心勿乱'精神勿泄，息神勿惕'息鼻干勿
出'息言勿言吾'息血勿滞'息唾勿遗'息涕勿素'息填
勿俑，息神勿景，息怨勿念'息我勿手，息害勿言己。若
人行住坐队'常持如走'其心自柴'自然成就。不修此
理，枉黄其功'终鼎成法。但日日如走'其丹必就'若
勤静樊忘'道不求自得矣。

This document points out that in order to regulate your mind and enter the Dao 
of cultivation, you must fìrst regulate the thinking and behaviors of your daily life. 
Only if you are able to do so , can you then have a peaceful Xin. This is a crucial key 
to cultivation. 
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29. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AI/ Veracious Holy Embryo 

(Xuan Hu Zhen Ren's Secrets of Embryonic Breath的g)υ

《幸者真主胎神用挟〉
(玄葫真人胎息挟)

(To cultivate) the Great Dao ρ'a Dao), (you) must use the emptiness (Kong) as 
the origin 向fcultivation). It is marvellous (ifyou are able) ω cut off (the mind 
oj) the~ appearances β.e. material world), approach the or，智inal roo几 calm and 
stabilize the Tai Su (i.e. Grand Simplici与'1)' absorb the Qi and store it at the 
(Real Lower) Dan 刀仰， refine the Shen zn the Jin Shi (i.e. Golden Resia是nce，
Upper Dan Tia时1， andstabi.在;ze the Xin (i.e. Emotional Mind) deepfy at the sea 
01 comciousness σue Hai). When the X切 is stable, the Shen will be tranquil. 
W茄en the Shen is tranquil, then the Qj will stay (材加 residence). When Qj 
stays, then the X切 will be naturalfy delighted. 口告u) should keep (your mind) at 
the Zhen Xi (i. e. Real Breathin.多 Embryonic Breathing) at all times. It is also 
said' '1万'hen Shen and breathing are stabilized, the Jin (i. e. metal) and Mu β.e. 
wood) will intercourse. ，罗协enX切 and yi are tranquil, the Long (i.e. dragon) 
and Hu (i.e. t，告时 will meet together. 1古is is the real (cultivation) olInternal 
Elixir (Nei Dan) and the 呗p占cations 01 Embry棚íc Breathíng. Those who cul
tívate the Dao， 扩(they) ω'sh ω 占ve long without dyin，乡。hey) must卢'St r，听ne
(their) X仇 " Zhen Ren (í.e. Tru伪币tl Person who has ~achieved the Ðao) said' 
"What 元兑;n? It ís one inch and three centimeters under the lungs and is called 
Jade Kettle' (yu Hu). There is a sole Qj 01 white nihi均 within. " Classic said: 
'To generate the whiteness in the nihili纱~ one name is 'Jade K切le， 勺econdname
is "spiritual residence (Shen Shi), " third name 勿功de Hall" (Yu Gua时，乒ur劝
name is "crimson palace" (fiang Gong). 防t劝hi切n i玩t， t，伪he仰r仰r 打 a Buddh，归'a 1ωU吵ho c，ω'ould 
M脚save t.劝b仰 wω仰b加o Stφf捞庐巧 t劝here 勿 an im仰t仰仰m仰?ηtωortal ω仰otil伽M阳'S n删ot di命仇.￥匕r巳" t伽b加ere 扛 an 吃伊庐M
cio切ou阳spri仰E衍ω仰'clO勿0仰阳 Buddh，加'a， there is an incarnation 01 l~后" there is a grand sole Zhen 
Ren 向'. Truthfol Person or Buddha), and t.伪here 扛 aZh加加en R，阳en wω仰b加o sa 阳 t劝伽b加伽0ω附'se 
w吵b加0 叫g庐告冗 ρ伪♀u s，放伽b加ouω alu咿 h如E伊 o仰ouωυ O命r哗智伊inal Qj 仍4仰an Q, 

f衍'et i勿tb加e d.今停persed. When the elixir is congealed, it is as b结 as a grain, the color 
is like gold.~ It is named as "Bao Lin " (Precious Ja向. If one is able to know it, 
discriminate it, recognize it, and seal his Liu Men (i.e. Six Doors), always ke，φ 
伪is) or，华nal truth, Embryonic Breathing will be achieved automaticalfy arid 
live loni without 吵ing.

夫大道以空梅本， ~邑相海妙'这本元，静定太素'纳氯
于丹田'燥神于金室'定心于凳海。心定神宰'神宰别
氛住'氛住别自然心架。常于百刻之中，舍守于真息。
又云: ‘神息定而金木交，心意事而麓虎舍'比内丹之
真，胎息之用也。凡修道之人'若要丧生不死'先须燥
心。'真人曰: ‘心者'在肺之下一寸三分曰玉壶'内
有虚白一氛。'、经云: ‘虚中生白'一名玉壶'二名神
室'三名玉偌'四名锋宫，中有救苦天尊，中有不死之
神，中有重贾天尊，中有元始符命'中有太一真人，中
有救苦真人。常持元氛'勿令失散'丹砂结就'大如泰
米，色如黄金，一名赛琳。若人哉得、辨得、混得'塞

其六问，常守天真'胎息自成'延年久而不死矣。



Chapter 3: Translations and Commentaries of Ancient Documents 

In order to find the real Dao, you must first empty your mind. This is simply 

because the Dao itself is empty and there are no material or emotional desires. If you 

wish to understand and reach the Dao, the first step is to stop the mind which is 
attached to the material world and emotional disturbance. In order to establish a 

firm root of life, you must keep your mind in the state of Grand Simplicity (Tai Su, 
太素) (emptinessh accumulate the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian to an abundant 

level, refine your Shen until it is focused, and stays at the Upper Dan Tian. "Jin Shi" 

(金室) means "Golden Residence" and implies "the brain" or "Upper Dan Tian." 

To reach this goal, you must first stabilize your Xin through the awakening of 

life. When the Xin is stabilized, the Shen can be peaceful. Then the Shen and Qi will 

stay at their residence, and you will be able to unify the Shen and Qi at the Real 

Lower Dan Tian to reach the state of "Wuji" (祭植} This will allow you to return 

yourself to the origin or the root oflife. "Jin" (金) means "metal" and implies "lungs" 

since lungs belongs to metal in the Five Elements (Wuxing，五行γ
"wO∞od" and imp抖liesν‘"吁‘'liver旷" since liver belongs to wood in the Five Elements. Accord

ing to Chinese medical science, the lungs associate with your breathing and the liver 

associates with your Shen. Therefore, when your mind is calm and peaceful, the Shen 

can be condensed and the breathing can be slender, so丘， and uniform. This is the 

key to Embryonic Breathing. 
"Yu Hu" (玉壶) means "Jade Kettle," "Shen Shi" (神室) means "Spiritual Resi

denee,""Yu Guan，，(玉偌) means "Jade Hall," and "Jiang Gong" (锋宫) means 

"Crimson Palace." All these alternative narnes imply 吁leart" (Xin，心 γ'Liu Men" 

(六问) means "Six Doors" and implies two eyes, two ears, nose, and mouth, the six 

organs of sense. 

30. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 
(Hou Zhen Ren's Secrets of Embryonic Breathingy,1,4 

《幸者真主胎神用挟》
(侯真人胎息挟)

What is the realsole rule (of cultivatio时? It is not to separate from its Ben ytωn 
(i.e. Original Root). Whatis Ben Yuan? Then, it means a sole Xin (i.e. simplic
坷。1emotional mind). (，可the Xi，时 does not move 肌d does not 衍'tmsport aw.叼
(i.e. 吨art)， then the Xin is (at) the origin. (，可the Xin) does not stop (its activi
ties) and does not st.句 (at the origin) (i.e. unsteady), then the origi;η (ofprob
阳ns) will be (initiated乡om}Xi;η. When the Xin is 衍anquil and calm, then the 
Gre，乱't Herb (Da YtlO) (i.e. elixir) can be completed; when the Xin is bωildered 
and disordered, then it will result in the production of great thief (Da Ze斗 which
is able to take aw.句句our) essence {ji;η恳切 steal (your) She饵， to 缸!mage (your) 
扣rnace (i. e. Lower Dan Tia;时， tomake 句ou) "附加 herb (i. e. elixir), and b忱吨
dis.ω:ter to (your) b。你 andfinally e叫 (your) life. Those 饰。即e cultivati;吨 the
Dω must first cultivate 加 γnethods ofk叫ing 加 Xin calm. When the Xin is 
calm, then it can be stabilized. When the Xin is stabilized, then the Shen will be 
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peacφ1， lead (Qjan) and mercury (Gong) will be mutually del结hted with each 
othe巧 and the dragon (Long) and tiger (Hu) will mmη( After practicing cyclic 
heaven for plenty of numbei- (i.e. time), the essence will be increased, the Qj will 
be enhanced, and the Shen will be nourished. If these three things are complet
ed, thenmil占ons ofspirits β. e. all existing spirits) can gather and meet at the Dan 
刀'an， Qj and blood can circ吵te arouna ihe entire 60吵 smooth如 and the Dao 
of longevity can be achieved freely and u桥附red It is also ω苦功ow 归是rφ
。our mind) clear and tranquil, (you) must first clean (youυ Shen， stop worries, 
forget self, extinguish the surrounding envlronment, and embrace the real β.e. 
truth). This 力 what the marvellous tranquil Dao should be. " 

夫真一法界者，不雄于本源。本源者，别是一心也。不

勤不行'心别走源;不停不住'源别是心。其心清静'
员11 成大蔡;其心惑乱'别成大贼。李其精'盗其神'政
其墟，失其蔡，患其身'丧其命也。凡在道之人，必先
修心静之法。但于心静'必得定心。心定员11神安，铅呆
相投'麓虎视也。周天数足'添精、益氛、装神。此三
法若金'别再神戚舍于丹田，氯血周流于遍髓，逍遥于
丧生之道。又云:如何清静'啻澄其神'拖其虑，忘其
我，城其境'抱其真，此言自妙静之道。

This artide emphasizes that the most important thing in spiritual cultivation is 

to keep the emotional mind (Xin) in its extreme simplicity (emptiness} When the 

Xin can be calm and peace也1， then the Qi (elixir) can be accumulated to an abun

dant level. However, if the Xin is confused and emotionally disturbed, then you will 

lose your essence, Qi, and Shen. Therefore, you must first learn how to stabilize your 

Xin. Only then can the Shen be peaceful and stay at its residence, and the Shen and 

the Qi (Yin and Yang) interact with each other at the Real Lower Dan Tian. Lead 

(Qian，铅) and mercu町 (Gong，呆1 dragon (Long，麓) and tiger (Hu，虎) imply 

Yin and Yang. 
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31. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of A I1 Veracious Holy Embryo 

(Central Lao Jun 's Secrets of Embryonic Breathingp ,4 

《言者真主胎神用挟〉
(中央老君胎息挟)

What is the ori5[inal root that establishes the heaven and the earth (i.e. nature)? 
It is generated from Yin and 拍ng. The clean Qj is the heaven and the dirσ Qi 
b tbr rdrtb.Tbr cfmn QihXIn wbile dr9/Qi b kidnqs.fHumdnd drr d5' 
仰cted 句Ilaymen 吃庐的~ which gives rise ω the Xin s actiom, thus the cleanli
ness and the dirtiness are not able to be distinguished How do we know this the
ory? Whenever there is an action and movement, the eyes see and the ears hear, 
thus the卢ve thieves (WU Zei) have caused the loss of Zhen Yuan (i.e. RealOri
gin). The Xin is lost due 切的e eyes (i.e. seeing), thus, the Xin is touched and the 
Shen is fati5[ued In addition, the X切打 also lost due to the ears (i. e. hearinJ[). 
This xí切 then sends sounds into the kidneys, the Shen is labored and X切 is



Chapter 3: Translations and Commentaries of Ancient Documents 

annoyed, and thus damaged. 扩'the mind is touched, then the Or告inal Qj is leak
ing, consequen吵" the practice 0/ Embη10仰 Breathing cannot be achieved Then, 
how ωn (we) reach the goal? 扩a person sits quietly~ the mind does not act, all 
thoughts cease and (the disturbances generated ftom) emotions are all flrgotten , 
the Qj and the 5hen are thus reguμtedun泸m吵 and smoothly. After a long time 
向fpractice)， immorta句 can 加 reached auωmatica炒.
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Xin (心) is the origin of our actions. This Xin was originally clean and pure at 
the beginning of our lives. However, when we grow Up，出rough our organs of sense, 

this Xin gradually becomes contaminated by the fìve thieves 仰Íl Zei，五贼 1 and our 
thinking and internal organs become dirty. "Five thieves" are "fìve emotions" that are 
related to the fìve internal organs: anger-wood (liver1 happiness-fìre (hearù pensive
ness-earth (spleen1 sadness-metal (lungs1 and fear-water (kidneys~ "Zhen Yuan" 
(真元) means "Real Origins" and implies the "Original Essence, Qi, and Shen" 
(Yuan Jing, Yuan Qi, and Yuan Shen，元精、元筑、元神〉

In order to conserve our Qi and extend our lives, we must fìrst regulate our Xin. 
Then the breathing can be slender, soft, natural, and smooth, which is the necessa叮

requirement for Embryonic Breathing. 

32. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 

(Chen， 却-Yi's Secrets of Embryonic Breathing}l 

〈言者真重胎神用挟》
(珠希夷胎息挟)

From Dao, the youths (i.e. new lives) are derived, youths are (then) derived into 
elders, elders are (then) derived into sickness, ftom sickness, deaths then result, 
(and finally)，卢'om deaths spiritual (ene切。 is derived From this spiritual (ener
gy), millions 向fliving) 吻ects are derilJed;升'om (the existing) Qj, living spiri
tual beings ωn be created; from (parents') essence, the shape (i.e. physical body) 
can be flrmalized When these, essenc，ι Qj, and 5，励'hen ar，仰'eC1.捡E旷'erived (仕仰k切or附Tec叫￡臼拟似j人1， (μ d 
b加um仰an材2) ω仰nb加e refined i切nt，仰tωo a real i仰mη仰宜
t劝he e.臼'Ssenc，叫rι，归 nouri，巾is，劝h t，劝he 5hen, and to refine the Qj, these three items are the 
three virtual伊irits 0/ nature. (One) mtω now it." Zi (i.e. 11 p.M.-1 A.M.)， 既
β1 A.此-1 丑M.)， Mao (万-7A.M.) and Qju β-7 P.M.), flur timings, are the flur 
doors flr the Yin and .Yttngs entrance and exit. 5tabilize the X切 and do not be 
touched, it is called "Chan. " The 5hen is transportable and changeable in mil
lions 0/ w，机 it 打 called "Ling. " The wisdom ls able ωωmprehend mil，占ons 0/ 
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affairs, it is called "Hui. " The Dao 仰 returned to 仰 root and harmonized with 
Qi, it 打 called 'Xiu." When the Real Qi (Zhen Qj) has returned to i衍。咆in， it 
力 called "Lian. " W弛。z the dragon and tiger have intercourse, it is called "Dan. " 
When three Dans (i.e. three Dan Tians) cooperate with each other, it is called 
"Liao. " If those who cultivate their tem1Jerament are able ω understand these 
仰ots， the path 01 entering the Dao will be near. 

夫道化少，少化老'老化病'病化死'死化神。神化高
物，氧化生重'精化成形'神、氛、精三化，燥成真仙。
故云: ‘存精、装神、燥氧，此乃三德、之神'不可不
知。'子午卵西四峙，乃是除腾出入之间户也。定心不
勤，捐之曰禅;神通高蟹，辅之曰重;智通其事，捐之
曰慧;道元合氛'葫之曰修;真氛蹄元，辅之曰燥;麓
虎相交'吉野之曰丹;三丹同契'辅之曰了。若修行之人，
知此根源'乃可入道近矣。

It is the Dao that conceives our lives; born as a child, we grow up becoming an 
adult, getting old, becoming sick, and fìnally we die becoming Shen. This is the rep
etition of the natural cycle. It is the Shen that allows the Dao to again derive millions 
of living objects. It is due to the existence of Qi that all of these living objects can 
exist. It is also due to the essence, that the material forms are sustained. Therefore, if 
you wish to become an immortal, you must refìne and train your three treasures (San 
Bao，三霄): essence Oi吨，精 h Qi (氯 h and spirit (Shen，神〉

Many practitioners believe that when you meditate to train your three treasures, the 
best times are: Zi (子) (1 1 P.M. - 1 A.M.h Wu (午) (1 1 A.M.- 1 P.M.h Mao (卵) (5-
7 A.M.h and Qiu (酋) (5 - 7 P.M.} This is because the natural Qi changes at these 
tim臼. Zi (子) (1 1 P.M.- 1 A.M.h the natural Yin is changing into Yang; Wu (午)
(11 A.M.- 1 P.M.h the natural Yang is changing into Yin; Mao (卵) (5 - 7 A.M.h 
dawn; and Qiu (酋) (5 -7 P.M.h dusk. In the document, The Complete Book ofPrin
c仰l Contents of Human L~斤 and Temperament (性命圭旨金害 h it is said: "Zi, Wu, 
Mao, and Qiu are the four doors for Yin and Yang's exit and entrance.时

However, many others believe that you should not be restricted by these four 
timings. Once you have reached a profound level of meditation, you may use any 
time for your cultivation. The key is learning how to create ''Alive Zi Timing" (Huo 
Zi Shi，活子峙} That means the Zi timing is alive and can occur at any time and any 
place. Then how do we defìne this ''Alive Zi Timing?" It is said: "When you practice 
Qigong, the shape (physical bod扑 and the Shen are peaceful and calm, the Shen is 
condensed and st可s at the Qi cavity (Upper Dan Tian) and at the same time, (you) 
feel the Qi's action (aliveness) in the (Real Lower) Dan Tian. This is the time of the 
interaction ofYin and Yang."50 It is also said in the document, Observing Véssels (睬室}

that: "When (you) begin to establish the elixir foundation (to produce the elixir1 
(you) should not be restricted to the Zi and Wu. When this is a (Qi) movement (gen-
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erated in the Real Lower Dan Tian) within the calmness, then it is the time to pro
duce Gui (i.e. kidneys~ this is the time called ''Alive Zi Timing.川1 "Gui" (类) implies 
"kidneys," and means the production of the Original Essence (i.e. hormone} 

"Chan" (禅) is a Buddhist term and means meditation in which the mind is free 
from any emotional bondage. "Ling" (重) is a super psychic capability that allows 
you to communicate with nature of other spiritual beings. "Hui" (慧) means the wis
dom generated from accumulation of experiences and knowledge. "Xiu" (修) means 
to accomplish the cultivation which allows you to return to the root (i.e. origin) of 
the Dao. "Lian" (燥) means to refÌne the Shen and Qi so the Original Qi (Yuan Qi, 
元氯) can be returned to its origin. Only then will the Yin and Yang interact to pro
duce the elixir (Dan，丹} Once you are able to lead the Qi upward to the Upper Dan 
Tian and keep the Shen there, all three Dan Tians are unifÌed, coordinated and in 
harmony with each other, then it is the end of human emotions. That is the train
ing of "Liao" (了} In order to reach this stage, you must fÌrst calm down your Xin 
located at the Middle Dan Tian, so the Qi can be preserved and stored at the Real 
Lower Dan Tian, and the Shen can be condensed at the Upper Dan Tian. 

3.6 REGULATING THE SPIRIT 铜神

7. Dao De Jing 
(Chap但r6jI

〈道德经·六章〉

The 1，公lley 牛irit (Gu Shen) does not die, then it is called 'Xuan Pin. "The door 
(i.e. 品。1) to reaching this ‘Xuan Pin" is the root 01 heaven and earth (i.e. 
nature). It is very s~斤 and continuous as 扩it were existing. W如en it 打 used， it 
will not be exhausted. 

谷神不死'是渭玄驰。玄机之内'是捐天地根'绵锦若
存，用之不勤。

The spirit (Shen，神) resides at the space between the two hemispheres of the 
brain. This space acts as a valley between mountains, which is able to trap energy and 
generate 陀sonant vibrations in the valley, that correspond with the energy outside 
the valley. Thus, the Shen residing in this valley is called "Valley Spirit" (Gu Shen, 
谷神) and the valley in which the Shen resides is called "Spiritual Valley" (Shen Gu, 
神谷} It is understood that the Shen residing in this valley governs the energy vibra
tion of the entire body and thus controls the Qi status and its manifestation. When 
this Shen is strong, the Qi manifestation in your life will be strong, and consequently 
you will have a long and healthy life (i.e. immortality} 

"Xuan"( 玄) means "Original" (Yuan，元~ and "Pin" (轨) refers to female ani
mals and means "mothers." Therefore, "Yuan Pin" means the "Origin or Root of 
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Lives." When the Valley Spirit is centered (i.e. condensed) and functions actively, the 
life force is strong. Actuall严 "Xuan Pin" (玄批) is what is called "Taiji" (太植)

(Grand Ultimate) in 刀卢ng (The Book ofChange) This Taiji is the Dao (道) oflives 
in the great nature. Therefore, we can conclude that "Xuan Pin" is: "the root of cre

ation, variation, bearing, and raising of millions of lives, and is the mother of mil
lions of objects of heaven and earth. It is another name f岛orν‘DaωO，\.卢"5片9

The door to reaching this "Xuan Pin" is the key to reaching natural Shen (i.e. 

heaven and earth) The Shen is very so丘 and continuous as though existing, and yet 

without existing. The Shen cannot be seen but felt through cultivation. When it is 

used, it will not be exhausted. 
According to Daoist and Buddhist socie可; in order to reach the natural Shen, 

you must re-open your third eye. The Third Eye is called "Tian Mu" (天目) (Heaven 
Eye1 or "Yu Men" (玉问) Oade Gate) by religious societies, and Yintang (M-HN-3, 

印堂) (Seal Hall) by Chinese medical soci邮 The document, Wudang 's Illustration of 

Cultivating T ruth ( 武官修真圃): "(the place) under the Mingtang (明堂) (EzhongM

HN-2，额中) (central area of 岛rehead1 above the midpoint of the line connecting 
the two eyebrows, where the spiritual light is emitted, is named as ‘Heaven Eye' 
(Tian Mu，天目 )"53 It also mentioned in the document, Seventh Bamboo Sl伊'50fthe

Bamboo Bookcase ( 云复七接 1 that: "The space between the two eyebrows is the ‘Jade 
Gate' (Yu Men，玉问) ofNi Wan (泥丸〉句 "Ni 鄂、n" (泥丸) is a Daoist term, liter

ally meaning "Mud Pill" and implies "the brain" or "Upper Dan Tian." The lower 

center of the Spiritual Valley (Shen Gu，神谷) between the two hemispheres of the 
brain is called "Ni Wan Gong" (泥丸宫) and means "Mud Pill Palace." 
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The brain 力 the [在per Dan Tian and is the palace where the Original Shen 
(Yuan Shen) resides. 扩a person 打 able ω gra伊 this Or，告inal Shen and make it 
stay at this Original Palace, then the golden Qj β.e. precious Qj) will rise auto
matically and the Real Breathing can be stabi，占:zed naturally. This 打 what it 
means: γone w.哼 is opened, then hundreds 01 w.们 will all be opened. When 
the big gate is opened, ihen hundreds 01 gates are all opened. " 

脑海上田，元神所居之宫'人能握元神'楼于本宫'别
金氛自升，真息自定'所需一亵罔而百装费阔'大阔通
别百阔童通也。

The brain is considered to be the Upper Dan Tian (Shang Dan Tian，上丹田L

the residence of the Shen. The Shen resides at the Upper Dan Tian since our birth 
and is thus called "Original Shen" (Yuan Shen，元神) The document, Detailed Out

line of Galenical (本草桐目) said: "Brain is the residence of the Original Shen.町 If
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you are able to condense your Shen and make it stay at its residence, then the Qi in 
your body will be conserved. The way to keep the Shen at its residence is to keep 
your mind calm and peaceful, and avoid attraction of human a旺主irs or temptations, 
and emotional disturbances. When this happens, the Qi storage at the Real Lower 
Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田) will be abundant and can be led upward 
to nourish the brain and Shen. In addition, the breathing can be slender, so丘， and 
steady. This will result in the opening of obstacles to Qi in the entire body. This is 
the way of reaching health and longevity. 

3. Development of Chan Tong Qi 

〈参同契接挥〉

Following the Real Breathing's ω仰d功。" allows the Real Qj 切 ascend and 
descend, from morning till eveni咯 the Or智inal 5hen {Yuan 5hen} should 
always reside at the Ni ，场n (Palace). 

随真息之往来'任真氛之升降'自朝至暮，元神常楼于
泥丸也。

Real Breathing (Zhen Xi，真息) means the profound level of "Embryonic 
Breathing" (Tai Xi，胎息} When you have reached the stage of"Real Breathing," the 
Qi can circulate smoothly through the entire body without the slightest stagnation. 
Then you are able to lead it up to nourish your Shen, and down to store it at the 
Real Lower Dan Tian. However, it does not matter how the Qi is circulated and 
manifested, you must always keep your Shen at its residence so you will not be con
fused by laymen affairs. 

4. Concealed Secret of Fong's Family 

《冯氏锦囊》

There is a crux in the bo吵 which is named as 'Xuan Pin. " This place is how the 
所 can be alive 码y receivi咆 Qj.lnfo叫 t劝hi.扛spμCαE 力 t伽b加en附r臼ω'Sid功den仰Cαr 吃of5，励'hen an 
wh加er.仰'et.劝he T!曰1m附'ee Or.弦俘ins (βSan}协号匀ta仰n}归(伊万n咯多 Qi, and 5，助'hen时v a仰仰俨t劝he旷red Th打打
the cavity where the essence (]ing), spirit (5hen), soul (Hun), and vigor (PO) meet, 
lt is the root where the Golden Elixir 仿:n Dan} (i.e. Qi) returns and the place 
where the Í1仰

身中一束'名曰玄驰'受氛以生'黄海府神'三元所来'
精神魂魄舍于此穴，乃金丹遣返之根'神仙凝结重胎之
地也。

This document explains the "Spiritual Valley" (Shen Gu，神谷) or "Mud Pill 
Palace" (Ni Wan Gong，泥丸宫} The Shen resides at this place. When the Shen is 
gathered and the physical body is nourished by Qi, then there is a physicallife. Once 
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this Shen departs from the physical body, then there is death. To nourish this Shen, 

you must gather the "Three Origins" (San Yuan，三元) namely "Jing" (精) (Essence), 
"Qi" (氯)， and "Shen" (神) (Spirit) at this place. Then the Shen can be raised up to 

a high level. 
"Xuan Pin" (玄驰) has already been explained earlier. "Po" (魄) is the vital spir

it that is supported by vital energy (Qi) when a person is alive. When a person dies, 
Ehe"P。"becomes "Hun"(魂) (Soul) meaning the spirit after d白白."jin Dan"(金丹)

means "Golden Elixir" and implies precious Qi. When the precious Qi is led upward 

to nourish the Shen, you are able to attain immortality. In Daoist socie可; there is a 

song which says: "There is a Shen in every human body. There is a supernatural 

divine light (Ling Guang，重光) (which can be developed) in this Shen. This super

natural divine light alone can shine into thousands of valleys. Its Dao of variations is 

unlimited, and spreads to millions of directions (i.e. ways}"56 This means once you 

are able to cultivate your Shen to an enlightened level, this Shen is able to reach 

everywhere in the universe. 

5. Songs of Valley Spirit l 

谷神歌
(吕祖志·唐·吕岩撰)

Songs of Valley Spirit-l 

谷神歌一一

1 hal阴阳 interior iiηsubstantial empty vaÜ均~ When talking about it, it seems it 
is there, again it seems it is not there. When talkiiηg abo锐:t it, even if it is not 
there, hωever， (we) cannot ignore 让. Wheη talking abω:t it, even if让 is there, 
however, it cannot be resided in (i.e. occupied physically). 

协lley， valley, it is so marvellous. Shen, Shen, it is the real Great Dao. Keφiι 
protect 忱。'ou) can be on the list 01 those without death (i.e. longevity). Culti
vate and refine 忱。'ou) can be called 切 immortal divine气χμn Ren). 

我有一腹空谷虚'言之道有又道朵'言之鼎兮不可舍
言之有兮不可居。
谷兮谷兮太玄妙'神兮神兮真大道'保之守之不死名
修之燥之仙人镜。

This song talks about the importance of the "Spiritual Valley" (Shen Gu，神谷)
and how crucial it is for the cultivation of the "Valley Spirit" (Gu Shen，谷神) if you 

wish to reach enlightenment and immortality. This Spiritual Valley is between the 

two lobes of the brain (Ni Wan Gong，泥丸宫) that cannot be seen but felt. In this 

valley the Valley Spirit resides. To reach the Dao of enlightenment, you must feel the 
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existence of the Spiritual Valley and first learn how to keep the Shen there firmly, and 

then to cultivate it. This is the way to reach immortality. "Xian Ren" (仙人) means 

"those persons who have reached spiritual immortality (仙人) (i.e. enlightenment} 

Songs ofValley Spirit-2 

谷神歌-二

When the (Vali均~ Spi;性;t obtains its singulariiη (Yi， i.e. simplicii吵， the Ling (i. e. 
ingenuity) can be 如eloped. When the (Spi;位;tual) Valley obtains 如 singularity
(i.e. center), the扣llness can be achieved. 可a person is able to keep thls singu
lar.坷I then from this alone (he) will be able to-achieve (his) longevity. 

It is not too for (i.e. difficult) to obtain 切ngevi，ηo乱岳nally. However， 让 cannot
beachieved吁。:he 阳i悦~ing) neglects (the traz，时;ng 01 the physical) body. 可衍'ained
and the accomplishment iS achleve，ι then the oràii忱的 bones (i. e. normal human 
physical bo句~ can be 伽吨ed (into immorta/;均~ nai阳~raÜ与.

神得一以重'谷得一以盈，若人能守一，只此自丧生。
丧生本不遗'雄身道不晃，燥之功若成'自然凡骨键。

"Yi" (一) here means "0时，" "singleness," "singularity" or "simplicity." If the Shen 

is able to condense into a singleness at its residence without dispersion, then the spir

itual vibration energy will be strong and powerful. Consequently, you are able to reach 
"Ling" (重 1 which means "ingenui可，" "intelligence," "dexterity," and "cleverness." 

This implies the capability of comprehension, which is the key to enlightenment. 
When the Spiritual Valley obtains this concentrated Shen, the coherent resonant 

energy will be full and stro吨， and the Qi governed by the Shen will be e伍cient 姐d

e能ctive. This is the key to longevity. 
However, in order to obtain your longevity, you must also pay heed to your phys

ical health, and not just mental and spiritual cultivation. The key to longevity is both 

physical and mental. Only if these two are able to balance each other with a strong 

foundation, can you then have a long healthy life. At this point, you should know 

that Daoists usually pay attention to both physical and mental cultivation. This dual 
cultivation is called "Xing Ming Shuang Xiu" (性命赞修) and means "the dual culti

vation of temperament and physicallife." 

Songs ofValley Spirit-3 

谷神歌-三

扩协lley 争irit does not die， ρhen you have gained) the gate (i.e. crucial key) to 
Xuan Pin. Exit and enter s拼#ω the Dao is existing within. When (you) culti
vate (your Shen) to return it to the insubstantial nihi均I atmidnig.此 you must 
know how ωω'e the river transportation ω ca叼I (the Qj) ω Kunlun. 
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The dragon is singi1气gand the t~注er is also shouting, the wind and the c/ouds meet 
together and the old yellow μ吵们creaming. The fair μ吵 in 加卢re 们hyand
charming. Look inward to see the cute baby in the wa肌

谷神不死玄批 r， ，出入绵棉道若存'修燥遣虚夜半子'
河阜搬载上良备。
麓又吟、虎又啸，凤霎降舍黄婆叫'火中女毛女正含婿'
回藏水底婴兔俏。

As mentioned earlier, "Xuan" (玄) means "Original" (Yuan，元~ and "Pin" (化)
means mothers. Therefore, "Yuan Pin" (玄批) means the "origin or root of lives" and 
implies "the key of longevity." In order to keep the Shen at its residence, you must 
岛llow the Dao, so丘ly and gentl严 It will take a great deal of time to learn to keep the 
Shen at its residence. You must cut off all attractions and emotional disturbances 
from the outside world. Do this gradually and gentl严 If you try to force it to hap
pen, the emotional mind will be even more disturbed and the result will be reversed. 
To lead the Qi upward through the Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai，街MI.) (Spinal 
Cord) to nourish the brain, you must train this at midnight, because the Qi is the 
strongest in the central energy system at that time. 

"Dragon" (Long，麓) and "Tiger" (Hu，虎) mean the Yin and Yang Qis in the 
bod予 "Old Yellow Lady" (Huang Po，黄婆) means the "matchmaker" who brings the 
Yin (female) and Yang (male) together. Through interaction of Yin and Yang, the 
spiritual baby embryo will be conceived. Huang PO can be the mind (Shen) and/or 
the breathing which is able to bring the Yin and Yang together. 

Theba钞 (Ying Er) and the shy la吵 (Cha Nu) meet old yellow μrdy (Huang Po), 
the son and the mother meet each other with the same Yi (i. e. mind). In the Gold
en Palace (Jin Dian) and Jade 胁II (Yu Tang), there are tw伽 doors. Go/d切
Male (Jin Gong) and Wood Pemale (Mu Mu) are just coming. 

After passing μryers 0/ the important key doors, immediately lock the gate. Inspect 
coω in the B也 Dipper ρou Niu) and immediately sta付 the .fire. Advance the 
fire ω eliminate Yin to initiate the sole ìáng. Thousand years 0/ peach has just 
started to bear frui以

婴兔女毛女克黄婆'先女相逢雨意合，金殿玉堂内十二'
金公木母正来遇。
重阿通后牢阔锁'黠按斗牛先下火'造火消除始一畴'
千或仙桃初结果。

The baby (Shen) and the shy lady (Qi) are now brought together by the 飞ld yel
low lady" (Huang Po，黄婆) (mind or breathing) and harmonize with each other. 
Then they are led upward from the Huang Ting (黄庭) to the brain (Upper Dan 
Tian) passing through twelve doors (throat area} The Original Essence and the Shen 
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have therefore been unifìed. "Ying Er" (婴兔) means "baby" (son) and implies "the 
Spiritual Embryo." "Cha Nu" (她女) (the shy lady, mother) implies "Qi." There岛re，
it means the Xin has been calmed and unifìed with the Shen at Huang Ting (黄庭〉
The baby embryo is then conceived. This spiritual embryo is then led upward to the 
Upper Dan Tian. 

"Jin Dian" (金殿) is also called "Jin Shi" (金室~ This means "Golden Palace" and 
implies "lungs." "Yu 1马ng" (玉堂) means "jade hall" and implies "the palate of the 
mouth." Twelve doors means the throat area. "Jin Gong" (金公) means "Golden 
Male" which implies "Original Essence" (Yuan Jing，元精) and 飞1u Mu" (木母)
means "Wood Mother" and implies "liver" (Shen~ Liver (Shen) belongs to wood in 
the Five Elements (币Tuxing，五行 1 which is able to produce the 且re which relates to 
the heart (Xin，心~ When the Shen and the Xin are harmonious and uni且ed with 
each other, the mind can be calmed and the spirit condensed. 

A丘er passing through the twelve doors (throat) to the Upper Dan Tian, then 
immediately keep the Spiritual Embryo there. "Dou Niu" (斗牛) means "Big Dip
per", which implies the process of condensing the Shen at the Upper Dan Tian. Mter 
practicing for a long time, the spiritual embryo can be born. This is the key to 
longevity (Figure 3-n 

The golden bird (]in Niao)卢res on the ωt coast of curved river (Qu Jiang). The 
jade rabbit (Yu Tu) shines with clear light on the west coast. The bird and the 
rabbit walk ω the t.伊 ofthe mountain. The fair μ吵 in the卢rnace takes off her 
blue cloth. 

A步.er taking off the blue 巾th， the pure 出an body is expωed The ba均 is then 
led to the layers 呼叫悦饥.Al扣 tenmo旧hs ofs衍。吨 a叫 hea;可 emotion， a boy 
is born. Say he can live long and will not die. 

(I) advise you ω pr.似tice and to ωi即ate. 可the Vall均 Spirit does not die, the 
goal (of immortality) can be achieved {You} must comprebend (the theoη~ and 
carefolly adopt those marvellous details. One da_予 (1) will reach the immortal 
land (Ying Zho叫 with you. 

曲江束岸金属戒，西岸清光玉兔辉'岛兔走蹄峰顶上'
墟中她女肮青衣。
脱谷F 青农露素髓'婴免引入重悻里'十月情漠庄一男'
就道丧生永不死。
勘君燥，勘君修'谷神不死此中求，此中悟取玄微庭，
舆君白日登温洲。

"Qu Jiang" (曲江) means "Curved Rivers" and impli臼 "intestines" (Real Lower 
Dan Tian~ "Jin Niao" (金属) means "Golden Bird" and implies "Original Spirit" 
(Yuan Shen，元神~ "Yu Tu" (玉兔) means "Jade Rabbit" and implies "Original 
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Essence" (Yuan Jing，元精} Therefore, the first sentence means that the "Original 
Spirit" and "Original Essence" are uni且ed and both are led upward to the Upper 
Dan Tian. Furnace here means "Upper Dan Tian." The lady with blue dothes takes 
off her clothes means to get ready to give birth to the baby. Blue dothes impli臼 the

manifestation of the Shen which is related to the liver. The liver belongs to the color 
between blue and green in Chinese medicine. That means when the Shen is mani
fested and implies the birth of the spiritual bab严

The spiritual baby is born a丘er ten months of pregnancy, and kept behind the cur
tain for nursing. This baby is the beginning of eternal spirituallife. "Ying Zhou" (泯洲)
is the holy mountain in the e臼t sea where the immortals dwell (in Chinese legend} 

6. Thesis of Valley Spirit's Immortalityl 

谷神不死揄
(紫清指玄集·宋·白玉瞻撰)

Wl础 is the vaä问? It means the Heaz肌 Valley (Tian Gu). What is the Shen? It 
me，肌s the Ori!兽:nalSpir忱。if the e拙的 body. The vaÜ均 ofhe.ωen contains (the 
capabili，η~ of creation and variations, (tho吨h) 让 holds the insub阳ztial r.巾ili
η， The vali问。if the earth contains millions of objects, and holds the mou时ains
and rivers. Humans 切时 the same natural disposition as the heaven and the 
m咐， (therefore we) also have a vali均， There is a real siηIgulariη conceived in 
this vaä均 where the Ori哥nalSpir让 {Yuan Shen} resides. Thus, there are nine 
palaces in the head which correspoηId with the nine heavens above (us). Amoη毡
them, there is a palace at the center called "Ni Wán "(i.e. Mud Pill), also called 
"Huang Ting" {i.e. Yellow Yard}, again named "Kunlun, " and additional name 
'Tian Gu' (i.e. Heaven Val问~. The names are numero邸• It is the palace where 
the Ori，岳阳:1 Spirit resides. It is empty as a vali均 and the Shen is living within. 
Therefore, (the Shen) is called "Gu Shen" (i.e. Spiritual Valley). 

谷者，天谷也。神者，一身之元神也。天之谷，含造化，
容虚空;地之谷，容禹物'载山 )11 。人舆天地同所票也'
亦有谷焉。其谷藏真一，宅元神，是以豆真有九宫'上庭
九天，中罔一宫，言自之泥丸，亦曰黄庭'又名克备，又
名天谷，其名颇多'乃元神所住之宫，其空如谷，而神
居之'故言自之谷神。

The spaαbetween the two hemispheres of the brain is called "Heaven Valley" 
(Tian Gu，天谷} This is because in a human body, the head is considered the heaven 
while the perineum (Huiyin，舍除) is considered the "sea bottom" (Hai Di，海底} This 
Heaven Valley has many other names, such as "Spiritual Valley" (Shen Gu，神谷 γYel
low Yard" (Huang Ting，黄庭γ‘Mud Pill" (Ni W组n，泥丸} or "Kunlun" (在备〉

It is named "Spiritu过 Valley" since the Shen resides in this valley. It is named 
"Yellow Yard" since it is an important place for cultivation. There is another place 
also called "Yellow Yard" located at the stomach area where the Spiritual Embryo is 
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conceived. It is named 飞1ud Pill" due to the appearance of the pineal and pituita可

glands. It is called "Kunlun" because Kunlun is one of the highest mountains in 

China dose to the sky. 
Though the Spiritual Valley is emp可 and does not contain material objects like 

the valleys on the earth that contain rivers, trees, and many other objects, the Spiri

tual Valley has the capability and potential of creation and variation. Daoists believe 

that there are nine layers of heaven and this means there are nine layers of spiritual 

cultivation. There is a palace in each layer. The brain also contains nine palaces 

which correspond with the nine palaces of the heaven. However, among these nine 

palaces, the center one is the most important. This center is where the Original Spir

it (Yuan Shen，元神) resides. Therefore, this central palace is called "Ni Wan Gong" 

(泥丸宫) and means "Mud Pill Palace." From the scientifìc point of view, when you 

concentrate your mind at this palace, the function of the pineal and pituitary glands 

will be activated due to the presence of abundant Q i. This will result in the long

term production of melatonin and growth hormone. These two hormones are the 

crucial keys to longevity and vitality. 

l胁。1 the Shen exísts, then líve; when the Shen 打 gone， then díe. If(we} connect 
wíth the 0向jects β.e. human affaírs} duríng the daytíme and a彻ched 钞 the
dreams durí咆 the night time, the Shen will not be able to resíde at its residence 
peac，φlly. Yellow maizes are not yet r.机 the dream is not yet awakened, entire 
盼gl仰 splen仇 wealth， and rm情 hundredyeaωfsorrow， w叫，句pin矶
andj吵~ isn 't it happening just 应是'e in a dream? Once (we are) dead, (the l忱j
cannot reverse, (the Shen) roams around and can not return, then life and death 
are apart, the path between 所 anda切th 力 cut off. From this, (we) can see that 
if the Shen does not live, a person will not líve 高y hímse.扩'and扩the Shen ís dead, 
a person wíll also be deadna阳rally. 扩伽 Shen resídes at íts valley and does not 
díe, how can a person also díe? However, the reason that the 协lley 争írít (Gu 
Shen) does not díe ís because 0/ the Xuan Pín. 

神存别生'神去员IJ死。日别接于物'夜别接于事'神不
能安其居也。黄粱未熟'南柯未惠'一生之荣辱富贵，
百或之悲是悦柴'借曾于一事之罔'使其去而不道'游
而不返'别生死路隔'幽明之途铠矣。由是现之'人不
能自生而神生之'人不能自死而神死之。若神居其谷而
不死'人安得而死乎?然谷神所以不死者'由玄化也。

If your mind is always attracted by human a伯irs and emotions, then your Shen 

will not be able to stay at its residence. A human life is very short just like a dream. 

If you waste your time in longing for glory, dignity, power and wealth, and forget 

how to cultivate your Shen and keep it steady at its residence, then you will wake up 
one day and realize that everything you have been longing for is only a dream. In 

order to have immortality for your Shen, you must keep the Valley Spirit at the Spir
itual Valley. This is why Lao Zi said: "The Valley Spirit (Gu Shen) does not die, then 
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it is called "Xuan Pin" (玄驰) The door (i.e. key) of reaching this "Xuan Pin" is the 
root ofheaven and earth (i.e. nature) It is very so丘 and continuous as if it were exist
ing. When it is used, it will not be exhausted." 

What is Xuan? It is }切Ig and is the heaven. What is Pin? It is 刀n and is the 
earth. However, Xuan and Pin 仰o Qis all have prlφund implications. With
out meeting those holy men ω tn抑uct (you) in the oral secrets, it cannot easily be 
understood Inner C.如此 ofYellow Emperor said' "The OriginalShen resides at 
the Heaven ~句句.扩(you) protect it, then it (i.e. the cultivation) can be real (i.e 
truthful) na阳rally." Th打 sayù悠 implies that there is a heaven valley called "Ni 
l场n" in the f，ψ section of the bo吵吵ich 力 the residence of concealed Shen. 
There 力 a corr呻onding valley named 'Jim气~ Gong" (i.e. heart) in the middle 
section of劝e bo吵吵ich is the residence of concealed Qj. T古ere is a di仰2e val
ley called "Guan }íω2 " (i. e. Key Origin) at the lower section of the bo吵 which
打 the 的idence of concealed essence. 

玄者'畴也'天也;轨者，险也，地也。然别玄机二氛'
各有深旨'非遇重人'授以口挟'不可得而知也。《黄
帝内短〉云: ‘天谷元神'守之自真。'言人身中上有
天谷泥丸'藏神之府也;中有患谷锋宫'藏氛之府也;
下有重谷脯元，藏精之府也。

"Xuan Pin" (玄驰) here means the interaction ofYin and Yang. When Yin and Yang 
interact wi出 each other, then life will be initiated. Therefore, "Xuan Pin" is the mother 
oflife (i.e. creation and variations) However, it is not easy to understand and learn how 
to cultivate the Yin and Yang Qis, and allow them to interact with each other. Usually, 
you will need an experienced teacher to direct you to the correct path personally. 

This document mentions that there are three valleys in a human body that you 
must cultivate. The one in the head is called "Spiritual Valley" (神谷) (Upper Dan 
Tian) where the V二lley Spirit resides. There is another one located at the chest area 
called "Jiang Gong" (给宫) (Middle Dan Tian) that provides you with Post-Birth Qi 
converted from food and air. There is the third valley called "Guan Yuan" (阔元)
(Lower Dan Tian) where the Pre-Birth Qi (Original Qi) is converted from Original 
Essence (Yuan Jing，元精) Therefore, this valley conceals the essence of life. 

The Heaven ~创均 is a my.附rioωpaμce， 力 the residence of加 Ori￥inalShen，
打 the retention Of human na阳ral伊iri阳al disposition, and is the important u叮
ofspiri阳al cultivation. Those holy men follow the important rules of the heaven 
and the earth， 切ow the origin of variations, protect the Shen and如φ it at this 
均'sterious paμce， and make the Qj abuna匀ntly stored at the residence Of Pin. 
Shen and Qi mu阳ally interact and this will enable (you) to accomplish the cul
tivation of劝e real ρ'ao) naturally, uni.fied with the Dao, and enter the domain 
ofwi劝out death and without life. Th吵re， it 打 said that 伪en the抑制J
协lley does not die, it is called 'Xuan Pin. " TJ乃ho仰se h加oly扣F仰?
t劝heircωultivation i切nXuωan Pin, know how to create and vary in a trice. When the 
Qj ofXuan Pin enters this root (i.e. 的idence or Real Lower Dan Tian)， 扩(you)
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seal (the breathing) too much, then urgent and 扩(you) allow it (i.e. breathing) 
to act free如 then it is out 01 con扩01. Thenφre， what (you) desire is ω keep very 
so卢 and continuous without any gap or inte仰rption.

天谷'玄宫也'乃元神之室'重性之所存，是神之要也。
重人员11 天地之要'知樊化之源'神守于玄宫'氛腾于轨
府'神氛交戚'自然成真'舆道j每一'而入于不死不生'
故曰谷神不死'是需玄轨也。重人连用于玄驰之内'造
化于忧惚之中，常其玄轨之氛，入乎其根'罔植别失于
急'任之别失于荡，欲其棉锦绩绩'勿令罔断耳。

"Spiritual Valley" (Shen Gu，神谷) is also called "Mud Pill Palace" (Ni Wan 

Gong，泥丸宫} The Original Shen (Yuan Shen，元神) residing in this palace is so 

powerful and marvellous and is the origin of creation and variations. This Shen is 

related to your mind and thinking, and is the Ta斗 i (太植) (Grand Ultimate) of the 

human's heaven and earth (universe or small heaven and earth} 

Those persons who obtained the Dao in the past knew how to follow the human 

Taiji and natural Taiji and therefore were able to know the Dao of nature. They knew 

that the way to uni今 their Shen with the natural Shen is to keep the Shen at its res

idence and nourish it with Qi continuously. In this case, the Shen in the human 

Spiritual Valley and the natural Shen will resonate with each other. This is the way 

to maintain immortality of the Shen, and is thus called "Xuan Pin" (玄化 1 themoth

er of creation and variations. 
The way to keep the Shen at its residence is through correct breathing, being soft 

as a baby. In order to reach this goal, you must have a baby's heart (pure mind) with

out external attraction, which allows you to feel internally. Only then can you have 

soft breathing as if it were there and as if it were not there (regulated without being 

regulated.) That is why Lao Zi said: "When concentrating the Qi (air) to reach its 

so丘ness， can it be as (soft as) a baby?" 
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What is the meaning 01知扩it were 仰ting?" It means maintaining it 妙μ
lowing the na阳re. After maintaining the Shen 向t its residence) for a long time, 

it will be tranquil naturally. After practicing breathingfor a long timι it will be 
stabilized naturally. ，叼en the natural di.伊osition (i.e. temperament) has become 
natural then it can be used marvelously. In this case, (you) don 't have to tη hard 
or force it urgen吵~ Therφ斤~ it is said: "When used, it cannot be exhausted. " 
From th认 it can be seen clea吵 that Xuan and Pin are the two or;智ins on the 
tψ and bottom (可fcultivation) and are the correct paths 01 Qi mother 5 ascend
ing and descending. Those world people (i. e. laymen) do not know this root and 
do not stu吵伽ir origin, and均 the nose and the mouth are Xuan and Pin. If 
the nose and the mouth are Xuan and Pin, how can they be named the doorw，哼5
01 Xuan Pin? This is all because these people cannot comprehend their mar
velousness 01 training. How can these (theories) be understood if they are not great 
holy仰
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若存者， )慎其自然而存之'神久自宰'息久自定，性入
自然，摆布妙用'未曾至于勤劳迫切'故曰用之不勤。
即此而戳'则玄批海上下二源'氛母升降之正道明矣。
世人不茹其根'不究其源，便以鼻海玄，以口均抗。若
以鼻口海玄化'别玄轨之内又膊何以名之?此皆不能造
其妙'非太重人安能究走理哉!

This last paragraph talks about Lao Zi's concept of spiritual cultivation. In Dao 

De}ing ( 道德挫)， Chapter 6 it is said: "The Valley Spirit (Gu Shen，谷神) does not 
die, then it is called ‘Xuan Pin.' The key to reaching this ‘Xuan Pin' (玄轨) is the root 
of heaven and earth (nature). It is very so丘 and continuous as if it were existing. 
When it is used, it will not be exhausted.叶

First, this document discusses the meaning of "as if it were existing" (Ruo Cun, 
若存) it means that you must practice keeping the Shen at its residence (Upper Dan 
Tian) and maintaining and conse凹ing the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian until it 
becomes natural. That means you have reached the stage of "regulating without reg
ulating" (Bu Tiao Er Tiao，不拥而言周〉

Second, it explains that "Xuan Pin" (玄杭) is the interaction of the Shen from the 
top (Upper Dan Tian) and the Qi from the bottom (Real Lower Dan Tian), namely 
出e unifìcation and harmonization of the Shen and the Q i. When these two interact 
with each other, it is the mother of creation and variations, and immortality can then 
be achieved. Many laymen misunderstand that "Xuan Pin" means the nose and the 
mouth (breathing), but this is a mistake. Only those who can really comprehend the 
Dao of cultivation are able to grasp the marvellous trick of the training. 

7. Secrets of Applying Qi with Concentrated Shen l 

〈用氛集神挟〉
(延陵先生集新蓄服氛短·唐·延陵先生集)

Shen is gathered (i. e. condensed) from insubstantial and peacφ1 (i. e. harmo
nized mid stabilized) with substantial. Shen 力 wisdom 0/ the X仇 (i. e. Emotional 
Mind). When (刀n) is peacφ1 without desires, then the Shen can be like a king 
with harmonious and righteous Qi. Once (you) have reached this stage, then 
(you) may let it (i.e. Shen) be free ωthout restraints, the longer the be仰r. Ke伊
practicing ceaseles.咿 so the Qi in the body will reach an extremely peacφ1 state. 
T加 means delight flr heaven (nature). 扩 (you anυ卢II 0/ delight fli' heaven, 
then live long. When 0ωide the bo吵 (i. e. materialωrω is substantially empty, 
then it is also μ'eligh功。flr heaven. 隅。1 inside the bo吵们吵吵 and com
prehensive (i.e. no emotional bondage or desin时， then it is also μ'eligh功。flr
heaven. After practice flr a long 10咆 time， then brightness can be derived β.e. 
enl结htened). All th阴阳rets are und切切odfrom internal. After practicingfor a 
long time, then they (i.e. understandings) can be wide and 呼'ned. This will 
match the brightness 0/ the top (i.e. heaven or nature). !f brighι then (the Qi) 
can be developed from essence (Jing) internally. In such ca.岛 the Dao can be 
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reached and this Dao will correspond with De (the deed or vir.ωeofna阳re). The 
completeness of the De is when it is used, it is (the manifestation oß Ren (i.e. 
benevolence) and when it is divided (i.e. developed or e.早xpanded)， it is the 
demonstration ofη (i.e. righteousness). 

神集于虚'而安于责。神'心中知者也。安而摇欲，别
神王而氛和正。如此之日守，则一任所之'唯久嘱善。行
之不己'程氛至安，言育之祟天'祟天别毒。身外虚空亦
天也'身内虚通亦天也'霄之久久，乃明生焉。密自内
知之'久霄铺唐而精'上合于明，明别内接于精，如是
乃至于道，道雇于德。德之成矣，用而乌干二'分而 j鸟载。

Shen is insubstantial and cannot be seen. However, the Shen can be felt and con

densed into a high spirituallevel. Though it is insubstantial, it must nevertheless be 

harmonized with the material world (i.e. laymen society} The Shen is related to the 

wisdom mind (Yi，意) and emotional mind (Xin，心} However, the emotional mind 

makes you confused and excited while the wisdom mind directs you to focused 

thinking and decisions. Consequently, Shen can be raised and condensed. When this 

happens, the emotional mind will be under control and become peaceful and calm. 

This will result in the harmonization of the Shen and the Qi circulation. This is the 

stage of "unifìcation of the Shen and the Qi" (Shen Qi Xiang He，神轧相合} If you 

practice it 0丘en， you will reach a stage of regulating without regulating. In this case, 
health and longevity can be achieved. In addition, your mind will become neutral 

and bright, clear and wise, and reach far and wide. Internally, you are wise, and exter

nally you are able to apply the Dao (道) of nature in your actions. This action of 

nature is called "De" (德} When the Dao and De are applied in human society, it 
becomes benevolence (Ren，仁) and righteousness (Yi，教〉
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Essence Qj exits from the head in the 均ytime and resides at the abdomen (i. e. 
Real Lower Dan Tian) at night. Therefore, (Wt少 should respect (i. e. pay a仰伊
tion to) the head and focus on- the abdomen. The colors (i.e. materialsJ are settled 
(i.e. existing) externally while respecting the straight (i.e. righ化。ωn衍。 within
(the body). Whenever there 打 an oppor肌ity (i.e. advantage to be taken), there 
is not (even a slight) thought (of taking it). All in the mind is goodness. This is 
ρhe way of using) the Shen andQj to engage the quality and切切rmonizemyse(f 
into a single b。今 This is called "Great Smoothness" ρ'a Shun}. (Consequently) 
heaven will protect (you) and (you will bυ au伊icious and without any disad
vantage. 了加元 because all the marvellous μemons仰tions of nature) have their 
roo比.1古e Shen s insubstantial nihi占沙~ though it st.钞's in (our) X仇， can connect 
with its (i.e. natural) 伊tem. The Qi firmly concealed in the intestines (Real 
Lower Dan 1刀ìan材!) sh加ouμ b加e wa盯rmly 仰uri.咐ished wωit.劝h patiencl此rι.. W罗励为如en (you，ωi) L占zveE 

d均hμi吵μ (you_ω!) sh加ould alw.哆吻句
naLly. ，罗百enever there is an event which ca阳es the Lings (spiritual minds) dis
turbance, then close (yo时 eyes gladly and observe the X切 internally. Reject it as 
向.oua阶aying: ':均 bodys Shen and Qj are concealed and devel 
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shape, whích thus makes me able 协 reach the Dao. " In thís case, heaven wíll 
endow 句。叫 ωíth a;饥spícíousness. Thís ís because the he，ωen ís the Líng 0/ the 
ínsubstantíal Qí. If we are able fI沁'0 u~ω:se í ，让't (t怡cω0付rrecωt与协协~J t仿-hen
t切o t ，出t衍s ex，χ衍'emt，均η.

精氛童出于首，夜栖于腹，啻自尊其首'重其腹。色庄
于外，敬直于中，庵榄黛想'唯善是舆，此神氛事赏'
合吾一髓，捐之大}I厦'天保拮之，吉熬不利。凡妙本有
所'神在心中之虚'上通其东，氛蕴踌中之霄'恒宜温
番之。平居常宜罔目内祝氛源，每行一事利于生重，别
欣然罔目'内视其心'甜之若曰: ‘吾身之神氛，明费
于吾形'使吾连道也。 如是则天降之吉。故天者，虚
氛之重，吾能用之'道植于斯矣。

There are Two Polarities in your body, one in the head (Upper Dan Tian) and 
the other in the intestines (Real Lower Dan Tian} The Real Lower Dan Tian is con
sidered to be a ‘bio-battery', which provides you with the quantity of Qi (bioelec
tricity~ while Shen resides in the Upper Dan Tian, and controls the quality of the Qi 
manifestation. In the daytime, due to the usage of the brain, the body's Qi is led 
upward to maintain the brain's function , and when nighttime comes, the Qi returns 
to its residence (Real Lower Dan Tian) for charging. When you cultivate immortal
ity, you must cultivate both the Shen at the top (quality) and also the Real Lower 
Dan Tian's Qi in the abdominal area (quantity} 

There are many abstractions outside of your body which can cause you emo
tional disturbance and increase your desires. Whatever thinking in your mind and 
whatever action you are taking, you must be in the goodness of the Dao (道) and De 
(德} If you can do so, you will feel righteous and bright internally. From this right
eous feeling, your spirit will naturally be in the state of peace and harmony. This is 
the way of matching nature, and nature will protect you. 

8. Historical Record; Autobiography of Tai Shi Gong 

《史言己·太史公自序》

How can a person be alíve? It ís bec，ω肘。f协e exí，出ηce oj) the Shen. Hoω can 
this (Shen) be relied on (depended on扣 íts e;χ"istence)， ít ís because 0/ the sÆ呻E
(Phy.血al bo句~. When the Shen ís greatly used, then exhausted When the shape 
ís greatly labored, then ωorn out. When the shape and Shen are separated, then 
die. Those who are dead cannot be revived and those who are s出arated cannot 
be returned (reuníted). There，和'e， those holy men (í.e. persons who hωe reached 
theDω~ take ít (í.e. spírítual cultívatíon) ♀町 seríous[y. From thís, ít can be seen 
that the Shen ís the root 0/ the life 呐1íle the sh咛芭拉 the tool (í.e. vehícle) 0/ the 
life. 
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凡人所生者'神也;所托者，形也。神大用别竭'形大
劳别敝，形神雄别死'死者不可後生，雄者不可徨反'
故重人重之。由是现之'神者，生之本也，形者'生之
具也。

According to the Buddhist concept, the spiritual body is the main part of a 

human, while the physical body is only a vehicle which is used temporarily by the 

Shen for its cultivation. Therefore, to reach Buddhahood, you must pay more atten

tion to the cultivation of the spiritual body. However, to Daoists, the cultivation of 

the spiritual body and the healthy condition of the physical body are both equally 

important. This is because it will take many years to cultivate the Shen to reach its 

enlightenment. If the physical body is weak and unhealthy二 then you will not have a 

long physicallife for spiritual cUltivation. 
Therefore, to Buddhist spiritual cultivators, the material world does not exist and 

there is nothing to be cultivated or considered. In the Buddhist document, 
Altar Classic 0/ Sixth Ancestor ( 六祖瑾短)， it is said: "There is no tree in Bodhi 

originally, and there is also no stand for the shining mirror. If there is nothing at all 

originally, how can it be dusted?"凹 Bodhi means an illuminated or enlightened mind. 

It is said that Buddha was enlightened under the Bodhi tree. Shining mirror means 

a pure and clean Shen. When you cultivate your Shen, all the material world disap

pears. Thus, there is no tree or any mirror stand. If there is no material concept in 

your mind, how can your mind have the laymen emotions and desires dusted off. 

However, to a Daoist the material world is as important 臼 the spiritual world, 

and we must maintain our physical health. In the Daoist document, The Thesis 0/ 
Nourishing L拆(善生输)， it is 叫d: "Uttering and receiving (Tu'~a) (the Qi) through 

breathing, absorbing the food to nourish the physical body, thus allow the shape (i.e. 

physical body) and Shen to be mutually harmonized. This means the mutual coor

dination of external and internal. "59 "Tu Nà' (吐纳) which literally means "uttering 

and receiving," is an ancient Qigong term. It means the cUltivation of Qi through 

breathing. 
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9. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 
(Guo Zhen Ren's Secrets of Embryonic Breath的9}2.1.4

《言者真主胎神用言夫〉
(郭真人胎息挟)

What does the "training" mean? It means to cultivate, to nourish, and to empty. 
The ears do not hear, the eyes do not see, the nose does not smell, the tongue does 
not taste, and cease (i. e. to calm) the breathing aiη!d stabilize the Xin ({e. Emo
tional Mind). This method is (to achieve the stage oß "havii唔foyvt"mt bm, 

in!号"、othing"贵om 飞omethi咚 J:I 'co切r"from 'co灿灿，" "emJ仰"Fowhist，
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ing;" consequen吵1， there is "no having" but ，.加vin乡 " "something" but "nothing, " 
"colorless" but with "coloη ""not emψσ"but "emp吻 " This 打 the real method Of 
nourishing the Qi and regulating the Shen in Real Embryonic Breathing. lt is 
also said: "When se，ιIωnnot see myse扩 (i.e. forget se.叨1， when hear, 1 cannot 
hear; 呻aratedfrom various bouna匀ries (i.e. a仰chments). This is named 'mar
vellous Dao, ' and is the uppermost method. " 

夫燥者'修也、奏也、虚也。耳不果、也'眼不克也'鼻
不闻也'舌不味也'息氛定心也。此法徒不有中有'不
集中棋'不色中色'不空中空'拌有均有'非燕海朵'
非色海色'非空局空，此乃真胎息善氛拥神之法。又云:
‘祝不克我，果、不得闻'雄程程遗，名海妙道'此法最

j岛上也。'

"Cultivate" (Xiu，修) is to cultivate the human temperament so the Shen is able 
to grow. "Nourish" (Yang，善) means to build up an abundant Qi which can then 
be l,lsed to nourish the physical body and spiritual body. Empty (Xu，虚) implies the 
emptiness of the human emotions and desires. 

In order to reach these three goals, you must get rid of the connection of your 
mind with the outside material and emotional world, and also avoid the temptation 
of desires from your organs of sense. Therefore, there is no difference between with 
or without color, whether material exists or not, or there is an attempt or not. In all, 
there is no discrimination ofYin or Yang, and this means the state ofWuji (燕植)
(No Extremity~ If you are able to reach this Wuji state, your Embryonic Breathing 
will be profound. 

10. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 
(Xu Shen Gong's Secrets of Embryonic Breath的g)2， 3 ，4

《堵真主胎神用挟〉
(徐神公胎息挟)

What is the Shen? lt is the application of insubstantial nihili，η {xu wz叫. What 
is bre.ωhing? lt is the 吨'Plicai抗on ofthe 0竹ginal Qi (ytω:n Qj). (yí侃 should)
train to get rid of the bon缸ge of laymen world and become an exceptional per
son. lt does not m邮er可1gain or 沁se the 衍easures or colors (i.e. sensuality), dis
like 叫ω毗 all being treated the same (i.e. neutral emotional步eling). (ln this 
C邸; nature) will protect好。叫 nai如γ-ally， and the Xin of Dω (DaoXi.η~ (i.e. the 
will to pursue the Dω~ has been achieved. The classic said.' "What is the Shen, 
is aε阳ally ins由stantial ηih山η. 。附 it is used扣ωence (/i:咽， Qi， aí叫Sh饵，
then it is Lingtai (i. e. platform of ingen山~ (Upper Dan Tian). Th四 who ωd
tivate their tempen肌侧; if they are able to stabilize their breathi;札 from
essence, Qi, and Shen, three thin!怒， tru与 they can obtain 沁吨凹ifJ予 and become 
the dii训时 renunciation of the ωorld. " 
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夫神者，虚善良之用。息者，元氛之用。燥去盛世之境'
若是非人'我财色取舍得失，冤视平等如一，自然站莲，
道心成矣。短云:咱神者虚棋'用之精氛神三者，便是
重台。修性之人，若是息定'精氛神三件可丧生不死'
必揭出世之仙，员11 不虚矣。 F

To reach immortality, you must learn to cultivate your Shen and Q i. The Shen 

is insubstantial and cannot be seen, however when it is used, it is marvellous and 

powerful. To cultivate your Qi, you must know how to accomplish it through cor

rect breathing. In order to cultivate your Shen, you must fìrst stop thinkingωa lay

man, and not be attracted by human emotions, desires, and material satisfaction. If 

you can see through this and keep your mind in a neutral state, then you are able to 

preserve and protect your Three Treasures (San Bao，三曹): essence Qi吨，精 1 Qi 

(轧 1 and Shen (神} When these three treasures are led upward to meet at the Upper 

Dan Tian, immortality can be achieved. 
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11. Anthology of Daoist Village 

〈道卿集〉

Whatdoes "to condense"mean? Itme.ω15"ω gather. " What is Shen? It is the right
eous thought in the Xin (i.e. EmotionaIMind). What is Xi (i.e.profound breath
i衍。 1t is (to i.η~duce) the Pre-He.ωen Real Qj (i. e. Or~伊al Qi). There is no 
sh呻e and no 吨opearance. It (i.e. Pre-He.ωen Qj) is generated at the time of 
extreme nihility and sincere calmness. Xue (i.e. c.ω均I namely Real Lower Dan 
Tian) is the orz岳阳1 root ofpro仇ci吨 this Pre-Heaven Qi. Why (do we) con
dense (our) Shen at this Qi cavity? It is to place and condense our 札 hteous
thought at this Qj caviη and notalloω the Shen to be distracted and move aw句
(from the bo句~. When the Shen is co叫ense.ι then the fire (i.e. Qi) can be gath
ered. When the fire is gathered a，叫 led downz附丛: the waf<衍 will rise automa，仨
ically. This is the important key to γeandwatt泞 s mutual coordination. It is also 
the marvellous crucial way to coηdense the Shen at the Qi c.ω均， What 弘''Xi? It 
is breathi，哩. What is Xi-Xi (i.e. Continuous Breath切。 It i，饥plies that (the 
bre.础切。 is very 呻 and unbrok肌 What is G白 (i.e. R.伽~rning)门'tmeans to 
reverse the path (1呼吁è) and re阳m 让 (to i，也 origi也). What is Gen (i.e. Root)? It 
is the 凹的 and如'-tndation (of life). Eveη breath is so.步 and continuous and 
re阳~rns to this root. This means that the bnωhingdoes n刚吨arate贵om the basic 
如ndation of producing the Qj. It is as 归 were exist.如gand ω 吁it had been 
forgo忧E饨J a;叫 it附ms ω be there ωhile notbâ吨 there. This is what it ωasabout 
"Embηonic Breathing" (practiced) 切 ancient times. (You) must 锐ηderstand that 
this breathing扣llows the natural (，ωay). 可the Shen can be condensed at the Qi 
cavity, then ihe breathing will also be stabilized at th公 original root. 
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夫凝者聚也'神者心中之正念也。息者，先天之真氛也。
燕形集象'生于虚植静篱之峙'穴即生先天氛之本根。
所以凝神氛穴者'即将我心中之正念'凝聚于氛穴，不
令神往外耻。神凝别火聚'火来于下'水自上升'此水
火拥溃之要言矢。亦凝神氛穴之妙持也。息者'呼吸也。
息息者，棉棉不断之羔也。踌者，返回也。根者'基本
也。息息踌根'即呼吸不雄生氛根本。若存若忘'似有
似朵，昔所萌胎息者是也。须知此息'本乎自然'神既
凝于氯穴'息也定于本根。

This article talks about the mutual unifìcation, coordination, and harmonization 
of the Shen and the P町-Heaven Qi (Xian Tian Qi，先天轧) (Original Qi) which is 
conceived at the Real Lower Dan Tian. Shen is considered as fìre (Yang) while the 
Pre-Heaven Qi is considered as water (Yin} If you are able to lead your Shen down 
and unify it with Pre-Heaven Qi, then the mind can be calm and peaceful within 
your bod予 Then the Qi can stay at its residence and be stored. 

The way to reach this goal is through a so丘， slender, and continuous breathing, 
while focusing your Shen at the Real Lower Dan Tian. This is the crucial key to 

Embryonic Breathing. This is also the root of life. From this breathing, the Spiritu
al Embryo can be conceived. 

12. Marvellous Applications of Maintaining the Shape and 
Cultivating Internal Truth by Great Teacher Da Mo 

《连磨大问住世留形内真妙用挟〉

If (you) don 't know how ω keep the son and mother (i.e. Shen and Qi) togeth
er, then even though the Qi can be stored interna炒 through (the practi.α oj) 
breathing, nevertheless the Shen is constan吵 μbored (i. e. acting) externally, and 
can become dir们ndco咖ed. Once the Shen is not clea凯 then the or，告inal ha俨
monioω Qi will be di.与persedgradually and cannot stay (wi劝 the Shen). Many 
Daoists 0卢en make this mistake and do not know that the shape and the Shen are 
main core 矿practice. 扩a person does not know how to keep them (i.e. Shen and 
Qi) in化rnally but keepi咆 them externally, naturally, the residences 向fQi and 
Shen) will be dangerous and gradually rotten. Furthermore, those non-Daoists 
(alu吻。 labor 伪eiυ Shen and fotigue (theiυ thinking， there 打 not even a s的，
gle breath which allows (the隅!) to lead the Qi and Shen to the Qihai (i. e. Real 
Lower Dan Tian). If(they) expect to have longevity, isn 't it too for ω be reached? 

若不知子母相守'氛雄呼吸于内'神常劳役于外，遂使
神常裁渴而神不清。神既不清'即元和之氛渐散而不能
相守也。道人常用之'而不知根本以形神冯主。若人不
知守于内而守于外'自然令宅舍虚危'渐克衰壤矣。况
非道之人'劳神役思'且在一息神氛注于氛海之中，而欲
室其丧生'直不逮乎!
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The son and the mother imply the Shen and the Qi whïch must act like son and 

mother and never separate from each other. This is called "Shen Qi Xiang He" 

(神氯相合) and means "the unifÌcation or the harmonization of the Shen and Q i." In 

order to reach this goal, you must fÌrst stop the mind's attractions and emotional dis

turbances from the outside world. Once your mind is attached to them, your Shen 

will become dirty. Through correct Embryonïc Breathing, while you keep your Shen 

and Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian, you are able to reach the goal of longevity. 

73. Chapter of Clear Understanding 
(Mao, Ri-Xin; Song Dynasty) 

《宋·毛日新;了明篇〉

Qi flllows Shen and Shen flllows Qj, Shen and Qj mutually fllloω each otheγ 
and penetrate im切 Ni Wán (i.e. Mud Pill). Keep Jin Guan (i.e. Golden Gate) 
沁cked and sealed constant，与I once (you) have caught the Jin Pin (i.e. Golden 
Produl叫， then 句ou will inc陀ase your) j句 internally. Practice diligently and 
establish (yo拢。如0吨 will. Do 则 give 呻 this Gongfu in twelve tlmings (i.e. 
twenηl-four hours). When the Yin ends and the Yang has coγnpleted， the Shen 
will he -able 切 exitfrom the bo句~ When thís Go吨 has been accomplí~如丛，句our}
name will be on the list 0/ immortaliiη. 

氛随神'神随氛'神氛相睫'透入泥丸袒。丧把金阔牢
销朗'捉得金晶'暗地添教喜。下辛勤'须接志'十二
咛中，莫把功夫素。 l毒室畴金神出髓，功行成日守'名列
神仙位。

This poetry talks about the mutual dependency of the Shen and the Q i. Once 

the Shen and the Qi can be led upward to the Ni Wan Gong (泥丸宫) (Upper Dan 

Tian~ then you should immediately keep it there 且rml予 "Jin Guan" (金脯) means 

"Golden Gate," whïch implies "Upper Dan Tian." "Jin Pin" (金品) means "Golden 

Material" and implies "Spiritual Embryo." "Shi Er Shi" (十二峙) means "twelve tim

ings" whïch are the traditional Chinese divisions for one a day. 
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74. The Complete Book of Principal Contents of Human 
Life and Temperament 

(Mκ Huan Zhen's Secret of Embryonic BreathingY 

《性命圭旨全害》
(幻真先生胎息挟)

lt is said t加t human s Original Shen is hidden in the Qj caví切 b 力just líke 
millíons 0/0伊'cts hidden in the Kun earth. The Shen enters the ear劝just líke 
the heaven s Qj descends and reaches down 切 the earth. ，罗茹en Qi and Shen are 
combíned, it is ω the Dao 0/ the earth has been supported 钞 the heaven. 
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捐人之元神'藏于氯穴，猫禹物藏于坤土。神入地中，
猫天氛降而至予地。氛舆神合，猫地道之承于夭。

Original Shen (Yuan Shen，元神) means the Shen which came with you when 
you were born. This Shen is concealed at its residence (Upper Dan Tian) originally. 
When this Shen descends into the Real Lower Dan Tian (Qi cavity) (Qi Xue，氯穴L

it will be just like the heaven's Qi descending to the earth (Kun Tu，坤土} When this 
happens, the Shen and the Qi are uni且ed and harmonized with each other. This is 
the key to life and longevity. "Kun" (坤) represents the earth in the Eight Trigrams, 
that is why it is called "Kun Tu" (坤土〉

15. Ten Books of Cultivating Truth; Short Cut of Miscellaneous Writing 

〈修真十害·雄著捷径〉

Qj 打 nourished 高Y Qi, and Qi then meets Shen. Shen and Qi are not s卢parated，
then it is the cultivation 0/ truth (i.e. true cultivation). The son does not leave 
the mother and the mother will not let the son go. When the son and mother stay 
together, then live long without 吵ing.

氛善于氛，氛舍于神'神氯不散'是海修真。子不雄母'
母不放子，子母共守'丧生不死。

In order to build up the Qi to an abundant level at the Real Lower Dan Tian 
(Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田 1 you must know where to fìnd the extra Qi and how 
to store it in the Real Lower Dan Tian. You must also know how to keep your Shen 
there. When the Shen and the Qi can be unifìed and harmonized with each other, 
the Spiritual Embryo (Sheng Tai，重胎) can be conceived. The Shen and the Qi are 
just like the son and the mother who will not part from each other. This is the way 
of reaching longevity. 

3.7 METHODS OF EMBRYONIC BREATHING 胎息法

1. Embryonic Breathing Inscription2
,1 

〈胎息铭〉

Thir，纱-six swallowings, each one must be treated as fiηt priori与Y (i. e. most impo俨
tant). \励m 仰叫 (i. e. exhaling), it should be extrem吵 slender and when 
wαiving (i. e. inhaling), it should be ve吵 5拼 and continuo脱 lt does not ma仰r
whether (you are) sitting, lying down, or standing, all should be done naturally. 
Abstain (youηr伊from noise and disturbance, avoid eatingmeat or fish. Tho咆h it 
is given the name "Embryonic Breathin，乡 " it actually 力劝e (training oj) internal 
elixir. lt is used not only for treating昨'kness， but also for longeviσ( After (you ha时
practiced for a long time, (your) name will be on the top list 0/ immortali切
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二十六咽'一咽蒋先。吐梅如何，纳海路埠。坐队亦踊'
行立坦然。戒于喧籍'忌以腥耀。假名胎息'青海内丹。
非只治病'决定延年。久久行之'名列上仙。

This document emphasizes the importance of swallowing saliva during Embry

onic Breathing meditation. When you meditate, the tongue should touch the palate 

of the mouth to connect the Yin Conception Vessel (Ren Mai，任服) and the Yang 

Governing Vessel (Du Mai，督服} Then saliva (heavenly water) will be generated. 

The head is considered the heaven (Tian Ling Gai，夭重盖) while the groin area is 

considered to be the sea-bottom (Hai Di，海底} The water generated in the mouth 

is thus called "heavenly water" (Tian Chi Shui，天池水〉
Whenever the saliva is full in the mouth and starts to bother you, you should 

swallow it. First, you inhale and then swallow and immediately follow with the exha

lation while leading the swallowed saliva to the Real Lower Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan 

Tian，真下丹田} Naturally, your saliva will never reach the abdominal area. Howev

er, the mind leads the Qi down to return to the Real Lower Dan Tian. 

In order to generate saliva, your breathing must be so丘， slender, and calm. Your 

body must also be in an extremely relaxed state. If your breathing is fast, the Qi will 

easily be manifested into external physical activity, which can prevent you 丘om stor

ing the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian. You should meditate until you have accu

mulated thirty-six mouthfuls of saliva and swallowed them. If you are able to do so, 
you will be able to reach health and longevity. Naturally二 when you practice Emb厅'

onic Breathing, you must select a quiet and peaceful place so your mind can enter a 

profound meditative state. This is the crucial key to Embryonic Breathing meditation. 
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2. Interpretation of Embryonic Breathing Inscr，加tion

(EightN。但5 of Ufe Abidance) 

(Gao, Lian, M的9 Dynast川3

〈胎息铭解〉
《遵生八复》
(明·高;廉撰)

Gao Zi said' "The secret of Embryonic Breathing mentioned earlier is the same 
as Li, Zhen-Ren s sixteen-words-secret. However， 劝打。ractice) must be done 
afterZi ρ 1 p.M.-l A.M.) at the time ofChou (1-3 A.MJor 刀nβ-5A.M.). Th打
打 because it is too cold at the Zi during winter. During summer time, WμρI 
A.M.-l p.M.)is also too hot (jor practice). There__而斤" use ηnβ-5 A.M.) in win
ter time and Qiu (歹-7 只M.) in summertime. These requirements are only for 
beginning. After practicing for a long time, whenever (you) 由 down， it Is ~劝r
right Zi and Wu ρiming).It 打 not necessary ω restrict the set time 份r practice 
d叩 mo时. At the b喀inning (矿þractice， the hands are) held to .firm (1胁 Gu)
ρhe mind), bend {youυ legs and use the heels ω press the root of the jade stem 
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(i.e. penis) ωfirm the Qj 01 the essence. Sitting in this position with crossed le!J'ι 
and hands in place, (use the mind) ω transport the Qi. (You) must follow this 
r净osition. One swallowing and one uttering (i.e. breath), allfrom the nose. The 
sound generated 伊'om breathing) must be slender (i.e. weak) and not allowed to 
be heard 钞 the ears. After thir伊six swallowings, extend the four limbs com_βrt
ably. Take in the clean air through the nosι and do not lead it down the throat. 
Simply raise up (youυ head and lead (the Qj) ω the entire bo吵 andfour 占mbs.
Lead (the Qj) followed钞 the gradual and slow extendingmotion 01 the arms and 
f喀'5. ，罗协enever the Qj in the abdominal area becomes stagnant, (you should) also 
not allow it to reach the throat and exit through the mouth. Again, raise the head 
up and lead the Qj ω circulate through the entire bo吵 with the extension 01 the 
arms and legs. During the practice， 扩 (you) suddenly feel the Qi circuμting 
upward, (you) should also 阳e the same u仰 to lead. If(you) have extra time anâ 
leisure, then also practice Li, Zhen-Ren s sixteen words olTang Dyna咿( In this 
cas，已。ou) will not be hungry or thirs切 It seems as (you) have just taken a meal. 
(You) 劝ould not get tired and st，ψ. After (you) have practiced for a long time, 
the achievement is hard ω be described in words. " 

高子曰:、前胎息挟舆后李真人一十六字挟相同。但此
僚每于半夜子后，或"*、寅日守候'冬月恐子畴最寒'夏
月恐午峙太熟，故冬以寅畴'夏以西峙。初起如此'霄
久坐下即是子午'何必固峙。初起握固'以脚后跟曲掉'
顶住玉茎柯根'使精氛固定，手跌足盘，以行其氛。祷
依此铭'一咽一吐，皆以鼻襄中出入，出聋宜阳'不令
有肇闻之于耳。二十六咽敷辜'舒伸四肢，鼻引清氛，
亦勿咽入喉中'只昂硕引向遍髓四肢，以手足徐徐伸缩
而事引之。凡腹中氯辑喊上'亦勿使之直放口中出，亦
用昂踊徐徐舒伸手足等而引之'使氛遍丰事四肢。凡行持
罔忽遇此案L辑勤上造，皆如此以等之。徐别日得空阔'
即以唐·李真人十六字行之。自然不合I不渴'如官做食
一般。不可展倦罔断'久久行之'功不盏述。'

Li, Zhen-Ren's sixteen words were translated and commented on earlier. These six
teen words are: "Once inhaling, immediately li丘 up (the perineum) to return the Qi 
to the navel (Lower Dan Tian); once li丘ing， immediately swallow (to allow) the water 
and 且re to meet." This is the method of swallowing saliva with the coordination of the 
perineum (Huiyin，舍除) Please refer to 出e earlier explanation of these sixteen words. 

Concerning the timing of practicing Embryonic Breathing, many documents 
explain that the best time is midnight (Zi，子) and also noon (Wu，午) This is 
because the Qi is strongest in the Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai，街服) (Spinal Cord) 
at midnight and therefore, it is the most effective time to lead the Qi to the center 
and store it there. The reason for practicing at noontime is that your body is then in 
its most Yang state, and you will not need too much Qi to maintain the strength of 
the Guardian Qi (\1Ç电i Qi，街氛) for your immune system. This is the best time to 
store the extra Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian. 
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However, according to this document, beginners should not use these two times, 
due to the body's state and the environment's Qi status, being extreme Yin (mid
night) and extreme Yang (noon} It will be harder for beginners to adopt these times 
ande能ctively store the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian. This document suggests that 
the best time for beginners should be Chou (1-3 A.M.) or Yin (3-当 A.M.) in winter
time and Qiu (予7 P.M.) in summertime. As a matter of fact, once you have grasped 
the key to practice, you may practice Embryonic Breathing at any time. 

The posture of meditation is to hold the hands in front of the abdominal area and 
to firm the mind there. This exercise is called "Wo Gu" (握固) and means "to hold 
and firm." In Dao DeJ切~(道德挫 1 Chapter 纱， it is said: "When the bones are weak 
and tendons are so丘， (one) should Wo GU."60 When you hold your hands at the 
abdominal area, you are firming your mind at the abdominal area, consequently, the 
Qi will stay in its residence and be conserved. Only when the Qi can be 且rmly stored 
at the Real Lower Dan Tian, can the physic在1 body be developed and conditioned. 

In Buddhist society, "币'0 Gu" is also called "Shou Yin" (手印) which means 
"hands' stamp." Stamp here means to "press against." According to Buddhist docu
ments, there are two functions of holding stamps: 1. To assist the mind to stay at the 
abdominal area which allows you to calm and meditate; 2. Mter the mind is able to 
stay at the abdominal area, it can be used to maintain the mind and Shen at the 
breathing. Consequently, the achievement of meditation can reach its highest level. 
This is the goal of Buddhahood.61 

The methods ofholding the hands are many. In the document, The，均 on the Ori

gins and 刁mptoms of~告rious Diseases ( 祷病源候输1 it says: "What is Wo Gu? Four 
fingers of both hands hold the thumb inside individually. "62 That means to use four 
fingers of each hand to hold the thumb at the center of the palm and keep them in 
front of the abdominal area. However, another document, Required Anthology of 

Reaching the Dao s Entrance ( 道阿通教必用集) said: "Wo Gu is to use the thumb to 
press the middle joint of the middle finger. Four fingers are bending toward the palm 
center."61 From this, you can see that there are many possible ways of holding the 
hands in front of the abdominal area. From my personal experience, the best way is 
to lay both hands comfortably and naturally over each other right in front of the 
abdominal area. As to which hand should be on the top and which should be on the 
bottom, it depends on your natural feeling. The most comfortable one is the correct 
one for you. If you force yourself to change to the other way, your mind and central 
feeling will be distorted and a旺ected.

When you meditate, you should cross your legs and sit. However, if you experi
ence numbness of the legs or uncomfortable feeling, this will affect your meditative 
mind. Then you may meditate in any comfortable posture you like. You should 
understand that when you practice Embryonic Breathing, there is no problem with 
any kind of posture, since you are simply storing the Qi at its residence. However, if 
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you practice using the mind to lead the Qi for circulation, such as Small Cyclic 
Heaven and Grand Cyclic Heaven meditation, then the speci且c posture becomes 
crucial. Wrong posture can cause serious problems or dangers. 

This document also mentions that right a丘er your meditation, you should 
extend your four limbs and stretch your torso. This is to prevent the Qi circulation 
from becoming stagnant due to the long sitting position. When you do this, extend 
your limbs while using your mind to lead the Qi to the limbs. 

3. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 
(Li Zhen Ren's Secrets of Embryonic Breathingy,1,4 

《言者真重胎神用挟〉
(李真人胎息挟)

Those who practice the real Qj from Embry01优 Breathing should enter a quiet 
room, burn incense, foce the wall, sit down with crossed legs j♀cing east south, the 
X切 (i. e. Emotional Mind) does not have any worry, the 刀 (i.e. Wisdom Mind) 
does not have any thinking, ke伊 the Shen clear and stabilize the breathing, 
always observe (i.e. pay attention to) the entire bo吵~ then (the Qj) will circuμte 
smoothly and卢'uidly. Those learners (i.e. beginners) must not seal the breathing 
complet，吵扩(you) seal the breathing entirely, then the Shen can be damaged (i.e. 
j切结ued mentally). ρω gauge the length 0/ the breathing 再y yourself allow the 
air ω enter andexit (the nose), do noimake the sound audible 向y your own ears. 
In this ca毗 it will be marvellous. If (you) alu吻IS regulate this breathing and 
have reached the stage 0/ no exit and no en仰nce 向fthe ai以 then (the Shen) 
will be able ω st.哼 at the Real Lou肝 Dan Tian卢'rmly.St.哼Í1气gmeans the 'Real 
Holy Embryo' (is conceived) and the cultivation 0/ the Dao can surely be 
achieved 

夫胎息真氛者，入于一静室'焚香面壁，束南姑蜘跌坐'
心是褂念'意集所思'澄神定息'常于遍身藏之'自然
通畴。言者牵之人，不得全罔定氛，全阔别侮神。但量自
家息之丧短，放氯出入'不得自耳闻之'如此别妙也。
若常常拥息'不出不入，久而在于丹田固守'在之者，
名海真胎也，道必成矣。

This document mentions a few things about practicing Embryonic Breathing. 
First, you must find a quiet room and avoid any disturbance 丘om outside. Second, you 
should burn incense. Ancient Daoists had a common habit of burning incense when 
they meditated. 丁hey believed this would help them calm down their mind. In addi
tion, burning incense was one of the ways of measuring the duration of meditation. 

Third, when you meditate, you should face either east (da严ime) or south (night 
time) so you are able to absorb the natural Qi offered by the sun and the ear出'smag
netic field. Fourth, your Xin and Yi must be calm and neutral. Nothing bothers you. 
Fi仙， you should always pay attention to the body and feel the Qi status in the body. 
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If you are not able to feel any stagnation of the Qi, then you allow the Qi to be led 

and circulated smoothly and naturall予
When you store the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian, you should learn to extend 

your breathing gradually and slowly. You should not hold your breath, as this will 

make you tense, and disturb your mind and Shen. Mter you have practiced for a long 

time, you will feel as if you were breathing, and yet as if you were not. In this case, 

you will have reached a profound meditative state of "regulating of no regulating." 

The mind and the Shen are able to stay at the Real Lower Dan Tian. Then you have 

found the key to Embryonic Breathing. 

4. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 
侣。o PU Zi's Secrets of Embryonic Brea的ing)2.1.4

〈言者真重胎神用挟〉
(抱朴子胎息挟)

Those who cultivate human temperament must practice the stabil切tion ofthe 
breathing. 1励at is stabilized breathing? It means: r，智hteouι peacefol， smooth, 
re阳rn (to the root), tamed (i.e. controlled), tranquil, and calm breathing. If 
(you) are always able ω do so in (youυ four living manners βï 1拓i η) (i.e. 
walking, residing, sitting, and lying) and catch the 町ret to enter the Real Dao 
(Zhen Dao), the mind is not distracted 句I surrounding environments, ern_ψty the 
Xin and solid abdomen β.e.卢II Qj in the Lower Dan 刀'an)， then it is the most 
marvellous. When the breathing is clar泸ed， the Xin will be stabilized; when the 
X切力 stabilized， then the Qj will be quiet; when the Qj is quieι then the Shen 
will be calm; when the Shen is calm, then the surrounding environment is empty 
向. emptiness of material wor，ω; 吵en the surro仰ding environment is emp纱，
then (everything is) quiet and nothing exists β.e. nothingness ofthemind); when 
quiet and nothing is existing, then clear and calm; when it is clear and calm, the 
Dao is generated; when the Dao is generated, then it becomes natural; when it 
has beco附 natural， then升'eeandu桥附red. Once (you are)升'eeand u拼ttered，
then th打 is no limitation 向fcultivation) and everything can be achieved as you 
wish, which can therefore result in immortality. The Five Elements β场 X切!g}
will all gather, the Six Qi (Liu Qj) will be un~卢'ed and harmonized, the 品'ght
Trigrams (Bagua) will match accordingly; this will result in the formation- of 
internal elixir and the physiωl bo吵 will never be damaged. 
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"Xi" (息) literally means "to cease" or 气o calm." However, in Qigong socie可;Xi
also 0仕en means "breathing." Therefore, it often confuses Qigong beginners. Cease 
means to stop thinking about your breathing (Zhi Xi，止息} An ancient Daoist 
named Li, Qin吨1屯g-An (李清庵) s叩a刻id: ‘"‘卫Re咯gu吐la缸蚓tin吨g breathing me臼ans tωo regulate the 
breathing until (you) stωop." 

This document emphasizes the stabilization of the breathing. 1n order to reach 
this goal, the breathing must be regulated until it is righteous, peaceful, smooth, 
rooted, tamed (i.e. controlled1 tranquil, and calm. When this happens, the physical 
body will be relaxed, the emotional mind calm, and the Qi can circulate smoothly 
and naturall予 Rooted here means to return to the original breathing behavior of a 
newborn child. 

"Si \1Ç恒i Yi" (四威傲) means "four solemn living manners" which include walk
ing, residing, sitting, and lying.65 1f you are able to regulate your breathing until it 
has reached the stage of without regulating in your daily life, then you have estab
lished a powerful habit in your life through correct breathing manner. Furthermore, 
if you are able to stabilize and empty your Xin (i.e. Emotional Mind) and 611 up the 
Qi in your Real Lower Dan Tian, then it will be the most marvellous cultivation for 
your life. 

When the breathing is regulated, the Xin will be calm and stabilized. Only then 
will the Qi not be excited. Consequently, the Shen can be centered and kept at its 
residence, and you have established the most important spiritual cultivation for your 
enlightenment. When the Shen is centered, you will not be attracted by daily human 
a他的. This is the path to immortality. 

"Wu Xing" (五行) means "Five Elements" namely "Jin" (金) (Met均 "Mu" (木)
仰ood1 "Shui" (水) (鄂、terL"Hu。"(火) (Fire1 and "Tu" (土) (Earth} These Five 
Elements correspond with the 且ve internal Yin organs: lungs, liver, kidneys, heart, 
and spleen. Therefore, Five Elements here means the uni且cation and harmonization 
of the 6ve organs' Q i. "Liu Qi" (六轧) means "Six Qis" including the body's Qi, 
blood, saliva, liquid, essence, and meridians. To some people, "Liu Qi" also means 
the six different climates including wind, heat, damp，且re ， dry, and cold.66 

5. Three Importances of Conserving the Life 
(Yuan Huang, M的9 Dynasty)υ 

《椿生三要〉
(明·袁黄)

At the beginning, seal a mouth卢11 0/ air (i. e. st，ψ breathing 拼er inhalation), 
use the navel to breathe, count till eighσ-one or one hundred and twen吵~ then 
let 伽 air out 伽'ough 伽 mo价. This breath 劝ou/d be ex.仰mely 政nder and 
reach a stage that (ij) there is a j切ther placed r.结ht in front 0/ the mouth and 
nωι it will not be moved. Practice gradually and also gradtωlly increase (the 
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number 0/ counting). (Jj) the count.的 can reach ω a thoω'and， then the old can 
be converted inω young each day.....However， 扩 (you) just know how ω seal the 
air, and without knowing Embryonic Breathing, then it is useless. 

初阴氛一口，以腊呼吸'数之至八十一'或一百二十'
乃以口吐氛出之'常令植徊，以鸿毛著予口鼻之上'吐
氛而鸡毛不勤海度。 j斩霄渐增，数之久可至千'别老者
更少，日遣一日矣。…·但知阴氛，不知胎息'换
益也。

The key method of Embryonic Breathing is to keep the mind steady at the Real 
Lower Dan Tian, and the physical body calm to their extreme states. Then the 0玛T

gen consumption can diminish signifìcantly. Through the cor陀ct navel breathing 
method (Embryonic Breathing1 the Spiritual Embryo can be formalized. 

Theoretically, a丘er your inhalation, if you hold your breath for just a few seconds, 
you are condensing the Qi inward toward the center of your bod严 The longer you are 
able to hold without tightening your physical body and disturbing your mind, the 
more effìciently the Qi can be stored at the Real Lower Dan Tian. However, it is not 
easy to hold the breath for a long time. It will take a lot of practice with the correct 
method. We will discuss the breathing methods more specifìcally later in this book. 

When this document mentions using the navel to breathe, it means "abdominal 
breathing." The document, Three Importances ofConserving the L拆(撬生三要1 s可S

that: "(You) must think (i.e. imagine) that the Qi exits and enters from the navel. 
(You) must regulate it until the breathing is extremely slender. Then, (it seems you) 
do not use the mouth and nose, but you use the navel for (your) breathing as if (you) 
are the fetus in the womb."ó7 Many people misunderstand that we can exchange 0巧'
gen and carbon dioxide through the navel after birth. They are wrong and try to 
comprehend the document literally, instead of achieving understanding through 
practice. In fact, this document emphasizes the importance of abdominal breathing 
(navel breathing) until the breathing is so so丘 and slender. Then it seems there is no 
air exiting or entering from the nose or mouth. It does not mean you should actual
ly stop your breathing completel严部 you would die due to the lack of oxygen. 
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6. Observing Vessels2 

〈服室》

1罗为at is "Sealing the Breath"? (Bi Qi) does notmean ω hold the breath. Itmeans 
that the Shen is stea吵 and the Qj is harmonious, stop thinking and flrget about 
wo叨1， allow the nose breathing to be natural, smooth, and slender, as ifit is there 
and as 扩it 打 not there. 

罔氛者，非罔噎其氛也'乃神定氛和， ~'芭思忘虑，便鼻
息悠悠'若有若棋。
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This short document has clearly pointed out that "sealing the breathing" does 
not mean stopping the respiration. It means when your Shen has been stabilized and 
kept at its residence (Upper Dan Tian1 then the Qi circulation will be harmonious, 
and the mind will be clear without wor吓It is said in the document, 1古e Righteous 
Rules 0/ Heavenly Immortality (天仙正理 1 that: 寸hough it is named as ‘sealing the 
breathing,' (actually) it means there is a complete emptiness (of the mind) internal
ly just like the nothingness of the Tai XU."68 "Tai Xu" (太虚) means "Grand Empti
n臼s" and implies the great nature of the universe. 

7. The Complete Book of Principal Contents of Human Life and Temperament 
(Wang, Fang-Ping 's Secrets of Embryonic BreathingY 

《性命圭旨全害〉
(王方平胎息挟)

Those peψle who flllow the Dao must pay attention ω the flur timings: Zi β1-
1 A.M.), WU (11-1 P.M.), Mao 臼-7 A.M.), and Qju β-7 丑M.). These are the 
ga阳 of刀n and Yangs exit and entrance. Stabilize the Xin and do not be moved 
(i.e. c，ω'alm down t.劝hemi切nd) i.力s c，ω'aL品~e，旨μd

, 
mt仰m优i仰Cω'ative a仰and c~叩pab伪le旨 ofre，ω'achin咆'g miωlli屿f占'io衍 ofva盯'ari.仰'iat，仰i切on吼5ι， tJ劝b伪is is c，ω'aL岭~ed "L工υm咆~"
0ιω.e.Su叩pernaω ral 再牛'piri阳ali占σ驯~. The inteL你mt mind is able ω handle millions 
of events though拼吻 this is called "Hui" (i.e. Wisdom). The or告in ofthe Dao 
is harmonious and peac，φl， this is called 'X切"(i.e. Cultivation). The real Qj 
has returned ω 加 origin， this is called 飞Uan" (i.e. 战fìne or 刀切in). The drag
on and tiger mu阳ally interact with each other, this is called "Dan" (i.e. E占xzυ
When the three Original Qjs have un拼'ed， it is called "Liao" (i.e. End or Com
pleted). Those who have a strong will in pursuing the Dao know these origins and 
thus cultivate their human temperament 钞 flllowing the methods. Naωrally， 
they are able to enter the Great Dao ρ'a Dao} of longevity. " 

奉道之士'须睿子午卵西四峙'乃是除踢出入之内卢。
定心不勤'辅之曰禅。神通高缝，言育之曰重。智周禹事'
辅之曰慧。道元和氛，言商之曰修。真氛踌元，言育之曰燥。
麓虎相交'渭之曰丹。三元同氛，言育之曰了。有志于道
者，知此根源'依法修性'自可入于丧生大道矣。

This document talks about the four proper times for meditation. They are: Zi 
(子) (1 1-1 A.M. , midnighù Wu (午) (1 1-1 P.M. , noon1 Mao (卵) (乡-7 A.M. , dawn1 
and Qiu (酋) (予7 P.M. , dusk) These four times are when Yin and Yang change in 
nature. Therefore, the Qi circulation in your body will also vary accordingly. It is 
believed by many Qigong practitioners that if you meditate at these four times, you 
are able to effectively remove possible Qi stagnation from the body. 

"Chan" (禅) is a Buddhist term for "meditation" and means to regulate the Xin 
until it is calm and stead严 "Ling" (重) means "Supernatural Inspiration," which 
allows you to comprehend and understand the changes or variations of nature. "Hui" 
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(慧) means "Intelligence" or "Wisdom" through pondering, analyzing, and compre
hension so you are able to handle millions of events without being confused. "Xiu" 
(修) (to cultivate) means to cultivate the mind and Shen so you are able to trace back 
to the origin of the Dao. Once you are able to do so, you will be able to harmonize 
with nature and 且nd the origin of life. "Lian" (燥) means "to refìne" or "to purifY" 
the spirit and keep it at its residence. When this happens, the Qi will be able to stay 
there (Real Lower Dan Tian) through Embryonic Breathing. This will result in the 
conception of the Spiritual Embryo (Elixir} Later, this Spiritual Embryo is led 
upward through the Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai，街腺) (spinal cord) to the brain 
for enlightenment. This process means "Liao" (了) and implies "the end" or "the 
completion" of the cultivation. Then the "three Qi's" (Essence, Qi, and spirit) will 
all return to their origins (San Qi Gui Yuan，三轧踌元〉

8. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 
(Tian Tai Daoist's Secrets of Embryonic Breathing)阳

《幸者真重胎神用挟〉
(天台道者胎息挟)

Whoever ωishes to cultivate and trai;η (the Dao) should maintain (his train;切。
all the time (i. e. co加:tantly). (He) must be able ω endure the humiliation an丛
咱ect the evilthoughts with a solemind (i.e. firmedmind). Keep (his) sinceremi.叫
perseverant and stro吨 so as 切 transport the heart Qj (i. e. fi;γe Qj) and kidneys Qj 
(i.e. water Qj) 呻 and down， 切 andfi怡， thus interac抗吨 at the Central Palace 
(Zho吨 Gong). The ωhole Shen must not be dispersed and the 0竹岳阳:l Qi (Yuan 
Qj) must be nourished In this c，侃; the Dan Sa (i. e. Elix.计-) and the Huang ytt 

(i. e. Real Yttng) will be sprouted na阳:rally. The root will be dεep and the stalk will 
be firmed. A[w町sk叫 the bγω~thi;吨呻and的:der， so 俗 to re，灿灿Igevi，η~ In 
this c，础，句。叫 have iranscended the~ laYl叩nen 肌ieiη andgained the Dω. 

凡人修燥，常行平等，忍辱一屏'邪心所起'真心志坚'
连心膏二氛'上下往来'交嬉于中宫。萄神不散'温眷
元氛'丹砂黄芽自出 ， ì.宋丰良固蒂'永息锦锦，久而丧生'
出世得道矣。

This artide fìrst points out that in order to reach the goal of spiritual cultivation, 

you must be patient, consistent, and not be disturbed by the dirty emotional mind. 
In order to produce the Internal Elixir (Nei Dan，内丹)， you must transport the heart 
Qi (i.e. Post-Heaven Qi or Fire Qi) downward from the Middle Dan Tian and the 
kidneys' Qi (i.e. Pre-Heaven Qi or "W忧r Qi) upward from the Real Lower Dan Tian 
so they can meet at Zhong Gong (中宫) (Huang Ting，黄庭) (inner navel area) and 
interact with each other. If you are able to keep your Shen there, the elixir or Spiri
tual Embryo will be conceived there naturally. This up-and-down transportation of 
Qi is commonly called "Kan-Li" (坎雄 )and means"water-he." 
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In the document, Observing Vessels (服重 1 it is said: "The kidneys' Qi gets 
together with the heart's Q i. (When) the Qi (is refìned and) has reached its extrem
i町; the liquid (i.e. refìned mixed material) will be produced. There is a righteous Yang 
Qi which is matching with the real Yin Qi within, and this is called the intercourse 
of the dragon (Long，麓) and tiger (Hu，虎} Mter many days (of cultivation1 there 
is a material conceived the size of a grain of rice. This is called ‘Golden Elixir Great 
Herb' Qin Dan Da Yao，金丹大藕}"Ó9 The document, Thesis ofZhong Lu 's Preaching 
in Dao (锺吕傅道输 1 said: ''At the beginning, model the heaven's rule and function , 
use the Yin and Yang's ascent and descent theory, make the real 且re (from heart) and 
real water (from kidneys) uni且ed as one. Refìne it into the Great Herb (Da Yao , 
大禁) and keep at the Dan Tian forever."70 Document, The Complete Book of Princi-

pal Contents of Human L拆 and Temperament (性命圭旨全害 1 said: "(When) there is 
an intercourse of the heaven's Yang and the earth's Yin, then millions of lives are 
born. Our bodies use this Yin and Yang and makes them intercourse so the Great 
Herb (Da Yao，大藕) can be produced. This is no different from the production of 
millions of objects by heaven and earth. All are just originated from Yin and Yang 
two Qis, one gives and one derives (i.e. mutual interaction} "71 

9. Seventh Bamboo Slips of the Bamboo Bookcase, Internal Elixir 
(Lao Jun's Embryonic Brea仇的g)2.3

《云复七矮·内丹》
(老君胎息法)

Lao Jun (i.e. Lao Zi) said' γThe key to} man s immortali与Y is in the Embryonic 
Breathing. " At midn钞t and b功re noon, stretch and extend the legs and arms, 
bend the feet and cough. After two or three times 0/ respiration, then immediately 
M 仰 meditate). Hold the han必firmly (wo Gu) and res仰in (your) 刀n at the 
place under the naveL Use 刃 to imagine there is a man s shadow about two or three 
inches lone- and use the lone- inhalation ω lead it inω the mouth and immediatelv 
seal (the breathing). Seal the breath but do not swallow or let it leave the mouth. 
Then cona公'nse the Qj under the navel into a small spot about the size 0/ a grain 
0/ rice. After the number has been counted, then inhale as be"而re. At the beginni咯
。'ou} may count only thir护two spots (i.e. times) and gradua吵 increase ω hun
dreds. If (you) are able ω count 切 several thousands, then this 打 a 'Small Embry-
01优 Breathing' which 打 the method 0/ avoiding aging (i.e. longevity). 

老君曰:‘人之不死，在于胎息矣。 P 夜半峙，日中前'
自舒展脚手，拗脚咳嗽。-&出氛三雨度'即坐握固'操
心麟下'意想影人丧三、二寸'以息丧吸'引来入口中，
即阔，阔定勿咽之'亦勿令出口。即于腊下合氛作小黠
子'下之米大'如下数已盏'却返吸如前。初可数得三
十、二十黠子，渐可数百。若能至数千黠子，此小胎息，
海丧生却老之衔。
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Lao Zi in Dao De ]ing ( 道德雄 1 Chapter 16, said: ''Approaching the nihility (i.e. 

nothingness or emptiness) to its extremity and maintaining the calmness with sin

cerity." This is the crucial key to Embryonic Breathing. From correct Embryonic 

Breathing, we will be able to return ourselves to the root (i.e. origin of life1 and this 

means ‘calmness.' When we are calm, then it means "repetition of a life." According 

to Daoist socie町; this implies the birth of the Spiritual Embryo. When life repeats, 
it means "constant natural routine" and therefore the Dao. If it is the Dao, then it 

can be long, and the death of the body will not be near. Thus, longevity can be 

attained. 
This document mentions that the time of practicing Embryonic Breathing 

should be at midnight and noon. First loosen up your body and clear your throat. 

Test yourself for a couple of breaths and see if everγthing is as smooth and as natur

al as you wish. You must be in a comfortable position both physically and mentally. 

Hold your hands right in front of the abdominal area and also bring your mind 

there. If you have difficulty keeping your mind there, then imagine there is a human 

shadow there, so you can pay attention to the activi可 of this shadow. In this case, 

your mind will not wander and be distracted by the surrounding environment. 

First inhale deeply and lead the Qi down to the abdominal area (i.e. Real Lower 

Dan Tian) and then hold the breath. Count the number inside your mind. You may 

count only a few at the beginning. However, a丘er you have practiced for a long time, 

you will be able to count more. That implies your body and mind are extremely 

relaxed and calm. Then you will 且nd the root of life and re-establish a new life (i.e. 

Spiritual Embryo} 
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10. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AI/ Veracious Holy Embryo 
(Oa Mo Chan Teacher's Secrets of Embryonic Breathing)2.1 

《幸者真重胎神用挟〉
(连磨禅邮胎息挟)

crucial key to reaching the Great Dao'ρa Dao). This is also named as 'Return
ing the Elixir' (Fan Dan). Daoists do not have such everyday worries, so it can 
be named as 加1 stabilization in observing the Ch矶 'Th吵re， those virtuous 
and holy persons in the past three generations all used these secret keys to cultivate 
their human temperaments. It is called "Dual Cultivation 0/ Chan and Ding. " 
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夫燥胎息者'燥氛定心是也。常息于心翰'则不著禹物，
轧若不定'禅亦空也。氛若定'则色身4毛病'禅道樊安。
修性之人，因不守心，元氛失了不收，道怎成矣?古人
云: ‘氛定心定'氛J疑心静'走大道之要。'又名: ‘返
丹。'道人集结褂念'日日如斯'别名真定禅截。故三
世贵重'修性皆在此挟'名海禅定受修也。

"Chan" (禅) is a Buddhist term for meditation. Through this meditation, one is 
ab1e to comprehend the meaning oflife and a1so the relationship between the human 
and nature. The fìnal goal is to reach Buddhahood so the Shen can survive indepen
dently without the physical body. This means eterna1 spiritual1ife. 

To reach this goal, you must fìrst stabilize your Xin (心) (Emotiona1 Mind1 and 
not be attracted by the external environment. This training is called "Ding" (定) and 
means the stabilization of the physica1 and mental bodies. The crucial key to reach
ing this goal is through correct Embryonic Breathing. 

"Dan" (丹) means "elixir" and "Fan" (返 )means"return-"Therefore， "Fan Dan" 

means to return the elixir to its origin, maintaining the Qi (elixir) at its residence so 
it will not be 10st. 

This document exp1ains that in order to reach enlightenment or Buddhahood, 
you must train your Qi and stabilize your Xin. The w可 to do so is through breath
ing. When the breathing can be regu1ated correctly二 the Xin will be restrained and 
the Shen will remain at its residence. On1y then can you re且ne it and reach the goa1 
of enlightenment. 

11. The Secrets of Spiritua/ Applications of AII Veracious Ho/y Embryo 

(Liu Zhen Ren's Secret of Embryonic Breathing]n 

〈言者真重胎神用抉〉
(剧真人胎息挟)

扩 (onυ wishes ω practice the Or~注inal Dao (i.e. True Dao) 0/ Embryonic 
Breathing, X切 must not kill, must not have desire, must not rob, steal, or be evil, 
must noi be absurd, act insane, or be crazy. Then the mind will naturally be 
bright and cleaχ (Hυ should always abstain from meat, wine, etc., slende吵 reg
uúite the Real Breathing (Zhen Xi,' Embryonlc Breathing), and observe and sMne 
(i.e. cleanse) entire se扩。均ysical and mental) b。今(1胁。1 this happens) the bo吵
and mind are clear and quiet. This is the Daoi.们vith longevity. 扩劝e metal sinks 
(to the bottom) (i.e. 乒'rmed and rooted) and the treasure 0马fects (i.e. three trea
sures) are strong and hard (i.e. well protected), Six Doors 亿iu Men) are not 
opened, then evil Qi ωnnot enter. Hence, the entire body will not be sick. (How
ever) if the Six Doors are not closed and all treasures are stolen, then sickness will 
be initiated, and the Dao cannot be accomplished It is praised as: 'The Real Qj 
within the刀n is the heavel吵 essence (i.e. essential key). This is the way ω 0.ß♀r 
(you) a clear Shen and clean Qj which is shining like a mirror. 扩白nυ flllows
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伪打 Great Dao and ωes it marveloω如 themh仇lJill be clean and calm and the 
Qi will give birth ω divine Shen. One to and one j元， do not stop even momen
tarily, there is no pL理ce at the top and the boηom not being cultivated. Thus the 
creation and variation (i.e. 吃finement of spiritual and physical bo吵~ can be 
completed. The Shen is calm and the Qi 打 clear without contamination, and this 
will result in 府d吵 breathing and the cultivation (of伽 Dao) will na阳rally be 
吃庐ctive. 'Those who s阳dy (the Dao) in the卢ture， 扩(they) do not stu吵 its ori二
gin, then absurd thoughts cannot be stopped, nor can those initiated and ceased 
be stopped. Consequen吵~ (the mind) leaves, following surrounding 。再jec队 and
how ωn (they) then achieve the goal of En仙")0仰 Breathing?

若修胎息元道之法，心不桂、不欲、不盗、不偷、不邪、

不妄、不颠、不狂'心自明朗。常守藉戒'真息常捐'
规照遍身世界，身心清静'乃是丧生道人。若金沉贾员
坚责'六问不同'邪氛不入，一身#患病患。若六问不阔'
盗主金霄'人生疾也，道自不成·矣。颂曰: ‘心中真氛
是天英，正是神清氛镜明，大道若依玄妙用'心中清静
氛生重。一去一来不暂停'上下集休造化成'神静氛澄
且在事染，这回息住自然重。'后牵之者'不霄元道，妄
念不停'生城不息'随他物去了'怎成胎息也。

To accomplish Embryonic Breathing, you must first regulate your mind. Do not 

be evil and contaminated by surrounding objects, or generate desires. You should 

keep away from eating meat (i.e. stop killing) which can generate violent and aggres

sive emotions. You should also dose "Liu Men" (六问， Six Doorù isolating your 

mind from outside temptations. The six doors are the eyes, ears, mouth, and nose. 

The key to cultivating the Real Qi by regulating the Xin inside the body is not 

a hard task. Simply keep the mind and Shen dean, then your breathing will natu

rally be deep and natural, and the spiritual divine will be generated. 
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12. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of A I/ Veracious Holy Embryo 

(He Xian Gu 's Secret of Embryonic Breathing)υ 

《言者真主胎神用挟〉
(何仙姑胎息言夫)

To train means to cultivate; to breathe means (to nψtlate) the Qj, (to condense) 
the Shen, and (to preser时 the essence. The origin of ihe Qj converted_斤。m breath
ing is a clean and calm Real Qj. Use (the se扩internal) observation ι e. se.扩inter
nalj告'eling) and均d it out and in ω the Dan Tian slende吵~If白nυ knows th认
(he) will be able to tame the dragon and t，智erau印刷tically. If伽刀n (i.e. Emo
tional Mind) is not lured, the Shen does not contemplate, the Qj is not (disturbed 
句，) desires, th打打 called 'Great Steadiness' ρla Ding). 扩仰rυ Real Qj is able 切
reside in the shape and material (i. e. p高ysical bo初1， then (hθ will be in the posi
tion ofimmortality with unlimited variatiom and can be called a 'Truthful Per
son ' (Zhen Ren). What is Embryonic Breathing? (One) must retain the Shen (Cun 
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Shen) and stabilize the ηρing Yi). What are the three importances which 
should be embraced and kφt? (They) are essencι Qj， and Shen. 1古ose who cul
tivate the human temperament must always ke，伊 these three importances at 6:00 
A儿 then the treasu附 will be gathered automatically. The counη (i.e. body) 打
rich and the people (i.e. Qi) are pea何向l， the mind-king is j加，劝e Shen is har
monious and pleasant; j协'er sickness, fewer worries, the bo吵 is light and eas_庐 and
the ears and eyes are shaψ and br，结ht. This 打 the real path for those who cufti
vate the truth. If (you) practice these methods three to five years, the heaven will 
protect (you), the divine nature will gz，ωrd (you), and general people willlove and 
respect (you). AJ♀er a long time, (you) will gain the Dao automatically. 

夫燥者，修也;息者，氛也、神也、精也。息氛本源者，
清静真氛也。藏入丹田'栩如出入，知此者麓虎自伏。
若心鼎勤'神袅思'氛急欲'别名曰太定。真氛存于形
贺，真仙之位'樊化燕窍'就曰真人矣。夫胎息者'须
存神定意。抱守三阔者，精氛神也。凡修行之人，须每
于六峙，常抱守三法，别自然有贾聚也。因富民安'心
王自在'乃神和畴'少病也、少'隘也、身嘘轻便也、耳
目聪、明也'是修真之人，真道徨路。若三五年闰'常行
此法，天莲枯'神加持'凡人爱敬，久而自然得道矣。

Commonly, dragon (Long，麓) and tiger (Hu，虎) are used to represent Yin and 
Yang's interaction in Chinese Qigong society. It is believed that in order to conceive 
a Spiritual Embryo, you must know how to lead the fìre Qi downwards from the 
Middle Dan Tian, and the water Qi upwards from the Lower Dan Tian. Then Yin 
and Yang will interact at the Huang Ting (黄庭) (inner area behind the navel) and 
the Spiritual Embryo can be conceived. 

In order to reach this goal, you must lead the Qi to the Huang Ting through cor
rect Embryonic Breathing. Your mind must be in an extremely calm and meditative 
state, giving you deep internal feeling (Nei Guan，内现; "Nei Guan" means to 
observe your inner self through feeling. To train this deep feeling will take time and 
a lot of practice and it is thus called "Nei Shi Gongfu" (内祝功夫) (Gongfu of inter
nal vision; At this point, you should know clearly that feeling is a language between 
your mind and body. Without it your mind will not be able to recognize the place 
and lead the Qi there. To reach it, your mind must be calm and profound, and you 
must bring your mind and Shen back to your body through Embryonic Breathing. 

"Cun Shen" (存神) means "to retain the Shen" at its residence. It is said in Daoist 
society: "Cun Shen means there is no new thinking initiated or thought remaining. It 
only means to condense the Shen at a point without allowing it to be dispersed and 
lost."7Z 

In Chinese Qigong socie町; the physical body is commonly analogized to a coun
t厅; Qi to people, and the mind to the king. This analogy 0丘en gives a practitioner 
a better idea of how the mind is able to lead the Q i. 
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73. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 
(Zhang Tian Shi's Secret of Embryonic Breath的g)2 14

《言者真主胎神用挟〉
(报天郎胎息挟)

The Original Qj β匀an Qi) does not have shape (i.e. cannot be seen), the Real 
X切 (i.e.- Emotional Mind) does not have sta-ndard rules (i.e. changes all the 
timυ， and Great Dao ρ'a Dao) ωnnot be traced Only the practice method of 
regulating breathing contains the Real Dao 亿加n Dao). It is said: '1古e Xin is 
calm, the Qj 打 stable， and the Shen is retained ' Those who cultivate the Dao， 扩
ρhey} are able ωflllow themethod ofpracticing Great Elixir ρ'a Dan} ω reach 
the Or，非nal Dao (Yuan Dao), then (the mind) will be clean and insubstantial, 
阳的mely calm， ωthout worriω and the 盯 is flrgo仰n， empσ and quiet with 
nothininess, and millions o{ methods are not traceable. T.乃b伪扛 i打s t.劝he r，仰'eal cωultiva顷a
tio仰nofEmb均yη3
b加ec，ω'ome an imη2mo旷rtal.; 

夫元氯再在形，真心提法'大道急剧:。唯燥息一法，乃含
真道。又云: ‘心定氯定神定。'凡，修道流，若合大丹
元道，清虚寂静'越虑忘意'空静鼎物，禹法摆脱'真
修胎息也'成仙杂疑也。

Original Qi cannot be seen but only felt through the mind. The emotional mind 
varies from individual to individual, place to place, and from time to tÎme. There
fore, there are no standard rules to restrain it or control it. To cultivate the invisible 
Dao, you must calm down your Xin and comprehend it. Without a clear and con
trollable Xin, the mind will be confused and the Shen dispersed. Then the goal of 
reaching the Great Dao (Da Dao，大道) will be impossible. 

The best way is through regulating your breathing; then the mind can be calm, 
and without any wor叮 from human a旺airs. Then the Yi (意) can lead the Qi 
upwards to nourish the Shen, and you have achieved the goal of Great Elixir (Da 
Dan，大丹~ the way of Original Dao (Yuan Dao，元道} Then both Xin and Yi will 
disappear, and everything is empty in the mind. This is the achievement of Embry
onic Breathing. 
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74. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 
(Gui Gu Zi's Secret of Embryonic Breathing)2,14 

《言者真主胎神用挟〉
(鬼谷子胎息挟)

T古ose who cultivate the Dao must return ω their origins β.e. orz￥inal natural 
being), go back ω (their original) purity, and harmonize with the Real Qi (Zhen 
Qi) interna协 Consequen吵1， the Dao can be returned, and through (natural 
Í1泸uences oj) Four Phases βï Xiang), Five Elements (W如刀叨， Six Qis (Liu 
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Qi), Seven Origins (Qi Yua时， and Eight Tr铲ums (Bagua), the Essence, the Qi, 
and the Shen ωn be formalized into shape and substance (i.e. human form). 
Th打打 gaining the substantial from the insubstantial, make something from 
nothingness, w为ere the Real Elixir (Zhen Dan) is 町reted. Thenφrιω train the 
刀n into Shen， 印 train essence into shape, and train Qi for L泸 are the training 
ofQi in its ωcent and descent of刀n and 1áng. What is the or.结in of Qi? It is 
the rootof悦 Ther，φre， it is a Great Dao if (you) cultivate these three methods. 

凡修道之人'返本道她，问合真氛。故道返别四象、五
行、六筑、七元、八卦'而燥精、氛、神'成其形赏，
别是虚中取霄，且在中取有'而内秘真丹也。故燥心海神，
燥精海形'燥氛梅命'此走险陈升降之氯也。氛源者'
命之根也。故修三法'则大道也。

"Si Xiang" (四象) means "Four Phases," which derived from Yin and Yang. 
"Wuxing" (五行) means "Five Elements" namely metal Qin，金)， wood (Mu，木L
water (Shui，水)， fire (Huo，火)， and earth (T u，土 γ'Liu Qi" (六氯) means the Qi 
existing in air, blood, saliva, liquid, essence, and vessels. "Qi Yuan" (七元) means 
"Seven Origins" and implies the original function of the seven orifices of eyes, nose, 
mouth, and ears which are related to the five internal organs; liver, lungs, heart, 
spleen, and kidneys. Qi Yuan 过so means the original Qi level of the five internal 
organs. "Baguà' means "Eight Trigrams" and implies heaven, earth, lake, mountain, 
wind, water，且re ， and thunder, all natural energy. 

This document points out that in order to reach the Dao, you must return your 
self二being to its original purity. To reach it, you must coordinate and harmonize the 
natural energy, and also the energy circulating within the bod予 Then refine the mind 
so the Shen can be condensed, refine the essence so the physical body can be strong 
and healthy, and refine the Qi so the life force is powerful and abundant. These three 
things are the keys to reaching the Dao. 

15. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 
o它lIow Emperor's Secrets of Embryonic Breath的g)川

《堵真重胎神用挟》
(黄帝胎息挟)

Those who cultivate the Dao should always observe themselves internally, get rid 
ofthe 1为ree Corpses (San Shi), and the Six Emotions 亿iu Qing), re阳mω
i刀ternal so as ω keep β.e. protect) the three (treasures) β.e.J切~， Qi, and Shen). 
The Xin and Shen are kφt at their residences, the Qi is condensed without dis
persion, and the Shen is chee功1. The techniques of cultivating the Qi, training 
the shape β.e. physical body), and maintaining human temperament， 劝ou/d not 
befo号。tten. 1加 is the key ω real Embryonic Breathing and the key training of 
the Great Herb ρ'a 1áo). 
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凡修道者，常行内瓶。遣去三尸'出于六情。返内存三，
心神守宫。氛阴不散'言者神教畴。眷氯、燥形、存性'
此三法不可素。是真一胎息也'玄阔大禁也。

"San Shi" (三尸) means "Three Corpses" and are the three desires which could 

lead to your death. Three desires are the temptations of money, taste (food), and sex. 

"Liu Qing" (六情) means "Six Emotions" and implies the six emotional desires 

derived from the pleasures of eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and mind. 

If you are able to keep your mind absorbed internally, and keep away from all 

emotional attractions and temptations, then the emotional mind can be calm, and 

Shen can stay at its residence. Then Qi can be led to its residence (Real Lower Dan 

Tian) and preserved. When the Shen and the Qi are harmonized with each other, 
then the Spiritual Embryo can be conceived. 

There are three important cultivations to reach this goal: nourishing the Qi, 

training the physical body, and refining the human temperament. Nourishing the Qi 

means to build up the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian to an abundant level, so it can 

be used to rebuild the physical body and strengthen the immune system. However, 
the most important of all is to refine your Shen through the cultivation of human 

temperament. 
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16. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of A I/ Veracious Holy Embryo 

(Cao Xian Gu 's Secrets of Embryonic Breathing}l 4 

《幸者真重胎神用挟》
(曹仙姑胎息言失)

Furthermore, Em的IOnic Breathing ωnnot be done through s仰tagem (i.e. 
trick). If it could be done (with trick), then it would be j♀raωry from the Dao. 
Hu阳n l~作 must rely on the existence olShen, and 吵en Qi stays, the Dao 向f
i仰 can exist. Shen and Qi, these two must r，吵 on each other so (.收) can be 
achieved Those whose temperament and physical l忻 are weak, after compre
hendi1飞g this spiritual (practice) can then be bright and shining (i.e. enl~￥b萨
ened), harmonious, circuμting cyclically (i. e. continuously), s，拼布~ and卢ruently.

Consequen吵" the Shen is pea吨向l and the Qi circul型tion unobstructed When 
the Qi circulation is unobstructed, the blood circulation will be harmonious, and 
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Daoism. AII they wish is to get rid 01 disasters and avoid calamities. If they were 
able ω build ψ as扩'ong will (jor cultivation) and get rid 01 absurd ways, t，劝b伪扛
ωuldg伊radtωf砂'ly alli品'low t，伽b加em
can) d(j i优t， t.劝hen Emb，η吵yoni比!让c Breat.劝hing can be achieved " 

且胎息者'非方街之所能竭。码者，则失道逮矣。且人
之生也'须以神存，氛留道生。神舆氛雨者，相须乃成。
性命虚者，通重而光明'和者周流而柔润。神安别氯畴'
氯畴员Ij血融'血融别骨强，骨强别髓满，髓满别腹盈'
腹盈别下责，下责别行步较健'行步轻健身j勤作不疲'
四肢康强。猫圈之封域平泰。氛血和盛'献因之府库克
宵。譬人家富'神志和悦，颜色自怡'行步歌舞'仙道
近矣。故曰: ‘今人念佛念道'只要除炎救祸'不如志
念除妄'遣好麽连人视。斯而行之'自成胎息者矣。'

Attaining Embryonic Breathing is not a trick but a method. If it were a trick, it 
would be eas予 However， it is a method, and will take time and effort to practice and 

make it work. If it could be done as a trick, then the Dao would have been lost. 

This document specifì臼 the key points of practice and also its bene且ts. 1. Retain 

the Shen peacefully at its residence, 2. Maintain the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian, 
and 3. Shen and Qi harmonize with each other. Actually, these are the same cruci过

points all other documents have emphasized. 

17. The Secrets of Spiritual Applications of AII Veracious Holy Embryo 
(Yuan， 百'an-Gang's Secrets of Embryonic Breath的g)川

〈言者真主胎神用挟〉
(袁天桐胎息挟)

What is Yin and Ytmg， 让 is actually the Real Qj (Zhen Qi) 01 the he.ωen and 
the earth (i. e. nai切re). One Yin and one láng, (thus) millions olobjects (li悦。

eωhiiη忌 Heaven (Great Natt 
~ winter and summer (i.e. fo 
md láng) are able to change 
Celestial Stems) which conc 
at Xun which is able to b队
、J at 监:m which is able to gr'ι 
)ian which is able to riPeη" 
vhich is able to conceal mill 

objects. "All 01 these result from the Yîn and lá~豆S deifiedapplications 01 appear-
ance and dis.哩pearance (i.e. existence), and rising and falli:吨~ Consequently, 
water is generated from láng Qi and bears wood， 价ilefire is inii抗atedfrom Yi:η 
Qj and bears metal. láng is initiated at Zi (I1 P.M. -1 A.M.) and emerges at Mao 
(5-7 A.M.), Yin begins ω Wu (I1 A.M. -1 P.M..) and enters (i. e. grows stronger) 
at Q如 (5-7 P.M.). These fi站时仔ucial timi.ηgs are the key doors 01 heaven and 
earth (i. e. nat，锐:re). Those ωho wish to reach the Great D.ω must know how to 
absorb the righteous Qj 01 these four timi，η恐 During ωltivatio饵， active breath-
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ing belongs ω 刀n， while stabilized breathing belongs ω 局ng. During the prac
tice, (you) mωt have a 附d吵刀n and a strong will, stabilized Shen- andcalm 
breathing. Then the dragon and the tiger will meet to conceive the Holy Embryo. 
This is called the Embryonic Breathing 0/ the Real Person (Zhen Ren) (i.e. one 
who has reached the Dao). 

夫除睹者'天地之真氛，一除一畴'生育葛物'在人均
呼吸之氛，在天海寒暑之氛。又云: ‘此雨者能改移四
日夺之氛，此乃戊己包藏真氛。' 云春至在翼，能接生高
物;夏至在坤，能丧眷禹物;秋至在乾'能成熟禹物;
冬至在民'能含藏禹物。'此皆陪踢出没升降神用，故
踌氛出水盛木，除氛出火盛金。陈生于子出乎卵'险生
于午入乎西。此四仲之辰，皆是天地之内户也。凡大道

者，必取四峙之正氛。凡修行勤息梅隆，定息梅畴。凡
作咛须得心定力定'神定息定'麓就虎舍，、结就重胎'
名曰真人胎息也。

"Wu-Ji" (戊己) are two ofThe Ten Celestial Stems (Shi Tian Gan，十天千} Chi

nese use The Ten Celestial Stems together with Twelve Terrestrial Branches (Shi Er 

Di Zhi，十二地支) to form a cycle of six可; From this, they distinguish the different 

natural cycles of the year. Wu-Ji implies the natural timings. 
"Xun" (真 1 "Kun" (坤 γQian" (乾 1 and "Gen" (民) are the four terms ofThe 

Eight Trigrams (Bagua，八卦) used to represent different seasons. "Zi" (子 1 "Mao" 

(川 "Wu" (午 1 and "Qiu" (酋) are the four periods of the Twelve Terrestrial Branch

es used to represent different times of day. During cultivation, the active breathing 

belongs to Yin, since the body will be more tense and thus consume more Q i. This 

will result in the weakening of the stored Q i. However, if you have a regulated sta

bilized breathing, the Qi at the Real Dan Tian can be stored to an abundant level, 

and this belongs to Yang. 
In order to achieve spiritual cultivation e佐ctively， you must coordinate with the 

times of the year and the day, to be in harmony with nature and gain great benefit 
from it. 

3.8 OrHER RELATED DOCUMENTS 其他有阔文献 i
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1. The Secret of Cultivating Original Qi Internally by M，民 HuanZhen2

《幻真先生内服元氛挟〉

扩there is a sudden uncomfortable j告eling in cultivation or an occasional此是ness，
then immediately go to a secret room. Follow the method 0/ breathing to cultivate 
the Qi. After the Qj becomes abundant, then stop and r，俘date it (smoothly) and 
swallow it (i.e. lead it down to the Lower Dan Tian wüh saliva). Think of the 
pμα 吵ere there 勿 pain， seal (your) breath and pμce (youυωolemind伽re，
use the yt to attack (the sick place). ，罗为en inhalation has reached its limit, then 
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expel it. After complete (exhah垣tion)， again swallow. Continue and flllow the 
same method to attack. When the breathi1气g- becomes urgent, then sωp. After 
breathi咆 has been reguμted， again attack. It may take twenσω .fifiy times, 
attack the pain..声1 place until sw叫 and turn into red color, then s呻.If劝m
is no improvement, then practice it every midnight or early morning. Practice day 
and night and use the 刀 to attack. It doω notma附r扩'the sickness is at the head, 
j♀ce， hand, or j告'et， J切t attack wherever there is a problem. 

忽有修眷乖宜'偶生疾患，宜速于密室'依服氛法，布
足花别拥氯咽之'念所苦之庭，朗氛想注'以意攻之。
氛植别吐之'花，徨咽。相罐依前攻之'氛急别止，氛
拥徨攻'或二十至五十'攻竞所苦庭，汗出通润即止。
如未捕'即每日夜半'或五更重日频作，以意攻及。若
病在萌面、手足'但有疾之虞别攻之。

The sicknesses here refer to common uncomfortable feelings or injmγ~ For exam
ple, the beginning of catching cold, joint pain, internal pain caused from Qi and 
blood stagnation, or some minor i时uries. Normally, these problems can be removed 
or corrected through meditation. 

The fìrst step in selιhealing through meditation is to build up the Qi storage to 
an abundant level in the Lower Dan Tian through abdominal breathing, or in the 
Real Lower Dan Tian by Embryonic Breathing. Then inhale smoothly and slender
ly and swallow (Yan，咽) the saliva, while using your Yi to lead the Qi to the painful 
place. Hold the breath until it reaches its limit and then exhale slowly and use the 
mind to lead the Qi away from the painful place. Repeat this process continuously. 
If you feel breathing has become urgent, then return to normal breathing until it is 
comfortable. Mter recovery from the urgent breathing, repeat the entire process 
again. Youm叮 have to do it 岛rtwen可 to fì丘y times. It does not matter, keep doing 
it until the painful place starts to sweat or the skin color turns pink, then you should 
stop. If it does not help to ease the pain, then repeat eve可 day and night until the 
pain has been removed. 

2. The Important Secret Song of Embryonic Breathing2 

《胎息秘要歌挟〉

扩劝e bo吵 gets sick suddenly or there is abnormal irregu如iσ (i. e. uncom_βrt
ablej告eling) 川nj町 condense (yo叫刀 and ret;仰。ourselß ω a leisure room 
(i.e. sψarate and secret room). Si扩ip the bo吵 and lie down on the bed. Face up 
as sleeping and hold .firm (i. e. pμce both your hands at the abdominal area). Bite 
(youυ teeth and burn i町e1侃 After swallowing thirty-six times, the Qj in the 
(Low时 Dan Tian hωpωsed the normal stage (01 storing). Follow the Xin to 
lead (the Qi) continuously. It is best to lead it to the injured pμce. It is adequate 
when it sweats. 1再打 wil. 归re the φrt in searchingfor medical prescr.伊tions
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忽然身染痪'拌理有提锡。敛意蹄朋室'脱身队本床。
仰眠兼握固'才口齿舆焚香。二十六咽足'丹田氛越常。
随心连引辜，才真庭最海良。汗出以海度'省求庚利方。

To place the hands at the Lower Dan Tian area is called "Hold to Firm" (Wo Gu, 

握固) The mind will be fìrmed at the Lower Dan Tian area and the Qi can be stored 

efficiently. Biting the teeth (Kou Chi，扣齿) is used to wake up the brain and raise up 

the Shen. Burning incense (Fen Xiang，焚香) is to help you calm down the mind. All 
other descriptions of the training methods are the same as in the previous document. 

The above two documents describing self-healing using meditation are translat

ed for your reference. The most important way to reach successful healing is through 

practice and accumulating experience. From constant practice and continuous pon

dering, you will soon grasp the secret key to healing. 
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16. (冯氏锦囊) : ‘身中一囊，名曰玄批'受之以生'黄海府神，
三元所来'精神魂魄舍于此穴'乃金丹遣返之根'神仙凝雄主胎
之地也。，

17. (道德雄·六章) :‘谷神不死，是菊玄轨;玄批之内'是捐夭
地根。棉锦若存'用之不章。，

18. (道德、短·一幸) :、道、可道'拌、常道。，

1叹 {道德挫·二十五章) :、有物混成，先天地生;寂兮寥兮'确
立而不改，周行而不始;可以j每天下母。吾不知其名，字之曰道，
强海之名曰大。，

20. (黄庭内景短·粱丘子注) : 、五牙者，五行之生氛，以配五
喊。'

21. (黄庭雄主毒巍) : 、黄'乃土色，土位中央。庭'乃陪前空也。
名海黄庭'即表中堂之袭。' 、腊内空庭'即黄庭也。，

22. (道德挫·十章) :、载管魄抱一'能忽雄乎?"

23. ~l!J~出三界外'不在五行中。'

24. 真一者，指身髓除畴合二而一。

25. (存神固氮输) : 、人能月号自己天真'安於天谷之内'乃守真一
之道也。'

26. "}j台息者，守真一之道， !!p神息相依，神凝氯定。，
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27. <服重> :‘能守真一，息不往来。'又曰
乳白凝，踌神自来。'

‘能守真一，员11 真

28. <抱朴子内篇·地真卷> : 、在人雨眉罔'都行一寸梅明堂，二
寸海洞房'三寸海上丹田也。，

29. <束罄保馨〉引《仙短〉曰: 1面均髓海'上丹田. . .藏神之
府也。'

30. <抱朴子内篇·地真卷> : 飞。下给宫、金阔'中丹田也。'

飞心海锋宫'中丹田. . .藏氯之31. <束罄保翠〉引〈仙挫〉曰:
府也。 P

32. The Body Electric, by Robert O. Becker, M.D. and Gary Selden, Quill, William 

Morrow, New York, 1985. 

‘腊下三寸海下丹田. . .藏精之33. <束暑保馨〉引《仙挫》曰:
府也。'

34. <云复七戴卷十八·老子中短〉曰: 、丹田者'人之根也'精神
之所藏也'五轧之元也'赤子之府'男子以藏精，女子以藏水，
主生子，合和除睛之间户也。在腊下三寸'附著脊骨，雨膏根
也。'

35. 王镣言哉馀云: 、细人封灸圃'载腻腑一身俞穴有玉壤'余不知玉
瑕是何物。'最紫晴玉清金摹私、文'揄神仙结丹庭曰:‘心上青
下'脾左肝右'生问在前，密户居後'其追如瑕，其白如棉'方
圈役寸，密裹一身之精粹，此即玉壤。，

36. <黄庭外景挫·石和R牵挂〉
仇，中虚一庭'名曰黄庭。'

‘命 r，之上'有玄脯二囊'左玄右

37. <道挪集〉
纳唯绵绵'

可可言自文火?若守若存，勿亡勿助。' 飞吐唯细细，

38. <道德短·十六章> : 飞致虚植'守静篇。'

39. <慧苑音羔·上> : 气草那'此云静心思虑也。蓄翻海思维修者，
略也。'

40. 0良苦克鼻，鼻藏心。

41.大定: 、佛心澄明'捐之大定。'指腊神安静，形髓放军在'神形
相封晦拥舆稳定。
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42. (道德短·一章〉
徽。'

、常朵，欲以现其妙。常有，欲以规其

43. (同指要彤、) : ‘一代教问'皆以藏心码要。'

44. (道德短·十六章) :‘致虚植'守静篇， ，再物并作'吾以藏其
徨。夫物芸芸'各徨蹄其根。蹄根曰静'静曰徨命。，

45. (三觑) :一·宝藏:着昆主者法之空祷。二·假装电:现端法之假。
三·中现:一椒幸者法亦拌堂，亦养假'即中也。二舰言者法亦空亦

假'即是中'胡局变照之视。

46. 即凳或智之意。如f:悟、竞察、竞知幸者法之事理'而了了分明。
如睡穆之瘩'辅之凳悟。党察旗'隘'使不海害'如世人之景之点是
践者'故云凳察。

47. 佛在重山莫追求，重山只在汝心硕。人人有倒重山塔'好向重山
塔下修。

48. (性命主旨金害·涵善本源'救革命苦) :、牵道先须牵自心，
自心深虞最辩尊。若建等到熬尊庭，方悟凡心即佛心。'指凳悟
之心。

49. (性命圭旨金害·王子奇胎息吉夫〉
是晗畴出入之问户。'

、子、午、 9P 、西四峙'乃

50. 活子峙:、曹燥氯功中'形神安静，凝神入轧穴'凳丹田氯勤，
除陈生楼之峙。，

51. (服重) :、下手立丹基'休向子午推'静中才一勤，便是类生
峙'辅之活子峙。'

52. ".j旨造化生育葛物之根本，亦即夭地高物之母， ~P道之别稿
也。'

53. (武啻修真圃〉
曰天目。'

54. (云复七接) : 

另. (本草桐目) : 

‘明堂下'雨眉速稳中黠土方。有神光出'而

、南眉罔是导泥丸之玉问。，

1西海元神之府。，

56. 、人人身中有一神'一神中有一重光'重光揭耀超千谷，道化集
羁徽禹方。'

57. (道德挫·六章) :、谷神不死'是菊玄驰。玄机之间'是葫夭
地根， ~串棉若存，用之不勤。'
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58. <六祖瑾短〉
恙屉埃。'

‘呼吸吐纳'服食装身，使形神相貌，表袒既清59. <善生输〉
也。'

、骨弱筋柔而握固。'

61.指行佛家氯功峙，手的姿势。其作用有二:一精神思维活勤粤注
于手印'持之以怪'穰得禅定。二辑部手形成印後，精神思维活
勤粤注于呼吸'连到最高境界， "ï'!p身成佛。'

60. <道德挫·五十五) : 

、握固者'以雨手各自以62. <祷病源候揄·凰身髓手足不随候〉
四指把手姆指。'

‘握固以大指掐中指指筒'四指弈收于63. <道阿通教必用集} : 
心。'

64. 拥息要捐杂息息。

65. <菩提善戒短} :、威傲苦者，名身四威傲。一者行'二者住'
三者坐'四者队。菩撞苦行苦坐'童夜常言周总紫之心。忍行坐苦'
乔峰不队'拌峙不住。所住内外'若床若地，若草若禁。于此四
庭，常念供善佛法僧赛。，

66. 六氛:人瞌轧，血'津，液'精， Ji(R等六稚物贺。或凤'熟
(暑) '~j蕉'火，燥'寒六穆轧候。
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、托名罔息者'而内则空空如太虚之68. <夭仙正理·伏轧直揄} : 
条物。'

69. {服重} :、青氯投心筑，氛植生液'液中有正踌之氯'配合真
一之水，名曰麓虎交婿，日得泰米之大'名曰金丹大禁。'

70. <锺吕傅道输·揄日月) : 、始也效法天械，用除畴升降之理，
使真水真火合而海一'燥成大禁，永镇丹田。'

71 <性命圭旨全害·天人合梭'采藕踌壶) :‘天地以此除陈交蜻
而生禹物'吾身以此除畴支嬉而生大蔡，舆夭地再物不真'越是
除畴二轧一施一化。，

72 若夫存神'则条所想。不通粹神凝聚于一黠，不使散漏之菊也。
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CHAPTER 4 

Summaries 台'om Ancient
Documents 古代文献之船主

4.1 INTRODUCTION 介韶

1 would like to summarize a few general points 仕om the documents translated 
and commented in the last chapter. 

1. Many documents discuss the same things and emphasize the same prac
tices, though the years of writing were di旺erent.

2. These ancient documents can only offer you some references and experi
ences. It is up to you to make a wise and clear judgment. Each document 
is just like a road sign of a map to the garden of Embryonic Breathing. 
Some of them are considered very important and crucial, some less so, and 
some others may lead you to the wrong path. 

3. 1 have covered almost all of the available documents related to Embryon
ic Breathing in the previous chapter. Due to my limited knowledge and 
experience, there are some places which may be beyond my understand
ing. 1 hope those who have a deeper Qigong experience will fìll up these 
voids. 

4. Again, 1 would like to point out that it is not easy to translate these 
ancient documents. 1 have tried to translate them as close to the meaning 
as possible. Often, if you translate it word by word, the actual meaning 
will be distorted or lost. 

In the next section, from my personal understanding, 1 would like to draw 
conclusions from the important concepts in the ancient documents. 1 hope this 
chapter will offer you a clear idea, both for understanding and practice. This will 
provide you with a good foundation for your practice, which we will discuss in 
Part III of this book. 
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4.2 SUMMARIES OF IMPORTANT POINTS 要黠跑结

In this section, fìrst 1 would like to review the body's energy structure briefly, 

which was already discussed in Chapter 2. If you still have qu臼tions concerning this 

brief summary, you should refer back to Chapter 2. Without this theoretical foun

dation, many of the summaries conduded 仕om ancient documents will not make 

sense. After we have conduded those important theoretical and training points, we 

willlist the benefìts of Embryonic Breathing. 

Two Qi Polarities in a Human Body (Ren Shen Liang Yi，人身雨傲). As dis

cussed in Chapter 2 , we have three Dan Tians. The top (Upper Dan Tian) and the 

bottom (Real Lower Dan Tian) ones establish a two-pole system which thus consti

tutes a human central energy line. These Two Polarities, one Yin and one Yang, syn

chronize and harmonize with each other. They are just like the polarities of a mag

net which cannot be separated. The Real Lower Dan Tian (Human Gut or second 

brain) is the North pole that stores Qi and supplies it for the functioning of the 

entire body. The Upper Dan Tian (brain) is the South pole that directs and governs 

the quality of Qi manifestation. 
When we compare these T wo Polarities with the 1￥iji Yin-Yang symbol, we can 

easily see that the spirit (Shen，神) residing in the Upper Dan Tian is dassifìed as 

Yang, since it manifests the Qi into action. That is why the spirit is called "Yang 

Shen" 精神) in Chinese Qigong society. However, the area located in the Real 

Lower Dan Tian is called "Sea Bottom" (Hai Di，海底) where it is able to store Qi 

to an abundant level. The Qi stored in the Real Lower Dan Tian is thus called "Yin 

Shui" (除水 1 which means "Yin Water" (Figure 4-1). lt was believed that this Yin 

water originates from the Original Essence (Yuan Jing，元精) stored in the internal 

kidneys (Nei Shen，问青) and external kidneys (Wai Shen，外青). External kidneys 

are testides or ovaries. In fact, it is understood that the Original Essence is actually 

the hormones which are produced from the adrenals of the internal kidneys and also 

from the gonads of the testicles and ovaries. Due to this reason, the water (Qi) pro

duced in these glands is 0丘en called "kidneys' water" (Shen Shui，青水〉

However, from another point of view, we can see that since the Real Lower Dan 

Tian supplies the quanti可 of Qi, it can be considered to be Yang, while the spirit 

which governs the quality of Qi manifestation, can thus be considered to be Yin. 

From this, you can see how Yin and Yang are defìned according to different points 

of view. If we take a doser look, we can see this viewpoint dearly. 

Again, if you observe the Taiji Yin-Yang symbol closely, you can see that there is 

a hidden Yang fountain (Yang Quan，障泉) in the center of the Yin water while there 

is a concealed Yin spirit (Yin Shen，除神) in the center of the Yang spirit. In fact, in 

Qigong Embryonic Breathing training, you train these two polarity centers of hid

den Yang and concealed Yin. For example, if you are able to keep your mind at the 

center of the hidden Yang in the Yin water, the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian will 
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Figure 4-1. The Body's Yin and Yang, and the Two Polarity Centers 

continue to be stored and preserved. It is just like a spring of a fountain which is able 
to produce water continuously. Not only that, if you also know how to keep the spir
it condensed at its center (concealed Yin1 then the quality of Qi manifestation will 
reach a higher level of effìciency. 

These are two concealed polarities, one at the center of the head (Mud Pill 
Palace) and the other at the center of the gut. Though they are two, they function as 
one. If you are able to keep your mind at these two poles, the spirit and the Qi will 
stay in their residences. This process is called "Embracing Singularity" (Bao Yi，抱一〉

The Spirit is the Master of the Body (Shen Wei Zhu Zai，神冯主宰} The Spir
it is related to your mind. This mind is what is called "Taiji" (太植) (Grand Ultimate) 
in Small Human Heaven and Earth (Small Universe or Nature} When this mind acts 
properly, the spirit can be raised up to a high level and when this mind acts strange
ly, then the spirit will be disordered and the quality of Qi manifestation will be poor. 
Therefore, in order to have a condensed and focused spirit, you must fìrst regulate 
your mind. To achieve this, you must not be attracted by human affairs, emotions 
and desires. You must see through to the reality that the material world is only tem-
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porary. In order to reach the goal of immortality or enlightenment, you must train 
to cultivate your spirit to a strong level so it can survive independently even when 

the physical body is dead. This is the concept of immortality (spiritual eternity} 
In the Embryonic Breathing training, regulating your mind and spirit in the 

Upper Dan Tian is more cruci过 than regulating your Q i. A丘er all, it is your mind 

and spirit which govern your life and control the e侃ciency of Qi manifestation. 
When mind and spirit are strong and focused, the Qi can be stored to an abundant 

level. However, when the mind and spirit are scattered and confused, the spirit will 
become Yang and naturally the Qi will also be manifested and wastefully consumed. 

In this case, the level of spiritual cultivation will be shallow. 
However, regulating the mind and spirit is a very diffìcult and long process. 

Using your mind to deal with your mind is like trying to force yourself to fall asleep. 
The more you do so, the worse it will be. That is why nearly half of the available doc
uments discuss the regulating of the mind and spirit. The key means of regulating 

the mind and spirit is through regulating the breathing. 
Keep the Yi at the Dan Tians (Yi Shou Dan Tian，意守丹田} The firstm吗or key 

of Embryonic Breathing is to keep your Yi at the concealed Yin located at the "Mud 

Pill Palace" (Ni Wan Gong，泥丸宫) in the Upper Dan Tian and also at the hidden 
Yang in the center of the Real Lower Dan Tian (Zhen Xia Dan Tian，真下丹田} This 
training is called "the Yi is kept at the Dan Tians" (Yi Shou Dan Tian，意守丹田〉
When this happens, the spirit can stay at its residence (Shen Shi，神室) (Spiritual 

Residence or Upper Dan Tian) and the Qi can be collected and stored at its center 
(Qi She，氯舍) (Qi's Dwelling or Real Lower Dan Tian} 

In order to have a condensed and focused spirit staying at the "Mud Pill Palace" 

(Yin Shen1 you must first regulate your mind. That means you must first calm down 
your mind and withdraw it from the attractions of surrounding affairs and emotional 

disturbances. This means regulating your emotional monkey mind, by first regulat
ing your breathing. Breathing is just like a banana which is able to lead the monkey 
Xin into the cage. When your breathing is calm, the physical body can be relax:ed 
and the mental mind can be peaceful. Therefore, if you are able to breathe so丘ly， gen

tly, slenderly and deeply, the mind can be calmed down. Then the spirit can be 
focused and condensed at its residence. Once you have reached a profound stage, the 

spirit and the breathing will mutually depend on and harmonize with each other. 

This is the initial state of Embracing Singularity (Bao Yi，抱一〉
Mutual Dependence of Shen and Breathing (Shen xi Xiang Yi，神息相依) (Mu 

Zi Xiang Yi，母子相依} Once you have reached this stage, you have established a 

close connection between your Shen and Qi through breathing. This kind ofbreath
ing is also called "Cavity Breathing" (Xue "'VÇ电i Hu Xi，穴位呼吸) or "Dan Tian 

Breathing" (Dan Tian Hu Xi，丹田呼吸 1 which means breathing with the Shen and 

Qi staying at their cavities (residences} 
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Then, you will bring the Shen down from the Upper Dan Tian to the Real 
Lower Dan Tian to unite the Shen and Qi together. This is the state of "Mutual 
Dependence of Spirit and Breathing" (Shen xi Xiang Yi，神息相依) or "Mutual 
Dependence of Son and Mother." "Son" reprl臼ents "Shen" while 飞10ther" repre
sents "Qi." When this happens, you have traced back to the origin of your life-the 
Wuji state. Therefore, 1 have named it "Wuji Breathing" (币Tuji Hu Xi，条植呼吸)
(breathing with no polarities) or "second brain breathing." In Wuji Breathing there 
is no discrimination ofYin and Yang either in Shen or Qi. 

Hold the Breathing to Conceal the Shen and Qi (Bi Qi Cang Shen Yun Qi, 
罔息藏神越轧} The key to bringing the Shen down to unite with the Qi is correct 
breathing. There are two schools of thought on how to do it correctly. One group 
believes that in order to contain the Shen and Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian, you 
must inhale deeply and then hold the breath as long as possible while keeping your 
mind (spirit) there. When you inhale to your maximum and then hold the breath, 
you are allowing the Shen and Qi to combine to their maximum. It is just like when 
you push a car. First you inhale deeply to absorb abundant oxygen for the biochem
ical reaction, then you exhale while pushing. After you exhale to the maximum, you 
hold the breath so the Qi can manifest in its most extreme and e伍cient wa予 Embry

onic Breathing is just reversing the process. First, you exhale and rel缸 your body and 
mind, then you inhale deepl严 softly， and slenderly. When the inhalation has reached 
its maximum, then you hold your breathing while keeping your mind at the Real 
Lower Dan Tians. When this happens, the Shen will be condensed and the Qi will 
be gathered at the Real Lower Dan Tian. 

Another group of documents argue that "hold the breathing" does not mean the 
process which actually "stops the breathing." They explain that since the breathing 
is so slender, gentle, and soft, the breathing is as if it exists without existing. If you 
really hold your breathing, your mental and physical bodies will be tensed. When 
this happens, the mind can be disturbed and the spirit and the Qi cannot be con
tained at the Real Lower Dan Tian efficiently. 

However, from my personal understanding, both sides have their good reasons 
and theories. The best way of breathing is inhaling slowl严 slenderly二 so丘ly， and qui
etly as if the breathing does not exist. However, when you reach the fìnal stage of 
inhalation, then you hold the breath. Begin with a few seconds only. Only a丘eryou
have practiced for a long time and feel comfortable and natural holding it, can you 
then increase the length of time. 

Unifìcation ofShen and Qi (Shen Qi Xiang He，神轧相合} There are two mean
ings to "Unifìcation of Shen and Qi" (Shen Qi Xiang He，神氯相合} One is that the 
mind stays at the Real Lower Dan Tian so you are able to return yourself to the ori
gin of life, as explained in the previous sub-section. That means the location where 
unifìcation takes place is at the Real Lower Dan Tian. This is the way of longevity. 
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The other meaning is to conceive a Spiritual Embryo (Shen 1泪，神胎) at the Huang 

Ting (黄庭} Then this Spiritual Embryo is led upward to 眩-open "The Third Eye." 

Naturally:二 the second is the fìrst step towards reaching enlightenment. 
In order to conceive a Spiritual Embryo, you must fìrst learn how to lead the 

"Fire Qi" (Huo Qi，火氛) or "Post-Heaven Qi" (Hou Tian Qi，後天轧) from the 

Middle Dan Tian downward, and the "Water Qi" (Shui Qi，水氛) or "Pre-Heaven 

Qi" (Xian Tian Qi，先天氛) upward, to meet each other at the Huang Ting cavity. 

This is the process ofKan-Li (坎雄) (water-fìre} This process, also called "the inter

course of dragon and tiger" (Long Hu Jiao Gou，麓虎交婿)， will produce the "币Tater

Mother" (Shui Mu，水母)， which provides life for the Shen to reside and grow. 

Therefore, you must also bring your Shen down to the Huang Ting. This Shen 

is considered the Son. Again this process is called "Mutual Dependence of Mother 

and Son" (Mu Zi Xiang Yi，母子相依} When this happens, the Spiritual Embryo can 

be conceived. When this Spiritual Embryo has matured, then it is led upward to the 

Upper Dan Tian for its birth (re-opening The Third Eye} This is a nec臼sary step for 

spiritual enlightenment. 

To summarize this section, the important key theories and practicing methods 

are: 
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1. To calm down the mind and physical body. The fìrst step of Embryonic 

Breathing is to keep the mind in a state of extreme calmness. In order to 

reach this goal, you withdraw from all of the surrounding emotional attrac

tions, disturbances, and desires. When this happens, you are able to con

dense your spirit at the Mud Pill Palace at the center of the Upper Dan 

Tian. Then the actions and excitement of the brain will gradually ceωe and 

the mind can be calmed. Then your physical body can be peaceful and 

relaxed, and you have found the way of Embracing Singularity (Bao Yi, 
抱一〉

To further calm the mind and physical body, you should bring your mind 

down to the Real Lower Dan Tian, to lead the body's Qi down to the lower 

section of the body. The brain cells will not be excited, and the mind can 

reach a calmer and more peaceful state. Dao De }ing ( 道德短)， Chapter 16, 

said: "Reach the extreme emptiness, and keep the profound calmness."l 

This implies the extreme calmness of the mind and the body.二 This is the 

fìrst step in leading the Qi to the Real Lower Dan Tian and storing it there. 

2 To condition the Real Lower Dan Tian (bio-battery) and improve 出e

capacity for Qi storage. In order to increase the storage capacity of Qi to a 

level higher than that of normal people, the Real Lower Dan Tian must be 

conditioned. How to condition the Real Lower Dan Tian will be explained 

briefly in the last section of this chapter. Even though this method is not 
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explained in ancient Embrγonic Breathing documents, the method of con
ditioning the Real Lower Dan Tian has speci且cally been discussed in Mus
clelTendon Changing and MarrowlBrain W如hing Classic. For a more thor
ough discussion, please refer to the book: Qjgong-The Secret ofYouth, pub
lished by YMAA. 

3. To build up or store 由e Qi in the Real Lower Dan Tian to an abundant 
level. This is the process of charging the bio-battery. When Qi in the Real 
Lower Dan Tian is charged to an abundant level, the practic臼 of Mus
cle/Tendon Changing and Marrow/Brain Washing are possible. The key to 
storing the Qi to an abundant level is practicing the correct ways ofbreath
mg. 

4. To stimulate hormone (Original Essence) production in the Adrenals and 
Testides (or Ovaries). Hormones act as catalysts in the body's biochemical 
reaction. When the hormone level is properly regulated, the body's bio
chemical reaction will be smooth and healthy. Naturally, the Qi produc
tion will be smooth and abundant. It is well known today that maintain
ing healthy hormone levels is the key to longevity. 

5. To stren事hen the physical body and health (Musde/Tendon Changing). 
When the Qi is abundantly stored in the Real Lower Dan Tian, the Qi in 
the Eight Vessels (Ba Mai，八月底) will be highly charged as well. Then the 
Qi circulation in the Twelve Primary Qi Channels (Shi Er Ji吨，十二挫)
can be regulated e伍cientl严 This is the crucial key to maintaining and con
ditioning our physical bodies. 

6. For longevity and enlightenment (Marrow/Brain W:础ing). When abun
dant Qi is led inward to the bone marrow, the production ofblood cells from 
出e marrow will be smooth and health)ιPlen可 of healthy blood cells in the 
body is the key to slowing down the aging proce回. This is because blood cells 
are the main carriers of 0勾rgen and nutrition for 出e body's metabolism. In 
addition, when the abundant Qi is led upward through the spinal cord 
(Chong Mai，街服) to nourish the brain, the Spirit ofVitality can be raised 
and The Third Eye (Tian Yan，夭眼) can be re-opened. This is the goal of 
Buddhahood or enlightenment in Buddhist and Daoist socie可·
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ζHAPTER 5 

Practice of Embryonic 
Breathing 胎息之树

5.1 INTRODUCTION 介绍

From the previous chapters, we have recognized the importance of Embryonic 
Breathing in Nei Dan (内丹) (Internal Elixir) Qigong practice. It does not matter 
what the goal of your practice is, whether health, longevity, or spiritual enlighten
ment, without Embryonic Breathing, your achievement will be shallow, if not 
impossible. 

In this chapter, 1 would like, based on my past 15 years of practice in Embryon
ic Breathing and continuous reading and pondering of hundreds of ancient docu
ments, to introduce a practical and achievable Embryonic Breathing method for 
interested Qigong practitioners in today's society. You should understand that almost 
all of the available documents existing today were revealed to the public only during 
the last two decades. When you practice, you must use your logical mind and wise 
judgment to make decisions. Often the same practice can generate different effects 
and results for different people. Some of the practices may be appropriate for some 
and not for others. Therefore, you must study the theory behind the practice and 
adjust the methods recommended. 

Before we enter the practice, 1 must emphasize one more thing. That is the entire 
Embrγonic Breathing practice occurs through selιinner-obser飞哑ion (Nei Shi，内祝〉
That means "selιinner-feeling." This feeling is the way that your mind communi
cates with your physical body, Qi and Shen. This feeling can be shallow or profound, 
depending on how much you are able to calm down your mind and feel it. The level 
of feeling is unlimited, and normally follows the depth of your mind and awareness. 
Naturally, wrong feeling or mental perception can also lead you into fascination , illu
sion, and imagination (Ru Mo，入魔} These false and unrealistic feelings can lead 
you to a state of emotional disturbance, and further away 丘om the correct practice 
of Qi cultivation (Zou Huo，走火〉

Therefore, when you practice, it is very important that you should not have an 
ego or even set up a plan for your progress. This will only generate a serious distur
bance in your mind. It can also cause Qi stagnation. If you are not sure of the cor-
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rect method, it is better to learn from an experienced teacher. Often, a couple of sen

tences of guidance will lead you to the correct path. However, honestly speaking, 
there are very few such experienced practitioners existing today. 

When you read this chapter, be logical, patient, and understanding. Always go 

back to the ancient documents , study and ponder them. Often, you will find a nice 

new valuable due that can unravel your confusion. 
In the next section, 1 will summarize the important preparations, both physical 

and psychological. The actual practice will be discussed in Section 3. 

5.2 PREPARATION FOR EMBRYONIC BREATHING 胎息悚营之率储

The preparation for Embryonic Br，四thing can be divided into two parts, the phys

ical and psychological. Usually, we can see that it is easy to understand the 出e。可 of

the practice. However it is not easy to car可 out the practical side. Understanding c姐

be quick, but the practice will take a great deal of patience and selιconquering. If you 

expect to see rapid results, it is more likely 出at you will quit a丘er just a few weeks or 

months. Therefore, the psychological preparation is more important than the physical. 
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Physical Preparation 

1. Sitting Upright. When you practice Embryonic Breathing, the best phys

ical position is sitting upright (Figure 5-1} When you sit upright, it is e缸'
ier 岛r you to find your central energy line. Your mind will also be able to 

recognize the top and the bottom so that the locations of Upper Dan Tian 

and Real Lower Dan Tian can be registered by the mind easily. Natur过ly，

there is no danger when you practice Embryonic Breathing as long as you 

are not holding your breath. When you practice holding the breath, your 

conscious mind must be there to direct the practice, and be aware of what 

is happening; otherwise your physical body can tense up very easily. 
If you find that you cannot sit upright easily and the lower back has tight

ens, then it may be a good idea if you can find a support for your lower 
back (Figure 5-2} 0丘en an easy arm-rest couch can provide you with a 

very relaxed position for your practice (Figure 5-孙

2 Crossing Legs. To prevent the Qi flowing downward to the legs, the best 

position for your legs is bending the hip joints with crossed legs. Howev

er, if you are a beginner, this can cause numbness of your legs and thus dis

turb your calm and concentrated mind for practice. Therefore, if you sit 

on a cushion, be sure it is of the proper height, depending on your per

sonal needs. Try sitting on it for ten minutes, and see whether you are still 

comfortable with it. You should be able to sit for thir可 minutes without 

experiencing any discomfort. 
In addition, numbness of the legs can be caused by the floor you are sit

ting on. If the floor is hard, such as wood or concrete, then the pressure 



Figure 5-1. Sitting Meditation Posture 

on your lower legs will be increased 
causing numbness of the lower legs. 
Instead, sit on a piece of so丘 mater

ial (Figure 5-4 ~ However, you 
should not use artificial material 
such as polyester, which tends to 
accumulate a lot of static charge in 
winter time. Natural materials such 
as cotton or silk are always the best, 
because our bodies have already 
grown used to them since the 
beginning of human history. 
Furthermore, you should keep your 
legs a short distance apart in the 
shin area. In this case, the down
ward pressure 丘om the upper leg on 
the lower one can be avoided. This 
will make your sitting much more 
comfortable. 
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Figure 5-2. Sitting Meditation on a 
Fishing Chair 

Figure 5-3. Sitting Meditation on a Couch 
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Figure 5-4. Mat on a Meditation Cushion 

3. Lying Down Position. You may practice Embryonic Breathing lying 

down, without danger. When you practice Embryonic Breathing, your 

mind is at the Upper and Real Lower Dan Tian. You are not using your 

mind to lead the Qi to circulate in your body. In this case, you are not dri

ving your Q i. You simply charge your battery with the car in the station

ary position. However, when you practice, you should not lie on your 

side. The reclining position with the face facing upward is the best. If you 

lie on your side, you willlose your feeling of balance. Not only that, lying 

down sideways can cause uneven tension on both sides of the body. 

You should recognize an important point when you practice Embryonic 

Breathing in a lying down position. That is, you willlose the clear feeling 

of the position ofUpper Dan Tian and Real Lower Dan Tian, unless you 

have already become pro且cient in your practice. Not only that, it is easi

er for you to fall asleep if you practice Embrγonic Breathing in this posi

tion. There is no danger, but if you fall asleep, your progress will also be 

shallow, and naturally you willlose the purpose of practice. Nevertheless, 
it will be a good way of falling asleep if that is what you wish to do. Using 

Embryonic Breathing to lead the Qi to the central energy line will make 

your sleeping more effìcient and effective, because right before you fall 

asleep, your mind has already become calm and the Qi h臼 already been 

led to its center. 

4. Practicing Environments. When you practice, you should keep yourself 

in a quiet and comfortable room. Place a sign on the door, unplug your 

telephone, keep the place dark, so your mind will not be disturbed. The 

air circulation with proper room temperature and humidity are also 
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important. Stagnant air and improper temperature can cause discomfoft 
which can distract your mind. 

5. Diet. When your stomach is full or empty, do not practice. A couple of 
cookies or a glass of milk will make your stomach comfortable and coop
erate with your mind. Concerning the diet for Embryonic Breathing, nor
mally too much red meat will make your mind disturbed easily.二 Absorbing
protein from fìsh, chicken, and soy beans is the best. If you practice 
Embryonic Breathing in the wintertime, you may eat more meat than in 
the summertime, when it is better if you eat more fruit and vegetables. 
This is because the Qi in your body is already Yang in summertime. If you 
eat more red meat, your body will become too Yang and the mind will be 
disturbed more easily. In wintertime, you may eat more fìsh and chicken 
so you have more protein for your immune system. 

6. Clothes. The best way of practicing EmbIγonic Breathing is naked. In this 
case, there is no restrictive feeling of your physical body. Naturally, it is 
not easy to be naked when you meditate in the wintertime. In this case, 
you should wear loose clothes. When practicing Embryonic Breathing in 
the wintertime, since the mind is calm at the Dan Tian and the body is 
relaxed, the Guardian Qi (Wei Qi，街氨) will be weaker, and you may 
catch cold easily. 

Psychological Preparation. It is necessa叮 to cultivate a mind that is peaceful and 
calm, able to recognize the fact and the truth of practice. Otherwise your mind will 
be disturbed, confused and scattered, and your accomplishment will be shallow. 
Therefore, before beginning the practice, you must have a clear understanding psy
chologically. Following are the common hindrances to success. 

1. Lack of Confìdence. Usually:二 for a beginner, the biggest drawback is lack of 
confìdence. You are not sure you are able to accomplish your goal. You don't 
trust yourself that you can conquer your lazy mind and keep up the prac
tice till the end. You don't know whether the theory and the practice meth
ods are correct. 
The way of handling these problems is 且rst answering such questions as: 
Why do you want to practice Embryonic Breathing? How much do you 
really want to practice? Do you know the the。可 and practice methods 
clearly? What do you expect to accomplish in the long run? If you don't 
have answers for these questions, then you need to reconsider your motives. 

2 Confused About Training. Often, confusion arises, especially when you 
encounter some experienc臼 which you don't understand or which are not 
explained in the book. In this case, you must know the theory clearly. You 
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should know there are differences in each individual's Qi status, emotion

al mind, and life-style. Therefore, it is not easy to follow the book exacdy. 

You need to adjust the methods and learn to adopt them in your life and 

personality. Confusion can also be caused by lack of confìdence or distur

bances of your emotional mind. 

3. Disturbing Emotional Monkey Mind. Emotional disturbances are one of 

the major hindrances to your practice. That is why there are so many doc

uments discussing how to regulate your mind and spirit. If you cannot 

overcome serious emotional disturbances which always t可 to lead your 

mind away from concentration, then you will achieve nothingness. The 

emotional mind includes the seven passions and six desires (Qi Qing Liu 

Yu，七情六惩} The seven passions are happiness (Xi，喜 1 anger (Nu，怒k

sorrow (Ai，哀1 joy (Le，祭110ve (Ai，爱 1 hate (Hen，恨1 and lust (Yu，惩〉

The desires are generated 丘om the six roots which are the 巧res， ears, nose, 

tongue, body, and mind (Xin，心} In addition, you must train yourself 

until you have a neutral mind that can be separated from the four empti

nesses of ear出， water, fìre, and wind (Si Da Jie Kong，四大皆空) (i.e. the 

material world} 
The fìrst and unavoidable step in practicing Embryonic Breathing is to reg

ulate your emotional mind. Naturally, this is not an easy task, especially in 

laymen socie可~ If your emotional mind cannot be regulated, then your 

Shen cannot be steady and st町 at its residence at peaα. In this case, the Qi 

will also be led away 仕om its residence, the Real Lower Dan Tian, and the 

accomplishments of the practice will be empty. 
When you practice, you should not force yourself. This will trigger 出e

action of your emotional mind. At the beginning, you may get excited. 

However, once the honeymoon period is over, then it becomes more di伍

cult. Only if you can enjoy sitting 也r a long time, can your mind be calm. 

Therefore, psychologicall严 you must prepare yourself to enjoy the sitting. 

You should not set goals, as they include desire and this will trigger your 

emotional mind. Once you set gOals, then you will have expectations and 

ego, and your emotional mind will be disturbed. Simply do it and enjoy it, 

focus on the present, and don't permit the possibility of failure to defeat 

you into giving up your efforts. Continue pondering and correct yourself 

onto the right path of practice. Follow the recommended practice proce

dures and stay with them. According to my personal teaching experience in 

Embrγonic Breathing over more than ten years, 1 am con且dent that these 

procedures work, and will lead you gradually into the profound level of 

pract1ce. 
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5.3. PRACTICE OF EMBRYONIC BREATHING 胎息之妹霄

In this section, we will discuss the method of practicing Embrγonic Breathing. 
First, your mind must be able to locate the Upper Dan Tian and the Real Lower Dan 
Tian. Next, you learn to condense the spirit to a higher level of focus , and to pro
duce more abundant Q i. Then, we discuss how to lead the spirit and the Qi to their 
residences and keep them there. Finally, you unite the spirit and the Qi at the Real 
Lower Dan Tian and store the Qi there to an abundant level. 

We will briefly discuss the method of the Qi￥Kan-Li， and how to unite it with 
the Shen at the Huang Ting (黄庭) so the Spiritual Embryo can be conceived. The 
method of leading the Qi upward to nourish the brain and Shen will be discussed in 
the future book: Grand Circulation and Enlightenment Meditation. 

Timing of Practice. The best times for practicing, according to the documents, 
are dawn, noon, dusk, and midnight. However, this is not easy in today's life-s可le. 1 
recommend the times of dawn and also right before you go to sleep. If your time 
schedule allows it and you normally take a nap, then you should use this time to 
practice Embryonic Breathing. The reason for this is that the Qi status in your body 
is the most Yang during the early a丘ernoon. If you practice Embryonic Breathing, 
you will be able to lead the surplus Qi inward for storage. 

When your mind and body have reached a ve叮 calm， peaceful and relaxed state, 
you may simply allow yourself to f过1 asleep. Remember that practicing Embryonic 
Breathing is not the same as other Nei Dan meditation practices in which you are 
using your mind to lead the Q i. In Nei Dan practice, you should not fall asleep since 
it will cause the Qi to enter the wrong path. However, when you practice Emb可
onic Breathing, you are not using your mind to lead the Qi, so falling sleep will not 
cause you any problem. 

However, you should not be restricted to the timings suggested. According to 
some documents, once you have mastered the keys to Embryonic Breathing, you can 
practice an严ime and anywhere. 

Orientation of Practice. When you practice Embryonic Breathing, you should 
take advantage of the natural Qi, the most signi且cant of which is the Qi of the sun, 
moon and earth. (i.e. the earth's magnetic field} Therefore, if possible, choose your 
meditation orientation accordingly (Table 4-n If you wish to know more about this 
subject, please refer to the book: The Root 0/ Chinese Qigong, published by YMAA. 
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Timing Purpose Orientation Natural Qi Source 
Dawn Nourishing Face East Sun 

Retreating铃 Face West Sun 
Noon ToCalm Down Any Direction 
Dusk Prevent Retreating Face East Sun 

Retreating Face West Sun 
Nightt Nourishing Face South Earth's Magnetic Field 

Retreating Face North Earth's Magnetic Field 

祷Retreating means to remove some Qi away from your body so the body can be regulated into being 

moreYin. 
• If you wish to absorb the Qi from the moon, you should meditate two to three days before full moon 

by facing the moon. After full moon, this is not recommended, since the moon can then drain your 

Qi away. 

Table 4-1. Meditation Orientations and Timings 

Recognizing the Yin Center of the Upper Dan Tian and the Yang Center of the 

Real Lower Dan Tian(Shang Xia Dan Yin He Yu Xian Dan Tian Yang He Zhi Ren 

Shi，上丹田除核心舆下丹田踌核心之想端) (Xue \1Ç电i Ren Tong，穴位提同). The fìrst 

step of Embryonic Breathing is to recognize the Yin center of the Upper Dan Tian 

(Yin Shen，除神) and the Yang center of the Real Lower Dan Tian (Yang Quan, 

陈泉~ As explained before, the upper Yin center is able to stabilize and control the 

status ofYang Shen's manifestation (Yang Shen，畴神) while the lower Yang center is 

the origin of the Yin water's production (Yin Shui，除水) (Please refer to Figure 2-

20~ The recognition of these two centers must be accomplished through the self

inner扣ling， which is the only way to lead your Shen and Qi to these centers and 

keep them there. 
The exact location of the Yin center in the Upper Dan Tian (Shang Dan Tian, 

上丹田) is at the central bottom of the Spiritual Valley (Shen Gu，神谷) (Please refer 

to Figure 3-2) where the pineal gland and pituitary gland are located. This is the cen

ter of the Mud Pill Palace (Ni Wan Gong，泥丸宫) and is the center of the spiritual 

residence (Shen Shi，神室) (Upper Dan Tian~ It is located at the central point of the 

line connecting the top part of the two ears and also the central point of the line con

necting with the Yintang (M-HN-3) (印堂) and Qiangjian (Gv-18) (强罔~ To rec

ognize this point through feeling, you must fìrst rid yourself of all emotional distur

bances and also the external attractions of your mind. In this case, your mind will be 

clear and easily search for the location. If you search for it sincerely, it will take only 

a few days for you to recognize the point. 

The exact location of the Yang center in the Real Lower Dan Tian (Zhen Xia 

Dan Tian，真下丹田) is where the center of the large and small intestines is located, 

namely a couple of inches above the physical center of gravi早 In fact, the entire 
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digestive system constitutes the "Real Lower Dan Tian." If you are able to find the 
center of this system, then you are able to keep the Qi there and store it to an abun
dant level. The Yang center is located behind the Yi时iao (Co-7) (除交) and in front 
of the cavity Shiqizhuixia (M-B\Xiι25) (十七椎下) (Below the 17th Vertebrae} In 
fact, it is at the center of these two cavities. Again, if you search for this point when 
you meditate, you will be able to find it in just a few days or weeks. 

Condensing 由e Shen and Condensing 由eQi to 由eir Centers (Regulating the 
Mind and Spi血， Regulating 由e Qi) (Tiao Xin，辑心) (Tiao Shen，铜神) (Tiao Qi, 
铜氯 ).A丘er you have located the exact site of the Yin center in the Upper Dan Tian, 
then you willlearn how to raise up the spirit and keep it there. Then calm down your 
emotional mind (Xin ，心) and cease outside distractions, and material attractions of 
desire, ambition, etc. This will enable you to concentrate your mind in raising up 
your spirit, and to condense it at the Yin spiritual center. If you have difficulties in 
reaching this goal, simply pay attention to your respiration. Paying attention to the 
inhalation, keep it soft, slender, and long. When you exhale, simply be natural and 
allow the carbon dioxide to be released by itself. In this case, your mind will be sta
bilized and then calm. Once you have achieved this, then use your mind to focus 
your spirit at the Yin spiritual center. When this happens, the Yang spirit (踌神)
(manifestation of Qi by the spirit) can be controlled. Remember, on one hand you 
aim to raise up your spirit to a high level, but on the other, you want to govern it so 
it can come under the control of the Yin spirit. 

To condense the Shen at this Yin spiritual center, simply imagine your head as a 
ball, with the Mud Pill Palace (Ni Wan Gong，泥丸宫) as the center of this ball. 
Inhale deepl严 using Reversed Abdominal Breathing (Ni Hu Xi，逆呼吸) while hold
ing up the Huiyin (Co-1) or anus gentl予 The breathing must be soft and slender. 
While you are doing so, you imagine that the ball is shrinking and condensing 
inward to the Mud Pill Palace. When you exhale, simply relax and allow the 
abdomen and Huiyin area to return to their normal state. That means you should 
pay more attention to the inhalation. In this case, the Yi (Wisdom Mind) of inhala
tion is strong which can therefore lead the Shen and Qi inward to condense at their 
centers. 

Conditioning the Bio-battery (Real Lower Dan Tian) (Zhen Xia Dan Tian Zhi 
Gai Liang，真下丹田之改良} In order to store a large quantity of Qi in the Real 
Lower Dan Tian, the first step is to condition it, so as to improve capability, storage 
potential (efficiency), and capacity. If you have a bio-battery which is only the same 
as other normal people, then how can you expect your Qi storage to be higher than 
others? 

From the ancient classic, MusclelTendon Changing and MarrowlBrain l屁rhing

Qigong (ηρn Jing; Xi Sui Jing， 易筋短·沈髓短)， it is recognized that the most effi
cient way of conditioning this bio-battery (False and Real Lower Dan Tians) is 
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through massage and stimulation. Massage gets rid of the fat hidden within so the 

circulation can be smoother, and stimulation will condition the sensitivi可 of the 

ne凹es in the area so they are able to handle a larger quanti可 ofQi stored there. The 

entire conditioning process is long and needs a great deal of training and patience. 

You must understand the the。可 behind the conditioning clearly. It is impossible to 

explain the entire conditioning process here. If you wish to know more about this 

training, please refer to my book: 您ong-The Secret ofl切的， published by YMAA. 

Increase the Quantity of Qi (Qi Liang Zhi Jia Qia吨，氧量之加强} There are 

various ways of producing the extra Qi at the Lower Dan Tian. For example, you 

may use herbs to increase the quantity of Qi in the body. You may also use massage 

methods to convert the fat at the Lower Dan Tian area into Q i. You may also use the 

abdomen's up-and-down movements with the coordination of breathing. 
When using herbs, you must fìnd the herbal stores that have a11 the ingredients 

required. However, it is not easy to fìnd these herbs other than in Asia such as Tai

wan, Hong Kong, and China. Even then, some special ingredients may not be avail

able due to their seldom being used. The cost of the herbs can be very high. 

If you use massage methods, you will need a massage partner. In addition, both 

of you must know the correct massage techniques, and also how to regulate the 

power used at each step to do the job. If you use breathing techniques, you must also 

know the how and why二 so your practice can be effective, without causing problems. 

If you wish to know more about using the herbal prescriptions and massage methods 

to increase the quanti可 of Qi, again please refer to my book: Qjgong- The Secret of 
E切th.

Here, 1 would like to introduce the known methods of breathing that are able 

to increase the quanti可 of Qi in your body. There are two methods which have 

commonly been used by Buddhist and Daoist monks in the past. As long you prac

tice patiently and know the theory, with these two methods you will be able to con

vert the fat stored at the abdominal area into the extra Qi in your body. The theo

ry of these two breathing methods has been introduced in previous chapters. They 

are: Normal Abdominal Breathing (Zheng Fu Hu Xi，正腹呼吸) (Buddhist Breath

ing) or Reversed Abdominal Breathing (Fan, Ni Fu Hu Xi，反·逆腹呼吸) (Daoist 

Breathing} 
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A. Normal Abdominal Breathing (Buddhist Breathing) (Zheng Fu Hu Xi, 

正腹呼吸) (Fo Jia Hu Xi，佛家呼吸} In Normal Abdominal Breathing, 

when you inhale, the abdomen is gently pushed out, and when you 

exhale, the abdomen is withdrawn (Figures 5号 and 予ωIn order to fì11 
up the Qi to an abundant level in the lower abdominal area (Elixir Fur

nace or Elixir Field1 when you inhale you should also gently push out 

your Huiyin (Co-l) cavity (or anus1 and when you exhale you hold it up 
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Figure 5-5. Normal Abdominal Breathing Figure 5-6. Normal Abdominal Breathing 
(l nhalation) (Exhalation) 

gendy. Remember, you should not tense this area either during inhalation 
or exhalation, unless you are doing some special training such as Hard 
Qigong. When you do so, you are converting the food essence (fat) into 
Qi through the abdominal movements. Not only that, through the move
ments of the abdomen and the Huiyin cavity, the Original Essence (Yuan 
Jing，元，精) (Hormone) in the pancreas (islets of Langerhans) and gonads 
(sex glands) will also be produced. 
Mter you have practiced for a few weeks, you will start to experience some 
warm feeling and even some trembling at the abdominal area. This signals 
the increase of the Qi in this area. 
As a beginner, you should practice Normal Abdominal Breathing for at 
least six months until your mind is able to control the muscles around the 
abdominal area effìciendy. Remember this kind ofbreathing is more relax
ing and natural, and so will not cause any troublesome tension at the 
stomach area. 

B. Reverse Abdominal Breathing (Daoist Breathing) (Fan Fu Hu Xi, 
反腹呼吸) (Ni Fu Hu Xi，适腹呼吸) (Dao Jia Hu Xi，道家呼吸}A丘eryou
have practiced Normal Abdominal Breathing for at least six months, then 
you may proceed to Reverse Abdominal Breathing. In Reverse Abdominal 
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Figure 5-7. Reverse Abdominal Breathing Figure 5-8. Reverse Abdominal Breathing 
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(l nhalation) (Exhalation) 

Breathing, when you inhale, the abdomen is gently pulled inward, and 

when you exhale, the abdomen is gently pushed outward (Figures 5-7 and 

子8) Again, the coordination of the Huiyin (Co-l) cavi可 (or anus) is very 

important. The Huiyin cavity is a m司or gate that regulates the four Yin 

vessels, and therefore controls the Qi status of the body. Again, you should 

not tense this area during either inhalation or exhalation unless you are 

doing some special training such as Hard Qigong. Traditionally, a master 

would not reveal this secret of Huiyin control to any student until he was 

completely trusted by the master. 
Often, a Qigong or martial arts beginner encounters the problem of tight

ness in the abdominal area. The reason for this is that in Reverse Abdom

inal Breathing, when you inhale the diaphragm is pulling downward while 

the abdominal area is withdrawing. This can generate tension in the stom

ach area. To reduce this problem, you must already have mastered the skill 

of Normal Abdominal Breathing and be able to control the abdominal 

musdes efficiendy. In addition, you may start on a small scale with 

Reverse Abdominal Breathing, and only once you can control the abdom

inal musdes efficiendy, can you then increase to a larger scale of abdomi

nal movement. Naturally, this will take time. 
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Embryonic Breathing (Cavity 
Breathing) 仰uji Breathing) (Tai Xi, 
胎息) (Xue ~电i Xi，穴位息) (Wuji Xi, 
忽植息} The above two breathing tech
niques enable you to produce more Qi 
in your body. However, if you do not 
know how to store the extra Qi in the 
Real Lower Dan Tian (bio-battery~ this 
extra Qi will be led to the physical 
body and manifested (consumed} To 
store the Qi to an abundant level, you 
need themethod ofEmbryonic Breath
mg. 

In order to store the Qi in the 
human bio-battery, you must fÌrst rec
o2:nize the center of the Real Lower Yinjiao (Co-7) 
dinTia川m吩肚ling correctly and (Sh叫 Men)
learning to keep your mind there. 
When your mind is in the Real Lower 

panTim, theqwill notbclcdaway FigureMSh叫 Men (the Door of Li也)
仕om its residence. To conse凹e Qi, by - and Bi Hu (the Closed Door) 
keeping the mind at the Real Lower 
Dan Tian (Yi Shou Dan Tian，意守丹田) is the crucial key of success. 

The way to keep the mind at the Real Lower Dan Tian so the Qi can be led there 
is through the movement of the front abdominal area and also the lower back area 
at the same time. The front abdominal area (Navel or Yinjiao cavity) is called "Sheng 
Men" (生问) and means "the door of life," while the rear lower back area is called "Bi 
Hu" (罔户) and means "the closed door," which implies the Mingmen (Gv-4) (命问)
cavi可 between L2 and L3 (Figure 5列 Through this balanced front and back move
ment, you are able to locate the center (Yang water) easily. Naturally, your mind will 
be at these two front and back places at the beginning. However, after you have prac
ticed for a period of time and have reached the stage of "regulating without regulat
ing," the mind will be at the center easily. 

That means when you practice Embryonic Breathing, the first step is to fÌnd the 
above two doors and move them up and down at the same time. Naturally, extra Qi 
will be produced at both the front and the rear. While you are doing so, you must 
also coordinate with the up-down movements of the Huiyin (Co- l) (舍除) or anus. 
Soon you will feel the Qi in the entire Girdle Vessel expanding and withdrawing at 
the same time (Figure 予10}

The most amazing part of the practice is th瓜， through these movements, the pro-

/ ~ 
Mingmen (Gv-4) 

(Bi Hu) 

\ 

、
、
、…二

~...__.-← 
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duction of insulin hormone from the 
Islets of Langerhans in the pancreas, 
DHEA (dehydroepiandrosterone) in 
the adrenal glands, and testosterone 
(male) and estrogen and progesterone 
(female) in the sex glands can be regu
lated and possibly increased. This is due 
to the stimulation of the glands through 
the exercises. 

In addition, when you practice 
Embryonic Breathing, other than plac
ing your mind at the Yang center of the 
Real Lower Dan Tian, you must also 
place your mind at the Yin center of the 
Upper Dan Tian. You should remember 
that the Upper Dan Tian and the Real 
Lower Dan Tian are the Two Polarities 
of the central energy line. They corre
spond and synchronize with each other 
simultaneously. Though they are two 
places, they are the two faces of the 
same thing and cannot be separated. 

Figure 5-10. Embryonic Breathing 

Remember, the Shen and the Qi are just like son and mother which cannot and 

should not be separated when you practice Embryonic Breathing. 
When this happens, due to the mind concentrating at the Yin center of the 

Upper Dan Tian, the production of melatonin (pineal gland) and growth hormone 

(pituitary gland) will also be regulated and increased. With these hormones，过1 of 
the biochemical reactions will become smooth and the metabolism of the body can 
be regulated and improved. 

The fìnal stage of Embryonic Breathing is to bring the Shen downward to the 

Real Lower Dan Tian, so the Shen and Qi can be united at the Real Lower Dan Tian. 
When this happens, the Qi can stay at its residence, and be stored to a very high 

level. This is call叫 "mutual harmonization or unifìcation of Shen and Qi" (Shen Qi 

Xiang He，神轧相合} In this case, the two polarities have uni且ed and become a sin
gularity. That means the Wuji state, the beginning of life. That is why 1 call this stage 
of Embryonic Breathing "Wuji Breathing" (Wuji Xi, $.在植息} Naturally, the way of 

leading the Shen down to the Real Lower Dan Tian is through the concentrated 
mind with the coordination of breathing. 

Two Ways of Leading 由e Qi and Shen to the Real Lower Dan Tian. There are 

two possible ways of breathing that allow you to lead the Qi and Shen to the Real 
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Lower Dan Tian for effective unifìca
tion. When the Qi is raised Up to the 
brain, the Shen will be excited and the 
mind become scattered and excited. 
Consequently, the blood pr臼sure and 
the heartbeat will rise. This is because 
when the Shen is raised up, the mani
festation of the Qi will be enhanced. 
However, if the Qi is led downward to 
the Real Lower Dan Tian, then the Qi 
will stay at its residence and be con
served. When this happens, the mind 
can be calmed and relaxed. This will 
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Inhalation 

result in the cooling down of the physi- \ ~卡，( Exhalation 
cal body and lowering of the blood prl臼

su陀. When the Qi is led down, then the 
Shen can also be led down by the calm 
mind. 

Buddhist \呢y: lnhale deeply while 

using the mind to lead the q down-FUure5·11.The Buddhistway of Leading 
ward through the Thrusting Vessel the Qi Down to the Real Low'er Dan Tian 
(central ener即T line) to the Real Lower 
Dan Tian, and then exhale while keeping the mind there. Naturally, when you 
inhale, the abdomen is expanding while the Huiyin cavi可 (or anuù is pushing 
downward gentl)ι When you exhale, simply relax the abdominal area and Huiyin (or 
anus) and allow them to return to the normallevel naturally (Figure 予11} When 
this happens, the Qi can be led down signi且cantly and stay at its residence. The more 
you practice, the faster you are able to make it happen. This kind of breathing tech
nique can be used to lower the blood pressure, ease the excited mind (mental body1 
and also slow down the heart beat. This Buddhist way ofbreathing can be very effec
tive to relax you both mentally and physically. 

Dao元t 阪y: First, you inhale to condense the Qi inward to the center. Natural
ly, while you are doing so , you must also withdraw your abdominal area and hold up 
your Huiyin cavity. ln this case, you are shrinking the Guardian Qi (W记i Qi，街氛)
and enhancing the Marrow Qi (Sui Qi，髓氯} Once the Qi is led to the central ener
gy line (Thrusting Vessel or spinal cord1 then exhale deeply while leading the Qi 
downward through the central energy line (Figure 5-12} While e过1址ing， push your 
abdomen and Huiyin out gentl严 ln this wa严 Qi can also be stored at the Real Lower 
Dan Tian. This Daoist way can be used to effectively cool down the excitement of 
the physical bod严
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Exhalation 

Figure 5-12. The Daoist Way of Leading the 
Qi Down to the Real Lower Dan Tian 

Two Suggested Approaches: 

Exhalation 

Exhalation 

Figure 5-13. Girdle Vessel Breathing 

1. Buddhist way first and then Daoist: This helps you to calm down the 

mind and Shen 且rst and then use the calmed mind to lead the Qi inward. 

2. Daoist way first and then Buddhist: This helps you to lead the Qi inward 

且rst to calm down the physical body and then calm down the mind. 

Either one of the above has its advantages and disadvantages. It also depends 

on each individual's preferences. 

Once you can lead the Qi down and inward to store it at the Real Lower Dan 

Tian, you must also be able to maintain your mind there. In this case, you are doing 

the Embryonic Breathing. However, this Embryonic Breathing can be divided again 

into two practices. One is classified as Yang and is called 飞irdle Vessel Breathing" 

(Dai Mai Xi，带服息) and the other one is classified as Yin and is called "Marrow 

Breathing" (Sui Xi，髓息} Since the Qi is led laterally, when you practice these two 

breathing techniques, it is most effective if you use the Reverse Abdominal Breath

ing technique (Daoist breathing) instead of the Normal Abdominal Breathing Tech

nique (Buddhist breathing} 
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Girdle 飞ressel Breathing (Dai Mai 
Xi，带服息) In this form of breathing, 
you must concentrate your mind 
strongly on the exhalation. That 
means when you exhale, the breathing 
is long, slender, and firmly leading the 
Qi outwards around the Girdle Vessel. 
Naturally, you are also gently pushing 
your abdomen out and Huiyin (or 
anus) downward at the same time 
(Figure 5-13) The mind should con
tinue to lead the Qi out to a few feet 
or even a few yards horizontally. When 
this happens, the body is turning more 
Yang and the entire body's Guardian 
Qi is also expanding. If you wish to 
enhance the expansion of Qi, once 
you have reached your maximum in 
your exhalation, simply hold your 
breathing for a few seconds and allow 
the Qi to reach the place which the 
mind wishes for. If you wish to 
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Inhalation 

Inhalation 

Figure 5-14. Marrow Breathing 

strengthen this expansive Qi even more, while you are exhaling, make the sound 
"Hà', and when your exhalation has reached to its maximum, then hold your breath
ing for a few seconds. 

When you inhale, simply relax and allow the abdomen and Huiyin areas to 
return to their normal state. 

The Qi manifestation in the Girdle Vessel is classifiedωYang， since it can make 
your body and mind Yang. The Qi manifestation in the Thrusting Vessel is classified 
as Yin since it is able to calm down your physical body and mind. Therefore, if you 
use Girdle Vessel Breathing, you can change the manifestation of your body's Qi 
from Yin to Yang. That means you can use this technique to strengthen your 
Guardian Qi and rid yourself of the feeling of cold or chill. This kind of practice is 
suitable for the winter time or when you are depressed mentally. Naturally, you are 
consuming your Qi as well. 

Marrow Breathing (Sui Xi，髓息) In this breathing, you must concentrate your 
mind strongly on the inhalation. That means when you inhale, the breathing is long, 
slender, and 且rmly leading the Qi inward around the Girdle Vessel. Naturally, you 
are also drawing your abdomen in and Huiyin (or anus) upward at the same time 
(Figure 予14) The mind should continue to lead the Qi in until it has reached the 
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Yin center of the Real Lower Dan Tian. Naturally, when this happens, the body is 

turning more Yin and the entire body's Guardian Qi is shrinking. If you wish to lead 

the Qi in more effectively and keep it at the Real Lower Dan Tian for storage, once 

you have reached your maximum in your inhalation, simply hold your breathing for 

a few seconds and allow the Qi to reach to the Yang center within the Yin. When 

you exhale, simply relax and allow the abdomen and Huiyin areas to return to their 

normal state. 
When you do this, you are storing the Qi at the Real Lower Dan Tian and also 

leading the Qi to the bone marrow for washing. Naturally, this will also make your 

body's Guardian Qi shrink, thus weakening your immune system against the cold. 

Therefore, you should not practice this in winter time. Instead, you may start it in 

spring and enhance the practice in the summer. When the fall comes, you must 

change the breathing into Girdle Vessel Breathing so you are able to strengthen your 

Guardian Qi for the immune system. 
Conceiving of Spiritual Embryo (i品 Initiation of Enlightenment) (Shen Tai 

Zhi Yun Yu，神胎之孕育~ If you wish to conceive a Spiritual Embryo (Shen Tai, 

神胎) and lead it up to the Upper Dan Tian for its birth (i.e. enlightenment1 then 

you must know the method, which 1 will describe here briefly. If you are inter

ested in pursuing this goal, please read the future book: 年Zrt阳al Enlightenment 
Meditation. 

The fìrst step to conceiving the Spirit叫 Embryo is to lead the Fire Qi (Huo Qi, 

火筑) (Post-Heaven Qi) downward from the Middle Dan Tian (Zhong Dan Tian, 
中丹田) and the Water Qi (Shui Qi，水氛) (Pre-Heaven Qi) upward from the Real 

Lower Dan Tian, and have them meet at the Huang Ting (黄庭1 the inner space 

between the diaphragm and the Real Lower Dan Tian (center of gravity} This 

proc臼s is commonly called "Kan-Li" (坎雄) in Qigong practice. When this hap

pens, the Yin and Yang Qis will interact with each other. In the presence of the Shen, 

life (the Spiritual Embryo) can be conceived. Therefore, you must also lead the Shen 

down to meet the Qi at the Huang Ting. 
Further Spiritual Qigong Developments (Shen Zhi Jin Xiu，神之造修} Asmen

tioned before, according to Daoist society, there are 岛ur stages of spiritual cultiva

tion, namely: 1. Refìne the Essence and Convert it into Qi (Lian Jing Hua Qi, 
妹精化氛); 2. Refìne the Qi and Convert it into Spirit (Lian Qi Hua Shen, 
妹氧化神); 3. Refìne the Spirit and Return It to Nihility (Lian Shen Fan Xu, 
妹神返虚); 4. Crushing the Nihility (Fen Sui Xu Kong，粉碎虚空} Through Embry

onic Breathing, you will be able to achieve the fìrst stage of cultivation. This will pro

vide you with an opportunity to conceive the Spiritual Embryo at the Real Lower 

Dan Tian. Only then can you have a solid foundation for further spiritual cultiva

tions. These include: 
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Breathing's Yin and Yang 呼吸除l劳圈
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1. Small Circulation (Xiao Zhou Tian，小周夭} Once you have learned 

Embrγonic Breathing and are able to store the Qi to an abundant level, 
the next step is learning how to use the accumulated Qi to recondition 
your physical body and make it strong, healthy, and live long. This process 
is called "Small Cyclic Heaven" (Xiao Zhou Tian，小周天) or simply 
"Small Circulation" Qigong meditation. That means you willlearn how to 

lead the Qi to the Conception and Governing Vessels (Ren and Du Mai, 
任·督腺) to increase the Qi's circulation to a more abundant level. These 

two vessels regulate and govern the Qi circulation in the twelve prima可
Qi channels, which can condition the physical body, in the process of 

"Muscle/Tendon Changing" (Yi Jin，易筋) Qigong. Remember, only if you 
have a healthy and long-lived physicallife, can you have enough time for 
your spiritual cultivation. ~电 will discuss the training of "Small Circula

tion" meditation in a separate book which will be available in the near 

future. 

2 Grand Circulation (Da Zhou Ti钮，大周天). "Grand Cyclic Heaven" or 

simply "Grand Circulation" (Da Zhou Tian，大周天) meditation includes: 
self二inner body grand circulation, dual Qi exchange grand circulation with 

a partner, and also Qi exchange grand circulation with nature. Self-inner 

body grand circulation includes how to lead the Qi to circulate in the 
twelve channels or to any part of the body. It also includes how to lead the 
Qi upward through the Thrusting Vessel for "brain washing" (Xi Sui, 

洗髓) for spiritual enlightenment. The last process is the process of "refin
ing the Qi and converting it into spirit" (Lian Qi Hua Shen，妹氧化神}In

order to achieve this goal, you must first lead the Qi upward through the 
Thrusting Vessel. This process is called "refining the Qi to sublimate it" 
(Lian Qi Sheng Hua，妹轧异馨}~恒 will discuss "Grand Circulation" med

itation in a separate book. 

3. Spiritual Enlightenment (Shen Tong，神通} In Buddhist and Daoist soci

eties, the 且nal goal of spiritual cultivation is the "uni且cation of heaven and 
human" (Tian Ren He Yi，天人合一} At this stage there is no differentia
tion between the natural spirit and human spirit. In this case, the human 

spirit will have its eternallife and will not have to re-enter the natural cycle 
of reincarnation (Bu Zai Lun Hui，不再翰迥〉
In order to reach this goal, you must first conceive a holy Spiritual Embryo 

in the Huang Ting (黄庭} When this embryo is matured, then you lead it 

up to the Upper Dan Tian to give birth to this Spiritual Embryo. In order 
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to do so, the "heaven eye" (Tian Yan，夭眼) (The Third Eye) must be re

opened, which allows the spiritual baby to be born. When this happens, 
since your spiritual energy will be re-attached to the natural spirit, you will 

suddenly understand all natural events, resume the capability of telepathy二

and also see the possibilities of the future. This is the process of "spiritual 

enlightenment." In order to reach this goal, you must first "refine the spir

it and return it to the nihility" (Lian Shen Fan Xu，像神返虚} This means 

you must get rid of human thinking, emotional bondage, and desires. You 

must be as truthful as nature. Only then can you expect the re-opening of 

The Third Eye. 
However, in order to have an independent external spirituallife, you must 

train the spiritual baby and make it stronger. This includes the process臼
of "three years of nursing" (San Nian Bu Ru，三年哺乳) and "nine years 

of facing the wall" Oiu Nian Mian Bi，九年面壁} These two processes also 

mean the process of "crushing the nihility" (Fen Sui Xu Kong，粉碎虚空〉

Once the new spiritual life is strong and can be independent, then the 

physical will not mean anything any more. This is the final process of "u时，

自cation of heaven and human." 

5.4 RECOVERY FROM THE MEDITATIVE STATE 静坐後之恢徨

When you meditate, once your conscious mind decides to wake up and return 

to normal activity, you must know how to handle it properl严 If you do not know 

how to recover from your meditative state properly, you may experience headache 

(mental imbalance) or some physical tightness, especially in the spine. Correct recov

ery methods can prevent or remove any Qi stagnation that occurs during meditation. 

Therefore, how to recover from the meditative state remains one of the most impor

tant parts of meditation. 
The methods of recovering from the meditative state are both mental and phys

ical. The trick of recovery is to reverse the normal regulating procedures for medita

tion. This means first regulating your mind, next your breathing, and finally your 

body. Next, the general methods of recovery that have been passed down and gained 

through my personal experience will be introduced. 
Regulate the Mind, Qi, and Brea由ing. The first step of recovery from your 

meditation is to continue keeping your mind calm. Slowly awaken 丘om your semi

sleeping or semi-hypnotic state. It seems that you have just woken up from a deep 

sleep, yet your conscious mind is still in control. 
Second, if you know skin-marrow breathing very well, you may practice a few 

minutes of skin-marrow breathing. Try to exhale longer than you inhale. This will 

lead the Qi to the skin surface and arouse the physical body from the sleeping state. 

Third, move your mind to the Upper Dan Tian (or the third eye) and relocate 
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your spiritual centeιSit there for a couple 
of minutes. When you do this mentally, 
you will have woken yourself up com
pletely and comfortably. 

Remember, when you recover from 
your meditative state mentally, you should 
not resist and speed up. You should take it 
eas严 be natural and comfortable. From 
this, you will obtain a great level of mental 
satisfaction in peace and harmony. 

Regu1ate 出e Bod予After you have 
brought your mind to the real world, you 
should next regulate your body and recov
er it from the semi-sleeping state. In addi
tion , through correct movement, you 
should also learn how to disperse the stag
nant Qi 出at may be caused from a long 
smmg poslt1on or an lmproper slttmg pos
ture. Next, some effective recovering 
movements and stretching will be introduced. 

Figure 5-16. Upward Torso Stretching 

1. Upward Torso Stretching. The first step of the recove可 of your body is 

stretching your torso. Simply interlock your hands and then push upward 

(Figure 5-16} This action is very similar to waking up and li丘ing your 

arms to stretch yourself. From this upward pushing, you are able to untie 

any possible locking of the torso or spine caused by a long time sitting. 

Mter your hands have reached the highest position, stay there, inhale 

deeply and then exhale. Finally, inhale again and lower your arms. Repeat 
twlce more. 
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Fìgure 5-17. Sìdeways Torso Twìstìng Fìgure 5-18. Spìne Wavìng 

2 Sideways Torso Twisting. After you have completed the upward stretch
ing, you should next twist your torso to stretch it sideways. When you do 
this, simply turn your body to your le丘 fìrst and use your right hand to pull 
your left thigh while pushing your le丘 shoulder backward (Figure 5-17} 
Stay in this position, inhale and then exhale. Next, twist to the other side. 

3. Spine Waving. After you have completed the upward and sideways 
stretching of the torso, loosen your vertebrae, section by section, from 出e

sacrum upward to the neck. To do this, place both your hands on the 
knees and use the pulling of the hands to generate the waving spine 
motion (Figure 予18} When you begin to pull, the lower torso is thrust
ing forward, and you should inhale deeply at this time. When the waving 
motion has reached the upper spine, you should exhale. You should move 
the spine comfortably and naturally. This waving spine movement is the 
spine action of a sigh. That means when you are depressed and feel a great 
emotion is stuck in your body, you generally inhale deeply and generate a 
waving motion from the lower back. When the motion reaches the upper 
torso, you exhale and make the "Hen" sound. This is the most natural 
torso movement that allows you to relax the torso and release any possible 
emotional energy. Therefore, it is used for the torso relaxation movement. 
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Figure 5-19. Tap the Head Figure 5-20. Brush the Hair 

4. 1￥p the Head. Next, use the fìngertips to tap your head from the front 

backward and from the center to the sides for a few minutes (Figure 予19}

This tapping action will lead the accumulated Qi inside the head to the 

skin surface. After tapping, then use both your hands to brush your head 

lightly from the front backward (Figure 予20}

5.IfNecessa町; Walk for a Couple of Minutes. Mter you have fìnished the 

above recovery massaging and exercises, if you wish, you may walk or sim

ply lie down to rest for a few minutes. 



ζHAPTER 6 

Conclusion 结输

Before fìnishing this book, 1 would like to summarize a few important points: 

1. The earliest record of Embryonic Breathing is from Dao De Jing (Classic 
on the Virtue 0/ the Dao) (道德短) written by Lao Zi (老子) (604-531 B.C.). 
As a matter of fact, this is the origin of the entire Embryonic Breathing. 
This origin offers the clear concept of the training and the essence of Dao 
in scholar Daoism (Dao Xue，道牵). This concept was studied and prac
ticed and became one of the most important and essential practices ofNei 
Dan Qigong (内丹氯功) (Internal Elixir) practice. 

2. From the number of documents about Embrγonic Breathing existing 
today, we can see how important and essential this practice is to the Inter
nal Elixir Qigong. Most of the documents were hidden in Buddhist and 
Daoist monasteries in the past. It was not until the last few decades that 
almost all of the documents were revealed to the public. 

3. Though the theory behind these documents is not hard to understand, it 
is extremely hard to practice, especially the part concerning cultivation of 
human temperament. That means the cultivation of human nature which 
allows us to fìnd the root and the meaning of human origin. This is espe
cially diffìcult in today's societies. 

4. This book has provided you with a scientifìc viewpoint both in theory and 
practice. Many people believe that it is impossible to learn from a book, 
which is sometimes true, depending upon the individual. In order for you 
to get to the right path of practice, it is extremely important to study and 
understand the theory. When you understand the theo町; it is just like 
having a map, and being able to read it. In this case, you will not need a 
teacher to direct you step by step. The teacher will only show you the 
direction and 0能r you his personal experience. 

5. You must read the documents translated and commented in Chapter 3 
repeatedly. Remember, each document is just a road sign to direct you to 
the right path of training. Nevertheless, you must always place a question 
mark in each one of them. Always qu臼tion whether it makes logical sense. 
How much can you trust this article? You should know that each document 
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or book you read, each statement or a saying of a person, is only that per

son's personal opinion. They are for your reference, not to believe blindly. 

Which, naturally, includes this book. Therefore, you must learn to be wise 

and make a logical judgement. Then ponder and practice it cautiously. In 

no time, you will see the practice clearly. 

A丘er you practice Embryonic Breathing for a period of time, you will discover 

that it seems there is another world (spiritual world) which other regular people can

not reach. This world has not yet been understood by today's science. If you are able 

to get involved in this practice, you will become a pioneer of the study and practice 

of spiritual science. Compared to material science which has been developed today, 
spiritual science stilllags far behind. This is why we have encountered the most seri

ous crises and challenges today. On one hand we have developed the material science 

which is able to destroy the entire world, while on the other, we still don't know how 

to control human desires and temperament. 
Western spiritual science and understanding, in my personal opinion, lags far 

beyond the development of the East. This is simply because of the involvement of 

Western religion in politics. Glory, dignity, and wealth have become the major con

cerns in Western religious society. For this reason, those people who had natural 

inborn spiritual feelings and capabilities were accused of being witches and burned 

to death. 
In China, the situation was very different. Spiritual people would usually hide 

themselves in the mountains for spiritual cultivation. Many of them would write 

down their experiences, and these writings have been passed down to us. Common

i严 when those spiritually talented people were found, Chinese said they had the 

affìnity of the Buddha (Fo Yuan，佛缘) or Dao (Dao Yuan，道、缘} These people were 

usually sent to the monasteries for further training. 
1 sincerely believe that in order to promote human spiritual science further, the 

first priori可 is to translate the existing ancient documents written by experienced 

spiritual practitioners. However, there are very many documents now available to 

society. 1 have realized that even though 1 have spent the last forty years to collect 

them, study them, and interpret them, all my effort has only contributed possibly 

0.1 % to the entire study. To expedite the spiritual study, we will need a huge non

profit organization with funds to translate these documents, which can thus allow 

the general public to study and practice them. 
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Translation and Glossary of 
Chinese Terms 
中文衔言吾之翻荠舆解释

Ai哀 Sorrow.

Ai爱 Love， kindness. 

An Lu 安墟 "To insta11 a furnace," implying the establishment of abundant Qi at the Rea1 
Lower Dan Tian in this book. In order to do so, you must know the method of Embry

onic Breathing. 

An Mo 按摩Litera11y: press rub. Together they mean massage. 

An Tian Le Ming 安天祟命 "Peace with heaven and delight in your destiny." 

Ba Duan Jin 八段锦 Eight Pieces of Brocade. A Wai Dan Qigong (外丹乳功) practice 

which is said to have been created by Marsha1 Yue, Fei (岳戒) during the Southern Song 

Dynasty (1127-1280 A.D.) (南宋〉

Ba Fang 八方 "Eight directions," implying the space or air around us. 

BaMai 八服 Referred to as the Eight Extraordinary Vessels. These eight vessels are consid

ered to be Qi reservoirs, which regulate the Qi status in the primary Qi channels. 

Bai He 白鹤White Crane. A well-known southern Chinese martia1 style which originated 

in the Shaolin Temple (少林夺〉

Bagua (Ba Gua or Ba Kua) 八卦Literally， "Eight Divinations." Also ca11ed the Eight Tri

grams. In Chinese philosophy, the eight basic variations; shown in the 刀 ]ing ( 易短)
(Book 01 Change) as groups of single and broken lines. 

Baguazhang (Ba Kua Zhang)八卦掌 Eight Trigrams Pa1m. One of the interna1 martia1 styles, 

believed to have been created by Dong, Hai-Chu阻(董海川) between 1866 and 1880 A.D. 

Bai Ri Zhu Ji 百日第基 One Hundred Days to Build the Foundation. In Yi Jin Jing 

(易筋挫) and xi Sui Jing (洗髓挫~ the training of the 且rst hundred days is the most 

important because you lay the foundation for further progress. 
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Baihui (Gv-20) 百舍Literally， "hundred meeting." An important acupuncture cavity locat

ed on the top of the head. The Baihui cavity belongs to the Governing 民ssel (Du Mai, 
督服〉

Bao 抱 Can be translated as embrace, hold together, stick together, enfold, harbor, or 

cherish. 

BaoYi 抱一 Embracing (i.e. maintaining) a state of singularity (singleness} It means to keep 

the spirit (or mind) and Qi at the central energy line and later unifY the spirit and Qi 

together at the Real Lower Dan Tian. 

Bao-Xi (2852-2737 B.C.) 包截An ancient ruler of China. 

Bi Hu 罔乒Also called "Mi Hu" (密户) and means "the closed door," implying the Ming

men (Gv-4) (命问) cavity between L2 and L3. 

Bian Que 扁鹊 A well-known physician who wrote the book, Nan ]ing ( 推挫) (C如此 on

Disorders) during the Chinese Qin and Han Dynasties (255 B.c. -220 A.D.，秦·漠〉

BoYang 伯隋 A nickname of Lao Zi (老子} Lao Zi was also called Li Er (李耳) or Lao Dan 

(老瑞〉

Bu Tiao Er Tiao 不拥而言周 "Regulating without regulating." This implies that when regu

lating is no longer necessary, all of the regulating proc口ses will naturally cease. This is 

the stage of Wuwei (条海 1 or "doing nothing." 

Bu Zai Lun Hui 不再翰迫 "Will not re-enter the natural cycle of reincarnation." Accord

ing to Buddhist philosophy, once you have reached a stage of spiritual enlightenment, 

your spirit will not have to reincarnate. This spirit will have eternallife. 

Cai Yao 抹禁 "Picked up the herb." A term used in Daoist Qigong practice that means to 

receive the generated Qi. 

ChaNu 她女 The shy lady (i.e. mother1 implying Q i. 

Chan 禅 Practices which are related or associated with Buddhism, including the cultivation, 

the refinement, and pursuing the study of Buddhahood. "Cαhan" is also a Buddhist term 

岛rν‘~I1 E叫dita瓜甜tion" and me臼ans to regulat优e the X泊in until it is calm and steady.予r怀.

called ‘'Zen" (忍) in ]apan and a址lsωo me臼ans a Chinese school of Mahayana Buddhism 

t出hat asserts enlightenment can be attained through meditation, self-contemplation, and 

mtUltIOn. 

Chang 常 "The natural constant routines or patterns." 

Chang Chuan (Changquan) 最拳 "Long range 且st" or "long sequence." Chang Chuan 

includes all northern Chinese long range martial styles. Taijiquan is also called Chang 

Chuan simply because its sequence is long. 
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Chen 昼 "Dust，" which implies the dirty mind generated from the seven emotions and six 

desires. 

Chen Shi 盛世 The laymen society is called "Chen Shi," meaning a "dust world" which is 

且lled with emotional disturbances. 

Chen Tu 墨土 Dust. According to Buddhism, the laymen society which is fìlled with emo

tions and desires is considered as "emotional mud" or "dust." 

Cheng Fo 成佛 Achieving Buddhahood is called "Cheng Fo." 

Cheng, Gin-Gsao (1 911-1976) 曾金灶 Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming's White Crane masteι 

Chi (Qi) 筑 The general de且nition of Qi is: universal energy, including heat, light, electro

magnetic energy, and any other type of energy. A narrower defìnition of Qi refers to the 

energy (i.e., bioelectricity) circulating in human or animal bodies. 

Chi Kung (Qigong) 氯功 The Gongfu (功夫) of Qi, which means the study of Qi. 

Chi Lao Huan Ji Yun Dong 遗老返横道勤 Slowing of aging and returning the function 

exercises. It means those Qigong practi臼s which are able to slow down the aging process 

and return the practitioner to a healthy state. 

Chin (Qin) 擒 "To catch" or 气o min." 

Chin Na (Qin Na) 擒拿Literally， "seize control." A type of Chinese Gongfu which empha

sizes grabbing techniques to control the opponent's joints in conjunction with attacking 

certain acupuncture cavities. One of the main 且ghting categories in Chinese martial arts. 

These four categories are: kicking (Ti，踢 1 striking (Da，打 1 wrestling (Shu泣，摔1 and 

controlling (Qin Na，擒拿〉

Chong Mai 街服 Thrusting Vessel. One of the Eight Extraordinary Vessels. 

ChuGou 揭狗 Chu Gou were sacri且cial dogs which were made from straw and used for c町'

emonies of worship in ancient China. 

Chun Qiu 春秋 Spring and Autumn Period. One of the Chinese warring periods (722-

484 B.C.) 

Confucius (551-479 B.C.)孔子 A Chinese scholar, during the Spring and Autumn Period 

(722-484 B.c.1 whose philosophy has signi且cantly inßuenced Chinese culture. 

Cun 寸 Chinese measurement of length. One cun of Chinese length approximately equals 

one-third of a decimeter. 

Cun Shen 存神 "To retain the Shen" at its residence. 

DaDan 大丹 Great Elixir. Means the Qi is led upward to the brain for enlightenment train

ing in meditation. 
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DaDao 大道 Great Dao. Means "great nature." 

Da Ding 大定 Great steadiness. Implies a very high level of steadiness both in mind and 

physical body. 

Da Ding Lu 大鼎墟 Large tripod and furnace. The final stage of conceiving a Spiritual 

Embryo at the Huang Ting (黄庭) cavity is to unite the Shen in the head with the Qi 

at the Huang Ting. Head is a tripod while Huang Ting is a furnace. 

DaFan 大返 Great returning, meaning to "return the human temperament to the natural 

state. 

DaMo 连磨 The Indian Buddhist monk who is credited with crl四ting 出e yi Jin ]ing (易筋短)

and Xi Sui Jing (洗髓挫) while at the Shaolin monastery (少林夺) during the Liang 

Dynasty (梁朝) (502-557 A.D.} His last nar丑e was Chadili (制!t!?*11 and he was also 

known as Bodhidarma. He was once the prince of a small tribe in southern India. 

DaQiao 搭椅 To build a bridge. Refers to the Qigong practice of touching the roof of the 

mouth with the tip of the tongue to form a bridge or link between the Governing and 

Conception Vessels (Ren-Du Mai，任·督服〉

Da Sheng 大乘 Great conveyance. A high level of Buddhist stud)λ 

Da Zhou Tian 大周天 Literally， "Grand Cyclic Heaven." Usually translated "Grand Cir
culation" and called "Macrocosmic Meditation" in Indian Yoga. After a Nei Dan Qigong 

practitioner completes Small Circulation (Xiao Zhou Tian，小周天 1 he will circulate his 

Qi through the entire body or exchange Qi with nature. 

DaZuo 打坐 Meditation is called "Da Zuo" in Daoism which means "engaging sitting." 

Dai Mai 带服 Girdle (or Belt) Vessel. One of the Eight Extraordinary Vessels. 

Dai Mai xi 带服息 Girdle Vessel Breathing. Also known as Skin Breathing (Fu Xi，庸息)
or Body Breathing) (Ti 元，嘘息〉

D扭丹 "Elixir."

Dan Ding Dao Gong 丹鼎道功 The Elixir Cauldron Way of Qigong. Daoist Qigong train

mg. 

DanLu 丹墟 Elixir Furnace. Abdominal area (False Lower Dan Tian) which is able to pro

duce elixir. 

Dan Tian 丹田Literally: Elixir Field. Locations in the body which are able to store and gen

erate Qi (elixir) in the body. The Upper, Middle, and Lower Dan Tians are located 

respectively between the eyebrows (brain1 at the lower section of the sternum (Jiuwei, 

Co-15，鸡尾 1 and a few inches below the navel. 

Dan Tian Hu xi 丹田呼吸 Dan Tian Breathing. 
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Dao 道 The "way," by implication the "natural way." 

DaoDeJing 道德短 C如此 on the Virtue 01 the Dao. Written by Lao Zi (老子) during the 
Zhou Dynasty (1 122-255 B.C.) (周朝〉

Dao Jia (Dao Jiao) 道家〔道教 J The Dao 缸nily. Daoism. Created by Lao Zi (老子) dur

ing the Zhou Dynasty (1122-255 B.C.) (周朝} In the Han Dynasty (c. 58 A.D.) (漠朝 L
it was mixed with Buddhism to become the Daoist religion (Dao Jiao) (道教〉

DaoJia Hu Xi道家呼吸 Daoist Breathing. 

DaoJiao 道教 Dao religion created by Zhang, Dao-Ling (报道陵) who combined the tradi

tional Daoist principles with Buddhism during the Chinese Eastern Han Dynasty (25-220 
A.D.) (束漠〉

DaoW必 Cai Yao 道外抹禁 To pick up the herb outside of the Dao (道} A Daoist Qigong 

trammg. 

Dao Xue 道牵 Scholar Daoism. Its philosophical foundation is "Dao De Jing" written by 

Lao Zi. Dao Xue is di他rent from Dao Jiao (道教) (i.e. Dao religion) which was creat

ed by Zhang, Dao-Ling (报道陵) who combined the traditional Daoist principles with 
Buddhism during the Chinese Eastern Han Dynasty (2乡220 A.D.) (束漠〉

Dao Yin 事引 Direct-lead. Another name of "Qigong." 

DaoYuan 道缘 "The affinity of the Dao," implying that a person has a pre-birth relation
ship associated with the Dao. 

De 德 The manifestation of the Dao or the activities (actions) of nature. 

Di 地 The Earth. Earth (Di，地~ Heaven (Tian，夭) and Man (Ren，人) are the "Three 
Natural Powers" (San Cai，三才〉

Di 蒂 The stalk of a fruit or flower, connecting to the root of life. 

Di Li Shi 地理何 Di Li (地理) means "geomancy" and Shi (间) means "teacher." Therefore 

Di Li Shi is a teacher or master who analyzes geographic locations according to the for
mulas in the 刀]ing (易挫 ) (Book 01 Change) and the energy distributions in the Earth. 

Also called Peng Shui Shi (凤水邮〉

Di Wu Xin Hu xi 第五心呼吸 "Pi他 Gate Breathing" is also called "Baihui Breathing" 
(百舍呼吸~ or "Upper Dan Tian Breathing" (Shang Dan Tian Hu Xi，上丹田呼吸〉

Dian Mai 黠服 Mai means "the blood vessel" 仅ue Mai，血脉) or "the Qi channel" (Qi Mai, 

氯服} Dian Mai means "to press the blood vessel or Qi channel." 

Dian Qi 雹轧 Dian means "electricity" and so Dian Qi means "electrical energy" (electricity} 

In China, a word is 0肚n placed before "Qi" to identify the different kinds of energy. 
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DianXue 黠穴 Dian means "to point and exert pressure" and Xue means "cavities." Qin Na 

(Chin Na) (擒拿) techniques that specialize in attacking acupuncture cavities to immo

bilize or kill an opponent. 

DianXue M甜sages 黠穴按摩 One of Chinese massage techniques in which the acupunc

ture cavities are stimulated through pressing. Dian Xue massage is also called acupres

sure and is the root ofJapanese Shiatsu. 

Ding 定 "To stabilize" or 气o fìrm." The goal is to reach the steadiness, the fìrmness of the 

body, the mind, and the spirit. 

Ding Shen 定神 To stabilize the spirit. To keep the spirit at one place (usually the Shang 

Dan Tian located at The Third Eye~ One of the exercises for regulating the Shen (斗中)

(spirit) in Qigong. 

Dong Fang 洞房 The space between the two eyebrows, two inches inward is called "Dong 

Pang." 

DongHan 束漠 A Chinese dynasty during the period from 匀-220 A.D. 

DongMian Xi冬眠息 Hibernation breathing. 

Dou Niu 斗牛 "Big Dipper," which implies the process of condensing the Shen at the 

Upper Dan Tian. 

Du Mai 督服 Usually translat叫 "Governing Vessel." One of the Eight Extraordinary 

Vessels. 

Emei 峨崛 Name of a mountain in Sichuan Province (四 J !I)， China. 

Fan 返 Return. Means to return your breathing to its natural w部

FanFuHuXi反腹呼吸 Reverse abdominal breathing. One of the Qigong breathing meth

ods. Also called "Pan Hu Xi" (反呼吸) (reverse breathing) or "Daoist breathing." 

Fan Hu Xi反呼吸 Reverse breathing. Also commonly called "Daoist Breathing." 

Fan Hu xi (Ni Hu Xi)反呼吸·适呼吸 Reverse Breathing. Also commonly called Daoist 

Breathing. 

Fan Jing Bu Nao 返精捕瞄 A special Daoist Qigong terminology which means "to return 

the Jing to nourish the brain." 

Fan Tong 返童 Back to childhood. A training in Nei Dan Qigong (内丹氯功) through 

which the practitioner tries to regain control of the muscles of the lower abdomen. 

Fan Tong Hu xi 返童呼吸 Back to childhood breathing. A breathing training in Nei Dan 

Qigong (内丹氛功) through which the practitioner tries to regain control of the mus

cles in the lower abdomen. Also called "abdominal breathing." 
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Fei Sheng 戒升 Spiritual ascending. Means the separation of the spiritual body and the 
physical body. 

Fen 分 Chinese measurement of length. One Fen approximately equals one-third of a 
centImeter. 

Fen Sui Xu Kong 粉碎虚空 To crush the nothingness. One of the Daoist training process
es for enlightenment wherein the illusion which connects the physical world and the 
spiritual plane is destroyed. 

Fen Xiang 焚香 Burning incense. 

Feng 凰 Wind.

Feng Shui 凤水 Literally， "wind-water." 

Feng Shui Shi 凤水问Literally， "wind water teacher." Teacher or master of geomancy. Geo
mancy is the art or science of analyzing the natural energy relationships in a location, 
especially the interrelationships between "wind" and "wat饵" hence the name. Also 
called Di Li Shi (地理部〉

Fo Jia (Fo Jiao) 佛家(佛教) Literally, Buddhism family. Jiao means religion. Therefore, 
the Buddhist Religion. 

Fo Jia Hu xi 佛家呼吸 Buddhist breathing. Implies "normal abdominal breathing." 

Fo Yuan 佛缘 Mfinity for Buddhahood. 

Fu Sheng 浮生 Lite盯rall协)予严F币，
root . . 

Fu Shi Hu xi ß复式呼吸Literally， "abdominal way of breathing." As you breathe, you use 
the muscles in the lower abdominal area to control the diaphragm. It is also called "back 
to (the) childhood breathing." 

Fu Sui xi 庸髓息 Skin and marrow breathing. 

Fu Xi腹息 Abdominal breathing. 

Fu Xi庸息 Skin breathing. One of the Nei Dan Qigong (内丹轧功) breathing practices. 

Gao, Tao 高涛 Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming's first Taijiquan master. 

Gao Wan Yun Dong 幸丸连勤 Testicle exercises. Qigong exercises. 

GenJi 根基 Foundations.

Gong (Kung) 功 Energy or hard work. 

Gong 呆 Mercur)ιMercury and lead are terms commonly used in Daoist society. Lead and 
mercury were used in Daoist alchemy to adjust the Yin and Yang of the elixir. 
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Gongfu (也lllg Fu) 功夫Literally: energy-time. Any study, learning, or practice which 

requires a lot of patience, energy, and time to complete. Since practicing Chinese mar

tial arts requires a great deal of time and energy, Chinese martial arts are commonly 

called Gongfu. 

Gu 固 "To solidi马T and to fìrm." 

Gu Jing 回精 To solidifY the Essence. A Qigong exercise for keeping and fìrming the 

Essence. 

Gu Qi Feng 古奇峰 Name of a mountain located in Xinzhu, Taiwan (圭湾·新竹〉

Gu Shen 谷神 Valley Spirit. 

GuShen 固神 Gumeans to fìrm and solidifY. An exercise for regulating the Shen (神) in which 

you fìrm and strengthen the spirit at its residence. 

Guan 癫. "To look," "to obse凹鸟" or "to pay attention." "1ρok" here means to feel and to 

sense. 

Guan Xin 现心 Observing the Xin. Implies to pay attention to the activities of the emo

tional mind. 

Guan Yuan 阔元 Key Origin. Di能rent name of the Lower Dan Tian, where the Pre-Birth 

Qi (Original Qi) is converted from the Original Essence (Yuan Ji吨，元精〉

GuanZhi 辄止 Means the observation is stopped and is no longer necessa可~ Once you have 

regulated your emotional mind, then no more regulating is necessary. Therefore, the 

observation of the Xin will naturally stop. 

Gui 类 Implies "kidneys" and means the production of the Original Essence (i.e. hormone} 

Gui 鬼 Ghost. When you die, if your spirit is strong, your soul's energy will not decom

pose and return to nature. This soul energy is a ghost. 

GuiQi 鬼氛 The Qi residue of a dead person. lt is believed by the Chinese Buddhists and 

Daoists that this Qi residue is a so-called ghost. 

Gui Xi 在息 Turtle breathing. In Chinese Qigong society, it is believed that a turtle is able 

to live for a long time because it knows how to breathe slow and deep. Through this 

breathing, the Qi can be led to the surface of the skin and to the marrow e而cientl予

Guoshu (Kuoshu) 圃街Literally: national techniques. lt is an abbreviation of "Zhongguo 

Wushu" (中国武街) which means "Chinese Martial Techniques." Another name for 

Chinese martial arts. First used by President Chiang, Kai-Shek (蒋介石) in 1928 at the 

rounding of the Nanjing Central Guoshu Institute (南京中央国街偌〉

Haidi 海底 Means "Sea Bottom." This is a name given by martial artists to the Huiyin cav

ity (Co-l) (舍除) in Chinese medicine. Perineum. 
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Han (206 B.c.-220 A.D.) 漠 A dynasty in Chinese history. 

Han, Ching-Tang 辖庭堂 A well-known Chinese martial artist, especially in Taiwan in the 
last forty years. Master Han is also Dr. Yang Jwing-Ming's Long Fist grandmaster. 

He 和 Harmony or peace. 

Hen 恨 Hate.

Hen 哼 A Yin Qigong sound that is the opposite of the Yang Ha (哈) sound. This sound 
is commonly used to lead the Qi inward and to store it in the bone marrow. This sound 
can also be used for an attack when the manifestation of only partial power is desired. 
Hen is one of the two sounds commonly used in 1马ijiquan.

Hou Tian Qi 後天氛 "Post-Birth Qi" or "Post-Heaven Qi." This Qi is converted from the 
Essence of food and air and is classifìed as "且re Qi" since it can make your body too 
Yang. 

Hu 虎 Tiger.

Hua Tuo 莘伦 A well-known physician during the Chinese Jin Dynasty (晋) in the 3rd 
century A.D. 

Huan Jing Bu Nao 遗精捕脂Literally， to return the Essence to nourish the brain. A Daoist 
Qigong training process wherein Qi which has been converted from Essence is lead to 
the brain to nourish it. 

Huang PO 黄婆 "Old yellow lady." Means the "match-maker" who brings the Yin (female) 
and Yang (male) together. 

Huang Tang 黄堂 Different name ofThe Middle Dan Tian. 

Huang Ting 黄庭Literally， "yellow yard." It implies the area called "Jade 阳ng" (Yu Huan, 
玉瑕) in Daoist society. The area is located at the solar plexus. In Daoist Qigong, 
Huang Ting is the place where Fire Qi and W泣er Qi are mixed to generate a spiritual 
embryo (Shen Tai，神胎) Huang Ting has also implied The Middle Dan Tian. 

Hui 慧、 "Intelligence" or "wisdom" through pondering, analyzing, and comprehension so 
you are able to handle millions of events without being confused. 

Huiyin (Co-l) 舍除Literally， "meet yin." An acupuncture cavity belonging to the Con
ception Vessellocated at the perineum area. 

Hun 魂 The soul. Commonly used with the word Ling (重1 which means spirit. Daoists 
believe that a human being's Hun (魂) and PO (魄) originate with his Original Qi 
(Yuan Qi，元氯 1 and separate from the physical body at death. 

Huo Qi 火氯 Fire Qi (Post-Heaven Qi) Qi from the Middle Dan Tian, which tends to 
make the body positive or Yang. 
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HuoQi 活氛Living Qi or vital Qi. When something is alive it has "vital Q i." 

Huo Zi Shi 活子畴Alive Zi timing. Special timings adequate for meditation. 

Ji Xing 横行 Accumulate good deeds. Implies doing good things for others. 

Jia Xia Dan Tian 假下丹田 False Lower Dan Tian. Daoists believe that the Lower Dan Tian 

located on the front side of the abdomen is not the real Dan Tian. The Real Lower Dan 

Tian corresponds to the physical center of gravity. The False Lower Dan Tian is called 

Qihai (Co-6) (轧海) (Qi ocean) in Chinese medicine. 

Jiang Gong 锋宫 Crimson Palace. The space under the heart. A different name of the Mid

dle Dan Tian. 0丘en it is used as an alternative name of the "heart" (Xin，心 ì The Mid

dle Dan Tian provides you with Post-birth Qi converted from food and air. 

Jie 界 "World， boundaries, circles, and societies." 

Jie Tai 结胎 Conceive the embrγo. 

Jie Tuo 解脱 Selιliberation from spiritual bondage. 

Jin 金 Metal. One of the Five Elements (Wu xi吨，五行) and implies lungs. 

Jin Dan 金丹 Golden Elixir. Implies precious Q i. 

Jin Dan Da Dao 金丹大道 Golden Elixir Large W勾T. Major Daoist Qigong training in 

which the elixir is produced in the body through training, and later used to extend life. 

JinDian 金殿Also called "Jin Shi" (金室) and means "Golden Palace" and implies "lungs." 

It also often implies "the brain." 

Jin Gong 金公 "Golden Male," which implies "Original Essence" (Yuan Ji吨，元精〉

Jin Guan 金阔 "Golden Gate," which implies "Upper Dan Tian." 

Jin Niao 金岛 "Golden Bird." Implies "Original Spirit" (Yuan Shen，元神 L

Jin Pin 金品 "Golden Material." Implies "Spiritual Embryo." 

Jin Que 金阔 Golden Palace. The space under the heart. A different name of the Middle 

Dan Tian. 

Jin Shi 金室 "Golden Residence." Also called Jin Dian (金殿) and implies "the brain" 

(Upper Dan Tian) or "the lungs." 

Jin Ye 金液 "Golden Liquid," which implies the generation of precious saliva during 

Enlightenment Grand Cyclic Heaven meditation. 

Jin Zhong Zhao 金锺罩Literally， "Golden Bell Cover." A higher level of Iron Shirt 

trammg. 
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Jin, Shao-Feng 金韶峰 Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming's White Crane grand-master. 

Jing 短 Channels. Sometimes translated as 气neridians." Refers to the twelve organ-related 
"rivers" which circulate Qi throughout the body. 

Jing 静 Calm and silent. 

Jing 精 Essence. The most refined part of an严hing. What is left a丘er something has been 
re且ned and puri且ed. In Chinese medicine, Jing can mean semen, but it generally refers 

to the basic substance of the body which the Qi and Spirit enliven. 

Jing Lian 精燥 To refine or purify a liquid to a high quality. 

Jing Liang 精良 "Excellent quali旷 (literally "pure and good") 

Jing Ming 精明 "Keen and clever." 

Jing Qi 精幸L Essence Qi or semen Qi. The Qi which has been converted from Original 
Essence (Yuan Jing，元精〉

Jing Shen 精神 Essence-Spirit. Often translated as the "Spirit of Vitality." Raised spirit 

(raised by the Qi which is converted from Essence), which is restrained by the Yi (意〉

Jing Shi 精室 "Semen residence." Implies the testicles. 

Jing Xi精细 Delicate and painstaking (literally, "pure and fine") 

Jing Zi 精子Literally， "essence son." The most re且ned part of human 臼sence. The sperm. 

Jing Zuo 静坐 Meditation is commonly called "Jing Zuo" which means "sit quietly." 

Jiu Nian Mian Bi 九年面壁 Nine years of facing the wall. The last stage of the xi Sui Jing 
(洗髓挫) training for enlightenment or Buddhahood. 

Ju Jing Hui Shen 聚精舍神 "Gathering your Jing to meet your Shen." That means concen
tratlon. 

Jue Hai 凳海''Awaken Ocean." The conscious mind. 

JunQing 君倩 A Daoist and Chinese doctor during the Chinese Jin Dynasty (265-420 A.D.) 
(骨) Jun Qing is credited as the creator of the Five Animal Sports (Wu Qin Xi，五禽战)
Qigong practice. 

Kai Qiao 罔襄 Opening the tricky gate. In Qigong, opening the gate of the Upper Dan 
Tian. 

Kai TianYan 阔天眼 Literally， "opening the heaven eye," and implies re-opening The Third 
Eye. 

Kan坎 One of the Eight Trigrams, meaning "water." 
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Kan-Li坎雄Kan repr臼ents "water" and Li represents 咀re." Kan-Li means to use water 

and fire to adjust the body's Yin and Yang. 

Kan-Li Jing Zuo 坎静静坐 Kan-Li Meditation. It implies the Wind Path of meditation cir

culation. 

KongMen 主问 Litera11y "empty door." Means the door leading you to the "Four Empti

nesses" (Si Da Jie Kong，四大皆空〉

KongQi 空乳 The air is called "Kong Qi" which means "the Qi in space." 

Kongdong 哇响 Name of a mountain. There are three Kongdong mountains, located at 

Henan (河南)， Jiangxi (江西)， and Gansu (甘肃) provinces. 

Kou Chi 扣齿 Biting the teeth. 

Kun 坤 One of the Eight Trigrams (Bagua，八卦} Corresponds to Earth. 

Kun Tu 坤土 "Kun" (坤) represents the earth (Tu) in the Eight Trigrams, that is why it is 

ca11ed "Kun Tu" (坤土〉

Kung (Gong) 功 Means energy or hard work. 

Kung Fu (Gon快)功夫 Literally "energy-time." Any study, learning, or practice which 

requires a lot of patience, energy, and time to complete. Since practicing Chinese mar

tial arts requires a great dea1 of time and energy, Chinese martia1 arts are commonly 

called Gongfu. 

Kunlun 良奋山 One of the highest mountains in the west of China. 

LaMa 喇嘛 Tibetan priests are ca11ed Lamas. 

LaoDan 老瑞 Nickname of Lao Zi (老子} Lao Zi was a1so called Li Er (李耳) or Bo Yang 

(伯 l喝〉

LaoJun 老君 Means Lao Zi. Lao Jun is the name given by Daoist followers. 

Lao Zi (604-531 Bι) 老子 The creator of Daoism, also ca11ed Li Er (李耳) or Lao Dan 

(老瑞)， by his nickname, Bo Yang (伯踌〉

Laogong (P-8) 劳宫 "Labor's Pa1ace." Cavity name. On the Pericardium Primary Qi Chan-

ne1 in the center of the palm. 

Le祭 Joy or happiness. 

Lei 雷 Thunder.

Li 雄 One of the Eight Trigrams (Bagua，八卦} Corresponds to Fire. 

Li Er 李耳 Nickname of Lao Zi (老子)， a1so ca11ed Lao Dan (老瑞)， or Bo Yang (伯晴〉
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Li, Mao-Ching 李茂清 Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming's Long Fist master. 

Li, Shi-Zhen (1518-1593 A.D.) 李峙珍 A well-known Chinese physician and Qigong mas
ter who wrote a book about the eight Qi vessels, Qj Jing Ba Mai Kao (奇挫八服考) (The 
sω吵 01Strange Meridians and品沪d伽els) in the 16th centu早

Lian 燥 "To refine" or "to purifÿ' the Shen and Qi so the 0吨inal Qi (Yuan Qi，元氯) can 
be returned to its origin. 

Lian 妹 To refine, to train, or to discipline. 

LianJi 燥己 "Train the self." Means selιdiscipline. 

Lian Jing Hua Qi 妹精化氛 To refine the Essence and convert it into Q i. One of the 
Qigong training processes through which you convert Essence into Q i. 

Lian Qi 楝轧Lianmeans 气o train, to strengthen and to refine." A Daoist training process 
through which your Qi grows stronger and more abundant. 

Lian Qi Hua Shen 楝氟化神 To refine the Qi to nourish the spirit. Part of the Qigong train
ing process in which you learn how to lead Qi to the head to nourish the brain and Shen 
(神) (spirit) 

Lian Qi Sheng Hua 楝氯弄莘 To train the Qi and sublimate. A xi Sui Jing (洗髓短) train
ing process by which the Qi is led to the Huang Ting (黄庭) or the brain. 

Lian Shen 妹神 To train the spirit. To refine, strengthen, and focus the Shen. 

Lian Shen Fan Xu 楝神返虚 To train the spirit to return to nothingness (i.e. freedom from 
emotional bondage) An advanced stage of enlightenment and Buddhahood training in 
which the practitioner learns how to lead his spirit to separate from his physical bod严

Lian Shen Liao Xing 妹神了性 To refine the spirit and end human nature. The final stage 
of enlightenment training where you learn to keep your emotions neutral and t可 to be 
undisturbed by human nature. 

Liang (502-557 A.D.) 梁 A dynasty in Chinese history. 

Liao 了 Implies "the end" or "the completion" of the cultivation. 

Liao Wu 了悟 "The end of comprehension." Implies enlightenment. 

Ling 重 1. The spirit of being, which acts upon others. Ling only exists in highly spiritual 
animals such as humans and apes. It repr臼ents an emotional comprehension and under
standing. When you are alive, it implies your intelligence and wisdom. When you die, 
it implies the spirit of the ghost. Ling also means divine or supernatural. Ling is 0丘en
used together with Shen (Ling Shen，重神) to mean "supernatural spirit." It is believed 
that Qi is the source which nourishes the Ling and is called "Ling Qi" (重筑 1 meaning 
"supernatural energy, power, or force." 2. Supernatural Shen is called "Ling." "Ling" 
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describes someone who is sharp, clever, nimble, and able to quickly empathize with peo

ple and things. Ling can also be a supernatural psychic capability which allows you to 

communicate with nature or other spiritual beings. Often, Ling also means "Supernat

ural Inspiration" which allows you to comprehend and understand the changes or vari

ations of nature. 

LingFeng 重凰 "Spiritual Wind." Implies the flow of spiritual energy which passes through 

your body. 

Ling Gu 重谷 Divine Valley. Different name of the Lower Dan Tian. 

Ling Guan 重阔 Spiritual Gate. Implies "Spiritual Vall可" (Shen Gu，神谷)， between the 

two hemispheres of the brain, the residence of the spirit. 

Ling Guang 重光 Supernatural divine light. 

Ling Gui 重鬼 Means "spiritual ghost." 

LingHun 重魂 Spiritual soul. 

Ling Shan 重山 "Spiritual Mountain." A Buddhist term which is equivalent to the "Spiri-

tual V:址ley" (Shen Gu，神谷) referred to in Daoist society. 

Ling Shen 重神 "Supernatural spirit" or "divine." 

Ling Tai 重胎 Spiritual embryo. 

Lingtai 重叠 Means "Spiritual Platform or Station" and implies "Spiritual Valley" (Shen Gu, 

神谷〉

Ling Zhi 重芝 Canoderma lucidum, a special herbal fungus. Ling Zhi (Fomes ]aponica) is a 

hard, dark brownish fungus which is supposed to posseses supernatural powers. In 

Qigong society, sometimes Ling Zhi means the elixir which enables you to have a long 

life. 

LiuGen 六根 Six Roots. Means the ey白， ears, nose, tongue, body, and Yi (mind) which can 

generate emotions and desires. 

Liu He Ba Fa 六合八法Literally: six combinations eight methods. One of the Chinese 

internal martial arts; its techniques are combined from Taijiquan (太植拳)， Xingyiquan 

(形意拳)， and Baguazhang (八卦掌) This style of Chinese internal martial arts was 

reportedly created by Chen, Bo (隙博) during the Song Dynasty (960-1280 A.D.) 

(宋朝〉

LiuMen 六问 "Six Doors." Implies the two eyes, the two ears, the nose, and mouth; the six 

sense organs. 
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Liu Qi 六氛 Means "Six Qis," including the body's Qi (aid blood, saliva, liquid, essence, 

and meridians (vessels~ Sometimes "Liu Qi" implies the six different climates including 
wind, heat, damp, fire , dry, and cold. 

Liu Qing 六情 A special Buddhist term which means "six compassions" derived or gener
ated from the eyes , ears, nose, tongue, body, and mind. 

LiuYu 六惩 Six Desires. The six desires (Liu Yu，六惩) are the temptations generated 丘om
the six roots which are the eyes, ears, nose, tongue, bod)儿 and mind (Xin，心〉

Liu Zei 六践 Six Thieves. Means: eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and emotional mind which 
could disturb your feeling and increase your six desires (Liu Yu，六惩〉

Long 麓 Dragon.

Long Hu Jiao Gou 麓虎交蜻 The intercourse of dragon and tiger. Implies the interaction 
ofYin and Yang. 

Lower Dan Tian 下丹田 Lower Elixir Field. 

Luo 络 The small Qi channels which branch out from the primary Qi channels and are 
connected to the skin and to the bone marrow. 

Ma 禹 Horse.

Mai 版 Means "vessel" or "Qi channel." The eight vessels involved with transporting, stor
ing, and regulating Qi. 

Mao 卵 One of the twelve Terrestrial Branches (Shi Er Di Zhi，十二地支) (i.e. 5-7 A.M.~ 

Mencius (372-289 B.C.)孟子 A well-known scholar who followed the philosophy of Con
fucius during the Chinese Warring Stat口 Period (403-222 Bι) (Zhan Guo，鞍圆〉

Mi Hu 密户Also called "Bi Hu" (罔户) Means "Concealed Door" which implies the 
Mingmen (Gv-4) (命 r， ) cavity located between L2 and L3 vertebrae. 

Mi Zong 密宗(秘宗) Secret style. Tibetan Qigong is commonly called Mi Zong simply 
because it is not known by outside people. 

Mian Bi 面壁 Face the wall. 

Ming 命 The physical body is called "Ming," which means "life." 

Ming 冥 Represents the Yin Space (Yin Jian，除罔) (spiritual world) which is opposite to 
the Yang Space (Yang Jian, I喝罔) of the material world. 

Ming Di 命蒂Life Stalk, the stalk connecting to the root of life. 

Ming Dynasty (1368-1644 A.D.) 明朝 A Chinese dynasty. 

MingGen 命根Life Root. 
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Ming Xin 冥心 Ming Xin means to keep the mind in the Yin world. "Yin world" (Yin Jian, 

除罔) is the spiritual world where we go a丘er death. 

Ming Xin Jian Xing 明心克性 Understand your Xin so you can see your human tempera

口lent.

Mingmen (Gv-4) 命同 Means life door. An acupuncture cavity belonging to the Govern

ing Vessellocated on the lower back (between L2 and L3} Sometimes, it means the two 

kidneys in Qigong society. In Chinese martial arts, Mingmen means the area between 

the shoulder blades. Mingmen also implies the Lower Dan Tian. 

Mingtang 明堂 The space between the two eyebrows, one inch inward is called "Mingtang." 

Mu 木 Wood. One of the five basic elements (Wu xi吨，五行) and implies liver. 

MuMu 木母 Means "Wood Mother" and implies "liver" (Shen} 

Mu Zi Xiang Yi 母子相依 "Mutual Dependence of 50n and Mother." "50n" represents 

"5hen" while 飞fother"represents "Qi." 

Na 纳 Means "to receive" and implies inhalation. 

Nei 内 Internal.

Nei Dan 内丹 Internal Elixir. A form of Qigong in which Qi (the elixir) is built up in the 

body and spread out to the limbs. 

Nei Dan Qigong 内丹氯功 Internal Elixir Qigong practice. 

Nei Guan 内现 "Internal Observation." Implies pay attention to the inner body. 

NeiQi 内革L Lower Level Qi, also called "Inner Qi" (Xia Ceng Qi，下屠氛〉

Nei Shen 问青Literally， internal Kidneys. In Chinese medicine and Qigong, the real Kid

neys; while Wai Shen (外青) (external Kidneys) refers to the testicles or ovaries. 

N阳ei S仙缸hiGωong阱h 内祝功夫 N陡阳εei S缸hi让imea臼an而l臼s旷‘"to 1‘ 

ar口toflo∞okin吨1宅g inside y'归ou旧rs优el町ftωo read t出hεstat优eofy'归r甩ou旧lf health and the condition of y'归F咆ou旧lf Q i. . 
Ni Fu Hu X泊i 逆腹呼吸 Reve臼rs优e Abdominal Breathing. Also called "Fan Fu Hu Xi" 

(反腹呼吸〉

Ni Wan Gong 泥丸宫 Mud pill palace. The place where the Mud Pills reside. Qigong 町，

minology for the brain. Mud pills imply pineal and pituitaty glands. 

Ning 凝 Means 气o concentrate, to condense, to refine, to focus , and to strengthen." 

Ning Shen 凝神 To condense or focus on the spirit. In Qigong training, a丘er you are able 

to keep your spirit in one place, you learn how to condense it into a tiny spot and make 

lt stronger. 
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Nu 怒Anger.

Peng, Zu 彭祖 A legendary Qigong practitioner during the period of emperor Yao (先)
(2356-2255 Bι) who was said to have lived for 800 years. 

Pin Chang Hu xi 平常呼吸 Normal regular breathing. 

Ping 平 Peace and harmony. 

PO 魄 Vigorous life force. The PO is considered to be the inferior or animal soul. It is the 

animal or sentient life which is an innate part of the body which, at death, returns to 
the earth with the rest of the body. When someone is in high spirits and gets vigorous
ly involved in some activity it is said he has PO Li (魄力)， which means he has "vigor

ous strength or power." 

PO Li魄力When a person has strong, vital energy to accomplish something, it is called "Po 

Li," and means "the strength of vigor." 

Qi (Chi) 筑 The general definition of Qi is: universal energy, induding heat, light, and elec
tromagnetic energy. A narrower de且nition of Qi refers to the energy circulating in 

human or animal bodies. A current popular model is that the Qi circulating in the 
human body is bioelectric in nature. 

Qi An Mo 氯按摩 Qi massage. One of the high levels of massage techniques in which a 
massage doctor will use his or her Qi to remove the Qi stagnation in a patient's body. 
Qi massage is also called "Wai Qi Liao Fà' (外氛燎法) which means "healing with the 
external Qi." 

QiHuo 起火 To start the 且re. In Qigong practice, when you start to build up Qi at the 
Lower Dan Tian (Xia Dan Tian，下丹田〉

Qi Jing Ba Mai 奇挫八服Literally，、trange (odd) channels eight vessels." Usually referred 
to as the Eight Extraordinary V白sels or simply as the vessels. Called odd or strange 
because they are not well understood and some of them do not exist in pairs. 

QiPo 七魄 Means "Seven Vital Forces" which are related to the seven emotions (Qi Qi吨，
七情〉

QiQing 七情 The seven emotions, which indude happiness (元，喜)， anger (Nu，怒)， sor

row(剑，哀)， joy (Le，祟)， love (Ai，爱)， hate (Hen，恨)， and lust (Yu，惩〉

Qi Qing Liu Yu 七情六惩 The seven passions and six desires. The seven passions are hap

piness (Xi，喜)， anger (Nu，怒)， sorrow (Ai，哀)， joy (Le，祟)， love (剑，爱)， hate (Hen, 
恨)， and desire (Yu，桂、~ The six desires are the six sensory pleasures derived from the 

eyes, ears, nose, tongue, body, and mind. 

QiShe 氯舍 "Qi's Dwelling." Implies the Real Lower Dan Tian. 
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Qi Shi 氛势 Shi me阻s the way something looks or feels. Therefore，由e feeling of Qi as it 

口presses itself Forαample， the spiritual state or morale of an army is called "energy state." 

Qi Yuan 七元 "Seven Origins." Implies the original function of the seven orifìces of eyes, 

nose, mouth, and ears, which are related to the fìve internal organs, liver, lungs, heart, 

spleen, and kidneys. Qi Yuan also means the original Qi level of the 且ve internal organs. 

Qi Xue 氯血Literally二 "Qi blood." According to Chinese medicine, Qi and blood cannot 

be separated in our body and so the two words are commonly used together. 

Qian 卸 "Lead." Lead and mercu叩 are terms commonly used in Daoist society. Lead and 

mercury were used in Daoist alchemy to adjust the Yin and Yang of the elixir. 

Qiangjian (Gv-18) 强\罔An acupunctureωi职 belonging to the Governing Vessel. 

Qiao 襄 Implies the changes or variations of nature. 

Qigong (Chi Kung) 氯功 Gong (功) means Gongfu (功夫) (lit. energ)叫ime~ Therefore, 

Qigong means the study二 research， and/or practices related to Q i. 

Qihai (Co-6) 乳海 Means Qi ocean. An acupuncture cavity belonging to the Conception 

Vessel (Ren Mai，任服) which is about one to two inches under the navel. 

Qin and Han Dynasties (255 Bι-22ûA.D.) 泰、漠 Two dynasties in Chinese history. 

Qin Na (Chin Na) 擒拿 Grasp and Control. An aspect of Chinese martial arts training, 

Qin Na specializes in controlling the enemy through "misplacing the joint" (Cuo Gu, 

错骨 1 "dividing the muscle" (Fen Jin，分筋 1 "sealing the breath" (Bi Qi，朗牵L1 and 

"cavity press" (Dian Xue，黠穴〉

Qing Dynasty (1644-1912 A.D.) 清朝 A dynasty in Chinese histor予

Qing Xiu Pai 清修派 Peaceful Cultivation Division. A branch of Daoist Qigong. 

Qingcheng 青城 A mountain located in Sichuan Province (四川省〉

Qiu 酋 One of the twelve Terrestrial Branches (i.e. 5-7 P.M.) (Shi Er Zhi，十二支〉

Qiu Yue 秋月 "The moon in the Fall." Means the full moon, which implies the shining 

result of 岛rming the Spiritual Embryo. 

QuJiang 曲江 Means "Cu凹ed Rivers," and implies "intestin白" (Real Lower Dan Tian~ 

ReQi 热轧 "Re" means "warmth" or "heat." Generally, Re Qi is used to represent heat Q i. 

Ren 仁 Humanity， kindness or benevolence. When Dao and De are applied in human soci-

ety, it is benevolence (Ren, 千二) and righteousness (Yi, 革〉

Ren 人 Man or mankind. One of the Three Powers (San Cai，三才~ The Three Powers are 

Heaven (Tian，夭 1 Earth (Di，地 1 and Man (Ren，人〉
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Ren (Zen) 忍 Means " to endure." The Japanese name of Chan. 

Ren Mai 任服 Conception Vessel. One of the Eight Extraordinary Vessels in Chinese med

icine and Qigong. 

RenQi 人氯 Human Q i. 

Ren Shi 人事Literall严; human relations. Human events, activities and relationships. Ren 

Xian 人仙 Means "human immortality." 

RuDao 入道 "Enter the Dao." Means getting involved in Daoism study. 

Ru Ding 入定 Entering the state of steadiness both mentally and physicall予

RuJia 儒家Literally， "Confucian family." Scholars following Confucian thoughts; Confu

clalllsts. 

RuMo 入魔 "Entering the devil." Wrong feeling or mental perception can lead you into 

fascination, illusion, and imagination. 

Ruan Quan 软拳 So丘 s叭e. Taijiquan is a typical so丘 martial style. 

Ruo Cun 若存 Means "as if it were existing." 

San 三 Three.

San Bao 二年曹 Three treasures. Essence Oing) (精 1 energy (Qi) (氯) and spirit (Shen) (神〉
Also called San Yuan (三元) (three origins; 

San Ben 三本 The Three Foundations. 

San Cai 三才 The "Three Powers": Heaven (Tian，天 1 Earth (Di，地 1 and Man (Ren，人〉

San Chong 三品 Three Worms, also called "San Shi" (三尸) (Three Copses} These are: the 

worm of desire which likes treasure and precious things; the worm which likes the tastes, 
easily loses temper, despise those who are good and kind; and the worm that likes sex 

and makes one confused. 

San Gong 散功Literally， "energy dispersion." A state of premature degeneration of the 

muscles where the Qi cannot effectively energize them. It can be caused by earlier over

trammg. 

San Guan 三阔 Three Gates. Three obstacles in Small Circulation meditation practice. 

These three gates are: Weilu (尾罔) (i.e. tailbone1 Jiaji (央脊) (i.e. Squeeze Spine 

between shoulder blades1 and Yuzhen (玉枕) (i.e. jade pillow} 

San Guan 三规 Three observations, including: 1. Observing Emptiness-to observe the 

emptiness of all naturallaws and events; 2. Observing Falseness-to observe the false

ness of all naturallaws; 3. Observing Between. 
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San Hua Ju Ding 三14聚顶 Three ßowers reach the top. One of the final goals of Qigong 

whereby the three treasures (Essenα， Qi, and Shen) (精·氯·神) are led to the top of 

the body to nourish the brain and spirit center (Upper Dan Tian) (Shang Dan Tian, 

上丹田〉

SanJiao 三教 Means three schools. The three schools are Buddhism, Daoism, and Con缸，

clamsm. 

San Jie 三界 Three worlds and implies the laymen matrix. These three worlds are: 1. The 

world of desires (for sex and food); 2. The world of colors (material world); 3. The world 

of no color (generated from extreme calmness through the meditation} 

San Nian Bu Ru 三年哺乳 Three years of nursing. 

San Qi Gui Yuan 三氯踌元 The "three Qi's" (essence, Qi, and spirit) all return to their 

ongms. 

San Shi 三尸 Three Corpses, also called "San Chong" (三品) (Three 'XTorms} Three 

Corpses are the three desires which could lead you to your death. They are the tempta

tions of money, taste (food) and sex. 

San Yuan 三元 Three origins. Also called "San Bao" (三贾) (three treasures} Human 

Essence Qi吨，精)， energy (Qi，氯) and spirit (Shen，神〉

Shang Ceng Qi 上屠氛 Means "Upper Level Q i." Also called "'XTai Qi" (外氯) (External 

Qi} 

Shang Dan Tian 上丹田 Upper Dan Tian. Located at The Third Eye, it is the residence of 

the Shen (神) (spirit} 0丘en， Shang Dan Tian means "brain." 

Shang Dao 上岛 Di岳rent name of the Upper Dan Tian. 

Shang Tian Guan 上天脯 Di能rent name of the Upper Dan Tian. 

Shang Tu Fu 上土釜 Different name of the Upper Dan Tian. 

Shanzhong 擅中 The central area between the nipples. Some Qigong practitioners consid

er Shanzhong is the location of the Middle Dan Tian. 

Shaolin 少林 "Young woods." Name of the Shaolin Temple, a Buddhist temple in Henan 

Province (河南省)， famous for its martial arts. 

SheYun 色疆 Color concealment. 

Shen 神 Spirit. The consciousness within which the mind and thought function. Accord

ing to Chinese Qigong, the Shen resides at the Upper Dan Tian (Shang Dan Tian, 

上好田) (The Third Eye} 

Shen Bu Shou She 神不守舍 Means "the spirit is not kept at its residence." 
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Shen Gu 神谷 Spirit valley. Formed by the two hemispheres of the brain, with the Upper 

Dan Tian (Shang Dan Tian，上丹田) at the exit. 

Shen Gui 神毡 Means "Spiritual Turtle." 

Shen Hun 神魂 Refers to the spirit of a dying person since his spirit is between "Shen" and 
"Hun." 

Shen Lu 神虚 Means "the spiritual residence," namely the head. 

Shen Lu 神墟 Spiritual Furnace. Di他rent name of the Lower Dan Tian. 

Shen Ming 手中明 Spiritually divine or spiritually enlightened beings. 

Shen Ning 神宰 Means the spirit is calm and peaceful. 

Shen Qi Xiang He 神轧相合 "Mutual harmonization or unifìcation of Shen and Q i." The 

且nal stage of regulating the Shen. 

Shen Shi 神室 Spirit residence. An alternative name of the "heart" (Xin，心~ Shen Shi also 

repr口ents the Upper Dan Tian. 

Shen Shui 青水Kidneys' water. 

Shen Tai 衬'月台 Spiritual embryo. It is a址lsωo called 

Shen Tong 神通 Spiritual Enlightenment. 

Shen xi 神息 Spirit breathing. The stage of Qigong training where the spirit is coordinat
ed with the breathing. 

Shen xi Xiang Yi 神息相依 "Mutual Dependence of Spirit and Breathing." A stage in 

Qigong practice. 

Shen Xian 神仙 Since "Xian" originated with the Shen, the "Xian" is sometimes called 
"Shen Xian," which means "immortal spirit." 

Shen Xin Ping Heng 身心平衡 Body and heart (mind) balanced. This means a balance 

between the physical body and the mental bod严

Shen Zhi 神志 The mind generates the will, which keeps the Shen 且rm. The Chinese com

monly use Shen (spirit) and Zhi (will) toge出er as "Shen Zhi" because 出ey are so related. 

Shen Zhi Bu Qing 神志不清 Means "the spirit and the will (generated from Yi) are not 

clear." That is, the mind is confused and not steady. 

Sheng 乘 Means the Buddhist teaching, a conveyance to bring the truth to men and help 
them. 

Sheng Men 生问"Life Door." Implies navel, since it provides the life before your birth. 
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Sheng Tai 重胎 HolyembIγo. Another name for the spiritual embIγo (Shen Tai，神月台〉

Shi Chong 尸品 Means "corpse worms" and implies "three emotional worms" which are 

able to agitate your emotions and lead you to the path of death. These three worms are: 

1. Desires at the Upper Dan Tian; 2. Seven emotional attachments at the Middle Dan 

Tian; and 3. Desires for alcohol and sex. 

Shi Er Di Zhi 十二地支 The T welve Terrestrial Branches or Horary Characters, which 

include: Zi (子) (1 1 p.M.-l A.M.)-Rat, Chou (去) (1-3 A.M.)-Ox, Yin (寅) (3-5 A.M.)

Tiger, Mao (卵) (步-7 A.M.)-Hare, Chen (辰) (7-9 A.M.)-Dragon, Yi (己) (9-11AM)

Snake, Wu (午) (1 1 A.M.-l p.M.)-Horse, Wei (未) (1 -3 P.M.)-Sheep, Shen (申) (3-5 

p.M.)-Monkey, Qiu (酋) (予7 P.M.)-Cock, Shu (戌) (7-9 p.M.)-Dog, and Hai (亥) (9-

11 p.M.)-Boar. 

Shi Er Jing 十二雄 The Twelve PrimaIγQi Channels in Chinese medicine. 

Shi Er Jing Luo 十二短路 The Twelve Primary Qi Channels and Their Branches. 

Shi Er Shi 十=咛 "Twelve Timings." Means Shi Er Di Zhi (十二地支) (The Twelve Ter

restrial Branches) which are the traditional Chinese divisions for a day. 

Shi TianGan 十夭干 The Ten Celestial Stems. Chinese use The Ten Celestial Stems togeth

er with Twelve Terrestrial Branches (Shi Er Di Zhi，十二地支) to form a cycle of sixty. 

From this, they distinguish the different natural cycles of the year. The Ten Celestial 

Stems include: Jia (甲 1 Yi (乙 1 Bing (丙 1 Ding (丁 1 Wu (戊 1 Ji (己 1 Geng (庚 1 Xin 

(辛 1 Ren (圣 1 and Gui (类〉

Shi Yue Huai Tai 十月慷胎 Ten months of pregnancy. A stage in Daoist Qigong when the 

spiritual embryo is nourished. 

Shi Yun 端撞 Discriminating concealment. 

Shi Zun 世尊 A respectful name for Buddha (佛) (Sakyamuni} 

Shiqizhuixia (M-BW-25) 十七椎下 Name of an acupuncture cavity located below the 17th 

vertebrae. 

Shou 守 Means "to keep and to protect." 

Shou Jue Yin Xin Bao Luo Jing 手厥晗心包梅短Arm Absolute Yin Pericardium Primary 

Qi Channel. One of the twelve prima可 Qi channels. 

Shou Shao Yang San Jiao Jing 手少畴三焦短 Arm Lesser Yang Triple Burner Primary Qi 

Channel. One of the twelve prima可 Qi channels. 

Shou Shao Yin Xin Jing 手少晗心锺Arm Lesser Yin Heart Primary Qi Channel. One of 

the twelve primary Qi channels. 

Shou Shen 守神 To keep the mind at the spirit. A Qigong meditation training. 
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Shou Tai Yang Xiao Chang Jing 乎太畴小膀短Arm Greater Yang Small Intestine Primary 
Qi Channel. One of the twelve primary Qi channels. 

Shou Tai Yin Fei Jing 手太除肺锺Arm Greater Yin Lung Primary Qi Channel. One of the 

twelve primary Qi channels. 

Shou Yang Ming Da Chang Jing 手畴明大膀短Arm Yang Brightness Large Intestine Pri-

mary Qi Channel. One of the twelve prima可Qi channels. 

ShouYin 手印 "Hands' stamp." Stamp here means to press against. 

ShouYun 受毡 Perception concealment. 

Shuang Xiu 赞修 Double cultivation. A Qigong training method in which Qi is exchanged 

with a partner in order to balance the Qi in both people. It also means the dual culti
vation of both the physical body and the human temperament. 

Shui Mu 水母"'J{i知ter Mother," which provides life for the Shen to reside and grow. 

Shui Qi 水乳 Water Q i. Qi created from Original Essence, which is able to calm your 

bod)λ 

Si Da Jie Kong 四大皆空 "Four large are empty." A stage ofBuddhist training where all of 
the four elements (earth, water，且re， and air) are absent from the mind so that one is 
completely indi丘erent to worldly temptations. 

SiQi 死轧 Dead Qi. The Qi remaining in a dead body. Sometimes called "快ost Qi" (Gui Qi, 
鬼集L~

Si Shi 四峙 Means nature's four seasons. 

Si 鄂、i Yi 四威傲 Means "four solemn living manners," which include walking, residing, 
sitting, and lying. 

Si Xiang 四象 Means "Four Phases" which are derived from Two Poles (Polarities) (Liang Yi, 
雨傲〉

Si Zheng 四正 Nature， or the universe, (i.e. heaven and earth) is called "Si Zhen岁， which 

means four directions, east, west, south, and north. 

Song and Yuan Dyn副ties (960-1367 A.D.) 宋、元 Two dynasties in Chinese history. 

Suan Ming Shi 算命间Literally， "calculate life. teacher." A fortune teller who is able to cal

culate your future and destiny. 

Sui Qi 髓乳 Marrow Q i. 

Sui Xi髓7意 Sui means the marrow or brain. Therefore, Sui xi means the Qigong breath

ing technique which is able to lead the Qi to the bone marrow and brain. 
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Tai Chi Chuan (Taijiquan) 太植拳 Great ultimate fìst. An internal Chinese martial art. 

Tai He 太和 "Grand Harmonization." Implies the stage of extreme harmonization and 

peace. 

Tai Shang 太上 Means "Grand Uppermost" and is an abbreviation of ‘'Tai Shang Lao Jun" 

(太上老君) which means "Grand Uppermost Old Gendeman." Religious tide of Lao Zi 

(老子〉

Tai Shang Lao Jun 太上老君 Old Lord of the Ultimate. Religious tide of Lao Zi (老子 L

used by religious Daoists. 

Tai Su 太素 State of Grand Simplicity. Implies emptiness of mind. 

Tai Xi胎息 Embryo breathing. A Qigong breathing technique which can be used to store 

the Qi in the Real Dan Tian (Zhen Dan Tian，真丹田〉

Tai Xu 太虚 Means "Grand Emptiness," which implies the great nature of the universe 

(Dao，道〉

Ta斗i 太植 Means "grand ultimate." According to Chinese philosoph严 Taiji is an invisible 

force which is able to make Wuji (熬植) (i.e. no extremity) derive into Yin and Yang 

poles and also vice versa. 

Taijiquan (Tai Chi Chuan) 太槌拳 A Chinese internal martial style which is based on the 

the。可 ofTaiji (太植) (grand ultimate~ 

Taipei 台北 The capital city ofTaiwan located in the north ofTaiwan. 

Taipei Xian 台北躲 The county on the north ofTaiwan. 

Taiwan 台湾An island to the southeast of mainland China. Also known as "Formosa." 

Taiwan University 台湾大牵 A well-known university located in 1注ipei， Taiwan. 

Taizuquan 太祖拳 A southern style of Chinese external martial ar臼.

Tamkang 淡江 Name of a University in Taiwan. 

Ti xi 嘘息 "Body Breathing." Also called "Fu Xi" (庸息)， which means "skin breathing." 

This is a Qigong breathing technique which allows you to use your mind to lead the Qi 

to the skin surface, to strengthen the guardian Q i. 

Tian 天 "Heaven" or "sky." One of the Three Powers (San Cai，三才~ In ancient China, 

people believed that Heaven was the most powerful natural energy in this universe. 

Tian 田 Means "Field." 

Tian Chi Shui 夭池水 "Heavenly water." Means "saliva." 
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Tian Gen 天根 "Heaven's root." Different name of the Lower Dan Tian. 

Tian Gu 天谷 "Heaven Valley." The space between the two hemispheres of the brain is 
called "Heaven Valley." 

Tian Ling Gai 夭重盖Literally， "heaven spiritual cover." Implies the crown. It is called Bai
hui (Gv-20) (百舍) in acupuncture. 

TianMen 天内 "Heaven Gate," and means "The Third Eye." Also called "Yin Tang" (印堂〉

TianMu 天目 "Heaven Eye." Means The Third Eye referred to by some Western religious 
societies. There are several variations of this belief. The Chinese believe that prior to our 

evolution into humans, our race possessed an additional sense organ in our 岛rehead.

This "third eye" also provided a means of spiritual communication between one anoth
er and the natural world. As we evolved and developed means to protect ourselves from 

the environment, and as societies became more complex and human vices were devel

oped, this third eye slowly closed and disappeared. 

Tian Qi 夭氯 Heaven Qi. It is now commonly used to mean the weather, since weather is 

governed by Heaven Qi. 

Tian Ren He Yi 天人合一Literally， "Heaven and man uni且ed as one." A high level of 

Qigong practice in which a Qigong practitioner, through meditation, is able to com
municate his Qi with the heaven's Q i. 

Tian Shi 天峙 Heavenly timing. The repeated natural cycles generated by the heavens such 

as: seasons, months, days and hours. 

Tian Xian 天仙 "Heaven Immortality," which means the eternal nature of spirit. 

Tian Xian Fo 夭仙佛 Heavenly immortal Buddhahood. 

Tian Yan 夭眼Literally， "the heaven eye." It is equivalent to The Third Eye or Yintang (M

NH-3) (印堂) cavity in acupuncture. 

Tianshan 天山Literally， "S问r Mountain." The name of a mountain located in Xinjiang 

Province (新疆~ China. 

Tiao 铜 A gradual regulating process resulting in that which is regulated achieving harmo-

ny with others. 

Tiao Qi 铜氯 To regulate the Q i. 

Tiao Shen 铜神 To regulate the spirit. 

Tiao Shen 拥身 To regulate the body. 

Tiao xi 铜息 To regulate the breathing. 
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Tiao Xin 拥心 To regulate the emotional mind. 

Tie Bu Shan 战布衫 Iron shirt. Gongfu training which toughens the body externally and 

internally. 

Tie Sha Zhang 战砂掌Literally， "iron sand palm." A special martial arts conditioning for 

the palms. 

Tu 吐 Means "to utter," and implies exhalation. 

Tu 土 Earth. One of the Five Elements (Wu Xing，五行〉

TuFu 土府 Different name ofThe Middle Dan Tian. 

Tu-Na 吐纳 Qigong was also commonly called "Tu-Na." Tu-Nameans to "utter and admit" 

which implies uttering and admitting the air through the nose (i.e. respiration} 

Tui Na 推拿 Means "to push and grab." A categ。可 of Chinese massages for healing and 

lllJury treatment. 

Tuo Tai Huang Gu 脱胎换骨 To disembody and become a human immortal. 

Tuo Yue 秦俞 Bellows. A tube which is used to blow up the fire in a furnace. 

鄂、i 外 External or outside. 

WaiDan 外丹 External elixir. External Qigong exercises in which a practitioner will build 

up the Qi in his limbs and then lead it into the center of the body for nourishment. 

Wai Dan Chi Kung 仰、i Dan Qigong) 外丹轧功 External Elixir Qigong. In Wai Dan 

Qigong, a practitioner will generate Qi in the limbs and then allow the Qi to flow 

inward to nourish the internal organs. 

W也i Jia 外家 External famil严 Those martial schools which practice the external styles of 

Chinese martial arts. 

WaiQi 外轧 External Qi, also called "Upper Level Qi" (Shang Ceng Qi，上屠筑〉

Wai Qi Liao Fa 外轧燎法Literally， "external Qi healing." One of the high levels of Qi mas

sage in which a doctor will use his or her Qi to remove Qi stagnation in the patient. 

Wai Shen 外青 Chinese define the kidneys as internal kidneys and also external kidneys. 

Internal kidneys (Nei Shen，内青) are the same kidneys defined by Western medicine. 

However, the external kidneys means testicles or ovaries. 

WeiQi 街牵L Protective Qi or Guardian Q i. The Qi at the surface of the body which gen

erat臼 a shield to protect the body from negative external influences such as colds. 

Wen Huo 文火 Scholar fire. One of the so丘 types of breathing used in Chinese Qigong 

practlce. 
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Wilson Chen 珠威伸 Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming's martial arts friend. 

WoGu 握固 Means "to hold and fìrm." 

Wu 悟 Comprehending the meaning oflife and the truth of nature is call叫 "Wu." (enlight
enment} 

Wu 午 Noon. One of the twelve Terrestrial Branches (Shi Er Di Zhi，十二地支) (i.e. 11 A.M.-

1 P.M.} 

WuHuo 武火 Martial 且re. One of the hard and fast types of breathing used in Chinese 
Qigong practice. Martial breathing is commonly used in external martial arts. 

Wu Qin Shi 五禽战 Five Animal Sports. A set of medical Qigong practice created by Jun 
Qing (君倩) during the Chinese Jin Dynasty (265-420 A.D.) (晋} Name of medical 
Qigong set which imitates the movements of the tige巳 deer， bear, ape, and bird. There is 
another saying that this Qigong set was created by Dr. Hua Tuo (莘伦〉

Wu Tiao 五拥 Five regulating methods in Qigong practice which include: regulating the 
body, regulating the breathing, regulating the mind, regulating the Qi, and regulating 
the spirit. 

Wu Xin $.在心 The mind is not paying attention to something. Means "no intention." 

Wu XinHu Xi五心呼吸 One of the Nei Dan Qigong (内丹乳功) practices in which a 
practitioner us臼 his mind in coordination with breathing to lead the Qi to the center 
of the palms, feet and head. 

Wu Xing 五行 Five Phases or Five Elements, including: metal Oin，金~ wood (Mu，木L
water (Shui，水~ fìre (Huo，火). and earth (T u，土〉

WuYa 五牙 Means the "living Qi of the Five Elements" (Wu xi吨，五行): metal, wood, 
water, fìre, and earth. 

WuYun 五、撞 "Five concealments," which implies 咀ve internal organs: heart, lungs, liver, 
kidneys, and spleen." There is another interpretation ofWu Yun. Wu Yun includes: 1. 
Color concealment (She Yun，色越); 2. Perception concealment (Shou Yun，受撞); 3. 
Thinking concealment (Xiang Yun，想、强); 4. Acting concealment (Xing Yun，行蕴); 5. 
Discriminating concealment (Shi Yun，端撞} All of these concealments are able to gen
erate desires and emotional unbalance. 

WuYun 五连 Means "the transportation of Five Elements" (Wuxing，五行〉

WuZei 五践 Five thieves. The 咀ve emotions" which are related to the 且ve internal organs: 
anger-wood (liver1 happiness-且re (heart~ pensiveness-earth (spleen~ sadness-metal 
(lungù and fear-water (kidneys} 
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WuZhen 悟真 To comprehend the truth. Implies reaching spiritual enlightenment. 

Wu-Ji 戊己 Two ofThe Ten Celestial Stems (Shi Tian Gan，十天干~ Wu-Ji implies the nat-

ural timings. 

Wudang Mountain 武官山 Located in Hubei Province (湖北省) in China. 

Wuji $.在植 No Extremity. This is the state of undifferentiated emptiness before a beginning. 

Wuji Hu Xi燕植呼吸 Wuji Breathing, also called Cavity Breathing (Xue Wei Xi，穴位息〉

Wuji Xi祭植息 Wuji Breathing, also called Cavity Breathing (Xue 联i Xi，穴位息〉

Wushu 武街Literally，气nartial techniques." A common name for the Chinese martial arts. 

Many other terms are used, including: Wuyi (武蕃) (martial arts), Wugong (武功)
(martial Gongfu), Guoshu (圃街) (national techniques), and Gongfu (功夫) (energy

time~ Because Wushu has been modified in mainland China over the past forty years 

into gymnastic martial performance, many traditional Chinese martial artist have given 

up this name in order to avoid confusing modern Wushu with traditional Wushu. 

Recent协 mainland China has attempted to bring modern Wushu back toward its tra

ditional training and practice. 

Wuwei $.在海 Means "doing nothing," and implies "regulating without regulating." 

Wuxing 五行 Five Elements: Metal Oin，金) (Lungs, Fall); Wood (Mu，木) (Liver, Spring); 

Water (Shui，水) (Kidneys, Winter); Fire (Huo，火) (Heart, Summer); and Earth (Tu, 

土) (Spleen, Four Seasons~ 

xi 息 Implies embryonic r臼piration.

xi喜 Joy， delight and happiness. 

Xi Huo 熄火 Cease the fire. 

xi Sui Gong 洗髓功 Gongfu of marrow and brain washing Qigong practice. 

xi SuiJing 洗髓越 "Washing Marrow/Brain Classic," usually translated as "Marrow/Brain 

Washing Classic." A Qigong training which specializes in leading Qi to the marrow to 

cleanse it or to the brain to nourish the spirit for enlightenment. It is believed that xi 

Sui Jing training is the key to longevity and achieving spiritual enlightenment. 

Xia Ceng Qi 下屠氯 The bioelectricity stored at the Real Lower Dan Tian is called "Xia 

Ceng Qi" which means "Lower Level Qi" or "Nei Qi" (内轧) (Inner Qi~ 

Xian 仙An immortal. A person who has attained enlightenment or Buddhahood, whose 

spirit can separate from and return to his physical body at will. 

Xian Dao Jing Zuo 仙道静坐 Enlightenment Meditation. Meditation to reach the Bud

dhahood or enlightenment. 
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Xian Dao Wu Zhen Jing Zuo 仙道悟真静坐 Divine Enlightenment Meditation. 

Xian Ren 仙人 Means those persons who have reached spiritual immort孔lity (i.e. enlight
enment} 

Xian Tai 仙胎 Immortal Embryo. 

Xian Tian Qi 先天氯 Pre-Birth Qi or Pre-Heaven Q i. Also called Dan Tian Qi (丹田氯〉
The Qi which is converted from Original Essence and is stored in the Lower Dan Tian. 
Considered to be "water Qi," it is able to calm the body. 

Xian Tian Zhi Zhen 先天之真 Pre-Heaven truth. The truthful mind before birth. 

XiangYun 想越 Thinking concealment. 

Xiao 孝 Filial Piety. 

Xiao DingLu 小鼎墟 Small Tripod and Furnace. Huang Ting (黄庭) is a tripod while the 
Real Lower Dan Tian is a furnace. 

Xiao Tong 小通 Means "litde smoothness" and means the smooth circulation of the Q i. 

Xiao Zhou Tian 小周天 "Small Cyclic Heaven" or "Small Circulation Meditation." This is 
also commonly known as "Microcosmic Meditation" in Yoga or "Turning the Wheel of 
Natural Law" (Zhuan Fa Lun，将法翰) by Buddhist society. A Nei Dan Qigong 
(内丹氯功) training in which Qi is generated at the Dan Tian (丹田~ and then moved 
in a circle through the Conception and Governing Vessels (Ren, Du Mai，任·督服〉

Xiao Zhou Tian Jing Zuo 小周天静坐 "Small Cyclic Heaven Meditation" or "Small Cir
culation Meditation." 

Xin 心 Means "heart." Xin means the mind generated from emotional disturbance. 

Xin 信 Trust.

Xin Shen Bu Ning 心神不宰 Means "the (emotional) mind and spirit are not peaceful." 
That means the mind is scattered. 

Xin XiXi扭gYi 心息相依 Heart (mind) and breathing (are) mutually dependent. 

Xin Yuan Yi Ma 心猿意禹Literally， "heart monkey Yi horse." Xin (heart) is used to repre
sent the emotional mind which is acting as a monkey, unsteady and disturbing. Yi is the 
mind which is generated from calm and clear thinking and judgment (i.e. wisdom 
mind} The Yi is like a horse, calm and powerful. 

Xin Zhai 心带 Means "purifìed Xin" and implies a simply calm and sincere mind. 

Xing 性 Human nature or temperament. 

Xing 形 "Shape，" and means physical body. 
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Xing Gong 行功 "To car叩 out the Gong," and implies to train. 

Xing Ming Shuang Xiu 性命赞修 "Human nature life double cultivation." Originally Bud

dhist, though now predominantly Daoist approach to Qigong, emphasizing the culti

vation of both spirituality (human nature) and the physical bod严

XingYun 行单 Acting concealment. 

Xingyiquan (Xingyi) 形意拳Literally: Shape-mind Fist. An internal style of Gongfu in 

which the mind or thinking determines the shape or movement of the body. Creation 

of the style attributed to Marshal Yue, Fei (岳通) during the Chinese Southern Song 

Dynasty (1 127-1280 A.D.) (南宋〉

Xinzhu Xian 新竹串串、 Birthplace of Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming in Taiwan. 

Xiong Bu Hu xi 胸部呼吸 Chest breathing. 

Xiu 修 Means "to regulate, to cultivate, to repai巳" or "to maintain in good condition." 

XiuQi 修筑 Cultivate the Q i. Cultivate implies to protect, maintain and refine. A Buddhist 

Qigong training. 

Xu 虚 Means "emptiness" (nihility~ 

Xu Mi 须葡 Xu Mi is the Daoist term for the human spiritual being in the fullness of 

human virtue. 

XuWu 虚祭 Means "nothing." 

Xuan 玄 Means "marvellous" or "incredible" and when this word is used in Daoist docu

ments, it means "mysterious." 

Xuan De 玄德 Profound natural virtue. 

Xuan Guan 玄阔 Tricky gates. The many key places in Qigong training. 

Xuan Pin 玄轨 Means "the marvellous and mysterious Dao, the mother of creation of mil

lions of objects." 

Xuan Yuan 玄元 Means "the mysterious origin" and implies Dan Tians (丹田〉

Xue \1Ç每iHu Xi穴位呼吸 Cavity breathing. Means the Lower Dan Tian breathing or Wuji 

breathing (Wuji Xi，集植息〉

XueW每i Xi穴位息 Cavity breathing. Implies Wuji breathing (Wuji Xi, ~在植息) or Embry

onic Breathing (1马i Xi, Jl台息〉

Xun Dao Zhe 尊道者 Meaning "Dao searcher," those who are studying the truth of the 

Dao. 

Xun Feng 翼凰 Means "great wind." 
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Yan 言 Means "speaking" or "negotiating." 

Yan 咽 Means "to swallow the saliva." 

Yan Guan Bi 眼规鼻 Means "to use the eyes to look at the nose tip," which implies to pay 
attention to the breathing. 

Yan Xi晏息 Meditation or profound breathing. 

Yang 善 Means "to nourish, to increase, to raise," and "to cultivate." 

Yang 畴。ne of the two poles (or polarities) (Liang Yi，雨傲} The other is Yin. In Chinese 
philosophy, the active, positive, masculine polarity is classifìed as Yang. In Chinese med
icine, Yang means excessive, too su伍cient， overactive, or overheated. The Yang (or 
outer) organs are the Gall Bladder, Small Intestine, Large Intestine, Stomach, Bladder, 
and Triple Burner. 

YangJian 踌罔 "Yang World," the material world in which we live. 

YangJing 琦精 Yang Essence. 

YangQuan 晴泉 Yang Fountain. The Yang center of the Real Lower Dan Tian. 

Yang Shen 装神 Yang means "to raise, nourish, and maintain." Shen means spirit. Yang 
Shen is the main Buddhist approach to regulating the Shen. 

Yang Shen ~屠神When spirit (Shen，神) is used to manifest the Qi into action, it is pow
erful. Therefore, though Shen itself is considered Yin, it is called "Yang Shen." 

Yang Style Taijiquan 杨氏太植拳 A style ofTaijiquan created by Ya吨， Lu-Shan (杨露禅)
(1 799-1872 A.D.} 

YangYing 善婴 Nursing the baby. 

Y扭g， Jw咧iI吨1珞g

Yang阴qiaωaωoMa刽i ~琦费晓腺 Yang Heel Vessel. One of the eight Qi vessels. 

Yangwei Mai 畴雄服 Yang Linking 民ssel. One of the Eight Extraordinary Vessels. 

Yao 禁 "Herb." Implies elixir. 

YaoMin 杳冥 Means "Profound Abyss," whïch repr臼ents the Yin spiritual world (Yin Jian, 
除罔〉

Yi 一 Means "singularity." 

Yi 载 Justice， righteousness. 

Yi 意 Mind. (Pronounced "ee") Specifìcally, the mind whïch is generated by clear thinking 
and judgment, and which is able to make you calm, peaceful, and wise. 
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Yi Jin Jing 易筋挫Literally: Changing Muscle/Tendon Classic, usually called The Mus

cle/Tendon Changing Classic. Credited to Da Mo (连磨) around 550 A.D. This work 

discusses Wai Dan Qigong (外丹氯功) training for strengthening the physical body. 

Yi Ji吨易短 Book 01 Changes. A book of divination written during the Zhou Dynasty 

(1 122-2另 B.C.) (周〉

Yi Shou Dan Tian 意守丹田 Keep your Yi on your Lower Dan Tian (Xia Dan Tian, 

下丹田~ In Qigong training, you keep your mind at the Lower Dan Tian in order to 

build up Q i. When you are circulating your Qi, you always lead your Qi back to your 

Lower Dan Tian before you stop. 

Yin 除 In Chinese philosophy, the passive, negative, feminine polarity. In Chinese medi

cine, Yin means deficient. The Yin (internal) organs are the Heart, Lungs, Liver, Kid

neys, Spleen, and Pericardium. 

Yin Jian 晗罔 "Yin world." The spirit world a丘er death is considered a Yin world. 

Yin Shen 陪神 "Yin Spirit." The Yin center of the Upper Dan Tian. 

Yin Shui 除水 Yin Water. Implies that the Qi stored at the Lower Dan Tian is calm and 

pure. 

Yin Tang (Yintang) (M-HN-3) 印堂 Seal Hall. r、'1ame of an acupuncture cavity. Also called 

"Tian Men" (天问) (Heaven Gate) which implies "The Third Eye." 

Yin Yang Xie Tiao 除畴揩拥 The harmony and balance ofYin and Yang. 

Ying Er 婴兔 Means "baby" (son) and implies "the Spiritual Embryo." 

Ying Gong 硬功 Hard Gongfu. Any Chinese martial training which emphasizes physical 

strength and power. 

Ying Qi 管牵L Managing Q i. The Qi which manages the functioning of the organs and the 

body. 

Ying Zhou 温洲 A holy mountain in the east sea where the immortals dwell (in Chinese 

legend~ 

Yinjiao (Co-7) 障交 Yin junction. A junction of two vessels, Conception Vessel (Ren Mai, 

任腺) and Thrusting Vessel (Chong Mai，街服~ Yinjiao belongs to the Conception 

Vessel. 

Yinqiao Mai 除晓服 Yin Heel Vessel. One of the Eight Extraordinary Vessels. 

Yintang (M-HNδ) 印堂 Seal Hall. An acupuncture cavity belonging to miscellaneous cav

ities. Yintang is located at The Third Eye area. 

Yinwei Mai 除雄服 Yin Linking Vessel. One of the Eight Extraordinary Vessels. 
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Yong Bao 永贾 "Porever treasure" and means the treasure that you are able to keep forever. 

Yongquan (K-l) 涝泉 Gushing Spring. Name of an acupuncture cavity belonging to the 
Kidney Primary Qi Channel. 

You Xin 有心 To have a heart. Means to have an intention. 

Yu 雨 Rain.

Yu 惩 Desire or lust. 

YuChi 玉池 Jade Pond. Implies the place underneath the tongue which is able to generate 
an abundance of saliva during meditation. 

Yu Guan 玉偌 Means "Jade Hall." An alternative name of the "heart" (Xin，心〉

YuHu 玉壶 Means "Jade Ketde." An alternative name of the "heart" (Xin，心〉

Yu Huan 玉瑕 Jade ring. 

Yu Huan Xue 玉瑕穴 Jade ring cavity. It means the space inside the solar plexus area 
(Huang Ting} 

YuMen 玉问 "Jade Gate" and means "The Third Eye." 

Yu Tang 玉堂 Means "Jade Hall" and implies "the palate of the mouth." 

Yu Tu 玉兔 Means "Jade Rabbit" and implies "Original Essence" (Yuan Jing，元精〉

Yuan 猿An ape. 

Yuan Dao 元道 Original Dao. 

Yuan Hai 元海 Original Ocean. 

YuanJing 元精 Original Essence. The fundamental, original substance inherited from your 
parents, it is converted into Original Qi (Yuan Qi，元轧〉

Yuan Qi 元氯 Original Qi. Created from the Original Essence (Yuan Ji吨，元精) inherit
ed from your parents. 

Yuan Shen 元神 Original Spirit. The spirit you already had when you were born. 

Yue, Pei 岳通 A Chinese hero in the Southern Song Dynasty(1 127-1280 A.D.) (南宋} Said to 
have created Ba Duan Jin (八段锦~ Xingyiquan (形意拳~ and Yue's Ying Zhua 
(岳家属爪〉

Yujia 输和 Indian Yoga. 

Yun 霎 Cloud.

Zai Jie Pai 栽接派 Plant and Gra丘 Division. A division of Daoist Qigong training. 
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Zen (Chan) 忍(禅) Means "to endure." The Japanese name of Chan. 

Zhan Guo 鞍圃币Tarring States Period. A period in Chinese history (403-222 B.C.~ 

Zhang 丈 A Chinese unit of length which is a little bit longer than 10 feet (3m~ 

Zhang, Dao-Ling 强道陵 A Daoist who combined scholarly Daoism with Buddhist 

philosophies and created Religious Daoism (Dao Jiao，道教) during the Chinese East

ern Han Dynasty (25-220 A.D.) (束漠〉

Zhang, Xiang-San 强祥三 A well-known martial artist in Taiwan during the 1960s. 

Zhen 真 Truth.

Zhen Dan Tian 真丹田 The Real Dan Tian, which is located at the physical center of gravity. 

Zhen Qi 真氯 Means "REal Qi." 

ZhenRen 真人 Means "real person" or "truthful person." A Daoist aims to be truthful and 

is therefore called "truthful man." 

Zhen Ru 真如 Means "Real Buddhahood." 

Zhen Xi真息 The real breathing or true breathing. That means the breathing has been reg

ulated to a deep and profound level. It implies Embryonic Breathing. 

Zhen Xia Dan Tian 真下丹田 Real Lower Dan Tian, which is the main Qi reservoir or bio

electric battery in our body. 

Zhen Yi 真一 Means "Real One," "Real Singularity," or "Real Singleness." "One" or "sin

gularity" impli臼 the main energy polarity of a human constructed by spiritual center 

and the Qi center. 

Zhen Yuan 真元 Means "Real Origins" and implies the "Original Essence, Qi, and Shen" 

(Yuan Ji吨， Yuan Qi, and Yuan Shen，元精、元氯、元神〉

Zheng Fu Hu xi 正腹呼吸 Formal Abdominal Breathing. More commonly called Buddhist 

Breathing. 

Zheng Qi 正氛Righteous Q i. When a person is righteous, it is said that he has righteous 

Qi which evil Qi cannot overcome. 

Zhi 止 Stop.

Zhi Guan 止现Literally means "to stop the observation" and implies that the observation 

of the Xin's activities is stopped. 

Zhi GuanFa 止现法 Stop Looking Method. One of the methods used to regulate the mind. 

Zhong 忠 Loyalty.
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Zhong Dan Tian 中丹田 The Middle Dan Tian which is believed to be located on the 
Shanzhong (擅中) area which is the center between the nipples. 

Zhong Xi踵息 Sole breathing. 

Zhou 周 Means "to be complete," "to be perfect," or 气o be round." 

Zhou Dynasty (1122-255 B.C.)周朝 A dynasty in Chinese history. 

Zhuan Fa Lun 特法翰 "Turning the Wheel of Natural Law." A Buddhist term meaning 
"Small Circulation. 

ZhuangZhou 蓓周 Zhuang Zi，鄂、rring States Period (403-222 B.C.~ A Daoist scholar. He 
wrote a book called Zhuang Zi (蓝子〉

Zhuang Zi 落子 A book written by the Daoist scholar Zhuang Zhou (基周) during the 
Chinese Warring States Period (403-222 B.C.) (联国〉

Zi 子 Midnight. One of the twelve Terrestrial Branches (Shi Er Di Zhi，十二地支) (i.e. 11 
p.M.-l A.M.~ 

Zi Guan 自现 SelιInternal-Vision. Means to observe the selιinner-mental activities. 

ZiJue 自凳 Selιawareness.

Zi Shi 子咛 Midnight， 11 p.M.-l A.M. 

Zi Shi 自戴 Self-recognition.

Zi Tuo 自脱 Freedom of emotional or spiritual bondage. 

ZiWu 自悟 Selιawakening.

Zi Xing 自醒 Self二awakening.

Zi-Wu 子午 Means "midnight and noon." 

Zou Huo 走火 Entering the 且re path. False and unrealistic feelings can lead you to a state 
of emotional disturbance, and farther away from the correct practice of Qi cultivation. 

ZouHuo RuMo 走火入魔 W组lk into the fìre and enter into the devil. In Qigong train
ing, if you have led your Qi into the wrong path it is called "walking into the fìre," 
and if your mind has been led into a confused state, it is called "entering into the 
devil." 

Zu Jue Yin Gan Jing 足厥陪肝雄 Leg Absolute Yin Liver Primary Qi Channel. One of the 
twelve primary Qi channels. 

Zu Shao Yang Dan Jing 足少畴膳短 Leg Lesser Yang Gall Bladder Prima可 Qi Channel. 
One of the twelve primary Qi channels. 
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Zu Shao Yin Shen Jing 足少除膏短 Leg Lesser Yin Kidney Primary Qi Channel. One of 

the twelve prima可 Qi channels. 

Zu Tai Yang Pang Guang Jing 足太踌膀胧挫 Leg Greater Yang Bladder Primary Qi Chan

nel. One of the twelve primary Qi channels. 

Zu Tai Yin Pi Jing 足太障脾短 Leg Greater Yin Spleen Primary Qi Channel. One of the 

twelve primary Qi channels. 

Zu Yang Ming Wei Jing 足琦明胃短 Leg Yang Brightness Stomach Primary Qi Channel. 
One of the twelve prima叮 Qi channels. 

Zuo Chan 坐禅 Meditation in Buddhist society is called "Zuo Chan" which means "sit for 

Chan." 
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